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ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN PATIENT CARE – TWO YEARS

SYLLABUS & STUDY MATERIAL

PAPER – I

ESSENTIALS OF NURSING & HEALTH PROMOTION – 8 CREDITS – 32 UNITS

Historical And Contemporary Nursing Practice

UNIT – 1: Nursing practice, Primary Nursing

UNIT – 2:Team Nursing,Evaluation of Nursing

Nursing Education And Research

UNIT – 3: Nursing Research Fall, Historical Background

UNIT – 4:Nurse Education,Nursing Research

Nursing Theories And Conceptual Frameworks

UNIT – 5;Future of Nursing Models,History of Nursing Models

UNIT – 6:Universal Features of Nursing Models,Nursing theory

Legal Aspects Of Nursing

UNIT – 7:Nursing Education Responsibility & Status,Legal Aspects of Nursing

Values, Ethics And Advocacy

UNIT – 8:Nursing Ethics,Nursing Ethics & Values,Advocacy

Health Care Delivery Systems

UNIT – 9:Major Models ,Characteristics of Health care, Health Informatics, Providers,

Health Care Delivery Systems

Community Nursing And Care Continuity

UNIT – 10: Nursing Techniques, Community Nursing
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Home Care

UNIT – 11:Instrumental Activities of Daily Living, Concept of Home Care , Home Care

Nursing Informatics

UNIT – 12:Healthcare Management Informatics, History of Nursing Informatics

UNIT – 13:Concept of Nursing Informatics,  Nursing Informatics.

Health Promotion

UNIT – 14::relationship of individuality and holism to nursing practice, health promotion

programs

UNIT – 15:nurses role in health promotion ,Develop, implement, and evaluate plans for

health promotion

Health, Wellness, And Illness

UNIT – 16:health, wellness, and well-being, five dimensions of wellness

UNIT – 17:illness from disease and acute illness from chronic illness,effects of illness on

individuals and family members roles and functions

Complementary And Alternative Healing Modalities

UNIT – 18:Concepts basic to alternative practices, Healing environments ,Self-care plan

using alternative practices, Herbs are similar to many prescription drugs

UNIT – 19:Naturopathic medicine may be the model health care system of the future,,role of

manual healing methods , Goals that yoga, meditation, hypnotherapy

UNIT – 20:Bio-electromagnetic and infrared photo energy therapy,Various types of

detoxification,Uses of animals, prayer, and humor as treatment modalities

Concepts Of Growth And Development

UNIT – 21:Growth and development, Influence growth and development, Concept of

temperament, Stages of growth and development according to various theorists.
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UNIT – 22:Characteristics and implications of Freuds five stages of development, Eriksons

eight stages of development, Developmental tasks associated with Havighursts six age

periods, Pecks and Goulds stages of adult development

UNIT – 23:Piagets theory of cognitive development, Kohlbergs and Gilligans theories of

moral development, Fowlers and Westerhoffs stages of spiritual development

Promoting Health From Conception Through Adolescence

UNIT – 24:characteristic of different stages of development from infancy through

adolescence, physical development from infancy through adolescence,Trace psychosocial

development , cognitive development according to Piaget

UNIT – 25:moral development according to Kohlberg, spiritual development , characteristics

from birth through late childhood, essential activities of health promotion and protection

Promoting Health In Young And Middle-Aged Adults

UNIT – 26:generational groups , physical development, characteristic tasks of development,

changes in cognitive development

UNIT – 27:moral development, spiritual development, health problems associated with

young , developmental assessment guidelines, health promotion

Promoting Health In Elders

UNIT – 28:categories of elders, demographic, socioeconomic , ageism and its contribution

,gerontology and geriatrics, development of gerontological nursing and the roles of the

gerontological nurse,care settings for elders,biologic theories of aging

UNIT – 29:physical changes that occur during older adulthood, psychosocial theories about

aging,developmental tasks of the older adult,psychosocial changes that the older adult adjusts

to during the aging process

UNIT – 30:cognitive abilities while aging, Kohlbergs and Gilligans theories of moral

reasoning in elders, spirituality and aging, health problems associated with elders,health

promotion topics for older adulthood
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Promoting Family Health

UNIT – 31:roles and functions of the family, different types of families, family health

promotion, family health assessment

UNIT – 32:risk factors regarding family health, nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and

interventions pertaining to family functioning, diagnoses related to family functioning
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Topic: Historical And Contemporary Nursing Practice

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Nursing practice

 Primary Nursing

 Team Nursing

 Evaluation of Nursing

Definition/Overview:

Nursing practice: Nursing practice is the actual provision of nursing care. In providing care,

nurses are implementing the nursing care plan which is based on the client's initial

assessment. This is based around a specific nursing theory which will be selected as

appropriate for the care setting. In providing nursing care the nurse uses both nursing theory

and best practice derived from nursing research.

Key Points:

1. Primary Nursing

Primary nursing is a method of nursing practice which emphasizes continuity of care by

having one nurse (often teamed with a nursing assistant) provide complete care for a small

group of inpatients within a nursing unit of a hospital. The "primary nurse" is responsible for

coordinating all aspects of care for the same group of patients throughout their stay in a given

area.

2. Team Nursing

Team nursing was developed because of social and technological changes in World War II

drew many nurses away from hospitals, learning haps, services, procedures and equipments

became more expensive and complicated, requiring specialisation at every turn. It is an

attempt to meet increased demands of nursing services and better use of knowledge and skills

of professional nurses.

Team nursing is based on philosophy in which groups of professional and non-professional

personnel work together to identify, plan, implement and evaluate comprehensive client-

centered care. The key concept is a group that works together toward common goal,
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providing qualitative comprehensive nursing care. Team nursing was designed to

accommodate several categories of personnel in meeting the comprehensive nursing needs of

a group of clients.

3. Evaluation of Nursing

Nursing has existed in various forms in every culture, although the definition of the term and

the practice of nursing has changed greatly over time. The oldest sense of the word in the

English language a woman employed to suckle and/or generally care for a younger child. The

former being known as a wet nurse and the latter being known as a dry nurse. In the 15th

century, this developed into the idea of looking after or advising another, not necessarily

meaning a woman looking after a child. Nursing has continued to develop in this latter sense,

although the idea of nourishing in the broadest sense refers in modern nursing to promoting

quality of life.

Prior to the foundation of modern nursing, nuns and the military often provided nursing-like

services. The religious and military roots of modern nursing remain in evidence today in

many countries. For example: in Britain, senior female nurses are known as sisters. It was

during time of war that a significant development in nursing history arose when Florence

Nightingale, working to improve conditions of soldiers in the Crimean War, laid the

foundation stone of professional nursing with the principles summarised in the book Notes on

Nursing. Other important nurses in the development of the profession include: Mary Seacole,

who also worked as a nurse in the Crimea; Agnes Elizabeth Jones and Linda Richards, who

established quality nursing schools in the USA and Japan, and Linda Richards who was

officially America's first trained nurse, graduating in 1873 from the New England Hospital

for Women and Children in Boston.

 New Zealand was the first country to regulate nurses nationally, with adoption of the Nurses

Registration Act on the 12th of September, 1901. Ellen Dougherty was the first registered

nurse. North Carolina was the first state in the United States to pass a nursing licensure law in

1903.

 Nurses have experienced difficulty with the hierarchy in medicine that has resulted in an

impression that nurses primary purpose is to follow the direction of medics. This tendency is

certainly not observed in Nightingale's Notes on Nursing, where the doctors are mentioned

relatively infrequently and often in critical tones, particularly relating to bedside manner.
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 The modern era has seen the development of nursing degrees and nursing has numerous

journals to broaden the knowledge base of the profession. Nurses are often in key

management roles within health services and hold research posts at universities.

 The authority for the practice of nursing is based upon a social contract that delineates

professional rights and responsibilities as well as mechanisms for public accountability. In

almost all countries, nursing practice is defined and governed by law, and entrance to the

profession is regulated at national or state level.

 The aim of the nursing community worldwide is to develop the profession guided by

continuing education based on nursing research, and to regulate standards of competency and

ethics. There are a number of educational paths to becoming a professional nurse, which vary

greatly worldwide, but all involve extensive study of nursing theory and practice and training

in clinical skills.

 Nurses practice in a wide range of settings, from hospitals to visiting people in their homes

and caring for them in schools to research in pharmaceutical companies. Nurses work in

occupational health settings (also called industrial health settings), free-standing clinics and

physician offices, nurse-run clinics, long-term care facilities and camps. They also work on

cruise ships and in military service. Nurses act as advisers and consultants to the healthcare

and insurance industries. Some are attorneys and others work with attorneys as legal nurse

consultants, reviewing patient records to assure that adequate care was provided and

testifying in court. Nurses can work on a temporary basis, which involves doing shifts

without a contact in a variety of settings, sometimes known as per diem nursing, agency

nursing or travel nursing.

 Nursing is the most diverse of all healthcare professions. Nurses practice in a wide range of

settings but generally nursing is divided depending on the needs of the person being nursed.

The major divisions are:

 the nursing of people with mental health problems - Psychiatric and mental health nursing

 the nursing of people with learning or developmental disabilities - Learning disability nursing

(UK)

 The nursing of children - Pediatric nursing.

 the nursing of older adults - Geriatric nursing

 The nursing of people in their own homes - Home health nursing (US), District nursing and

Health visiting (UK).

 There are also specialist areas such as cardiac nursing, orthopedic nursing, palliative care,

perioperative nursing and oncology nursing.
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Nursing Research: Nursing research is the term used to describe the evidence used to support

nursing practice. Nursing, as evidence based area of practice, has been developing since the

time of Florence Nightingale to the present day, where many nurses now work as researchers

based in universities as well as in the health care setting.

Nurse Education: Nurse Education places emphasis upon the use of evidence from research

in order to rationalize nursing interventions. In Englandand Walescourts may determine

whether or not a nurse acted reasonably based upon whether or not their intervention was

supported by research.

Key Points:

Nurse education consists in the theoretical and practical training provided to nurses with the

purpose to prepare them for their duties as nursing care professionals. This education is

provided to nursing students by experienced nurses and other medical professionals who have

qualified or experienced for educational tasks. Most countries offer nurse education courses

that can be relevant to general nursing or to specialized areas including mental health nursing,

pediatric nursing and post-operator nursing. Nurse education also provides post-qualification

courses in specialist subjects within nursing.

1. Historical Background:

During recent past decades, the moving on education has replaced the more practically

focused, but often ritualistic, training structure of conventional preparation. Nurse education

integrates today a broader awareness of other disciplines allied to medicine, often involving

inter-professional educating, and the utilization of research when making clinical and

managerial decisions. Orthodox training can be argued to have offered a more intense

practical skills base, but emphasized the hand maiden relationship with the physician. This is

now outmoded, and the impact of nurse education is to develop a confident, inquiring

graduate who contributes to the care team as an equal. In some countries, not all qualification

courses have graduate status. Traditionally, from the times prior to Florence Nightingale,

nursing was seen as an apprenticeship, often undertaken in religious orders such as convents

by young women, although there have always been a proportion of male nurses, especially in

mental health services. In 1860 Nightingale set up the first nurse training school at St

Thomas' Hospital, London. Nightingale's curriculum was largely base around nursing
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practice, with instruction focused upon the need for hygiene and task competence. Her

methods are reflected in her "Notes on Nursing".

Some other nurses at that time, notably Ethel Bedford-Fenwick, were in favor of formalized

nursing registration and curriculum that were formally based in higher education and not

within the confines of hospitals.

Nurse education in the United Stateshas been conducted within university schools, although it

is unclear who offered the first degree level program. So far as known Yale School of

Nursing became the first autonomous school of nursing in the United States in 1923. In

Europe the University of Edinburgh was the first European institution to offer a nursing

degree in 1972.

2. Nursing Research Fall

Nursing research falls largely into two areas:

 Quantitative research is based in the paradigm of logical positivism and is focused upon

outcomes for clients that are measurable, generally using statistics. The dominant research

method is the randomized controlled trial.

 Qualitative research, is based in the paradigm of phenomenology, grounded theory,

ethnography and others, and examines the experience of those receiving or delivering the

nursing care, focusing, in particular, on the meaning that it holds for the individual. The

research methods most commonly used are interviews, case studies, focus groups and

ethnography

Recently in the UK, action research has become increasingly popular in nursing.

 During recent past decades, the moving on education has replaced the more practically

focused, but often ritualistic, training structure of conventional preparation. Nurse education

integrates today a broader awareness of other disciplines allied to medicine, often involving

inter-professional education, and the utilization of research when making clinical and

managerial decisions. Orthodox training can be argued to have offered a more intense

practical skills base, but emphasized the hand maiden relationship with the physician. This is

now outmoded, and the impact of nurse education is to develop a confident, inquiring

graduate who contributes to the care team as an equal. In some countries, not all qualification

courses have graduate status. Traditionally, from the times prior to Florence Nightingale,

nursing was seen as an apprenticeship, often undertaken in religious orders such as convents
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by young women, although there have always been a proportion of male nurses, especially in

mental health services. In 1860 Nightingale set up the first nurse training school at St

Thomas' Hospital, London. Nightingale's curriculum was largely base around nursing

practice, with instruction focused upon the need for hygiene and task competence. Her

methods are reflected in her "Notes on Nursing", (1898).

 Some other nurses at that time, notably Ethel Bedford-Fenwick, were in favor of formalized

nursing registration and curriculum that were formally based in higher education and not

within the confines of hospitals.

 Nurse education in the United States has been conducted within university schools, although

it is unclear who offered the first degree level program. So far as known Yale School of

Nursing became the first autonomous school of nursing in the United States in 1923. In

Europe the University of Edinburgh was the first European institution to offer a nursing

degree in 1972.

 Among nurse educators, arguments continue about the ideal balance of practical preparation

and the need to educate the future practitioner to manage healthcare and to have a broader

view of the practice. To meet both requirements, nurse education aims to develop a lifelong

learner who can adapt effectively to changes in both the theory and practice of nursing.

Topic : Nursing Education And Research

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Nursing Research Fall

 Historical Background:

 Nurse Education

 Nursing Research

Definition/Overview:

Nursing Research: Nursing research is the term used to describe the evidence used to

support nursing practice. Nursing, as evidence based area of practice, has been developing

since the time of Florence Nightingale to the present day, where many nurses now work as

researchers based in universities as well as in the health care setting.

Nurse Education: Nurse Education places emphasis upon the use of evidence from research

in order to rationalize nursing interventions. In Englandand Walescourts may determine
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whether or not a nurse acted reasonably based upon whether or not their intervention was

supported by research.

Key Points:

Nurse education consists in the theoretical and practical training provided to nurses with the

purpose to prepare them for their duties as nursing care professionals. This education is

provided to nursing students by experienced nurses and other medical professionals who have

qualified or experienced for educational tasks. Most countries offer nurse education courses

that can be relevant to general nursing or to specialized areas including mental health nursing,

pediatric nursing and post-operator nursing. Nurse education also provides post-qualification

courses in specialist subjects within nursing.

1. Historical Background:

During recent past decades, the moving on education has replaced the more practically

focused, but often ritualistic, training structure of conventional preparation. Nurse education

integrates today a broader awareness of other disciplines allied to medicine, often involving

inter-professional educating, and the utilization of research when making clinical and

managerial decisions. Orthodox training can be argued to have offered a more intense

practical skills base, but emphasized the hand maiden relationship with the physician. This is

now outmoded, and the impact of nurse education is to develop a confident, inquiring

graduate who contributes to the care team as an equal. In some countries, not all qualification

courses have graduate status. Traditionally, from the times prior to Florence Nightingale,

nursing was seen as an apprenticeship, often undertaken in religious orders such as convents

by young women, although there have always been a proportion of male nurses, especially in

mental health services. In 1860 Nightingale set up the first nurse training school at St

Thomas' Hospital, London. Nightingale's curriculum was largely base around nursing

practice, with instruction focused upon the need for hygiene and task competence. Her

methods are reflected in her "Notes on Nursing".

Some other nurses at that time, notably Ethel Bedford-Fenwick, were in favor of formalized

nursing registration and curriculum that were formally based in higher education and not

within the confines of hospitals.

Nurse education in the United Stateshas been conducted within university schools, although it

is unclear who offered the first degree level program. So far as known Yale School of

Nursing became the first autonomous school of nursing in the United States in 1923. In
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Europe the University of Edinburgh was the first European institution to offer a nursing

degree in 1972.

2. Nursing Research Fall

Nursing research falls largely into two areas:

 Quantitative research is based in the paradigm of logical positivism and is focused upon

outcomes for clients that are measurable, generally using statistics. The dominant research

method is the randomized controlled trial.

 Qualitative research, is based in the paradigm of phenomenology, grounded theory,

ethnography and others, and examines the experience of those receiving or delivering the

nursing care, focusing, in particular, on the meaning that it holds for the individual. The

research methods most commonly used are interviews, case studies, focus groups and

ethnography

Recently in the UK, action research has become increasingly popular in nursing.

 During recent past decades, the moving on education has replaced the more practically

focused, but often ritualistic, training structure of conventional preparation. Nurse education

integrates today a broader awareness of other disciplines allied to medicine, often involving

inter-professional education, and the utilization of research when making clinical and

managerial decisions. Orthodox training can be argued to have offered a more intense

practical skills base, but emphasized the hand maiden relationship with the physician. This is

now outmoded, and the impact of nurse education is to develop a confident, inquiring

graduate who contributes to the care team as an equal. In some countries, not all qualification

courses have graduate status. Traditionally, from the times prior to Florence Nightingale,

nursing was seen as an apprenticeship, often undertaken in religious orders such as convents

by young women, although there have always been a proportion of male nurses, especially in

mental health services. In 1860 Nightingale set up the first nurse training school at St

Thomas' Hospital, London. Nightingale's curriculum was largely base around nursing

practice, with instruction focused upon the need for hygiene and task competence. Her

methods are reflected in her "Notes on Nursing", (1898).

 Some other nurses at that time, notably Ethel Bedford-Fenwick, were in favor of formalized

nursing registration and curriculum that were formally based in higher education and not

within the confines of hospitals.

 Nurse education in the United States has been conducted within university schools, although

it is unclear who offered the first degree level program. So far as known Yale School of
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Nursing became the first autonomous school of nursing in the United States in 1923. In

Europe the University of Edinburgh was the first European institution to offer a nursing

degree in 1972.

Among nurse educators, arguments continue about the ideal balance of practical preparation

and the need to educate the future practitioner to manage healthcare and to have a broader

view of the practice. To meet both requirements, nurse education aims to develop a lifelong

learner who can adapt effectively to changes in both the theory and practice of nursing

Topic : Nursing Theories And Conceptual Frameworks

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Future of Nursing Models

 History of Nursing Models

 Universal Features of Nursing Models

 Nursing theory

Definition/Overview:

Nursing theory: Nursing theory is the term given to the body of knowledge that is used to

support nursing practice. In their professional education nurses will study a range of

interconnected subjects which can be applied to the practice setting. This knowledge may be

derived from experiential learning, from formal sources such as nursing research or from

non-nursing sources. To speak of nursing theory is often difficult. Nursing is many things to

many people. Most universally agreed upon is that Nursing is a science involving people,

environment and process fueled by a vision of transcendence in the context of healthcare. It is

interesting to note that 90% of all Nursing theories have been generated in the last 20 years.

Many schools encourage students to formulate personal philosophies or mid-range theories of

Nursing as part of their curriculum. Some might argue that this multiplicity of theory is

detrimental to the practice and undermines common vision. Others would say that the nature

of the young science is sufficiently far reaching to require such tactics in order to elicit true

consensus.

Nursing models are conceptual models, constructed of theories and concepts. They are used

to help nurses assess, plan, and implement patient care by providing a framework within

which to work. They also help nurses achieve uniformity and seamless care.
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Key Points:

1. Universal Features of Nursing Models

Unlike most sciences, Nursing theories seem primarily concerned with what "Nursing" is or

should do, rather than a phenomenon wt Nursing". All nursing models involve some method

of assessing a patient's individual needs and implementing appropriate patient care. An

essential portion of each nursing model is measurable goals in order that the process can be

evaluated in order to provide bet is used to determine a patient's treatment by nurses, doctors

and other healthcare professionals and auxiliary works. These documents are considered o is

living documents they are changed and evaluated on a daily basis as the patients condition an

abilities change. Theories of Nursing fall in theories. Neumanns model focuses on the person

a compete system, the subparts of which are interrelated physiological, psychological,

spiritual, and developmental factors.

2. History of Nursing Models

The original role of the nurse was primarily to care for the patient as prescribed by a

physician. This evolved into the biomedical model of nursing care which still strongly

influences nursing practice today. The biomedical model focuses heavily upon path

physiology and altered homeostasis but fails to identify individual differences and whilst it

works well for traditional medical and physical care, it focuses solely on the treatment of

disease, making little account of psychological, socio-cultural, or politico-economic

differences between individuals. The Biomedical Model essentially views all patients with

the same disease as the same problem regardless of their religion, culture, or ethnicity. This is

in contrast to the social model of healthcare that places emphasis on changes that can be

made in society and in people's own lifestyles to make the population healthier.

The first theorist to clearly articulate a role of nurses distinct from the medical profession was

Florence Nightingale. Her theories were developed during the Crimean War and published in

Notes on Nursing: What It Is, and What It Is Not in 1859. Nightingale's model is based on the

idea that the nurse manipulates the environment to promote the patient's well-being. Nurses

quickly realized that treating patients based upon their disease rather than making a holistic

assessment was not a satisfactory way of attending patient care. Presently, some of today

contributing theorist include Roy (Kansas), Newman (Harvard), Waga (Rutgers), and

Johnson (Yale).
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3. Future of Nursing Models

Nursing models have been criticized for failing to provide holistic care, and preventing nurses

from thinking "outside of the box". This has been compounded by many hospitals that have

developed "pre-printed" care plans that have been misused by nurses who have failed to

customize these generic care plans to the patient. Evidently, the patient's care needs would be

very different from a fit-and-healthy 20 year old male with no previous medical history who

neither smokes nor drinks. It is up to the professional to tailor the care plan to suit the

individual patient. Models of nursing have always been accused of being "out of touch" with

the harsh reality of patient care, and creating yet more unnecessary paperwork for nurses to

complete. Technological advances may produce client specific nursing models.

Legal Aspects Of Nursing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Nursing Education Responsibility & Status

 Legal Aspects of Nursing

Definition/Overview:

A nurse is responsiblealong with other health care professionalsfor the treatment, safety, and

recovery of acutely or chronically ill or injured people, health maintenance of the healthy,

and treatment of life-threatening emergencies in a wide range of health care settings. Nurses

may also be involved in medical and nursing research and perform a wide range of non-

clinical functions necessary to the delivery of health care. Nurses also provide care at birth

and death.

Key Points:

1. Legal Aspects of Nursing

As a nurse it has become an important necessity to be aware of the legal aspects associated

with caring and helping people in the health industry today. Unfortunately, the more and

more negligence cases there are the less and less people want to get into the health care field

fearing legal aspects and the inevitable law suites. The first nursing law created was that of
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nursing registration in 1903 and they have only evolved and expanded over the years to

create a thick book which must be studied today by aspiring nurses.

The Tort Law is the legal aspects of the law that most nurses are more familiar with. This is

the law that involved malpractice and negligence cases which many nurses take the time to

learn inside and out as this is one of the biggest fears in the medical community. Basically a

Tort is a wrongful act which produces harm, whether it is unintentional or intentional.

Malpractice is a specific type of Tort where the standards of care are not met. This is one of

the most common and familiar laws to nurses and something that nurses and doctors alike

must be familiar with in order to continue their care efficiently.

In order to protect you from malpractice suits, nurses must take as many precautions as they

can during their daily shifts. Recording, documenting and reporting your daily routines and

decisions is one of the most common ways to make sure you are on track with your patience

and in the right. Nurses learn in school that proper care of a patient is not only making the

right decisions but maintaining and organizing their medical records and reports efficiently.

Any nurse who is not able to provide written proof of their decisions and why that decision

was reached will no doubt be charged with nurses' negligence and risks being seen in front of

a court.

The legal aspects of nursing are taught and expected to be kept up on throughout every

nurse's career. Employment as a nurse does not only require a nursing degree but knowledge

of the medical laws that will apply to you should there is a misunderstanding or challenge by

a patient or their family. A nursing job is something many young people aspire to but without

the legal knowledge behind them, many hospitals will not hire them now that legal issues are

becoming more and more problematic.

2. Nursing Education Responsibility& Status

Nursing education, regulation, roles, and titles vary in different countries, but in general

reflect an increasing level of responsibility and status. The nursing career structure does not

vary throughout the world. Typically there are several distinct levels of nursing practitioner

distinguished by increasing education, responsibility, and skills. The major distinction is

between task-based nursing and professional nursing. Nurses throughout the world are

increasingly employed as advanced practice nurses, such as clinical nurse specialists and

nurse practitioners, who diagnose health problems and prescribe medications and other

therapies. At the top of the educational ladder is the doctoral-prepared nurse. Nurses may

gain a PhD or another doctoral degree, specializing in research, clinical nursing, and so forth.
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These nurses practice nursing, teach nursing, and carry out nursing research. As the science

and art of nursing has advanced, so has the demand for doctoral-prepared nurses.

 In various parts of the world, the educational background for nurses varies widely. In some

parts of Eastern Europe, nurses are high school graduates with twelve to eighteen months of

training. In contrast, Chile requires any registered nurse to have at least a bachelor's degree.

 Nurses are the largest group of providers in the health care system--there are over two million

registered nurses in the United States of America (U.S.) alone, comprising about 13% of the

fifteen million workers in the health care and social assistance category tracked by the U.S.

Department of Labor.

 Nursing is one of the most female-dominated occupations but the number of males entering

the profession is increasing quickly. For example, in the U.S., only 5.4% of the registered

nurse population was male in 2000, but that percent represented a 226% increase in two

decades.

 Governments regulate the profession of nursing to protect the public.

 Health care settings generally involve a wide range of medical professionals who work in

collaboration with nurses.

Examples include:

 Nursing assistants, orderlies, auxiliary nurses, healthcare assistants. These types of healthcare

workers work both in acute and primary settings, under the supervision of registered nurses

or licensed practical nurses (in the US). They assist nurses by giving basic care, taking vital

signs, administering hygienic care, assisting with feeding, giving basic psychosocial care,

housekeeping, and similar duties.

 EMTs and Paramedics work closely with emergency and critical care nurses to stabilize life-

threatening trauma and medical emergencies and to provide a seamless transfer of care from

incoming ambulances to awaiting medical/surgical teams.

 Technicians: for example, certified medication aides in the US, are trained to administer

medications in a long-term care setting. There are also phlebotomy technicians, who perform

venipuncture; surgical technologists (US), and technicians trained to operate most kinds of

diagnostic and laboratory equipment, such as X-ray machines, electrocardiographs, and so

forth.

 Physicians rely on nurses' skills, observations, and experience to ensure a continuity of

patient care.

 Pharmacists and pharmacy assistants are responsible for the safe dispensing of medicine and

offering of expert advice on drug therapies.
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 Allied health professionals such as respiratory therapists, medical technologists, speech

therapists, occupational therapists, operating department practitioners (UK) and physical

therapists work closely with nursing staff and work collaboratively in multi-disciplinary.

Topic : Values, Ethics And Advocacy

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Nursing Ethics

 Nursing Ethics & Values

 Advocacy

Definition/Overview:

Nursing is a profession focused on assisting individuals, families, and communities in

attaining, maintaining, and recovering optimal health and functioning. Modern definitions of

nursing define it as a science and an art that focuses on promoting quality of life as defined

by persons and families, throughout their life experiences from birth to care at the end of life.

Key Points:

1. Nursing Ethics

Nursing ethics is the discipline of evaluating the merits, risks, and social concerns of

activities in the field of nursing. There are many defined codes of ethics for nurses.

Nursing ethics shares many principles with other branches of health care ethics, such as

beneficence and non-maleficence, but also has a number of distinctions.

Ethics has been an integral part of nursing practice from the earliest foundations of modern

nursing in the late nineteenth century. This has always entailed a respect for human rights of

the persons in their care. However, early attempts to define ethics in nursing were focused

more on the virtues of the nurses themselves, rather than looking at how the rights of the

patient or client might be promotedin particular. In the modern era, the ethics of nursing has

shifted more toward the promotion of these rights and the duties of the nurse.

The importance of human rights in nursing was made explicit in a statement adopted by the

International Council of Nurses in 1983.
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Although historically much of nursing ethics has been derived from medical ethics, there are

some factors that differentiate it from this. The key difference is that paternalism, which is

often a key feature in theories of medical ethics, is generally not compatible with nursing

ethics. This is because nursing theory seeks a collaborative relationship with the person in

their care. It therefore emphasizes autonomy of the person being nursed over paternalistic

practice where the health professional seeks to do what they believe to be in the person's or

societies best interests. Codes of conduct for nurses tend to be written in the ethical

framework of deontology and are therefore based on the rights of the patient and the duties of

the nurse rather than on utilitarian concerns of the consequences justifying the action.

Increasingly, the nurse's role is one of advocate for the interests of the people in their care. In

terms of ethical theory, this means having a respect for the autonomy of the person to make

decisions about their own treatment and be provided with information available in order to do

this. So the principle of informed consent, where a person understands fully the implications

of having or refusing a treatment, is one which is held in the nurse's mind when suggesting

treatment options. This principle is not absolute as people are sometimes unable to make

choices about their own treatment due to being incapacitated or having a mental illness that

affects their judgment. This means that the nurse has to weigh their duty of care against the

autonomy of the person in care.

2. Nursing Ethics & Values

When teaching ethics to nurses, this question is often raised at the outset of the semester: Is

there really any difference between medical ethics and nursing ethics? The question is a very

good one, and without wanting to gloss over the discrete differences and just offering a

sweeping statement like Well, not reallythey are both a part of the bigger picture that is

healthcare ethics, I will attempt to explain that there is, in actual fact, a subtle difference

between the two.

Nursing is concerned with health, whereas medicine focuses on cure. Also, there is a

functional difference between care and healing. It is useful here first to consider the history of

nursing as it pertains to ethics. The historical influence on ethics might begin by considering

Florence Nightingale's 1893 paper. Since then, nursing has ascribed to the ideals of treating

persons rather than to diseases.

According to Hull, the history of nursing is a history of nurses' endeavors to adhere to these

ideals through fostering the patient's active role in treatment and prevention through

educational movements, home healthcare, improved personal hygiene and food handling, and
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working for better hospital conditions to reflect better the psychosocial aspects of illness. On

the contrary, medicine has elected an approach that underscores curing as a response to the

occurrence of a disease, a paternalistic approach to medical decision making, and the hospital

as the center of best medicine.

Other differences in the professional approaches of nursing and medicine are worth

mentioning here. Nursing has essentially developed as a health-oriented profession that

emphasizes the preservation and restoration of health to persons. Medicine, on the contrary,

has developed as an illness-oriented profession that gives emphasis to the treatment and

prevention of disease, injury, and deformity through complex surgical, biochemical, and

technical interventions. Similarly, nursing maintains a locus of careone that compassionately

aids individuals to adapt to chronic illness and capacity, whereas the locus of care of

medicine is that of defeating the conditions that render such chronicity and incapacity.

Considering the fundamentally different histories and traditions that delineate nursing from

medicine, the basic assumption therefore exists that nursing and medicine will have very

different values and ethics.

The history of nursing and medicine may not demonstrate their different ethics, yet if we

examine the nature and function of what we have come to know of nursing and medicine in

today's healthcare climate, we can recognize the differences. In contemporary practice, the

typical physicianpatient encounter is episodic in its consultative nature. For example, the

physician obtains a medical history, reviews signs and symptoms of disease processes,

obtains consent for proposed interventions, documents orders, supervises the training of other

medical personnel in administering therapeutic procedures, reviews examination and test

results, monitors clinical progress, and arrives at a diagnosis and therapeutic regimen. These

activities are normally accomplished in short episodes and serve the goal of cure.

On the contrary, the nurse's interaction with the patient is far more in-depth and personal,

focusing on values and adaptive/restorative processes. I call this the nurse's ever-presence,

that is, we are there, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, providing bedside care. It is through this

ever-presence that our ethic of care differs from that of medicine, and that has much to do

with the trusting relationships that are built with our patients with whom we spend so much

time. Continuous nursing care lends itself not only to greater trust but also to advocacy and is

different than the segmented consultative nature that is so characteristic of hospital medicine.
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3. Advocacy

Advocacy is a perspective of nursing that, I believe, shapes our whole ethics. Advocacy is an

intrinsic element of nursing ethics and the legal definition of nursing practice. It arises from a

meaningful and respectful relationship between the nurse and the patient, whether person or

community. Processes and skills considered necessary in order to successfully advocate for

patients include accountability, ethical analysis and decision making, knowledge of and

adherence to clinical standards and legal definitions of nursing practice, health education and

counseling, leadership, collaboration, communication, and ability to implement change

Topic : Health Care Delivery Systems

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Major Models

 Characteristics of Health care

 Health Informatics

 Providers

 Health Care Delivery Systems

Definition/Overview:

A health care system is an organization to deliver health care. There are many variations of

health care systems around the world.

Key Points:

1. Health Care Delivery Systems

2. Providers

A health care provider or health professional is an organization or person who delivers proper

health care in a systematic way professionally to any individual in need of health care

services. A health care provider could be government, the health care industry, a health care

equipment company, an institution such as a hospital or medical laboratory, physicians,
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dentists, support staff, nurses, therapists, psychologists, pharmacists, chiropractors, and

optometrists.

3. Health Informatics

Health informatics or medical informatics is the intersection of information science, medicine

and health care. It deals with the resources, devices and methods required to optimize the

acquisition, storage, retrieval and use of information in health and biomedicine. Health

informatics tools include not only computers but also clinical guidelines, formal medical

terminologies, and information and communication systems.

The goals for health systems, according to the World Health Report 2000 - Health systems:

improving performance (WHO, 2000), are good health, responsiveness to the expectations of

the population, and fair financial contribution. Duckett (2004) proposed a two dimensional

approach to evaluation of health care systems: quality, efficiency and acceptability on one

dimension and equity on another.

There are generally five primary methods of funding health care systems:

 direct or out-of-pocket payments,

 general taxation,

 social health insurance,

 voluntary or private health insurance, and

 Donations or community health insurance.

One recent study published by the National Bureau of Economic Research found no

systematic relationship between the cost efficiency of health care systems and the type of

financing used. The author concluded "that almost all financing choices are compatible with

efficiency in the delivery of health care."

4. Characteristics of Health care

Health care has the following characteristics:

 The provision of critical health care treatment is often regarded as a basic human right,

regardless of whether the individual has the means to paysome treatments cost more than a

typical family's life savings.

 Health care professionals are bound by law and their oaths of service to provide lifesaving

treatment.
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 Asymmetric information

 High risk level

There is a debate whether these characteristics necessitate public ownership or increased

government regulation of the health care industry.

Purely private enterprise health care systems are comparatively rare. Where they exist, it is

usually for a comparatively well-off subpopulation in a poorer country with a poorer standard

of health carefor instance, private clinics for a small, wealthy expatriate population in an

otherwise poor country. But there are countries with a majority-private health care system

with residual public service.

5. Major Models

The other major models are public insurance systems:

 Social security health care model, where workers and their families are insured by the State.

 Publicly funded health care model, where the residents of the country are insured by the

State.

 Social health insurance, where the whole population or most of the population is a member of

a sickness insurance company.

In almost every country with a government health care system a parallel private system is

allowed to operate. This is sometimes referred to as two-tier health care. The scale, extent,

and funding of these private systems is very variable.

Topic : Community Nursing And Care Continuity

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Nursing Techniques

 Community Nursing

Definition/Overview:

The aim of the nursing community worldwide is to develop the profession guided by

continuing education based on nursing research, and to regulate standards of competency and
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ethics. There are a number of educational paths to becoming a professional nurse, which vary

greatly worldwide, but all involve extensive study of nursing theory and practice and training

in clinical skills.

Key Points:

1. Community Nursing

Community nurses work with people and their families to help prevent disease, maintain

health and treat any existing health problems. This service aims to promote, support and

maintain the patients independence, safety and healthy lifestyle, at the same time as providing

assistance to careers.

Nursing encompasses autonomous and collaborative care of individuals of all ages, families,

groups and communities, sick or well and in all settings. Nursing includes the promotion of

health, prevention of illness, and the care of ill, disabled and dying people. Advocacy,

promotion of a safe environment, research, participation in shaping health policy and in

patient and health systems management, and education are also key nursing roles.

Patient care is part of a nurse's role. Nurses use the nursing process to assess, plan,

implement and evaluate patient care. Patient care is founded in critical thinking and

caring in a holistic framework. Nursing care is increasingly framed in best practice, which

is the application of evidence-based concepts to patient problems in a particular setting.

Florence Nightingale is recognized as the first nurse researcher.

Nurses must observe the principles of asepsis at all times to prevent the spread of

infection. They wash their hands thoroughly with soap and warm water before and after

caring for patients, after handling any waste, before and after eating and drinking, after

smoking, coughing, touching clothes, and after wearing gloves. Alcohol gel has come into

common use to sanitize the hands in place of washing hands that are not visably soiled.

Infection control regulations states, hand washing must be done after the third instance of

using hand sanitizer. Gloves are generally worn when patient care is given, especially

when exposure to patient bodily fluids is likely.

2. Nursing Techniques

 Nurses also observe aseptic technique. This speciality is used for procedures such as wound

cleaning and any insertion or removal of appliances into or out of the patient's body.

Examples are insertion of an intravenous or urinary catheter, or feeding (nasogastric) tube.
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 Surgical scrub techniques are also taught to nurses. This speciality is used for operating room

technique, where nurses are an important part of any procedure.

 Nurses keep accurate records of all care and observations for many purposes. The patient's

record is how the different members of the health care team communicate with each other.

The chart is a legal document that serves as evidence of care provided. Since the maintenance

of records is a legal responsibility, the charts have to meet certain standards, e.g. records must

be permanent, accurate, complete, and kept for years after the care was given.

 Nurses may take a person's vital signs several times a day. Vital signs include taking and

recording a patient's temperature, blood pressure, respirations, pulse, and pain level. Other

things recorded in vital signs may be weight (especially for renal patients), bowel

movements, and blood pressure measurements which are taking in different positions (in

heart patients, for example, it is common to do a lying then standing measurement to assess

the cardiovascular system's ability to compensate).

 Vital signs are usually done with an electronic machine (commonly called a Dynamap) in

modern first world countries, however all nurses are usually trained to also use manual

equipment. These include a sphygmomanometer for blood pressure and a thermometer for

temperature. Nurses are also trained in use of a stethoscope to hear heart, lung and bowel

sounds on patients of all ages.

 Medications are typically dispensed during nursing care. In some countries a nurse is only

responsible to administer medication as prescribed by a doctor. In other countries nurses are

legally responsible to ensure that the medication is appropriate for the patient and have the

authority to interpret the order. Administration of medication by nurses generally requires the

nurse to apply advanced knowledge and critical thinking to determine the safety of the

administered medication. Advanced practice nurses (Nurse Practitioners, Nurse Midwives,

Clinical Nurse Specialists and Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists) prescribe medications

as regulated by the state boards of nursing. Advanced practice nursing requires additional

education, generally at the master's level. Advanced practice nurses, depending on specialty

and state regulations may assess order and interpret diagnostic tests, diagnose and treat

medical conditions and evaluate the results. Advance practice varies in the different states

from supervised (by a physician) to completely independent practice. Multiple research

studies indicate patients treated by advanced practice nurses have the same outcomes as

patients treated by physicians. Patient satisfaction has been equal to treatment by physicians.

Advanced practice nurses may be part of the solution to an overburdened and costly health

care system. Advanced practice nurses retain the holistic and preventative framework of

nursing, and are ideally suited to wellness care.
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Topic : Home Care

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Instrumental Activities of Daily Living

 Concept of Home Care

 Home Care

Definition/Overview:

Home Care: Home care, (commonly referred to as domiciliary care), is health care or

supportive care provided in the patient's home by healthcare professionals (often referred to

as home health care or formal care; in the United States, it is known as skilled care) or by

family and friends (also known as caregivers, primary caregiver, or voluntary caregivers who

give informal care). Often, the term home care is used to distinguish non-medical care or

custodial care, which is care that is provided by persons who are not nurses, doctors, or other

licensed medical personnel, whereas the term home health care,refers to care that is provided

by licensed personnel.

Key Points:

1. Concept of Home Care

"Home care" and "home health care" are phrases that are used interchangeably in the United

Statesto mean any type of care given to a person in their own home. Both phrases have been

used in the past interchangeably regardless of whether the person requires skilled care or not.

More recently, there is a growing movement to distinguish between "home health care"

meaning skilled nursing care and "home care" meaning non-medical care. In the [United

Kingdom], "Homecare" and "domiciliary care" are the preferred expressions.

 Home care aims to make it possible for people to remain at home rather than use residential,

long-term, or institutional-based nursing care. Home Care providers render services in the

client's own home. These services may include some combination of professional health care

services and life assistance services.
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 Professional Home Health services could include medical or psychological assessment,

wound care, medication teaching, pain management, disease education and management,

physical therapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy.

 Life assistance services include help with daily tasks such as Meal Preparation, Medication

reminders, Laundry, Light Housekeeping, Errands, Shopping, Transportation, and

Companionship.

 While there are differences in terms used in describing aspects of Home Care or Home

Health Care in the United States and other areas of the world, for the most part the

descriptions are very similar.

 Estimates for the U.S. indicate that most home care is informal with families and friends

providing a substantial amount of care. For formal care, the health care professionals most

often involved are nurses followed by physical therapists and home care aides. Other health

care providers include respiratory and occupational therapists, medical social workers and

mental health workers. Home health care is generally paid for by health insurance, public

payers (Medicare, Medicaid), or paid with the patient's own resources.

2. Instrumental Activities of Daily Living

Instrumental activities of daily living (IADL) refers to six daily tasks (light housework,

preparing meals, taking medications, shopping for groceries or clothes, using the telephone,

and managing money) that enables the patient to live independently in the community. The

patient's need for assistance with these activities was measured in the Study by the receipt of

help from agency staff. Help that a patient may have received from persons who are not staff

of the agency (for example, family members, friends, or individuals employed directly by the

patient and not by the agency) was not included in this Study. While there are differences in

terms used in describing aspects of Home Care or Home Health Care in the United Statesand

other areas of the world, for the most part the descriptions are very similar. Estimates for the

U.S.indicate that most home care is informal with families and friends providing a substantial

amount of care. For formal care, the health care professionals most often involved are nurses

followed by physical therapists and home care aides. Other health care providers include

respiratory and occupational therapists, medical social workers and mental health workers.

Home health care is generally paid for by Medicaid, Long Term Insurance, or paid with the

patient's own resources (including though reversed mortgage)
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Topic : Nursing Informatics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Healthcare Management Informatics

 History

 Concept of Nursing Informatics

 Nursing Informatics:

Definition/Overview:

Nursing Informatics: Nursing Informatics is a specialty of Health care informatics which

deals with the support of nursing by information systems in delivery, documentation,

administration and evaluation of patient care and prevention of diseases.

Key Points:

1. Concept of Nursing Informatics

Various definitions of Nursing Informatics have been proposed; perhaps the most widely

currently accepted definition comes from the International Medical Informatics Association -

Nursing Informatics Special Interest Group adopted August 1998, Seoul, Korea: Nursing

informatics is the integration of nursing, its information, and information management with

information processing and communication technology, to support the health of people world

wide.

A more recent definition of Nursing Informatics comes from the American Nurses

Association's Scope and Standards for Nursing Informatics Practice (2006): Nursing

Informatics is a specialty that integrates nursing science, computer science, and information

science to manage and communicate data, information, and knowledge in nursing practice.

2. History

An early (and still valid) definition was proposed by Hannah (1985): The use of information

technologies in relation to any of the functions that are within the purview of nursing and are

carried out by nurses in the performance of their duties. This comprises the care of patients,

administration, education and research.
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Other definitions also exist. For example, William Goossen, from The Netherlands,

developed a more comprehensive definition:

Goossen WTF (1996). Nursing information management and processing: a framework and

definition for systems analysis, design and evaluation. International Journal of Biomedical

Computing, 40, 187-195.

"Nursing informatics is the multidisciplinary scientific endeavor of analyzing, formalizing

and modeling how nurses collect and manage data, process data into information and

knowledge, make knowledge-based decisions and inferences for patient care, and use this

empirical and experiential knowledge in order to broaden the scope and enhance the quality

of their professional practice. The scientific methods central to nursing informatics are

focused on:

Using a discourse about motives for computerized systems,

 Analyzing, formalizing and modeling nursing information processing and nursing knowledge

for all components of nursing practice: clinical practice, management, education and

research,

 Investigating determinants, conditions, elements, models and processes in order to design,

and implement as well as test the effectiveness and efficiency of computerized information,

telecommunication and network systems for nursing practice, and

 Studying the effects of these systems on nursing practice."

3. Healthcare Management Informatics

Healthcare Management Informatics (HMI) can be defined as that subset of health

informatics dedicated to the study, design and implementation of information technology

solutions in support of the practice of healthcare management in all its forms primary care

and general practice, sub acute and rehabilitation care, hospital care and others. Furthermore,

HMI involves the study of the needs of healthcare management practitioners, including in

information presentation and in decision support. The Australasian based Special Interest

Group in Healthcare Management Informatics and Computing (SHMIC), hosted as a web

based group, has a specific focus on this topic, and has members from multiple disciplines

from across the Australian and Asian regions interested in developing further the discipline of

HMI.
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Topic : Health Promotion

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 relationship of individuality and holism to nursing practice

 characteristics of homeostatic mechanisms

 theoretical frameworks used in individual health promotion

 Maslows characteristics of the self-actualized person

 Healthy People 2010 leading health indicators

 health promotion from health protection or illness prevention

 health promotion programs

 Health Promotion Model

 health behavior change

 nurses role in health promotion

 health of individuals

 Develop, implement, and evaluate plans for health promotion

Definition/Overview:

Health promotion, as defined by the World Health Organization, is the process of enabling

people to increase control over, and to improve, their health.. In the USA, health promotion is

much more narrowly conceived as "the science and art of helping people change their

lifestyle to move toward a state of optimal health

Key Points:

1. Relationship of Individuality and Holism to Nursing Practice

Assessing and planning health care of the client is enhanced when the nurse understands the

concepts of individuality, holism, homeostasis, and human needs.

To help clients attain, maintain, or regain an optimal level of health, nurses need to

understand clients as unique individuals who are different from every other human being.

Nurses need to focus on both a total care context and an individualized care context. In the

total care context, nurses consider all the principles and areas that apply when taking care of

any client of that age and condition. In the individualized context, nurses become acquainted

with clients as individuals, using the total care principles that apply to this person at this time.
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Nurses are concerned with the individual as a whole, complete, or holistic person, not as an

assembly of parts.

When applied in nursing, the concept of holism emphasizes that nurses must keep the whole

person in mind and strives to understand how one area of concern relates to the whole person.

Nurses must also consider the relationship of the client to the environment and to others.

2. Characteristics of Homeostatic Mechanisms

Homeostasis is the tendency of the body to maintain a state of balance or equilibrium while

constantly changing. Homeostatic mechanisms have four main characteristics:

 Self-regulation

 Compensatory

 Regulated by negative feedback systems

 May require several feedback mechanisms to correct only one physiologic imbalance

3. Theoretical Frameworks Used In Individual Health Promotion

A variety of theoretical frameworks provide the nurse with a holistic overview of health

promotion. Two major theoretical frameworks that nurses use in promoting health of an

individual are needs theories and developmental stage theories. In needs theories, human

needs are ranked on an ascending scale according to how essential the needs are for survival.

Maslow (1970) ranked human needs on five levels in ascending order: physiologic, safety

and security, love and belonging, self-esteem, and self- actualization. Kalish (1983) adapted

Maslows hierarchy, adding one more level between physiologic and safety and security-

stimulation needs. Human needs serve as a framework for assessing behaviors, assigning

priorities to desired outcomes, and planning nursing interventions. Developmental stage

theories categorize a persons behavior or tasks into approximate age ranges or in terms that

describe the features of an age group.

These theories allow nurses to describe typical behaviors of an individual within a certain age

group, explain the significance of those behaviors, predict behaviors that might occur in a

given situation, and provide a rationale to control behavioral manifestations.

4. Maslows Characteristics

The self-actualized person has the following characteristics (see Figure 163):
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 Is realistic, sees life clearly, and is objective about his or her observations

 Judges people correctly

 Has superior perception, is more decisive

 Has a clear notion of right and wrong

 Is usually accurate in predicting future events

 Understands art, music, politics, and philosophy

 Possesses humility, listens to others carefully

 Is dedicated to some work, task, duty, or vocation

 Is highly creative, flexible, spontaneous, courageous, and willing to make mistakes

 Is open to new ideas

 Is self-confident and has self-respect

 Has a low degree of self-conflict, personality is integrated

 Respects self, does not need fame, possesses a feeling of self-control

 Is highly independent, desires privacy

 Can appear remote and detached

 Is friendly, loving, and governed more by inner directives than by society

 Can make decisions contrary to popular opinion

 Is problem centered rather than self-centered

 Accepts the world for what it is

5. Healthy People 2010 Leading Health Indicators

 Healthy People 2010 present a comprehensive 10-year strategy for promoting health and

preventing illness, disability, and premature death. Its two major goals are to increase quality

and years of healthy life and to eliminate health disparities.

 To support these goals, Healthy People 2010 is organized around 28 focus areas to improve

health. It also establishes a set of leading health indicators that reflect the major public health

concerns in the United States at the beginning of the 21st century.

It is expected that these indicators will help develop action plans to improve the health of

both individuals and communities. The foundation for Healthy People 2010 is the belief that

individual health is closely linked to community health and the reverse; thus the vision for

Healthy People 2010 is Healthy People in Healthy Communities. As a result, partnerships are

important to improve individual and community health. Businesses, local government, and

civic, professional, and religious organizations can all participate.

6. Health Promotion from Health Protection
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 Considerable differences appear in the literature regarding the use of the terms health

promotion, health protection, and illness prevention . The individuals motivation for the

behavior is the major difference.

 Health promotion is not disease oriented. It is motivated by a personal, positive approach to

wellness, and seeks to expand positive health potential.

 Health protection/illness prevention is illness or injury specific, is motivated by avoidance of

illness, and seeks to thwart the occurrence of insults to health and well-being.

7. Various Types and Sites of Health Promotion Programs

Health promotion programs are found in many settings. They may be offered to individuals

and families in the home or in the community setting and at schools, hospitals, or worksites.

The type of program depends on the current concerns and the expertise of the sponsoring

department or group.

For example, the local health department may offer a town-wide immunization program, the

fire department may disseminate fire prevention information, and the police may offer a

bicycle safety program for children or a safe-driving campaign for young adults.

Programs offered by health care organizations initially began with a specific focus on

prevention such as infection control or fire prevention and gradually expanded to include

issues related to employee health and lifestyle such as smoking cessation and exercise.

Increasingly, hospitals have offered a variety of these programs to the community.

School health promotion programs may serve as a foundation for children of all ages to gain

basic knowledge about personal hygiene and issues in the health science providing a cost-

effective and convenient setting for health-focused programs. The school nurse may teach

programs about basic nutrition, dental care, activity and play, drug and alcohol abuse, for

example. Classroom teachers may include health-related topics in their lesson plans.

Worksite programs for health promotion have developed out of the need for businesses to

control the rising cost of health care and employee absenteeism. Worksite programs may

include health promotion programs that affect all employees such as air quality standards for

the office or plant; programs aimed at specific populations, such as accident prevention for

the machine worker; screening programs such as blood pressure screening; or health

enhancement programs, such as fitness information and relaxation techniques.
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8. Health Promotion Model

 The Health Promotion Model (revised) (HPM) is a competence or approach-oriented model

in which the motivational source for behavior change is based on the individuals subjective

value of the changethat is, how the client perceives the benefits of changing the given health

behavior.

 There are a number of variables in this model: individual characteristics and experiences,

behavior-specific cognitions and affect, commitment to a plan of action, immediate

competing demands and preferences, and behavioral outcomes.

Individual characteristics and experiences include personal factors and prior related

experiences. Some personal factors, categorized as biological, psychological, and socio-

cultural, can be changed and others cannot. Nursing intervention usually focuses on factors

that can be modified; however, it can be just as important to focus on factors that cannot be

changed, such as family history.

Prior health-related behavior includes previous experience, knowledge, and skill in health-

promoting behavior. Individuals who made a habit of previous health-promoting behaviors

and received a positive benefit as a result will engage in future health-promoting behaviors in

contrast to those persons with a history of barriers to achieving the behavior. Behavior-

specific cognitions and affect include a set of variables that is of major motivational

significance for acquiring and maintaining health-promoting behaviors that can be modified

through nursing interventions. These variables include perceived benefits of action, perceived

barriers to action, perceived self-efficacy, activity-related affect, interpersonal influences, and

situational influences. Commitment to action includes specifying strategies for carrying out

and reinforcing the behavior.

Immediate competing demands and preferences can interfere with carrying out the plan to

change behavior. A competing demand is a behavior over which an individual has a low level

of control. Not responding to this demand may cause a more negative outcome than not

performing the health-promoting behavior. Competing preferences are behaviors over which

an individual has a high level of control; however, this control depends on the individuals

ability to be self-regulating or to not give in. The health-promoting behavior is the outcome

of the HPM and is directed toward obtaining positive health outcomes for the client.
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9. Stages of Health Behavior Change

Health behavior change is a cyclic phenomenon in which a person goes through several

stages. In the Transtheoretical Model (TTM) proposed by Prochaska, Redding, and Evers,

there are six stages: precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and

termination. If the person is not successful in changing behaviors, relapse occurs.

In the precontemplation stage, the person does not think about changing behavior in the next

6 months and may be uninformed or under informed about the consequences of the risk

behaviors. If a person has tried changing previously and was unsuccessful, he or she may

now see the behavior as fate or believe that change is hopeless. In the contemplation stage,

the person acknowledges having a problem, seriously considers making a specific behavior

change, actively gathers information, and verbalizes plans to change in the near future (e.g.,

next 6 months). Some people stay in this stage for months or years. When contemplators

begin to transition to preparation, their thinking is marked by two changes: focusing on the

solution and thinking more about the future than the past. The preparation stage occurs when

the person intends to take action in the immediate future, may have started making small

behavioral changes, and makes the final specific plans to accomplish the change. In the action

stage, the person actively implements the behavioral and cognitive strategies of the action

plan. This stage requires the greatest commitment of time and energy. In the maintenance

stage, the person strives to prevent relapse by integrating newly adopted behaviors into his or

her lifestyle. This stage lasts until the person no longer experiences temptation to return to

previous unhealthy behaviors. Without a commitment, there will be a relapse. In the

termination stage, the individual has complete confidence that the problem is no longer a

temptation or threat. Experts debate whether some behaviors can be terminated versus

requiring continual maintenance.

10. Nurses Role in Health Promotion

1) The nurses role in health promotion includes:

 Model healthy lifestyle behaviors and attitudes.

 Facilitate client involvement in the assessment, implementation, and evaluation of health

goals.

 Teach clients self-care strategies to enhance fitness, improve nutrition, manage stress, and

enhance relationships.

 Assist clients, families, and communities to increase their levels of health.

 Educate clients to be effective health care consumers.
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 Assist clients, families, and communities to develop and choose health-promoting options.

 Guide clients development in effective problem solving and decision making.

 Reinforce clients personal and family health-promoting behaviors.

 Advocate in the community for changes that promote a healthy environment.

11. Health of Individuals

Plans for health promotion are based on a thorough assessment of the individuals health

status. Components of this assessment are the health history and physical examination,

physical fitness, lifestyle, spiritual health, social support system, and health risk assessments,

health beliefs review, and life-stress review.

12. Develop, Implement, and Evaluate Plans for Health Promotion

Health promotion plans need to be developed according to the needs, desires, and priorities of

the client. The client decides on goals, activities or interventions to achieve these goals, the

frequency and duration of the activities, and the method of evaluation. Another essential

aspect of planning is identifying support resources available to the client. Implementing is the

doing part of the behavior change. Self-responsibility is emphasized. Nursing interventions

may include supporting, counseling, facilitating, teaching, consulting, enhancing the behavior

change, and modeling.

Evaluating takes place on an ongoing basis, both during the attainment of short-term goals

and after the completion of long-term goals. During evaluation, the client may decide to

continue with the plan, reorder priorities, change strategies, or revise the health

protection/health promotion contract. Evaluation of the plan is a collaborative effort between

the nurse and the client.

Topic : Health, Wellness, And Illness

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 health, wellness, and well-being

 five dimensions of wellness

 models of health
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 factors affecting health status

 factors affecting health care adherence

 illness from disease and acute illness from chronic illness

 Parsons four aspects of the sick role

 Suchmans stages of illness

 effects of illness on individuals and family members roles and functions

Definition/Overview:

Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the

absence of disease or infirmity. Wellness (alternative medicine) -Wellness is generally used

to mean a healthy balance of the mind-body and spirit that results in an overall feeling of

well-being. This article discusses wellness from an alternative medicine perspective where

wellness means being much more than just disease free. Illness (sometimes referred to as ill-

health or ail) can be defined as a state of poor health.

Key Points:

Physical fitness is good bodily health, and is the result of regular exercise, proper diet and

nutrition, and proper rest for physical recovery.

Mental health refers to a human individual's emotional and psychological well-being.

Merriam-Webster defines mental health as "A state of emotional and psychological well-

being in which an individual is able to use his or her cognitive and emotional capabilities,

function in society, and meet the ordinary demands of everyday life."

According to the World Health Organization, there is no one "official" definition of mental

health. Cultural differences, subjective assessments, and competing professional theories all

affect how "mental health" is defined. In general, most experts agree that "mental health" and

"mental illness" are not opposites. In other words, the absence of a recognized mental

disorder is not necessarily an indicator of mental health.

One way to think about mental health is by looking at how effectively and successfully a

person functions. Feeling capable and competent; being able to handle normal levels of

stress, maintain satisfying relationships, and lead an independent life; and being able to

"bounce back," or recover from difficult situations, are all signs of mental health.

Encompassing your emotional, social, andmost importantlyyour mental well-being; All these

aspectsemotional, physical, and socialmust function together to achieve overall health.
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1. Health, Wellness, and Well-Being

 Health, wellness, and well-being have many definitions and interpretations.

 Traditionally health was defined in terms of the presence or absence of disease.

 The World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as a state of complete physical,

mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. This

definition reflects concern for the total individual and places health in the context of the

environment.

 Health has also been defined in terms of role and performance. Talcott Parson conceptualized

health as the ability to maintain normal roles.

 The Presidents Commission on Health Needs of the Nation (1953) stated: Health is not a

condition, it is an adjustment. It is not a state but a process. The process adapts the individual

not only to our physical but also our social environment.

 In 1980 the ANA defined health as a dynamic state of being in which the developmental and

behavioral potential of an individual is realized to the fullest extent possible. In this definition

health includes striving toward optimal functioning. In 2004 the ANA also stated that health

was an experience that is often expressed in terms of wellness and illness, and may occur in

the presence or absence of disease or injury.

 Many people define and describe health as being free of disease and pain as much as

possible; being able to be active and to do what they want or must; and being in good spirits

most of the time.

 Wellness is a state of well-being. Basic aspects of wellness include self-responsibility; an

ultimate goal; a dynamic, growing process; daily decision making in the areas of nutrition,

stress management, physical fitness, preventive health care, and emotional health; and, most

importantly, the whole being of the individual.

2. Dimensions of Wellness

 The dimensions of wellness are: physical, social, emotional, intellectual, spiritual,

occupational, and environmental.

 The physical dimension of wellness is the ability to carry out daily tasks, to achieve fitness

(e.g., pulmonary, cardiovascular, gastrointestinal), to maintain adequate nutrition and proper

body fat, to avoid abusing drugs and alcohol or using tobacco products, and generally to

practice positive lifestyle habits.

 The social dimension of wellness includes the ability to interact successfully with people and

within the environment of which each person is a part, to develop and maintain intimacy with
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significant others, and to develop respect and tolerance for those with different opinions and

beliefs.

 The emotional dimension is the ability to manage stress and to express emotions

appropriately. Emotional wellness involves the ability to recognize, accept, and express

feelings and to accept ones limitations.

 The intellectual dimension includes the ability to learn and use information effectively for

personal, family, and career development. Intellectual wellness involves striving for

continued growth and learning to deal with new challenges effectively.

 The spiritual dimension of wellness is the belief in some force (nature, science, religion, or a

higher power) that serves to unite human beings and provide meaning and purpose to life. It

includes a persons own morals, values, and ethics.

 The occupational dimension of wellness is the ability to achieve a balance between work and

leisure time. A persons beliefs about education, employment, and home influence personal

satisfaction and relationships with others.

 The environmental dimension of wellness is the ability to promote health measures that

improve the standard of living and quality of life in the community. This includes influences

such as food, water, and air.

3. Various Models of Health Outlined

 Models of health include the clinical model, the role performance model, the adaptive model,

the eudemonistic model, the agent-host-environment model, and the health-illness continuum.

 The clinical model provides the narrowest interpretation of health. People are viewed as

physiologic systems with related functions. Health is identified by the absence of signs and

symptoms of disease or injury. It is considered the state of not being sick. In this model the

opposite of health is disease or injury.

 In the role performance model, health is defined in terms of the individuals ability to fulfill

societal roles. People who can fulfill their roles are healthy even if they have clinical illness.

Sickness is the inability to perform ones role.

 In the adaptive model, health is a creative process. Disease is a failure in adaptation, or

maladaptation. The aim of treatment is to restore the ability of the person to adapt. Extreme

good health is flexible adaptation to the environment and interaction with the environment to

maximum advantage. The focus of this model is stability, although there is also an element of

growth and change.

 The eudemonistic model incorporates a comprehensive view of health. Health is seen as a

condition of actualization or realization of a persons potential. In this model the highest
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aspiration of people is fulfillment and complete development, which is actualization. Illness

in this model is a condition that prevents self-actualization.

 The agent-host-environment model, also called the ecologic model, has three dynamic,

interactive elements: agent (any environmental factor or stressor that by its presence or

absence can lead to illness or disease), host (one or more persons who may or may not be at

risk of acquiring a disease), and environment (all factors external to the host that may or may

not predispose the person to the development of disease). Because each of the agent-host-

environment factors constantly interacts with the others, health is an ever-changing state.

When the variables are in balance, health is maintained. When variables are not in balance,

disease occurs.

 Health-illness continua (grids or graduated scales) can be used to measure a persons

perceived level of wellness. Health and illness or disease can be viewed as the opposite ends

of a health continuum. People move back and forth within this continuum day by day. The

ranges in which people can be thought of as healthy or ill are considerable. Examples include

Dunns high-level wellness grid, Traviss illness-wellness continuum, and the 4+ model of

wellness.

4. Factors Affecting Health Status, Beliefs, and Practices

 Many factors influence a persons health status, beliefs, behaviors and practices. These factors

may or may not be under conscious control. People can usually control their health behaviors

and can choose healthy or unhealthy activities. In contrast, people have little or no choices

over their genetic makeup, age, gender, culture, and sometimes their geographical

environments.

 Factors affecting health status, beliefs, and practices include internal variables and external

variables. Internal variables are biologic, psychologic, and cognitive dimensions.

 Biologic dimension variables include genetic make-up, gender, age, and developmental level.

Psychologic dimension variables include mindbody interactions and self-concept. Cognitive

dimension variables include lifestyle choices and spiritual and religious beliefs.

 External variables are physical environment, standards of living, family and cultural beliefs,

and social support networks.

5. Factors Affecting Health Care Adherence

 Adherence is the extent to which an individuals behavior coincides with medical or health

advice. The degree of adherence may range from disregarding every aspect of the

recommendations to following the total therapeutic plan.
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 Factors influencing adherence include client motivation to become well; degree of lifestyle

change necessary; perceived severity of the health care problem; value placed on reducing the

threat of illness; difficulty in understanding and performing specific behaviors; degree of

inconvenience of the illness itself or of the regimens; complexity, side effects, and duration of

the proposed therapy; specific cultural heritage that may make adherence difficult; degree of

satisfaction and quality and type of relationship with the health care providers; and overall

cost of prescribed therapy.

Conditions of the body or mind that cause pain, dysfunction, or distress to the person afflicted

or those in contact with the person can be deemed an illness. Sometimes the term is used

broadly to include injuries, disabilities, syndromes, infections, symptoms, deviant behaviors,

and atypical variations of structure and function, while in other contexts these may be

considered distinguishable categories. A pathogen or infectious agent is a biological agent

that causes disease or illness to its host. A passenger virus is a virus that simply hitchhikes in

the body of a person or infects the body without causing symptoms, illness or disease.

Foodborne illness or food poisoning is any illness resulting from the consumption of food

contaminated with pathogenic bacteria, toxins, viruses, prions or parasite

6. Illness from Disease and Acute Illness from Chronic Illness

 Illness is a highly personal state in which the persons physical, emotional, intellectual, social,

developmental, or spiritual functioning is thought to be diminished. It is not synonymous

with disease and may or may not be related to disease. Illness is highly subjective. Only the

individual person can say he or she is ill.

 Disease can be described as an alteration in body function resulting in a reduction of

capacities or a shortening of the normal life span.

 Acute illness is typically characterized by severe symptoms of relatively short duration.

Symptoms often appear abruptly and subside quickly and, depending upon the cause, may or

may not require intervention by health care professionals. Following an acute illness, most

people return to their normal level of wellness.

 A chronic illness lasts for an extended period, usually 6 months or longer and often for the

persons life. Chronic illnesses usually have a slow onset and often have periods of

remissions, when symptoms disappear, and exacerbations, when the symptoms reappear.

Care needs to be focused on promoting the highest level possible of independence, sense of

control, and wellness. In addition, many must learn how to live with increasing physical

limitations and discomfort.
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The governmental involvement is vital and may also be required to study a range of illnesses

and treatments. Health care is the prevention, treatment, and management of illness and the

preservation of mental and physical well-being through the services offered by the medical,

nursing, and allied health professions. The organised provision of such services may

constitute a health care system. Before the term "healthcare" became popular, English-

speakers referred to medicine or to the health sector and spoke of the treatment and

prevention of illness and disease. A patient is any person who receives medical attention,

care, or treatment. The person is most often ill or injured and is being treated by, or in need of

treatment by, a physician or other medical professional. Health consumer or health care

consumer is another name for patient, usually used by some governmental agencies,

insurance companies, and/or patient groups. Medical emergencies are injuries or illnesses that

pose an immediate threat to a person's health or life which require help from a doctor or

hospital. The doctor's specialization of emergency medicine includes techniques for effective

handling of medical emergencies and resuscitation of patients. Emergency departments

provides initial treatment to patients with a broad spectrum of illnesses and injuries, some of

which may be life-threatening and requiring immediate attention. A drug is any chemical

substance other than a food or device that affects the function of living things. Drugs can be

used to treat illness, or they can be used recreationally to alter behavior and perception.

Medications are typically produced by pharmaceutical companies and are often patented.

Those that are not patented are called generic drugs. Some physicians can prescto overwhelm

the homeostasis of a living organism, causing severe illness or death. Essentially it is a type

of poisoning. In the context of biology, poisons are substances that can cause illness.

7. Parsons Four Aspects of the Sick Role

Parsons (1979) described four aspects of the sick role.

 Clients are not held responsible for their condition.

 Clients are excused from certain social roles and tasks.

 Clients are obligated to try to get well as quickly as possible.

 Clients or their families are obligated to seek competent help.

Bedrest as a medical treatment refers to staying in bed day and night, as in a treatment for a

hangover. Even though most patients in hospitals spend most of their time in the hospital

beds, bedrest more often refers to an extended period of recumbence at home.

Human enhancement technologies (HET) are technologies that can be used not simply for

treating illness and disability, but also for enhancing human capacities and characteristics.
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Medication is a licenced drug taken to cure or reduce symptoms of an illness or medical

condition. A wheelchair is mobility device that takes the form of a chair on wheels, used by

people for whom walking is difficult or impossible due to illness or disability. Shock therapy

is the deliberate and controlled induction of some form of physiological state of shock in an

individual for the purpose of psychiatric treatment. Electrotherapy is the use of electrical

energy in the treatment of impairments of health and conditions of abnormal functioning.

8. Suchmans Stages of Illness

Suchman (1979) described five stages of illness. Not all clients progress through each stage.

Others may progress through only the first two stages and then recover.

 Stage 1Symptom experience: The person comes to believe something is wrong.

 Stage 2Assumption of the sick role: The person accepts the sick role and seeks confirmation

from family and friends.

 Stage 3Medical care contact: The person seeks advice of a health professional either on his or

her own initiative or at the urging of significant others.

 Stage 4Dependent client role: After accepting the illness and seeking treatment, the client

becomes dependent on the professional for help.

 Stage 5Recovery or rehabilitation: The client is expected to relinquish the dependent role and

resume former roles and responsibilities.

9. Effects of Illness on Individuals and Family Members Roles and Functions

 Ill clients may experience behavioral and emotional changes, changes in self-concept and

body image, and lifestyle changes.

 Behavioral and emotional changes associated with short-term illness are generally mild and

short-lived. More acute responses are likely with severe, life-threatening, chronic, or

disabling illness.

 Ill clients are also vulnerable to loss of autonomy. Family interactions may change so that the

client may no longer be involved in making family decisions or even decisions about his or

her own health care.

 Illness also often necessitates a change in lifestyle such as changing diet, activity, and

exercise.

 A persons illness affects not only the person who is ill but also the family or significant

others. The kind of effect and its extent depend chiefly on three factors: the member of the

family who is ill, the seriousness and length of the illness, and the cultural and social customs

the family follows.
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 The changes that can occur in the family include role changes, task reassignments, and

increased demands on time, increased stress due to anxiety about the outcome of the illness,

conflict about unaccustomed responsibilities, financial problems, loneliness as a result of

separation and pending loss, and changes in social customs.

Topic : Culture And Heritage

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 role of federal agencies

 components of culturally focused nursing

 different health views of culturally diverse people

 biomedical care from folk healing

 communication with culturally diverse clients and colleagues

 core practice competencies of culturally competent nursing care

 methods of heritage assessment

 Plan culturally sensitive

Definition/Overview:

Cultural heritage ("national heritage" or just "heritage") is the legacy of physical artifacts and

intangible attributes of a group or society that are inherited from past generations, maintained

in the present and bestowed for the benefit of future generations. Often though, what is

considered cultural heritage by one generation may be rejected by the next generation, only to

be revived by a succeeding generation.

Physical or "tangible cultural heritage" includes buildings and historic places, monuments,

artifacts, etc., that are considered worthy of preservation for the future. These include objects

significant to the archaeology, architecture, science or technology of a specific culture.

"Natural heritage" is also an important part of a culture, encompassing the countryside and

natural environment, including flora and fauna. These kind of heritage sites often serve as an

important component in a country's tourist industry, attracting many visitors from abroad as

well as locally.

The heritage that survives from the past is often unique and irreplaceable, which places the

responsibility of preservation on the current generation. Smaller objects such as artworks and

other cultural masterpieces are collected in museums and art galleries. Grass roots
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organizations and political groups have been successful at gaining the necessary support to

preserve the heritage

Key Points:

Significant was the Convention Concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural

Heritage that was adopted by the General Conference of UNESCO in 1972. As of 2006, there

are 830 World Heritage Sites: 644 cultural, 162 natural, and 24 mixed properties, in 138

countries. Each of these sites is considered important to the international community.

A broader definition includes intangible aspects of a particular culture, often maintained by

social customs during a specific period in history. The ways and means of behavior in a

society, and the often formal rules for operating in a particular cultural climate. These include

social values and traditions, customs and practices, aesthetic and spiritual beliefs, artistic

expression, language and other aspects of human activity. The significance of physical

artifacts can be interpreted against the backdrop of socioeconomic, political, ethnic, religious

and philosophical values of a particular group of people. Naturally, intangible cultural

heritage is more difficult to preserve than physical objects.

1. The Role of Federal Agencies, Initiatives, and Laws on Provision of Cultural Health

Care

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) houses the Office of Minority

Health to improve and protect the health of racial and ethnic minority populations through the

development of health policies and programs that will eliminate health disparities. In

collaboration with other organizations, it developed the National Standards for Culturally and

Linguistically Appropriate Services in Health Care (CLAS).

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) also has an Office of Minority Health

to promote health and quality of life by preventing and controlling the disproportionate

burden of disease, injury, and disability among racial and ethnic minority populations.

The purpose of the National Center on Minority Health and Health Disparities (NCMHD) in

the National Institutes of Health is to promote minority health and to lead, coordinate,

support, and access the NIH effort to reduce and ultimately eliminate health disparities.

The nursing profession plays a major role in REACH: Racial and Ethnic Approaches to

Community Health, which strives to eliminate racial and ethnic disparities in infant mortality,
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in screening and management of breast and cervical cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes,

HIV infections/AIDS, and child and adult immunizations.

One of the major goals of Healthy People 2010 is to eliminate health disparities by gender,

race or ethnicity, education, income, disability, geographic location, and sexual orientation.

To achieve this goal, the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) aim to

increase the number of under-represented racial and ethnic groups entering the nursing

profession.

Current nursing practice has been influenced by the National Healthcare Disparities Report,

which is a comprehensive overview of disparities in health care among racial, ethnic, and

socioeconomic groups in the general U.S. population and among priority populations. This

report indicates that, although overall the quality of health care has improved, differences in

access and quality of care between whites and minorities have deceased overall, and the

quality and access disparity for Hispanics has widened.

2. Components of Culturally Focused Nursing, Heritage Consistency, and Health

Traditions

Cultural nursing care is the provision of nursing care across cultural boundaries and takes into

account the context in which the client lives as well as the situations in which the clients

health problems arise. Professional nursing care is culturally sensitive, culturally appropriate,

and culturally competent. Culturally sensitive implies that nurses possess some basic

knowledge of and constructive attitudes toward the health traditions observed among the

diverse cultural groups found in the setting in which they practice. Culturally appropriate

implies that nurses apply the underlying background knowledge that must be possessed to

provide a client with the best possible care. Culturally competent implies that, within the

delivered care, nurses understand and attend to the total context of the clients situation and

use a complex combination of knowledge, attitudes, and skills.

Heritage consistency relates to the observance of beliefs and practices of a persons traditional

cultural system. It has been expanded in an attempt to study the degree to which a persons

lifestyle reflects his or her traditional culture. The model of heritage consistency has four

overlapping components: culture, ethnicity, religion, and socialization. The health traditions

model is predicated on the concept of holistic health and describes what people do from a

traditional perspective to maintain, protect, and restore health. This model describes health as

a balance of all aspects of the personbody, mind, and spirit. The Health traditions model
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consists of nine interrelated facets, represented by traditional methods of maintaining health,

traditional methods of protecting health, and traditional methods of restoring health.

3. Different Health Views Of Culturally Diverse People

 Three views of health beliefs include magico-religious, scientific, and holistic. In the magico-

religious health belief view, health and illness are controlled by supernatural forces.

Individuals may believe that illness is the result of being bad or opposing Gods will. Getting

well is also viewed as dependent on Gods will. Some cultures believe that magic can cause

illness through spells or hexes. Such illnesses may require magical treatments in addition to

scientific treatment.

 Scientific or biomedical health belief is based on the belief that life and life processes are

controlled by physical and biochemical processes that can be manipulated by humans. Illness

is caused by germs, bacteria, or a breakdown of the human machine, the body. Clients will

expect a pill, a treatment, or surgery to cure the problem.

 The holistic health belief holds that the forces of nature must be maintained in balance or

harmony. Human life is one aspect of nature that must be in harmony with the rest of nature.

When the natural balance or harmony is disturbed, illness results.

4. Biomedical Care from Folk Healing

Folk medicine is defined as those beliefs and practices relating to illness prevention and

healing that derive from cultural traditions rather than from modern medicines scientific base.

Folk medicine is thought to be more humanistic than biomedical health care. The consultation

and treatment takes place in the community of the recipient, frequently in the home of the

healer. It may be less expensive than scientific or biomedical care. A frequent component of

treatment is some ritual practiced on the part of the healer or the client to cause healing to

occur. Folk healing is more culturally based and it is often more comfortable and less

frightening for the client.

5. Communication with Culturally Diverse Clients And Colleagues

 Communicating effectively with clients of various ethnic and cultural backgrounds is critical

to providing culturally competent nursing care. There are cultural variations in both verbal

and nonverbal communication.

 The most obvious cultural difference is in verbal communication: vocabulary, grammatical

structure, voice qualities, intonation, rhythm, speed, pronunciation, and silence.
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 Initiating verbal communication may be influenced by cultural values. Verbal communication

becomes even more difficult when an interaction involves people who speak different

languages. The assistance of a translator or interpreter may be required. Techniques for

therapeutic communication are listed in Practice Guidelines: Verbal Communication with

Clients Who Have Limited Knowledge of English.

 Nurses must remember that clients for whom English is a second language may lose

command of their English when they are in stressful situations. Clients may forget and revert

to their primary language when they are ill or distressed. Nurses must be aware of two

aspects of nonverbal communication behaviors: what nonverbal behaviors mean to the client

and what specific nonverbal behaviors mean in the clients culture.

Nonverbal communication can include the use of silence, touch, eye movement, facial

expressions, and body posture. Some cultures are comfortable with silence. Other cultures

consider it appropriate to speak before others have finished talking. Others view silence as a

sign of respect. For others, silence may indicate agreement. Touching is a learned behavior

that can have both positive and negative meanings. Cultures dictate what forms of touch are

appropriate for individuals of the same and opposite gender.

Facial expressions can vary between cultures. Some cultures smile and use facial expressions,

and others are less open in response. Facial expressions can also convey a meaning opposite

to what is felt or understood. Eye movement during communication has cultural foundations.

In some cultures direct eye contact is regarded as important, conveys self-confidence,

openness, interest, and honesty. In these cultures lack of eye contact may be interpreted as

secretiveness, shyness, guilt, lack of interest, or even a sign of mental illness. In other

cultures direct eye contact is considered rude, but intermittent eye contact may be acceptable.

Body posture and hand gestures are also culturally learned. A gesture can be accepted in one

culture and be offensive in another.

6. Core Practice Competencies of Culturally Competent Nursing Care

Include cultural assessment of the client and family as part of overall assessment.

Learn the rituals, customs, and practices of the major cultural groups with whom you come

into contact. Learn to appreciate the richness of diversity and consider it an asset rather than a

hindrance in your practice. Dont make assumptions about beliefs or practices. Ask about the

clients use of cultural or alternative approaches to healing.
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Identify your personal biases, attitudes, prejudices, and stereotypes. Recognize that it is the

clients (or familys) right to make their own health care choices. Explain in detail the clients

condition and the treatment plan if the client is willing for you to do this. Convey respect and

cooperate with traditional helpers and caregivers. Campinha-Bacotes model of cultural

competence (2003) is also of special relevance to understand the core practice competencies

of culturally appropriate nursing care. In this model, nurses are encouraged to integrate into

their practice the following five constructs: cultural awareness, cultural knowledge, cultural

skills, cultural encounters, and cultural desires.

Objects are important to the study of human history because they provide a concrete basis for

ideas, and can validate them. Their preservation demonstrates recognition of the necessity of

the past and of the things that tell its story. In The Past is a Foreign Country, David

Lowenthal observes that preserved objects also validate memories; and the actuality of the

object, as opposed to a reproduction or surrogate, draws people in and gives them a literal

way of touching the past. This unfortunately poses a danger as places and things are damaged

by the hands of tourists, the light required to display them, and other risks of making an

object known and available. The reality of this risk reinforces the fact that all artifacts are in a

constant state of chemical transformation, so that what is considered to be preserved is

actually changing it is never as it once was. Similarly changing is the value each generation

may place on the past and on the artifacts that link it to the past. Decisions made about

maintenance and access at any time will affect whether an artifact will survive as part of the

cultural heritage.

7. Methods of Heritage Assessment

An assessment interview questionnaire is a tool that can be used to ask the client questions

specific to the heritage assessment. This tool facilitates communication with clients and their

families and is designed to determine if clients are identifying with their traditional cultural

heritage (heritage consistency) or if they have acculturated into the dominant culture (see the

Assessment Interview: Heritage Assessment Tool). Several factors are indicative of heritage

consistency. These can be explored by the nurse to determine the depth to which a person

identifies with his or her traditional heritage.

Before a heritage assessment begins, the nurse should determine what language the client

speaks and the clients degree of fluency in the English language. The nurse needs to spend

some time with clients, introduce some social conversation, and convey a genuine desire to

understand the clients values and beliefs. How and when questions are asked requires
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sensitivity and clinical judgment. Timing is important in introducing questions, and

sensitivity is needed in phrasing questions.

8. Plan Culturally Sensitive, Appropriate, and Competent Nursing Interventions

Nursing diagnoses developed by NANDA are based on Western cultural beliefs. Nurses must

provide appropriate care to clients of any culture. This is accomplished through developing

cultural sensitivity and considering how a clients culture influences his or her responses to

health conditions. Potential outcome is that the client can promote, maintain, and/or regain

mutually desired and obtainable levels of health within the realities of their life

circumstances.

There are several steps involved:

 Nurses must become aware of their own cultural heritage.

 The nurse must become aware of the clients heritage and health traditions as described by the

client.

 The nurse must become aware of adaptations the client made to live in a North American

culture.

 The nurse must form a nursing plan with the client that incorporates his or her cultural beliefs

regarding the maintenance, protection, and restoration of health.

9. Culturally Sensitive Care Planning

Provide appropriate care to clients of any culture

 Become aware of own cultural heritage

 Become aware of clients heritage and health traditions

 Become aware of adaptations client made to live in North American culture

 Form a nursing plan that incorporates cultural beliefs regarding maintenance, protection, and

restoration of health
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Topic : Complementary And Alternative Healing Modalities

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Concepts basic to alternative practices

 Healing environments

 Self-care plan using alternative practices

 Herbs are similar to many prescription drugs

 Naturopathic medicine may be the model health care system of the future

 role of manual healing methods

 Goals that yoga, meditation, hypnotherapy

 Bio-electromagnetic and infrared photo energy therapy

 Various types of detoxification

 Uses of animals, prayer, and humor as treatment modalities

Definition/Overview:

Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) is an umbrella term for complementary

medicine and alternative medicine. The term also incorporates integrative medicine. Typical

examples of CAMapproaches are herbalism, meditation, chiropractic, yoga, body work and

diet-based therapies. Definitions of CAM vary with culture and time and can change with

scientific evidence. CAM therapies have been criticized by scientific researchers.

Key Points:

According to the Institute of Medicine (IOM), "A lack of consistency in the definition of

what is included in CAM is found throughout the literature." For the purposes of their report,

entitled "Complementary and Alternative Medicine in the United States" (2005), the IOM

adopted this definition: "Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) is a broad domain

of resources that encompasses health systems, modalities, and practices and their

accompanying theories and beliefs, other than those intrinsic to the dominant health system of

a particular society or culture in a given historical period. CAMincludes such resources

perceived by their users as associated with positive health outcomes. Boundaries within CAM

and between the CAMdomain and the domain of the dominant system are not always sharp or

fixed."

1. Concepts Basic to Alternative Practices
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 Several concepts are common to most alternative practices: holism, humanism, balance,

spirituality, energy, and healing environments.

 Holism is a paradigm of the whole systems belief that people are more than physical bodies

with fixable and replaceable parts. Combined mental, emotional, spiritual, relationship and

environmental components, referred to as holism, are considered to play crucial and equal

roles in a persons state of health. Interventions are individualized within the entire context of

the persons life.

 Humanism is a perspective that includes propositions such as the mind and body are

indivisible, people have the power to solve their own problems, people are responsible for the

patterns of their lives, and well-being is a combination of personal satisfaction and

contributions to the larger community.

 Balance consists of mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, and environmental components.

Not only does each component have to be balanced, equilibrium is needed among the

components.

 Spirituality includes the drive to become all that one can, and is bound to intuition, creativity,

and motivation. It is the dimension that involves relationship with oneself, with others, and

with a higher power. Spirituality gives people meaning and purpose in their lives. It involves

significant meaning in the entirety of life, including illness and death.

 Energy is viewed as the force that integrates the body, mind, and spirit. It is that which

connects everything. Grounding relates to ones connection with the ground and to ones whole

contact with reality. Being grounded suggests stability, security, independence, having a solid

foundation, and living in the present rather than escaping into dreams. Centering refers to the

process of bringing oneself to the center or middle; being fully connected to the part of their

bodies where all energies meet. It is the process of focusing ones mind on the center of

energy allowing one to operate intuitively and with awareness, and to channel energy

throughout the body.

2. Healing Environments

Healing environments are created when nurses use hands, heart, and mind to provide holistic

nursing care. Healing environments are created by providing knowledge, skills, and the

support that allow clients to tap into their inner wisdom and make healthy decisions. Healing

environments are a synthesis of the medical-curing approach and the nursing-healing

approach. Healing environments are created when time is taken to be with clients in deeply

caring ways, to become still and enter the others subjective world, and to be wholly present

for that person. Nurses must also create healing environments for themselves. They need to

learn how to restore energy and replenish themselves.
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3. Self-Care Plan Using Alternative Practices

Clarify values and beliefs. Identify those things that are important, meaningful, and valuable

to you, and assess whether your actions are consistent with your beliefs. For example, do you

value time spent with your children and time reading or listening to music? Set realistic goals.

Identify long-term goals and then short-term goals that will help you meet the long-term

goals. For example, a long-term goal might be to experience an increase in emotional and

physical comfort, and a short-term goal might be to take a 30-minute walk each evening.

Challenge the belief that others always come first. Over involvement with clients leads to

overwork and overly solicitous helping that neglects the clients responsibilities, autonomy,

and resources. It leaves little time for fulfillment of personal needs. Learn to ask for what you

need, acknowledge that you are doing the best you can, and affirm that you can meet your

own needs as well as care for others. Learn to manage stress.

4. Managing Stress

 Acknowledge the mindbody connectionthe relationship among thoughts, feelings, behaviors,

and the physiologic response to stress.

 Monitor stress warning signals. Invoke the relaxation response on a regular basis such as

once a day for 20 minutes or twice a day for 10 minutes.

 Develop the skill of personal presencephysically being there and psychologically being with a

client or other person. To be available to others in this way requires practicing the skill of

being present to yourself. Focus full attention on the activity you are doing at the moment.

 Maintain and enhance physical health. Eat healthy, balanced meals; exercise regularly; and

obtain adequate rest.

 Develop a support network. Fellow nurses can often provide perspectives and insights to help

cope with commonly shared experiences.

Other groups and individuals have offered various definitions and distinguishing

characteristics of CAM. The NationalCenter for Complementary and Alternative Medicine

defines CAM as "a group of diverse medical and health care systems, practices, and products

that are not currently part of conventional medicine." NCCAM has developed what the IOM

calls "one of the most widely used classification structures" for the branches of

complementary and alternative medicine. David M. Eisenberg defines CAM as "medical

interventions not taught widely at U.S. medical schools or generally available at

U.S.hospitals." Richard Dawkins defines CAMas a "set of practices which cannot be tested,

refuse to be tested, or consistently fail tests." Marcia Angell and J. P. Kassirer state that
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"There is only medicine that has been adequately tested and medicine that has not, medicine

that works and medicine that may or may not work." Fontanarosa and Lundberg also deny

that such a thing as "alternative medicine" exists, saying there is only "evidence-based

medicine supported by solid data or unproven medicine."

5. Herbs Are Similar To Many Prescription Drugs

Conventional primary care providers use plant-derived products regularly. Thirty percent of

all prescription drugs in the United Statesare derived from plants (e.g., aspirin from willow

tree bark, morphine from opium poppy, atropine from nightshade).

The vast majority of herbal medicines present no danger if taken appropriately. Some can

cause serious side effects if taken in excess or, for some, if taken over a prolonged period of

time. Herbs can also interact with drugs, and caution should be used when combining herbs

with prescription and over-the-counter (OTC) medications. (See Practice Guidelines:

Cautions and Contraindications for Popular Herbal Preparations.)

Although herbs can be quite effective, like prescription drugs it is important to caution people

about becoming dependent on them. Pregnant and breast-feeding women should be cautioned

not to take herbs internally except for mild herb teas. Nurses must be open to exploring and

discussing their clients uses of and questions regarding herbal medicine. This allows for

evaluation of herbal intake against known and potential adverse interactions with

prescriptions and OTC medications. The term "alternative medicine" is used to describe these

practices when they are used in place of conventional medicine. Used in conjunction and

cooperation with conventional medicine they are termed "complementary medicine".

"Integrative" or "integrated medicine" combines conventional medical treatments with

CAMtreatments which have some high-quality scientific evidence. It is viewed by its

advocates as the best of complementary medicine. Ralph Snyderman and Andrew Weil

considered "integrative medicine is not synonymous with complementary and alternative

medicine (CAM). It has a far larger meaning and mission in that it calls for restoration of the

focus of medicine on health and healing and emphasizes the centrality of the patient-

physician relationship." The combination of orthodox and complementary medicine with an

emphasis on prevention and lifestyle changes is known as integrated health.

6. Naturopathic Medicine May Be The Model Health Care System Of The Future

 Naturopathic medicine is not only a system of medicine but also a way of life with emphasis

on client responsibility, client education, health maintenance, and disease prevention.
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 It may be the model health system of the future with the movement toward healthy lifestyles,

healthy diets, and preventive health care.

 Naturopathic physicians do not provide emergency care nor do major surgery. They rarely

prescribe drugs, and they treat clients in private practice and outpatient clinics, not in

hospitals.

 The goal of treatment is the restoration of health and normal body functions rather than the

application of a particular therapy. Virtually every CAM therapy is utilized. Physicians mix

and match different approaches, customizing treatment for each person. The least invasive

intervention to support the bodys natural healing processes is a primary consideration.

 According to the NCCAM formerly unproven remedies may be incorporated into

conventional medicine if they are shown to be safe and effective.

According to Angell and Kassirer, "What most sets alternative medicine apart, in our view, is

that it has not been scientifically tested and its advocates largely deny the need for such

testing." They also state "many treatments used in conventional medicine have not been

rigorously tested, either, but the scientific community generally acknowledges that this is a

failing that needs to be remedied." They state: "Once a treatment has been tested rigorously,

it no longer matters whether it was considered alternative at the outset. If it is found to be

reasonably safe and effective, it will be accepted."According to Dawkins, disproven practices

remain in the realm of CAM. Edzard Ernst, Professor of Complementary Medicine at the

Universityof Exeter, believes that CAM can and should be subjected to scientific testing. In

his view, there can be "good CAM" or "bad CAM" based on evidentiary support.

7. Role of Manual Healing Methods in Health And Illness

 Manual healing methods include chiropractic, massage, acupuncture/acupressure/reflexology,

and hand-mediated biofield therapies.

 The goals of chiropractic interventions are to reduce or eliminate pain; to correct spinal

dysfunction thereby restoring biomechanical balance to reestablish shock absorption,

leverage, and range of motion; to strengthen muscles and ligaments by spinal rehabilitative

exercises in order to increase resistance to further injury; and to practice preventive

maintenance to ensure the problem does not recur.

 Massage aids the ability of the body to heal itself and is aimed at achieving or increasing

health and well-being.

 Acupuncture, acupressure, and reflexology are treatments rooted in the traditional Eastern

philosophy that qi , or life energy, flows through the body along pathways known as

meridians, forming tiny whirlpools close to the skins surface at places called acupuncture
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points. When the flow of energy becomes blocked or congested, people experience

discomfort or pain on a physical level, may feel frustrated or irritable on an emotional level,

and may experience a sense of vulnerability or lack of purpose in life on a spiritual level. The

goal of care is to recognize and manage disruption before illness or disease occurs.

Practitioners bring balance to the bodys energies, which promotes optimal health and well-

being and facilitates peoples own healing capacity.

 Hand-mediated biofield therapies include therapeutic touch (TT), healing touch (HT), and

reiki. All three approaches could be simply defined as the use of the hands on or near the

body with the intention to heal. The goals are to accelerate the persons own healing process

and to facilitate healing at all levels of body, mind, emotions, and spirit. All three are forms

of treatment and are not designed to diagnose physical conditions, nor are they meant to

replace conventional surgery, medicine, or drugs in treating organic disease. These therapies

are helpful for people with a variety of medical and nursing diagnoses.

M.R. Tonelli argues that CAM cannot be evidence-based unless the definition of evidence is

changed. He states that "the methods of developing knowledge within CAM currently have

limitations and are subject to bias and varied interpretation. CAMmust develop and defend a

rational and coherent method for assessing causality and efficacy, though not necessarily one

based on the results of controlled clinical trials."

8. Goals that Yoga, Meditation, Hypnotherapy, Guided Imagery, Qigong, And Tai Chi

Have In Common

 Mindbody therapies include yoga, meditation, hypnotherapy, guided imagery, qigong, and tai

chi.

 In mindbody therapies, clients focus on realigning or creating balance in mental processes to

bring about healing. The goal of mindbody therapies is to decrease stress and bring increased

relaxation to the body and mind.

A review of Michael L. Millenson's book Demanding Medical Excellence: Doctors and

Accountability in the Information Age described it as "a wake up call to both medicine and

nursing" due to what Millenson calls a "lack of scientific-based medical practice". According

to the review, the book states that "85% of current practice has not been scientifically

validated" and that it suggests that users of the research presented by Medline should

question research articles rather than assuming they are accurate simply because the are

published. The review states that Millenson's thesis and conclusion call for all health

researchers and policy makers do a better job in assuring valid methodology and avoidance of
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bias in published research. Michael Dixon, the Director of the NHS Alliance stated that

People argue against complementary therapies on the basis of a lack of evidence. But Id say

only 10 per cent of what doctors do in primary care is evidence-based." Many CAMs are

criticized by the activist non-profit organization Quackwatch.

A survey of websites providing information about breast cancer found that about one in

twenty such sites contained inaccurate information, and that CAM websites were 15 more

likely to contain inaccuracies.

9. Theory Underlying Bioelectomagnetics and Infrared Photoenergy Therapy

 Bioelectromagnetics is the emerging science that studies how living organisms interact with

electromagnetic fields. It works on the principle that every animal, plant, and mineral has an

electromagnetic field that enables organic and inorganic objects, such as crystals, to

communicate and interact as part of a single, unified energy system. Magnetic fields are able

to penetrate the body and affect the functioning of cells, tissues, organs, and systems.

 Infrared photoenergy therapy is believed to work by increasing energy inside cells, as well as

by improving circulation.

10. Various Types Of Detoxi

 Detoxification is the belief that physical impurities and toxins must be cleared from the body

to achieve better health. Hydrotherapy, colonics, and chelation therapy are types of

detoxification.

 Hydrotherapy is the use of water as a healing treatment. The use of hot and cold moisture in

the form of solid, liquid, or gas makes use of the bodys response to heat and cold.

Hydrotherapy is used to decrease pain, decrease fever, reduce swelling, reduce cramps,

induce sleep, and improve physical and mental tone.

 Colonics, or colon therapy, is based on the idea that a high-fat, Western diet leads to an

accumulation of a thick, glue-like substance in the colon, which in turn produces toxins that

lead to disease. Colonics is the procedure for washing the inner walls of the colon by filling it

with water or herbal solutions and then draining it. Colon cleansing is a controversial method

of detoxification.

 Chelation therapy is the introduction of chemicals into the bloodstream that bind with heavy

metals in the body.
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11. Uses of Animals, Prayer, and Humor as Treatment Modalities

Animal-assisted therapy: The use of specifically selected animals as a treatment modality in

health and human service settings has been shown to be a successful intervention for people

with a variety of physical or psychological conditions. For example, throwing a ball for a dog

increases upper extremity range of motion, ambulating with a dog improves mobility, and

attending to the animal and the situation increases attention and concentration. Resident

animals live in long-term health care facilities. Residents who have regular visits by the

animals are more receptive to treatment, have a greater incentive to recover, and have an

increased will to live. The contributions companion animals (personal pets) make to the

emotional well-being of people include providing unconditional love and opportunities for

affection, achievement of trust, responsibility, and empathy toward others. Companion

animals provide a reason to get up in the morning and a source of reassurance.

Prayer: Prayer is most often defined simply as a form of communication and fellowship with

the Deity or Creator. It is also defined as an active process of appealing to a higher spiritual

power, specifically for health reasons when used with CAM. Prayer is a self-care strategy that

provides comfort, increases hope, and promotes healing and psychological well-being.

Humor: Humor is the ability to discover, express, or appreciate the comical or bizarre; to be

amused by ones own imperfections or the whimsical aspects of life; and to see the funny side

of an otherwise serious situation. Humor in nursing is defined as helping the client to

perceive, appreciate, and express what is funny, amusing, or ludicrous in order to establish

relationships, relieve tension, release anger, facilitate learning or cope with painful feeling.

Humor has physiologic benefits that involve alternating states of stimulation and relaxation.

Humor brings out and integrates peoples positive emotionshope, faith, will to live, festivity,

purpose, and determinationand therefore has healing properties.

Topic : Concepts Of Growth And Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Growth and development

 Influence growth and development

 Concept of temperament

 Stages of growth and development according to various theorists

 Characteristics and implications of Freuds five stages of development
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 Eriksons eight stages of development

 Developmental tasks associated with Havighursts six age periods

 Pecks and Goulds stages of adult development

 Piagets theory of cognitive development

 Kohlbergs and Gilligans theories of moral development

 Fowlers and Westerhoffs stages of spiritual development

Definition/Overview:

Growth refers to an increase in some quantity over time. The quantity can be physical (e.g.,

growth in height, growth in an amount of money) or abstract (e.g., a system becoming more

complex, an organism becoming more mature).

Key Points:

1. Growth and Development

Growth and development both refer to dynamic processes and are often used interchangeably

but have different meanings.

Growth is physical change and increase in size. It can be measured quantitatively. Indicators

of growth include height, weight, and bone size, for example. Patterns of physiological

growth are similar for all people. However, growth rates vary during different stages of

growth and development. Growth is most rapid during prenatal, neonatal, infancy, and

adolescent stages. Growth slows during childhood and is minimal in adulthood.

Development is an increase in the complexity of function and skill progression. It is the

capacity and skill of a person to adapt to the environment. Examples of development of

abilities include learning to walk, talk, and run. Development is the behavioral aspects of

growth.

Growth and development are independent, interrelated processes. Growth generally takes

place during the first 20 years of life. Development takes place during that time and also

continues after that point.

2. Principles Related To Growth and Development

Growth and development are continuous, orderly, sequential processes influenced by

maturational, environmental, and genetic factors. All humans follow the same pattern of
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growth and development. The sequence of each stage is predictable although the time of

onset, the length of the stage, and the effects of each stage vary with the person. Learning can

either help or hinder the maturational process, depending upon what is learned. Each

developmental stage has its own characteristics. Growth and development occur in a

cephalocaudal direction: starting at the head and moving to the trunk, legs, and feet. Growth

and development occur in a proximodistal direction: from the center of the body outward.

Development proceeds from simple to complex or from single acts to integrated acts.

Development becomes increasingly differentiated. Certain stages of growth and development

are more critical than others. The pace of growth and development is uneven.

3. Influence Growth and Development

Many factors influence growth and development, including genetics, temperament, family,

nutrition, environment, health, and culture.

4. Concept of Temperament

 Temperament is the way individuals respond to their external and internal environment. This

sets the stage for interactive dynamics of growth and development.

 Temperament may persist throughout the life span, though caution must be taken not to

irrevocably label or categorize infants and children. The goodness of fit between childrens

temperamental qualities and the demand of their environment contribute to positive growth

and development. When parents understand the childs temperament, they are better able to

shape environment to meet the childs needs.

 Chess and Thomas identified nine temperamental qualities seen in childrens behavior:

activity level, sensitivity, intensity, adaptability, distractibility, approach/withdrawal, mood,

persistence, and regularity.

5. Stages of Growth and Development According To Various Theorists

The rate of a persons growth and development is highly individual; however, the sequence of

growth and development is predictable. The neonatal period is from birth to 28 days.

Behavior is largely reflexive but develops to more purposeful behavior. During infancy (1

month to 1 year), physical growth is rapid. During toddlerhood (1 to 3 years), motor

development permits increased physical autonomy, and psychosocial skills increase. For

preschoolers (3 to 6 years), the world is expanding. New experiences and social roles are

tried during play. Physical growth slows. School age (6 to 12 years) includes the

preadolescent period (10 to 12 years). Peer groups have an increasing influence on behavior.
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Physical, cognitive, and social development increase and communication skills improve.

During adolescence (12 to 20 years), self- concept changes with biologic development.

Values are tested, physical growth accelerates, and stress increases, especially in the face of

conflicts. During young adulthood (20 to 40 years), a personal lifestyle develops. The young

adult establishes a relationship with a significant other and a commitment to something.

Middle adulthood (40 to 65 years) includes lifestyle changes due to other changes. For

example, children leave home and occupational goals change. During older adulthood, the

young-old (65 to 74 years) adapt to retirement and changing physical abilities. Chronic illness

may develop. The middle-old (75 to 84 years) adapt to decline in speed of movement and

reaction time. Increasing dependence on others may be necessary. The old-old (85 and over)

may develop increasing physical problems.

6. Characteristics and Implications of Freuds Five Stages of Development

 According to Freuds theory of psychosexual development, the personality develops in five

overlapping stages from birth to adulthood.

 The oral stage is from birth to 1 1/2 years. The mouth is the center of pleasure (gratification

and exploration). Security is the primary need. The major conflict is weaning. Feeding

produces pleasure and a sense of comfort and safety. Feeding should be pleasurable and

provided when required.

 The anal stage is from 1 1/2 to 3 years. The anus and bladder are the source of pleasure

(sensual satisfaction, self-control). The major conflict is toilet training. Controlling and

expelling feces provide pleasure and a sense of control. Toilet training should be a

pleasurable experience.

 The phallic stage is from 4 to 6 years. The genitals are the center of pleasure; masturbation

offers pleasure. Fantasy, experimentation with peers, and questioning adults about sexual

topics become common. The major conflict is the Oedipus or Electra complex, which

resolves when the child identifies with the parent of the same gender, identifies with the

parent of the opposite sex, and later takes on a love relationship outside the family. This stage

encourages identity.

 The latency stage is from 6 years to puberty. Energy is directed to physical and intellectual

activities. Sexual impulses tend to be repressed. Relationships develop between peers of the

same gender. The child should be encouraged in physical and intellectual pursuits. Encourage

sports and other activities with same- gender peers.

 The genital stage is puberty and after. Energy is directed toward full sexual maturity and

function and development of skills needed to cope with the environment. Encourage

separation from parents and achievement of independence and decision making.
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7. Eriksons EightStages of Development

Eriksons stages of development reflect both positive and negative aspects of the critical life

periods. The resolution of conflicts at each stage enables the person to function effectively in

society. Failure to resolves crises damages the ego.The infancy stage is from birth to 18

months. The central task at this stage is trust versus mistrust.The early childhood stage is

from 18 months to 3 years. The central task is autonomy versus shame and doubt. The late

childhood stage is from 3 to 5 years. The central task is initiative versus guilt.

The school-age stage is from 6 to 12 years. The central task is industry versus inferiority. The

stage of adolescence is from 12 to 20 years. The central task is identity versus role confusion.

The stage of young adulthood is from 18 to 25 years. The central task is intimacy versus

isolation. Adulthood is from 25 to 65 years. The central task of this stage is generativity

versus stagnation. The maturity stage is from 65 years to death. The central task is integrity

versus despair.

8. Havighursts Six Age Periods

 Havighurst believed that learning is basic to life and people continue to learn throughout life.

Developmental tasks arise at or about a certain period of life. Successful achievement of

these tasks leads to happiness and success in later tasks while failure to accomplish these

tasks leads to unhappiness, disapproval by society and difficulty achieving later tasks.

 Infancy and early childhood: The child is learning to walk; learning to eat solid foods;

learning to talk; learning to control the elimination of body wastes; learning sex differences

and sexual modesty; achieving psychologic stability; forming simple concepts of social and

physical reality; learning to relate emotionally to parents, siblings, and other people; and

learning to distinguish right from wrong and developing a conscience.

 Middle childhood: The child is learning physical skills necessary for ordinary games;

building wholesome attitudes toward oneself as a growing organism; learning to get along

with age-mates; learning an appropriate masculine or feminine social role; developing

fundamental skills in reading, writing, and calculating; developing concepts necessary for

everyday living; developing conscience, morality, and a scale of values; achieving personal

independence; and developing attitudes toward social groups and institutions.

 Adolescence: The adolescent is achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of

both sexes, achieving a masculine or feminine social role, accepting ones physique and using

the body effectively, achieving emotional independence from parents and other adults,

achieving assurance of economic independence, selecting and preparing for an occupation,
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preparing for marriage and family life, developing intellectual skills and concepts necessary

for civic competence, desiring and achieving socially responsible behaviors, and acquiring a

set of values and an ethical system as a guide to behavior.

 Early adulthood: The young adult is concerned with selecting a mate, learning to live with a

partner, starting a family, rearing children, managing a home, getting started in an

occupation, taking on civic responsibility, and finding a congenial social group.

 Middle age: The middle-aged adult is focused on achieving adult civic and social

responsibility, establishing and maintaining an economic standard of living, assisting teenage

children to become responsible and happy adults, developing adult leisure-time activities,

relating oneself to ones spouse as a person, accepting and adjusting to the physiologic

changes of middle age, and adjusting to aging parents.

 Later maturity: The older adult is concerned with adjusting to decreasing physical strength

and health, adjusting to retirement and reduced income, adjusting to death of a spouse,

establishing an explicit affiliation with ones age group, meeting social and civil obligations,

and establishing physical living arrangements.

9. Pecks and Goulds Stages of Adult Development

Peck believes that although physical capabilities and functions decrease with old age, mental

and social capacities tend to increase in the latter part of life. Peck proposes three

development tasks during old age in contrast to Eriksons one (integrity versus despair): Ego

differentiation versus work-role preoccupation. An adults identity and feelings of worth are

highly dependent on the work role. On retirement, adults may experience feelings of

worthlessness unless they derive their sense of identity from a number of roles so that one

role can replace the work role as a source of self-esteem.

Body transcendence versus body preoccupation

The adult must adjust to decreasing physical capacities and at the same time maintain feelings

of well-being.

Ego transcendence versus ego preoccupation

This task is the acceptance without fear of ones death as inevitable and being actively

involved in ones own future beyond death. Gould believes that transformation is a central

theme of adulthood and that adults continue to change over the period of time considered to

be adulthood. Gould describes seven stages of adult development:
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 Stage 1 (ages 1618): Individuals consider themselves part of a family instead of individuals

and want to separate from their parents.

 Stage 2 (ages 1822): Although individuals have established autonomy, they feel it is in

jeopardy; they feel they could be pulled back into the family.

 Stage 3 (ages 2228): Individuals feel they are established as adults and autonomous from

their families. They see themselves as well defined but still feel the need to prove themselves

to their parents. This is the time for growing and building a future.

 Stage 4 (ages 2934): Marriage and careers are well established. Individuals question what life

is all about, wish to be accepted as they are, and are no longer trying to prove themselves.

 Stage 5 (ages 3543): This is a period of self-reflection. Individuals question values and life

itself. They see time as finite, with little time left to shape the lives of adolescent children.

 Stage 6 (ages 4350): The personality is set. Time is accepted as finite. The individual is

interested in social activities with friends and spouse and desires both sympathy and affection

from spouse.

 Stage 7 (ages 5060): This is a period of transformation, with a realization of mortality and a

concern for health. There is an increase in warmth and a decrease in negativism. The spouse

is seen as a valuable companion.

10. Piagets Theory of Cognitive Development

 Cognitive development refers to the manner in which people learn to think, reason, and use

language. It involves a persons intelligence, perceptual ability, and ability to process

information.

 Cognitive development represents a progression of mental abilities from illogical to logical

thinking, from simple to complex problem solving, and from understanding concrete ideas to

understanding abstract ideas.

 Piaget is the most widely known cognitive theorist. According to Piaget, cognitive

development is an orderly, sequential process in which a variety of experiences must exist

before intellectual abilities can develop. This process is divided into five major phases:

sensorimotor, preconceptual, intuitive thought, concrete operations, and formal operations.

 In each phase, the person uses three primary abilities: assimilation, accommodation, and

adaptation. Assimilation is the process through which humans encounter and react to new

situations by using the mechanisms already possessed. Accommodation is a process of

change whereby cognitive processes mature sufficiently to allow the person to solve

problems that were unsolvable before. Adaptation, or coping behavior, is the ability to handle

the demands made by the environment.
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11. Kohlbergs and Gilligans Theories of Moral Development

 Kohlbergs theory specifically addresses moral development in children and adults. The

morality of an individuals decision was not his concern rather he focused on the reasons an

individual makes a decision.

 According to Kohlberg, moral development progresses through three levels and six stages.

The levels and stages are not always linked to a certain developmental stage, because some

people progress to a higher level of moral development than others.

 Gilligans theory is based on research with women subjects. She reported that women often

consider the dilemmas Kohlberg used in his research to be irrelevant. Women scored

consistently lower on Kohlbergs scale of moral development in spite of the fact that they

approached moral dilemmas with considerable sophistication. Gilligan believes that most

frameworks for research in moral development do not include the concepts of caring and

responsibility.

 Gilligan found that moral development proceeds through three levels and two transitions,

with each level representing a more complex understanding of the relationship of self and

others and each transition resulting in a crucial reevaluation of the conflict between

selfishness and responsibility.

12. Fowlers and Westerhoffs Stages of Spiritual Develop

ment

 Fowler describes the development of faith as a force that gives meaning to a persons life. He

believes the development of faith is an interactive process between the person and the

environment.

 Fowlers stages of spiritual development were influenced by the work of Piaget, Kohlberg,

and Erikson. In each of Fowlers stages, new patterns of thought, values, and beliefs are added

to those already held by the individual. Therefore, the stages must follow in sequence. Faith

stages, according to Fowler, are separate from the cognitive stages of Piaget. They evolve

from a combination of knowledge and values.

 Westerhoff describes faith as a way of being and behaving that evolves from an experienced

faith guided by parents and others during a persons infancy and childhood to an owned faith

that is internalized in adulthood and serves as a directive for personal action.

Topic : Promoting Health From Conception Through Adolescence

Topic Objective:
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At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 characteristic of different stages of development from infancy through adolescence

 physical development from infancy through adolescence

 Trace psychosocial development

 cognitive development according to Piaget

 moral development according to Kohlberg

 spiritual development

 characteristics from birth through late childhood

 essential activities of health promotion and protection

Definition/Overview:

Health promotion, as defined by the World Health Organization, is the process of enabling

people to increase control over, and to improve, their health.. In the USA, health promotion is

much more narrowly conceived as "the science and art of helping people change their

lifestyle to move toward a state of optimal health.

Key Points:

1. Characteristic of Different Stages of Development from Infancy Through

Adolescence

 Neonates and infants (birth to 1 year): A neonates basic task is adjustment to the environment

outside the uterus, which requires breathing, sleeping, sucking, eating, swallowing, digesting,

and eliminating.

 Toddlers (1 to 3 years): Toddlers develop from having no voluntary control to being able to

walk and speak. They also learn to control their bladder and bowels, and they acquire a wide

variety of information about their environment.

 Preschoolers (4 to 5 years): During the preschool period, physical growth slows, but control

of the body and coordination increase greatly. A preschoolers world enlarges as he or she

meets relatives and neighbors, and forms friendships.

 School-age children (6 to 12 years): The school-age period starts when the deciduous teeth

are shed. This period includes the preadolescent (prepuberty) period. It ends with the onset of

puberty. In general, this period is one of significant growth. Skills learned in this stage are

particularly important in relationship to work in later life and in willingness to try new tasks.
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 Adolescents (12 to 18 years): This is the period in which the person becomes physically and

psychologically mature and acquires a personal identity. At the end of this critical period in

development, the person should be ready to enter adulthood and assume its responsibilities.

2. Physical Development from Infancy through Adolescence

2.1 Neonates and infants (0 to 1 year):

 Weight: The infant weighs 2.7 to 3.8 kg (6.0 to 8.5 lb) at birth; loses 5% to 10% after birth

but regains it in about 1 week; gains weight at a rate of 150 to 210 g (5 to 7 oz) per week for

6 months; doubles birth weight by 5 months; and triples birth weight by 12 months.

 Length: Average length at birth is 50 cm (20 in.). The infant gains 13.75 cm (5.5 in.) by 6

months and gains another 7.5 cm (3 in.) by 12 months.

 Head and chest circumference: Average head circumference is 35 cm (14 in.); chest

circumference is usually about 2.5 cm (1 in.) less than head circumference. By about 9 to 10

months, the head equals chest circumference; after 1 year, chest circumference is larger than

head. The anterior fontanel closes between 9 to 18 months and the posterior fontanel closes

between 2 and 3 months.

 Vision: The newborn follows large moving objects and blinks in response to bright light and

sound. The pupils respond slowly; the newborn cannot focus on close objects. At 1 month,

the infant can focus gaze on objects and follow moving objects. At 4 months, the infant

recognizes a parents smile, has almost complete color vision, and follows objects through a

180-degree arc. At 5 months, the infant reaches for objects. By 6 to 10 months, the infant can

fix on an object and follow it in all directions. By 12 months, depth perception is fully

developed and the child is able to recognize a change in levels (such as the edge of a bed).

 Hearing: The newborn has intact hearing at birth, responds to loud noises with the Moro

reflex, and can distinguish sounds within a few days. At 2 to 3 months the infant can actively

coo, smile, or gurgle to sounds and voices. By 3 to 6 months, the infant looks for sounds,

pausing an activity to listen, and responds with distress or pleasure to angry or happy voices.

By 6 to 9 months, individual words begin to take on meaning, and the baby may look at

named objects or people. By 9 to 12 months, the baby understands many words, uses

gestures, and may articulate one or two words with a specific reference. By 12 months, the

child responds to simple commands.

 Smell and taste: These senses are functional shortly after birth. The newborn prefers sweet

tastes, is able to recognize the smell of the mothers milk, and responds by turning toward the

mother.
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 Touch: The sense of touch is well developed at birth. The newborn responds positively when

touched, held, and cuddled. Because of poor regulation of body temperature, the newborn is

sensitive to extreme temperatures. The newborn responds to pain diffusely but cannot isolate

discomfort.

 Reflexes: The rooting, sucking, Moro, palmar grasp, plantar, tonic neck, stepping, and

Babinski reflexes are present at birth. They disappear during the first year in an orderly

sequence to permit development of voluntary movements. The newborn can also yawn,

stretch, sneeze, burp, and hiccup at birth.

 Motor development: The newborn is initially uncoordinated. By 1 month, the infant lifts the

head momentarily when prone, turns the head when prone, and has head lag when pulled to a

sitting position. By 4 months, there is minimal head lag. By 6 months the infant can sit

without support; by 9 months, he or she can reach, grasp a rattle, and transfer it from hand to

hand; and by 12 months, the child can turn pages in a book, put objects into a container, walk

with some assistance, and help to dress self.

3. Toddlers (1 to 3 years):

 Appearance: The toddler appears chubby, with relatively short legs and a large head. The face

appears small when compared to the skull. As the child grows, the face becomes better

proportioned. Toddlers have pronounced lumbar lordosis and a protruding abdomen. The

abdominal muscles develop with growth, and the abdomen flattens.

 Weight: By 2 years, weight is about four times birth weight. Between 1 and 2 years, weight

gain is about 2 kg (5 lb); between 2 and 3 years, weight gain is about 1 to 2 kg (2 to 5 lb). A

3-year-old weighs about 13.6 kg (30 lb).

 Height: Between ages 1 and 2 years, average growth is 10 to 12 cm ( 4 to 5 in.); between ages

2 and 3 years, growth slows to 6 to 8 cm (2 1/2 to 3 1/2 in.).

 Head circumference: Head circumference increases about 2.5 cm (1 in.) on average each

year. By 24 months the head is 80% of average adult size and the brain is 70% of adult size.

 Vision: Acuity is fairly well established at 1 year, 20/70 at 18 months, and 20/40 at 2 years.

Accommodation is fairly well developed by 18 months. By 3 years the child can look away

from a toy prior to reaching out and picking it up.

 Hearing, taste, smell, and touch: These senses are increasingly developed and associated with

each other. A 3-year-olds hearing is at adult levels. Taste buds are sensitive to natural flavors

or food. A 3-year-old will prefer familiar odors and tastes. Touch is very important; the child

is often soothed by tactile sensation.

 Motor abilities: Fine motor coordination and gross motor skills improve during this period.

At 18 months the toddler can pick up raisins or cereal pieces and place them into a receptacle,
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hold a spoon and cup, walk upstairs with assistance, and probably crawl down. The 2-year-

old can hold a spoon and put it into the mouth correctly, run, has a steady gait, can balance on

one foot, and ride a tricycle. Most 3-year-olds are toilet trained, with occasional accidents at

night or when playing.

4. Preschoolers (4 to 5 years):

 Appearance: The child appears taller and thinner; the brain is almost adult size at 5 years. The

extremities grow more quickly than the body, making the body appear out of proportion. The

child appears slender with an erect posture.

 Weight: Gain is generally slow. By 5 years the child has added 3 to 5 kg (7 to 12 lb),

weighing around 18 to 20 kg (40 to 45 lb).

 Height: The child grows about 5 to 6.25 cm (2 to 2.5 in.) each year, doubling birth length by

4 years and measures about 102 cm (41 in.).

 Vision: The child is generally hyperopic (farsighted) and unable to focus on near objects.

Normal vision for 5-year-olds is approximately 20/30.

 Hearing and taste: Hearing has reached optimal levels, and the ability to listen has matured.

The child shows food preferences and may develop food jags.

 Motor abilities: Children are able to wash their hands and face, and brush their teeth by 5

years. They are self-conscious about exposing their bodies and go to the bathroom without

telling others. They can run with increasing skill each year. By 5 years they can run skillfully,

jump three steps, balance on their toes, and dress without assistance.

5. School-age children (6 to 12 years):

 Weight: Average weight gain is about 3.2 kg (7 lb) per year between 6 and 12 years; major

weight gain occurs from age 10 to 12 for boys and from age 9 to 12 for girls.

 Height: At 6 years, boys and girls are about the same height. The growth spurt for girls

occurs at age 10 to 12 and for boys at 12 to 14. The extremities grow more quickly than the

trunk. By age 6, thoracic curvature develops and lordosis disappears.

 Vision: By 6 to 8 years, depth and distance perception is accurate. By age 6, the child has full

binocular vision, eye muscles are well developed and coordinated, and the child can focus on

one object at the same time. The child develops 20/20 vision between 9 and 11 years of age.

 Hearing and touch: Auditory perception is fully developed; the child can identify fine

differences in voices. The child has a well-developed sense of touch and can locate points of

heat and cold on all body surfaces. Stereognosis is developed.
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 Prepubertal changes: Endocrine functions slowly increase at ages 9 to 13. Perspiration

increases, sebaceous glands become more active, and leukorrhea occurs prior to puberty.

 Motor abilities: Muscular skills and coordination are perfected in the middle years (6 to 10).

By 9 years most children are skilled in games of interest. Fine motor control is sufficient for

activities such as drawing, building models, or playing musical instruments.

6. Adolescents (12 to 18 years):

 Appearance: Growth is accelerated, with sudden, dramatic physical changes (adolescent

growth spurt). The head, hands, and feet are first to grow to adult status, next the extremities.

The adolescent looks leggy, awkward, and uncoordinated until the trunk grow to full size.

The shoulders, chest, and hips grow. The skull and facial bones change proportion, the

forehead becomes more prominent, and jawbones develop.

 Weight and height: Boys reach their maximum height at about 18 to 19 years; between ages

10 and 18 their weight doubles. Girls reach their maximum height at about 15 to 16 years;

between 10 and 18 they gain an average of 25 kg (55 lb).

 Glandular changes: Eccrine and apocrine glands increase secretion and become fully

functional after puberty. Sebaceous glands also become active, and primary and secondary

sex characteristics develop. For males the first noticeable sign of puberty is the appearance of

pubic hair and the enlargement of the scrotum and testes. First ejaculation occurs about age

14 years, and fertility follows several months later. Sexual maturity is achieved by age 18.

For females often the first noticeable sign is appearance of the breast bud (thelarche) although

appearance of hair along the labia may precede this. Menarche occurs about 1 1/2 to 2 years

later, and ovulation is usually established 1 to 2 years after that. The female internal

reproductive organs reach adult size about age 18 to 20.

7. Trace Psychosocial Development

According to Erikson the central crisis at this stage is trust versus mistrust. Resolution

determines how the person approaches subsequent developmental stages. Fulfillment of

needs is required to develop a basic sense of trust.

Erikson sees the period from 18 months to 3 years as the time when the central

developmental task is autonomy versus shame and doubt. Toddlers begin to assert themselves

with frequent use of the word no. They become frustrated by restraints to behavior and

between 1 and 3 may have temper tantrums. With guidance from their parents, toddlers

slowly gain control over their emotions. Erikson writes that the major developmental crisis of

the preschooler is initiative versus guilt. Erikson views the success of this milestone as
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determining the individuals self-concept. Preschoolers must learn what they can do; as a

result, they imitate behavior, and their imaginations and creativity become lively.

According to Erikson, the central task of school-age children is industry versus inferiority.

They begin to create and develop a sense of competence and perseverance and are motivated

by activities that provide a sense of worth. They work hard to succeed, but are always faced

with the possibility of failure which can lead to inferiority. If they have been successful in

previous stages, they are motivated to be industrious and to cooperate with others toward a

common goal. According to Erikson, the psychosocial task of the adolescent is the

establishment of identity. The danger of this stage is role confusion. The inability to settle on

an occupational identity commonly disturbs the adolescent. Less commonly, doubts about

sexual identity arise. Because of dramatic body changes, the development of a stable identity

is difficult. Adolescents help one another through this identity crisis by forming cliques and a

separate youth culture; cliques often exclude those who are different.

8. Cognitive Development

 Piaget refers to the initial period of cognitive development as the sensorimotor phase. This

phase has six stages, three of which take place during the first year. From 4 to 8 months,

infants begin to have perceptual recognition. By 6 months, they respond to new stimuli and

remember objects and look for them a short time. By 12 months, they have a concept of both

space and time, experiment to reach a goal such as a toy on a chair, and proceed from the

reflexive ability of the newborn to using one or two actions to attain a goal by the age of 1

year.

 According to Piaget, the toddler completes the fifth and sixth stages of the sensorimotor

phase and starts the pre-conceptual phase at about 2 years of age. In the fifth stage the toddler

solves problems by a trial-and-error process; by stage 6 the toddler can solve problems

mentally. During the pre-conceptual phase, toddlers develop considerable cognitive and

intellectual skills, learn about the sequence of time, and have some symbolic thought.

Concepts start to develop when words represent classes of objects or thoughts.

 The preschoolers cognitive development, according to Piaget, is the phase of intuitive

thought. Children are still egocentric, but this subsides as they experience their expanding

world. They learn through trial and error, think of only one idea at a time, and do not

understand relationships. They start to understand that words are associated with objects in

late toddlerhood or the early preschool years. Preschoolers become concerned about death as

something inevitable, but they do not explain it. They also associate death with others rather
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than themselves. By the age of 5, children can count pennies. Reading skills develop at this

age; they like fairy tales, and books about animals and other children.

 According to Piaget, the ages 7 to 11 years mark the phase of cognitive operations. The child

changes from egocentric interactions to cooperative interactions, develops increased

understanding of concepts that are associated with specific objects, develops logical

reasoning from intuitive thinking, learns to add and subtract, and learns about cause and

effect. Money is a concept that gains meaning; most 7- to 8-year-olds know the value of most

coins. The concept of time is also learned. Not until age 9 or 10 are children able to

understand the long periods of time in the past. They begin to read a clock by age 6. Reading

skills are usually well developed in later childhood. By age 9 most are self-motivated,

compete with them, and like to plan in advance. By 12 they are motivated by inner drive

rather than competition with peers. They like to talk and discuss different subjects and to

debate.

 Cognitive abilities mature during adolescence. Between the ages of 11 and 15 begins Piagets

formal operations stage. The main feature of this stage is that children think beyond the

present and beyond the world of reality. Adolescents are highly imaginative and idealistic,

consider things that do not exist but that might be and consider ways things could be or ought

to be, and in social interactions often practice this increasing ability to think abstractly.

Parents may misunderstand their childs intent, seeing the teen as being argumentative or

contrary. The child becomes more informed about the world and environment. Adolescents

use this new information to solve everyday problems, and can communicate with adults on

most subjects. The capacity to absorb and use knowledge is great. Adolescents usually select

their own areas for learning and explore interests from which they may evolve a career plan.

Study habits and learning skills developed in adolescence are used throughout life.

9. Moral Development

 Infants associate right and wrong with pleasure and pain; what gives them pleasure is right.

When they receive abundant positive responses from parents, they learn that certain

behaviors are wrong or good and that pain or pleasure is the consequence. In later months and

years, children can tell easily and quickly by changes in parental facial expressions and voice

tones that their behavior is either approved or disapproved.

 According to Kohlberg, the first level of moral development is the pre-conventional level

when children respond to punishment and reward. During the second year of life, they begin

to know that some activities elicit affection and approval. They also recognize that certain

rituals such as repeating phrases from prayers also elicit approval and provide a sense of

security. By age 2, children are learning what attitudes parents hold about moral matters.
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 Preschoolers are capable of pro-social behaviorthat is, any action that a person takes to

benefit someone else. They do not have a fully formed conscience; however, they do develop

some internal controls. Moral behavior is learned largely through modeling, initially after

parents and later significant others. Preschoolers usually behave well in social settings and

control their behavior because they want love and approval from their parents. Moral

behavior may mean taking turns at play or sharing.

 Some school-age children are at Kohlbergs stage 1 of the pre-conventional level, punishment

and obedience, and act to avoid being punished; however, some are at stage 2, instrumental-

relativist orientation. At this stage, they do things to benefit themselves; fairness becomes

important. Later in childhood most progress to the conventional level, which has two stages:

Stage 3 is the good boynice girl stage, and stage 4 is the law and order orientation. Children

usually reach the conventional level between 10 and 13. Concrete interests of the individual

shift to the interests of the group. Motivation for moral action is to live up to what significant

others think of the child.

 According to Kohlberg, the young adolescent is usually at the conventional level of moral

development. Most still accept the Golden Rule; want to abide by social order and existing

laws; examine their own values, standards, and morals; and may discard values adopted from

parents in favor of values they consider more suitable. When adolescents move into the post-

conventional or principled level, they start to question the rules and laws of society. Right

thinking and right action become a matter of personal values and opinions, which may

conflict with societal laws. They consider the possibility of rationally changing the law and

emphasize individual rights; not all adolescents or even adults proceed to the post

conventional level.

10. Spiritual Development

According to Fowler, the toddlers stage of spiritual development is undifferentiated. Toddlers

may be aware of some religious practice. They are primarily involved in learning knowledge

and emotional reactions rather than establishing spiritual beliefs. The toddler may repeat

prayers at bedtime, conforming to a ritual, because praise and affection result. Parental or

caregiver response enhances the toddlers sense of security.

Many preschoolers enroll in Sunday school or faith-oriented classes. They usually enjoy the

social interaction of these classes. Ages 4 to 6 years are the intuitive-projection stage of

spiritual development; faith is primarily a result of the teaching of significant others.

Preschoolers learn to imitate religious behavior although they dont understand the meaning of
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the behavior. They require simple explanations of spiritual matters and use their imagination

to envision such ideas as angels or the devil.

According to Fowler, the school-age child is in stage 2 of spiritual development (mythic-

literal). The child learns to distinguish fantasy from fact. Spiritual facts are those beliefs that

are accepted by a religious group; fantasy is the thoughts and images formed in the childs

mind. Parents and religious advisers help the child distinguish fact from fantasy. These

people still influence the child more than peers in spiritual matters. When children do not

understand events, they use fantasy to explain them. They need to have concepts such as

prayer presented in concrete terms, they ask many questions about God and religion, and they

generally believe God is good and always present to help. Just before puberty, children

become aware that their prayers are not always answered and become disappointed. Some

will reject religion, and others will continue to accept it; the decision is largely influenced by

the parents. If the child continues religious training, the child is ready to apply reason rather

than blind belief in most situations.

According to Fowler, the adolescent or young adult reaches the synthetic-conventional stage

of spiritual development. As they encounter different groups in society, adolescents are

exposed to a wide variety of opinions, beliefs, and behaviors regarding religious matters.

They may reconcile the difference in one of the following ways: by deciding any differences

are wrong, compartmentalizing the differences, or obtaining advice from a significant other.

They believe that various religious beliefs and practices have more similarities than

differences; focus is on interpersonal rather than conceptual matters.

11. Characteristics from Birth Through Late Childhood

12. Neonates and infants:

 Health assessment occurs immediately at birth and continues for the promotion of wellness;

newborns can be assessed immediately by the Apgar scoring system.

 Development can be assessed by observing the infants behavior and by using standardized

tests such as the Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST-II).

 Physical development: The infant demonstrates growth in the normal range, manifests

appropriately sized fontanels for age, manifests vital signs in the normal range, and displays

the ability to habituate to stimuli and to calm self.

 Motor development: The infant performs gross and fine motor skills in the normal range,

exhibits reflexes appropriate for age, displays symmetric movements, and exhibits no hyper-

or hypotonia.
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 Sensory development: The infant follows a moving object; responds to sounds, such as

talking or clapping; and can coo, babble, laugh, and imitate sounds as expected for age range.

 Psychosocial development: The infant interacts appropriately with parents through body

movements and vocalization.

 Development in activities of daily living: The baby eats and drinks appropriate amounts of

breast milk, formula, or solid foods; exhibits an elimination pattern normal for age; and

exhibits a normal rest and sleep pattern.

13. Toddlers:

 It is essential that nurses do accurate and timely assessments to promote health and detect

problems early, thus allowing for early interventions.

 Assessment activities for toddlers are similar to those for infants in terms of measuring

weight, length (height), and vital signs.

 Physical development: The toddler should demonstrate physical growth (weight, height, head

circumference) within normal range, manifest vital signs within normal range for age, and

exhibit vision and hearing abilities within normal range.

 Motor development: The toddler performs gross and fine motor milestones within normal

range for the age (e.g., walks up steps with assistance, balances on one foot, copies a circle).

 Psychosocial development: The toddler performs psychosocial development milestones for

the age (e.g., expresses likes and dislikes, displays curiosity and asks questions, begins to

play and communicate with children).

 Development in activities of daily living: The toddler feeds self, eats and drinks a variety of

foods, begins to develop bowel and bladder control, exhibits a rest and sleep pattern

appropriate for age, and dresses self.

14. Preschoolers:

 During assessment the preschooler can often participate in answering questions with

assistance from parents or caregivers. Preschoolers can describe the types of activities they

enjoy.

 Physical development: Preschoolers demonstrate physical growth (weight, height) within

normal range, manifest vital signs within normal range for age, and exhibit vision and hearing

abilities within normal range.

 Motor development: The preschooler performs gross and fine motor milestones within

normal range for age (e.g., jumps rope, climbs playground equipment, prints letters and

numbers).
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 Psychosocial development: The preschooler performs psychosocial milestones for age (e.g.,

separates easily from parents, displays imagination and creativity, exhibits increasing

vocabulary).

 Development in activities of daily living: The child demonstrates development of toilet

training, performs simple hygiene measures, dresses and undresses self, engages in bedtime

rituals, and demonstrates the ability to put self to sleep.

15. School-age children:

 During assessment the nurse responds to questions from the parent or other caregiver, gives

appropriate feedback, and lends support. The nurse also demonstrates interest in the child and

enthusiasm for the childs strength.

 Physical development: The school-age child demonstrates physical growth (height, weight)

within normal range, manifests vital signs within normal range, exhibits vision and hearing

abilities within normal range, and demonstrates male or female pre-pubertal changes within

normal range.

 Motor development: The child possesses coordinated motor skills for age (e.g., climbs a tree,

throws and catches a ball, plays a musical instrument).

 Psychosocial development: The child performs psychosocial milestones for age (e.g.,

interacts well with parents, becomes less dependent on family, articulates an understanding of

right and wrong, expresses self in a logical manner).

 Development in activities of daily living: The child demonstrates concern for personal

cleanliness and appearance, and expresses the need for privacy

16. Adolescents

 Adolescents are usually self-directed in meeting their health needs. Because of maturation

changes, however, they need teaching and guidance in a number of health care areas.

 Physical development: The adolescent should exhibit physical growth within normal range

for age and gender, demonstrate male or female sexual development consistent with

standards, manifest vital signs within normal range for age and gender, and exhibit vision and

hearing abilities within normal range.

 Psychosocial development: The adolescent interacts well with parents, teachers, peers,

siblings, and persons in authority; likes self; thinks and plans for the future; chooses a

lifestyle and interests that fit own identity; determines own beliefs and values; begins to

establish a sense of identity in the family; and seeks help from appropriate persons about

problems.
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 Development in activities of daily living: The adolescent demonstrates knowledge of physical

development, menstruation, reproduction, and birth control; exhibits healthy lifestyle

practices in nutrition, exercise, recreation, sleep patterns, and personal habits; and

demonstrates concern for personal cleanliness and appearance.

17. Activities of Health Promotion

18. Health promotion guidelines for infants:

 Health examinations are at 2 weeks, 2 months, 4 months, 5 months, and 12 months.

 Protective measures should include immunizations, fluoride supplementation as necessary,

screening for tuberculosis and phenylketonuria, prompt attention for illness, and appropriate

skin hygiene and clothing.

 Infant safety: Review the importance of supervision; car seat, crib, playpen, bath, and home

environment safety measures; feeding measures; and providing toys without small parts or

sharp edges.

 Nutrition: Review breast-feeding and bottle-feeding techniques, formula preparation, feeding

schedule, introduction of solid foods, and the need for iron supplementation at 4 to 6 months.

 Elimination: Topics include characteristics and frequency of stool and urine elimination, and

diarrhea and its effects.

 Rest/sleep: Establish usual sleep and rest patterns.

 Sensory stimulation: Touch stimulation should include holding, cuddling, and rocking.

Provide colorful, moving toys to stimulate vision. Screen the newborn for hearing loss with

follow-up at 3 months and early intervention by 6 months if appropriate. Soothing voice

tones, music, and singing help to stimulate hearing. Provide toys appropriate for

development.

 Additional safety and health concerns for infancy include failure to thrive, infant colic,

crying, child abuse (including shaken baby syndrome), and sudden infant death.

19. Health promotion guidelines for toddlers:

 Health examinations should occur at 15 and 18 months, then as recommended by the primary

care provider. Dental visits should start at age 3, hearing tests by 18 months or earlier.

 Protective measures should include immunizations, screening for tuberculosis and lead

poisoning, and fluoride supplementation as needed.

 Toddler safety: Review the importance of supervision and teaching the child to obey

commands, home environment safety measures, outdoor safety, and appropriate toys.
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 Nutrition: Review the importance of nutritious meals and snacks, teaching simple mealtime

manners, dental care, and elimination/toilet training techniques.

 Rest/sleep: Deal with sleep disturbances.

 Play: Provide adequate space, a variety of activities, and toys that allow acting on behaviors

and provide motor and sensory stimulation.

 Additional safety and health concerns for toddlers include accidents, visual problems, dental

caries, and respiratory tract and ear infections.

 3. Health promotion guidelines for preschoolers:

 Health examinations should take place every 1 to 2 years.

 Protective measures include immunizations, screening for tuberculosis, vision and hearing

screening, regular dental screenings, and fluoride treatment.

 Preschooler safety includes educating the child about simple safety rules, teaching the child

to play safely, and educating to prevent poisoning.

 Nutrition: Review the importance of nutritious meals and snacks.

 Elimination: Teach proper hygiene.

 Rest/sleep: Deal with sleep disturbances.

 Play: Provide time for group play activities, teach the child simple games that require

cooperation and interaction, and provide toys and dress-up for role-playing.

 In addition, preschoolers often have health problems similar to those they had as a toddler.

Respiratory tract and communicable diseases, accidents, and dental caries continue to be

problems. Congenital abnormalities such as cardiac disorders and hernias are often corrected

at this age.

20. Health promotion guidelines for school-age children:

 Health examinations include annual physical examinations or as recommended.

 Protective measures include immunizations; screening for tuberculosis; periodic vision,

speech, and hearing screenings; regular dental screenings and fluoride treatment; and

providing accurate information about sexual issues.

 School-age child safety: Children should use proper equipment when participating in sports

and other physical activities. Encourage children to take responsibility for their own safety.

 Nutrition: It is important that the child does not skip meals, eats a balanced diet, and limits

foods that may lead to obesity.

 Elimination: Use positive approaches for elimination problems.

 Play and social interactions: Provide opportunities for a variety of organized group activities,

accept realistic expectations of the childs ability, act as role models in acceptance of other
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persons who may be different, and provide a home environment that limits TV viewing and

video games and encourages completion of homework and healthy exerecise.

 School-age children continue to have as many communicable diseases, dental caries, and

accidents as preschoolers. The increasing number of overweight children is another health

risk.

21. Health promotion guidelines for adolescents:

 Health examinations should occur as recommended by the primary care provider.

 Protective measures include immunizations, screening for tuberculosis, periodic vision and

hearing screenings, regular dental assessments, and providing accurate information about

sexual issues.

 Adolescent safety issues include the adolescents taking responsibility for using motor

vehicles safely, making certain that proper precautions are taken during all athletic activity,

and parents keeping lines of communication open and being alert to signs of substance abuse

and emotional disturbances in the adolescent.

 Nutrition and exercise: Stress the importance of healthy snacks and appropriate patterns of

food intake and exercise, factors that may lead to nutritional problems, and balancing

sedentary activities with regular exercise.

 Social interactions: The adolescent should be encouraged to succeed in school, establish

relationships that promote discussion of feelings, concerns, and fears. Parents need to

encourage adolescent peer group activities that promote appropriate moral and spiritual

values, act as role models for appropriate social interactions, provide a comfortable home

environment for appropriate adolescent peer group activities and expect adolescent to

participate in and contribute to family activities. Adolescents face many health risks,

including the consequences of risky behavior, such as injury related to accidents, sexually

transmitted disease, and teen pregnancy. Psychological and emotional challenges may lead to

psychological problems, the developing brain is more susceptible to addiction, and the first

manifestations of schizophrenia may appear. In the late adolescence with communal living

(college dorms), adolescents are at increased risk for infectious diseases such as measles and

pneumococcal meningitis.

 The fundamental conditions and resources for health are peace, shelter, education, food,

income, a stable ecosystem, sustainable resources, social justice and equity. Improvement in

health requires a secure foundation in these basic prerequisites.

 Good health is a major resource for social, economic and personal development and an

important dimension of quality of life. Political, economic, social, cultural, environmental,
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behavioral and biological factors can all favor health or be harmful to it. Health promotion

action aims at making these conditions favorable through advocacy for health.

 Health promotion focuses on achieving equity in health. Health promotion action aims at

reducing differences in current health status and ensuring equal opportunities and resources to

enable all people to achieve their fullest health potential. This includes a secure foundation in

a supportive environment, access to information, life skills and opportunities for making

healthy choices. People cannot achieve their fullest health potential unless they are able to

take control of those things which determine their health. This must apply equally to women

and men.

 Health promotion works through concrete and effective community action in setting

priorities, making decisions, planning strategies and implementing them to achieve better

health. At the heart of this process is the empowerment of communities, their ownership and

control of their own endeavors and destinies.

 Community development draws on existing human and material resources in the community

to enhance self-help and social support, and to develop flexible systems for strengthening

public participation and direction of health matters. This requires full and continuous access

to information, learning opportunities for health, as well as funding support.

Topic : Promoting Health In Young And Middle-Aged Adults

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 generational groups

 physical development

 characteristic tasks of development

 changes in cognitive development

 moral development

 spiritual development

 health problems associated with young

 developmental assessment guidelines

 health promotion

Definition/Overview:

The prerequisites and prospects for health cannot be ensured by the health sector alone. More

importantly, health promotion demands coordinated action by all concerned: by governments,
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by health and other social and economic sectors, by non-governmental and voluntary

organizations, by local authorities, by industry and by the media. People in all walks of life

are involved as individuals, families and communities. Professional and social groups and

health personnel have a major responsibility to mediate between differing interests in society

for the pursuit of health.

Health promotion strategies and programmes should be adapted to the local needs and

possibilities of individual countries and regions to take into account differing social, cultural

and economic systems.

Key Points:

1. Generational Groups

 Baby Boomers (born 19451964), Generation X (born 19651978), and Generation Y (born

19792000) compose cohorts that share specific life events and have their own world views.

Baby Boomers are characterized by an individualistic outlook, tend toward a workaholic

orientation, want to be respected at work, but feel role overload.

 Gen Xers were frequently raised in two-worker households where long work hours were

common. They may now be less impressed with corporate values, be more skeptical, and

resist authority, but they enjoy challenges and opportunities to creatively problem solve.

 Generation Y (or Millennials) have come of age in an increasingly multicultural America.

They are technologically sophisticated (and dependent), and they enjoy public affirmations of

their efforts.

2. Usual Physical Development

Young adults (ages 20 to 40 years) are in the prime physical years. The musculoskeletal

system is well developed and coordinated, athletic endeavors reach their peak, and all

other body systems are functioning at peak efficiency. Weight and muscle mass may

change as a result of diet and exercise. Extensive physical changes occur in pregnant

and lactating women.

 Physical changes occurring in middle-aged adults (40 to 65 years) include changes in (a)

appearance: hair thins, gray hair appears, skin turgor and moisture decreases, subcutaneous

fat decreases, wrinkling occurs, and fatty tissue is redistributed resulting in fat deposits in

abdominal areas; (b) the musculoskeletal system: skeletal muscle bulk decreases around age

60, thinning intervertebral discs cause a decrease in height of about 1 inch, calcium is lost
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from bone, and muscle growth continues in proportion to use; (c) the cardiovascular system:

blood vessels lose elasticity and become thicker; (d) sensory perception: visual acuity

declines, often by 40 years presbyopia develops, auditory acuity especially for high-

frequency sounds decreases (presbycusis), and taste sensation also diminishes; (e)

metabolism: slows resulting in weight gain; (f) the gastrointestinal system: gradual decrease

in tone of large intestines may predispose to constipation; (g) the urinary system: nephron

units are lost and glomerular filtration rate decreases; and (h) sexuality: hormonal changes

occur in men (climacteric) and women (menopause).

3. Characteristic Tasks of Development

 According to Freuds theory, young adults are in the genital stage in which energy is directed

toward attaining a mature sexual relationship. Young adults are in Eriksons stage of intimacy

versus isolation. They have the following tasks according to Havighurst: selecting a mate,

learning to live with a partner, starting a family, rearing children, managing a home, getting

started in an occupation, taking on civic responsibility, and finding a congenial social group.

According to Nelson and Barry (2005) young adults have the following characteristics:

separation from parents, exploration of new identities for self, personal discovery and self

discovery, and high risk behaviors.

 According to Erikson, middle-aged adults are in the generativity versus stagnation phase of

development. According to Havighurst, middle-aged adults have the following

developmental tasks: achieving adult civic and social responsibility, establishing and

maintaining an economic standard of living, assisting teenage children to become responsible

and happy adults, developing adult leisure-time activities, relating oneself to ones spouse as a

person, accepting and adjusting to the physiologic changes of middle age, adjusting to aging

parents, balancing the needs of multiple constituencies, and maintaining work as a central

theme. Slater (2003) added the additional developmental tasks of inclusivity versus

exclusivity, pride versus embarrassment (in children, work, or creativity), responsibility

versus ambivalence (making choices about commitments), career productivity versus

inadequacy, parenthood versus self-absorption, being needed versus alienation, and honesty

versus denial (with oneself).

4. Changes in Cognitive Development throughout Adulthood

 Young adults are able to use formal operations characterized by the ability to think abstractly

and employ logic. Recently researchers have proposed a concept of postformal thought as a

further stage of cognitive development.
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 Postformal thought includes cognitive and intellectual abilities change very little. Reaction

time may diminish during the later part of the middle years. Memory and problem solving are

maintained through middle creativity, intuition, and the ability to consider information in

relationship to other ideas, to possess an understanding of the temporary or relative nature of

knowledge, and to comprehend and balance arguments created by both logic and emotion.

Few adults achieve this cognitive stage, but those who do are marked by greater tolerance and

skills of noting and resolving complex problems.

 The middle-aged adults adulthood. Learning continues and can be enhanced by increased

motivation. Genetic, environmental, and personality factors in early and middle adulthood

account, for the large difference in the ways in which individuals maintain mental abilities.

5. Moral Development According To Kohlberg throughout Adulthood

Young and middle-aged adults who have mastered the previous stages of Kohlbergs theory of

moral development now enter the postconventional level. The individual is able to separate

self from the expectations and rules of others and to define morality in terms of personal

principles. In stage 5, a social contract orientation, the individual believes that rights of others

take precedence. Recent research demonstrates that moral development continues throughout

adulthood and that few individuals attain stage 5, before age 40.

 Health promotion works through concrete and effective community action in setting

priorities, making decisions, planning strategies and implementing them to achieve better

health. At the heart of this process is the empowerment of communities, their ownership and

control of their own endeavours and destinies.

 Community development draws on existing human and material resources in the community

to enhance self-help and social support, and to develop flexible systems for strengthening

public participation and direction of health matters. This requires full and continuous access

to information, learning opportunities for health, as well as funding support.

 Health promotion supports personal and social development through providing information,

education for health and enhancing life skills. By so doing, it increases the options available

to people to exercise more control over their own health and over their environments, and to

make choices conducive to health.

 Enabling people to learn throughout life, to prepare them for all of its stages and to cope with

chronic illness and injuries is essential. This has to be facilitated in school, home, work and

community settings. Action is required through educational, professional, commercial and

voluntary bodies, and within the institutions themselves.
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 The responsibility for health promotion in health services is shared among individuals,

community groups, health professionals, health service institutions and governments. They

must work together towards a health care system which contributes to the pursuit of health.

 The role of the health sector must move increasingly in a health promotion direction, beyond

its responsibility for providing clinical and curative services. Health services need to embrace

an expanded mandate which is sensitive and respects cultural needs. This mandate should

support the needs of individuals and communities for a healthier life, and open channels

between the health sector and broader social, political, economic and physical environmental

components.

 Reorienting health services also requires stronger attention to health research as well as

changes in professional education and training. This must lead to a change of attitude and

organization of health services, which refocuses on the total needs of the individual as a

whole person.

6. Spiritual Development

According to Fowler, the individual enters the individuating reflective period sometime after

18 years. The individual focuses on reality, may ask philosophical questions regarding

spirituality, and may be self- conscious about spiritual matters. The religious teaching from

childhood may now be accepted or redefined. The young adult may depend on spirituality

and seek guidance from a Higher Power, but do so.

Not all adults progress through Fowlers stages to the fifth, called the paradoxical-

consolidative stage. At this stage the individual can view truth from a number of viewpoints.

Fowler believes that only some individuals after the age of 30 years reach this stage.

In middle age, people tend to be less dogmatic about religious beliefs, and religion offers

more comfort to middle-aged persons than it did previously. They often rely on spiritual

beliefs to help them deal with illness, death, and tragedy.

7. Health Problems Associated With Young and Middle-Aged Adults

Health problems that occur in young adulthood include injuries, suicide, hypertension,

substance abuse (including smoking), sexually transmitted infections (STIs), eating disorders

(including obesity), violence, abuse of women, and certain malignancies (testicular cancer

and cervical cancer).
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Leading causes of death in middle adulthood include injuries (motor vehicle and occupational

accidents), chronic disease such as cancer (in men, cancer of the lung and bladder; in women,

breast cancer followed by cancer of the colon and rectum, uterus, and lung), and

cardiovascular disease (coronary heart disease). Other health problems include obesity,

alcoholism, and mental health alterations (anxiety and depression).

8. Developmental Assessment Guidelines for Young and Middle-Aged Adults

Developmental assessment guidelines for the young adult:

 Physical development: The young adult should exhibit weight within normal range for age

and gender, manifest vital signs within normal range for age and gender, demonstrate visual

and hearing abilities within normal range, and exhibit appropriate knowledge and attitudes

about sexuality.

 Psychosocial development: The young adult should feel independent from parents; have a

realistic self-concept; like self and direction life is going; interact well with family; cope with

stresses of change and growth; have well-established bonds with a significant other; have a

meaningful social life; demonstrate emotional, social, and economic responsibility; and have

a set of values that guide behavior.

 Development in activities of daily living (ADL): It is important for the young adult to have a

healthy lifestyle.

Developmental assessment guidelines for the middle-aged adult:

 Physical development: The middle-aged adult should exhibit weight, vital signs, and visual

and hearing abilities within normal range; exhibit appropriate knowledge and attitudes about

sexuality; and verbalize any changes in eating, elimination, or exercise.

 Psychosocial development: The middle-aged adult should accept the aging body, feel

comfortable and respect self, enjoy the new freedom to be independent, accept changes in

family roles, interact effectively and share companionable activities with a life partner,

expand and renew previous interests, pursue charitable and altruistic activities, and have a

meaningful philosophy of life.

 Development in ADL: It is important to follow preventive health practices.

9. Health Promotion Topics for Young and Middle Adulthood

Health promotion topics for the young adult:
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 Health tests and screening: These include routine physical examinations, immunizations as

recommended, regular dental assessments, periodic vision and hearing screenings,

professional breast examinations, Papanicolaou smear, testicular examination, screening for

cardiovascular disease, tuberculosis skin test, and smoking history and counseling, if needed.

 Safety: These include motor vehicle safety, sun protection, and workplace and water safety

measures.

 Nutrition and exercise: Review the importance of adequate iron intake, and nutritional and

exercise factors that may lead to cardiovascular disease.

 Social interactions: These include encouraging personal relationships that promote discussion

of feelings, concerns, and fears; and setting short- and long-term goals for work and career

choices.

Health promotion topics for the middle-aged adult:

 Health tests and screening: The middle-aged adult should have routine physical examinations,

immunizations as recommended, regular dental assessments, tonometry for signs of glaucoma

and other eye diseases, breast self-examination, testicular self-examination, screening for

cardiovascular disease, screening for tuberculosis, and screenings for colorectal, breast,

cervical, uterine, and prostate cancer, smoking history and counseling as needed.

 Safety: Issues include motor vehicle safety reinforcement, workplace safety measures, and

home safety measures.

 Nutrition and exercise: The middle-aged adult needs to understand the importance of

adequate protein, calcium, and vitamin D; nutrition and exercise factors that may lead to

cardiovascular disease; and the importance of an exercise program that emphasizes skill and

coordination.

 Social interactions: Issues include the possibility of a midlife crisis, providing time to expand

and to review previous interests, and retirement planning with a partner if appropriate.

 In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Promoting Health In Elders
Promoting Family Health
Caring
Communicating
Teaching
Delegating, Managing, And Leading
Vital Signs
Health Assessment
Asepsis
Safety
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Topic : Promoting Health In Elders

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 categories of elders

 demographic, socioeconomic

 ageism and its contribution

 gerontology and geriatrics

 development of gerontological nursing and the roles of the gerontological nurse

 care settings for elders

 biologic theories of aging

 physical changes that occur during older adulthood

 psychosocial theories about aging

 developmental tasks of the older adult

 psychosocial changes that the older adult adjusts to during the aging process

 cognitive abilities while aging

 Kohlbergs and Gilligans theories of moral reasoning in elders

 spirituality and aging

 health problems associated with elders

 health promotion topics for older adulthood

Definition/Overview:

Health promotion policy requires the identification of obstacles to the adoption of healthy

public policies in non-health sectors, and ways of removing them. The aim must be to make

the healthier choice the easier choice for policy-makers as well.

Key Points:

1. Categories of Elders

The categories of elders include young-old (65 to 75 years), old (75 to 85 years), old-old (85

to 100 years), and elite old (over 100 years).

2. Demographic, Socioeconomic, Ethnicity, And Health Characteristics Of Elders In

TheUnited States

 There are demographic, socioeconomic, ethnic and health characteristics for elders.
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 Demographic characteristics: People are living longer; adults 85 years and older are the

fastest growing of all age groups in the United States.

 Socioeconomic characteristics (gender, marital status, education, income, living

arrangements): Women have a longer life expectancy and are more likely to be widowed.

Men are more likely to remarry. Higher education is associated with higher income.

Educational levels for older adults are gradually increasing with an increased percentage of

those over age 65 who have completed high school. Usually older adults have lower incomes,

and people over 85 years have the lowest median income. Living arrangements are linked to

income and health status. Most older adults live in a variety of community settings; only

4.3% live in nursing homes. Older people who live alone are more likely to live in poverty

than married people in the same age category. Older women are twice as likely to be living

along.

 Ethnicity characteristics: The number of minority elders is increasing; however, the higher

proportion of the elder white population will continue. The nonwhite elder population is

expected to increase, with elder Hispanics being the fastest growing subpopulation.

 Health characteristics: Chronic health problems and disabilities increase as age increases. The

vast majority (73%) of older Americans rate their health as good, very good, or excellent

even though most have chronic health conditions and 20% report disability. Disease is not a

normal outcome of aging.

3. Contribution to the Development of Negative Stereotypes about Elders

Ageism describes the deep and profound prejudice in American society against older adults.

It is discrimination based solely on age, and it exists among some professionals.

Ageism contributes to the development of negative stereotypes about older adults.

Stereotypes occur when younger people do not understand or identify with elders as unique

human beings, and generalizations of undesirable characteristics are made. Many negative

attitudes are based on myths and incorrect information.

4. Gerontology and Geriatrics

 Gerontology is a term used to define the study of aging and older adults. It is a

multidisciplinary and specialized area within various disciplines, including nursing,

psychology, and social work.

 Geriatrics is associated with the medical care, e.g., diseases and disabilities, of the elderly.

5. Development of Gerontological
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Gerontological nursing involves advocating for the health of older persons at all levels of

prevention. In the 1960s, gerontological nursing became a subspecialty of nursing. In the

1980s, gerontological nursing leaders stated that most practicing nurses did not have

sufficient knowledge about gerontology. This prompted discussion of how to prepare nurses

for gerontological nursing. Since the 1990s the nursing profession has recognized the

importance of preparing all practicing nurses with basic gerontological knowledge. As a

result, schools of nursing provide classes or courses about nursing care of the elderly.

Practicing gerontological nurses can obtain gerontological nursing certification through the

American Nurses Association. Advanced practice in gerontological nursing requires a

masters degree in nursing, of which there are two options: the gerontological clinical nurse

specialist and the gerontological nurse practitioner.

The roles of the gerontological nurse are provider of care, teacher, manager, advocate, and

research consumer. As a provider of care, the nurse gives direct care to older adults in a

variety of settings. As a teacher, the nurse often focuses on modifiable risk factors. The

gerontological nurse manager balances the concerns of the elder, family, and nursing and

other interdisciplinary team members. As an advocate, the nurse helps elders remain

independent and strengthens their autonomy and decision making. Being a research consumer

requires the nurse to read the latest professional literature for evidence-based practice to

improve quality of nursing care for the elderly.

6. Care Settings for Elders

 Gerontological nurses practice in many settings, including acute care facilities, long-term

care facilities, and the community.

 Elders are the majority of clients cared for in acute care. People who are 65 and older use the

emergency department (ED) at a higher rate than any other age group. Nurses in this setting

focus on protecting the health of older adults with the goal of returning clients to prior level

of independence.

 The objective of long-term care is to provide a place of safety and care to attain optimal

wellness and independence for each individual. The clients in this setting are often referred to

as residents. Long-term care includes many different levels of care such as assisted living,

intermediate care, skilled care, and Alzheimers units.

 Elders who do not feel safe living alone or who require additional help with ADLs may desire

assisted living. When residents require additional assistance, they may enter intermediate

care. Skilled care units or skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) are for those who require a higher
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level of nursing care because the acuity level requires a greater nurse-to-patient ratio. Many

long-term care facilities offer specialized units for clients with Alzheimers disease.

 Gerontological nurses may also work in hospice and care for dying persons and their

families. The majority of hospice patients are elders.

 Rehabilitation may be found in several settings: acute care hospitals, subacute or transitional

care, and long-term care facilities. The goal is to maintain physical independence.

 Gerontological nurses provide nursing care in many types of community settings, including

home health care for those who are homebound due to severity of illness or disability, nurse-

run clinics focusing on managing chronic illnesses, and adult day care where the focus is on

social activities or health care. The level of nursing care can vary.

 Societies are complex and interrelated. Health cannot be separated from other goals. The

inextricable links between people and their environment constitute the basis for a

socioecological approach to health.

7. Common Biologic Theories of Aging

 Common biologic theories of aging include the wear-and-tear, endocrine; free-radical,

genetic, cross-linking, and immunological theories.

 Wear-and-tear theories propose that humans are like cars that run down over time.

 Endocrine theories propose that events in the hypothalamus and pituitary are responsible for

decline.

 Free radical theories propose that free radical resulting from oxidation of organic material

cause biochemical changes in cells. Cells can no longer regenerate.

 Genetic theories propose the cells are preprogrammed for predetermined number of cell

divisions. After this, cells die.

 Cross-linking theories propose that irreversible aging of proteins cause ultimate failure of

tissues and organs.

 Immunological theories propose that the immune system becomes less efficient causing

decreased resistance to infectious diseases and viruses.

8. Physical Changes That Occur During Older Adulthood

 There are numerous normal physical changes associated with aging, involving the

integumentary, neuromuscular, sensory-perceptual, pulmonary, cardiovascular,

gastrointestinal, urinary, genital, immunological, and endocrine systems.

 Integumentary: Changes include increased skin dryness, pallor, and fragility; progressive

wrinkling and sagging of the skin; brown age spots on exposed body parts; decreased
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perspiration; thinning and graying of scalp, pubic, and axillary hair; and slower nail growth

and increased thickening with ridges.

 Neuromuscular: Older adults experience decreased speed and power of skeletal muscle

contractions, slowed reaction time, loss of height (stature), loss of bone mass, joint stiffness,

impaired balance, and greater difficulty in complex learning and abstraction.

 Sensory-perceptual: Aging leads to loss of visual acuity, increased sensitivity to glare,

decreased ability to adjust to darkness, arcus senilis, progressive loss of hearing, decreased

sense of taste (especially the sweet sensation at the tip of the tongue), decreased sense of

smell, and an increased threshold for sensations of pain, touch, and temperature.

 Pulmonary: Changes associated with aging include decreased ability to expel foreign or

accumulated matter, decreased lung expansion, less effective exhalation, reduced vital

capacity, increased residual volume, and dyspnea following intense exercise.

 Cardiovascular: Older adults are more likely to experience reduced cardiac output and stroke

volume (particularly during increased activity or unusual demands that may result in

shortness of breath on exertion and pooling of blood in the extremities), reduced elasticity

and increased rigidity of arteries, increases in diastolic and systolic blood pressure, and

orthostatic hypotension.

 Gastrointestinal: Changes include delayed swallowing time, increased tendency for

indigestion, and increased tendency for constipation.

 Urinary: Aging may be accompanied by reduced filtering ability of the kidney and impaired

renal function, less effective concentration of urine, urinary urgency and urinary frequency,

tendency for nocturnal frequency, and retention of residual urine.

 Genitals: Typical changes include prostate enlargement (benign) in men, multiple changes in

women (shrinking and atrophy of the vulva, cervix, uterus, fallopian tubes, and ovaries;

reduction in secretions; and changes in vaginal flora); changes in sexual function include

increased time to sexual arousal, decreased firmness of erection, increased refractory period

(men), and decreased vaginal lubrication and elasticity (women).

 Immunological: The older person is more likely to have decreased immune response, lowered

resistance to infections, poor response to immunization, and decreased stress response.

 Endocrine: Insulin resistance is increased.

 The overall guiding principle for the world, nations, regions and communities alike is the

need to encourage reciprocal maintenance - to take care of each other, our communities and

our natural environment.

 The conservation of natural resources throughout the world should be emphasized as a global

responsibility.
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 Changing patterns of life, work and leisure have a significant impact on health. Work and

leisure should be a source of health for people.

 The way society organizes work should help create a healthy society. Health promotion

generates living and working conditions that are safe, stimulating, satisfying and enjoyable.

9. Common Psychosocial Theories

The disengagement theory was developed in the early 1960s by Cumming and Henry. It

proposed that aging involves mutual withdrawal (disengagement) between the older person

and others in the elderly persons environment.

The activity theory, developed by Havighurst, claims the best way to age is to stay active

physically and mentally. The continuity theories, developed by Atchley, states that people

maintain their values, habits, and behavior in old age. A person who is accustomed to having

people around will continue to do so, and the person who prefers not to be involved with

others is more likely to disengage.

10. Developmental Tasks of the Older Adult

According to Erikson the developmental task at this time is ego integrity versus despair.

People who attain ego integrity view life with a sense of wholeness and derive satisfaction

from past accomplishments. They view death as an acceptable completion of life. By

contrast, people who despair often believe they have made poor choices during life and wish

they could live life over.

Many people have difficulty with Eriksons singular developmental task because the young-

old and old-old differ in both physical characteristics and psychosocial responses. Peck

(1968) proposed three developmental tasks of the elder: ego differentiation versus work-role

preoccupation, body transcendence versus body preoccupation, and ego transcendence versus

ego preoccupation.

11. Additional developmental tasks:

 From 65 to 75 years, older adults adjust to decreasing physical strength and health; to

retirement and to lower and fixed income; to death of parents, spouses, and friends; to new

relationships with adult children; to leisure time; to slower physical and cognitive responses;

to keeping active and involved; and to making satisfying living arrangements as aging

progresses.
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 Adults 75 years and older adjust to living alone, to the possibility of moving into a nursing

home, and to their own mortality. They focus on safeguarding physical and mental health,

remaining in touch with other family members, and finding meaning in life.

12. Psychosocial Changes

 Psychosocial changes that the older adult adjusts to during the aging process include

retirement, economic change, grand-parenting, relocation, maintaining independence and

self-esteem, facing death, and grieving.

 Retirement: A majority of people in the United States over age 65 are unemployed. However,

many who are healthy continue to work, offering these people a better income, a sense of

self-worth, and the chance to continue long-established routines. Retirement usually causes

income to decrease by 35% or more and requires a process of adaptation. Those who learned

early in life to lead well-balanced and fulfilling lives are generally more successful in

retirement.

 Economic change: The financial needs of elders vary considerably. Adequate financial

resources enable the older person to remain independent. Problems with income are often

related to low retirement benefits, lack of pension plans for many workers, and the increased

length of the retirement years. Older members of minority groups often have greater financial

problems than older whites, and older women of all ages usually have lower incomes than

men.

 Grandparenting: Older adults traditionally provide gifts, money, and other forms of support

for younger family members. They also provide a sense of continuity, family heritage, rituals,

and folklore. However, the rate of grandparents being the primary caregiver for their

grandchildren is increasing for the following reasons: substance abuse, incarceration, teen

pregnancy, emotional problems, and parental death. They often experience stress, anxiety,

financial hardships, and potential deteriorating health.

 Relocation: A variety of factors may lead to relocation. The house or apartment may be too

large or too expensive, work involved in maintaining the house may be burdensome or

impossible, or the person may need living arrangements all on one floor or more accessible

bathroom facilities. Making the decision to move is stressful, but adjustment will be easier for

elders making a voluntary move. More living choices and options are available for the older

adult today.

 Maintaining independence and self-esteem: Most American elders thrive on independence

and want to look after themselves even if they have to struggle to do so. They need this sense

of accomplishment. Elders appreciate the same thoughtfulness, consideration, and acceptance
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of their abilities as younger people do. Values and standards held by older people need to be

accepted.

 Facing death and grieving: When a mate dies, the remaining partner inevitably experiences

feelings of loss, emptiness, and loneliness. Some widows and widowers remarry, particularly

widowers since they are less inclined to maintain a household. More women than men face

bereavement because women usually live longer. Independence established prior to loss of a

partner makes this adjustment period easier. A person who has some meaningful friendships,

economic security, and ongoing interests in the community, private hobbies, and a peaceful

philosophy of life copes more easily with bereavement. Successful relationships with children

and grandchildren are of inestimable value.

13. Changes in Cognitive Abilities While Aging

Piagets phases of cognitive development end with formal operations; however, research on

cognitive ability and aging is currently being conducted.

Intellectual capacity includes perception, cognitive agility, memory, and learning.

Perception is the ability to interpret the environment, which depends on the acuteness of the

senses. If senses are impaired the ability to perceive the environment and react appropriately

is diminished. Changes in the cognitive structures occur as a person ages; however, the effect

of these changes on the cognitive functioning of the adult is not yet known. Lifelong mental

activity, particularly verbal activity, helps elders retain a high level of cognitive function and

helps maintain long-term memory.

Changes in cognitive abilities are more often a difference in speed than ability. Overall, the

older adult maintains intelligence, problem solving, judgment, creativity, and other well-

practiced cognitive skills.

Intellectual loss generally reflects a disease process. Cognitive impairment that interferes

with social or occupational functions should always be regarded as abnormal.

Memory includes sensory memory (momentary perception of stimuli from the environment),

storage in short-term memory (also includes recent memory), and encoding in which the

information leaves short-term memory and enters long-term memory. In elders, retrieval from

long-term memory can be slower, especially if the information is not frequently used. Most

age-related differences, however, occur in short-term memory. Older adults tend to forget the

recent past.
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Older people need additional time for learning, largely because of the problem of retrieving

information. Motivation is important; elders have more difficulty in learning information they

do not consider meaningful.

14. Kohlbergs and Gilligans Theories of Moral Reasoning in Elders

 According to Kohlberg, moral development is completed in the early adult years. He has

hypothesized that an older person at the preconventional level obeys rules to avoid pain and

displeasure of others. At stage 1 a person defines good and bad in relation to self, whereas

older people at stage 2 may act to meet anothers needs as well as their own. Elders at the

conventional level follow societys rules of conduct in response to the expectations of others.

Moral reasoning does not decline with age.

 Gilligan challenged Kohlbergs stages as not being applicable to women. She believed that

women base moral judgment on connectedness to others and the value of relationships while

Kohlberg based his stages on concepts of justice, objectivity, and preservation of rights.

 Older adults begin to make moral decisions that are consistent with both Kohlberg and

Gilligan. Older men consider relationships as well as justice in moral decisions and older

women add justice to factors considered in moral situations.

 Values and belief patterns that are important to older adults may be different than those held

by younger people because they developed during a time that was very different from today.

In addition, a large number of todays elders are either foreign-born or first-generation

citizens. Cultural background, life experience, gender, religion, and socioeconomic status all

influence ones values.

15. Spirituality and Aging

 Elders can contemplate new religious and philosophical views and try to understand ideas

missed previously or interpreted differently. They may derive a sense of worth by sharing

experiences or views. In contrast, the older adult who has not matured spiritually may feel

impoverished or despair as the drive for economic and professional success lessens.

 Many elders take their faith and religious practice very seriously and display a high level of

spirituality. This may be because they grew up in a time when religion was much more

important than it is for younger people today.

 Involvement in religion often helps older adults resolve issues related to the meaning of life,

to adversity, or to good fortune. It may also be an important coping resource, leading to

enhanced well-being.

16. Selected Health Problems
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Health problems the older adult may experience include injuries, chronic disabling illnesses,

drug use and misuse, alcoholism, dementia, and elder abuse. Leading causes of death in

people age 65 and over are heart disease, cancer, cerebrovascular disease (stroke), lower

respiratory disease, pneumonia/influenza, and diabetes mellitus.

Healthy People 2010 (2000) reported that falls account for 87% of all fractures among adults

65 years and older. Vision is limited, reflexes are slowed, and bones are brittle; therefore,

caution is required. Driving, particularly at night, requires caution because accommodation is

impaired and peripheral vision is diminished. Driving in fog or other hazardous conditions

should be avoided.

 Fires are a hazard for the elder with a failing memory. They can forget to turn off an iron, the

stove is left on, or a cigarette is not extinguished. Decreased sensitivity to pain and heat may

lead to burns.

 Many elders die from hypothermia due to lowered metabolism and loss of normal insulation

from thinning subcutaneous tissue.

 Persons with Alzheimers disease or other types of dementia experience increasing safety

needs as their condition deteriorates.

 Many older adults are afflicted with one or more chronic disabling illnesses that may

seriously impair their functioning. Examples include arthritis, osteoporosis, heart disease,

stroke, obstructive lung disease, hearing and vision alterations, and cognitive dysfunction.

Acute diseases may create chronic health problems. Examples include pneumonia, fractures,

and trauma from falls or motor vehicle crashes.

 Chronic illnesses bring changes to the client and family. They may create the need for

increasing help with ADLs, and health care expenses often escalate. Family roles may need to

be altered and lifestyles changed.

 The average elder in the United States takes four to five prescription drugs and two over-the-

counter (OTC) medications and may take herbal remedies, vitamins, and food supplements.

The complexities involved in self-administration may lead to a variety of misuse situations

including taking too much or too little, combining alcohol and medications, combining

prescription drugs with OTC drugs and herbal remedies, taking medication at the wrong time,

or taking someone elses medication. Another potential misuse occurs when multiple primary

care providers prescribe medication and the client fails to tell each what has been previously

prescribed.

 Additionally, the pharmacodynamics of drugs is altered in older adults. Variations in

absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of drugs are related to physiologic

changes associated with aging.
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 There are two types of older alcoholics: those who began drinking alcohol in their youth and

those who began excessive alcohol use later in life to help them cope with the changes and

problems of their older years. Chronic drinking has major effects on all body systems,

frequently leading to accidents and death. Some medications have an increased effect and

others a decreased effect when combined with alcohol.

 Dementia is a progressive loss of cognitive functions and must be differentiated from

delirium, an acute and reversible syndrome. The most common causes of delirium are

infection, medications, and dehydration. The most common type of dementia is Alzheimers

disease (AD). The symptoms of AD may vary somewhat but are progressive and exhibit a

steady decline in cognitive and physical abilities, lasting between 7 and 15 years and ending

in death. Many people with AD are cared for in the home. AD is devastating for the families

and caregivers. Caregivers may experience physical and emotional exhaustion. The burden of

care is frequently on womenwives and daughters.

 Elder mistreatment may affect either gender; however, the victims are most often women

over 75_years of age, physically or mentally impaired, and dependent for care on the abuser.

Abuse may involve physical, psychologic, or emotional abuse; sexual abuse; financial abuse;

violation of human or civil rights; and active or passive neglect. Elder abuse or neglect may

occur in private homes, senior citizens homes, nursing homes, hospitals, and long-term care

facilities. Many abusers are either sons or daughters; others include spouses, other relatives,

and health care providers.

 Elders at home may fail to report abuse or neglect because they are ashamed to admit that

their children have mistreated them or may fear retaliation or fear being sent to an institution.

They may lack financial resources or lack the mental capacity to be aware of abuse or

neglect. Legally competent adults cannot be forced to leave the abusive situation and in many

cases decide to stay.

17. Health Promotion Topics for Older Adulthood

Health promotion topics and guidelines for older adults include safety, nutrition and exercise,

elimination, and social interaction.

Safety: Topics include home safety measures to prevent falls, fire, burns, scalds, and

electrocution; working smoke and CO detectors; motor vehicle safety reinforcement,

especially driving at night; and precautions to prevent pedestrian accidents, elder driver skills.

Nutrition and exercise: Review the importance of a well-balanced diet with fewer calories;

the importance of sufficient amounts of vitamin D and calcium to prevent osteoporosis;
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nutritional and exercise factors that may lead to cardiovascular disease; the importance of 30

minutes of moderate physical activity and 20 minutes of vigorous physical activity three

times a week. Elimination: Review the importance of adequate roughage in the diet, adequate

exercise, and at least six 8-ounce glasses of fluid daily to prevent constipation. Social

interactions: Encourage intellectual and recreational pursuits; encourage personal

relationships that promote discussion of feelings, concerns, and fears; assess risk factors for

elder abuse, and identify the availability of social community centers and programs for

seniors.
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Topic : Promoting Family Health

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 roles and functions of the family

 different types of families

 family health promotion

 family health assessment

 risk factors regarding family health

 nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions pertaining to family functioning

 diagnoses related to family functioning

Definition/Overview:

The U.S. continues to have general practitioners, though they are uncommon. A physician

needs to have a license to practice medicine in the U.S.The only requirement is that the

physician be enrolled or have completed a post-graduate year of training, more commonly

called a rotating internship. The few licensed physicians who do not go on to finish more

years of post-graduate training, which would normally culminate in the completion of a

residency, are legally allowed to practice medicine and surgery in the state where they are

licensed.

The population of this type of physician is dwindling, however. Currently the United States

Navy has several thousand of these general practitioners, formally known as General Medical

Officers, in active practice. These physicians see active duty and dependent family members.

Often they practice medicine in the most austere and remote environments. General

practitioners are very rare in the civilian environment. The have basically been replaced by

physicians that are residency trained in Family Medicine.

Key Points:

1. Roles and Functions of the Family

Functions of the family include securing economic resources, which is usually done by the

adult members; protecting physical health by providing adequate nutrition and health care

services; providing an environment conducive to physical growth and health; and influencing
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the cognitive and psychosocial growth of its members. Each family has values and beliefs

that are unique to culture of origin and shape the families.

2. Different Types of Families

The different types of families in todays society include the traditional family, the two-career

family, the single-parent family, the adolescent family, the foster family, the blended family,

the intragenerational family, the cohabiting family, the gay and lesbian family, and single

adults living alone. The traditional family is viewed as an autonomous unit in which both

parents reside in the home with their children. The mother often assumes the nurturing role

and the father provides the necessary economic resources. In the two-career family, both

spouses are employed. They may or may not have children. Finding good-quality, affordable

child care is one of the greatest stresses faced by working parents. The single-parent family is

a family headed by a single parent. There are many reasons for single parenthood, including

death of a spouse, separation, divorce, birth of a child to an unmarried woman, or adoption of

a child by a single man or woman. In the adolescent family, an adolescent is the parent. These

young parents are often developmentally, physically, emotionally, and financially ill-prepared

to undertake the responsibility of parenthood. Their children are often at greater risk for

health and social problems and have few role models to assist in breaking out of the cycle of

poverty.

A foster family agrees to temporarily care for children who can no longer live with their birth

parents. The legal agreement between the foster family and court to care for the child

includes the expectations of the foster parents and the financial compensation they will

receive. It is hoped that the fostered child can return to the birth parent at some point or be

legally and permanently adopted by other parents.

A blended family is formed when existing family units join together. Family integration

requires time and effort. When blended families with children form following the divorce or

death of a parent, adjustment can be particularly challenged by the normal processes of grief

and loss. An intra-generational family is formed when more than two generations live

together. A cohabiting family (communal) consists of unrelated individuals or families who

live under one roof. Reasons for cohabiting may be a need for companionship, a desire to

achieve a sense of family, testing a relationship or commitment, or sharing expenses and

household management.

Gay and lesbian families are based on the same goals of caring and commitment seen in

heterosexual relationships. The structure is as diverse as that of heterosexual families.
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Children raised in these family units develop sex role orientation and behaviors similar to

children in the general population. Legal issues for same-sex couples are significant and

constantly changing.

Single adults living alone represent a significant portion of todays society. Singles include

young, self-supporting adults who have recently left the nuclear family as well as older adults

living alone. Young adults typically move in and out of living situations and may fall into

different categories of family types at various times. Older adults may find themselves single

through divorce, separation, or the death of a spouse, but they generally live alone for the

remainder of their lives.

3. Theoretical Frameworks Used In Family Health Promotion

 Major theoretical frameworks used in family health promotion include systems theory and

structural-functional theory.

 The family unit can also be viewed as a system. Its members are interdependent, working

toward specific purposes and goals. Families are open systems, continually interacting with

and influenced by other systems in the community. Boundaries regulate the input from other

systems that interact with the family system and regulate output from the family to the

community or society. Boundaries protect the family from the demands and influences of

other systems.

 Families are likely to welcome input from without, encourage members to adapt beliefs and

practices to meet changing demands of society, seek out information, and use community

resources.

 The structural-functional theory focuses on family structure and function. The structural

component of the theory addresses the membership of the family and the relationship among

family members. The functional aspect of the theory examines the effects of intra-family

relationships on the family system, as well as their effects on other systems.

 Nurses generally use a combination of theoretical frameworks in promoting the health of

individuals and families.

 Family medicine differs somewhat from the European general practitioner. In the U.S. family

practitioners usually complete an undergraduate degree and then complete either the M.D.

degree Doctor of Medicine or a D.O. Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine degree. A physician

who specializes in family medicine (also known as a family physician), however, must

complete a three-year family medicine residency in addition to their medical degree, and is

eligible for the board certification now required by most hospitals and health plans.
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 Most family physicians practice in solo or small-group private practices or as hospital

employees in practices of similar sizes owned by hospitals. Still, many choose to teach

medicine at medical schools or family medicine residency programs, though usually for much

less pay. Others choose to practice as consultants to various medical institutions, including

insurance companies.

 Starting in the 1970s and 1980s, many board-certified family physicians in the United States

began to consider the terms "general practitioner" and "GP" as somewhat demeaning and

derogatory, discounting their additional years of training. It was not until 1969 that family

medicine (formerly known as family practice) was recognized as a distinct specialty in the

U.S.

A family physician is board-certified in family medicine. Training is focused on treating an

individual throughout all of his or her life stages. Family physicians will see anyone with any

problem, but are experts in common problems. Many family physicians deliver babies in

addition to taking care of patients of all ages. Family physicians complete undergraduate

school, medical school, and three more years of specialized medical residency training in

family medicine. Board-certified family physicians take a written examination every six,

seven, nine or 10 years to remain board certified, depending on what track they choose

regarding the maintenance of their certification. Three hundred hours of continuing medical

education within the prior six years is also required to be eligible to sit for the exam.

4. Components of a Family Health Assessment

 Components of the family assessment include family structure, family roles and functions,

physical health status, interaction patterns, family values, and coping resources.

 A familys structure is determined by size, type (nuclear, extended, or other type of family),

and the age and gender of family members.

 A familys roles and functions include certain family members working outside the home,

their type of work and satisfaction with it, household roles and responsibilities, how tasks are

distributed, how child-rearing responsibilities are shared, who is the major decision maker

and what methods of decision-making are used, the family members satisfaction with roles,

and the way decisions are made.

 The familys physical health status is affected by the current physical health status of each

member, perceptions of own and other family members health, preventive health practices,

routine health care, and when and why the primary care provider was last seen.
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 Interaction patterns are ways of expressing affection, love, sorrow, anger, and so on. They are

determined by the significance of the family members to each other and by the openness of

communication among all family members.

 Family values may include cultural and religious orientations; the degree to which cultural

practices are followed; use of leisure time and whether leisure time is shared with the total

family unit; the familys view of education, teachers, and the school system; health values;

and how much emphasis is put on exercise, diet, and preventive health care.

 Coping resources are determined by the degree of emotional support offered to one another,

availability of support persons and affiliation outside the family, sources of stress, methods of

handling stressful situations and conflicting goals of family members, and the financial

ability to meet current and future needs.

 Between 2003 and 2009 the board certification process is being changed in family medicine

and all other American Specialty Boards to a continuous series of yearly competency tests on

differing areas within the given specialty. The American Board of Family Medicine, as well

as other specialty boards, are requiring additional participation in continuous learning and

self-assessment to enhance clinical knowledge, expertise and skills. The Board has created a

program called the "Maintenance of Certification Program for Family Physicians" (MC-FP)

which will require family physicians to continuously demonstrate proficiency in four areas of

clinical practice: professionalism, self assessment/lifelong learning, cognitive expertise, and

performance in practice.

 Certificates of Added Qualifications (CAQs) in adolescent medicine, geriatric medicine,

sports medicine, sleep medicine, and hospice and palliative medicine are available for those

board-certified family physicians who meet additional training and testing requirements.

Additionally, fellowships are available for family physicians in adolescent medicine,

geriatrics, sports medicine, rural medicine, faculty development, hospitalist, obstetrics,

research, and preventative medicine.

 The family medicine (FM) paradigm is bolstered by primary care physicians trained in

internal medicine (IM); although these physicians are trained in internal medicine only, adult

patients provide the majority of the patient base of many family medicine practices. In the

United States, there is a rising contingent of physicians dually trained in internal medicine

and pediatrics ("peds", pronounced /ˈpiːdz/), which can be completed in four years, instead of

the three years each for IM and pediatrics. A significant number of family medicine practices

(especially in suburban and urban areas) do not provide obstetric services anymore (due to

litigation issues and provider preference), and as such, this blurs the line between the FM and
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IM/Peds difference. One suggested difference is that the IM/Peds-trained physicians are more

geared towards subspecialty training or hospital-based practice. Even so, there are many

groups with FM-trained and IM/Peds-trained physicians working in seamless harmony.

 There is currently a shortage of family physicians (and also other primary care providers) due

to several factors, notably the lesser prestige associated with the young specialty, the lesser

pay, and the increasingly frustrating practice environment in the U.S. Physicians are

increasingly forced to do more administrative work, shoulder higher malpractice premiums

due to highly profitable insurance monopolies that charge excessive premiums, thus forcing

doctors to spend less and less time with patient care due to the current payor model stressing

patient volume vs. quality of care. Things are starting to change as more insurance carriers

consolidate. They are not stressing performance but more and more volume, thus increasing

insurance company profit margins. Physicians are starting to shun insurance carriers to lessen

the paperwork in order to focus more on patient care as they are originally trained to do. The

average starting salary in the United States for family physicians is $120,000 to 150,000 a

year.

 There is a current trend among family physicians to adopt a practice model called the micro

practice, or "Ideal Medical Practice." These practices focus on reducing their overhead and

increase their utilization of technology. Because the overhead is reduced, the need to see a

high volume of patients to generate more revenue is diminished. This allows the doctor to

spend more time with their patients, which results in higher satisfaction for the patient and the

physician.

5. Common Risk Factors Regarding Family Health

Common risk factors regarding family health include maturity factors, heredity factors,

gender or race, sociologic factors, and lifestyle factors. Families with members at both ends

of the age continuum are at risk of developing health problems. Families entering

childbearing and child-rearing phases experience changes in roles, responsibilities, and

expectations. Adolescent mothers, due to their developmental level and lack of knowledge

about parenting, and single-parent families, due to role overload, are more likely to develop

health problems. Many elderly persons feel a lack of purpose and decreased self-esteem

which in turn reduce their motivation to engage in health-promoting behaviors. Persons born

into families with a history of certain diseases are at greater risk of developing these

conditions. Gender or race may predispose individuals to specific health risks. For example,

men are at greater risk of having cardiovascular disease at an earlier age than women.
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Women are at risk of developing osteoporosis, particularly after menopause. Sickle-cell

anemia is a hereditary disease limited to people of African descent, for example.

Poverty is a major sociologic problem that affects not only the family but also the community

and society. When ill, the poor are likely to put off seeking services until the illness reaches

an advanced state and requires longer or more complex treatment. Many diseases are

preventable, the effects can be minimized, or the onset of disease can be delayed through

lifestyle modifications. Other important lifestyle considerations are exercise, stress

management, and rest. Nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions pertaining to family

functioning

 Data gathered during a family assessment may lead to the following nursing diagnoses:

 Interrupted family processes : a change in family relationships

 Readiness for enhanced family coping: effective management of adaptive tasks by family

members involved with the clients health challenge, who exhibit desire and readiness for

enhanced health and growth in regard to self and in relation to the client

 Disabled family coping : behavior of significant person (family member or other primary

person) that disables his or her capacities to effectively address tasks essential to either

persons adaptation to the health challenge

 Impaired parenting : inability of the primary caretaker to create, maintain, or regain an

environment that promotes the optimum growth and development of the child

 Impaired home maintenance: inability to independently maintain a safe growth-promoting

immediate environment

 Caregiver role strain : difficulty in performing family care-giving role

Nursing needs to focus on assisting the family to plan realistic goals/outcomes and strategies

that enhance family functioning, such as improving communication skills, identifying and

utilizing support systems, and developing and rehearsing parenting skills.

Anticipatory guidance may assist well-functioning families in preparing for predictable

developmental transitions that occur in the life of families. (See Identifying Nursing

Diagnoses, Outcomes, and Interventions: Clients with Disruption in Family Health in

textbook.)
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6. Outcome Criteria for Specific Nursing Diagnoses Related To Family Functioning

Nursing needs to focus on assisting the family to plan realistic goals/outcomes and strategies

that enhance family functioning, such as improving communication skills, identifying and

utilizing support systems, and developing and rehearsing parenting skills. Specific outcome

criteria will depend on the nursing diagnoses derived from the assessment data.
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ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN PATIENT CARE-TWO YEARS

SYLLABUS & STUDY MATERIAL

FIRST YEAR

PAPER – II

PROCESS OF NURSING & MANAGEMENT – 8 CREDITS – 32 UNITS

Critical Thinking And The Nursing Process

Unit 1:Development of the Nursing Process, Evaluating ,Planning & Implementing Phase,

Components & Types of a Nursing Diagnosis

Unit 2:Models for data collection, Assessing Phase, Phases & skills of the nursing process

Assessing

Unit 3:characteristics of the nursing process.activities associated with the assessing phase,

objective and subjective data and primary and secondary data.

Unit 4:methods of data collection, important aspects of the interview setting, frameworks

used for nursing assessment.

Diagnosing

Unit 5:Various types & Components of nursing diagnoses, Nursing diagnoses, medical

diagnoses, and collaborative problems, Various formats for writing nursing diagnoses

Unit 6:Writing a nursing diagnosis statement, Evolution of the nursing diagnosis movement

taxonomy of nursing diagnoses

Planning

Unit 7:planning process, writing nursing care plans, process of selecting, Nursing

Interventions Classification

Implementing And Evaluating

Unit 8:Implement nursing interventions, Activities of the implementing phase, Evaluation

process

Unit 9:An evaluation statement,Three components of quality evaluation: structure, process,

and outcomes
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Documenting And Reporting

Unit 10:Confidentiality of client records, Client records, effective recording ,Reporting client

data, Prohibited abbreviations

Caring

Unit 11: meaning of caring, Theories focusing on caring, Importance of different types of

knowledge in nursing, Nurses demonstrate caring in practice

Unit 12: Importance of self-care for the professional nurse, Value of reflective practice in

nursing

Communicating

Unit 13:influencing the communication process, Nurse client communication as a dynamic

process, Four phases of the helping relationship, Effective groups, Promoting health and

comfort

Unit 14:Communication skills in each phase of the nursing process, Effective communication

is imperative among health professionals , major characteristics between assertive and

nonassertive communication

Teaching

Unit 15:importance of the teaching role of the nurse, attributes of learning, andragogy,

pedagogy, and geragogy, learning theories of behaviorism

Unit 16:three domains of learning, factors that affect learning, source of health information,

Assess learning needs of learners,nursing diagnoses, outcomes, essential aspects of a teaching

plan

Unit 17:guidelines for effective teaching, strategies to use when teaching clients of different

cultures,methods to evaluate learning,effective documentation of teachinglearning activities

Delegating, Managing, And Leading

Unit 18:leadership and management,formal from informal leaders, leadership styles,

characteristics of an effective leader, levels of management.
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Unit 19:functions of management, and functions of nurse managers, the skills and

competencies needed by a nurse manager,

Unit 20:characteristics of tasks appropriate to delegate to unlicensed and licensed assistive

personnel, rights of delegation, role of the leader/manager in planning for and implementing

change

Vital Signs

Unit 21:vital signs and accurate measurement, The variations in normal body temperature,

Methods of measuring body temperature

Unit 22:Appropriate nursing care for alterations in body temperature, Nine sites used to

assess the pulse and state the reasons for their use, characteristics that should be included

when assessing pulses

Unit 23:Measure the apical pulse and the apical-radial pulse,Mechanics of breathing and the

mechanisms that control respirations, Respiratory assessment, Systolic from diastolic blood

pressure

Unit 24:Korotkoffs sounds,Methods and sites used to measure blood pressure,Measurement

of blood oxygenation using pulse oximetry, appropriate to delegate measurement of vital

signs to unlicensed assistive personnel

Health Assessment

Unit 25: Physical examination,Selected physical findings, examination procedures

Unit 26:Physical health examination in an orderly fashion,Techniques appropriate for clients

of different ages

Asepsis

Unit 27:Concepts of medical and surgical asepsis,Localized and systemic infections,

nosocomial infections, microorganisms capability to produce

Unit 28:anatomic and physiologic, Passive immunity, relevant nursing diagnoses and

contributing factors ,Interventions to reduce risks for infections,Chain of infection

Safety
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Unit 29:affect peoples ability to protect themselves from injury, Assess clients at risk for

injury, The National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs).,

Unit 30:Potential hazards throughout the life span,Nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and

interventions for clients at risk for accidental injury

Hygiene

Unit 31:nurses provide to clients, Factors influencing personal hygiene, normal and abnormal

assessment findings

Unit 32:Nursing process to common problems related to hygienic care of the skin,Purposes of

bathing,Various types of baths
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Topic : Critical Thinking And The Nursing Process

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Development of the Nursing Process

 Evaluating Phase

 Implementing Phase

 Planning Phase

 Components of a Nursing Diagnosis

 Types of Diagnosis

 Diagnosing Phase

 How to collect data

 Models for data collection

 Assessing Phase

 Phases of the nursing process

 Phases

 Skills of Nursing Process

 Discussion on Nursing Process

 Nursing Process

Definition/Overview:

Nursing Process: The nursing process is a process by which nurses deliver care to patients,

supported by nursing models or philosophies. The nursing process was originally an adapted

form of problem-solving and is classified as a deductive theory.

Key Points:

1. Discussion on Nursing Process

The nursing process is a cyclical and ongoing process that can end at any stage if the problem

is solved. The nursing process exists for every problem that the patient has, and for every

element of patient care, rather than once for each patient. The nurse's evaluation of care will

lead to changes in the implementation of the care and the patient's needs are likely to change

during their stay in hospital as their health either improves or deteriorates. The nursing

process not only focuses on ways to improve the patient's physical needs, but also on social

and emotional needs as well.
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 Cyclic and dynamic

 Goal directed and client centered

 Interpersonal and collaborative

 Universally applicable

 Systematic

The nursing process is not something foreign or unusually complex. On the contrary, we use

the nursing process method on a daily basis without even realizing it. For example, a trip to

the gas station to get fuel requires. Assessing the various prices and the number of people

waiting to get gas among other things. A subsequent decision, or Diagnosis, is made based on

the former criteria. This may include pulling into the gas station to fuel up or going down the

road for better prices and/or less of a crowd. The price is right and there's not much of a

crowd, we're pulling in. Now the Planning can take place. This may include which pump to

use, how much gas to put in the tank, whether or not to clean the windows along with other

things. We're at the pump and ready to fuel up. We must now implement what we planned

prior to pulling up to the pump. We've pulled up on the passenger side because the gas tank

resides on this side, part of our plan. We've also given ourselves enough room to exit without

getting blocked in by another vehicle, part of our plan also. We now unscrew the gas cap and

begin fueling or Implementing what we planned. Things went well. We are fueled up and

have exited the gas station without complication. Our Evaluation of the trip to the gas station

would be a good one. We may choose to use this method in the future. The Nursing process is

that simple in theory. However, as a nurse, the nursing process tool will be used for more

complex and difficult situations but is applied the same way as the gas station analogy.

2. Skills of Nursing Process

The nursing process involves skills a nurse should possess when he or she has to initiate the

initial phase of the process. Having these skills contributes to the greater improvement of the

nurse's delivery of health care to the patient, including the patient's level of health, or health

status.

Cognitive or Intellectual skills, such as analyzing the problem, problem solving,

critical thinking and making judgments regarding the patient's needs.Included in these

skills are the ability to indentify, differentiate actual and potential health problems

through observation and decision making by synthesizing nursing knowledge

previously acquired.
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 Interpersonal skills, which includes therapeutic communication, active listening, conveying

knowledge and information, developing trust or rapport-building with the patient, and

ethically obtaining needed and relevant information from the patient which is then to be

utilized in health problem formulation and analysis.

 Technical skills, which includes knowledge and skills needed to properly and safely

manipulate and handle appropriate equipment needed by the patient in performing medical or

diagnostic procedures, such as vital signs, and medication administrations.

3. Phases

Phases of the nursing process

The following are the steps or phases of the nursing process.

 Assessment (of patient's needs)

 Diagnosis (of human response needs that nurses can deal with)

 Planning (of patient's care)

 Implementation (of care)

 Evaluation (of the success of the implemented care)

Assessing Phase

The nurse should carry out a complete and holistic nursing assessment of every patient's

needs, regardless of the reason for the encounter. Usually, an assessment framework, based

on a nursing model or Waterlow scoring, is used. These problems are expressed as either

actual or potential. For example, a patient who has been rendered immobile by a road traffic

accident may be assessed as having the "potential for impaired skin integrity related to

immobility".

Models for data collection

The following nursing models are used to gather the necessary and relevant information from

the patient in order to effectively deliver quality nursing care. This will help the nurse

determine the ranking of the problems encountered.

 Gordon's functional health patterns

 Roy's adaptation model

 Body systems model

 Maslow's hierarchy of needs
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How to collect data

 Client Interview

 Physical Examination

 Observation

Diagnosing Phase

Nursing diagnoses are part of a movement in nursing to standardize terminology which

includes standard descriptions of diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes. Those in support of

standardized terminology believe that it will help nursing become more scientific and

evidence based.The purpose of this stage is to identify the patient's nursing

Types of Diagnosis

 Actual Diagnosis-a judgment on clients response to a health problem that is present

 High Risk-based on most likely to develop

 A Possible Nursing Diagnosis-a health problem is unclear and causative factor is unknown

 Wellness Diagnosis-indicating a well response of the patient

Components of a Nursing Diagnosis

 Problem Statement(diagnostic label)-describes the clients health problem

 Etiology(related factor)-the probable cause of the health problem

 Defining Characteristic-a cluster of signs and symptoms

E.g. Ineffective airway clearance related to the presence of tracheo-bronchial secretion as

manifested by thick tenacious sputum upon expectoration.

Problem (Ineffective airway clearance) + Etiology (related to) + Defining Characteristics (as

manifested by)

Planning Phase

In agreement with the patient, the nurse addresses each of the problems identified in the

planning phase. For each problem a measurable goal is set. For example, for the patient

discussed above, the goal would be for the patient's skin to remain intact. The result is a

nursing care plan.

Implementing Phase
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The methods by which the goal will be achieved is also recorded at this stage. The methods

of implementation must be recorded in an explicit and tangible format in a way that the

patient can understand should he wish to read it. Clarity is essential as it will aid

communication between those tasked with carrying out patient care.

Evaluating Phase

The purpose of this stage is to evaluate progress toward the goals identified in the previous

stages. If progress towards the goal is slow, or if regression has occurred, the nurse must

change the plan of care accordingly. Conversely, if the goal has been achieved then the care

can cease. New problems may be identified at this stage, and thus the process will start all

over again. It is due to this stage that measurable goals must be set - failure to set measurable

goals will result in poor evaluations.

The entire process is recorded or documented in an agreed format in the patient's care plan in

order to allow all members of the nursing team to perform the agreed care and make additions

or changes where appropriate.

4. Development of the Nursing Process

Since its inception, the nursing process has been developed and honed by different authors.
Additional detail has been added for each stage of the process, and new or adapted stages
have also been suggested. The most recent 'repackaging' of the nursing process comes in the
form of the ASPIRE approach to planning and delivering care. This approach - developed
within Hull University (UK) as a teaching and learning tool - takes the 5-stage approach
outlined above and enhances it. 'Diagnosis' is retitled 'Systematic Nursing Diagnosis' to
reflect the process of diagnosis in addition to the final product. An additional stage -
'Recheck' - is placed between Implementation and Evaluation, and reflects the information-
gathering activities carried out by nurses, necessary to make an informed judgement about the
effectiveness of patient care.

Topic : Assessing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 phases of the nursing process.

 characteristics of the nursing process.

 purpose of assessing.

 activities associated with the assessing phase.
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 objective and subjective data and primary and secondary data.

 methods of data collection

 directive and nondirective approaches

 closed and open-ended questions

 important aspects of the interview setting

 frameworks used for nursing assessment.

Definition/Overview:

Nursing assessment is the gathering of information about a patient's physiological,

psychological, sociological, and spiritual status.

Key Points:

1. Phases of the nursing process

 The five phases of the nursing process are assessing, diagnosing, planning, implementing,

and evaluating.

 Assessing includes collecting, organizing, validating, and documenting data in order to

establish a database about the clients response to health concerns or illness and the ability to

manage health care.

 Diagnosing includes analyzing and synthesizing data in order to identify client strengths as

well as health problems that can be prevented or resolved by collaborative and independent

nursing interventions and to develop a list of nursing and collaborative problems.

 Planning includes determining how to prevent, reduce, or resolve the identified priority client

problems; how to support client strengths; and how to implement nursing interventions in an

organized, individualized, and goal-directed manner in order to develop an individualized

care plan that specifies client goals/desired outcomes, and related nursing interventions.

 Implementing includes carrying out (or delegating) and documenting the planned nursing

interventions in order to assist the client to meet desired goals/outcomes, promote wellness,

prevent illness and disease, restore health, and facilitate coping with altered functioning.

 Evaluating includes measuring the degree to which goals/ outcomes have been achieved and

identifying factors that positively or negatively influence goal achievement in order to

determine whether to continue, modify, or terminate the plan of care.
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2. Characteristics of the Nursing Process

The nursing process has distinctive characteristics that enable the nurse to respond to the

changing health status of the client. These characteristics include its cyclic and dynamic

nature, client centeredness, a focus on problem solving and decision making, interpersonal

and collaborative style, universal applicability, and use of critical thinking.

3. Purpose of Assessing

 The purpose of assessing is to establish a database about the clients response to health

concerns or illness and the ability to manage health care needs and is a continuous process

carried out during all phases of the nursing process.

 There are four types of assessment: initial assessment, problem-focused assessment,

emergency assessment, and time-lapsed reassessment.

 Initial assessment is performed within a specified time after admission to a health care agency

for the purpose of establishing a complete database for problem identification, reference, and

future comparison.

 Problem-focused assessment is an ongoing process integrated with nursing care to determine

the status of a specific problem identified in an earlier assessment.

 Emergency assessment occurs during any physiologic or psychologic crisis of the client to

identify the life-threatening problems and to identify new or overlooked problems.

 Time-lapsed reassessment occurs several months after the initial assessment to compare the

clients current status to baseline data previously obtained.

4. Assessing Phase

The assessment process involves four closely related activities: collecting, organizing,

validating, and documenting data. Collecting data is the process of gathering information

about a clients health status. Organizing data is categorizing data systematically using a

specified format. Validating data is the act of double-checking or verifying data to confirm

that it is accurate and factual. Documenting is accurately and factually recording data.

5. Objective and Subjective Data

 Subjective data, also referred to as symptoms or covert data, are apparent only to the person

affected and can be described only by that person. Subjective data include the clients

sensations, feelings, values, beliefs, attitudes, and perception of personal health status and life

situations.
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 Objective data, also referred to as signs or overt data, are detectable by an observer or can be

measured or tested against an accepted standard. Objective data can be seen, heard, felt, or

smelled, and are obtained through observation or physical examination.

 The primary source of data is the client.

 All sources of data other than the client are considered secondary sources or indirect sources.

These include family and other support people, other health care professionals, records and

reports, laboratory and diagnostic analyses and relevant literature. All data from secondary

sources should be validated, if possible.

6. Methods of Data Collection

 The principal methods used to collect data are observing, interviewing, and examining.

 To observe means to gather data by using the senses. Although nurses observe mainly

through sight, most of the senses are engaged during careful observation.

 Observation is useful for gathering data such as skin color or lesions (vision), body or breath

odors (smell), lung or heart sounds (hearing), and skin temperature (touch).

 Interviewing is a planned communication or a conversation with a purpose. Interviewing is

useful to identify problems of mutual concern, evaluate change, teach, provide support, or

provide counseling or therapy.

 Examining, referred to as physical examination or physical assessment, is a systematic data

collection method that uses observation (i.e., the senses of sight, hearing, smell, and touch)

and techniques of inspection, auscultation, palpation, and percussion to detect health

problems. Examining is useful for assessing all body parts and comparing findings on each

side of the body.

7. Directive and Nondirective Approaches

 The interviewing approach can be directive or nondirective.

 A directive interview is highly structured and elicits specific information. The nurse

establishes the purpose of the interview and controls the interview. Nurses frequently use

directive interviews to gather and to give information when time is limited (e.g., in an

emergency situation).

 During a nondirective interview, or rapport-building interview, the nurse allows the client to

control the purpose, subject matter, and pacing. A combination of directive and nondirective

approaches is usually appropriate during the information-gathering interview.

8. Closed and Open-Ended Questions
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 Questioning techniques for interviewing include both closed and open-ended questions.

 Closed questions are restrictive and generally require only yes or no or short factual answers

giving specific information. Closed questions often begin with when, where, who, what, do,

or is. Examples of closed questions are What medications did you take? or Are you having

pain now? Closed questions are more effectively controlled by interviewer, require less effort

from the client, may be less threatening, obtain information more rapidly than if volunteered,

are easily documented, and easier for the unskilled interviewer to use; however, closed

questions may provide too little information, may not reveal how client feels, may inhibit

volunteering of information by the client, may inhibit communication and convey lack of

interest.

 Open-ended questions invite clients to discover and explore, elaborate, clarify, or illustrate

their thoughts or feelings. An open-ended question specifies only the broad topic to be

discussed, invites answers longer than one or two words, and gives clients the freedom to

divulge only the information that they are ready to disclose. The open-ended question is

useful at the beginning of an interview or to change topics and to elicit attitudes. Open-ended

questions may begin with what or how. Examples of open-ended questions include How have

you been feeling lately? or What would you like to talk about today? lists selected advantages

and disadvantages of open-ended questions.

9. Aspects of the Interview Setting

 Each interview is influenced by time, place, seating arrangement, distance, and language.

 Nurses need to plan interviews for when clients are physically comfortable and interruptions

are minimal. Schedule interviews in the home at a time selected by the client.

 A well-lit, well-ventilated room that is relatively free of noise, movements, and distractions

encourages communication. A place where others cannot overhear or see the client is

necessary.

In the hospital, if the nurse stands and looks down on the client, the nurse risks intimidating

the client. Sitting at a 45-degree angle to the bed is less formal than sitting behind a table or

standing at the foot of the bed. The client may feel less confronted if there is an overbed table

between the client and nurse during the initial interview. A seating arrangement with the

nurse behind a desk and the client seated across suggests a formal, superior and subordinate

setting. If both parties sit on chairs at right angles to a desk or table a few feet apart, a less

formal atmosphere is created and the nurse and client feel on equal terms. In groups, a

horseshoe or circular chair arrangement can avoid a superior or head-of-the-table position.
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 The distance between the interviewer and interviewee should be neither too small nor too

great because people feel uncomfortable when talking to someone who is too close or too far

away.

 Failure to communicate in a language the client can understand is a form of discrimination.

The nurse must convert medical terminology into common English usage. Interpreters or

translators are needed if the client and the nurse do not speak the same language or dialect.

10. Frameworks Used For Nursing Assessment

Most schools of nursing and health care agencies have developed their own structured

assessment format. Many are based on selected nursing models or frameworks. Examples

include Gordons functional health patterns, Orems self-care model, and Roys adaptation

model. The assessment formats flow from the model or framework selected. Wellness models

are used to assist clients to identify health risks and to explore lifestyle and health behaviors,

beliefs, values, and attitudes that influence levels of wellness. Nonnursing models and

frameworks from other disciplines may also be helpful for organizing data and are narrower

than the model required in nursing; therefore, they usually must be used in combination with

other approaches to obtain a complete history. Examples include body systems model,

Maslows hierarchy of needs, and developmental theories.

Assessment is the first stage of the nursing process in which the nurse should carry out a

complete and holistic nursing assessment of every patient's needs, regardless of the reason for

the encounter. Usually, an assessment framework, based on a nursing model is used. The

purpose of this stage is to identify the patient's nursing problems. These problems are

expressed as either actual or potential. For example, a patient who has been rendered

immobile by a road traffic accident may be assessed as having the "potential for impaired

skin integrity related to immobility". Taking a nursing history prior to the physical

examination allows a nurse to establish a rapport with the patient and family. Elements of the

history include:

 Health status

 Course of present illness including symptoms

 Current management of illness

 Past medical history including family's medical history

 Social history

 Perception of illness

The psychological examination may include;
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 Clients perception (why they think they have been referred/are being assessed; what they

hope to gain from the meeting)

 Emotional health (mental health state, coping styles etc)

 Social health (accommodation, finances, relationships, genogram, employment status, ethnic

back ground, support networks etc)

 Physical health (general health, illnesses, previous history, appetite, weight, sleep pattern,

diurinal variations, alcohol, tobacco, street drugs; list any prescribed medication with

comments on effectiveness)

 Spiritual health (is religion important? If so, in what way? What/who provides a sense of

purpose?)

 Intellectual health (cognitive functioning, hallucinations, delusions, concentration, interests,

hobbies etc)

A nursing assessment includes a physical examination: the observation or measurement of

signs, which can be observed or measured, or symptoms such as nausea or vertigo, which can

be felt by the patient. The techniques used may include Inspection, Palpation, Auscultation

and Percussion in addition to the "vital signs" of temperature, blood pressure, pulse and

respiratory rate, and further examination of the body systems such as the cardiovascular or

musculoskeletal systems.

The assessment is documented in the patient's medical or nursing records, which may be on

paper or as part of the electronic medical record which can be accessed by all members of the

healthcare team. A range of instruments has been developed to assist nurses in their

assessment role. These include:

 the index of independence in activities of daily living

 the Barthel index

 the Crighton Royal behaviour rating scale

 the Clifton assessment procedures for the elderly

 the general health questionnaire

 the geriatric mental health state schedule

Other assessment tools may focus on a specific aspect of the patient's care. For example, the

Waterlow score deals with a patient's risk of developing a Bedsore (decubitus ulcer), the

Glasgow Coma Scale measures the conscious state of a person, and various pain scales exist

to assess the "fifth vital sign".
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In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Diagnosing
Planning
Implementing And Evaluating
Documenting And Reporting
Health Promotion
Health, Wellness, And Illness
Culture And Heritage
Complementary And Alternative Healing Modalities
Concepts Of Growth And Development
Promoting Health From Conception Through Adolescence

Promoting Health
In Young And
Middle-Aged
Adults

Topic : Diagnosing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Various types of nursing diagnoses

 Components of a nursing diagnosis

 Nursing diagnoses, medical diagnoses, and collaborative problems

 Steps in the diagnostic process

 Various formats for writing nursing diagnoses

 Characteristics of a nursing diagnosis

 Writing a nursing diagnosis statement

 Evolution of the nursing diagnosis movement

 taxonomy of nursing diagnoses

Definition/Overview:

A nursing diagnosis is a standardized statement about the health of a client

(who can be an individual, a family, or a community) for the purpose of

providing nursing care. Nursing diagnoses are developed based on data
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obtained during the nursing assessment.

The main organization for defining standard diagnoses in North Americais

the North American Nursing Diagnosis Association, now known as

NANDA-International. Other international associations are AENTDE

(Spanish), AFEDI (French language) and ACENDIO (Europe).

Nursing diagnoses are part of a movement in nursing to standardize the

terminology involved. This includes standard descriptions of diagnoses,

interventions and outcomes. Nurses who support of standardized

terminology believe that it will help nursing become more scientific and

evidence-based. Other nurses feel that nursing diagnoses are an ivory

tower mentality and neither help in care planning nor in differentiating

nursing from medicine

Key Points:

1. Various Types of Nursing Diagnoses

 There are five types of nursing diagnoses: actual, risk, wellness, possible,

and syndrome.

 An actual diagnosis is a client problem that is present at the time of the

nursing assessment. An actual nursing diagnosis is based on the presence

of associated signs and symptoms.

 A risk diagnosis is a clinical judgment that a problem does not exist, but

the presence of risk factors indicates that a problem is likely to develop

unless nurses intervene. There are no current signs or symptoms at present.

 A wellness diagnosis describes human responses to levels of wellness in

an individual, family, or community that have a readiness enhancement.

 A possible diagnosis is one in which evidence about a health problem is

incomplete or unclear. It requires more data to either support or refute it.

 A syndrome diagnosis is associated with a cluster of other diagnoses.

2. Components of Nursing Diagnosis

 A nursing diagnosis has three components: the problem and its definition,

the etiology, and the defining characteristics.

 The problem statement, or diagnostic label, describes the clients health
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problem or response for which nursing therapy is given. It describes the

health status clearly and concisely in a few words. The purpose of the

diagnostic label is to direct the formation of client goals and desired

outcomes. It may also suggest some nursing interventions.

 The etiology (related factors and risk factors) component of a nursing

diagnosis identifies one or more probable causes of the health problem,

gives direction to the required nursing therapy, and enables the nurse to

individualize the clients care. Differentiating possible causes is essential

because each may require different nursing interventions.

 Defining characteristics are the cluster of signs and symptoms that indicate

the presence of a particular diagnostic label. For actual nursing diagnoses,

the defining characteristics are the clients subjective and objective signs.

For risk diagnoses, no signs and symptoms exist; thus the factors that

cause the client to be more vulnerable to the problem form the etiology.

3. Nursing Diagnoses, Medical Diagnoses, and Collaborative Problems

 Differences among nursing diagnoses, medical diagnoses, and

collaborative problems are based on description, orientation, responsibility

for diagnosing, treatment orders, nursing focus, nursing actions, duration,

and classification system.

 Nursing diagnoses describe human responses to disease processes or

health problems. They consist of one-, two-, or three-part statements

including problem and etiology. Nursing diagnoses are oriented to the

client. The nurse is responsible for diagnosing and ordering most

interventions to prevent and treat the health problem. Most interventions

are independent nursing actions, and the nursing diagnosis may change

frequently. There is a classification system in development and being used

but it is not universally accepted.

 Medical diagnoses describe disease and pathology, do not consider human

responses, usually consist of a few words, and are oriented to pathology.

The primary care provider is responsible for diagnosing and ordering

primary interventions. Nurses implement medical orders for treatment and

monitor the status of the clients condition; nursing actions are primarily

dependent. Diagnosis remains the same while disease is present, and there

is a well-developed classification system accepted by the medical
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profession.

 Collaborative problems involve human responses, mainly physiologic

complications of disease, tests, or treatments. They consist of two-part

statements of situation/pathophysiology and the potential complication.

Collaborative problems are oriented to pathophysiology, and nurses are

responsible for diagnosing. Nurses collaborate with physicians and other

health care professionals to prevent and treat. Medical orders are required

for definitive treatment. The nursing focus is to prevent and monitor for

onset and status of condition. There are some independent nursing actions,

but primarily for monitoring and preventing. The duration of the problem

is present when the disease or situation is present, and there is no

universally accepted classification system.

4. Basic Steps in the Diagnostic Process

The diagnostic process includes analyzing data; identifying health

problems, risks, and strengths; and formulating diagnostic statements. To

analyze data, the nurse must compare data against standards (identify

significant cues), cluster the cues (generate tentative hypotheses), and

identify gaps and inconsistencies.

To analyze data, the nurse compares data with standards or norms,

generally accepted measures, rules, models, or patterns, looking for

negative or positive changes in the clients health status or pattern, variation

from norms of the population, or a developmental delay. Another step in

analyzing is to cluster cues to determine the relationship of facts,

determining whether patterns are present or represent isolated incidents,

and whether the data are significant. Data clustering involves making

inferences about the data, interpreting possible meaning of the cues, and

labeling the cues with tentative diagnostic hypotheses. Inconsistencies are

conflicting data. Possible sources of conflicting data are measurement

errors, expectations, and inconsistent or unreliable reports. All

inconsistencies must be clarified before valid patterns can be established.

The nurse and the client then identify problems that support tentative

actual, risk, and possible diagnoses, and the nurse must determine whether

the clients problem is a nursing diagnosis, a medical diagnosis, or a

collaborative problem. The nurse and client must establish the clients
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strengths, resources, and abilities to cope. The last step in the diagnostic

process is formulating diagnostic statements.

5. Writing Nursing Diagnoses

Most nursing diagnoses are written as two-part or three-part statements,

but there are variations. The basic two-part statement includes problem

(P), a statement of the clients response (NANDA label), and etiology (E),

factors contributing to or probable causes of the response. The two parts

are joined by the words related to rather than due to since relate to merely

implies a relationship. The basic three-part nursing diagnosis statement is

called the PES format and includes the following: problem (P), a statement

of the clients response (NANDA label); etiology (E), factors contributing

to or probable causes of the response; and signs and symptoms (S),

defining characteristics manifested by the client.. Actual nursing diagnoses

can be documented in the PES format because the signs and symptoms

have been identified. The format cannot be used for risk diagnoses because

the client does not have signs and symptoms. One-part statements, such as

wellness diagnoses and syndrome nursing diagnoses, consist of a NANDA

label only. NANDA has specified that any new wellness diagnoses will be

developed as one-part statements beginning with the words readiness for

enhanced . There are five variations of the basic formats:

 Writing unknown etiology when the defining characteristics are present

but the nurse does not know the cause or contributing factors

 Using the phrase complex factors when there are too many etiologic

factors or when they are too complex to state in a brief phrase

 Using the word possible to describe either the problem or the etiology

when the nurse believes more data are needed about the clients problem or

the etiology

 Using secondary to divide the etiology into two parts, thereby making the

statement more descriptive and useful (the part following secondary to is

often a pathophysiologic or disease process or a medical diagnosis)

 Adding a second part to the general response or NANDA label to make it

more precise.
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6. Characteristics of Nursing Diagnosis

Nursing diagnoses have diagnostic labels, which are the standardized

NANDA names for diagnoses. The clients problem, consisting of the

diagnostic label plus etiology, is called a nursing diagnosis. Professional

nurses are responsible for making nursing diagnoses, even though other

nursing personnel may contribute data to the process of diagnosing and

may implement specified nursing care. The domain of nursing diagnoses

includes only those health states that nurses are educated and licensed to

treat. A nursing diagnosis is a judgment made only after thorough,

systematic data collection. Nursing diagnoses describe a continuum of

health states: deviations from health, presence of risk factors, and areas of

enhanced personal growth

7. Nursing Diagnosis Statement

The following are guidelines for writing nursing diagnosis statements:

 Write statements in terms of a problem instead of a need.

 Word the statement so that it is legally advisable.

 Use nonjudgmental statements.

 Be sure both elements of the statement do not say the say thing.

 Be sure cause and effect are stated correctly.

 Word diagnosis specifically and precisely.

 Use nursing terminology rather than medical terminology to describe the

clients response.

 Using nursing terminology rather than medical terminology to describe the

probable cause of the clients response.

To improve diagnostic reasoning and avoid diagnostic reasoning errors,

the nurse should do the following: verify diagnoses by talking with the

client and family, build a good knowledge base and acquire clinical

experience, have a working knowledge of what is normal, consult

resources, base diagnoses on patterns (that is, behavior over time) rather

than an isolated incident, and improve critical-thinking skills.
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8. Evolution of the Nursing Diagnosis Movement

The first taxonomya classification system or set of categories arranged

based on a single principle or set of principleswas alphabetical. In 1982,

NANDA accepted the nine patterns of unitary man as an organizing

principle. In 1984, NANDA renamed the patterns of unitary man as human

response patterns. Having undergone refinements, revisions, and

acceptance of new diagnoses, the taxonomy, now called Taxonomy II, has

three levels: domains, classes, and nursing diagnoses. The diagnoses are

coded according to seven axes: diagnostic concept, time, unit of care, age,

health status, descriptor, and topology. Review and refinements of

diagnostic labels continue. Nurses submit diagnoses to the Diagnostic

Review Committee for review and staging. NANDAs board of directors

gives final approval for incorporation of a diagnosis into the official list of

labels. Diagnoses on the NANDA list are not finished products but are

approved for clinical use and further study. This system includes

classification of nursing interventions (NIC) and nursing outcomes (NOC),

which are being developed by other research groups and are linked to

NANDA diagnostic labels.

9. Taxonomy of Nursing Diagnoses

Research groups are examining what nurses do from these three different

perspectives (diagnoses, interventions, and outcomes) to clarify and

communicate the role nurses play in the health care system. The

development of a standardized nursing language would facilitate

clarification and communication. In addition, a standardized language will

also enable nurses to implement a Nursing Minimum Data Set needed for

computerized records.

10. NANDA-International System

The NANDA-International system of nursing diagnosis provides for five

categories.

 Actual diagnosis - a statement about a health problem that the client has

and the benefit from nursing care. An example of an actual nursing
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diagnosis is: Ineffective airway clearance related to decreased energy as

manifested by an ineffective cough.

 Risk diagnosis - a statement about health problems that a client doesn't

have yet, but is at a higher than normal risk of developing in the near

future. An example of a risk diagnosis is: Risk for injury related to altered

mobility and disorientation.

 Possible diagnosis - a statement about a health problem that the client

might have now, but the nurse doesn't yet have enough information to

make an actual diagnosis. An example of a possible diagnosis is: Possible

fluid volume deficit related to frequent vomiting for three days as

manifested by increased pulse rate.

 Syndrome diagnosis - used when a cluster of nursing diagnoses are seen

together. An example of a syndrome diagnosis is: Rape-trauma syndrome

related to anxiety about potential health problems as manifested by anger,

genitourinary discomfort, and sleep pattern disturbance.

 Wellness diagnosis - describes an aspect of the client that is at a low level

of wellness. An example of a wellness diagnosis is: Potential for enhanced

organized infant behavior, related to pre-maturity and as manifested by

response to visual and auditory stimuli.

Topic : Planning

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 initial planning, ongoing planning, and discharge planning

 planning process

 standards of care and preprinted care plans

 writing nursing care plans

 setting priorities

 client goals/desired outcomes

 Nursing Outcomes Classification

 relationship of goals/desired outcomes to the nursing diagnoses

 writing goals/desired outcomes

 process of selecting
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 Nursing Interventions Classification

Definition/Overview:

A nursing care plan outlines the nursing care to be provided to a patient. It

is a set of actions the nurse will implement to resolve nursing problems

identified by assessment. The creation of the plan is an intermediate stage

of the nursing process. It guides in the ongoing provision of nursing care

and assists in the evaluation of that care.

Key Points:

1. Initial Planning, Ongoing Planning, and Discharge Planning

 Planning begins with the first client contact and continues until the

nurseclient relationship ends, usually when the client is discharged from

the health care agency. All planning is multidisciplinary, involves all

health care providers interacting with the client, and includes the client and

family to the fullest extent possible in every step.

 Initial planning is usually performed by the nurse who completes the

admission assessment. This type of planning results in the initial

comprehensive plan of care.

 Ongoing planning is done by all nurses who work with the client.

Individualization of the initial plan occurs as new information is obtained

and the clients response to care is evaluated. Ongoing planning also occurs

at the beginning of a shift as nurses plan care to be given for the shift.

 Discharge planning is the process of anticipating and planning for needs

after discharge. Effective discharge planning begins at the first client

contact and involves comprehensive and ongoing assessment to obtain

information about the clients ongoing needs.

2. Planning Process

Activities that occur in the planning phase include prioritizing

problems/diagnoses, formulating goals/ desired outcomes, selecting

nursing interventions, and writing nursing interventions.
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3. Standards of Care and Preprinted Care Plans

 Most health agencies have a variety of preprinted, standardized plans for

providing essential nursing care to specified groups of clients who have

certain needs in common. Examples include standards of care,

standardized care plans, protocols, policies, and procedures.

 Standards of care describe nursing actions for clients with similar medical

conditions rather than individuals, and they describe achievable rather than

ideal nursing care. They define interventions for which nurses are held

accountable. They are written from the perspective of the nurses

responsibilities, and do not contain medical interventions.

 Standardized care plans are preprinted guides for nursing care of a client

who has a need that arises frequently in the agency (such as a specific

nursing diagnosis). They are written from the perspective of what care the

client can expect.

 Protocols are preprinted and indicate the actions commonly required for a

particular group of patients. They may include both physicians orders and

nursing interventions (for example, a protocol for admitting a client to the

intensive care unit).

 Policies and procedures are developed to govern the handling of frequently

occurring situations. A policy covers a situation pertinent to client care (for

example, a policy specifying the number of visitors a client may have).

 Regardless of whether care plans are handwritten, computerized, or

standardized, nursing care must be individualized to fit the unique needs of

each client. In practice, a care plan usually consists of both preprinted and

nurse-created sections. Nurses use standardized care plans for predictable,

commonly occurring problems and create an individual plan for unusual

problems or problems needing special attention.

4. Writing Nursing Care Plans

Use the following guidelines when writing nursing care plans. Date and

sign the plan. The date is essential for evaluation, review, and future

planning. The nurses signature indicates accountability. Use category

headings; for example, Nursing Diagnosis, Goals/Desired Outcomes. Use

standardized/approved medical or English symbols and key words rather

than complete sentences to communicate ideas unless the agency policy
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dictates otherwise. Be specific. Writing specific times during a 24-hour

period will help to clarify interventions. Refer to a procedure book or other

sources of information rather than including all the steps on a written plan.

Tailor the plan to the unique characteristics of the client by ensuring that

the clients choices, such as preferences about the times of care and the

methods used, are included. Ensure that the nursing care plan incorporates

preventive and health maintenance aspects as well as restorative ones.

Ensure that the plan contains interventions for ongoing assessment of the

client. Include collaborative and coordination activities in the plan. Include

plans for the clients discharge and home care needs.

5. Factors That the Nurse Must Consider When Setting Priorities

Priority setting is the process of establishing a preferential sequence for

addressing nursing diagnoses and interventions. Nurses can group nursing

diagnoses as having high, medium, or low priority. Life-threatening

problems, such as loss of respiratory or cardiac functions, are designated

as high priority, health-threatening problems, such as acute illness and

decreased coping abilities, are considered to be medium priority, and a

problem that arises from normal developmental needs or only requires

minimal nursing support is low priority. Factors that must be considered

when setting priorities are the following:

 The clients health values and beliefs

 The clients priorities

 Resources available to the nurse and client

 Urgency of the health problem

 The medical treatment plan

6. Establishing Client Goals/Desired Outcomes

The goals/desired outcomes describe, in terms of observable client

responses, what the nurse hopes to achieve by implementing the nursing

interventions. Goals/desired outcomes serve the following purposes:

 Provide direction for planning nursing interventions

 Serve as criteria for evaluating client progress
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 Enable the client and nurse to determine when the problem has been

resolved

 Help motivate the client and nurse by providing a sense of achievement

7. Nursing Outcomes Classification

Standardized or common nursing language is required in all phases of the

nursing process if nursing data are to be included in computerized

databases that are analyzed and used in nursing practice. Since 1991 nurse

researchers and leaders have been developing the Nursing Outcomes

Classification (NOC), taxonomy for describing client outcomes that

respond to nursing interventions. In the taxonomy, over 330 outcomes

belong to one of seven domains and a class within the domains. Each NOC

outcome is assigned a four-digit identifier. A NOC outcome is similar to a

goal in traditional language. It is an individual, family, or community state,

behavior, or perception measured along a continuum in response to a

nursing intervention(s). The NOC outcomes are broadly stated and

conceptual. To be measured, an outcome must be made more specific by

identifying the indicators that apply to a particular client. An indicator is a

more concrete individual, family, or community state, behavior, or

perception that serves as a cue for measuring an outcome and is similar to

desired outcomes in traditional language. Indicators are stated in neutral

terms, but each outcome includes a five-point scale (a measure) that is

used to rate the clients status on each indicator. When using the NOC

taxonomy to write a desired outcome on a care plan, the nurse writes the

label, the indicators that apply to the particular client, and the location on

the measuring scale that is desired for each indicator. NOC outcomes can

be stated in traditional language.

8. Relationship of Goals/Desired Outcomes

1) Goals are derived from the clients nursing diagnosisprimarily from the

diagnostic label. The diagnostic label contains the unhealthy response: It

states what should change. For every nursing diagnosis, the nurse must

write the desired outcome or outcomes that, when achieved, directly

demonstrate resolution of the problem. When developing goals/desired
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outcomes, the nurse should address the following questions:

 What is the clients problem?

 What is the opposite, healthy response?

 How will the client look or behave if the healthy response is achieved

(what will the nurse be able to see, hear, measure, palpate, smell, or

otherwise observe with the senses)?

 What must the client do and how well must the client do it to demonstrate

problem resolution or to demonstrate the capability of resolving the

problem?

9. Guidelines for Writing Goals/Desired Outcomes

The goal/desired outcome statement usually has the following

components: subject, verb, condition or modifier, and criterion of desired

performance. The subject is the client, any part of the client, or some

attribute of the client such as pulse. The word client is often omitted in

goals since it is assumed that the subject is the client unless otherwise

indicated. The verb specifies an action that the client is expected to

perform. Verbs that denote directly observable behaviors must be used.

Examples include: apply, identify, name, or demonstrate. Conditions or

modifiers may be added to verbs to explain the circumstances under which

the behavior is observed. They explain what, where, when, or how. The

criterion of desired performance indicates the standard by which

performance is evaluated or the level at which the client will perform the

specified behavior. They may specify time or speed, accuracy, distance,

and quality. Guidelines for writing goals/desired outcomes include the

following:

 Write goals/desired outcomes in terms of client responses, not nurse

activities.

 Be sure that goals/desired outcomes are realistic for the clients capabilities,

limitations, and designated time span, if it is indicated.

 Ensure that goals/outcomes are compatible with the therapies of other

professionals.

 Make sure that each goal/desired outcome is derived from only one

nursing diagnosis.
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 Use observable, measurable terms for goals/desired outcomes.

 Make sure the client considers the goals/desired outcomes important and

values them

10. Process of Selecting and Choosing Nursing Interventions

 Nursing interventions and activities are the actions a nurse performs to

achieve client goals/desired outcomes. They should focus on eliminating

or reducing the etiology of the nursing diagnosis, which is the second

clause of the diagnostic statement. When it is not possible to change the

etiologic factors, the nurse chooses interventions to treat the signs and

symptoms or defining characteristics in NANDA terminology.

Interventions for risk diagnoses should focus on measures to reduce the

clients risk factors, which are also found in the second clause. Correct

identification of the etiologies provides the framework for choosing

successful nursing intervention.

 Nursing interventions include both direct and indirect care. Direct care is

an intervention performed through interaction with the client. Indirect care

is an intervention performed away from but on behalf of the client such as

interdisciplinary collaboration or management of the care environment.

Other types of nursing interventions include (a) independent interventions,

those activities that nurses are licensed to initiate on the basis of their

knowledge and skills; (b) dependent interventions, activities carried out

under the primary care providers orders or supervision, or according to

specified routines; and (c) collaborative interventions, actions the nurse

carries out in collaboration with other health team members. The nurse

must choose interventions that are most likely to achieve the goal/desired

outcome. In addition, the nurse must consider the risks and benefits of

each intervention which requires nursing knowledge and experience.

The best nursing interventions will meet the following criteria:

 Safe and appropriate for the clients age, health, and condition

 Achievable with the resources available

 Congruent with the clients values, beliefs, and culture

 Congruent with other therapies

 Based on nursing knowledge and experience or knowledge from relevant
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sciences

 Within established standards of care as determined by state laws,

professional associations (ANA), and the policies of the institution

11. Nursing Interventions Classification

 A taxonomy of nursing interventions referred to as the Nursing

Interventions Classification System (NIC) was developed by the Iowa

Intervention Project and was first published in 1992. It is updated every 4

years.

 This taxonomy consists of three levels: level 1 domains, level 2 classes,

and level 3 interventions.

 More than 514 interventions have been developed. Each broadly stated

intervention includes a label (name), a definition, and a list of activities

that outline key actions of nurses in carrying out interventions. All NIC

interventions have been linked to NANDA nursing diagnostic labels. Each

nursing diagnosis contains suggestions for several interventions, so nurses

need to select the appropriate interventions based on their judgment and

knowledge of the client.

 When writing individualized nursing interventions on a care plan, the

nurse should record customized activities rather than the broad

intervention labels.

It focuses on actions which are designed to solve or minimize the existing

problem.

 It is a product of a deliberate systematic process.

 It relates to the future.

 It is based upon identifiable health and nursing problems.

 Its focus is holistic.

 It focuses to meet all the needs of the service user.

Care plans are formed using the nursing process. First the nurse collects

subjective data and objective data, and then organizes the data into a

systematic pattern, such as Marjory Gordon's functional health patterns.

This step helps identify the areas in which the client needs nursing care.

Based on this, the nurse makes a nursing diagnosis. As mentioned above,
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the full nursing diagnosis also includes the relating factors and the

evidence that supports the diagnosis. For example, a nurse may give the

following diagnosis to a patient with pneumonia that has difficulty

breathing: Ineffective Airway Clearance related to tracheobronchial

infection (pneumonia) and excess thick secretions as evidenced by

abnormal breath sounds; crackles, wheezes; change in rate and depth of

respiration; and effective cough with sputum.

 After determining the nursing diagnosis, the nurse must state the expected

outcomes, or goals. A common method of formulating the expected

outcomes is to reverse the nursing diagnosis, stating what evidence should

be present in the absence of the problem. The expected outcomes must also

contain a goal date. Following the example above, the expected outcome

would be: Effective airway clearance as evidenced by normal breath

sounds; no crackles or wheezes; respiration rate 14-18/min; and no cough.

 After the goal is set, the nursing interventions must be established. This is

the plan of nursing care to be followed to assist the client in recovery. The

interventions must be specific, noting how often it is to be performed, so

that any nurse or appropriate faculty can read and understand the care plan

easily and follow the directions exactly. An example for the patient above

would be: Instruct and assist client to TCDB (turn, cough, deep breathe) to

assist in loosening and expectoration of mucous every 2 hours.

 The evaluation is made on the goal date set. It is stated whether or not the

client has met the goal, the evidence of whether or not the goal was met,

and if the care plan is to be continued, discontinued or modified. If the care

plan is problem-based and the client has recovered, the plan would be

discontinued. If the client has not recovered, or if the care plan was written

for a chronic illness or ongoing problem, it may be continued. If certain

interventions are not helping or other interventions are to be added, the

care plan is modified and continued.

 There are also care plans written for "at risk" problems, as well as

"wellness" care plans. These follow a similar format, only designed to

prevent problems from happening and continue or promote healthy

behavior.
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Topic : Implementing And Evaluating

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Implementing relates to other phases of the nursing process

 Implement nursing interventions

 Activities of the implementing phase

 implementing nursing interventions

 Phases of the nursing process

 Evaluation process

 Reviewing and modifying the clients care plan

 Quality improvement from quality assurance

 An evaluation statement

 Three components of quality evaluation: structure, process, and outcomes

Definition/Overview:

The nurse's evaluation of care will lead to changes in the implementation

of the care and the patient's needs are likely to change during their stay in

hospital as their health either improves or deteriorates. The nursing process

not only focuses on ways to improve the patient's physical needs, but also

on social and emotional needs as well.

 Cyclic and dynamic

 Goal directed and client centered

 Interpersonal and collaborative

 Universally applicable

 Systematic

Key Points:

The purpose of this stage is to evaluate progress toward the goals

identified in the previous stages.

 If progress towards the goal is slow, or if regression has occurred, the

nurse must change the plan of care accordingly.

 Conversely, if the goal has been achieved then the care can cease. New
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problems may be identified at this stage, and thus the process will start all

over again.

 It is due to this stage that measurable goals must be set - failure to set

measurable goals will result in poor evaluations.

 The entire process is recorded or documented in an agreed format in the

patient's care plan in order to allow all members of the nursing team to

perform the agreed care and make additions or changes where appropriate.

1. Implementing Relates To Other Phases of the Nursing Process

The first three nursing process phases provide the basis for the nursing

actions performed during the implementing phase. In turn, the

implementing phase provides the actual nursing activities and client

responses that are examined in the final phase, evaluating. Using data

acquired during assessment, the nurse can individualize the care given in

the implementing phase.

2. Implement Nursing Interventions

 To implement the care plan successfully, nurses need cognitive,

interpersonal, and technical skills. Although these skills are distinct from

one another, nurses use them in various combinations and with different

emphasis depending on the activity.

 Cognitive skills (intellectual) include problem solving, decision making,

critical thinking, and creativity.

 Interpersonal skills are all of the activities, verbal and nonverbal, people

use when interacting directly with one another. The effectiveness of a

nursing action often depends largely on the nurses ability to communicate

with others. Nurses use therapeutic communication to understand the client

and in turn to be understood. Interpersonal skills are necessary for all

nursing activities: caring, comforting, advocating, referring, counseling,

and supporting, for example. These skills include conveying knowledge,

attitudes, feelings, interest, and appreciation of the clients cultural values

and lifestyle.

 Technical skills are purposeful hands-on skills such as manipulating

equipment or giving injections. These skills are often called tasks,

procedures, or psychomotor skills. Psychomotor refers to physical actions
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that are controlled by the mind; they are not reflexive. Technical skills

require knowledge and, frequently, manual dexterity.

3. Implementing Phase

The five activities of the implementing phase are reassessing the client,

determining the nurses need for assistance, implementing nursing

interventions, supervising delegated care, and documenting nursing

activities. Before implementing an intervention, the nurse must reassess

the client to make sure the intervention is still needed. New data may

indicate a need to change the priorities of care or the nursing activities.

When implementing some nursing interventions, the nurse may require

assistance for one or more of the following reasons: the nurse is unable to

implement the nursing activity safely or efficiently alone; assistance would

reduce stress on the client; or the nurse lacks the knowledge or skills to

implement a particular nursing activity. When implementing nursing

interventions, it is important to explain to the client what interventions will

be done, what sensations to expect, what the client is expected to do, and

what the expected outcome is. It is important to ensure privacy. Nurses

also coordinate client care. This involves scheduling client contacts with

other departments and serving as a liaison among the members of the

health care team. If care is delegated, the nurse is responsible for the

clients overall care and must ensure that the activities have been

implemented according to the care plan. The nurse completes the

implementing phase by recording the interventions and client responses in

the progress notes. Care must not be recorded in advance because the nurse

may determine on reassessment that the intervention should not or cannot

be implemented. The nurse may record routine or recurring activities in the

client record at the end of the shift, keeping a personal record of these

interventions on a worksheet. Nursing activities are communicated

verbally as well as in writing.

4. Implementing Nursing Interventions

Base nursing interventions on scientific knowledge, nursing research, and

professional standards (evidence-based practice) when these exist. Be

aware of the scientific rationale as well as possible side effects or
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complications of all interventions. Clearly understand the interventions to

be implemented and question any that are not understood. This requires

knowledge of each intervention, its purpose in the clients plan of care, and

any considerations and changes in the clients condition that may affect the

order. Adapt activities to the individual client. A clients beliefs, values,

age, health status, and environment are factors that can affect the success

of nursing action. Implement safe care. Provide teaching, support, and

comfort. Explain the purpose of interventions, what the client will

experience, and how the client can participate. The client must have

sufficient knowledge to agree to the plan of care and to assume

responsibility for as much self-care as possible. Be holistic. Respect the

dignity of the client and enhance the clients self-esteem. Provide privacy

and encourage clients to make own decisions. Encourage clients to

participate actively in implementing the nursing interventions. This

enhances clients sense of independence and control.

5. Phases of the Nursing Process

Evaluating is a planned, ongoing, purposeful activity in which clients and

health care professionals determine the clients progress toward

achievement of goals/ outcomes and the effectiveness of the nursing care

plan. Successful evaluation depends on the effectiveness of the steps that

precede it. Assessment data must be accurate and complete so the nurse

can formulate appropriate nursing diagnoses and goals/desired outcomes.

The goals/desired outcomes must be stated concretely in behavioral terms

to be useful for evaluating client responses. Without the implementing

phase in which the plan is put into action, there would be nothing to

evaluate. The evaluating and assessing phases overlap.

During the assessment phase the nurse collects data for the purpose of

making diagnoses. During the evaluation step the nurse collects data for

the purpose of comparing the data to preselected goals and judging the

effectiveness of the nursing care. The act of assessing (data collection) is

the same. The differences lie in when the data are collected and how the

data are used.
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6. Components of the Evaluation Process

The evaluation process has five components: collecting data related to the

desired outcomes (NOC indicators), comparing the data with outcomes,

relating nursing activities to outcomes, drawing conclusions about problem

status, and continuing, modifying, or terminating the nursing care plan.

Using the clearly stated, precise, and measurable goals/desired outcomes

as a guide, the nurse collects data so that conclusions can be drawn about

whether goals have been met. Data must be recorded concisely and

accurately to facilitate the next part of the evaluating process. The nurse

and client compare the clients actual responses with the goals/desired

outcomes. If NOC indicators are being used with the outcomes, scores on

the scales after intervention would be compared with those measured at

baseline to determine improvement. The next aspect of the evaluating

process is determining whether the nursing activities had any relation to

the outcomes. It should never be assumed that a nursing activity was the

cause of or the only factor in meeting, partially meeting, or not meeting a

goal. The nurse must collect data about what the client actually did to meet

the goal/desired outcome to establish the relationship (or lack of) between

the nursing actions and the clients responses. Drawing conclusions about

the problem status involves using judgments about goal achievement to

determine whether the care plan was effective in resolving, reducing, or

preventing client problems.

After drawing conclusions about the status of the clients problems, the

nurse modifies the care plan as indicated. This is done according to agency

policy.

Before making individual modifications to a care plan if the problem was

only partially resolved or not resolved, the nurse must first determine why

the plan as a whole was not completely effective.

7. Reviewing and Modifying the Clients Care Plan

Before making modifications to the care plan, the nurse must review the

entire care plan and critique each step of the nursing process. During

assessing phase were data complete, accurate, validated, and does any new
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data require changes in the care plan? Are nursing diagnoses relevant,

accurate, supported by data, clearly stated in the correct format and has the

status of any problem changed or been resolved? Do any new nursing

diagnoses require new goal? Are goals realistic and isenough time allowed

for achievement? Do the goals address all aspects of the problem and does

the client still concur with the goals? Are nursing interventions related to

goals, address all aspects of the goals, clear, specific, detailed, supported

with rationale, are available resources available to implement the

intervention, are any new interventions required, and were the

interventions actually carried out? During implementing phase was the

clients input obtained, were the goals and nursing interventions acceptable

to the client, did caregivers have the knowledge and skills to correctly

perform the interventions and was the client given explanation prior to

implementing? Even if all sections of the care plan appear to be

satisfactory, the manner in which the plan was implemented may have

interfered with goal achievement. The nurse should check whether the

interventions were carried out, or were unclear or unreasonable in terms of

external constraints such as money, staff, time, and equipment.

After making necessary modifications to the care plan, the nurse

implements the modified plan and begins the nursing process cycle again.

8. Quality Improvement from Quality Assurance

A quality-assurance (QA) program is an ongoing, systematic process

designed to evaluate and promote excellence in the health care provided to

clients. QA frequently refers to evaluation of the level of care provided in

a health care agency, but it may be limited to evaluation of the

performance of one nurse or more broadly involve evaluation of the

quality of care in an agency or even in a country.

Quality improvement (QI) follows client care rather than organizational

structure, focuses on process rather than individuals, and uses a systematic

approach with the intention of improving the quality of care rather than

ensuring the quality of care. QI studies often focus on identifying and

correcting a systems problems.
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QI is also known as continuous quality improvement (CQI), total quality

management (TQM), performance improvement (PI), or persistent quality

improve- ment (PQI).

9. Components of an Evaluation Statement

The evaluation statement consists of two parts: a conclusion and

supporting data. The conclusion is a statement that the goal/desired

outcome was met, partially met, or not met. The supporting data are the list

of client responses that support the conclusion.

10. Components of Quality Evaluation

 Quality assurance evaluation involves three components of care: structure,

process, and outcome. Each requires different criteria and methods, and

each has a different focus.

 Structure evaluation focuses on the setting in which the care is given. It

answers the question What effect does the setting have on the quality of

care? Structure standards describe desirable environmental and

organizational characteristics that influence care.

 Process evaluation focuses on how the care was given. It answers

questions such as Is the care relevant to the clients needs? and Is the care

appropriate, complete, and timely? Process standards focus on the manner

in which the nurse uses the nursing process.

 Outcome evaluation focuses on demonstrable changes in the clients health

status as a result of nursing care. Outcome criteria are written in terms of

client responses or health status.

Topic : Documenting And Reporting

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 Confidentiality of client records

 Client records

 Different documentation methods

 various forms in the client record
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 Documentation needed for clients in acute care

 effective recording

 Reporting client data

 Prohibited abbreviations

Definition/Overview:

The assessment is documented in the patient's medical or nursing records,

which may be on paper or as part of the electronic medical record which

can be accessed by all members of the healthcare team.

Key Points:

1. Confidentiality Of Client Records

 Access is restricted to health professionals involved in giving care to the

client. The institution or agency is the rightful owner of the clients record.

However, the client has rights to the same document.

 For purposes of education and research, most agencies allow students and

graduate health professionals access to client records for use in client

conferences, clinics, rounds, client studies, and written papers.

 The student or graduate is bound by a strict ethical code and legal

responsibility to hold all information in confidence by not using a name or

any statements in the notations that would identify the client.

Health care agencies have developed policies and procedures to ensure the

privacy and confidentiality of client information stored in computers. The

following are some suggestions for ensuring confidentiality and security of

computerized records:

 A personal password is required to enter and sign off computer files.

 Personal passwords should not be shared.

 Never leave the computer terminal unattended after logging on.

 Do not leave client information displayed on the monitor where others

may see it.

 Shred all unneeded computer-generated worksheets.

 Know the facilitys policy and procedure for correcting an entry error.

 Follow agency procedures for documenting sensitive material such as a
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diagnosis of AIDS.

 Information technology (IT) personnel must install a firewall to protect the

server from unauthorized access.

2. Keeping Client Records

Client records are kept for a number of purposes: communication,

planning client care, auditing health agencies, research, education,

reimbursement, legal documentation, and health care analysis. Client

records serve as a vehicle by which health professionals who interact with

a client communicate with each other to prevent fragmentation, repetition,

and delays in client care.

Each health professional uses data from the clients record to plan care for

that client.

An audit is a review of client records for quality assurance purposes.

Accrediting agencies may review client records to determine if a particular

agency is meeting stated standards. The information contained in the

record can be a valuable source of data for research. Treatment plans for

clients with the same diagnosis can yield information helpful in treating

other clients. The health record can frequently provide a comprehensive

view of the client, the illness, effective treatment strategies, and factors

that affect the outcomes of illness for education of students in the health

disciplines. Documentation helps a facility receive reimbursement from the

federal government. For Medicare reimbursement the record must contain

the correct diagnostic-related group (DRG) codes and reveal that the

appropriate care has been given. Other insurance companies and other

third-party payers also require appropriate documentation for

reimbursement. If additional care, treatment, or length of stay becomes

necessary for the clients welfare, thorough charting will help justify these

needs.

The clients record is a legal document and is usually admissible in court as

evidence.

Information from records may assist health care planners to identify
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agency needs such as overutilized and underutilized services, costs of

various services, and those services that cost the agency money and those

that generate revenue.

3. Different Documentation Methods

 In the source-oriented record, the traditional client record, each person or

department makes notations in separate sections of the clients chart.

Information about a particular problem is distributed throughout the record

. Narrative charting is used which consists of written notes that include

routine care, normal findings, and client problems, often in chronological

order.

 Source-oriented records are convenient and disciplines can easily locate

the forms on which to record data; however, information about a particular

problem is scattered throughout the chart, which can lead to decreased

communication among health team members, an incomplete picture of the

clients care, and a lack of coordination of care.

 In the problem-oriented medical record (POMR) or problem-oriented

record (POR), the data are arranged according to the problem the client has

rather than the source of the information. Health team members contribute

to the problem list, plan of care for each problem, and progress notes.

Progress notes are documented in the SOAP, SOAPIE, or SOAPIER

format: Subjective data, Objective data, Assessment (interpretation or

conclusions), Plan, Interventions, E valuation, and Revisions. This format

encourages collaboration, problem lists alert caregivers to clients needs,

and makes it easier to track the status of the problems; however, caregivers

differ in ability to use the format, problem lists must be current, and

documentation is somewhat inefficient since assessment and interventions

that apply to more than one problem must be repeated.

 The PIE documentation model groups information into three categories:

Problem, Interventions, and E valuation of nursing care. It consists of a

client assessment flow sheet and progress notes. The PIE system

eliminates the traditional care plan and incorporates an ongoing care plan

into the progress notes; however, the nurse must review all the nursing

notes before giving care to determine which problems are current and

which interventions were effective.
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 Focus charting is intended to make the client and the clients concerns and

strengths the focus of care. The focus may be a condition, a nursing

diagnosis, a medical diagnosis, a behavior, a sign or symptom, an acute

change in the clients condition, or a clients strength. Progress notes are

organized into the DAR format: data, action, and response. Focus charting

provides a holistic perspective of the client and the clients needs and

provides a nursing process framework for the progress notes.

 Charting by exception (CBE) is a documentation system in which any

abnormal or significant findings or exceptions to norms are recorded. CBE

incorporates three elements: flow sheets, standards of nursing care, and

bedside access to chart forms. Agencies using CBE must develop

standards of nursing practice that identify minimum criteria for client care

regardless of clinical area. Care is documented using only a check mark if

these standards are met. If not all standards are met (an exception), an

asterisk is made on the flow sheet with reference to the nurses notes. All

exceptions to the standards are fully described in narrative form on the

nurses notes. This type of documentation eliminates lengthy, repetitive

charting and makes changes in the clients condition more obvious.

 Computerized documentation systems are being developed to manage the

huge volume of information required in contemporary health care.

Computers store the clients database, add new data, create and revise care

plans, and document the clients progress. Multiple flow sheets are not

necessary because information can be easily retrieved in a variety of

formats. The computerization of clinical records has made it possible to

transmit information from one care setting to another.

 The case management model emphasizes quality, cost-effective care

delivered within an established length of stay. It uses a multidisciplinary

approach to planning and documenting client care, using critical pathways

that identify outcomes certain groups of clients are expected to achieve on

each day of care along with the interventions necessary for each day. The

case management model incorporates graphics and flow sheets. Progress

notes use some type of CBE. If the client deviates from what is planned on

the critical pathway, a variance occurs. The nurse writes a note

documenting the unexpected event, the cause, and actions taken to correct

the situation or justify the actions taken.
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4. Various Forms in the Client Record

The client record should describe the clients ongoing status and reflect the

full range of the nursing process. Assessment data are located in initial

assessment forms, various flow sheets, and progress notes (nurses notes).

Nursing diagnoses are found in care plans, critical pathways, progress

notes, and problem lists. Planning activities are found in nursing care

plans, critical pathways, and Kardexes. Implementation is found in

progress notes and flow sheets. Evaluation is located in progress notes. All

steps in the nursing process are recorded on discharge and referral

documents.

5. Documentation Needed For Clients In Acute Care

Requirements for documentation in long-term care settings are based on

professional standards, federal and state regulations, and policies of the

health care agency. Laws influencing the kind and frequency of

documentation required are the Health Care Financing Administration and

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1987. OBRA law

requires that a comprehensive assessment (Minimum Data Set [MDS] for

Resident Assessment and Care Screening) be performed within 4 days of

admission. A formulated plan of care must be completed within 7 days,

and the reassessment and care screening process must be reviewed every 3

months. Documentation must also comply with requirements set by

Medicare and Medicaid. These vary based on level of service provided.

General guidelines for long-term care documentation include:

 complete the assessment/screening forms (MDS) within the time period

specified by regulatory bodies

 keep a record of any visits and of phone calls from family, friends, and

others regarding the client

 write nursing summaries and progress notes that comply with the

frequency and standards required by regulatory bodies

 review and revise plan of care every 3 months or whenever health status

changes

 document and report any changes in clients condition to primary care
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provider and clients family within 24 hours

 document all measures implemented in response to changes in clients

condition

 make sure progress notes address progress related to goals and outcomes

defined in plan of care

In 1985 the Health Care Financing Administration mandated that home

health care agencies standardize their documentation methods to meet

requirements for Medicare and Medicaid and other third-party

disbursements. Two records are required: a home health certification and

plan of treatment form, and a medical update and patient information form.

Guidelines for home care documentation include:

 complete the comprehensive nursing assessment and develop plan of care

to meet Medicare and other third-party payers

 write progress notes at each visit noting any change in clients condition,

nursing interventions, client responses, and vital signs as indicated

 provide monthly nursing progress summary to the attending physician and

reimbursement to confirm need to continue services

 keep a copy of the plan of care in clients home and update as clients

condition changes

 report changes in plan of care to primary care provider and document that

these were reported

 encourage client or home caregiver to record data when appropriate

 write a discharge summary for the primary care provider to approve and to

notify reimbursers that services have been discontinued

6. Effective Recording That Meets Legal and Ethical Standards

Because the clients record is a legal document and may be used to provide

evidence in court, health care personnel must not only maintain

confidentiality but also meet legal standards in the process of recording.

Factors to be considered include timing, legibility, permanence, accepted

terminology, correct spelling, signature, accuracy, sequence,

appropriateness, completeness, conciseness, and legal prudence.

 Timing: Document the date and time of each recording in the format
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required by the agency. Follow the agencys policy about the frequency of

documenting, adjusting as a clients condition indicates. In addition,

documenting should be done as soon as possible after the assessment or

intervention. No recording should be done before providing the care.

 Legibility: All entries must be legible and easy to read. Printing or easily

understood handwriting is usually permissible. Follow agency policies.

 Permanence: All entries are made in dark ink so that the record is

permanent and changes can be identified. Dark ink reproduces well in

duplication processes. Follow agency policies.

 Accepted terminology: Use only commonly accepted abbreviations,

symbols, and terms that are specified by the agency._When in doubt about

whether to use an abbreviation, write the term out_in full . Follow JCAHO

require- ments by conforming to the agencys Do Not Use list of

abbreviations, acronyms, and symbols.

 Correct spelling: Correct spelling is essential for accuracy in recording. If

unsure how to spell a word, look it up in a dictionary or other resource

book.

 Signature: Each recording is signed by the nurse making it, including name

and title. Some agencies have a signature sheet and after signing this

signature sheet, nurses can use their initials. With computerized

documenting, each nurse has a code that allows documentation to be

identified.

 Accuracy: The clients name and identifying information should be

stamped or written on each page of the record. Before making an entry,

check that it is the correct chart. Notations must be accurate and correct;

accurate notations consist of facts or observations rather than opinions or

interpretations. When describing, avoid general terms such as large, good,

or normal, which can be interpreted differently._When a mistake in

recording has been made, draw a line through it and write the words

mistaken entry above or next to the original entry, with your initials or

name (follow agency policy). Do not erase, blot out, or use correction

fluid. Follow agency policy for correcting documentation errors in

computerized documentation. Write on every line but never between lines.

If a blank appears in a notation, draw a line through the blank space so that

no additional information can be recorded at any other time or by any other

person, and sign the notation.
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 Sequence: Document events in the order in which they occur. Update or

delete problems as needed.

 Appropriateness: Record only information that pertains to the clients

health problems and care. Recording irrelevant information may be

considered an invasion of privacy or libelous.

 Completeness: Information that is recorded needs to be complete and

helpful to the client and health care professionals. Nurses notes need to

reflect the nursing process. Care that is omitted because of the clients

condition or refusal of treatment must also be recorded including what was

omitted, why it was omitted, and who was notified.

 Conciseness: Recordings need to be brief as well as complete to save time

in communication. The clients name and the word client are omitted. End

each thought or sentence with a period.

 Legal prudence: Accurate, complete documentation should give legal

protection to the nurse, the clients other caregivers, the health care facility,

and the client. The record provides proof of the quality of care given.

Documentation is usually viewed by juries and attorneys as the best

evidence of what really happened to the client.

7. Essential Guidelines for Reporting Client Data

 The purpose of reporting is to communicate specific information to a

person or group of people. A report, whether oral or written, should be

concise, including pertinent information but no extraneous detail. In

addition to change-of-shift reports and telephone reports, reporting can

also include the sharing of information or ideas with colleagues and other

health professionals about some aspect of a clients care (e.g., care plan

conference and nursing rounds).

 Key elements of a change-of-shift report include the following: follow a

particular order (e.g., room numbers); provide basic identifying

information for each client; for new clients provide the reason for

admission or medical diagnoses, surgery, diagnostic tests, and therapies in

the past 24 hours; include significant changes in the clients condition and

present information in order; provide exact information; report the clients

need for emotional support; include current nurse and primary care

provider-prescribed orders; provide a summary of newly admitted clients,
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including diagnosis, age, general condition, plan of therapy, and

significant information about the clients support people; report on clients

who have been transferred or discharged; clearly state priorities of care and

care that is due after the shift begins; and be concise .

 Health professionals frequently report about a client by telephone. Nurses

inform primary care provider about a change in a clients condition. A

nurse may report to another nurse on another unit about a transferred

client. The nurse receiving a telephone report should document the date

and time, the name of the person giving the information, and the subject of

the information received, and sign the notation. If there is any doubt about

the information, the nurse receiving the information should repeat it back

to the sender to ensure accuracy. When giving a telephone report to a

primary care provider, it is important to be concise and accurate. Begin

with your name and relationship to the client, the clients name and medical

diagnosis, changes in nursing assessment, vital signs related to baseline,

significant laboratory data, and related nursing interventions. The nurse

should have the clients chart ready to give the primary care provider any

further information. After reporting, the nurse should document the date,

time, and content of the call.

 Primary care provider often order therapy for a client by telephone. Most

agencies have specific policies about who may take such an order as may

state nursing boards of nursing. Guidelines for taking telephone orders

include: know the state nursing boards position on who can give and

accept; know the agencys policy; ask prescriber to speak slowly and

clearly, to spell our medication name if nurse is unfamiliar with it;

question the drug, dosage, or changes if seem inappropriate for the client;

write the order down or enter into a computer; read the order back; use

words instead of abbreviations; write the order on the physicians order

sheet, record date, time, indicate it was a telephone order, sign name with

credentials; when writing a dosage always put a number before a decimal,

but never after a decimal; write out units; transcribe the order; follow

agency protocol about signing telephone orders; and never follow a voice-

mail order, call the prescriber for the order.

 A care plan conference is a meeting of nurses to discuss possible solutions

to certain problems. Other health professionals may be invited to attend the

conference to offer their expertise. Care plan conferences are most
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effective when there is a climate of respectthat is, nonjudgmental

acceptance of others even though their values, opinions, and beliefs may

seem different.

 Nursing rounds are procedures in which two or more nurses visit selected

clients at their bedside to obtain information that helps plan nursing care,

to provide clients the opportunity to discuss their care, and to evaluate the

nursing care the clients have received. The nurse assigned to the client

provides a brief summary of the clients nursing needs and the interventions

being implemented. To facilitate the clients participation in nursing

rounds, nurses need to use terms that the client can understand.

8. Prohibited Abbreviations

In 2004, JCAHO developed National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs) to

reduce communication errors. These goals are required to be implemented

by all organizations accredited by JCAHO. As a result, the accredited

organizations must develop a Do Not Use list of abbreviations, acronyms,

and symbols. This list must include those banned by JCAHO. Many of the

banned abbreviations are related to medication administration such as U,

IU, MS, and S.C. Other banned abbreviations are derived from Latin such

as H.S., A.S., A.D., Q.D., or Q.O.D.

Topic : Caring

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 meaning of caring

 Theories focusing on caring

 Importance of different types of knowledge in nursing

 Nurses demonstrate caring in practice

 Importance of self-care for the professional nurse

 Value of reflective practice in nursing

Definition/Overview:

Health care, or healthcare, is the prevention, treatment, and management of
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illness and the preservation of mental and physical well being through the

services offered by the medical, nursing, and allied health professions.

Health care embraces all the goods and services designed to promote

health, including preventive, curative and palliative interventions, whether

directed to individuals or to populations. The organized provision of such

services may constitute a health care system. This can include specific

governmental organizations such as, in the UK, the National Health

Service or cooperation across the National Health Service and Social

Services as in Shared Care. Before the term "health care" became popular,

English-speakers referred to medicine or to the health sector and spoke of

the treatment and prevention of illness and disease.

In most developed countries and many developing countries health care is

provided to everyone regardless of their ability to pay. The National

Health Service, established in 1948 by Clement Atlee's Labor government

in the United Kingdom, were the world's first universal health care system

provided by government and paid for from general taxation. Alternatively,

compulsory government funded health insurance with nominal fees can be

provided, as in Italy. Other examples are Medicare in Australia,

established in the 1970s by the Labor government, and by the same name

Medicare was established in Canadabetween 1966 and 1984. Universal

health care contrasts to the systems like health care in the United Statesor

South Africa, though South Africa is one of the many countries attempting

health care reform. The United Statesis the only wealthy, industrialized

nation that does not provide universal health care

Key Points:

The health care industry is considered an industry or profession which

includes peoples' exercise of skill or judgment or the providing of a service

related to the preservation or improvement of the health of individuals or

the treatment or care of individuals who are injured, sick, disabled, or

infirm. The delivery of modern health care depends on an expanding group

of trained professionals coming together as an interdisciplinary team.
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1. Meaning Of Caring

 There are a number of definitions of caring in the text. Caring means that

people, relationships, and things matter.

 Mayeroff (1990) has proposed that to care for another person is to help

him grow and actualize himself. Caring is a process that develops over

time, resulting in a deepening and transformation of the relationship.

 According to Mayeroff, the caring process has benefits for the one giving

care. By caring and being cared for, each person finds his place in the

world.

 Major ingredients of caring provide further description of this process:

knowing (understanding the others needs and how to respond to these

needs); alternating rhythms (moving back and forth between the

immediate and long-term meaning of behavior, considering the past);

patience (enabling the other to grow in his or her own way and time);

honesty (having an awareness and openness to ones own feelings and a

genuineness in caring for others); trust (letting go, allowing the other to

grow in his or her own way and own time); humility (acknowledging that

there is always more to learn, and that learning may come from any

source); hope (believing in the possibilities of the others growth); and

courage (going into the unknown, informed by insight from past

experience).

 Caring is a multidimensional concept. In a comprehensive review of this

concept, Morse et al. (1990) identified definitions of caring that were

summarized as the following five viewpoints: caring as a moral

imperative, caring as an affect, caring as a human trait, caring as an

interpersonal relationship, and caring as a therapeutic intervention.

2. Nursing Theories Focusing On Caring

 Several nursing theorists focus on caring: Leininger, Ray, Roach, Boykin

and Schoenhofer, Watson, Swanson, and Benner and Wrubel.

 Leiningers theory of culture care diversity and universality is based on the

assumption that nurses must understand different cultures in order to

function effectively. This theory focuses on both differences and

similarities among persons in diverse cultures. Nurses must understand

these in order to give care that is reasonably congruent with clients beliefs,
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lifeways, and values.

 Rays theory of bureaucratic caring focuses on caring in organizations as

cultures. The theory suggests that caring in nursing is contextual and is

influenced by the organizational structure.

 Roach focuses on caring as a philosophical concept and proposes that

caring is the human mode of being. All persons are caring and develop

their caring abilities by being true to self, being real, and being who they

truly are. Although it is not unique to nursing, caring is the center of all

attributes used to describe nursing.

 Roach defines these attributes as the six Cs of caring: compassion,

competence, confidence, conscience, commitment, and comportment.

 Boykin and Schoenhofer propose the theory of nursing as caring. They

suggest that the purpose of the discipline and profession of nursing is to

know persons and nurture them as persons living in caring and growing in

caring. Caring in nursing is an altruistic, active expression of love, and is

intentional and embodied recognition of value and connectedness.

 Watsons theory of human care views caring as the essence and the moral

ideal of nursing. Human care is the basis for nursings role in society;

indeed nursings contribution to society lies in its moral commitment to

human care.

 Swanson defines caring as a nurturing way of relating to a valued other

toward whom one feels a personal sense of commitment and

responsibility. The theory focuses on caring processes as nursing

interventions. The five caring processes include knowing, being with,

doing for, enabling, and maintaining belief.

 Benner and Wrubel (1989) described nursing as a relationship in which

caring is primary because it sets up the possibility of giving and receiving

help. Caring practice requires attending to the particular client over time,

determining what matters to the person, and using this knowledge in

clinical judgments.

 Consuming over 10 percent of gross domestic product of most developed

nations, health care can form an enormous part of a country's economy. In

2003, health care costs paid to hospitals, physicians, nursing homes,

diagnostic laboratories, pharmacies, medical device manufacturers and

other components of the health care system, consumed 16.3 percent of the
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GDP of the United States, the largest of any country in the world. For the

United States, the health share of gross domestic product (GDP) is

expected to hold steady in 2006 before resuming its historical upward

trend, reaching 19.5 percent of GDP by 2016. In 2001, for the OECD

countries the average was 8.4 percent with the United States (13.9%),

Switzerland (10.9%), and Germany (10.7%) being the top three.]

 Purely private enterprise health care systems are comparatively rare.

Where they exist, it is usually for a comparatively well-off subpopulation

in a poorer country with a poorer standard of health carefor instance,

private clinics for a small, wealthy expatriate population in an otherwise

poor country . But there are countries with a majority-private health care

system with residual public service. The other major models are public

insurance systems. A Social security health care model is where workers

and their families are insured by the State. A publicly funded health care

model is where the residents of the country are insured by the State.

Within this branch is Single-payer health care, which describes a type of

financing system in which a single entity, typically a government run

organisation, acts as the administrator (or "payer") to collect all health care

fees, and pay out all health care costs. Some advocates of universal health

care assert that single-payer systems save money that could be used

directly towards health care by reducing administrative waste. In practice

this means that the government collects taxes from the public, businesses,

etc., creates an entity to administer the supply of health care and then pays

health care professionals. A single-payer universal health care system will

actually save money through reduced bureaucratic administration costs.

Social health insurance is where the whole population or most of the

population is a member of a sickness insurance company. Most health

services are provided by private enterprises which act as contractors,

billing the government for patient care. In almost every country with a

government health care system a parallel private system is allowed to

operate. This is sometimes referred to as two-tier health care. The scale,

extent, and funding of these private systems is very variable.

 A traditional view is that improvements in health result from

advancements in medical science. The medical model of health focuses on
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the eradication of illness through diagnosis and effective treatment. In

contrast, the social model of health places emphasis on changes that can be

made in society and in people's own lifestyles to make the population

healthier. It defines illness from the point of view of the individual's

functioning within their society rather than by monitoring for changes in

biological or physiological signs.

3. Types of Knowledge in Nursing

 Nursing involves different types of knowledge that are integrated to guide

nursing practice. Nurses require scientific knowledge (empirical

knowledge), therapeutic use of self (personal knowledge), moral/ethical

knowledge (ethical knowing), and creative action (aesthetic knowing). An

understanding of each type of knowledge is important for the student of

nursing because only by integrating all ways of knowing can the nurse

develop a professional practice.

 Knowledge about the empirical world is systematically organized into

laws and theories for the purpose of describing, explaining, and predicting

phenomena of special concern to the discipline of nursing. Empirical

knowledge ranges from factual, observable phenomenon to theoretical

analysis.

 Aesthetic knowing is the art of nursing and is expressed by the individual

nurse through his or her creativity and style in meeting the needs of the

client. Empathy, compassion, holism, and sensitivity are important modes

in aesthetic pattern of knowing.

 Personal knowledge is concerned with the knowing, encountering, and

actualizing of the concrete, individual self. Personal knowing promotes

wellness and integrity in personal encounters, achieves engagement rather

than detachment, and denies the manipulative or impersonal approach.

 Ethical knowing focuses on matters of obligation or what ought to be

done, and goes beyond simply following the ethical codes of the

discipline. Nursing care involves a series of deliberate actions or choices

that are subject to the judgment of right or wrong.
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4. Nurses Demonstrate Caring In Practice

Nurse theorists and researchers have studied the question of how does a

nurse demonstrate caring? and have identified caring attributes and

behaviors. Because caring is contextual, a nursing approach used with a

client in one situation may be ineffective in another. Caring encounters are

influenced by the diversity of human responses, the nurses workload, and

the preferences of the nurse and client. When clients perceive the

encounter to be caring, their sense of dignity and self-worth are increased,

and feelings of connectedness are expressed. Caring in practice is

demonstrated by knowing the client, nursing presence, empowering the

client, compassion, and competence.

 Knowing the client: Caring attends to the totality of the clients experience.

The nurse aims to know who the client is, in his or her uniqueness. The

nurse knows the client ultimately increases the possibilities for therapeutic

interventions to be perceived as relevant.

 Nursing presence: By being emotionally present to the client and family,

the nurse conveys that they and their experiences matter. Physical presence

is combined with the promise of availability, especially in a time of need.

Covington (2003) has defined caring presence as an interpersonal, inter-

subjective human experience of connection within a nurse-client

relationship that makes it safe for sharing oneself with another.

 Empowering the client: Swanson (1993) has identified the caring behavior

of enabling, defined as facilitating the others passage through life

transitions and unfamiliar events. Enabling also includes coaching,

informing, explaining, supporting, assisting, guiding, focusing, and

validating.

 Compassion: The nurse must be able to identify with the client, appreciate

the pain and discomfort of illness, or imagine walking in the clients shoes

in regard to some part of the clients life experience. Attending to spiritual

needs and comfort are also part of compassionate care. Comfort is often

associated with compassionate care. For example, bathing, positioning,

talking, touching, and listening are often performed to increase the clients

comfort.

 Competence: The nurse employs the necessary knowledge, judgment,
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skills, and motivation to respond adequately to the clients needs.

Compassion without competence is meaningless and dangerous.

5. Self-Care for the Professional Nurse

 As nurses take on multiple commitments to family, work, school, and

community, they risk exhaustion, burnout, and stress.

 Mayeroff (1990) describes caring for self as helping oneself grow and

actualize ones possibilities.

 Caring for self means taking the time to nurture oneself. This involves

initiating and maintaining behaviors that promote healthy living and well-

being.

 Self-awareness and self-esteem are intimately connected to self-care.

Individuals with high self-esteem can critically problem solve and tackle

obstacles more effectively. Self-care activities build self-esteem leading to

feelings of comfort and accomplishment.

 Types of self-care activities include creating a healthy lifestyle, proper

nutrition, activity and exercise, recreation, avoiding unhealthy patterns,

and using mindbody therapies such as guided imagery, meditation,

storytelling, music therapy, and yoga.

6. Reflective Practice in Nursing

Critical thinking, self-analysis, and reflection are required in order to

learn from ones experience. The student matures as a practitioner by

thinking about how values and standards guide practical experience.

Reflection is thinking from a critical point of view, analyzing why one

acted in a certain way, and assessing the results of ones actions. In

order to develop oneself as a caring practitioner, reflection on practice

must be personal and meaningful. Reflective practice is a method of

self-examination that involves thinking back over what happened in a

nursing situation. It includes becoming aware of how one feels about

oneself and recognizing how one thinks and acts. This exploration

leads to new understandings and appreciations. Reflection provides a

method to explore alternative forms of nursing knowledge, including

empirical, aesthetics, personal, and ethical types.
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Reflective practice requires discipline, actions, openness, and trust. It

is a form of self-evaluation. Reflective journaling provides a space for

the student to look at and acknowledge the deeper self. Guidance from

a mentor or teacher can help the student view a nursing situation from

many perspectives. Guidance helps the student find meaning in an

event, understand and learn through it, and emerge at a higher level of

understanding.

Topic : Communicating

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 influencing the communication process

 Nurse client communication as a dynamic process

 Four phases of the helping relationship

 Effective groups

 Promoting health and comfort

 Communication skills in each phase of the nursing process

 Effective communication is imperative among health professionals

 major characteristics between assertive and nonassertive communication

Definition/Overview:

Communication is the process of transferring information from a sender to

a receiver with the use of a medium in which the communicated

information is understood by both sender and receiver. It is a process that

allows organisms to exchange information by several methods.

Communication requires that all parties understand a common language

that is exchanged. There are auditory means, such as speaking, singing and

sometimes tone of voice, and nonverbal, physical means, such as body

language, sign language, paralanguage, touch, eye contact, or the use of

writing. Communication is defined as a process by which we assign and

convey meaning in an attempt to create shared understanding. This process

requires a vast repertoire of skills in intrapersonal and interpersonal
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processing, listening, observing, speaking, questioning, analyzing, and

evaluating. Use of these processes is developmental and transfers to all

areas of life: home, school, community, work, and beyond. It is through

communication that collaboration and cooperation occur. Communication

is the articulation of sending a message, through different media whether it

be verbal or nonverbal, so long as a being transmits a thought provoking

idea, gesture, action, etc.

Communication happens at many levels (even for one single action), in

many different ways, and for most beings, as well as certain machines.

Several, if not all, fields of study dedicate a portion of attention to

communication, so when speaking about communication it is very

important to be sure about what aspects of communication one is speaking

about. Definitions of communication range widely, some recognizing that

animals can communicate with each other as well as human beings, and

some are narrower, only including human beings within the parameters of

human symbolic interaction.

Nonetheless, communication is usually described along a few major

dimensions: Content (what type of things are communicated), source,

emisor, sender or encoder (by whom), form (in which form), channel

(through which medium), destination, receiver, target or decoder (to

whom), and the purpose or pragmatic aspect. Between parties,

communication includes acts that confer knowledge and experiences, give

advice and commands, and ask questions. These acts may take many

forms, in one of the various manners of communication. The form depends

on the abilities of the group communicating. Together, communication

content and form make messages that are sent towards a destination. The

target can be oneself, another person or being, another entity (such as a

corporation or group of beings).

Key Points:

A language is a syntactically organized system of signals, such as voice

sounds, intonations or pitch, gestures or written symbols which

communicate thoughts or feelings. If a language is about communicating

with signals, voice, sounds, gestures, or written symbols, can animal
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communications be considered as a language? Animals do not have a

written form of a language, but use a language to communicate with each

another. In that sense, an animal communication can be considered as a

separated language. Human spoken and written languages can be described

as a system of symbols (sometimes known as lexemes) and the grammars

(rules) by which the symbols are manipulated. The word "language" is also

used to refer to common properties of languages. Language learning is

normal in human childhood. Most human languages use patterns of sound

or gesture for symbols which enable communication with others around

them. There are thousands of human languages, and these seem to share

certain properties, even though many shared properties have exceptions.

There is no defined line between a language and a dialect, but the linguist

Max Weinreich is credited as saying that "a language is a dialect with an

army and a navy". Constructed languages such as Esperanto, programming

languages, and various mathematical formalisms are not necessarily

restricted to the properties shared by human languages. Nonverbal

communication is the process of communicating through sending and

receiving wordless messages. Such messages can be communicated

through gesture, body language or posture; facial expression and eye

contact, object communication such as clothing, hairstyles or even

architecture, or symbols and info graphics. Speech may also contain

nonverbal elements known as paralanguage, including voice quality,

emotion and speaking style, as well as prosodic features such as rhythm,

intonation and stress. Likewise, written texts have nonverbal elements

such as handwriting style, spatial arrangement of words, or the use of

emoticons. A portmanteau of the English words emotion (or emote) and

icon, an emoticon is a symbol or combination of symbols used to convey

emotional content in written or message form

1. Factors Influencing the Communication Process

Many factors influence the communication process. Some of these are

development, gender, values and perceptions, personal space, territoriality,

roles and relationships, environment, congruence, and attitudes.

 Language, psychosocial, and intellectual development moves through
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stages across the life span. Knowledge of a clients developmental stage

will allow the nurse to modify the message accordingly.

 From an early age, females and males communicate differently. Girls tend

to use language to seek confirmation, minimize differences, and establish

intimacy. Boys use language to establish independence and negotiate

status within a group. These differences can continue into adulthood, so

the same communication may be interpreted differently by a man and a

woman.

 Values are standards that influence behavior, and perceptions are the

personal view of an event. Because each person has unique personality

traits, values, and life experiences, each will perceive and interpret

messages and experiences differently. It is important for the nurse to be

aware of a clients values and to validate or correct perceptions to avoid

creating barriers in the nurseclient relationship.

 Personal space is the distance people prefer in interactions with others.

Middle-class North Americans use definite distances in various

interpersonal relationships. Communication is altered in accordance with

four distances: intimate (touching to 11/2 feet), personal (11/2 to 4 feet),

social (4 to 12 feet), and public (12 to 15 feet).

 Intimate distance is characterized by body contact, heightened sensations

of body heat and smell, and vocalizations that are low. Vision is intense,

restricted to a small body part, and may be distorted. It is a natural

protective instinct for people to maintain a certain amount of space

immediately around them, and the amount varies with cultures.

 Personal distance is less overwhelming. Voice tones are moderate, and

body heat and smell are noticed less. More of the person is perceived so

that nonverbal behaviors are seen with less distortion. Much

communication occurs at this distance. Communication at a close personal

distance can convey involvement by facilitating the sharing of thoughts

and feelings.

 Social distance is characterized by a clear visual perception of the whole

person. Body heat and odor are imperceptible, eye contact is increased,

and vocalizations are loud enough to be overheard by others.

Communication is therefore more formal and is limited to seeing and

hearing. The person is protected and out of reach for touch or personal

sharing of thoughts or feelings. It is expedient for communicating with
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several people at the same time or within a short time.

 Public distance requires loud, clear vocalizations with careful enunciation.

Although the faces and forms of people are seen at public distance,

individuality is lost. The perception is of the group or people or the

community.

 Territoriality is the concept of the space and things that an individual

considers as belonging to the self. Territories marked off by people may be

visible to others. This human tendency to claim territory must be

recognized by health care providers. Clients often feel the need to defend

their territory when it is invaded by others.

 Choice of words, sentence structure, and tone of voice vary considerably

from role to role. In addition, the specific relationship between

communicators is significant.

 The nurse communicates differently when meeting the client for the first

time than the nurse who has previously developed a relationship with the

client.

 People usually communicate most effectively in a comfortable

environment. Temperature extremes, excessive noise, and a poorly

ventilated environment can all interfere with communication, as may lack

of privacy and environmental distractions.

 Congruence means that the verbal and nonverbal aspects of the message

match. This is usually readily seen by nurses; however, clients are often

just as adept at reading a nurses expression or body language. If there is an

incongruence, the body language or nonverbal communication is usually

the one with the true meaning.

 Attitudes convey beliefs, thoughts, and feelings about people and events.

Attitudes such as caring, warmth, respect, and acceptance facilitate

communication; whereas condescension, lack of interest, and coldness

inhibit communication.

 Caring and warmth convey feelings of emotional closeness; respect is an

attitude that emphasizes the other persons worth and individuality;

acceptance emphasizes neither approval nor disapproval but a willingness

to receive the clients honest feelings.

 Communication can be seen as processes of information transmission

governed by three levels of semiotic rules:
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2. NurseClient Communication As A Dynamic Process

Nurseclient relationships are referred to by some as interpersonal

relationships, by others as therapeutic relationships, and by still others as

helping relationships.

Helping is a growth-facilitating process that strives to achieve two basic

goals: (a) to help clients manage their problems in living more effectively

and develop unused or underused opportunities more fully, and (b) to help

clients become better at helping themselves in their everyday lives.

A helping relationship may develop over weeks of working with a client or

within minutes. The keys to the helping relationship are the development

of trust and acceptance between the nurse and the client and an underlying

belief that the nurse cares about and wants to help the client. The helping

relationship is influenced by the personal and professional characteristics

of the nurse and the client.

Consideration of age, gender, appearance, diagnosis, education, values,

ethnicity, cultural background, personality, expectations, and setting

combined with good communication skills and sincere interest in the

clients welfare will enable the nurse to create a helping relationship.

3. Phases of the Helping Relationship

 The helping relationship process can be described in terms of four

sequential phases, each characterized by identifiable tasks and skills:

preinteraction phase, introductory phase, working (maintaining) phase, and

termination phase.

In the preinteraction phase, the nurse reviews pertinent assessment data,

considers potential areas of concern, and develops plans for interaction.

The introductory phase consists of three stages: opening the relationship,

clarifying the problem, and structuring and formulating the contract

obligations to be met by both the nurse and the client.

 Opening the relationship: The nurse and client identify each other by

name. If the nurse initiates, it is important to give the client an idea of what
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to expect. When the client initiates, the nurse needs to help the client

express concerns and reasons for seeking help, often with open-ended

questions.

 Clarifying the problem: The client may not initially see the problem

clearly; the nurse helps to clarify the problem.

 Structuring and formulating the contract: The nurse and client develop a

sense of trust and verbally agree about location, frequency and length of

the meetings, overall purpose of the relationship, how confidential material

will be handled, tasks to be accomplished and duration, and indications for

termination of the relationship.

The working phase has two stages: exploring and understanding thoughts

and feelings, and facilitating and taking actions.

 Exploring and understanding thoughts and feelings: The nurse assists the

client to explore and understand thoughts and feelings and acquires an

understanding of the client. The client explores thoughts and feelings

associated with problems, develops the skill of listening, and gains insight

into personal behavior.

 Facilitating and taking action: The nurse plans programs within the clients

capabilities and considers long- and short-term goals. The client needs to

learn to take risks, and the nurse needs to reinforce successes and help the

client recognize failures realistically.

 In the termination phase, the nurse and client accept feelings of loss. The

client accepts the end of the relationship without feelings of anxiety or

dependence.

4. Features of Effective Groups

Three main functions are required for any group to be effective: it must

maintain a degree of group unity or cohesion, it needs to develop and

modify its structure to improve effectiveness, and it must accomplish its

goals. Features of effective groups include the following:

 The atmosphere is comfortable and relaxed, and people are able to

demonstrate their interest and involvement.

 The groups purposeits goals, tasks, and outcomesis clarified, understood,
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and modified so that members can commit to the purpose through

cooperation.

 Leadership and member participation are democratic. There may be a shift

in leadership from time to time depending on knowledge and experience.

 Communication is open. Ideas and feelings are encouraged.

 Decisions are made by the group, although various decision-making

procedures appropriate to the situation may be instituted.

 Cohesion is facilitated through valuing group members, with open

expression of feelings, trust, and support.

 Conflict is tolerated. The reasons for disagreement or conflicts are

carefully examined and the group seeks to resolve them.

 Power is determined by the members abilities and the information they

possess; power is shared.

 Problem solving is a high priority. Constructive criticism is frequent,

frank, relatively comfortable, and oriented toward problem solving.

 Creativity is encouraged.

5. Promoting Health and Comfort

Common types of health care groups include task groups, teaching groups,

self-help groups, self-awareness groups, therapy groups, and work-related

social support groups. Task groups are work-related with a focus on

completion of a specific task. Teaching groups impart information to the

participants. Self-help groups are small, voluntary organizations composed

of individuals who share a similar health, social, or daily living problem.

Self-awareness groups develop or use interpersonal strengths. Therapy

groups work toward self-understanding, more satisfactory way of relating

or handling stress, and changing patterns of behavior toward health. Work-

related social support groups assist member to buffer stress related to

vocational stress.

6. Communication Skills in Each Phase of the Nursing Process

 Communication is an integral part of the nursing process. Nurses use

communication skills in each phase of the nursing process.

Communication is also important when caring for clients who have

communication problems.
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 Assessing: The nurse must determine communication impairments or

barriers and communication style, cultural influence, age, and

development.

 Impairments in communication include language deficits, sensory deficits,

cognitive impairments, structural deficits, and paralysis.

 Style of communication includes both verbal and nonverbal

communication. Psychological illness may influence the ability to

communicate.

 Verbal communication includes the content of the message, the themes,

and verbalized emotions. In addition, the nurse must consider pattern (e.g.,

slow, rapid, quiet, spontaneous, hesitant, evasive); vocabulary; presence of

hostility, aggression, assertiveness, reticence, hesitance, anxiety, or

loquaciousness; difficulties with verbal communication; and refusal or

inability to speak.

 Nonverbal communication must be considered in relationship to the clients

culture. It is important to pay attention to facial expression, gestures, body

movements, affect, tone of voice, posture, and eye contact.

 Diagnosing: Impaired Verbal Communication may be used as a nursing

diagnosis when an individual experiences a decreased, delayed, or absent

ability to receive, process, transmit, and use a system of symbolsanything

that has meaning (i.e., transmits meaning). Communication problems may

be receptive or expressive.

 If the client has a psychiatric illness or a coping problem causing

communication problems, another diagnosis may be more useful such as

Fear or Anxiety.

 Other nursing diagnoses used for clients experiencing communication

problems that involve impaired communication as the etiology could

include the following: Anxiety, Powerlessness, Situational Low Self-

esteem, Social Isolation, and Impaired Social Interaction. All of these are

related to impaired verbal communication.

 Planning: The client and nurse determine outcomes and begin planning

ways to promote effective communication. The overall outcome is to

reduce or resolve the factors impairing the communication. Specific

nursing interventions will be planned for the stated etiology.

 Examples of outcome criteria include the following: communicates that

needs are being met; begins to establish a means of communication;
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perceives the message accurately as evidenced by appropriate verbal

and/or nonverbal responses; communicates effectively; regains maximum

communication abilities; expresses minimum fear, anxiety, frustration, and

depression; and uses resources appropriately.

 Implementing: Interventions to facilitate communication with clients who

have problems with speech or language include manipulating the

environment, providing support, employing measures to enhance

communication, and educating the client and support person.

 Evaluating: To establish whether outcomes have been met, the nurse must

listen actively, observe nonverbal cues, and use therapeutic

communication skills to determine that communication was effective.

7. Effective Communication Is Imperative Among Health

Professionals

Effective communication among health professionals is imperative to

prevent medical errors as a result of communication problems, to promote

better client outcomes, to preserve a nurses professional integrity while

ensuring a clients safety, and to maintain a better working environment.

8. Characteristics between Assertive and Nonassertive

Communication

 Assertive communication promotes client safety by minimizing

miscommunication with colleagues. People who are assertive are honest,

direct, and appropriate while being open to ideas and respecting the rights

of others.

 An important characteristic of assertive communication includes the use of

I statements versus you statements. I statements encourage discussion, and

you statements place blame and put the listener in a defensive position.

 Nonassertive communication includes two types of interpersonal

behaviors: submissive and aggressive.

 When people use a submissive communication style, they allow their

rights to be violated by others. They meet the demands and requests of

others without regard to their own feelings and needs because they believe

their own feelings are not important. Some experts believe that these

individuals are insecure and try to maintain their self-esteem by avoiding
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conflict.

 There is a fine line between assertive and aggressive communication.

Assertive communication is an open expression of ideas and opinions

while respecting the rights and opinions of others. Aggressive

communication strongly asserts the persons legitimate rights and opinions

with little regard or respect for the rights and opinions of others.

Aggressive communication is often perceived as a personal attack because

it humiliates, dominates, controls, or embarrasses the other person. By

lowering the other persons self-esteem, the person using aggressive

communication may feel superior. Aggressive communication can take

several forms, including screaming, sarcasm, rudeness, belittling jokes,

and even direct personal insults.

Topic : Teaching

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 importance of the teaching role of the nurse

 attributes of learning

 andragogy, pedagogy, and geragogy

 learning theories of behaviorism

 three domains of learning

 factors that affect learning

 source of health information

 Assess learning needs of learners

 nursing diagnoses, outcomes

 essential aspects of a teaching plan

 guidelines for effective teaching

 strategies to use when teaching clients of different cultures

 methods to evaluate learning

 effective documentation of teachinglearning activities
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Definition/Overview:

Nursing is a self-governing scientific healthcare discipline practiced by

professionals who have received between two to ten years of formal

university education taught by nurse educators prepared at the Masters or

Doctoral level, successfully passed state board of nursing examinations,

and in many cases have additional education and certification in specialty

areas of nursing practice."

During recent decades, in many parts of the developed world, the emphasis

on education has replaced the more practically focused, but often

ritualistic, training structure of conventional practitioner preparation.

Educational pathways stress a broader awareness of other disciplines allied

to medicine, and the utilization of research when making clinical and

managerial decisions. Orthodox training can be argued to have offered a

more intense practical skills base, but emphasized the handmaiden

relationship with the physician. This is now outmoded, and the impact of

nurse education is to develop a confident, inquiring graduate practitioner

who contributes to the care team as an equal. However, not all

qualification courses yet have graduate status. It is possible to link recent

developments in nurse education with feminism and the rising status of

women in professional roles elsewhere.

Less than 7% of all nurses in the United Statesare male, however the

percentage of male representation in advanced degreed nursing specialties

is much higher. For instance, 42% of nurses becoming a CRNA, nurse

anesthetist, in the USare male.

Key Points:

Traditionally, from the times prior to Florence Nightingale, nursing was

seen as an apprenticeship, often undertaken in religious orders such as

convents by young females, although there have always been a proportion

of male nurses, especially in mental health services. In 1860 Nightingale

set up the first nurse training school at St Thomas' Hospital, London.

Nightingale's curriculum was largely based around nursing practice, with

instruction focused upon the need for hygiene and task competence. Her
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methods are reflected in her "Notes on Nursing", (1898). Some other

nurses at this time, notably Ethel Bedford-Fenwick, were in favor of

formalized nursing registration and curricula that were formally based in

higher education and not within the confines of hospitals.

 Formal nurse education in the United States and Canada directly followed

the Nightingale model of hospital-based training and upon graduating;

students earned a Diploma in Nursing. During the 1920's a shift to

education in academic facilities began and now nurse education is

primarily conducted within colleges or university| universities with clinical

classes held in hospitals. However, some hospital-based schools persist.

 In Europe the University of Edinburgh was the first European institution to

offer a nursing degree in 1972. Within the profession of nurse teaching,

arguments continue about the ideal balance of practical preparation to do

the job in a hands-on way with the need to educate the future practitioner

to manage healthcare and to see "the bigger picture". To meet these

requirements, nurse education aims to develop and nurture a lifelong

learner who can adapt effectively to changes in both the theory and

practice of nursing

1. Importance of the Teaching Role of the Nurse

Teaching the client is a major aspect of nursing practice and an important

independent nursing function. The American Hospital Associations

Patients Bill of Rights mandates client education as a right of all clients.

State nurse practice acts include client teaching as a function of nursing,

making this a legal and professional responsibility. The Joint Commission

on Accreditation of Healthcare Organization (JCAHO) expanded its

standards of client education by nurses to include evidence that patients

and their significant others understand what they have been taught. This

requirement means that providers must consider the literacy level,

educational background, language skills, and culture of every client during

the education process.
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2. Attributes OfLearning

The attributes of learning include:

 An experience that occurs inside the learner.

 The discovery of the personal meaning and relevance of ideas.

 A consequence of experience.

 A collaborative and cooperative process.

 An evolutionary process.

 A process that is both intellectual and emotional.

3. Andragogy, Pedagogy, and Geragogy

Andragogy is the art and science of teaching adults. The following

concepts relate to teaching adults: As people mature, they move from

dependence to independence. An adults previous experiences can be used

as a resource for learning. An adults readiness to learn is often related to a

developmental task or social role (e.g., perceiving a need in his or her life

situation). An adult is more oriented to learning when the material is useful

immediately, not sometime in the future.

Pedagogy is the discipline concerned with helping children learn. Parents

can be taught the teaching loop: (a) alertingget the childs attention by

calling his or her name, touching the child, and making a noise; (b)

instructinggive the child a short, specific instruction about what is to be

done, or model or demonstrate the behavior; (c) performinggive the child

opportunity to practice the task, play with the toy, and explore the

materials being used (give enough time, but with some structure or

direction); and (d) reinforcinggive the child feedback; a positive or

negative comment that is specific to the task lets children know how they

have done and encourages them to continue to learn.

Geragogy is the term used to describe the process involved in stimulating

and helping elders to learn. The following concepts relate to teaching

elders: The material must be practical and have meaning for them

individually, especially if the information is new to them. Health

promotion is a priority. Set achievable goals with the client and family. If
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developing new written materials, use large print and buff-colored paper.

Written materials should be developed at the fifth- to sixth-grade reading

level. Increase time for teaching and allow for rest periods. Verbal

presentations should be well organized. Ensure minimal distraction, repeat

information if necessary, and use return demonstration with psychomotor

skills. Determine where clients obtain most of their health information.

Use examples that they can relate to in their daily lives. Be aware of

sensory deficits, and use the setting in which the individual is most

comfortable (group or individual). If noncompliance is a problem,

determine its cause. Respect the lifetime or knowledge and experience

accumulated. Use positive reinforcement and ongoing evaluation of

material learned.

4. Learning Theories of Behaviorism

 Thorndike, Pavlov, Skinner, and Bandura are major behaviorism theorists.

Thorndikes contribution is that learning should be based on the learners

behavior. An act is called a response when it can be traced to the effects of

a stimulus. Behaviorists closely observe responses and then manipulate the

environment to bring about the intended change. To modify a persons

attitude and response, a behaviorist would either alter the stimulus

condition in the environment or change what happens after a response

occurs.

 Skinners and Pavlovs work focused on conditioning behavioral responses

to a stimulus that causes the response or behavior. Skinner also introduced

the importance of positive reinforcement. According to Bandura, most

learning comes from observational learning and instruction; his research

focuses on imitation and modeling.

 Nurses applying behavioristic theory will provide sufficient practice time,

immediate and repeat testing and redemonstration, provide opportunity for

trial and error problem-solving, select teaching strategies that avoid

distracting information and evoke desired response, praise correct behavior

and positive feedback, and provide role models of desired behavior.

 Cognitivism depicts learning as a complex cognitive activity in which

learning is largely a mental or intellectual or thinking process. The learner

structures and processes information. Perceptions are selectively chosen by
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the individual, and personal characteristics have an impact on how a cue is

perceived.

 Cognitivists also emphasize the importance of social, emotional, and

physical contexts in which learning occurs. Major cognitive theorists

include Piaget, Lewin, and Bloom.

 Nurses applying cognitive theory will provide social, emotional, physical

environment conducive to learning, encourage positive teaching-learning

relationships, select multisensory teaching strategies, recognize personal

characteristics have impact on how cues are perceived, develop

appropriate approaches to target different learning styles, assess

developmental and individual readiness to learn and adapt to

developmental stage, and select behavioral objectives and teaching

strategies that encompass cognitive, affective, and psychomotor learning.

 Humanistic learning theory focuses on both cognitive and affective

qualities of the learner. Learning is believed to be self-motivated, self-

initiated, and self-evaluated. Each individual is viewed as a unique

composite of biologic, psychologic, social, cultural, and spiritual factors.

Learning is best when it is relevant to the learner. Autonomy and self-

determination are important. The learner is an active participant who

identifies learning needs and takes the initiative to meet these needs.

Maslow and Rogers are prominent humanistic theorists.

 Nurses applying humanistic theory will convey empathy, encourage

learner to establish goals, promote self learning, serve as facilitator, mentor

or resource for learners, use active learning strategies, expose the learner to

new, relevant information, ask appropriate questions, and encourage the

learner to seek new answers.

5. Three Domains of Learning

 Domains of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor.

 The cognitive domain, the thinking domain, includes six intellectual

abilities and thinking processes: knowledge, comprehension, application,

analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

 The affective domain, known as the feeling domain, is divided into

categories that specify the degree of a persons depth of emotional response

to tasks. It includes feelings, emotions, interests, attitudes, and
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appreciations.

 The psychomotor domain, the skill domain, includes motor skills such as

giving an injection.

6. Factors That Affect Learning

Factors that can facilitate or hinder learning include motivation, readiness,

active involvement, relevance, feedback, nonjudgmental support,

organizing material from simple to complex, repetition, timing,

environment, emotions, physiologic events, culture, and psychomotor

ability.

7. Implications of Using the Internet as a Source of Health

Information

 Using the Internet to locate health information is common. Online usage

for health care is growing twice as fast as any other type of online usage.

 Certain groups of users are more likely to search the Internet for health

information: women, adults younger than 65, college graduates, people

with online experience, and those with broadband (high speed) access.

 Twenty-two percent of American adults have never used the Internet.

These groups are those with a high school education or less and those who

are older than 65 years of age.

 Nurses need to know and be able to integrate this technology into the

teaching plans for those clients who use the Internet. On the other hand,

nurses also need to apply effective teaching strategies for those clients who

do not use the Internet.

8. Learners and Learning Environment

 A comprehensive assessment of learning needs incorporates data from the

nursing history and physical assessment and addresses the clients support

system. It also considers client characteristics that may influence the

learning process, such as readiness to learn, motivation to learn, and

reading and comprehension level. Learning needs change as the clients

health status changes, so nurses must constantly reassess them.

 Several elements in the nursing history provide clues to learning needs,
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including age, the clients understanding and perceptions of the health

problem, health beliefs and practices, cultural factors, economic factors,

learning style, and the clients support system. In the textbook, Assessment

Interview: Learning Needs and Characteristics presents questions that may

facilitate the assessment process.

 The general survey part of the physical examination provides useful clues

to the clients learning needs, such as mental status, energy level, and

nutritional status. Other parts reveal data about the clients physical

capacity to learn and to perform self-care activities. Additional areas to

assess include readiness to learn, motivation, and health literacy.

9. Nursing Diagnoses, Outcomes, and Interventions That Reflect the

Learning Needs Of Clients

 Nursing diagnoses for clients with learning needs can be designated in two

ways: as the clients primary concern or problem, or as the etiology of a

nursing diagnosis.

 One diagnostic label that is appropriate when the clients learning needs are

the primary concern is Deficient Knowledge : the absence or deficiency of

cognitive information related to a specific topic. The area of deficiency

should always be included in the diagnosis.

 If this diagnosis is used, one client goal must be client will acquire

knowledge about. . . . The nurse needs to provide information that has the

potential to change the clients behavior.

 Another nursing diagnostic label where a learning need may be the

primary concern is Health-Seeking Behavior: active seeking by a person in

stable health of ways to alter personal health habits and/or the environment

in order to move toward a higher level of health. The client may or may

not have an altered response of dysfunction but may be seeking

information to improve health or prevent illness.

 A third nursing diagnostic label where a learning need may be the primary

concern is Noncompliance: behavior of person and/or caregiver that fails

to coincide with a health-promoting or therapeutic plan agreed upon by the

person (and/or family and/or community) and health care professional. In

the presence of an agreed-on, health-promoting or therapeutic plan, the

persons or caregivers behavior is fully or partially non-adherent and may
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lead to clinically ineffective or partially effective outcomes.

 Noncompliance should be used with caution. In general, the diagnosis is

associated with the intent to comply but situational factors make it

difficult. It should not be used for a client who is unable to follow

instructions or for a client who makes an informed decision to refuse or

not follow the medical treatment.

 One example of deficient knowledge as the etiology is Risk for Infection

related to deficient knowledge (sexually transmitted diseases and their

prevention). Other diagnostic labels may be Risk for Impaired Parenting,

Anxiety, Risk for Injury, Ineffective Breastfeeding, Impaired Adjustment,

Ineffective Coping, and Ineffective Health Maintenance.

 Learning outcomes can be considered the same as desired outcomes for

other nursing diagnoses. State the clients behavior or performance, not the

nurses behavior. Reflect an observable, measurable activity. The nurse

may add conditions or modifiers as required to clarify what, where, when,

or how the behavior will be performed. Include criteria specifying the time

by which learning should have occurred. Learning outcomes can reflect the

learners command of simple to complex concepts. The nurse must be

specific about what behaviors and knowledge (cognitive, affective, and

psychomotor) clients must have to be able to positively influence their

health status.

 Interventions include choosing the content, which is determined by the

learning outcome; selecting teaching strategies, which should be suited to

the individual and to the material to be learned; and organizing the

learning experience.

10. Essential Aspects of a Teaching Plan

 Essential aspects of a teaching plan include the nursing diagnosis, long-

and short-term goals, learning outcomes (see Outcome # 9), and content

outline, and teaching and evaluation methods.

 Content is determined by learning outcomes. Nurses can select among

many sources of information. However, the content must be accurate;

current; based on learning outcomes; adjusted for the learners age, culture,

and ability; consistent with the information the nurse is teaching; and

selected with consideration of how much time and what resources are
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available.

 Teaching strategies should be suited to the individual and to the material to

be learned. Teaching strategies and methods include explanation or

description (lecture), one-to-one discussion, answering questions,

demonstration, discovery, group discussion, practice, printed and

audiovisual materials, role-playing, and modeling. Special teaching

strategies include contracting, group teaching, computer-assisted learning

programs, discovery/problem solving, and behavior modification.

 The written teaching plan that the nurse uses as a resource to guide future

teaching sessions might also include actual information and skills taught,

teaching strategies used, time framework and content for each class,

teaching outcomes, and methods of evaluation.

11. Guidelines for Effective Teaching

When a client is ready to change a health behavior and when implementing

a teaching plan, the nurse may find the following guidelines helpful:

 Rapport between teacher and learner is essential.

 The teacher who uses the clients previous learning in the present situation

encourages the client and facilitates learning new skills.

 The optimal time for each session depends largely on the learner.

 The nurse teacher must be able to communicate clearly and concise.

 Using a laypersons vocabulary enhances communication.

 The pace of each teaching session also affects learning.

 An environment can detract from or assist learning.

 Teaching aids can foster learning and help focus a learners attention.

 Teaching that involves a number of the learners senses often enhances

learning.

 Learning is more effective when learners discover the content for

themselves.

 Repetition reinforces learning.

 It is helpful to employ organizers to introduce material to be learned.

 The anticipated behavioral changes that indicate learning has taken place

must always be within the context of the clients lifestyle and resources.
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12. Strategies to Use When Teaching Clients of Different Cultures

Nurses should consider the following guidelines when teaching clients

from various ethnic backgrounds:

 Obtain teaching materials, pamphlets, and instructions in languages used

by the client.

 Use visual aids such as pictures, charts, or diagrams to communicate

meaning.

 Use concrete rather than abstract words.

 Allow time for questions.

 Avoid the use of medical terminology or health care language.

 If understanding anothers pronunciation is a problem, validate brief

information in writing.

 Use humor very cautiously, and do not use slang words or colloquialisms.

 Do not assume that a client who nods, uses eye contact, or smiles is

indicating an understanding of what is being taught.

 Invite and encourage questions during teaching.

 When explaining procedures or functioning related to personal areas of the

body, it may be appropriate to have a nurse of the same gender do the

teaching.

 Include the family in planning and teaching; consider the clients time

orientation.

 Identify cultural health practices and beliefs.

13. Methods to Evaluate Learning

The evaluation method is determined by measuring against the

predetermined learning outcomes. The best method for evaluating depends

on the type of learning. In cognitive learning, the client demonstrates

acquisition of the knowledge by direct observation, written measurements,

oral questioning, self-reports, or self-monitoring. The acquisition of

psychomotor skill is best evaluated by observing how well the client

carries out the skill. Affective learning is more difficult to evaluate.

Whether attitudes or values have been learned may be inferred by listening

to the clients responses to questions, noting how the client speaks about

relevant subjects, and observing the clients behavior that expresses
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feelings and values.

14. Effective Documentation of TeachingLearning Activities

 Documentation of the teaching process is essential because it provides a

legal record that the teaching took place and communicates the teaching to

other health professionals. If teaching is not documented, legally it did not

occur.

 It is also important to document the responses of the client and support

people to teaching activities.

 The parts of the teaching process that should be documented in the clients

chart include diagnosed learning needs, learning outcomes, topics taught,

client outcomes, need for additional teaching, and resources provided.

Topic : Delegating, Managing, And Leading

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 leadership and management

 formal from informal leaders

 leadership styles

 characteristics of an effective leader

 levels of management

 functions of management

 and functions of nurse managers

 the skills and competencies needed by a nurse manager

 characteristics of tasks appropriate to delegate to unlicensed and licensed

assistive personnel

 rights of delegation

 role of the leader/manager in planning for and implementing change

Definition/Overview:

Delegation (also called deputation) is the assignment of authority and

responsibility to another person (normally from a manager to a

subordinate) to carry out specific activities. However the person who
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delegated the work remains accountable for the outcome of the delegate

work. It allows a subordinate to make decisions, i.e. it is a shift of

decision-making authority from one organizational level to a lower one.

Delegation, if properly done, is not abdication. The opposite of effective

delegation is micromanagement, where a manager provides too much

input, direction, and review of 'delegated' work.

Key Points:

Management in simple terms means the act of getting people together to

accomplish desired goals. Management comprises planning, organizing,

Resourcing, leading or directing, and controlling an organization (a group

of one or more people or entities) or effort for the purpose of

accomplishing a goal. Resourcing encompasses the deployment and

manipulation of human resources, financial resources, technological

resources, and natural resources. Management can also refer to the person

or people who perform the act(s) of management. Leading (pronounced /,

rhymes with heading) refers to the amount of added vertical spacing

between lines of type. In consumer-oriented word processing software, this

concept is usually referred to as "line spacing". Leading may sometimes be

confused with tracking, which refers to the horizontal spacing between

letters or characters.

1. Leadership and Management

Leaders may or may not be officially appointed to the position. They have

power and authority to enforce decisions only as long as followers are

willing to be led. Leaders influence others toward goal setting, either

formally or informally. They are interested in risk taking and exploring

new ideas. Leaders relate to people personally in an intuitive and

empathetic manner, feel rewarded by personal achievements, and may or

may not be successful managers. Leaders manage relationships and focus

on people.

Managers are appointed officially to the position. They have power and

authority to enforce decisions and to carry out predetermined policies,

rules, and regulations. Managers maintain an orderly, controlled, rational,
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and equitable work environment. They relate to people according to their

roles. Managers feel rewarded when fulfilling organizational missions or

goals. They are managers as long as the appointment holds. They manage

resources and focus on systems.

2. Formal from Informal Leaders

 The formal leader, or appointed leader, is selected by an organization and

given official authority to make decisions and act.

 An informal leader is not officially appointed to direct the activities of

others, but because of seniority, age, or special abilities, is recognized by

the group as its leader and plays an important role in influencing

colleagues, co-workers, or other group members to achieve the groups

goals.

3. Different Leadership Styles

The classic leadership theories describe the following leadership styles:

autocratic (authoritarian), democratic (participative, consultative), laissez-

faire (nondirective, permissive), bureaucratic, and situational.

Contemporary leadership theories describe the following leadership styles:

charismatic, transactional, transformational, and shared.

An autocratic leader makes decisions for the group, believes individuals

are externally motivated and are incapable of independent decision

making, determines policies, and gives orders and directions to the group.

At times, the autocratic style is the most effective. When urgent decisions

are necessary, one person must assume responsibility for making decisions

without being challenged. When group members are unable to make or do

not wish to participate in making a decision, the autocratic style solves the

problem and enables the group to move on. It can also be effective when a

project must be completed quickly and efficiently.

A democratic (participative, consultative) leader encourages group

discussion and decision making; acts as a catalyst or facilitator, actively

guiding the group toward achieving the group goals; and assumes

individuals are internally motivated, are capable of making decisions, and
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value independence. The participative leader provides constructive

feedback, offers information, makes suggestions, asks questions, and has

faith in the group members to accomplish goals. This leadership style has

been shown to be less efficient and more cumbersome than autocratic. It

allows for more self-motivation and creativity among group members; it

also calls for a great deal of cooperation and coordination among group

members.

The laissez-faire (nondirective, permissive) leader recognizes the groups

need for autonomy and self-regulation, assumes a hands off approach, and

presupposes the group is internally motivated. However, group members

may act independently and at cross purposes because of a lack of

cooperation and coordination. Laissez-faire leadership is most effective for

groups whose members have both personal and professional maturity so

that once a decision is made the members become committed to it and

have the required expertise to implement it. Individual members then

perform tasks in their area of expertise while the leader acts as a resource

person.

The bureaucratic leader does not trust self or others to make decisions and

instead relies on the organizations rules, policies, and procedures to direct

the groups work efforts. Group members are usually dissatisfied with the

leaders inflexibility and impersonal relations with them.

The situational leader flexes the task and relationship behaviors, considers

the staff members abilities, knows the nature of the task to be done, and is

sensitive to the context or environment in which the task takes place. The

task-orientation focuses the leader on activities that encourage the group to

get a task done.

A charismatic leader is rare and is characterized by an emotional

relationship between the leader and the group members. The followers of a

charismatic leader often overcome extreme hardship to achieve the groups

goal because of faith in the leader.

The transactional leader has a relationship with followers based on an

exchange for some resource valued by the followers. These incentives are
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used to promote loyalty and performance. The transactional leader

represents the traditional manager, focused on the daily tasks or achieving

organizational goals, while understanding and meeting the needs of the

group.

The transformational leader fosters creativity, risk taking, commitment,

and collaboration by empowering the group to share in the organizations

vision. This type of leader inspires others with a clear, attractive, and

attainable goal and enlists them to participate in attaining the goals.

Independence, individual growth, and change are facilitated.

Shared leadership recognizes that a professional workforce is made up of

many leaders. No one person is considered to have knowledge or ability

beyond that of other members. Appropriate leadership is thought to

emerge in relation to the challenges that confront the work group. Shared

governance is a method that aims to distribute decision making among a

group of people. The word comes from lead strips that were put between

set lines. When type was set by hand in printing presses, slugs or strips of

lead (reglets) of appropriate thicknesses were inserted between lines of

type to add vertical space, to fill available space on the page. Text set

"solid" (no leading) appears cramped, with ascenders almost touching

descenders from the previous line. The lack of white space between lines

makes it difficult for the eye to track from one line to the next, and

hampers readability.

4. Characteristics of An Effective Leader

Effective Leaders

 use a leadership style that is natural to them.

 use a leadership style appropriate to the task and the members.

 assess the effects of their behavior on others and the effects of others

behavior on themselves.

 are sensitive to forces acting for and against change, express an optimistic

view about human nature, and are energetic.

 are open and encourage openness, so that real issues are confronted.

 facilitate personal relationships.
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 plan and organize activities of the group.

 are consistent in behavior toward group members.

 delegate tasks and responsibilities to develop members abilities (not

merely to get tasks performed).

 involve members in all decisions.

 value and use group members contributions.

 encourage creativity.

 encourage feedback about their leadership style.

 assess for and promote use of current technology.

5. Levels of Management

 Traditional management is divided into three levels of responsibility: first-

level, middle-level, and upper-level management.

 First-level managers are responsible for managing the work of

nonmanagerial personnel and the day-to-day activities of specific work

groups. Their primary responsibility is to motivate staff to achieve the

organizations goals. They communicate staff issues to upper

administration and report administrative messages back to staff.

 Middle-level managers supervise a number of first-level managers and are

responsible for the activities in the departments they supervise. They serve

as liaisons between first-level and upper-level managers.

 Upper-level (top-level) managers are organizational executives who are

primarily responsible for establishing goals and developing strategic plans.

Nurse executives are registered nurses who are responsible for the

management of nursing within the organization and the practice of

nursing.

6. Functions OfManagement

 The four management functions are planning, organizing, directing, and

coordinating. These functions help to achieve the broad goal of quality

client care.

 Planning is an ongoing process that involves assessing a situation;

establishing goals and objectives based on assessment of a situation or

future trends; and developing a plan of action that identifies priorities,

delineates who is responsible, determines deadlines, and describes how the
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intended outcome is to be achieved and evaluated.

 Organizing is also an ongoing process. After identifying the work and

evaluating human and material resources, the manager arranges the work

into smaller units. This involves determining responsibilities,

communicating expectations, and establishing the chain of command for

authority and communication.

 Directing is the process of getting the organizations work accomplished. It

involves assigning and communicating expectations about the task to be

completed, providing instruction and guidance, and making ongoing

decisions.

 Coordinating is the process of ensuring that plans are carried out,

evaluating outcomes, measuring results or actions against standards or

desired outcomes, and then reinforcing effective actions or changing

ineffective ones.

7. Roles and functions of nurse managers

The nurse manager reasons with logic, exploring assumptions, alternatives,

and the consequences of actions. Managers use both verbal and written

communication. Effective managers communicate assertively, expressing

their ideas clearly, accurately, and honestly. One of the greatest

responsibilities of managers is their accountability for human, fiscal, and

material resources. Budgeting and determining variances between the

actual and budgeted expenses are crucial skills for any manager. Managers

are responsible for ensuring that employees develop through appropriate

learning opportunities. In addition to personnel development, the manager

is responsible for building and managing the work team. Nurse Managers

are often in a position to manage conflict among people, groups, or teams.

The effective nurse manager uses time effectively and assists others to do

the same.

8. Skills and Competencies Needed By a Nurse Manager

To be effective managers, nurses need to be able to think critically,

communicate well, manage resources effectively and efficiently, enhance

employee performance, build and manage teams, manage conflict, manage
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time, and initiate and manage change.

9. Characteristics Of Tasks Appropriate To Delegate To Unlicensed

And Licensed Assistive Personnel

Principles used by the nurse to determine delegation to unlicensed assistive

personnel (UAP) include:

 The nurse must assess the client prior to delegating tasks.

 The client must be medically stable or in a chronic condition and not

fragile.

 The task must be considered routine for this client and must not require a

substantial amount of scientific knowledge or technical skills.

 The task must be considered safe for this client and must have a

predictable outcome.

 The nurse must learn the agencys procedure and policies for delegation.

 The nurse must know the scope of practice and the customary knowledge,

skills, and job description for each health care discipline represented on the

team.

 The nurse must be aware of individual variations in work abilities and

experiences.

 When unsure about an assistants abilities to perform a task, observe while

the person performs it or demonstrate before allowing the person to

perform the task independently.

 The nurse must clarify reporting expectations.

 The nurse must create an atmosphere that fosters communication, teaching,

and learning.

Examples of tasks that may be delegated include: taking vital signs,

measuring and recording intake and output, assisting with client transfer

and ambulation, bathing, feeding, gastrostomy feeding (if established),

attending to safety, weighing, performing simple dressing changes,

suctioning chronic tracheostomies, and performing CPR.

Examples of tasks that may not be delegated include: assessment,

interpretation of data, making nursing diagnoses, creation of the nursing

care plan, evaluation of care, care of invasive lines, administration of
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parenteral medications, insertion of nasogastric tubes, client education,

performing triage, and giving telephone advice.

10. Five rights of delegation

The National Council of State Boards of Nursing (NCSBN) published the

five rights of delegation: right task, under the right circumstances, to the

right person, with the right directions and communication, and the right

supervision and evaluation.

11. Role OfThe Leader/Manager In Planning For And Implementing

Change

The leader/manager is often the change agent. The change agent is the

person who initiates, motivates, and implements change. An important

aspect of planning change is establishing the likelihood of the acceptance

for the change and then determining the criteria by which that acceptance

can be identified. The leader/manager can make change easier by

involving people in the process. To facilitate acceptance of the change, the

leader/manager needs to identify common driving and restraining forces.

Topic : Vital Signs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 vital signs and accurate measurement

 The variations in normal body temperature

 Methods of measuring body temperature

 Appropriate nursing care for alterations in body temperature

 Nine sites used to assess the pulse and state the reasons for their use

 characteristics that should be included when assessing pulses

 Measure the apical pulse and the apical-radial pulse

 Mechanics of breathing and the mechanisms that control respirations

 Respiratory assessment

 Systolic from diastolic blood pressure

 Korotkoffs sounds
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 Methods and sites used to measure blood pressure

 Measurement of blood oxygenation using pulse oximetry

 appropriate to delegate measurement of vital signs to unlicensed assistive personnel

Definition/Overview:

Vital signs are measures of various physiological statistics often taken by health professionals

in order to assess the most basic body functions. Vital signs are an essential part of a case

presentation.

Key Points:

1. Factors That Affect The Vital Signs And Accurate Measurement Of Them

 The vital signs are body temperature, pulse, respirations, and blood pressure.

 Vital signs monitor functions of the body and reflect changes that might not be observed.

Assessing vital signs should not be an automatic or routine procedure; this should be a

thoughtful, scientific assessment.

Factors affecting body temperature include:

 Age affects body temperature, pulse, respirations, and blood pressure and is discussed in

outcome # 2.

 Diurnal variations: (circadian rhythms) refer to body temperature changes throughout the day,

which can vary as much as 1.0C (1.8F) between early morning and late afternoon. The point

of highest temperature is usually reached between 4PM and 6 PM, and the lowest is reached

during sleep between 4 PM and 6 PM.

 Exercise: Hard work or strenuous exercise can increase body temperature.

 Hormones: Women usually experience more hormone fluctuations than men. Progesterone

secretion at the time of ovulation raises body temperature by about 0.3C to 0.6C (0.5F to

1.0F) above basal temperature.

 Environment: Extremes in environmental temperature can affect a persons temperature

regulatory system. If the temperature is very warm and the body temperature cannot be

modified by convection, conduction, or radiation, the persons body temperature will increase.

Similarly, if the client has been outside in cold weather without suitable clothing or if there is

a medical condition preventing the client from controlling the temperature in the

environment, the persons body temperature will be low.
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 Pyrexia: is a body temperature above the usual range. Hyperthermia is a fever, and a very

high fever (41C or 105.8F) is called hyperpyrexia. During a fever and the resolution of a

fever, the person goes through several phases as the core body temperature reaches the new

set point (chill, plateau, and flush or crisis phases).

 Hypothermia: is a core body temperature below the lower limit of normal due to excessive

heat loss, inadequate heat production to counteract heat loss, and impaired hypothalamic

thermoregulation.

Factors affecting the pulse include:

 Gender: After puberty, the average males pulse rate is slightly lower than the females.

 Exercise: The pulse rate normally increases with exercise. The rate of increase in the

professional athlete is often less than the average person because of greater cardiac size,

strength, and efficiency.

 Fever: affects the pulse because the pulse rate increases in response to the lower blood

pressure that results from peripheral vasodilatation associated with elevated body temperature

and because of the increased metabolic rate.

 Medications: Some medications decrease the pulse; others increase the pulse.

 Hypovolemia: Loss of blood from the vascular system normally increases the pulse rate.

 Stress: affects pulse because the sympathetic nervous stimulation increases the overall

activity of the heart. In addition, the rate and force of the heartbeat increases. Fear, anxiety,

and the perception of severe pain stimulate the sympathetic nervous system.

 Position change: When a person is sitting or standing, the blood usually pools in dependent

vessels. Pooling results in a transient decrease in the venous blood return to the heart and a

subsequent reduction in blood pressure and an increase in heart rate.

 Pathology: Certain diseases such as some heart conditions or those that impair oxygenation

can alter the resting pulse rate.

Several factors influence respiratory rate:

 Factors that increase the rate include exercise (increases metabolism), stress (readies the body

for flight or fight), increased environmental temperature, and lowered oxygen concentration

at increased altitudes.

 Factors that decrease the rate include decreased environmental temperature, certain

medications (e.g., narcotics), and increased intracranial pressure.

Two of the factors that affect depth of respirations include:
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 Body position: The depth is suppressed due to an increase in the volume of blood inside the

thoracic cavity and the compression of the chest.

 Medications: Certain medications can depress the respiratory center in the brain, thereby

depressing the respiratory rate and depth.

2. Factors affecting blood pressure include:

 Exercise: increases the cardiac output and hence the blood pressure.

 Stress: affects blood pressure because stimulation of the sympathetic nervous system

increases cardiac output and vasoconstriction of the arterioles, thus increasing the blood

pressure reading. However, severe pain can decrease blood pressure greatly inhibiting the

vasomotor center and producing vasodilatation.

 Race: African American males over 35 years have higher blood pressures than European

males of the same age.

 Gender: After puberty, females usually have lower blood pressures than males of the same

age. After menopause, women generally have higher blood pressures than before.

 Medications: Various medications may either increase or decrease blood pressure.

 Obesity: predisposes to hypertension in both children and adults.

 Diurnal variations: have an effect on blood pressure, which is usually lowest early in the

morning when the metabolic rate is lowest. It rises throughout the day and peaks in the late

afternoon or early evening.

 Disease process: Any disease process affecting the cardiac output, blood volume, blood

viscosity, and/or compliance of the arteries has a direct effect on the blood pressure.

3. Variations InNormal Body Temperature, Pulse, Respirations, And Blood Pressure

That Occur From Infancy To Old Age

 The body temperature of an infant is greatly influenced by the temperature of the

environment. Childrens temperatures continue to be more variable than those of adults until

puberty. Many older people, particularly those over 75 years, are at risk of hypothermia for a

variety of reasons such as inadequate diet, loss of subcutaneous fat, lack of activity, and

decreased thermoregulatory efficiency.

 As age increases, the pulse gradually decreases overall. Table 292 lists variations in pulse and

respiration by age.

 The respiratory rhythm of an infant may be less regular than an adults. Some newborns

display periodic breathing pausing for a few seconds between respirations.
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 Newborns have a mean systolic pressure of about 75 mm Hg. The pressure rises with age,

reaching a peak at the onset of puberty, and then tends to decline somewhat. In elders,

elasticity of the arteries is decreased, which produces an elevated systolic pressure, and the

diastolic pressure may also be high.

4. Methods of Measuring Body Temperature

 Body temperature may be measured using the oral, rectal, axillary, tympanic membrane, and

skin/temporal artery sites.

 The oral site is accessible and convenient; however, the thermometer can break if bitten, can

be inaccurate if the client has just ingested hot or cold food and fluid or smoked, and could

injure the mouth following oral surgery.

 The rectal site is reliable; however, it is inconvenient and more unpleasant for clients,

difficult for clients who cannot turn to the side, and could injure the rectum following rectal

surgery. The presence of stool may interfere with thermometer placement. If the stool is soft,

the thermometer may be embedded in stool rather than against the wall of the rectum. The

site is contraindicated for clients who have diarrhea, diseases or surgery of the rectum,

hemorrhoids, and clotting disorders. Some authorities recommend avoiding this route for the

client who has had a myocardial infarction believing that inserting the rectal thermometer

may cause vagal stimulation leading to arrhythmias.

 The axillary site is safe and noninvasive; however, the thermometer must be left in place a

long time to obtain an accurate reading. This is the preferred site for assessing temperature in

newborns; however, it may be inaccurate when assessing fevers.

 The tympanic membrane measurement is readily accessible, reflects the core temperature,

and is very fast. However, it can be uncomfortable and involves risk of injuring the

membrane if the probe is inserted too far. Repeated measurements may vary, right and left

measurements can differ, and presence of cerumen can affect the reading.

 Temporal artery measurement is safe, noninvasive, and very fast; however, it requires

electronic equipment that may be expensive or unavailable. Variation in technique is needed

if the client has perspiration on the forehead. Body temperature may also be measured on the

forehead with chemical thermometers.

 Body temperature may be measured using electronic, chemical disposable, infrared

(tympanic), scanning infrared (temporal artery) thermometers or temperature-sensitive tape.

The traditional glass mercury thermometer is rarely encountered in health care facilities since

mercury is toxic to humans.
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5. Appropriate Nursing Care For Alterations In Body Temperature

 Nursing interventions for clients with fever include the following: monitor vital signs; assess

skin color and temperature; monitor white blood cell count, hematocrit values, and other

pertinent laboratory reports for indication of infection or dehydration; remove excess blankets

when the client feels warm, but provide extra warmth when the client feels chilled; provide

adequate nutrition and fluids; measure intake and output; reduce physical activity to limit

heat production; administer antipyretic as ordered; provide oral hygiene to keep mucous

membranes moist; provide a tepid sponge bath to increase heat loss through conduction; and

provide dry clothing and bed linens.

 Nursing care for clients with hypothermia includes providing a warm environment, providing

dry clothing, applying warm blankets, keeping limbs close to the body, covering the clients

scalp with a cap or turban, supplying warm oral or intravenous fluids, and applying warming

pads.

6. Nine Sites Used To Assess The Pulse And State The Reasons For Their Use

 The nine sites used to assess the pulse are radial, temporal, carotid, apical, brachial, femoral,

popliteal, posterior tibial, and pedal (dorsalis pedis). The radial site is readily accessible. The

temporal site is used when the radial pulse is not accessible. The carotid site is used during

cardiac arrest/shock in adults and is used to determine circulation to the brain. The apical site

is routinely used for infants and children up to 3 years of age. It is used to determine

discrepancies with radial pulse, and it is used in conjunction with some medications. The

brachial site is used to measure blood pressure and is used during cardiac arrest in infants.

The femoral site is used in cases of cardiac arrest/shock and is used to determine circulation

to a leg. The popliteal site is used to determine circulation to the lower leg. The posterior

tibial is used to determine circulation to the foot. The dorsalis pedis (pedal, dorsal pedal) is

used to determine circulation to the foot.

7. Characteristics That Should Be Included When Assessing Pulses

 When assessing the pulse, the nurse collects the following data: the rate, rhythm, volume,

arterial wall elasticity, and presence or absence of bilateral equality.

 Rate is the number of beats per minute (BPM). An excessively fast heart rate (>100BPM in

an adult) is referred to as tachycardia and an excessively slow heart rate (< 60 BPM in an

adult) is called bradycardia.
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 Rhythm is the pattern of beats and intervals between beats. Equal time elapses between beats

of a normal pulse. A pulse with an irregular rhythm is referred to as a dysrhythmia or

arrhythmia.

 Volume (also called pulse strength or amplitude) refers to the force of blood with each beat.

Normally this is equal with each beat. This can range from absent to bounding.

 Elasticity of the arterial wall refers to its expansibility or its deformity. A healthy, normal

artery feels straight, smooth, soft, and pliable.

 The nurse should assess the corresponding pulse on the other side of the body as a

comparison when assessing the adequacy of the blood flow to areas of the body.

8. Mechanics OfBreathing And The Mechanisms That Control Respirations

During inhalation the following processes normally occur:

 diaphragm contracts (flattens).

 ribs move upward and outward.

 sternum moves outward, thus enlarging the thorax and permitting the lungs to expand.

During exhalation the following processes normally occur:

 diaphragm relaxes.

 ribs move downward and inward .

 sternum moves inward, thus decreasing the size of the thorax as the lungs are compressed.

Normally, breathing is carried out automatically and effortlessly. Respiration is controlled by

respiratory centers in the medulla oblongata and the pons of the brain and by chemoreceptors

located centrally in the medulla and peripherally in the carotid and aortic bodies. These

centers and receptors respond to changes in the concentration of oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide

(CO2), and hydrogen (H+) in the arterial blood.

9. Components of A Respiratory Assessment

 The rate, depth, rhythm, quality, and effectiveness of respirations should be assessed.

 Rate is described as breaths per minute. Breathing that is normal in rate is called eupnea;

abnormally slow respirations are called bradypnea; and abnormally rapid respirations are

called tachypnea or polypnea. Apnea is absence of breathing.

 Depth can be established by watching the movement of the chest. Depth is generally

described as normal, deep, or shallow.
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 Rhythm refers to regularity of inhalation and expiration. Normally respirations are equally

spaced. Rhythm can be described as regular or irregular.

 Quality (character) refers to aspects of breathing that are different from normal, effortless

breathing. Two such aspects are the amount of effort the client must exert to breathe and

sound of breathing. A client who can breathe only with substantial effort has labored

respirations. Normal breaths are silent, but a number of abnormal sounds such as wheezes can

be produced that are audible.

 Effectiveness is measured in part by the uptake of oxygen from air into the blood and release

of carbon dioxide from blood into expired air. The amount of hemoglobin in arterial blood

that is saturated with oxygen can be measured indirectly through pulse oximetry.

10. Systolic From Diastolic Blood Pressure

 Arterial blood pressure is a measure of the pressure exerted by the blood as it flows through

the arteries.

 The systolic blood pressure is the pressure of the blood as a result of the contraction of the

ventriclesthat is, the pressure of the height of the blood wave.

 The diastolic blood pressure is the pressure when the ventricles are at rest. The diastolic

pressure is the lower pressure present at all times within the arteries.

 Blood pressure is measured in millimeters of mercury and recorded as a fraction, example is

120/80. The systolic blood pressure in this example is 120 and the diastolic blood pressure is

80. The mathematical difference between the systolic and diastole pressures is called the

pulse pressure. A normal pulse pressure is about 40 mm Hg but can be as high as 100 mm Hg

during exercise. A consistently high pulse pressure is associated with arteriosclerosis and a

consistently low pulse pressure with severe heart failure, for example. The pulse pressure in

the example above is 40 mm Hg.

11. Five Phases Of Korotkoffs Sounds

 Phase 1 is the pressure level at which the first faint, clear tapping or thumping sounds are

heard. These sounds gradually become more intense. The first tapping sound heard during

deflation of the cuff is the systolic blood pressure.

 Phase 2 is the period during deflation when the sounds have a muffled, whooshing, or

swishing sound.

 Phase 3 is the period during which the blood flows freely through an increasingly open artery

and the sounds become crisper and more intense and again assume a thumping quality but

softer than in phase 1.
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 Phase 4 is the time when the sounds become muffled and have a soft, blowing quality.

 Phase 5 is the pressure level when the last sound is heard. This is followed by a period of

silence. The pressure at which the last sound is heard is the diastolic blood pressure in adults.

12. Methods and Sites Used To Measure Blood Pressure

 The blood pressure is assessed directly or indirectly. Direct (invasive monitoring)

measurement involves the insertion of a catheter into the brachial, radial, or femoral artery.

Arterial pressure is represented as wavelike forms displayed on a monitor. Two noninvasive,

indirect methods of measuring blood pressure are the auscultatory and palpatory methods.

 The auscultatory method is most commonly used. The equipment required is a

sphygmomanometer, a cuff, and a stethoscope. When taking a blood pressure using a

stethoscope, the nurse identifies phases of sounds called Korotkoffs sounds. First the nurse

pumps the cuff up to about 30 mm Hg above the point where the pulse is no longer felt; then

the pressure is slowly released (2 to 3 mm Hg/second) while the nurse observes the readings

on the manometer and relates them to the sounds heard through the stethoscope.

 The palpatory method is sometimes used when Korotkoffs sounds cannot be heard and

electronic equipment to amplify the sounds is not available, or to prevent misdirection from

the presence of an auscultatory gap. In the palpatory method, instead of listening for the

blood flow sounds, the nurse uses light to moderate pressure to palpate the pulsations of the

artery as the pressure in the cuff is released. The pressure is read from the

sphygmomanometer when the first pulsation is felt.

 Blood pressure is usually assessed in the clients upper arm using the brachial artery.

Assessing the blood pressure on a clients thigh is indicated if the blood pressure cannot be

measured on either arm and when the blood pressure in one thigh is to be compared with the

blood pressure in the other thigh.

13. Measurement Of Blood Oxygenation Using Pulse Oximetry

 A pulse oximeter is a noninvasive device that estimates a clients arterial blood oxygen

saturation (SaO2) by means of a sensor attached to the clients finger (see Figure 29.24), toe,

nose, earlobe, or forehead (or around the hand or foot of a neonate).

 The pulse oximeter can detect hypoxemia before clinical signs and symptoms, such as the

development of dusky skin color and dusky nail bed color.

 Normal SpO2 is 95% to 100%, and an SpO2 below 70% is life threatening.

 The pulse oximeter sensor has two parts: two light-emitting diodes (LEDs) that transmit red

and infrared lights through nails, tissue, and venous and arterial blood, and a photodetector
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placed directly opposite the LEDs. The photodetector measures the amount of red and

infrared light absorbed by oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin in peripheral arterial

blood and reports it as SpO2.

 The oximeter unit consists of an inlet connection for the sensor cable, a faceplate that

indicates the oxygen saturation measurement (expressed as a percentage), and the pulse rate.

Cordless units are available. Preset alarms signal high and low readings.

 Factors affecting SpO2 include hemoglobin, circulation, activity, and carbon monoxide

poisoning. In the hemoglobin is fully saturated, the SpO2 will appear normal even if the total

hemoglobin level is reduced; the reading will not be accurate in the area under the sensor has

impaired circulation; shivering and excessive movement of the sensor site may interfere with

accurate readings; and the pulse oximeter cannot discriminate between hemoglobin saturated

with oxygen and carbon monoxide.

 Skill 29.7 presents the procedure for measurement of oxygen saturation:

14. Appropriate To Delegate Measurement Of Vital Signs To Unlicensed Assistive

Personnel

 Prior to delegating measurement of vital signs to unlicensed assistive personnel (UAP), the

nurse must have assessed the individual client and determined that the client is medically

stable or in a chronic condition and not fragile and that the vital sign measurement is

considered routine for this client. Under those circumstances the UAP may measure, record,

and report vital signs, but the interpretation rests with the nurse.

 Routine measurement of the clients temperature can be delegated to the UAP or to family

members/ caregivers in nonhospital settings. The nurse must explain the appropriate type of

thermometer and site to be used and ensure that the person knows when to report an abnormal

temperature and how to record the findings. The nurse is responsible for interpreting an

abnormal temperature and determining the appropriate response.

 Measurement of the clients radial or brachial pulse can be delegated to the UAP or family

members/caregivers in nonhospital settings. Reports of abnormal pulse rates or rhythms

require reassessment by the nurse, who also determines appropriate action if the abnormality

is confirmed. Unlicensed personnel are generally not delegated obtaining other peripheral

pulses due to the skill required in locating and interpreting, and they are generally not

delegated the task of obtaining pulses by Doppler ultrasound devices.

 Due to the degree of skill and knowledge required, unlicensed personnel are generally not

responsible for assessing the apical pulse. Unlicensed assistive personnel are generally not

responsible for assessing apical-radial pulses using the one-nurse technique. The UAP may

perform the radial pulse count for the two-nurse technique.
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 Counting and observing respirations may be delegated to the UAP. The follow-up

assessment, interpretation of abnormal respirations, and determination of appropriate

responses are done by the nurse.

 Blood pressure measurement may be delegated to the UAP. The interpretation of abnormal

blood pressure readings and determination of appropriate responses are done by the nurse.

Application of the pulse oximeter sensor and recording of the SpO2 value may be delegated
to the UAP. Interpretation of the SpO2 value and determination of appropriate responses are
done by the nurse

Topic : Health Assessment

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 physical examination

 Physical examination

 Selected physical findings

 examination procedures

 Physical health examination in an orderly fashion

 Techniques appropriate for clients of different ages

Definition/Overview:

A health assessment is a plan of care that identifies the specific needs of the client and how

those needs will be addressed by the facility.

Key Points:

1. Physical examination

The purposes of the physical examination include the following:

 obtain baseline data about the clients functional abilities

 supplement, confirm, or refute data obtained in the nursing history

 obtain data that will help establish nursing diagnoses and plans of care
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 evaluate the physiologic outcomes of health care and thus the progress of a clients health

problem

 make clinical judgments about a clients health status

 identify areas for health promotion and disease prevention

Assessment is the first stage of the nursing process in which the nurse should carry out a

complete and holistic nursing assessment of every patient's needs, regardless of the reason for

the encounter. Usually, an assessment framework, based on a nursing model is used. The

purpose of this stage is to identify the patient's nursing problems. These problems are

expressed as either actual or potential. For example, a patient who has been rendered

immobile by a road traffic accident may be assessed as having the "potential for impaired

skin integrity related to immobility". Taking a nursing history prior to the physical

examination allows a nurse to establish a rapport with the patient and family. Elements of the

history include:

 Health status

 Course of present illness including symptoms

 Current management of illness

 Past medical history including family's medical history

 Social history

 Perception of illness

The psychological examination may include;

 Clients perception (why they think they have been referred/are being assessed; what they

hope to gain from the meeting)

 Emotional health (mental health state, coping styles etc)

 Social health (accommodation, finances, relationships, genogram, employment status, ethnic

back ground, support networks etc)

 Physical health (general health, illnesses, previous history, appetite, weight, sleep pattern,

diurinal variations, alcohol, tobacco, street drugs; list any prescribed medication with

comments on effectiveness)

 Spiritual health (is religion important? If so, in what way? What/who provides a sense of

purpose?)

 Intellectual health (cognitive functioning, hallucinations, delusions, concentration, interests,

hobbies etc)
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2. Four Methods Used In Physical Examination

 The four primary techniques used in the physical examination are inspection, palpation,

percussion, and auscultation.

 Inspection is visual examination using the sense of sight. It should be deliberate, purposeful,

and systematic. The nurse inspects with the naked eye and with lighted instruments.

Inspection is frequently used to assess moisture, color, and texture of body surfaces, as well

as shape, position, size, color, and symmetry of the body. In addition to visual observations,

olfactory (smell) and auditory (hearing) cues are also noted.

 Palpation is examination of the body using the sense of touch. The pads of the fingers are

used to determine texture, temperature, vibration, position, size, consistency and mobility of

organs or masses, distention, pulsations, and the presence of pain upon pressure. Palpation

can be light or deep. For light palpation the nurse presses gently over area while moving the

hand in a circle. Deep palpation requires nurse practitioner skill and should be used with

caution.

 Percussion is the act of striking the body surface to elicit sounds that can be heard or

vibration that can be felt. There are two types of percussion: direct and indirect. Direct

percussion refers to striking the area directly and indirect percussion involves striking an

object (finger) held against the area to be assessed. Percussion is used to determine the size

and shape of internal organs by establishing borders. Percussion elicits five types of sounds:

flatness, dullness, resonance, hyperresonance, and tympany indicating whether the tissues are

fluid filled, air filled or solid.

 Auscultation is the process of listening to sounds produced within the body. Auscultation can

be direct, using the unaided ear, or indirect, using the stethoscope. A stethoscope is used

primarily to listen to sounds from within the body. Sounds are described according to pitch

(high or low), intensity (loud or soft), duration (long or short), and quality (subjective

description).

3. Significance Of Selected Physical Findings

Physical findings may either be normal or represent deviations from normal. The initial

assessment of physical findings provides baseline data about the clients functional abilities

against which subsequent assessment findings are compared. Knowledge of the normal

structure and function of body parts and systems is an essential requisite to conducting a

physical assessment. Significant deviations from normal should be reported to the clients

primary care provider. Normal findings and deviations from normal are indicated in each skill

in this chapter.
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 Appearance and mental status (Skill 30.1)

 Skin (Skill 30.2):

 Hair (Skill 30.3)

 Skull and Face (Skill 30.5)

 Eye Structures and Visual Acuity (Skill 30.6)

 Ears and Hearing (Skill 30.7)

 Nose and Sinuses (Skill 30.8)

 Mouth and Oropharynx (Skill 30.9)

 Neck (Skill 30.10)

 Thorax and Lungs (Skill 30.11)

 Heart, Central Vessels, and Peripheral Vascular System (Skill 30.12, 30.13)

 Breast and Axilla (Skill 30.14)

 Abdomen (Skill 30.15)

 Musculoskeletal System (Skill 30.16)

 Neurologic System (Skill 30.17)

 Female Genitals and Inguinal Area (Skill 30.18)

 Male Genitals and Inguinal Area (Skill 30.19)

 Rectum and Anus (Skill 30.20)

4. Outcomes of Health Assessment

Data obtained in the physical health assessment help the nurse establish nursing diagnoses,

plan the clients care, and evaluate the outcomes of nursing care.

5. Selected Examination Procedures

Each procedure includes planning, obtaining appropriate equipment, preparing the client,

implementing the procedures, and evaluating the findings. Steps in assessment of each body

system are listed in the skills in the text.

6. A Physical Health ExaminationIn An Orderly Fashion

 The health assessment is conducted in a systematic and efficient manner that results in the

fewest position changes for the client.

 The head-to-toe framework proceeds from the general survey and vital signs to the head

(hair, scalp, cranium, face, eyes and vision, ears and hearing, nose and sinuses, mouth and

oropharynx, and cranial nerves).
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 The neck (muscles, lymph nodes, trachea, thyroid gland, carotid artery, and neck veins) is

examined next.

 The examination of the upper extremities (skin and nails, muscle strength and tone, range of

motion, brachial and radial pulses, biceps and triceps reflexes, and sensation) follows.

 The examination of the chest and back proceeds by inspecting the skin, chest shape and_size,

lungs, heart, spinal column, breasts and axillae.

 The assessment continues to the abdomen where the skin, abdominal sounds, specific organs,

and femoral pulses are checked.

 The genitals, the testicles, the vagina and the urethra are observed.

 The anus and rectum are observed.

 Lastly, the lower extremities are inspected. These consist of the skin and toenails, gait and

balance, range of motion, popliteal, posterior tibial, and pedal pulses, and tendon and plantar

reflexes.

7. Techniques Appropriate For Clients Of Different Ages

When assessing adults it is important to recognize that people of the same age differ

markedly. Be aware of normal physiologic changes that occur with age. Also be aware of

stiffness of muscles and joints from aging changes or history of orthopedic surgery. Expose

only areas of the body to be examined, and permit ample time for the client to answer

questions and assume the desired positions. Be aware of cultural differences, arrange for an

interpreter if the clients language differs from that of the nurse, and ask clients how they wish

to be addressed. Adapt assessment techniques to any sensory impairment. If clients are

elderly or frail it is wise to plan several assessment times in order not to overtire them. The

sequence of the assessment differs with children. When assessing children, proceed from the

least invasive or uncomfortable to the more invasive. Examination of the head and neck, heart

and lungs, and range of motion can be done early in the process, while the ears, mouth,

abdomen, and genitals should be left for the end of the exam. Variations in examination

techniques for clients of different ages are given at the end of each skill in this chapter:

Topic : Asepsis

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:
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 Concepts of medical and surgical asepsis

 Localized and systemic infections

 nosocomial infections

 microorganisms capability to produce

 anatomic and physiologic

 Passive immunity

 relevant nursing diagnoses and contributing factors

 Interventions to reduce risks for infections

 Chain of infection

Definition/Overview:

Asepsis is the practice to reduce or eliminate contaminants (such as bacteria, viruses, fungi,

and parasites) from entering the operative field in surgery or medicine to prevent infection.

Ideally, a field is "sterile" free of contaminants (freedom from infection) a situation that is

difficult to attain. However, sterility is only a means to the goal of elimination of infection.

Key Points:

1. Medical and Surgical Asepsis

Asepsis is the freedom from disease-causing microorganisms. To decrease the possibility of

transferring microorganisms from one place to another, aseptic technique is used.

Medical asepsis includes all practices intended to confine a specific microorganism to a

specific area, limiting the number, growth, and transmission of microorganisms. In medical

asepsis, objects are referred to as clean, which means the absence of almost all

microorganisms, or dirty (soiled, contaminated), which means likely to have microorganisms,

some of which may be capable of causing infection. Surgical asepsis, or sterile technique,

refers to those practices that keep an area or object free of all microorganisms. It includes

practices that destroy all microorganisms and spores (microscopic dormant structures formed

by some pathogens that are very hardy and often survive common cleaning techniques).

Surgical asepsis is used for all procedures involving sterile areas of the body.

2. Localized AndSystemic Infections

 Signs of localized infections include localized swelling, localized redness, pain or tenderness

with palpation or movement, palpable heat in the infected area, and loss of function of the
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body part affected, depending on the site and extent of involvement. In addition, open

wounds may exude drainage of various colors.

 Signs of systemic infection include fever, increased pulse and respiratory rate if the fever is

high, malaise and loss of energy, anorexia and, in some situations, nausea and vomiting, and

enlargement and tenderness of lymph nodes that drain the area of infection.

 Laboratory data that indicates the presence of an infection include the following: elevated

leukocyte (white blood cell or WBC) count; increases in specific types of WBCs revealed in

the differential count; `elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate; and urine, blood, sputum, or

other drainage culture.

3. Nosocomial Infections

Nosocomial infections are associated with the delivery of health care services in a health care

facility. A number of factors contribute to nosocomial infections. Diagnostic or therapeutic

procedures may cause iatrogenic infections. Another factor contributing to the development

of nosocomial infections is the compromised host, that is, a client whose normal defenses

have been lowered by surgery or illness. Hands of personnel are a common vehicle for the

spread of microorganisms. Insufficient hand cleansing is thus an important factor contributing

to the spread of nosocomial infections.

4. Microorganisms Capability to Produce an Infectious Process

The extent to which any microorganism is capable of producing an infectious process

depends on the number of microorganisms present, the virulence and potency of the

microorganisms (pathogenicity), the ability of the microorganisms to enter the body, the

susceptibility of the host, and the ability of the microorganisms to live in the hosts body.

 Antiseptis is a term used sometimes as a synonym, but also applies to the uses of antiseptics.

Antiseptics are agents that reduce or kill germs chemically and are applied to skin and wound

surfaces. In contrast, disinfectants are chemicals applied to inert surfaces and are usually too

harsh to be used on biological surfaces. Antibiotics kill specifically bacteria and work

biochemically; they can be used externally or internally.

 The first step in asepsis is cleanliness, a concept already espoused by Hippocrates. The

modern concept of asepsis evolved in the 19th century. Semmelweis showed that washing the

hands prior to delivery reduced puerperal fever. After the suggestion by Louis Pasteur, Lister

introduced the use of carbolic acid as antiseptic and reduced surgical infections rates. Lawson

Tait went from antisepsis to asepsis, introducing principles and practices that have remained
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valid to this day. Ernst von Bergmann introduced the autoclave, a device used for the

sterilization of surgical instruments.

 Today's techniques include a series of steps that complement each other. Foremost remains

good hygienic practice. The procedure room is laid out according to specific guidelines,

subject to regulations concerning filtering and airflow, and kept clean between surgical cases.

A patient who is brought for the procedure is washed and wears a clean gown.

 The surgical site is washed, possibly shaved, and skin is exposed to a germicide (i.e., an

iodine solution such as betadine). In turn, members of the surgical team wash hands and arms

with germicidal solution. Operating surgeons and nurses wear sterile gowns and gloves. Hair

is covered and a surgical mask is worn. Instruments are sterilized through autoclaving, or, if

disposable, are used once. Irrigation is used in the surgical site. Suture material or xenografts

have been sterilized beforehand. Dressing material is sterile. Antibiotics are often not

necessary in a "clean" case, that is, a surgical procedure where no infection is apparent;

however, when a case is considered "contaminated," they are usually indicated.

 Dirty and biologically contaminated material is subject to regulated disposal.

5. Anatomic and Physiologic Barriers

Intact skin and mucous membranes are the bodys first line of defense against

microorganisms. The dryness of the skin, resident bacteria of the skin, and the normal

secretions of the skin also inhibit bacterial growth. The moist mucous membranes and cilia of

the nasal passages and the alveolar macrophages are also barriers against microorganisms.

Each body orifice also has protective mechanisms. The oral cavity sheds mucosal epithelium

to rid the mouth of colonizers; saliva flow, and buffering action help prevent infection. Saliva

also contains microbial inhibitors. The eyes are protected by tears. The high acidity of the

stomach inhibits microbial growth, the resident flora of the large intestine helps prevent the

establishment of disease-producing organisms, and peristalsis also tends to move microbes

out of the body. The low pH of the vagina inhibits the growth of many disease-producing

microorganisms. It is believed that the urine flow through the urethra has a flushing and

bacteriostatic action.

6. Active FromPassive Immunity

 In active immunity, the host produces antibodies in response to natural antigens or artificial

antigens. The duration of active immunity tends to be long. In natural active immunity,

antibodies are formed in the presence of active infection in the body and the duration of this

type of immunity is lifelong. In artificial active immunity, antigens are administered to
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stimulate antibody formation. This type of active immunity lasts for many years, but artificial

immunity must be reinforced by booster.

 In passive (or acquired) immunity, the host receives natural or artificial antibodies produced

from another source. The duration of passive immunity tends to be short. In natural passive

immunity, the antibodies are transferred naturally from an immune mother to her baby

through the placenta or in colostrum. This type of immunity lasts 6 months to 1 year.

Artificial passive immunity occurs when immune serum (antibody) from an animal or another

human is injected. This immunity lasts 2 to 3 weeks.

7. Diagnoses and Contributing Factors

 The NANDA nursing diagnostic label for problems associated with the transmission of

microorganisms is Risk for Infection, the state in which an individual is at increased risk for

being invaded by pathogenic microorganisms.

 When using this diagnosis, the nurse should identify risk factors, including inadequate

primary defenses such as inadequate anatomic and physiologic barriers, or inadequate

secondary defenses such as leukopenia, immunosuppression, decreased hemoglobin, or

suppressed inflammatory response.

 Clients who have or are at risk for an infection are prime candidates for other physical and

psychologic problems. Examples of nursing diagnoses or collaborative problems that may

arise from the actual presence of an infection include Potential Complication of Infection:

Fever; Imbalanced Nutrition: Less Than Body Requirements; Acute Pain; Impaired Social

Interaction or Social Isolation; and Anxiety .

8. Interventions to Reduce RisksFor Infections

Many nosocomial infections can be prevented using proper hand hygiene techniques,

environmental controls, sterile technique when warranted, and identification and management

of clients at risk for infections. Nurses use critical thinking and agency policy in

implementing infection control procedure.

9. Chain of Infection

 The chain of infection includes the etiologic agent, reservoir, portal of exit from the reservoir,

method of transmission, portal of entry to the susceptible host, and a susceptible host link.

 Interventions that affect the etiologic agent (microorganism) include correctly cleaning,

disinfecting, or sterilizing articles before use and educating clients and support persons about

appropriate methods to clean, disinfect, and sterilize articles.
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 Interventions to reduce the reservoir (source) include changing dressings and bandages when

soiled or wet, assisting clients to carry out appropriate skin and oral hygiene, disposing of

damp and soiled linens appropriately, disposing of feces and urine in appropriate receptacles,

ensuring that all fluid containers are covered or capped, and emptying suction and drainage

bottles at the end of each shift or before they become full or according to agency policy.

 The portal of exit from the reservoir can be controlled by avoiding talking, coughing, or

sneezing over open wounds or sterile fields, and covering the mouth and nose when coughing

or sneezing.

 The method of transmission can be controlled by cleansing hands properly; instructing clients

and support persons to cleanse hands before handling food or eating, after eliminating, and

after touching infectious material; wearing gloves when handling secretions and excretions;

wearing gowns if there is danger of

 soiling clothing with body substances; placing discarded soiled materials in moisture-proof

refuse bags; holding used bedpans steadily to prevent spillage; disposing of urine and feces in

appropriate receptacles; initiating and implementing aseptic precautions for all clients;

wearing masks and eye protection when in close contact with clients who have infections

transmitted by droplets from the respiratory tract; and wearing masks and eye protection

when sprays of body fluid are possible.

 The portal of entry to the susceptible host can be broken by using sterile technique for

invasive procedures, using sterile techniques when exposing open wounds or handling

dressings, placing used disposable needles and syringes in puncture-resistant containers for

disposal, and providing all clients with their own personal care items.

 The susceptible host link can be broken by maintaining the integrity of the clients skin and

mucous membranes, ensuring that the client receives a balanced diet, and educating the

public about the importance of immunizations.

Topic : Safety

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 affect peoples ability to protect themselves from injury

 Assess clients at risk for injury

 The National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs).

 Potential hazards throughout the life span

 Nursing diagnoses, outcomes, and interventions for clients at risk for accidental injury
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Definition/Overview:

Safety and health is a cross-disciplinary area concerned with protecting the safety, health and

welfare of people engaged in work or employment. As a secondary effect, it may also protect

co-workers, family members, employers, customers, suppliers, nearby communities, and

other members of the public who are impacted by the workplace environment.

Since 1950, the International Labour Organization (ILO) and the World Health Organization

(WHO) have shared a common definition of occupational health. It was adopted by the Joint

ILO/WHO Committee on Occupational Health at its first session in 1950 and revised at its

twelfth session in 1995. The definition reads: "Occupational health should aim at: the

promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical, mental and social well-being of

workers in all occupations; the prevention amongst workers of departures from health caused

by their working conditions; the protection of workers in their employment from risks

resulting from factors adverse to health; the placing and maintenance of the worker in an

occupational environment adapted to his physiological and psychological capabilities; and, to

summarize, the adaptation of work to man and of each man to his job." The reasons for

establishing good occupational safety and health standards are frequently identified as:

 Moral - An employee should not have to risk injury at work, nor should others associated

with the work environment.

 Economic - many governments realize that poor occupational safety and health performance

results in cost to the State (e.g. through social security payments to the incapacitated, costs

for medical treatment, and the loss of the "employability" of the worker). Employing

organizations also sustain costs in the event of an incident at work (such as legal fees, fines,

compensatory damages, investigation time, lost production, lost goodwill from the workforce,

from customers and from the wider community).

 Legal - Occupational safety and health requirements may be reinforced in civil law and/or

criminal law; it is accepted that without the extra "encouragement" of potential regulatory

action or litigation, many organizations would not act upon their implied moral obligations.

Key Points:

1. Peoples Ability to Protect Themselves from Injury

The ability of people to protect themselves from injury is affected by such factors as age and

development, lifestyle, mobility and health status, sensory-perceptual alterations, cognitive

awareness, emotional state, ability to communicate, safety awareness, and environmental
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factors. Through knowledge and accurate assessment of the environment, people learn to

protect themselves from many injuries. Only through knowledge and experience do children

learn what is potentially harmful. Elders can have difficulty with movement and diminished

sensory acuity that may result in injury. Lifestyle factors that place people at risk include

unsafe work environments, residence in neighborhoods with high crime rates, access to guns

and ammunition, insufficient income to buy safety equipment or make necessary repairs,

access to illicit drugs, and risk-taking behaviors. Impaired mobility due to paralysis, muscle

weakness, poor balance, or poor coordination increases risk for injury as may illness and

surgery. Accurate perception of environmental stimuli is vital to safety. Impaired touch,

hearing, taste, smell, and vision increase susceptibility to injury. Cognitive awareness is the

ability to perceive environmental stimuli and body reactions and to respond appropriately

through thought and action. Clients with impaired awareness are at increased risk for injury.

Extreme emotional states can alter the ability to perceive environmental hazards. Stressful

situations can reduce a persons level of concentration, cause errors in judgment, and decrease

awareness of external stimuli. The ability to communicate is very important. Individuals with

a diminished ability to receive and convey information are at risk for injury. Safety awareness

and accurate information are crucial to safety. Lack of knowledge places people at risk for

injury. The nurse may need to assess the environment of the home, workplace, and/or

community. Client safety is affected by the health care setting, and bioterrorism has recently

become a national safety concern.

2. Methods ToAssess Clients At Risk For Injury

Assessing clients at risk for injuries involves noting pertinent indicators in the nursing history

and physical examination, using specifically developed risk assessment tools, and evaluating

the clients home environment. The nursing history and physical examination include the

following data: age and developmental level, general health status, mobility status, presence

or absence of physiologic or perceptual deficits, altered thought processes or other impaired

cognitive or emotional capabilities, substance abuse, any indications of abuse or neglect,

accident and injury history, awareness of hazards, knowledge of safety precautions both at

home and at work, and any perceived threats to safety. Risk assessment tools are available to

determine clients at risk for specific kinds of injury, such as falls, and to determine the

general safety of the home and health care setting. In general, these tools direct the nurse to

appraise the factors affecting safety as well as summarizing specific data contained in the

clients nursing history and physical examination. Hazards in the home are major causes of

falls, fire, poisoning, suffocation, and other injuries, such as those caused by improper use of

household equipment, tools, and cooking utensils.
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3. National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs)

As a result of the Institute of Medicine report To Err Is Human, the health care industry and

national organizations increased their awareness of the need to improve patient safety. The

Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) requires its

accredited agencies to meet specific National Patient Safety Goals (NPSGs). It is important to

remember that the focus of the NPSGs is on system-wide solutions rather than finding out

who made the error. This changes the environment from one of fear and scapegoating to

analyzing the system to find out why the error was made.

The JCAHO 2006 National Patient Safety Goals are the following: improve the accuracy of

patient identification; improve the effectiveness of communication among caregivers;

improve the safety of using medications; reduce the risk of health care-associated infections;

accurately and completely reconcile medications across the continuum of care; reduce the

risk of patient harm resulting from falls; reduce the risk of influenza and pneumococcal

disease in institutionalized older adults; reduce the risk of surgical fires; implement

applicable National Patient Safety Goals and associated requirements by components and

practitioner sites; encourage the active involvement of patients and their families in the

patients care as a patient safety strategy; and prevent health care-associated pressure ulcers.

4. Potential Hazards Throughout The Life Span

 Hazards to the developing fetus include exposure to maternal smoking, alcohol consumption,

addictive drugs, x-rays (first trimester), and certain pesticides.

 Newborns and infants are at risk for falling, suffocation in cribs, choking from aspirated milk

or ingested objects, burns from hot water or other spilled hot liquids, motor vehicle crashes,

crib or playpen injuries, electric shock, and poisoning.

 Hazards to toddlers include physical trauma from falling, banging into objects, or getting cut

by sharp objects; motor vehicle crashes; burns; poisoning; drowning; and electric shock.

 Potential hazards to preschoolers include injury from traffic, playground equipment, and

other objects; choking, suffocation, and obstruction of airway or ear canal by foreign objects;

poisoning; drowning; fire and burns; and harm from other people or animals.

 Potentials hazards to adolescents include vehicular (automobile, bicycle) crashes, recreational

injuries, firearms, and substance abuse.

 Older adults are at risk for falling, burns, and pedestrian and motor vehicle crashes.
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5. Nursing Diagnoses, Outcomes, And Interventions For Clients At Risk For Accidental

Injury

NANDA offers a broad diagnostic label related to safety issues: Risk for Injury , a state in

which the individual is at risk for injury as a result of environmental conditions interacting

with the individuals adaptive and defense resources. This broad label consists of

subcategories that may be preferred when the nurse wants to describe injury more specifically

to direct interventions: Risk for Poisoning, Risk for Suffocation, Risk for Trauma, Latex

Allergy Response, Risk for Latex Allergy Response, Contamination, Risk for Contamination,

Risk for Aspiration, and Risk for Disuse Syndrome. Deficient Knowledge (Accident

Prevention) may be another nursing diagnosis. The major goal for clients with safety risks is

to prevent injury. To meet this goal, clients often need to change their health behavior and

may need to modify their environment. Desired outcomes associated with preventing injury

depend upon the individual client. Nursing interventions to meet desired outcomes are largely

directed toward helping the client and family to accomplish the following: identify

environmental hazards in the home and community; demonstrate safety practices appropriate

to the home health care agency, community, and workplace; experience a decrease in the

frequency or severity of injury; and demonstrate safe child-rearing practices or lifestyle

practices.

6. Plan Strategies To Maintain Safety

 When planning care to prevent injury, the nurse considers all factors affecting the clients

safety, specifies desired outcomes, and selects nursing activities to meet these outcomes.

 Clients should be taught to prevent scalds and burns by making certain that pot handles do

not protrude over the edge of a stove; electrical appliances especially those with dangling

cords are out of the reach of crawling infants and young children; and that bath water is not

excessively hot. In the health care institution, nurses should pay particular attention to

assessing clients whose skin sensitivity is impaired, should monitor bath water temperature

and take care when using therapeutic applications of heat.

 To prevent agency fires, nurses must be aware of fire safety regulations and fire prevention

practices of the agency in which they work. When a fire occurs, the nurse follows four

sequential priorities: protect and evacuate clients who are in immediate danger; report the

fire; contain the fire; and extinguish the fire.

 Preventive strategies for home fires focus on teaching fire safety. Preventive measures

include the following: keep emergency numbers near the telephone or stored for speed

dialing; be sure smoke alarms are operable and appropriately located; teach clients to change
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batteries in smoke alarms annually on a special day; have a family fire drill plan; keep fire

extinguishers available and in working order; and close windows and doors, if possible, cover

the mouth and nose with a damp cloth when exiting through a smoke-filled area; and avoid

heavy smoke by assuming a bent position with the head as close to the floor as possible.

 Preventive measures for falls are discussed in Outcome #7.

 Outcome #8 list seizures precautions (measures to protect the clients from injury should they

have a seizure).

 Measures to prevent poisoning include the following: lock potentially toxic agents in a

cupboard or attach special plastic hooks to keep them securely closed; avoid storing toxic

liquids or solids in food containers; do not remove container labels or reuse empty containers

to store different substances; do not rely on cooking to destroy toxic chemicals in plants;

never use anything prepared from nature as a medicine of tea; teach children never to eat any

part of an unknown plant or mushroom and not to put leaves, stems, barks, seeds, nuts, or

berries from any plant into their mouths; place poison warning stickers designed for children

on containers of bleach, lye, kerosene, solvent, and other toxic substances; do not refer to

medicine as candy or pretend false enjoyment when taking medications; read and follow label

directions on all products before using them; keep syrup of ipecac on hand at all times and

use only on the advice from the local poison control center or the family primary health care

provider; do not keep poisonous plants in the home and avoid planting poisonous plants in

the yard; and display the phone number of the poison control center near or on all telephones

in the home.

 Prevention of carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning includes learning the steps to prevent CO

exposure because all gasoline-powered vehicles, lawn mowers, kerosene stoves, barbecues,

and burning wood emit CO. Incomplete or faulty combustion of any fuel, including natural

gas used in furnaces, also produces CO.

 HomeCO detectors should be used.

 Clients should be taught the universal sign of distress, grasping the anterior neck and being

unable to speak or cough as well as the Heimlich maneuver, or abdominal thrust, which can

dislodge the foreign object and reestablish an airway.

 It is important for nurses to minimize noise in the hospital setting and to encourage clients to

protect their hearing as much as possible. Noise can be minimized in several ways. Acoustic

tile on ceilings, walls, and floors as well as drapes and carpeting absorb sound. Background

music can mask noise and have a calming effect on some people.

 To reduce electrical hazards the following actions should be taken: check cords for fraying or

other signs of damage before using and do not use if damage is apparent; avoid overloading

outlets and fuse boxes with too many appliances; use only grounded plugs and outlets; always
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pull a plug from the wall outlet by firmly grasping the plug and pulling it straight out; never

use electrical appliances near sinks, bathtubs, showers, or other wet areas; keep electric cords

and appliances out of the reach of young children; place protective covers over wall outlets to

protect young children; have all noninsulated wiring in the home altered to meet safety

standards; carefully read instructions before operating electric equipment; always disconnect

appliance that had given a tingling sensation or shock and have an electrician evaluate it for

stray current; and keep electric cords coiled or taped to the ground away from areas of traffic

to prevent others from damaging the cords or tripping over them.

 To promote firearm safety, nurses can teach their clients to follow these guidelines: Store all

guns in sturdy locked cabinets without glass and make sure the keys are inaccessible to

children. Store the bullets in a different location. Tell children never to touch a gun or stay in

a friends house where a gun is accessible. Teach children never to point the barrel of a gun at

anyone. Ensure the firearm is unloaded and the action is open when handing it to someone

else. Dont handle firearms while affected by alcohol or drugs of any kind, including

pharmaceuticals. When cleaning or dry firing a firearm, remove all ammunition to another

room and double-check the firearm when you enter the room you will be using to clean the

firearm. Have firearms that are regularly used inspected by a qualified gunsmith at least every

2 years.

 Nurses need to protect themselves from radiation when some clients are receiving radiation

therapy. Exposure to radiation can be minimized by limiting time near the source; providing

as much distance as possible from the sources; and using shielding devices such as lead

aprons when near the source. Nurses need to become familiar with agency protocols related

to radiation therapy.

 No one knows when a bioterrorism attack will occur; thus, it is important that health care

personnel and facilities plan and prepare for the unknown. Health care organizations are now

expected to address four specific phases of disaster planningmitigation, preparedness,

response, and recoveryas well as to participate annually in at least one community-wide

practice drill

 In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Hygiene
Diagnostic Testing
Medications
Skin Integrity And Wound Care
Perioperative Nursing
Sensory Perception
Self-Concept
Sexuality
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Spirituality
Stress And Coping

Topic : Hygiene

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student will able to understand:

 nurses provide to clients

 Factors influencing personal hygiene

 normal and abnormal assessment findings

 Nursing process to common problems related to hygienic care of the skin

 Purposes of bathing

 Various types of baths

Definition/Overview:

Hygiene refers to practices associated with ensuring good health and cleanliness. Such

practices vary widely and what is considered acceptable in one culture may be unacceptable

in another. In medical contexts, the term "hygiene" refers to the maintenance of health and

healthy living. The term appears in phrases such as personal hygiene, domestic hygiene,

dental hygiene, and occupational hygiene and is frequently used in connection with public

health. The term "hygiene" is derived from Hygieia, the Greek goddess of health, cleanliness

and sanitation. Hygiene is also a science that deals with the promotion and preservation of

health.

Key Points:

1. Hygienic Care That Nurses Provide To Clients

 Hygiene involves care of the skin, hair, nails, teeth, oral and nasal cavities, eyes, ears, and

perineal-genital areas.

 It is important to know exactly how much assistance a client needs for hygienic care. Clients

may require help after urinating or defecating, after vomiting, and whenever they become

soiled.
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2. Factors Influencing Personal Hygiene

 Factors influencing personal hygiene care include culture, religion, environment,

developmental level, health and energy, and personal preference.

 The North American culture places a high value on cleanliness. Many North Americans bathe

or shower once or twice a day; whereas people from other cultures bathe only once per week.

Some cultures consider privacy essential, and others practice communal bathing. Body odor

is offensive in some cultures and accepted as normal in others.

 Some religions practice ceremonial washings.

 For some people, the environment and finances may affect the availability of facilities for

bathing and supplies for hygienic care.

 Children learn hygiene in the home. Practices vary according to the individuals age.

 Ill people may not have the motivation or energy to attend to hygiene. Some clients may not

have the neuromuscular ability to perform hygienic care.

 Personal preferences also affect hygiene. For example, some people prefer a shower to a tub

bath. Some people have preferences regarding the time of bathing.

3. Normal AndAbnormal Assessment Findings

 The nurse can use the opportunity of providing hygiene care to physically assess clients as

well as assessing psychosocial and learning needs.

 Normal and abnormal skin assessment findings are found in Chapter 30. Common skin

problems include abrasion, excessive dryness, ammonia dermatitis, acne, erythema, and

hirsutism.

 Deviations from normal include excessive dryness, areas of inflammation or swelling,

fissures, scaling and cracking of skin, plantar warts, swelling and pitting edema, weak or

absent pulses, and cool skin temperature in one or both feet.

 Abnormal findings include: spoon nails, excessive thickness or clubbing, presence of grooves

or furrows, Beaus lines, discolored or detached nails, bluish or purplish tint or pallor of

nailbeds, hangnails, paronychia, and delayed capillary refill.

 Common problems of the mouth are listed in Table 336 and include halitosis, glossitis,

gingivitis, periodontal disease, reddened or excoriated mucosa, excessive dryness of the

buccal mucosa, cheilosis, dental caries, sordes, stomatitis, and parotitis.

 Normal and abnormal assessment findings of the hair are included in Chapter 30. Common

problems of the hair include dandruff, hair loss, ticks, pediculosis, scabies, and hirsutism.

 Abnormal findings visible during hygiene care include: loss of hair, scaling, and flakiness of

the eyebrows; redness, swelling, flaking, crusting, discharge, asymmetrical closing, or ptosis
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of the eyelids; jaundiced sclera; pale or red conjunctiva; opaque cornea; unequal pupils or

pupils that fail to dilate or constrict, and inability to see; asymmetrical, excessively red or

tender auricles; lesions, flaky, scaly skin over the auricles; normal voice tones not heard;

asymmetrical nose; discharge, localized redness, tenderness or lesions of the nose.

4. Nursing Process to Common Problems Related To Hygienic Care of the Skin

 Assessment of the clients skin, feet, nails, mouth, hair, eyes, ears, and nose includes a nursing

history to determine self-care practices, self-care abilities, and past or current problems. The

assessment should also identify clients at risk for developing impairment of these areas.

 Physical assessment of the skin, feet, nails, mouth, hair, eyes, ears, and nose is performed to

gather objective data.

 Nursing diagnoses are derived from the assessment data. Self-Care Deficit (Bathing/Hygiene,

Dressing/Grooming, or Toileting) diagnoses are used for the client who has problems

performing hygiene care. Other common nursing diagnoses include Deficient Knowledge,

Situational Low Self-Esteem, Risk for Impaired Skin Integrity, Impaired Skin Integrity, Risk

for Infection, Impaired Oral Mucous Membrane, Disturbed Body Image, and Risk for Injury .

The etiology or risk factors are individualized according to client data.

 In planning care, the nurse and, if appropriate, the client and/or family set goals/desired

outcomes for each nursing diagnosis.

 The nurse then identifies interventions to assist the client to achieve the designated outcomes.

 General nursing interventions include assisting dependent clients with hygiene activities,

educating clients and/or family about appropriate hygienic practices, demonstrating use of

assistive equipment and adaptive activities, and assessing and monitoring physical and

psychological responses.

 The nurse implements the plan as appropriate, evaluates the clients responses as designated in

the goals/desired outcomes, and modifies the plan as necessary.

5. Purposes OfBathing

The purposes of bathing are to remove transient microorganisms, body secretions and

excretions, and dead skin cells; to stimulate circulation to the skin; to promote a sense of

well-being; to produce relaxation and comfort; and to prevent or eliminate unpleasant body

odors.
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6. Various Types of Baths

 There are two categories of baths. Cleansing baths are given chiefly for hygiene purposes.

Therapeutic baths are given for physical effects, such as to soothe irritated skin or to treat an

area (e.g., perineum).

 Types of cleansing baths include the complete bed bath, self-help bath, partial bath

(abbreviated), bag bath, tub bath, sponge bath, and shower.

 When giving a complete bed bath, the nurse washes the entire body of a dependent client in

bed.

 For a self-help bath, a client confined to bed is able to bathe self with help from the nurse for

washing the back and perhaps the feet.

 In a partial bath (abbreviated), only the parts of the clients body that might cause discomfort

or odor, if neglected, are washed: face, hands, axillae, perineal area, and the back.

 A bag bath is a commercially prepared product that contains 10 to 12 presoaked disposable

washcloths that contain no-rinse cleanser solution.

 A tub bath is often preferred to a bed bath because it is easier to wash and rinse in a tub. Tubs

are also used for therapeutic baths. There are tubs specially designed for dependent clients.

 A sponge bath is suggested for newborns because daily tub baths are not considered

necessary.

 A shower may be appropriate for many ambulatory clients who are able to use shower

facilities and require only minimal assistance from the nurse.

7. Nurses Help Hospitalized Clients with Hygiene

 Early morning care is provided to clients as they awaken. This care consists of providing a

urinal or bedpan to the client confined to bed, washing the face and hands, and giving oral

care.

 Morning care is often provided after clients have breakfast, although it may be provided

before breakfast. It usually includes elimination needs, a bath or shower, perineal care, back

massage, and oral, nail, and hair care. Making the bed is part of morning care.
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 Hour of sleep (HS) or PM care is provided to clients before they retire for the night. It usually

involves providing for elimination needs, washing face and hands, giving oral care, and

giving a back massage.

 As-needed (prn) care is provided as required by the client
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ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN PATIENT CARE – TWO YEARS

SYLLABUS & STUDY MATERIAL

SECOND YEAR

PAPER – I

CHILD HEALTH NURSING– 8 CREDITS – 32 UNITS

UNIT 1: Nurses Role In The Care Of The Child: Hospital, Community Settings, And
Home.

UNIT 2: Family-Centered Care: Theory And Applications

UNIT 3: Cultural Influences

UNIT 4: Genetic And Hereditary Influences

UNIT 5: Concepts Of Growth And Development

UNIT 6: Child And Family Communication

UNIT 7: Social And Environmental Influences On The Child

UNIT 8: Pediatric And Newborn Assessment

UNIT 9: Infant, Child, And Adolescent Nutrition

UNIT 10: Concepts Of Health Promotion And Health Maintenance

UNIT 11: Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Newborn

UNIT 12: Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Infant

UNIT 13: Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Toddler And Preschooler

UNIT 14: Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The School-Age Child

UNIT 15: Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Adolescent

UNIT 16: Nursing Care For The Child In The Community

UNIT 17: Nursing Care For The Hospitalized Child

UNIT 18: Pain Assessment And Management

UNIT 19: Infectious And Communicable Diseases

UNIT 20: Nursing Care For The Child With A Chronic Condition

UNIT 21: The Child And Life-Threatening Illness Or Injury

UNIT 22: End Of Life Care And Bereavement

UNIT 23: Alterations In Fluid, Electrolyte, And Acid-Base Balance
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UNIT 24: Alterations In Eye, Ear, Nose, And Throat Function

UNIT 25: Alterations In Respiratory Function

UNIT 26: Alterations In Cardiovascular Function

UNIT 27: Alterations In Immune Function

UNIT 28: Alterations In Hematologic Function

UNIT 29: Alterations In Cellular Growth

UNIT 30: Alterations In Gastrointestinal Function

UNIT 31: Alterations In Genitourinary Function

UNIT 32: Alterations In Endocrine And Metabolic Function

UNIT 33: Alterations In Neurologic Function

UNIT 34: Alterations In Cognition And Mental Health

UNIT 35: Alterations In Musculoskeletal Function

UNIT 36: Alterations In Skin Integrity
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Topic : Nurses Role In The Care Of The Child: Hospital, Community Settings, And
Home.

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Death rates from unintentional and intentional injuries

 Child Mortality

 Nurses Play Vital Role in Development of Child Healthcare

Definition/Overview:

Ranking of infant mortality rates in 2001 among world nations. Note the ranking of the

United States, far behind Canada, European nations, and many Asian nations. What could

account for the poorer ranking? Note: From UNICEF. Official summary: The state of the

worlds children 2003 (pp. 1418). New York: United Nations Publications.

Key Points:

1. Nurses Play Vital Role in Development of Child Healthcare

Leading causes of death in the United Statesin the neonatal period (in infants up to 28

days of age) in 1989 and 2001. Why do you think the neonatal mortality rate associated

with short gestation and low birth weight was higher in 2000 than in 1989? What could

account for the dramatic reduction in mortality due to respiratory distress syndrome?

Consider the impact of advances in healthcare technology on the changes in mortality

rates during the decade illustrated. The neonatal intensive care nurseries have

collaborated in multicenter research trials to identify the medical interventions associated

with the best outcomes for low-birth-weight infants and those with respiratory distress

syndrome. New technology and new knowledge have improved survival of infants with

respiratory distress syndrome, but there are increasing numbers of very-low birth-weight

infants alive at birth who die in the first days of life. Note: From National Centerfor

Health Statistics. In 1989, the mortality rate for sudden infant death syndrome was 129.6

per 100,000 live births in contrast to 2001 when the mortality rate was 50.8 per 100,000

live births. The change in recommended sleep position for newborns and infants from the

stomach to the back has been credited with much of this decreased rate of SIDS.
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2. Child Mortality

Child mortality refers to the death of infants and children under the age of five. About

25,000 young children die every day, mainly from preventable causes. In 2007, 9.2

million children under five died, down from 9.7 million in 2006, and 12.7 million in

1990. About half of child deaths occur in Africa. Approximately 60 countries make up

94% of under five child deaths.

3. Death rates from unintentional and intentional injuries

Death rates from unintentional and intentional injuries per 100,000 children ages 1 to 4

years in the United States in 1988 and 2001. Interventions such as car safety seats,

enforcement of fences around swimming pools, and working smoke detectors in homes

all contributed to reductions in unintentional injury deaths. Which types of injuries are

unintentional (unplanned or accidental) and intentional (violence or homicide related)?

Death rates from unintentional and intentional injuries per 100,000 children ages 5 to 14

years in the United Statesin 1988 and 2001. Intensive focus on infant and child passenger

safety in motor vehicles has contributed to the reduction in motor vehiclerelated deaths.

What could be causing the increased rate of deaths due to firearms noted in 2001? Death

rates from all injuries per 100,000 adolescents 15 to 19 years in the United Statesin 1988

and 2000. While the rate of motor vehiclerelated deaths has decreased, a greater

proportion of injury deaths is now due to firearms. How can you use these data with

patients and families during patient teaching and when providing care?

Topic : Family-Centered Care: Theory And Applications

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Family-Centered Care

 Why Do We Need Family-Centered Care?

 The Three Possible Driving Force of Service Delivery

 Elements of Family-Centered Care

 Focus of Old System-Centered Care

 Focus of New Family-Centered Care

 Recognizing the Driving Forces of Services
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Definition/Overview:

Families are big, small, extended, nuclear, multi-generational, with one parent, two parents,

and grandparents. We live under one roof or many. A family can be as temporary as a few

weeks, as permanent as forever. We become part of a family by birth, adoption, marriage, or

from a desire for mutual support... A family is a culture unto itself with different values and

unique ways of realizing its dreams. Together, our families become the source of our rich

cultural heritage and spiritual diversity. Our families create neighborhoods, communities,

states, and nations.

Key Points:

1. Family-Centered Care

Family-Centered care was first defined in 1987 as part of former Surgeon General Koops

initiative for family-centered, community-based, coordinated care for children with

special health care needs and their families. The Key Elements of Family-Centered Care

(listed below) were further refined in 1994 by the ACCH (Association for the Care of

Childrens Health). These key elements are widely accepted by families and professionals

alike as they embody both the spirit and heart of Family-Centered Care.

At the very heart of family-centered care is the recognition that the family is the constant

in a childs life. For this reason, family-centered care is built on partnerships between

families and professionals. Although family-centered care was first intended for children

with special needs, it can also be relevant in all settings and can be applied to persons of

all ages. Family-Centered Care is neither a destination nor something that one instantly

becomes. It is a continual pursuit of being responsive to the priorities and choices of

families. There is no single approach that is right for all families. Family-centered

professionals acknowledge and respect family diversity.

2. Why Do We Need Family-Centered Care?

Because Family-Centered Care improves and enhances clinical outcomes for children

with special needs and provides more support for their families as they deal with the

challenges and joys of raising a child with special needs. Because the family-centered

approach enhances success and satisfaction in the work of medical professionals. It places

a new emphasis on the art of medicine, recognizing that the way care is provided is
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important, if not more important, than the actual provision of care. It leads to better health

outcomes and wiser allocation of resources.

Family-centered care requires that we recognize the driving forces behind our programs

and services. We need to recognize when our services are not family-centered and strive

to make them as family-centered as possible.

3. The Three Possible Driving Force of Service Delivery

 System-Centered: The needs of, or benefit to, the system drive the delivery of services.

 Child-Centered: The strengths and needs of the child drive the delivery of services.

 Family-Centered: The priorities and choices of the family drive the delivery of services.

To illustrate these three forces, consider that a child requires a special diet.

In a System-Centered facility, test results must be sent ahead before a visit can be

scheduled with a nutritionist. This rule reflects a requirement of the system or perhaps a

job function within that system. In a Child-Centered facility, the nutritionist assesses the

child, designs a meal plan, and gives it to the parents. Although this approach addresses

the childs clinical needs as identified by the nutritionist, the familys dietary preferences,

cultural practices, and resources have not been considered. In a Family Centered facility,

the nutritionist asks to meet with the parents to jointly design a meal plan in line with the

familys resources and preferences. This addresses the priorities and choices of the family

and also affords the best clinical outcome.

4. Elements of Family-Centered Care

 Recognize that the family is the constant in the child's life, while the service systems and

personnel within those systems fluctuate.

 Share complete and unbiased information with parents about their child's condition on an

ongoing basis. Do so in an appropriate and supportive manner.

 Recognize family strengths and individuality. Respect different methods of coping.

 Encourage and make referrals to parent-to-parent support.

 Facilitate parent/professional collaboration at all levels of health care -- care of an individual

child, program development, implementation, and evaluation policy formation.

 Assure that the design of health care delivery systems is flexible, accessible and responsive to

families.
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 Implement appropriate policies and programs that provide emotional and financial support to

families.

 Understand and incorporate the developmental needs of children and families into health care

delivery systems.

5. Focus of Old System-Centered Care

 Family discrepancy

 Has a restrictive definition of the family

 Disempowers patients and their families

 Relies heavily on technology and biomedical science and undervalues the importance of

human interactions in health care experiences.

 Is driven by the system

6. Focus of New Family-Centered Care

 Respect

 Strengths

 Choice

 Flexibility

 Information

 Support

 Collaboration

 Empowerment

7. Recognizing the Driving Forces of Services

Once we can begin to recognize the forces that drive our services, it will be easier to

visualize new possibilities for Family-Centered Care. In this exercise, there can be more

than one answer depending on how these examples are justified. The important thing

about this exercise is to begin thinking about what drives our services rather than getting

the right answer.

Topic : Cultural Influences

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:
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 Concept

 The All-Pervading Influence of Culture

Definition/Overview:

In the twentieth century, "culture" emerged as a concept central to anthropology,

encompassing all human phenomena that are not purely results of human genetics.

Specifically, the term "culture" in American anthropology had two meanings: (1) the evolved

human capacity to classify and represent experiences with symbols, and to act imaginatively

and creatively; and (2) the distinct ways that people living in different parts of the world

classified and represented their experiences, and acted creatively. Following World War II,

the term became important, albeit with different meanings, in other disciplines such as

sociology, cultural studies, organizational psychology and management studies.

Key Points:

1. The All-Pervading Influence of Culture: Culture As A Mindset

Its a given that culture powerfully influences thoughts, emotions and behaviors. In fact,

culture operates at primary cognitive, perceptual and motivational levels. Culture is an

important part of our blueprint for operation within our physical and social worlds. We

are an insecure species and culture offers us a reduction of anxiety through its standard

rules of thought, emotion and behavior. Culture offers predictability in an often

unpredictable world. We see things through a cultural lens that tints, magnifies, shrinks

and otherwise shapes our perceptions. Our culture is a mindset that we developed during

childhood socialization. The structural integrity, coherency and stability of our

personalities are rooted in our culture. It is for these and other reasons that intercultural

interactions can cause anxiety and arouse emotions. When people of different cultures

meet there can be uncertainty and confusion about the rules of interaction. Many of our

basic assumptions do not work. Our normally successful thoughts, emotions and

behaviors do not get the verification and feedback we are accustomed to. Some of our

expectancies regarding the outcome and meaning of social interactions are disconfirmed.

When we are in a social interaction situation in another culture we may think, feel or

behave in the manner we are normally accustomed to in such a situation and then find that

it just didnt work. We expected to be understood and we expected a certain response from

other people, but we either got no response at all or a response that was completely

different from what we expected. We might have been so misunderstood that we caused
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hurt feelings, anger or resentment or felt these ourselves. And even if we dont experience

these stronger emotions, we most definitely feel confusion.

2. Concept

The concepts of low-context and high-context are useful analytical tools here. Context

refers to the amount of meaning which the social situation has on the rules of discourse

for an interaction, in other words, the way in which the social situation influences the

structure and content of the interaction. America is a low-context culture (more informal)

and Pacific island cultures are high-context (more formal). As an American from a low-

context, individualistic culture, when I meet someone for the first time my inclination is

to be informal and also to tell them a lot about myself and ask them a lot of questions

about themselves in order to get a maximum amount of information in a minimum

amount of time. To a Pacific islander, who comes from a high-context collectivist culture,

I may appear pushy by moving too fast, self-centered and egotistical by telling them so

many things about myself, and lastly I may appear rude and prying by asking them so

many questions about themselves and putting them on the spot.

Culture also influences how we learn and how we teach. Teaching within ones own

culture is an activity where social and cultural context and the existence of different

thinking, learning and instructional styles interact in a very complex fashion. The

classroom is a complex sociocultural environment even when working within our own

culture. The age, sex, gender role expectations, appearance and dress expectations,

numerous other role expectations, socioeconomic status and many other characteristics of

both students and teachers are all variables affecting the interactions, the effectiveness of

instruction and the amount of learning which takes place in the classroom. The situation

becomes even more complex when students and instructors are from different cultures.

Culture and sub-culture affects the attitudes, assumptions, expectations, style and

performance of both instructors and students. Consider America where there are

differences between rural and urban subcultures as well as differences within and between

European, African-American, Hispanic and Asian subcultures. In the Pacific we also

encounter cultural and subcultural differences within and between indigenous people and

immigrant populations; and even among indigenous people there are ethnic and cultural

subdivisions such as main islanders and outer islanders with implications for interaction.

Culture influences norms of verbal and non-verbal interaction within the classroom. Even

within the United States, subcultural and socioeconomic differences can create vastly

different classroom interaction patterns. A society educational processes normally display
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a vast array of thinking styles, learning styles, teaching styles and styles of learning

environment. Culture can contribute to making certain styles more prominent than others.

Topic : Genetic And Hereditary Influences

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 DNA and chromosomes

 Reproduction

 Recombination and linkage

Definition/Overview:

Genetics (from Ancient Greekγενετικός genetikos, genitive and that from γένεσις genesis,

origin), a discipline of biology, is the science of heredity and variation in living organisms.

The fact that living things inherit traits from their parents has been used since prehistoric

times to improve crop plants and animals through selective breeding. However, the modern

science of genetics, which seeks to understand the process of inheritance, only began with the

work of Gregor Mendel in the mid-nineteenth century. Although he did not know the

physical basis for heredity, Mendel observed that organisms inherit traits in a discrete

mannerthese basic units of inheritance are now called genes. Genes correspond to regions

within DNA, a molecule composed of a chain of four different types of nucleotidesthe

sequence of these nucleotides is the genetic information organisms inherit. DNA naturally

occurs in a double stranded form, with nucleotides on each strand complementary to each

other. Each strand can act as a template for creating a new partner strandthis is the physical

method for making copies of genes that can be inherited.

Key Points:

1. DNA and chromosomes

The molecular structure of DNA. Bases pair through the arrangement of hydrogen bonding

between the strands.

The molecular basis for genes is deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). DNA is composed of a chain

of nucleotides, of which there are four types: adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and

thymine (T). Genetic information exists in the sequence of these nucleotides, and genes exist

as stretches of sequence along the DNA chain. Viruses are the only exception to this
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rulesometimes viruses use the very similar molecule RNA instead of DNA as their genetic

material. DNA normally exists as a double-stranded molecule, coiled into the shape of a

double-helix. Each nucleotide in DNA preferentially pairs with its partner nucleotide on the

opposite strand: A pairs with T, and C pairs with G. Thus, in its two-stranded form, each

strand effectively contains all necessary information, redundant with its partner strand. This

structure of DNA is the physical basis for inheritance: DNA replication duplicates the genetic

information by splitting the strands and using each strand as a template for synthesis of a new

partner strand.

Genes are arranged linearly along long chains of DNA sequence, called chromosomes. In

bacteria, each cell has a single circular chromosome, while eukaryotic organisms (which

includes plants and animals) have their DNA arranged in multiple linear chromosomes. These

DNA strands are often extremely long; the largest human chromosome, for example, is about

247 million base pairs in length. The DNA of a chromosome is associated with structural

proteins that organize, compact, and control access to the DNA, forming a material called

chromatin; in eukaryotes, chromatin is usually composed of nucleosomes, repeating units of

DNA wound around a core of histone proteins. The full set of hereditary material in an

organism (usually the combined DNA sequences of all chromosomes) is called the genome.

While haploid organisms have only one copy of each chromosome, most animals and many

plants are diploid, containing two of each chromosome and thus two copies of every gene.

The two alleles for a gene are located on identical loci of sister chromatids, each allele

inherited from a different parent.

Walther Flemming's 1882 diagram of eukaryotic cell division. Chromosomes are copied,

condensed, and organized. Then, as the cell divides, chromosome copies separate into the

daughter cells. An exception exists in the sex chromosomes, specialized chromosomes many

animals have evolved that play a role in determining the sex of an organism. In humans and

other mammals, the Y chromosome has very few genes and triggers the development of male

sexual characteristics, while the X chromosome is similar to the other chromosomes and

contains many genes unrelated to sex determination. Females have two copies of the X

chromosome, but males have one Y and only one X chromosome - this difference in X

chromosome copy numbers leads to the unusual inheritance patterns of sex-linked disorders.
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2. Reproduction

When cells divide, their full genome is copied and each daughter cell inherits one copy. This

process, called mitosis, is the simplest form of reproduction and is the basis for asexual

reproduction. Asexual reproduction can also occur in multicellular organisms, producing

offspring that inherit their genome from a single parent. Offspring that are genetically

identical to their parents are called clones.

Eukaryotic organisms often use sexual reproduction to generate offspring that contain a

mixture of genetic material inherited from two different parents. The process of sexual

reproduction alternates between forms that contain single copies of the genome (haploid) and

double copies (diploid). Haploid cells fuse and combine genetic material to create a diploid

cell with paired chromosomes. Diploid organisms form haploids by dividing, without

replicating their DNA, to create daughter cells that randomly inherit one of each pair of

chromosomes. Most animals and many plants are diploid for most of their lifespan, with the

haploid form reduced to single cell gametes.

Although they do not use the haploid/diploid method of sexual reproduction, bacteria have

many methods of acquiring new genetic information. Some bacteria can undergo conjugation,

transferring a small circular piece of DNA to another bacterium. Bacteria can also take up

raw DNA fragments found in the environment and integrate them into their genome, a

phenomenon known as transformation. These processes result in horizontal gene transfer,

transmitting fragments of genetic information between organisms that would be otherwise

unrelated.

3. Recombination and linkage

The diploid nature of chromosomes allows for genes on different chromosomes to assort

independently during sexual reproduction, recombining to form new combinations of genes.

Genes on the same chromosome would theoretically never recombine, however, were it not

for the process of chromosomal crossover. During crossover, chromosomes exchange

stretches of DNA, effectively shuffling the gene alleles between the chromosomes. This

process of chromosomal crossover generally occurs during meiosis, a series of cell divisions

that creates haploid cells.

The probability of chromosomal crossover occurring between two given points on the

chromosome is related to the distance between the points. For an arbitrarily long distance, the

probability of crossover is high enough that the inheritance of the genes is effectively
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uncorrelated. For genes that are closer together, however, the lower probability of crossover

means that the genes demonstrate genetic linkage - alleles for the two genes tend to be

inherited together. The amounts of linkage between a series of genes can be combined to

form a linear linkage map that roughly describes the arrangement of the genes along the

chromosome.

Topic : Concepts Of Growth And Development

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Normal Cephalocaudal Growth

 Major Theories of Personality Development

 Personality Development

 Five Dimensions

 Psychosocial Development During Toddlerhood

Definition/Overview:

Adolescence is a time of many transitions for both teens and their families. To ensure that

teens and adults navigate these transitions successfully, it is important for both to understand

what is happening to the teen physically, cognitively, and socially; how these transitions

affect teens; what adults can do; and what support resources are available. As you read the

following information, keep in mind that while all teens develop, they dont all follow the

same timeline.

Key Points:

1. Normal Cephalocaudal Growth

In normal cephalocaudal growth, the child gains control of the head and neck before the

trunk and limbs. In normal proximodistal growth, the child controls arm movements

before hand movements. For example, the child reaches for objects before being able to

grasp them. Children gain control of their hands before their fingers; that is, they can hold

things with the entire hand before they can pick something up with just their fingers.
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2. Major Theories of Personality Development

 Developmental stages

 Freud psychosexual focus to personality development

 Erikson developmental challenges throughout life

3. Personality Development

The progress in and insistence on quality of education coupled with rapid strides in spread

of knowledge calls for equally developed and able recipients. Thus, a definite need is felt

for well-developed personality and character in our life. The vedantic concept of

personality development is based on the concept of perfection of each soul and self-

confidence for realization and manifestation of this inner knowledge.

4. Five Dimensions

Five dimensions are involved in forming the human personality. These are:1) physical

self, 2) energy self, 3) intellectual self, 4) mental self, and 5) blissful self.

Well-integrated personality is the sum total of harmonious expression of these five

dimensions.Physical self relates to our senses. Proper nourishment and growth of physical

faculties is essential by way of balanced diet, recreation, music, and care and concern

from near and dear ones. A simple pat on the back for any achievement in life goes a long

way to build up confidence. However, discretion and discrimination are the key words in

this regard. Otherwise, there is every chance that senses would create havoc by way of

infatuation and attachment to the sense objects. Energy self is somewhat subtler than the

first. It relates to metabolism and the gross manifestations of energy (Prana), for insatnce

the act of breathing. The control of Prana is achieved by control of anger, anxiety, and

restlessness. Intellectual self concerns with discriminative power and knowledge, what we

call "buddhi". In addition to sincere and formal studies, reading other books like

biographies of great and noble persons and invigorating literature helps us develop this

faculty. Mental self is related to stress and psychology. Here selflessness, control,

concentration, and calmness of mind plays essential role.

Anandamaya Kosha or blissful self is the function of state of being. It calls for remaining

calm and unaffected, nay to remain happy, in all the frivolities of world, in neck break

competition and struggle, in calamities and disasters, in suffering and loss, in failure and

success. The five fold method to attain to such state of heightened perfection and purity

are a) self-effort, b) self-control, c) self-reliance, d) self-sacrifice, and e) self-knowledge.

Next, a practical program is needed to make this 'intellectual gymnastic' real in our lives.
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The simple action plan, to start with, consists of daily physical exercise for ten minutes,

reading good literature for half an hour, sincere prayers for two to five minutes, and

meditation and yoga for about ten minutes.

5. Psychosocial Development During Toddlerhood

A, Two children are displaying typical parallel play since they enjoy playing near other

children, but are not engaging in social interactions with each other. Which cognitive and

motor skills are these children developing? B, Imitative play such as pushing and pulling

a vacuum allows this toddler to develop gross and fine motor skills.

A, Two children are displaying typical parallel play since they enjoy playing near other

children, but are not engaging in social interactions with each other. Which cognitive and

motor skills are these children developing? B, Imitative play such as pushing and pulling

a vacuum allows this toddler to develop gross and fine motor skills.

Preschoolers have well-developed language, motor, and social skills, and they can work

creatively together on an art project, as this group is doing at an in-home childcare center.

A, School-age children may take part in activities that require practice. This is a

consideration when children are hospitalized and unable to practice or perform. Why? B,

School-age children enjoy spending time with others the same age on projects and

discussing the activities of the day. This is an important consideration when they are in an

acute-care setting. When you are in the clinical setting, look for examples of this type of

interaction taking place.

A, School-age children may take part in activities that require practice. This is a

consideration when children are hospitalized and unable to practice or perform. Why? B,

School-age children enjoy spending time with others the same age on projects and

discussing the activities of the day. This is an important consideration when they are in an

acute-care setting. When you are in the clinical setting, look for examples of this type of

interaction taking place.
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Topic : Child And Family Communication

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Physical inactivity

 Family and peer patterns

 Child and Family Communication

Definition/Overview:

Family Communication offers a thorough and up-to-date presentation of scientific research in

family communication for students and teachers of family communication, as well as

professionals who work with families. Undergraduate readers will find the text to be

accessible, engaging andeasy to understand while graduate students and professionals will

utilize the work as a comprehensive reference to classic and contemporary research on family

communication and relationships.

Key Points:

1. Child and Family Communication

The special relationship between a father about to be deployed in the military and his

young daughter is clear. This father has two other children and is spending time with each

of them, as well as with the family together, before leaving. The cycle of leaving and

returning home can be stressful for families. Nurses can assist military families in making

plans for healthcare, finances, and communication while gone and providing resources for

emotional support for the entire family. The special relationship between a father about to

be deployed in the military and his young daughter is clear. This father has two other

children and is spending time with each of them, as well as with the family together,

before leaving. The cycle of leaving and returning home can be stressful for families.

Nurses can assist military families in making plans for healthcare, finances, and

communication while gone and providing resources for emotional support for the entire

family. This father is bringing his two daughters to a mobile van parked near a school to

receive healthcare. Children may receive some of their healthcare from school-based

services including school nurses, clinics, or mobile vans.
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2. Family and peer patterns

A, Methamphetamine is a popular drug because it can be manufactured with items that

are available to the lay public such as those shown in the picture on the left. Manufacture

of the substance in homes has become a concern of health departments and communities

at large. Children can be harmed by the chemicals produced, and may experience neglect

and abuse. They may suffer even after the home is found and adults are apprehended as

they must be placed in foster homes. B, Homes must be decontaminated in a lengthy and

costly manner before future use after methamphetamine production.

A, Methamphetamine is a popular drug because it can be manufactured with items that

are available to the lay public such as those shown in the picture on the left. Manufacture

of the substance in homes has become a concern of health departments and communities

at large. Children can be harmed by the chemicals produced, and may experience neglect

and abuse. They may suffer even after the home is found and adults are apprehended as

they must be placed in foster homes. B, Homes must be decontaminated in a lengthy and

costly manner before future use after methamphetamine production.

3. Physical inactivity

Physical inactivity is a growing problem among children, and can contribute to poor

health. It is important to balance sedentary activities, such as playing computer games,

with physical and social activities. Sports are an excellent way for children to develop

their psychosocial, cognitive, and motor skills. Soccer photo courtesy of Rebecca

Scheirer, Kensington, Maryland. Physical inactivity is a growing problem among

children, and can contribute to poor health. It is important to balance sedentary activities,

such as playing computer games, with physical and social activities. Sports are an

excellent way for children to develop their psychosocial, cognitive, and motor skills.

Soccer photo courtesy of Rebecca Scheirer, Kensington, Maryland.

Topic : Social And Environmental Influences On The Child

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Normal development of posture

 Chest

 Ears
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 Canal and tympanic membrane

 Eyes

 Testing skin turgor

 Measuring infant weight

 Measuring infant length

Definition/Overview:

Pediatrics differs from adult medicine in many respects. The obvious body size differences

are paralleled by maturational changes. The smaller body of an infant or neonate is

substantially different physiologically from that of an adult. Congenital defects, genetic

variance, and developmental issues are of greater concern to pediatricians than they often are

to adult physicians. Childhood is the period of greatest growth, development and maturation

of the various organ systems in the body. Years of training and experience (above and beyond

basic medical training) goes into recognizing the difference between normal variants and

what is actually pathological.

Key Points:

1. Measuring infant length

Have an assistant hold the infants head in the midline while you gently push down on the

knees until the legs are straight. Position the heels of the feet on the footboard and record

the length to the nearest 0.5 cm or 1/4 inch.

Standing height measurements are taken routinely at each well child visit to assess the

childs rate of growth. Position the head in an erect and midline position while the

shoulders, buttocks, and heels touch the wall. Move the head piece down to touch the

crown. Measure the height reading to the nearest 0.5 cm or 1/4 inch.

2. Measuring infant weight

Place a hand close to the chest without touching the infant to be able to prevent the infant

from falling. Record the weight in the nearest 10 g or 1/2 oz.

Measuring head circumference. Wrap the tape around the head at the supraorbital

prominence, above the ears, and around the occipital prominence, the point of largest

circumference of the head.
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3. Testing skin turgor

Tenting of the skin is associated with poor skin turgor. Pinch a small amount of skin on

the abdomen between the thumb and forefinger. Release the skin, and watch the speed of

recoil. Skin with normal turgor will quickly return to a flat position.

Head and Face

 Shape of head and face

 Symmetry

 Skull sutures

 Fontanels

Draw an imaginary line down the middle of the face over the nose and compare the

features on each side. Significant asymmetry may be caused by paralysis of cranial nerve

V or VII, in utero positioning, or swelling from infection, allergy, or trauma.

The sutures are separations between the bones of the skull that have not yet joined. The

fontanels are formed at the intersection of these sutures where bone has not yet formed.

Fontanels are covered by tough membranous tissue that protects the brain. The posterior

fontanel closes between 2 and 3 months. The anterior fontanel and sutures are palpable up

to the age of 18 months. The suture lines of the skull are seldom palpated after 2 years of

age. After that time, the sutures rarely separate.

4. Eyes

Draw an imaginary line across the medial canthi and extend it to each side of the face to

identify the slant of the palpebral fissures. When the line crosses the lateral canthi, the

palpebral fissures are horizontal and no slant is present. When the lateral canthi fall above

the imaginary line, the eyes have an upward or Mongolian slant. A downward or anti-

Mongolian slant is present when the lateral canthi fall below the imaginary line.

Epicanthal folds are present when an extra fold of skin partially or completely covers the

caruncles in the medial canthi. What type of slant does this child have? Are epicanthal

folds present? Inspection of the extraocular movements. Have the child sit at your eye

level. Hold a toy or penlight about 30 cm (12 in.) from the childs eyes and move it in all

six directions indicated. Both eyes should move together, tracking the object.

Coveruncover test. With the child at your eye level, ask the child to look at a picture on

the wall. A, As you cover one eye with an index card or paper cup, observe for any
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movement of the uncovered eye. If it jumps to fixate on the picture, the uncovered eye

has a muscle weakness. B, As you remove the cover from the eye, observe the covered

eye for any movement to fixate on the picture. If the eye has a muscle weakness, it will

drift to a relaxed position once covered.

5. Canal and tympanic membrane

To detect the correct placement of the external ears, draw an imaginary line through the

medial and lateral canthi of the eye toward the ear. This line normally passes through the

upper portion of the pinna. The pinna is considered low set when the top lies completely

below the imaginary line. Low-set ears are often associated with renal disorders. Is this a

normal ear placement?

6. Ears

A, To restrain an uncooperative infant, place the infant supine on the examining table.

Have an assistant hold the childs arms next to the head to restrain the childs head

movements. Restrain the childs body movements by lying across the childs body. Keep

your hands free to hold the otoscope and position the external ear. B, Place the

uncooperative toddler on the parents lap with legs held between the parents legs. One of

the parents arms hold the childs head to the chest and the other arm holds the childs arms

and upper torso against the chest. A, To restrain an uncooperative infant, place the infant

supine on the examining table. Have an assistant hold the childs arms next to the head to

restrain the childs head movements. Restrain the childs body movements by lying across

the childs body. Keep your hands free to hold the otoscope and position the external ear.

B, Place the uncooperative toddler on the parents lap with legs held between the parents

legs. One of the parents arms hold the childs head to the chest and the other arm holds the

childs arms and upper torso against the chest. To straighten the auditory canal: pull the

pinna back and up for children over 3 years of age; pull the pinna down and back for

children under 3 years of age. Cross section of the ear. The tympanic membrane normally

has a triangular light reflex with the base on the nasal side pointing toward the center. The

bony landmarks, the umbo and handle of malleus, are seen through the tympanic

membrane. A, Weber test. Place vibrating tuning fork on midline of the childs head. B,

Rinne test, step 1. Place vibrating tuning fork on mastoid process. C, Rinne test, step 2.

Reposition still vibrating tines between 2.5 and 5 cm (1 and 2 in.) from ear. A, Weber

test. Place vibrating tuning fork on midline of the childs head. B, Rinne test, step 1. Place

vibrating tuning fork on mastoid process. C, Rinne test, step 2. Reposition still vibrating
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tines between 2.5 and 5 cm (1 and 2 in.) from ear. A, Weber test. Place vibrating tuning

fork on midline of the childs head. B, Rinne test, step 1. Place vibrating tuning fork on

mastoid process. C, Rinne test, step 2. Reposition still vibrating tines between 2.5 and 5

cm (1 and 2 in.) from ear.

7. Chest

Intercostal spaces and ribs are numbered to describe the location of findings. A, To

determine the rib number on the anterior chest, palpate down from the top of the sternum

until a horizontal ridge, the angle of Louis, is felt. Directly to the right and left of that

ridge is the second rib. The second intercostal space is immediately below the second rib.

Ribs 312 and the corresponding intercostal spaces can be counted as the fingers move

toward the abdomen. B, To determine the rib number on the posterior chest, find the

protruding spinal process of the seventh cervical vertebra at the shoulder level. The next

spinal process belongs to the first thoracic vertebra, which attaches to the first rib.

8. Normal development of posture

Normal development of posture and spinal curves. A, Infant 23 monthsHolds head erect

when held upright; thoracic kyphosis when sitting. B, 68 monthsSits without support;

spine is straight. C, 1015 months Walks independently; straight spine. D,

ToddlerProtuding abdomen; lumbar lordosis. E, School-age childHeight of shoulders and

hips is level; balanced thoracic convex and lumbar concave curves.

Normal development of posture and spinal curves. A, Infant 23 monthsHolds head erect

when held upright; thoracic kyphosis when sitting. B, 68 monthsSits without support;

spine is straight. C, 1015 months Walks independently; straight spine. D,

ToddlerProtuding abdomen; lumbar lordosis. E, School-age childHeight of shoulders and

hips is level; balanced thoracic convex and lumbar concave curves.

Normal development of posture and spinal curves. A, Infant 23 monthsHolds head erect

when held upright; thoracic kyphosis when sitting. B, 68 monthsSits without support;

spine is straight. C, 1015 months Walks independently; straight spine. D,

ToddlerProtuding abdomen; lumbar lordosis. E, School-age childHeight of shoulders and

hips is level; balanced thoracic convex and lumbar concave curves. Normal development

of posture and spinal curves. A, Infant 23 monthsHolds head erect when held upright;

thoracic kyphosis when sitting. B, 68 monthsSits without support; spine is straight. C,

1015 months Walks independently; straight spine. D, ToddlerProtuding abdomen; lumbar
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lordosis. E, School-age childHeight of shoulders and hips is level; balanced thoracic

convex and lumbar concave curves. Normal development of posture and spinal curves. A,

Infant 23 monthsHolds head erect when held upright; thoracic kyphosis when sitting. B,

68 monthsSits without support; spine is straight. C, 1015 months Walks independently;

straight spine. D, ToddlerProtuding abdomen; lumbar lordosis. E, School-age childHeight

of shoulders and hips is level; balanced thoracic convex and lumbar concave curves. Does

this child have legs of different lengths or scoliosis? _Look at the level of the iliac crests

and shoulders to see if they are level. Inspection of the spine for scoliosis. Ask the child

to slowly bend forward at the waist, with arms extended toward the floor. Run your

forefinger down the spinal processes, palpating each vertebra for a change in alignment.

Topic : Pediatric And Newborn Assessment

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 School-Age Children

 Breastfeeding Infants Age Newborn to 6 Months

 Nutrition Facts

Definition/Overview:

Pediatrics differs from adult medicine in many respects. The obvious body size differences

are paralleled by maturational changes. The smaller body of an infant or neonate is

substantially different physiologically from that of an adult. Congenital defects, genetic

variance, and developmental issues are of greater concern to pediatricians than they often are

to adult physicians. Childhood is the period of greatest growth, development and maturation

of the various organ systems in the body. Years of training and experience (above and beyond

basic medical training) goes into recognizing the difference between normal variants and

what is actually pathological.

Key Points:

1. Nutrition Facts

The nutrition facts label of food is based on a typical serving and contains information

about fat, cholesterol, sodium, carbohydrate, protein, and selected vitamins. However, the
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daily value information is based on a 20002500 calorie diet. What adjustments should be

made if the diet has lower calories, such as with young children?

2. Breastfeeding Infants Age Newborn to 6 Months

 Exclusive feeding for 6 months

 Continue through 12 months

 Advantages

Breastfeeding offers many physical and emotional benefits for the infant. This new

mother is learning to breastfeed her baby. How can nurses encourage mothers to have

positive breastfeeding experiences? Preschoolers learn food habits by eating with others.

Engaging them in food preparation enhances knowledge of food and promotes intake at

meals. Preschoolers learn food habits by eating with others. Engaging them in food

preparation enhances knowledge of food and promotes intake at meals.

3. School-Age Children

 Appropriate food choices

 School involvement

 Growth spurts

 Dental care

The nurse accurately measures the child and then places height and weight on appropriate

growth grids for the childs age and gender. Growth chart with first few entries in same

channel and then a change indicated. The growth for the child indicated on this chart

remained steady and in the same channel (75th percentile) for some months. Then the

weight measurement decreased to another channel. What kind of dietary assessment will

you complete with the parents? What could be the possible causes?

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Infant, Child, And Adolescent Nutrition
Concepts Of Health Promotion And Health Maintenance
Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Newborn
Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Infant
Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Toddler And Preschooler
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Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The School-Age Child
Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Adolescent

Topic : Infant, Child, And Adolescent Nutrition

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Failure to Thrive

 Health Promotion - Community Resources for Food

 Analysis of growth plots, proportionality, and patterns

 Nutrition Facts

Definition/Overview:

Adolescence there a high incidence of nutritional deficiencies and poor eating habits. This

may lead to consequences in later years including osteoporosis, obesity, hyperlipedemia,

sexual maturation delays, and final adult height. In addition, the development of eating

disorders is very prominent during this period. Nutritional surveys have incicated that the

highest prevalence of nutritional deficiencies occur during adolescence.

Key Points:

1. Nutrition Facts

The nutrition facts label of food is based on a typical serving and contains information

about fat, cholesterol, sodium, carbohydrate, protein, and selected vitamins. However, the

daily value information is based on a 20002500 calorie diet. Breastfeeding offers many

physical and emotional benefits for the infant. This new mother is learning to breastfeed

her baby. Preschoolers learn food habits by eating with others. Engaging them in food

preparation enhances knowledge of food and promotes intake at meals. Preschoolers learn

food habits by eating with others. Engaging them in food preparation enhances

knowledge of food and promotes intake at meals.

2. Analysis of growth plots, proportionality, and patterns

The nurse accurately measures the child and then places height and weight on appropriate

growth grids for the childs age and gender. Growth chart with first few entries in same

channel and then a change indicated. The growth for the child indicated on this chart
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remained steady and in the same channel (75th percentile) for some months. Then the

weight measurement decreased to another channel. What kind of dietary assessment will

you complete with the parents? What could be the possible causes?

3. Health Promotion - Community Resources for Food

Most Head Start centers participate in screening programs to identify children at risk for

anemia. The child is comfortable sitting on the mothers lap while the nurse does a

fingerstick to measure hematocrit. Infants with failure to thrive may not look severely

malnourished, but they fall well below the expected weight and height norms for their

age. This infant, who appears to be about 4 months old, is actually 8 months old. He has

been hospitalized for feeding disorder of infancy.

4. Failure to Thrive

The school nurse is providing instruction for a mother and teacher about the use of the

Epipen which may be needed for treatment of a child with food allergy. They have both

received prior instruction and practice but need to review techniques before a field trip.

Topic : Concepts Of Health Promotion And Health Maintenance

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Physical health

 Mental health

 Determinants of health

 Health maintenance

 Nutrition

 Sports nutrition

 Exercise

 Hygiene

 Stress management

 Health care

 Workplace wellness programs

 Public health

 Role of science in health

 Where health knowledge comes from
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 Putting health knowledge to use

Definition/Overview:

The World Health Organisation(WHO) defined health as a state of complete physical, mental,

and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. In 1986 the World

Health Organization in the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion said health is a resource for

everyday life, not the objective of living. Health is a positive concept emphasizing social and

personal resources, as well as physical capacities. Classification systems such as the WHO

Family of International Classifications (WHO-FIC) (composed of the International

Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) and the International

Classification of Diseases (ICD)) also define health.

Key Points:

1. Physical health

Physical fitness is good body health, and is the result of regular exercise, proper diet and

nutrition, and proper rest for physical recovery.

A strong indicator of the health of localized population is their height|weight, which

generally increases with improved nutrition and health care. This is also influenced by the

standard of living and quality of life. Genetics also plays a major role in people's height.

The study of human growth, its regulators, and implications is known as Auxology.

2. Mental health

Mental health refers to an individual's emotional and psychological well-being. "A state

of emotional and psychological well-being in which an individual is able to use his or her

cognitive and emotional capabilities, function in society, and meet the ordinary demands

of everyday life."

One way to think about mental health is by looking at how effectively and successfully a

person functions. Feeling capable and competent; being able to handle normal levels of

stress, maintain satisfying relationships, and lead an independent life; and being able to

"bounce back," or recover from difficult situations, are all signs of mental health.

A combination of physical, emotional, social and most importantly mental well-being is

vital to achieve overall health.
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3. Determinants of health

The LaLonde report suggested that there are four general determinants of health including

human biology, environment, lifestyle, and healthcare services. Thus, health is

maintained and improved not only through the advancement and application of health

science, but also through the efforts and intelligent lifestyle choices of the individual and

society. A major environmental factor is water quality, especially for the health of infants

and children in developing countries.

Studies show that in developed countries, the lack of neighborhood recreational space that

includes the natural environment leads to lower levels of neighborhood satisfaction and

higher levels of obesity; therefore, lower overall well being. Therefore, the positive

psychological benefits of natural space in urban neighborhoods should be taken into

account in public policy and land use.

4. Health maintenance

Achieving health and remaining healthy is an active process. Effective strategies for

staying healthy and improving one's health include the following elements:

5. Nutrition

Personal health depends partially on the social structure of ones life. The maintenance of

strong social relationships is linked to good health conditions, longevity, productivity, and

a positive attitude. This is due to the fact that positive social interaction as viewed by the

participant increases many chemical levels in the brain which are linked to personality

and intelligence traits.

6. Sports nutrition

Sports nutrition focuses the link between dietary supplements and athletic performance.

One goal of sports nutrition is to maintain glycogen levels and prevent glycogen

depletion. Another is to optimize energy levels and muscle tone. An athlete's strategy for

winning an event may include a schedule for the entire season of what to eat, when to eat

it, and in what precise quantities (before, during, after, and between workouts and events).

7. Exercise
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Exercise is the performance of movements in order to develop or maintain physical

fitness and overall health. It is often directed toward also honing athletic ability or skill.

Frequent and regular physical exercise is an important component to prevention of some

of the diseases of affluence such as cancer, heart disease, cardiovascular disease, Type 2

diabetes, obesity and back pain.

Exercises are generally grouped into three types depending on the overall effect they have

on the human body:

 Flexibility exercises such as stretching improve the range of motion of muscles and joints.

 Aerobic exercises such as walking and running focus on increasing cardiovascular endurance

and muscle density.

 Anaerobic exercises such as weight training or sprinting increase muscle mass and strength.

Physical exercise is considered important for maintaining physical fitness including

healthy weight; building and maintaining healthy bones, muscles, and joints; promoting

physiological well-being; reducing surgical risks; and strengthening the immune system.

Proper nutrition is just as, if not more, important to health as exercise. When exercising it

becomes even more important to have good diet to ensure the body has the correct ratio of

macronutrients whilst providing ample micronutrients; this is to aid the body with the

recovery process following strenuous exercise. When the body falls short of proper

nutrition, it gets into starvation mode developed through evolution and depends onto fat

content for survival.

8. Hygiene

Hygiene is the practice of keeping the body clean to prevent infection and illness, and the

avoidance of contact with infectious agents. Hygiene practices include bathing, brushing

and flossing teeth, washing hands especially before eating, washing food before it is

eaten, cleaning food preparation utensils and surfaces before and after preparing meals,

and many others. This may help prevent infection and illness. By cleaning the body, dead

skin cells are washed away with the germs, reducing their chance of entering the body.

9. Stress management

Prolonged psychological stress may negatively impact health, such as by weakening the

immune system. Stress management is the application of methods to either reduce stress

or increase tolerance to stress. Relaxation techniques are physical methods used to relieve
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stress. Psychological methods include cognitive therapy, meditation, and positive thinking

which work by reducing response to stress. Improving relevant skills and abilities builds

confidence, which also reduces the stress reaction to situations where those skills are

applicable. Reducing uncertainty, by increasing knowledge and experience related to

stress-causing situations, has the same effect. Learning to cope with problems better, such

as improving problem solving and time management skills, may also reduce stressful

reaction to problems. Repeatedly facing an object of one's fears may also desensitize the

fight-or-flight response with respect to that stimulus -- e.g., facing bullies may reduce fear

of bullies.

10. Health care

Health care is the prevention, treatment, and management of illness and the preservation

of mental and physical well being through the services offered by the medical, nursing,

and allied health professions.

11. Workplace wellness programs

Workplace wellness programs are recognized by an increasingly large number of

companies for their value in improving the health and well-being of their employees, and

for increasing morale, loyalty, and productivity. Workplace wellness programs can

include things like onsite fitness centers, health presentations, wellness newsletters,

access to health coaching, tobacco cessation programs and training related to nutrition,

weight and stress management. Other programs may include health risk assessments,

health screenings and body mass index monitoring.

12. Public health

Public health is "the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life and promoting

health through the organised efforts and informed choices of society, organizations,

public and private, communities and individuals." It is concerned with threats to the

overall health of a community based on population health analysis. The population in

question can be as small as a handful of people or as large as all the inhabitants of several

continents (for instance, in the case of a pandemic). Public health has many sub-fields,

but is typically divided into the categories of epidemiology, biostatistics and health

services. Environmental, social and behavioral health, and occupational health, are also

important fields in public health.
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The focus of public health intervention is to prevent rather than treat a disease through

surveillance of cases and the promotion of healthy behaviors. In addition to these

activities, in many cases treating a disease can be vital to preventing it in others, such as

during an outbreak of an infectious disease. Vaccination programs and distribution of

condoms are examples of public health measures.

13. Role of science in health

Health science is the branch of science focused on health, and it includes many

subdisciplines. There are two approaches to health science: the study and research of the

human body and health-related issues to understand how humans (and animals) function,

and the application of that knowledge to improve health and to prevent and cure diseases.

14. Where health knowledge comes from

Health research builds primarily on the basic sciences of biology, chemistry, and physics

as well as a variety of multidisciplinary fields (for example medical sociology). Some of

the other primarily research-oriented fields that make exceptionally significant

contributions to health science are biochemistry, epidemiology, and genetics.

15. Putting health knowledge to use

Applied health sciences also endeavor to better understand health, but in addition they try

to directly improve it. Some of these are: biomedical engineering, biotechnology, nursing,

nutrition, pharmacology, pharmacy, public health (see above), psychology, physical

therapy, and medicine. The provision of services to maintain or improve people's health is

referred to as health care.

Topic : Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Newborn

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Newborns Act influence health care benefits

 Status of the attending provider

 48-hour (or 96-hour) period start, according to the Newborns Act

 Newborns Act require my plan to offer maternity benefits

 Acts apply to my health coverage
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Definition/Overview:

Know your rights. If your plan provides maternity benefits, you should be entitled to a

minimum hospital stay of 48 hours following a vaginal delivery and 96 hours following a

cesarean delivery. You cannot be required to get a preauthorization from your plan in order

for the minimum hospital stay to be covered. Your plan must provide you with a notice

regarding your rights relating to a hospital stay following childbirth. If your plan is insured,

the notice must describe your protections under state law. Contact your health plan or your

spouses health plan as soon as possible to find out how to enroll your new baby in group

health plan coverage.

Key Points:

1. Newborns Act influence health care benefits

This Act influences the amount of time you and your baby receive. Coverage included

during the hospital stay and after the childbirth. Insurance companies and Health

Maintenance organizations that are subject to the Newborns Act can not restrict benefits

for a hospital stay to less than 48 hours, following the birth of a child, or 96 hours after

the birth by cesarean section. After consulting with you, the attending provider may

decide whether to discharge you and your child earlier. However, he doesnt have rights to

discharge you and your child earlier than 48 or 96 hours.

2. Status of the attending provider

It is a state law, a licensed entity, which is responsible for providing pediatric or

maternity care to a mother and her newborn child. For example, an insurance plan,

hospital, or HMO would be called an attending provider, although a nurse or physician

assistant can be an attending provider, if she or he has a license, received from the state,

to provide maternity and pediatric care after the childbirth.

3. 48-hour (or 96-hour) period start, according to the Newborns Act

This period starts right after the delivery. For example, if a woman comes into the

hospital at 6 p.m. on July 10, but gives birth at 7p.m. July 13, then the 48-hour period

starts at 7 p.m. on July 13. There are situations when birth occurs outside the hospital and

only after that the woman is admitted to the hospital. In such cases the period begins right

after the admission.

4. Newborns Act require my plan to offer maternity benefits

The Newborns Act doesnt require insurance companies, plans or different insurance
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providing organizations (HMO) to provide coverage for hospital stays, caused by

childbirth. However, other legal document, for example the Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, may require such kind of coverage.

5. Acts apply to my health coverage

it depends whether your plan offers any benefits for hospital stays that deal with

childbirth. If it does, then the Newborns Act can apply to certain coverage. It can also

depend on the insurance provider. Is your coverage insured by the insurance company or

is it self-insured? Self-insured coverage is a subject to the Newborns Act. However, if

you have coverage, provided by the insurance company or HMO, and your state has a law

that regulates coverage for newborns and young mothers, then you will be more

dependent on the state law, rather than on the Newborns Act.

Topic : Health Promotion And Health Maintenance Of The Infant

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Health Maintenance of the Infant

 Infant Healthcare Providers

 Choosing an Infant Healthcare Provider

 Well-Baby Care

Definition/Overview:

During the first year of life nutritional intake patterns reflect the developmental progression

of the infant. The baby first receives all nutrition from milk and closely bonds with the parent

during feeding. As the baby becomes able to take in and metabolize other foods, parents

begin to feed soft foods. When the infant can sit, reach for objects, and place them in the

mouth, finger foods are introduced. The baby in this picture has developed the pincer grasp

and is able to feed foods to self using this ability. Choices should include nutritionally sound

food that helps to meet the babys recommended allowances. By the first birthday, the child

has developed the social and motor ability to eat most of the food commonly consumed in the

family. Eating has been a mirror of social, metabolic, and developmental progression

throughout the first year.
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Key Points:

1. Health Maintenance of the Infant

One of the most important decisions you'll make about your baby's health is selecting his

or her doctor. It's important to find a doctor you feel comfortable with -- someone whom

you can talk to and who is willing to answer your questions. After all, you will turn to this

doctor for help often, and even when your baby is healthy you'll be making regular visits.

In the following pages you'll learn who the different doctors are, how they care for your

baby, and how to pick the one that's right for you.

2. Infant Healthcare Providers

There are two main types of doctors who specialize in infant care: pediatricians and

family practitioners. In addition to choosing between them, you'll also be choosing from

among different settings for your child's health care. Find out how these two types differ

from each other and from other healthcare professionals.

3. Choosing an Infant Healthcare Provider

Before you settle on a doctor, you'll want to know about his or her style, if he or she can

work on your schedule, and who serves as backup if the doctor can't be reached, among

other things. This page gives you many good questions to ask during your interviews with

potential doctors for your baby.

4. Well-Baby Care

Once you've chosen the right person, he or she will want to see your baby often. During

the first couple years of life, even visits for regular checkups are frequent. The doctor will

want to check your baby's eyes, ears, nose, vital organs, arms and legs, and other things

for normal development. On this page, you'll learn how often you can expect to see the

doctor, and what to expect at these visits.

Topic : Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Toddler And Preschooler

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Toddlers
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 Preschoolers

Definition/Overview:

The Early Language Milestone (ELM) Scale is one method of evaluating speech in young

children. It differentiates receptive from expressive speech, recognizing that children may

understand some language even though they do not speak to their level of understanding.

Examine this tool to see what receptive and expressive language you would expect to see in

15-month-old Clarence in the opening scenario. Used with permission. The Early Language

Milestone (ELM) Scale is one method of evaluating speech in young children. It

differentiates receptive from expressive speech, recognizing that children may understand

some language even though they do not speak to their level of understanding. Examine this

tool to see what receptive and expressive language you would expect to see in 15-month-old

Clarence in the opening scenario. Used with permission.

Stuttering .

Key Points:

1. Toddlers

Toddlers are young children between 14 and 36 months. Toddlerhood is the time parents

seem to find their children the most challenging, as their babies struggle between

complete dependence and separation. Curiosity, energy, and speed increase during the

toddler years; hence, limits need to be established. By the age of 2, several abilities in

children improve. Coloring, building blocks, and scribbling are activities that interest

children at this particular stage. They have gone from fun babbling to building a

vocabulary of about 40 words, still learning to use the words in combination. Children

have gone from needing help while taking steps to running, jumping, and climbing. At

this age, children are able to refer to themselves by name, and in many cases, they have a

hard time sharing. By three years of age, children are usually able to dress and undress

themselves, to some extent. Their language skills develop rather quickly during this stage.

They begin to speak a little more clearly, making themselves understood, and they are

able to comprehend more than one command at a time. Children are usually ready to be

potty trained at this time.
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2. Preschoolers

Preschoolersthese are the 3 to 5-year-olds. At this stage, children begin riding tricycles,

dressing and undressing themselves with help, and showing awareness of gender identity.

These are childrens curious years. Your child will ask you about any and everything.

Three to five-year-old children are eager to learn. They are also very imaginative, making

it hard for some to distinguish between reality and their fantasy worlds. Children often

claim to have (imaginary) friends that only they can see around this age.

At this stage, preschoolers walk on their tip toes, stand and hop on one foot, skip, dress

themselves, etc. Certain fears are sometimes associated with pre-schoolers, for instance,

fear of separation, baths, dogs, the dark, etc. During this time, it is important for parents

to exhibit the behavior they are expecting from their children. Children are very

impressionable during these early years, and they tend to follow the example of their

parents. Its at this age they test their parents by trying out the profane words they have

heard from older siblings, neighbors, other adults, or their parents.

Topic : Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The School-Age Child

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 School Age Health

 School Age Health Activities

 Collaborative Planning Efforts

 School Health Nursing

 Regional Diabetes Resource Nurse

 Promoting Healthy Physical Activity and Nutrition for School Age Children and Families

 The vision for Colorado Connections for Health Schools:

 Mission to achieve this vision:

 Colorado Physical Activity and Nutrition Program (COPAN)

Definition/Overview:

Children generally interact readily with healthcare providers and appear at ease when

welcomed and engaged in interactions. Notice the pleasant setting with child art posted on the

wall.
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Key Points:

1. School Age Health

The goal of the school age child health activities is to positively impact the health and

well-being of school age children in Colorado by improving and supporting state and

local child health infrastructure. The school age child health activities focus on children

from kindergarten through 12th grade and include:

2. School Age Health Activities

3. Collaborative Planning Efforts

Promoting collaboration between public health agencies and local school districts to plan

for and develop strategies to improve physical activity and nutrition in the school age

child and youth population

4. School Health Nursing

The Child and Adolescent Health Program provides technical support to districts and

school health personnel, in concert with Colorado Department of Education.

5. Regional Diabetes Resource Nurse

The incidence of diabetes in school age children has dramatically increased over the past

several decades. The care of these children is complex and must be attended to in every

aspect of their lives including while in attendance at school. School staff must be

knowledgeable about diabetes care in order for children with diabetes to be safe in school

and to benefit optimally from their educational programs. A Diabetes Resource Nurse

program will connect expert school nurses and public health nurses with districts

throughout Colorado for the purpose of:

 Consulting with school nurses, administrators, & other staff about diabetes related issues to

insure optimal care for students with diabetes.

 Assisting with development of health care & 504 plans.

 Providing resources & in-service education to district staff.

 Helping to trouble shooting individual problems (but not providing care to individual

students).
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 Providing standardization of health services for children with diabetes, with a goal toward

healthier students who will be more capable of achieving optimally in their education

programs.

6. Promoting Healthy Physical Activity and Nutrition for School Age Children and

Families

The Child, Adolescent and School Health Section works closely with both state and local

partners including the Colorado Physical Activity and Nutrition Program to plan for

develop strategies and promote healthy behaviors that can reduce and prevent overweight

problems in children and youth. The Colorado Department of Public Health and

Environment and the Colorado Department of Education have joined forces to coordinate

the Colorado Connections for Healthy Schools to implement the eight components model

of coordinated school health.

7. The vision for Colorado Connections for Health Schools:

All school-aged children and youth in Colorado will be healthy and learn at their full

potential.

8. Mission to achieve this vision:

To Build Colorado's state education and health agency partnership and capacity to

implement and coordinate school health programs, assisting schools to improve the well-

being and academic achievement of school-age youth. To achieve an optimal learning

environment, schools will integrate comprehensive school health education, physical

education, school health services, nutrition services, counseling, psychological and social

services, a health school environment, school site health promotion for staff and family

and community involvement in order to:

 Reduce tobacco use and addiction

 Improve eating patterns

 Increase vigorous daily physical activity

 Reduce obesity

 Reduce skin cancer due to sun damage

9. Colorado Physical Activity and Nutrition Program (COPAN)
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Colorado Physical Activity and Nutrition Programs (COPAN) mission is to prevent

obesity and related chronic diseases, and to promote healthy lifestyles for all Coloradans.

COPAN and its partners have developed and are implementing the Colorado Physical

Activity and Nutrition State Plan 2010that promotes healthy eating and physical activity

in order to successfully prevent and reduce overweight, obesity, and related chronic

diseases.

Topic : Health Promotion And Maintenance Of The Adolescent

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Health Promotion and Maintenance of the Adolescent

Definition/Overview:

Parents often accompany teens with a healthcare problem in for the examination. Provide an

opportunity to see both the teen and parent privately and integrate general health promotion

and health maintenance into the visit.

Key Points:

Health Promotion and Maintenance of the Adolescent

Generally, the adolescent years (ie, between ages 11 to 21 years1) are a time of good health

for most of this population in the United States. In turn, adolescent patients may not present

to their health care providers offices for routine health maintenance visits. In some cases,

however, adolescents do not have access to appropriate or affordable health care. Adolescents

with chronic diseases who are underinsured often do not have case managers or access to the

medications and medical equipment required for them to be able to achieve their maximal

potential in daily life or at school. In addition, recent surveys of school-based health clinics

have shown that teenagers are frequently in need of timely access to mental health services.2

A number of health-related problems place adolescents at increased risk of morbidity and

mortality. The leading causes of death in the adolescent age-group are unintentional injury,

homicide, and suicide, all of which may be affected by anticipatory guidance and intervention

from the health care system. Activities such as smoking, drug use, unprotected sex, and

alcohol use often begin during the teenage years and can start an adolescent on an unhealthy

route toward adulthood. Approximately $33.4 billion (ie, $855 per adolescent) are spent
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annually in the United States on adolescent morbidities.3 The 1997 Youth Risk Behavior

Surveillance4 examined 16,262 United States high school students in grades nine through 12.

The study revealed that 49% of the adolescent boys and 48% of the adolescent girls had had

sexual intercourse; only 62.5% of boys and 50.8% of girls reported using a condom at last

intercourse.4 More than 28% of the girls and 37.3% of the boys reported having five or more

drinks in a row on one or more occasions in 30 days prior to the survey.4 Among 12th

graders, 19% of girls and 20% of boys were current cigarette smokers.4 Fifteen percent of

boys and 27% of girls considered suicide in the 12 months prior to the survey, and 4.5% of

boys and 11.6% of girls attempted suicide. The 60% of girls and 23% of boys who reported

that they were trying to lose weight are a concern because disordered eating patterns may

arise. The adolescent patient, entangled in a time of major physical, emotional, social, and

cognitive growth and development, poses a unique challenge to the practicing clinician. Often

providers feel overwhelmed by or uncomfortable with counseling teenage patients about

sensitive areas such as sexuality or drug and alcohol use. A 1989 position paper of the

American College of Physicians5 stated that internists need better training and more

involvement in the care of adolescents; 25% of internists surveyed felt that they had

insufficient training in many areas of adolescent health care.5

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Nursing Care For The Child In The Community
Nursing Care For The Hospitalized Child
Pain Assessment And Management
Infectious And Communicable Diseases
Nursing Care For The Child With A Chronic Condition
The Child And Life-Threatening Illness Or Injury
End Of Life Care And Bereavement

Topic : Nursing Care For The Child In The Community

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Nursing Care for the Child in the Community

 Differences between adult and pediatric medicine
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 History of pediatrics

 Training of pediatricians

 "Pediatrician" versus "Paediatrician"

 Subspecialists in pediatrics

 Pediatric organizations

 Social role of pediatric specialists

Definition/Overview:

Nurses carefully assess children in the office setting who present with an acute care illness. It

is important to identify how serious the childs illness is and to monitor the child for

progression of symptoms during the visit. This is also a time to gather information about the

childs illness and to identify health information that will be needed for the family to care for

the child at home. Nurses provide patient education to help families learn to recognize the

early stages of an asthma attack by using a peak flow meter. The child learns the proper

method for taking a deep breath and blowing into the peak flow meter so the best reading is

obtained.

Key Points:

1. Nursing Care for the Child in the Community

The school nurse treats this child with a nebulizer to determine if the asthma attack can be

controlled before calling the parent to come and pick up the child and seek care from the

primary care provider. Because some children need medications or other therapies during

school hours, the parents and child, school nurse, teacher, and school administrators

develop a plan to manage the childs condition during school hours. This document is the

childs individual health plan. Nurses provide both short-term and long-term services to

families in the home setting. In some cases, families need support for a short time after

the child is discharged from the hospital following an acute illness. In other cases,

families need assistance with complex nursing care for the child dependent on technology

for survival.

2. Differences between adult and pediatric medicine

Pediatrics differs from adult medicine in many respects. The obvious body size

differences are paralleled by maturational changes. The smaller body of an infant or

neonate is substantially different physiologically from that of an adult. Congenital
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defects, genetic variance, and developmental issues are of greater concern to pediatricians

than they often are to adult physicians. Childhood is the period of greatest growth,

development and maturation of the various organ systems in the body. Years of training

and experience (above and beyond basic medical training) goes into recognizing the

difference between normal variants and what is actually pathological.

Pediatrics is that branch/speciality of medicine,which deals with the study and practice of

diseases and their management in children.

Treating a child is not like treating a miniature adult. A major difference between

pediatrics and adult medicine is that children are minors and, in most jurisdictions, cannot

make decisions for themselves. The issues of guardianship, privacy, legal responsibility

and informed consent must always be considered in every pediatric procedure. In a sense,

pediatricians often have to treat the parents and sometimes, the family, rather than just the

child. Adolescents are in their own legal class, having rights to their own health care

decisions in certain circumstances only.

3. History of pediatrics

In the 9th century, the famous Persian physician Rhazes (Muhammad ibn Zakarīya Rāzi)

wrote The Diseases of Children, the first book to deal with pediatrics as an independent

field of medicine. For this reason, some medical historians consider him the father of

pediatrics. His teacher Ali ibn Sahl Rabban al-Tabari was also a pioneer in the field of

child development, which he earlier discussed in his Firdous al-Hikmah. The first work

on pediatrics in the Western world was the Book of Children, written circa 1530 by

Thomas Phaer, who was inspired by the works of Rhazes and Avicenna.

Pediatrics as a separate area of medical practice in the Western world largely began in the

nineteenth century. The Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street (London) was

founded in 1852, and is probably the oldest such children's hospital in the English-

speaking world. Great Ormond Street is adjacent to Coram's Fields, the site of the much

earlier Foundling Hospital. The emigrant German physician, Abraham Jacobi, worked in

the same period and is often considered the father of pediatrics.

4. Training of paediatricians

The training of pediatricians varies considerably across the world.Like other medical

practitioners, pediatricians begin their training with an entry-level medical education: a
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tertiary-level course, undertaken at a medical school attached to a university. Such a

course leads to a medical degree.

Depending on jurisdiction and university, a medical degree course may be either

undergraduate-entry or graduate-entry. The former commonly takes five or six years, and

has been usual in the Commonwealth. Entrants to graduate-entry courses (as in the USA),

usually lasting four or five years, have previously completed a three- or four-year

university degree, commonly but by no means always in sciences. Medical graduates hold

a degree specific to the country and university in and from which they graduated. This

degree qualifies that medical practitioner to become licensed or registered under the laws

of that particular country, and sometimes of several countries, subject to requirements for

"internship" or "conditional registration".

Within the United States, the term physician also describes holders of the Doctor of

Osteopathic medicine (D.O.) degree. For further information on osteopathic medicine, see

the entry on the comparison of MD and DO in the US.

Pediatricians must undertake further training in their chosen field. This may take from

three to six or more years, depending on jurisdiction and the degree of specialization. The

post-graduate training for a primary care physician, including primary care pediatricians,

is generally not as lengthy as for a hospital-based medical specialist.

In most jurisdictions, entry-level degrees are common to all branches of the medical

profession, but in some jurisdictions, specialization in pediatrics may begin before

completion of this degree. In some jurisdictions, pediatric training is begun immediately

following completion of entry-level training. In other jurisdictions, junior medical doctors

must undertake generalist (unstreamed) training for a number of years before

commencing pediatric (or any other) specialization. Specialist training is often largely

under the control of pediatric organizations (see below) rather than universities, with

varying degrees of government input, depending on jurisdiction.

5. "Pediatrician" versus "Paediatrician"

A slight semantic difference has developed in association with the difference in spelling.

In the USA, a pediatrician (US spelling) is a specialist physician who generally functions

in a primary care setting for children. Like all physicians, they first receive a general

medical degree (from a US medical school, typically MD or DO). Next, such

pediatricians (US spelling) complete an internship in pediatrics and then 2 additional
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years of residency in pediatrics. A similar situation exists in Germany: a Kinderarzt is

commonly a primary care pediatrician. In the UK and many other parts of the world, a

paediatrician is also a specialist physician for children, but generally not in primary care.

He or she sees children who are either urgently taken to a hospital or who are referred by

general practitioners; the latter see the bulk of child patients in primary care. Such

paediatricians (British spelling) generally first receive a general medical degree, typically

MB BS, MB BChir etc, and then complete at least 2 years' general clinical training

("foundation training"), followed by 6 or more years' additional training in paediatrics or

its subspecialties.

6. Subspecialists in pediatrics

Specialist pediatricians may undergo further training in sub-specialties. Practicing a

subspecialty in pediatrics is similar in some respects to practising the relevant adult

specialty, but a major difference is in the pattern of disease. Typically, diseases

commonly seen in children are rare in adults (e.g. bronchiolitis, rotavirus infection), and

those seen in adults are rare in children (e.g. coronary artery disease, deep vein

thrombosis). Hence, pediatric cardiologists deal with the heart conditions of children,

particularly congenital heart defects, and pediatric oncologists most often treat types of

cancer that are relatively common in children (e.g. certain leukemias, lymphomas and

sarcomas), but which are rarely seen in adults. Every subspecialty of adult medicine

exists in pediatrics (with the obvious exception of geriatrics).

Adolescent medicine is a growing sub-specialty. The pattern of diseases in adolescents in

part resembles that seen in older adults, and specialists or sub-specialists in adolescent

medicine are also drawn from practitioners of internal medicine or family medicine.

Another major sub-specialty, which is unique to pediatrics, is neonatology: the medical

care of newborn babies.

7. Pediatric organizations

Most pediatricians are members of a national body. Examples are the American Academy

of Pediatrics, the Canadian Paediatric Society, the Royal College Of Paediatrics and Child

Health, Norsk barnelegeforening (The Norwegian society of pediatricians) or the Indian

Academy of Pediatrics. In Australia and New Zealand, paediatricians are fellows of the

Royal Australasian College of Physicians, which covers both nations and which has adult

& paediatric sections. This was the situation in the UK until the late 1990s, where

specialist pediatricians were Members Fellows of either the Royal College of Physicians
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or of the fraternal colleges in Scotland. In 1996, British paediatricians were granted a

royal charter to form their own college, the Royal College of Paediatrics and Child

Health.

8. Social role of pediatric specialists

Like other medical practitioners, pediatricians are traditionally considered to be members

of a learned profession, because of the extensive training requirements, and also because

of the occupation's special ethical and legal duties.

Pediatricians commonly enjoy high social status, often combined with expectations of a

high and stable income and job security. However, medical practitioners in general often

work long and inflexible hours, with shifts at unsociable times, and may earn less than

other professionals whose education is of comparable length. Neonatologists or general

pediatricians in hospital practice are often on call at unsociable times for perinatal

problems in particular such as for Cesarean section or other high risk births, and for the

care of ill newborn infants. In August 2000, during a "name and shame" campaign by

Rupert Murdoch's News of the World, a paediatrician in Wales had her home and car

vandalised by "vigilantes", who believed "paediatrician" meant "paedophile".

Topic : Nursing Care For The Hospitalized Child

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Major Stressors & Reactions To Them

 Children 3 years of age and younger

 Children 3 - 6 years old

 Children 7- 12 years old

 Adolescents 12 and up

 Reaction To Bodily Injury & Pain

 Reaction To Stressors

 Care Of Hospitalized Child

Definition/Overview:

Separation anxiety Protest Cry, scream, run Despair Withdrawal, depressed, non-

communicative, regression Detachment Superficial adjustment/ relationships Loss of control
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Additional stimuli, inconsistency, unfamiliarity of env./ daily rituals, rigid schedules, lack of

privacy Bodily injury & pain

Key Points:

1. Children 3 years of age and younger

Children 3 years of age and younger Lack understanding about their illness Confused about

the new change in their familiar environment Concerned with being away from family and

home. Toddlers - Difficulty coping with the change in routines (especially - eating, sleeping

and toileting). Help Allow parents/ friends/ anyone known to child to be with the child

Maintain close and continual parental contact during hospitalization

2. Children 3 - 6 years old

Children 3 - 6 years old Usually view the hospital and procedures as punishment. Wants to be

near the family Views hospital stay or procedure as punishment for something. Loss of

control and fear of the unknown Help - Honest, simple, age-appropriate conversations can

help your child feel more secure. Remember, young children learn best through play. -

Reassure child that he/she hasn't done anything wrong. - Allow to bring a favorite toy;

blanket or clothes from home - Encourage walking around or playing outside of his/her room.

3. Children 7- 12 years old

Children 7- 12 years old Worried about painful procedures Believe that hospitalization and

procedures are a form of punishment Experience a loss of control and independence Older

children worry about painful procedures and changes to their body Help - Providing

information is key at this age..very important - Inform in advance about procedures, changes

in the environment etc.. - Do not mislead by saying something won't hurt if it will - Instead,

talk about how to cope with possible pain and confusion. - give choices when they exist

4. Adolescents 12 and up

Adolescents 12 and up Concern about loss of control; separation from friends Very self-

conscious. Lots of questions about specific procedures. Help - Encourage to talk to doctors

and nurses involved in care - allow to be part of discussions & decision making (this will give

some degree of control) - Support social interactions with friends via phone, email and visits
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Reaction To Bodily Injury & Pain

0 6 months Cry, bodily movements 6/12 1 year Resistance, uncooperative 1 3 years

Aggressive behaviour 3- 5 years Fear of punishment/ mutilation/ death; verbal abuse 512

years Fear of disability, concern for privacy, words to describe pain > 12 years Effect on

body image, questioning, privacy

5. Reaction To Stressors

Depends upon Developmental age Previous experience with illness Separation Coping skills

(innate/ acquired) Seriousness of illness Support systems

6. Care Of Hospitalized Child

Prepare for hospitalization Prevent/ minimize separation Minimize loss of control Prevent

minimize bodily injury Allow for regression Provide pain management (= Atraumatic care)

Provide for developmentally appropriate play activities Provide opportunities for play/

expressive activities Maximize potential benefit of hospitalization Focus on developmental

age rather than chronological age.

Topic : Pain Assessment And Management

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Gellert Index of Body Knowledge

 Childs Physical Care

 Nursing Considerations

Definition/Overview:

Nursing Care of the Hospitalized Child
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Key Points:

1. Nursing Considerations

Nursing Considerations in Preparing Parents and Child for Planned Short-Stay Admission

Allowing the child to dress up as a doctor or a nurse helps prepare the child for the

hospitalization experience. This helps the child adjust to treatment, care, and the recovery

process. Why? What might the childs concerns be? Can you think of any concerns that

might be related to cultural background? The childs anxiety and fear often will be reduced

if the nurse explains what is going to happen and demonstrates how the procedure will be

done by using a doll. Based on your experience, can you list five actions you can take to

prepare a school-age child for hospitalization? Jasmines parents are taking the time to

prepare her for hospitalization by reading a book recommended by the nurse. Such

material should be appropriate to the childs age and culture. Why do you think that

having the parents read this material is valuable? Sample Teaching Materials for Children

Regarding Hospitalization and Healthcare.

2. Childs Physical Care

This child has just undergone surgery and is in the post anesthesia care unit (PACU).

Although the childs physical care is immediate and important, remember that both the

child and the family have strong psychosocial needs that must be addressed concurrently.

It is important to reunite the family as soon as possible after surgery. This boy was

formerly afraid of blood draws but with the aid of health professionals has overcome his

fear and can now have the procedure done calmly. He shows his mastery over the

situation. What can you do to help children afraid of procedures to develop coping

mechanisms to assist them? The nurse can use a simple gender-specific outline drawing

of a childs body to encourage children to draw what they think about their medical

problem. Such drawings reveal a childs interpretation, which the nurse can work with to

provide enhanced teaching.

3. Gellert Index of Body Knowledge

Nursing Strategies to Improve the Illness/Hospitalization Experience of Parents/Children

Shriners Hospital in Spokane, Washington, has a special classroom and teacher for

children undergoing a lengthy hospital stay, enabling them to remain current with their

school work. The child who falls behind other students might not fit in when he or she
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returns to school or might be required to repeat a grade. What are the potential

consequences of these situations?

Topic : Infectious And Communicable Diseases

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Nociceptors transmit pain

 Classification

 Transmission

 Preventing transmission

 Diagnosis and therapy

 Methods of diagnosis

 Microbial culture

 Microscopy

 Biochemical tests

 Molecular diagnostics

 Clearance and immunity

Definition/Overview:

An infectious disease is a clinically evident disease resulting from the presence of pathogenic

microbial agents, including pathogenic viruses, pathogenic bacteria, fungi, protozoa,

multicellular parasites, and aberrant proteins known as prions. These pathogens are able to

cause disease in animals and/or plants. Infectious pathologies are usually qualified as

contagious diseases (also called communicable diseases) due to their potentiality of

transmission from one person or species to another. Transmission of an infectious disease

may occur through one or more of diverse pathways including physical contact with infected

individuals. These infecting agents may also be transmitted through liquids, food, body

fluids, contaminated objects, airborne inhalation, or through vector-borne spread. The term

infectivity describes the ability of an organism to enter, survive and multiply in the host,

while the infectiousness of a disease indicates the comparative ease with which the disease is

transmitted to other hosts. An infection however, is not synonymous with an infectious

disease, as an infection may not cause important clinical symptoms or impair host function.
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Key Points:

1. Nociceptors transmit pain

Nociceptors transmit pain impulses along A-delta and C fibers to the dorsal horn of the

spinal cord. After the sensory information reaches the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, the

pain signal may be modified depending on the presence of other stimuli, from either the

brain or the periphery. Along the nerve conduction pathways between the periphery,

spinal cord, and the brain are gates that control the number of impulses sent to the brain.

Nonpain impulses can compete with pain impulses for transmission along the spinal tracts

to the brain. Once the impulse reaches the brain, the pain is perceived.

2. Classification

Among the almost infinite varieties of microorganisms, relatively few cause disease in

otherwise healthy individuals. Infectious disease results from the interplay between those

few pathogens and the defenses of the hosts they infect. The appearance and severity of

disease resulting from any pathogen depends upon the ability of that pathogen to damage

the host as well as the ability of the host to resist the pathogen. Infectious

microorganisms, or microbes, are therefore classified as either primary pathogens or as

opportunistic pathogens according to the status of host defenses.

Primary pathogens cause disease as a result of their presence or activity within the

normal, healthy host, and their intrinsic virulence (the severity of the disease they cause)

is, in part, a necessary consequence of their need to reproduce and spread. Many of the

most common primary pathogens of humans only infect humans, however many serious

diseases are caused by organisms acquired from the environment or which infect non-

human hosts.

Organisms which cause an infectious disease in a host with depressed resistance are

classified as opportunistic pathogens. Opportunistic disease may be caused by microbes

that are ordinarily in contact with the host, such as pathogenic bacteria or fungi in the

gastrointestinal or the upper respiratory tract, and they may also result from (otherwise

innocuous) microbes acquired from other hosts (as in Clostridium difficile colitis) or from

the environment as a result of traumatic introduction (as in surgical wound infections or

compound fractures). An opportunistic disease requires impairment of host defenses,

which may occur as a result of genetic defects (such as Chronic granulomatous disease),

exposure to antimicrobial drugs or immunosuppressive chemicals (as might occur
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following poisoning or cancer chemotherapy), exposure to ionizing radiation, or as a

result of an infectious disease with immunosuppressive activity (such as with measles,

malaria or HIV disease). Primary pathogens may also cause more severe disease in a host

with depressed resistance than would normally occur in an immunosufficient host.

One way of proving that a given disease is "infectious", is to satisfy Koch's postulates

(first proposed by Robert Koch), which demands that the infectious agent be identified

only in patients and not in healthy controls, and that patients who contract the agent also

develop the disease. These postulates were first used in the discovery that Mycobacteria

species cause tuberculosis. Koch's postulates cannot be met ethically for many human

diseases because they require experimental infection of a healthy individual with a

pathogen produced as a pure culture. Often, even diseases that are quite clearly infectious

do not meet the infectious criteria. For example, Treponema pallidum, the causative

spirochete of syphilis, cannot be cultured in vitro - however the organism can be cultured

in rabbit testes. It is less clear that a pure culture comes from an animal source serving as

host than it is when derived from microbes derived from plate culture. Epidemiology is

another important tool used to study disease in a population. For infectious diseases it

helps to determine if a disease outbreak is sporadic (occasional occurrence), endemic

(regular cases often occurring in a region), epidemic (an unusually high number of cases

in a region), or pandemic (a global epidemic).

3. Transmission

Washing one's hands, a form of hygiene, is the number one way to prevent the spread

of infectious disease.

An infectious disease is transmitted from some source. Defining the means of

transmission plays an important part in understanding the biology of an infectious

agent, and in addressing the disease it causes. Transmission may occur through

several different mechanisms. Respiratory diseases and meningitis are commonly

acquired by contact with aerosolized droplets, spread by sneezing, coughing, talking,

kissing or even singing. Gastrointestinal diseases are often acquired by ingesting

contaminated food and water. Sexually transmitted diseases are acquired through

contact with bodily fluids, generally as a result of sexual activity. Some infectious

agents may be spread as a result of contact with a contaminated, inanimate object

(known as a fomite), such as a coin passed from one person to another, while other

diseases penetrate the skin directly.
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Transmission of infectious diseases may also involve a "vector". Vectors may be

mechanical or biological. A mechanical vector picks up an infectious agent on the

outside of its body and transmits it in a passive manner. An example of a mechanical

vector is a housefly, which lands on cow dung, contaminating its appendages with

bacteria from the feces, and then lands on food prior to consumption. The pathogen

never enters the body of the fly.

In contrast, biological vectors harbor pathogens within their bodies and deliver pathogens

to new hosts in an active manner, usually a bite. Biological vectors are often responsible

for serious blood-borne diseases, such as malaria, viral encephalitis, Chagas disease,

Lyme disease and African sleeping sickness. Biological vectors are usually, though not

exclusively, arthropods, such as mosquitoes, ticks, fleas and lice. Vectors are often

required in the life cycle of a pathogen. A common strategy used to control vector borne

infectious diseases is to interrupt the life cycle of a pathogen by killing the vector.

The relationship between virulence and transmission is complex, and has important

consequences for the long term evolution of a pathogen. Since it takes many generations

for a microbe and a new host species to co-evolve, an emerging pathogen may hit its

earliest victims especially hard. It is usually in the first wave of a new disease that death

rates are highest. If a disease is rapidly fatal, the host may die before the microbe can get

passed along to another host. However, this cost may be overwhelmed by the short term

benefit of higher infectiousness if transmission is linked to virulence, as it is for instance

in the case of cholera (the explosive diarrhea aids the bacterium in finding new hosts) or

many respiratory infections (sneezing and coughing create infectious aerosols).

4. Preventing transmission

A simplified model of how disease transmission in small-world networks can be prevented.

Major focus should be on preventing jumps between hubs (green cross out) in addition

to prevention within infected hubs (red cross outs).

One of the ways to prevent or slow down the transmission of infectious diseases is to

recognize the different characteristics of various diseases. Some critical disease

characteristics that should be evaluated include virulence, distance traveled by victims,

and level of contagiousness. The human strains of Ebola virus, for example, incapacitate

its victims extremely quickly and kills them soon after. As a result, the victims of this
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disease do not have the opportunity to travel very far from the initial infection zone. Also,

this virus must spread through skin lesions or permeable membranes such as the eye.

Thus, the initial stage of Ebola is not very contagious since its victims experience only

internal hemorrhaging. As a result of the above features, the spread of Ebola is very rapid

and usually stays within a relatively confined geographical area. In contrast, Human

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) kills its victims very slowly by attacking their immune

system. As a result, a lot of its victims transmit the virus to many others before even

realizing that they are carrying the disease. Also, the relatively low virulence allows its

victims to travel long distances, increasing the likelihood of an epidemic.

Another effective way to decrease the transmission rate of infectious diseases is to

recognize the effects of small-world networks. In epidemics, there are often extensive

interactions within hubs or groups of infected individuals and other interactions within

discrete hubs of susceptible individuals. Despite the low interaction between discrete

hubs, the disease can jump to and spread in a susceptible hub via a single or few

interactions with an infected hub. Thus, infection rates in small-world networks can be

reduced somewhat if interactions between individuals within infected hubs are eliminated

(Figure 1). However, infection rates can be drastically reduced if the main focus is on the

prevention of transmission jumps between hubs. The use of needle exchange programs in

areas with a high density of drug users with HIV is an example of the successful

implementation of this treatment method. Another example is the use of ring culling or

vaccination of potentially susceptible livestock in adjacent farms to prevent the spread of

the foot-and-mouth virus in 2001. General methods to prevent transmission of pathogens

may include disinfection and pest control.

5. Diagnosis and therapy

Diagnosis of infectious disease sometimes involves identifying an infectious agent either

directly or indirectly. In practice most minor infectious diseases such as warts, cutaneous

abscesses, respiratory system infections and diarrheal diseases are diagnosed by their

clinical presentation. Conclusions about the cause of the disease are based upon the

likelihood that a patient came in contact with a particular agent, the presence of a microbe

in a community, and other epidemiological considerations. Given sufficient effort, all

known infectious agents can be specifically identified. The benefits of identification,

however, are often greatly outweighed by the cost, as often there is no specific treatment,

the cause is obvious, or the outcome of an infection is benign.
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Specific identification of an infectious agent is usually only determined when such

identification can aid in the treatment or prevention of the disease, or to advance

knowledge of the course of an illness prior to the development of effective therapeutic or

preventative measures. For example, in the early 1980s, prior to the appearance of AZT

for the treatment of AIDS, the course of the disease was closely followed by monitoring

the composition of patient blood samples, even though the outcome would not offer the

patient any further treatment options. In part, these studies on the appearance of HIV in

specific communities permitted the advancement of hypotheses as to the route of

transmission of the virus. By understanding how the disease was transmitted, resources

could be targeted to the communities at greatest risk in campaigns aimed at reducing the

number of new infections. The specific serological diagnostic identification, and later

genotypic or molecular identification, of HIV also enabled the development of hypotheses

as to the temporal and geographical origins of the virus, as well as a myriad of other

hypothesis. The development of molecular diagnostic tools have enabled physicians and

researchers to monitor the efficacy of treatment with anti-retroviral drugs. Molecular

diagnostics are now commonly used to identify HIV in healthy people long before the

onset of illness and have been used to demonstrate the existence of people who are

genetically resistant to HIV infection. Thus, while there still is no cure for AIDS, there is

great therapeutic and predictive benefit to identifying the virus and monitoring the virus

levels within the blood of infected individuals, both for the patient and for the community

at large.

6. Methods of diagnosis

Diagnosis of infectious disease is nearly always initiated by medical history and physical

examination. More detailed identification techniques involve the culture of infectious

agents isolated from a patient. Culture allows identification of infectious organisms by

examining their microscopic features, by detecting the presence of substances produced

by pathogens, and by directly identifying an organism by its genotype. Other techniques

(such as X-rays, CAT scans, PET scans or NMR) are used to produce images of internal

abnormalities resulting from the growth of an infectious agent. The images are useful in

detection of, for example, a bone abscess or a spongiform encephalopathy produced by a

prion.
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7. Microbial culture

Microbiological culture is a principal tool used to diagnose infectious disease. In a microbial

culture, a growth medium is provided for a specific agent. A sample taken from potentially

diseased tissue or fluid is then tested for the presence of an infectious agent able to grow

within that medium. Most pathogenic bacteria are easily grown on nutrient agar, a form of

solid medium that supplies carbohydrates and proteins necessary for growth of a bacterium,

along with copious amounts of water. A single bacterium will grow into a visible mound on

the surface of the plate called a colony, which may be separated from other colonies or

melded together into a "lawn". The size, color, shape and form of a colony is characteristic of

the bacterial species, its specific genetic makeup (its strain), and the environment which

supports its growth. Other ingredients are often added to the plate to aid in identification.

Plates may contain substances that permit the growth of some bacteria and not others, or that

change color in response to certain bacteria and not others. Bacteriological plates such as

these are commonly used in the clinical identification of infectious bacteria. Microbial culture

may also be used in the identification of viruses: the medium in this case being cells grown in

culture that the virus can infect, and then alter or kill. In the case of viral identification, a

region of dead cells results from viral growth, and is called a "plaque". Eukaryotic parasites

may also be grown in culture as a means of identifying a particular agent.

In the absence of suitable plate culture techniques, some microbes require culture

within live animals. Bacteria such as Mycobacterium leprae and T. pallidum can be

grown in animals, although serological and microscopic techniques make the use of

live animals unnecessary. Viruses are also usually identified using alternatives to

growth in culture or animals. Some viruses may be grown in embryonated eggs.

Another useful identification method is Xenodiagnosis, or the use of a vector to

support the growth of an infectious agent. Chaga's disease is the most significant

example, because it is difficult to directly demonstrate the presence of the causative

agent, Trypanosoma cruzi in a patient, which therefore makes it difficult to

definitively make a diagnosis. In this case, xenodiagnosis involves the use of the

vector of the Chaga's agent T. cruzi, an uninfected triatomine bug (subfamily

Triatominae), which takes a blood meal from a person suspected of having been

infected. The bug is later inspected for growth of T. cruzi within its gut.
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8. Microscopy

Another principal tool in the diagnosis of infectious disease is microscopy. Virtually all of

the culture techniques discussed above rely, at some point, on microscopic examination

for definitive identification of the infectious agent. Microscopy may be carried out with

simple instruments, such as the compound light microscope, or with instruments as

complex as an electron microscope. Samples obtained from patients may be viewed

directly under the light microscope, and can often rapidly lead to identification.

Microscopy is often also used in conjunction with biochemical staining techniques, and

can be made exquisitely specific when used in combination with antibody based

techniques. For example, the use of antibodies made artificially fluorescent (fluorescently

labeled antibodies) can be directed to bind to and identify a specific antigens present on a

pathogen. A fluorescence microscope is then used to detect fluorescently labeled

antibodies bound to internalized antigens within clinical samples or cultured cells. This

technique is especially useful in the diagnosis of viral diseases, where the light

microscope is incapable of identifying a virus directly.

Other microscopic procedures may also aid in identifying infectious agents. Almost all

cells readily stain with a number of basic dyes due to the electrostatic attraction between

negatively charged cellular molecules and the positive charge on the dye. A cell is

normally transparent under a microscope, and using a stain increases the contrast of a cell

with its background. Staining a cell with a dye such as Giemsa stain or crystal violet

allows a microscopist to describe its size, shape, internal and external components and its

associations with other cells. The response of bacteria to different staining procedures is

used in the taxonomic classification of microbes as well. Two methods, the Gram stain

and the acid-fast stain, are the standard approaches used to classify bacteria and to

diagnosis of disease. The Gram stain identifies the bacterial groups Firmicutes and

Actinobacteria, both of which contain many significant human pathogens. The acid-fast

staining procedure identifies the Actinobacterial genera Mycobacterium and Nocardia.

9. Biochemical tests

Biochemical tests used in the identification of infectious agents include the detection of

metabolic or enzymatic products characteristic of a particular infectious agent. Since

bacteria ferment carbohydrates in patterns characteristic of their genus and species, the

detection of fermentation products is commonly used in bacterial identification. Acids,
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alcohols and gases are usually detected in these tests when bacteria are grown in selective

liquid or solid media.

The isolation of enzymes from infected tissue can also provide the basis of a biochemical

diagnosis of an infectious disease. For example, humans can make neither RNA

replicases nor reverse transcriptase, and the presence of these enzymes are characteristic

of specific types of viral infections. The ability of the viral protein hemagglutinin to bind

red blood cells together into a detectable matrix may also be characterized as a

biochemical test for viral infection, although strictly speaking hemagglutinin is not an

enzyme and has no metabolic function.

Serological methods are highly sensitive, specific and often extremely rapid tests used to

identify microorganisms. These tests are based upon the ability of an antibody to bind

specifically to an antigen. The antigen, usually a protein or carbohydrate made by an

infectious agent, is bound by the antibody. This binding then sets off a chain of events

that can be visibly obvious in various ways, dependent upon the test. For example, "Strep

throat" is often diagnosed within minutes, and is based on the appearance of antigens

made by the causative agent, S. pyogenes, that is retrieved from a patients throat with a

cotton swab. Serological tests, if available, are usually the preferred route of

identification, however the tests are costly to develop and the reagents used in the test

often require refrigeration. Some serological methods are extremely costly, although

when commonly used, such as with the "strep test", they can be inexpensive.

10. Molecular diagnostics

Technologies based upon the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) method will become

nearly ubiquitous gold standards of diagnostics of the near future, for several reasons.

First, the catalog of infectious agents has grown to the point that virtually all of the

significant infectious agents of the human population have been identified. Second, an

infectious agent must grow within the human body to cause disease; essentially it must

amplify its own nucleic acids in order to cause a disease. This amplification of nucleic

acid in infected tissue offers an opportunity to detect the infectious agent by using PCR.

Third, the essential tools for directing PCR, primers, are derived from the genomes of

infectious agents, and with time those genomes will be known, if they are not already.

Thus, the technological ability to detect any infectious agent rapidly and specifically are

currently available. The only remaining blockades to the use of PCR as a standard tool of

diagnosis are in its cost and application, neither of which is insurmountable. The
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diagnosis of a few diseases will not benefit from the development of PCR methods, such

as some of the clostridial diseases (tetanus and botulism). These diseases are

fundamentally biological poisonings by relatively small numbers of infectious bacteria

that produce extremely potent neurotoxins. A significant proliferation of the infectious

agent does not occur, this limits the ability of PCR to detect the presence of any bacteria.

11. Clearance and immunity

Mary Mallon (a.k.a Typhoid Mary) was an asymptomatic carrier of typhoid fever. Over

the course of her career as a cook, she infected 53 people, three of whom died.

Infection with most pathogens does not result in death of the host and the offending

organism is ultimately cleared after the symptoms of the disease have waned. This

process requires immune mechanisms to kill or inactivate the inoculum of the pathogen.

Specific acquired immunity against infectious diseases may be mediated by antibodies

and/or T lymphocytes. Immunity mediated by these two factors may be manifested by:

 a direct effect upon a pathogen, such as antibody-initiated complement-dependent

bacteriolysis, opsonoization, phagocytosis and killing, as occurs for some bacteria,

 neutralization of viruses so that these organisms cannot enter cells,

 or by T lymphocytes which will kill a cell parasitized by a microorganism.

The immune response to a microorganism often causes symptoms such as a high fever

and inflammation, and has the potential to be more devastating than direct damage caused

by a microbe. Resistance to infection (immunity) may be acquired following a disease, by

asymptomatic carriage of the pathogen, by harboring an organism with a similar structure

(crossreacting), or by vaccination. Knowledge of the protective antigens and specific

acquired host immune factors is more complete for primary pathogens than for

opportunistic pathogens. Immune resistance to an infectious disease requires a critical

level of either antigen-specific antibodies and/or T cells when the host encounters the

pathogen. Some individuals develop natural serum antibodies to the surface

polysaccharides of some agents although they have had little or no contact with the agent,

these natural antibodies confer specific protection to adults and are passively transmitted

to newborns.
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Topic : Nursing Care For The Child With A Chronic Condition

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Prevalence

 Chronic Conditions

 Understand that you're not alone

 Become the Captain Of Your Medical Team

Definition/Overview:

In medicine, a chronic disease is a disease that is long-lasting or recurrent. The term chronic

describes the course of the disease, or its rate of onset and development. A chronic course is

distinguished from a recurrent course; recurrent diseases relapse repeatedly, with periods of

remission in between. As an adjective, chronic can refer to a persistent and lasting medical

condition. Chronicity is usually applied to a condition that lasts more than three months.

Key Points:

1. Prevalence

Nearly one in two Americans (133 million) has a chronic medical condition of one kind

or another. However, most of these people are not actually disabled, as their medical

conditions do not impair normal activities. According to this report, the most common

chronic conditions are high blood pressure, arthritis, respiratory diseases like emphysema,

and high cholesterol. That number is projected to increase by more than one percent per

year by 2030, resulting in an estimated chronically ill population of 171 million. 60% are

between the ages of 18 and 64. 90% of seniors have at least one chronic disease, and 77%

of them have two or more chronic diseases.

2. Chronic Conditions

Bad news: You have high blood pressure, or diabetes, or asthma, or heart disease, or any

one of dozens of chronic diseases. Your doctor said your condition "can't be cured," but

can be "managed," a process you'll need to deal with "for the rest of your life."

If you're newly diagnosed, chances are you feel a little frantic: What's to become of me?

If you've had a chronic condition for a while, chances are you feel victimized, perhaps
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depressed, and no doubt hassled by the medication you have to take and the adjustments

you've had to make. Having a chronic disease is certainly no fun. It's perfectly reasonable

to feel shocked, anxious, and saddened when diagnosed, and depressed and irritated as

you cope with your condition over time. Allow yourself to feel those feelings. Don't deny

them. Then, when you're ready, move emotionally past them. The fact is, the vast

majority of chronic illnesses are NOT the end of the world. You CAN learn to live with

this. And strange as this may sound, in the not-too-distant-future, you might even come to

feel that in some ways, your condition has improved your life. Every chronic condition is

different. But the approaches to coping with them are more or less the same:

3. Understand that you're not alone

Having a chronic illness is often isolating. You might think you're the only person in the

world who has to spend time and energy hassling with what you have to do to take care of

yourself. Not true. The fact is that almost half of Americans of all ages have some chronic

medical condition, and among seniors, the proportion is more than half: Arthritis affects

32 million. High blood pressure is a problem for 22.5 million. Allergies affect 20 million.

Some 16 million have diabetes. Heart disease afflicts 14 million. More than 5 million

have asthma. You may feel isolated. But you're not. You're a member of a very large

club. There's a lot more to this than: Misery loves company. The prevalence of chronic

conditions means that help abounds: specialists, resources, books, counseling, support

groups (for example, SeniorNet's "Health Matters" RoundTables)--you name it.

4. Become the Captain Of Your Medical Team

A chronic condition usually means ongoing contact with one or more medical specialists.

For people who are used to having just one family doctor, this can be disconcerting. It

takes time to make the rounds of all your doctors. And sometimes they may make

conflicting recommendations, leaving you feeling anxious and confused.

Think of your doctors as a team and yourself as the captain. Don't abandon your family

doctor. That physician knows you best and can provide valuable perspective on what the

specialists say. But don't limit yourself to your family doctor, either. To get the best care,

ask for referrals to one or more specialists who focus on your condition. Don't worry that

asking for referrals will offend your family doctor. Family doctors make referrals to

specialists all the time--and consult them whey they feel the need. When you see a

specialist, ask that doctor to send a report back to your family doctor. That way your

family doctor, the physician you know best and are probably most comfortable with, can
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help you interpret the specialists' findings and recommendations. If you must see several

specialists, which often happens when dealing with cancer, encourage your various

doctors--pathologist, surgeon, medical oncologist, radiation oncologist--to talk with each

other and come to a consensus on what's best for you. This may take some assertiveness

on your part. Here's a tip: Obtain all your doctors' e-mail addresses and forward each

one's recommendations to the others. Your physicians may disagree at first. That's not

unusual. Medicine is as much an art as a science. That's why it's a good idea to share all

your doctors' recommendations with all your other doctors. Then they can discuss your

situation, and come to a consensus on treatment recommendations. Frequently, a doctor

urges you to begin some type of treatment "right away." When faced with many chronic

conditions, prompt treatment is a good idea. But it may not mean you have to begin

treatment immediately. It's also important to feel comfortable with your treatment plan,

and to check in with your family doctor, or other doctors if you feel the need to do so.

Email allows you to check in with your doctors usually in 24 hours. If a specialist seems

eager to begin treatment and you'd like a day or so to consider it and check in with your

family doctor, say so. Then negotiate. Except in the case of surgery, once you begin a

treatment program, you're rarely locked into it. Medications can be changed. Treating a

chronic condition is a process, not a single event. Try to take a long-term perspective.

Topic : The Child And Life-Threatening Illness Or Injury

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Structured Settlements in Personal Injury Cases

 Personal injury

 Legal issues

 Types of injury

Definition/Overview:

Injury or bodily injury is damage or harm caused to the structure or function of the body

caused by an outside agent or force, which may be physical or chemical. Personal Injury also

refers to damage caused to the reputation of another rather than physical harm to the body. A

severe and life-threatening injury is referred to as a physical trauma.
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Key Points:

1. Types of injury

Bruise is a hemorrhage under the skin caused by contusion.

 Wound: cuts and grazes are injuries to or through the skin, that cause bleeding (i.e., a

laceration).

 Burns are injuries caused by excess heat, chemical exposure, or sometimes cold (frostbite).

 Fractures are injuries to bones.

 Joint dislocation is a displacement of a bone from its normal joint, such as a dislocated

shoulder or finger.

 Concussion is mild traumatic brain injury caused by a blow, without any penetration into the

skull or brain.

 Sprain is an injury which occurs to ligaments caused by a sudden over stretching; a strain

injures muscles.

 Shock is a serious medical condition where the tissues cannot obtain sufficient oxygen and

nutrients.

 Amputation is the removal of a body extremity by trauma or surgery.

 Munchausen Syndrome is a psychiatric disorder where a person inflicts an injury upon

themselves for the purpose of receiving medical attention.

 Serious bodily injury is any injury or injuries to the body that substantially risks death of the

victim.

2. Legal issues

Various legal remedies may be available for personal injury (eg. under the law negligence) or

for injury to the reputation of another (eg. see damages and restitution) for slander or libel. In

the United States, the legal definition of malicious injury is any injury committed with

malice, hatred or one committed spitefully or wantonly. Such an action must be willfully

committed with the knowledge that it is liable to cause injury. Injury involving element of

fraud, violence, wantonness, willfulness, or criminality.

3. Personal injury

A personal injury occurs when a person has suffered some form of injury, either physical or

psychological, as the result of an accident or medical malpractice.
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The most common type of personal injury claims are road traffic accidents, accidents at work,

tripping accidents, assault claims, accidents in the home, defective product accidents and

holiday accidents. Indeed, there are a multitude of types of accident and the term personal

injury also incorporates medical and dental accidents (which lead to numerous medical and

dental negligence claims every year) and conditions which are often classified as industrial

disease cases. Industrial disease type cases include asbestosis and mesothelioma, chest

diseases (e.g. emphysema, pneumoconiosis, silicosis, chronic bronchitis, asthma, chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease, and chronic obstructive airways disease), vibration white

finger, occupational deafness, occupational stress, contact dermititus, and repetitive strain

injury cases.

Where the accident was the fault of someone else, the injured party may be entitled to

monetary compensation from the person whose negligent conduct caused the injury. At least

in the United States this system is complex and controversial with critics calling for various

forms of tort reform. Attorneys often represent clients on a "contigency basis," in which the

attorney does not charge for services until the case is resolved.

In England and Wales, under the limitation rules, where an individual is bringing a claim for

compensation, court proceedings must be commenced within 3 years of the date of the

accident, failing which the claimant will lose the right to bring their claim. However, if the

injured party was under the age of 18 at the time of the accident, then they have up until the

day prior to their 21st birthday to commence proceedings. A court has the discretion to

extend or waive the limitation period if it is considered equitable to do so. Legal Aid for

personal injury cases was largely abolished in the late 1990s and replaced with "no win, no

fee" arrangements.

4. Structured Settlements in Personal Injury Cases

Often, the use of a structured settlement is desired by the injury victim to help protect them

financially after an injury settlement. Structured settlements provide injury victims with tax

benefits and enable proper financial planning for future needs of the injury victim as a result

of the injury.
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Topic : End Of Life Care And Bereavement

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Risks

 Types and duration

 Types of bereavement

 Childhood bereavement

 Death of a child

 Death of a spouse

 Death of a parent

 Death of a sibling

 Other losses

Definition/Overview:

Grief is a multi-faceted response to loss. Although conventionally focused on the emotional

response to loss, it also has physical, cognitive, behavioral, social, and philosophical

dimensions. Common to human experience is the death of a loved one, whether it be a friend,

family, or other companion, and in fact the word "grief" comes from the same root as

"grave." While the terms are often used interchangeably, bereavement often refers to the state

of loss, and grief to the reaction to loss. Losses can range from loss of employment, pets,

status, a sense of safety, order, or possessions, to the loss of loved ones. Our response to loss

is varied and researchers have moved away from conventional views of grief (that is, that

people move through an orderly and predictable series of responses to loss) to one that

considers the wide variety of responses that are influenced by personality, family, culture,

and spiritual and religious beliefs and practices.

Bereavement, while a normal part of life for us all, carries a degree of risk when limited

support is available. Severe reactions to loss may carry over into familial relations and cause

trauma for children, spouses and any other family members: there is an increased risk of

marital breakup following the death of a child, for example. Issues of personal faith and

beliefs may also face challenge, as bereaved persons reassess personal definitions in the face

of great pain. While many who grieve are able to work through their loss independently,

accessing additional support from bereavement professionals may promote the process of

healing. Grief counseling, professional support groups or educational classes, and peer-led
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support groups are primary resources available to the bereaved. In the United States, local

hospice agencies may be an important first contact for those seeking bereavement support.

Key Points:

1. Risks

Many studies have looked at the bereaved in terms of increased risks for stress-related

illnesses. Colin Murray Parkes in the 1960s and 1970s in England noted increased doctor

visits, with symptoms such as abdominal pain, breathing difficulties, and so forth in the

first six months following a death. Others have noted increased mortality rates and Bunch

et al found a five times greater risk of suicide in teens following the death of a parent.

Grief puts a great stress on the physical body as well as on the psyche, resulting in wear

and tear beyond what is normal.

2. Types and duration

Complicated grief, now also commonly referred to as Prolonged Grief, can be

differentiated from normal grief. Normal grief typically involves a range of transient

behavioural and emotional responses to loss. While the experience of grief is a very

individual process depending on many factors, certain commonalities are often reported.

Nightmares, appetite problems, dryness of mouth, shortness of breath, sleep disorders,

and repetitive motions to avoid pain are often reported by people experiencing normal

grief. Even hallucinatory experiences may be normal early in grief.

Examples of complicated grief can often be found in those who have survived a suicide

attempt. Complicated grief responses almost always are a function of intensity and

timing: a grief that after a year or two begins to worsen, accompanied by unusual

behaviors, is a warning sign. Complicated grief is usually grief where the story of the loss

is in some ways difficult to tell.[citation needed]Deaths such as suicides, murders, accidents,

and other sudden and unexpected deaths can result in complicated grief due to the sudden

shock. The surprise makes it difficult to integrate the "story" of the loss, so the person

struggles with an initial task of simply believing that the loss has occurred. Variables

surrounding the death such as expectedness, naturalness, presence of violence,

ambivalence, degree of attachment, and others play into the presence of complicated

grief. All too often complicated grief can last for years and most people (friends of the

mourner) will recoil when hearing that this sort of grief may still be present after several

years. There is a clinical problem of becoming "identified" with the grief. In this
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situation, mourners are reluctant to release the grief because grieving has been integrated

as part of their identity. Reporting in the journal NeuroImage, scientists suggest that

complicated grief activates neurons in the reward centers of the brain, possibly giving

these memories addiction-like properties. The authors found activity in the nucleus

accumbens, a region of the brain most commonly associated with reward and one that has

also been shown to play a role in social attachment, such as sibling and maternal

affiliation.

3. Types of bereavement

Differing bereavements along the life cycle may have different manifestations and

problems which are age related, mostly because of cognitive and emotional skills along

the way. Children will exhibit their mourning very differently in reaction to the loss of a

parent than a widow would to the loss of a spouse. Reactions in one type of bereavement

may be perfectly normal, but in another the same reaction could be problematic. The kind

of loss must be taken under consideration when determining how to help.

4. Childhood bereavement

When a parent or caregiver dies or leaves, children may have symptoms of

psychopathology, but they are less severe than in children with major depression. The

loss of a parent, grandparent or sibling can be very troubling in childhood, but even in

childhood there are age differences in relation to the loss. A very young child, under one

or two, may be felt to have no reaction if a carer dies, but this is far from the truth. At a

time when trust and dependency are formed, a break even of no more than separation can

cause problems in wellbeing; this is especially true if the loss is around critical periods

such as 8-12 months, when attachment and separation are at their height in formation, and

even a brief separation from a parent or other person who cares for the child can cause

distress.

Even as a child grows older, death is still difficult to assimilate and this affects the way a

child responds. For example, younger children will find the 'fact' of death a changeable

thing: one child believed her deceased mother could be restored with 'band-aids', and

children often see death as curable or reversible, more as a separation. Reactions here

may manifest themselves in 'acting out' behaviors: a return to earlier behaviors such as

sucking thumbs, clinging to a toy or angry behavior: they do not have the maturity to

mourn as an adult, but the intensity is there. As children enter pre-teen and teen years,

there is a more mature understanding. Adolescents may respond by delinquency, or
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oppositely become 'over-achievers': repetitive actions are not uncommon such as washing

a car repeatedly or taking up repetitive tasks such as sewing, computer games, etc. It is an

effort to stay 'above' the grief. Childhood loss as mentioned before can predispose a child

not only to physical illness but to emotional problems and an increased risk for suicide,

especially in the adolescent period.

5. Death of a child

Death of a child can take the form of a loss in infancy such as abortion, miscarriage,

stillbirth or neonatal death, SIDS, or the death of an older child. In all cases, parents find

the grief almost unbearably devastating, and while persons may rate the death of a spouse

as first in traumatic life events, the death of a child is still perhaps one of the most intense

forms of grief, holding greater risk factors. This loss also bears a lifelong process: one

does not get 'over' the loss but instead must assimilate and live with the death.

Intervention and comforting support can make all the difference to the survival of a parent

in this type of grief but the risk factors are great and may include family breakup or

suicide. Because of the intensity of grief emotions, irrational decisions are often made. In

the event of a miscarriage or abortion, it is important for friends and family members to

acknowledge the loss of the pregnancy, and not to attempt to minimalize the significance

of a pregnancy that did not come to term. Feelings of guilt, whether legitimate or not, are

pervasive, and the dependent nature of the relationship disposes parents to a variety of

problems as they seek to cope with this great loss. Parents that suffer miscarriage or

abortion may experience resentment towards others who experience successful

pregnancies.

6. Death of a spouse

Although the death of a spouse may be an expected change, particularly as we age, it is a

particularly powerful loss of a loved-one. A spouse often becomes part of the other in a

unique way: many widows and widowers describe losing 'half' of themselves, and after a

long marriage, at older ages, the elderly may find it a very difficult assimilation to begin

anew. Furthermore, most couples have a division of 'tasks' or 'labor', e.g. the husband

mows the yard, the wife pays the bills, etc. which in addition to dealing with great grief

and life changes means added responsibilities for the bereaved. Social isolation may also

become imminent as many groups composed of couples find it difficult to adjust to the

new identity of the bereaved. When queried about what in life is most traumatic, most

rate death of a spouse first, although the death of a child presents more risk factors.
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7. Death of a parent

As a child, the death of a parent, without support to manage the effect of the grief, may

result in long term psychological harm. Therefore, it is important that the emotions the

child feels are worked through completely and discussed openly. An adult may be

expected to cope with the death of a parent in a less emotional way, however it can still

invoke extremely powerful emotions. This is especially true when the death occurs at an

important or difficult period of life, such as when becoming a parent themselves,

graduation or other times of emotional stress. It is important to recognize the effects that

the loss of a parent can cause and address these. As an adult, the willingness to be open to

grief is often diminished and a failure to accept and deal with loss will only result in

further pain and suffering.

8. Death of a sibling

The loss of a sibling is a devastating event and sibling grief is often a disenfranchised

type of grief (especially with regard to adult siblings) in that it is overlooked by society as

a whole and people in general, thus negating the depth of love that exists between

siblings. Siblings who have been part of each other's lives since birth help form and

sustain each other's identities; with the death of one sibling comes the loss of that part of

the survivor's identity. The sibling relationship is a unique one as they share a special

bond and a common history from birth, have a certain role and place in the family, often

complement each other, and share genetic traits; siblings who enjoy a close relationship

participate in each other's daily lives and special events, confide in each other, share joys,

spend leisure time together (whether they are children or adults), and have a relationship

that not only exists in the present but often looks toward a future together (even into

retirement).

Siblings who play a major part in each other lives are essential to each other; the sibling

relationship can be the longest significant relationship of the lifespan and this loss

intensifes their grief. Adult siblings eventually expect the loss of aging parents, the only

other people who have been an integral part of their lives since birth, but they don't expect

to lose their siblings first; as a result, when a sibling dies, the surviving sibling may

experience a longer period of shock and disbelief. Overall, with the loss of a sibling, a

substantial part of the surviving sibling's past, present, and future is also lost. It should

also be noted that if siblings were not on good terms or close with each other, then intense

feelings of guilt may ensue on the part of the surviving sibling (guilt may also ensue for:
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having survived, not being able to prevent the death, having argued with their sibling,

etc.). (For further elaboration and information on the preceding information, see

"Understanding Sibling Loss" CIGNA, "Sibling Grief" P. Gill White, Ph.D. and

"Surviving the Death of a Sibling" T.J. Wray).

9. Other losses

Parents may grieve due to permanent loss of children through means other than death.

This loss differs from the death of a child in that the grief process is prolonged or denied

because of hope that the relationship will be restored. In this sense, children may be lost

due to many different causes, including loss of custody in divorce proceedings; legal

termination of parental rights by the government, such as in cases of child abuse; through

kidnapping; because the child voluntarily left home (either as a runaway or, for children

over 18, by leaving home legally); or because an adult child refuses to have contact with

the parent and withdraws from all social and family contact (a symptom of various

depression or anxiety disorders).

Many other losses predispose persons to these same experiences, although often not as

severely. Loss reactions may occur after the loss of a romantic relationship (i.e. divorce or

break up), a vocation, a pet (animal loss), a home, children leaving home (empty nest

syndrome), a friend, a favored appointment or desire, a faith in one's religion, etc. A

person who strongly identifies with their occupation may feel a sense of grief if they have

to stop their job due to retirement, being laid off, injury, or loss of certification. While the

reaction may not be as intense, experiences of loss may still show in these forms of

bereavement. Those who have experienced a loss of trust, will also experience some form

of grief. For example, people that have been physically or sexually abused as a child may

have issues around trust as an adult.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Alterations In Fluid, Electrolyte, And Acid-Base Balance
Alterations In Eye, Ear, Nose, And Throat Function
Alterations In Respiratory Function
Alterations In Cardiovascular Function
Alterations In Immune Function
Alterations In Hematologic Function
Alterations In Cellular Growth
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Topic : Alterations In Fluid, Electrolyte, And Acid-Base Balance

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Electrolyte abnormalities and ECG changes

 General Function

 Nomenclature

 Fluid, Electrolyte, and Acid-Base Balance

Definition/Overview:

Electrolytes play a vital role in maintaining homeostasis within the body. They help to

regulate myocardial and neurological function, fluid balance, oxygen delivery, acid-base

balance and much more. Electrolyte imbalances can develop by the following mechanisms:

excessive ingestion; diminished elimination of an electrolyte; diminished ingestion or

excessive elimination of an electrolyte. The most common cause of electrolyte disturbances is

renal failure.

Key Points:

1. Fluid, Electrolyte, and Acid-Base Balance

The most serious electrolyte disturbances involve abnormalities in the levels of sodium,

potassium, and/or calcium. Other electrolyte imbalances are less common, and often

occur in conjunction with major electrolyte changes. Chronic laxative abuse or severe

diarrhea or vomiting can lead to electrolyte disturbances along with dehydration. People

suffering from bulimia or anorexia are at especially high risk for an electrolyte imbalance.

2. Nomenclature

There is a standard nomenclature for electrolyte disorders:

 The name starts with a prefix denoting whether the electrolyte is abnormally elevated

("hyper-") or depleted ("hypo-").

 The word stem then gives the name of the electrolyte in Latin. If no Latin equivalent exists,

then the corresponding term in English is used.
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 The name ends with the suffix "-emia," meaning "in the blood." (Note, this doesn't mean that

the disturbance is only in the blood; usually, electrolyte disturbance is systemic. However,

since the disturbance is usually detected from blood testing, the convention has developed.)

For instance, elevated potassium in the blood is called "hyperkalemia" from the Latin

term for potassium, "kalium".

3. General Function

Electrolytes are important because they are what cells (especially nerve, heart, muscle)

use to maintain voltages across their cell membranes and to carry electrical impulses

(nerve impulses, muscle contractions) across themselves and to other cells. Kidneys work

to keep the electrolyte concentrations in blood constant despite changes in your body. For

example, during heavy exercise, electrolytes are lost in sweat, particularly sodium and

potassium. These electrolytes must be replaced to keep the electrolyte concentrations of

the body fluids constant.

4. Electrolyte abnormalities and ECG changes

The most notable feature of hyperkalemia is the "tent shaped" or "peaked" T wave.

Delayed ventricular depolarization leads to a widened QRS complex and the P wave

becomes wider and flatter. When hyperkalemia becomes severe, the ECG resembles a

sine wave as the P wave disappears from view. In contrast, hypokalemia is associated

with flattening of the T wave and the appearance of a U wave. When untreated,

hypokalemia may lead to severe arrhythmias.

The fast ventricular depolarization and repolarization associated with hypercalcemia lead

to a characteristic shortening of the QT interval. Hypocalcemia has the opposite effect,

lengthening the QT interval.

Topic : Alterations In Eye, Ear, Nose, And Throat Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Throat

 Introduction to ears and hearing

 Types of eye
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 Overview

 Eye

Definition/Overview:

The ear is the sense organ that detects sounds. The vertebrate ear shows a common biology

from fish to humans, with variations in structure according to order and species. It not only

acts as a receiver for sound, but plays a major role in the sense of balance and body position.

The ear is part of the auditory system.

Anatomically, a nose is a protuberance in vertebrates that houses the nostrils, or nares, which

admit and expel air for respiration in conjunction with the mouth. and behind the nose is the

olfactory mucosa and the sinuses. Behind the nasal cavity, air next passes through the

pharynx, shared with the digestive system, and then into the rest of the respiratory system. In

humans, the nose is located centrally on the face; on most other mammals, it is on the upper

tip of the snout.

Key Points:

1. Eye

Eyes are organs that detect light, and send signals along the optic nerve to the visual and

other areas of the brain. Complex optical systems with resolving power have come in ten

fundamentally different forms, and 96% of animal species possess a complex optical

system. Image-resolving eyes are present in cnidaria, mollusks, chordates, annelids and

arthropods.

The simplest "eyes", in even unicellular organisms, do nothing but detect whether the

surroundings are light or dark, which is sufficient for the entrainment of circadian

rhythms. From more complex eyes, retinal photosensitive ganglion cells send signals

along the retinohypothalamic tract to the suprachiasmatic nuclei to effect circadian

adjustment.

2. Overview

Complex eyes can distinguish shapes and colors. The visual fields of many organisms,

especially predators, involve large areas of binocular vision to improve depth perception;

in other organisms, eyes are located so as to maximise the field of view, such as in rabbits

and horses. The first proto-eyes evolved among animals 540 million years ago, about the
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time of the so-called Cambrian explosion The last common ancestor of animals possessed

the biochemical toolkit necessary for vision, and more advanced eyes have evolved in

96% of animal species in 6 of the thirty-something[note 1] main phyla. In most vertebrates

and some mollusks, the eye works by allowing light to enter it and project onto a light-

sensitive panel of cells, known as the retina, at the rear of the eye. The cone cells (for

color) and the rod cells (for low-light contrasts) in the retina detect and convert light into

neural signals for vision. The visual signals are then transmitted to the brain via the optic

nerve. Such eyes are typically roughly spherical, filled with a transparent gel-like

substance called the vitreous humour, with a focusing lens and often an iris; the relaxing

or tightening of the muscles around the iris change the size of the pupil, thereby

regulating the amount of light that enters the eye, and reducing aberrations when there is

enough light. The eyes of cephalopods, fish, amphibians and snakes usually have fixed

lens shapes, and focusing vision is achieved by telescoping the lens similar to how a

camera focuses.

Compound eyes are found among the arthropods and are composed of many simple facets

which, depending on the details of anatomy, may give either a single pixelated image or

multiple images, per eye. Each sensor has its own lens and photosensitive cell(s). Some

eyes have up to 28,000 such sensors, which are arranged hexagonally, and which can give

a full 360-degree field of vision. Compound eyes are very sensitive to motion. Some

arthropods, including many Strepsiptera, have compound eyes of only a few facets, each

with a retina capable of creating an image, creating vision. With each eye viewing a

different thing, a fused image from all the eyes is produced in the brain, providing very

different, high-resolution images.

Possessing detailed hyperspectral color vision, the Mantis shrimp has been reported to

have the world's most complex color vision system. Trilobites, which are now extinct,

had unique compound eyes. They used clear calcite crystals to form the lenses of their

eyes. In this, they differ from most other arthropods, which have soft eyes. The number of

lenses in such an eye varied, however: some trilobites had only one, and some had

thousands of lenses in one eye. In contrast to compound eyes, simple eyes are those that

have a single lens. For example, jumping spiders have a large pair of simple eyes with a

narrow field of view, supported by an array of other, smaller eyes for peripheral vision.

Some insect larvae, like caterpillars, have a different type of simple eye (stemmata) which

gives a rough image. Some of the simplest eyes, called ocelli, can be found in animals

like some of the snails, which cannot actually "see" in the normal sense. They do have

photosensitive cells, but no lens and no other means of projecting an image onto these
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cells. They can distinguish between light and dark, but no more. This enables snails to

keep out of direct sunlight. In organisms dwelling near deep-sea vents, compound eyes

have been secondarily simplified and adapted to spot the infra-red light produced by the

hot vents - in this way the bearers can spot hot springs and avoid being boiled alive.

3. Types of eye

Nature has produced ten different eye layouts indeed every way of capturing an image has

evolved at least once in nature, with the exception of zoom and Fresnel lenses. Eye types

can be categorized into "simple eyes", with one concave chamber, and "compound eyes",

which comprise a number of individual lenses laid out on a convex surface. Note that

"simple" does not imply a reduced level of complexity or acuity. Indeed, any eye type can

be adapted for almost any behaviour or environment. The only limitations specific to eye

types are that of resolution the physics of compound eyes prevents them from achieving a

resolution better than 1. Also, superposition eyes can achieve greater sensitivity than

apposition eyes, so are better suited to dark-dwelling creatures. Eyes also fall into two

groups on the basis of their photoreceptor's cellular construction, with the photoreceptor

cells either being cilliated (as in the vertebrates) or rhabdomic. These two groups are not

monophyletic; the cnidaira also possess cilliated cells, and some annelids possess both.

4. Introduction to ears and hearing

Audition is the scientific name for the perception of sound. Sound is a form of energy that

moves through air, water, and other matter, in waves of pressure. Sound is the means of

auditory communication, including frog calls, bird songs and spoken language. Although

the ear is the vertebrate sense organ that recognizes sound, it is the brain and central

nervous system that "hears". Sound waves are perceived by the brain through the firing of

nerve cells in the auditory portion of the central nervous system. The ear changes sound

pressure waves from the outside world into a signal of nerve impulses sent to the brain.

The outer part of the ear collects sound. That sound pressure is amplified through the middle

portion of the ear and, in land animals, passed from the medium of air into a liquid medium.

The change from air to liquid occurs because air surrounds the head and is contained in the

ear canal and middle ear, but not in the inner ear. The inner ear is hollow, embedded in the

temporal bone, the densest bone of the body. The hollow channels of the inner ear are filled

with liquid, and contain a sensory epithelium that is studded with hair cells. The microscopic

"hairs" of these cells are structural protein filaments that project out into the fluid. The hair

cells are mechanoreceptors that release a chemical neurotransmitter when stimulated. Sound
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waves moving through fluid push the filaments; if the filaments bend over enough it causes

the hair cells to fire. In this way sound waves are transformed into nerve impulses. In vision,

the rods and cones of the retina play a similar role with light as the hair cells do with sound.

The nerve impulses travel from the left and right ears through the eighth cranial nerve to both

sides of the brain stem and up to the portion of the cerebral cortex dedicated to sound. This

auditory part of the cerebral cortex is in the temporal lobe. The part of the ear that is

dedicated to sensing balance and position also sends impulses through the eighth cranial

nerve, the VIIIth nerve's Vestibular Portion. Those impulses are sent to the vestibular portion

of the central nervous system. The human ear can generally hear sounds with frequencies

between 20 Hz and 20 kHz (the audio range). Although the sensation of hearing requires an

intact and functioning auditory portion of the central nervous system as well as a working ear,

human deafness (extreme insensitivity to sound) most commonly occurs because of

abnormalities of the inner ear, rather than the nerves or tracts of the central auditory system.

5. Throat

Deep Throat was the pseudonym given to the Federal Bureau of Investigation Deputy

Director William Mark Felt, Sr. who, as a secret source, provided information to The

Washington Post about the involvement of United States President Richard Nixon's

administration in what came to be known as the Watergate scandal.

Deep Throat was first introduced to the public in the 1974 book All the President's Men

by Washington Post reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, which was adapted

into an Academy Award-winning film two years later. In the book and movie, the two

used Deep Throat's information to write a series of articles on a scandal which played a

leading role in introducing the misdeeds of the Nixon administration to the general public.

The scandal would eventually lead to the resignation of President Nixon as well as prison

terms for White House Chief of Staff H. R. Haldeman, G. Gordon Liddy, Egil Krogh,

White House Counsel Charles Colson and John Dean, and presidential adviser John

Ehrlichman.

Howard Simons, the managing editor of the Post during Watergate, dubbed the secret

informant "Deep Throat" as an allusion to the notorious pornographic movie which was a

mainstream cause clbre at the time. The name was also a play on the journalism term

"deep background," referring to information provided by a secret source that, by

agreement, will not be reported directly.
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For more than 30 years, the identity of Deep Throat was one of the biggest mysteries of

American politics and journalism and the source of much public curiosity and

speculation. Woodward and Bernstein insisted they would not reveal his identity until he

died or consented to have his identity revealed.

Topic : Alterations In Respiratory Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Physiology Variances from the Adult

 Pediatric Respiratory System

Definition/Overview:

It is easy to see that a childs airway is smaller and less developed than an adults airway, but

why is this important? The infant and child are more vulnerable to the consequences of an

upper respiratory tract infection, enlarged tonsils and adenoids, an allergic reaction,

positioning of the head and neck during sleep, and small objects that can be aspirated. All can

cause an airway obstruction that results in respiratory distress.

Key Points:

1. Pediatric Respiratory System

The diameter of an infants airway is approximately 4 mm, in contrast to an adults airway

diameter of 20 mm. An inflammatory process in the airway causes swelling that narrows

the airway, and airway resistance increases. Note that swelling of 1 mm reduces the

infants airway diameter to 2 mm, but the adults airway diameter is only narrowed to 18

mm. Air must move more quickly in the infants narrowed airway to get the same amount

of air to the lungs. The friction of the quickly moving air against the side of the airway

increases airway resistance. The infant must use more effort to breathe and breathe faster

to get adequate oxygen. In children, the trachea is shorter and the angle of the right

bronchus at bifurcation is more acute than in the adult. Where is an aspirated foreign body

likely to land? When you are resuscitating or suctioning, you must allow for the

differences in the length of the trachea as it is easier to slip into the right bronchus with an

endotracheal tube or suction catheter.
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2. Physiology Variances from the Adult

The chest wall is flexible in infants and young children because the chest muscles are

immature and the ribs are cartilaginous. With respiratory distress, the negative pressure

created by the downward movement of the diaphragm to draw in air is increased, and the

chest wall is pulled inward causing retractions. Intercostal retractions are seen in mild

respiratory distress. As the severity of respiratory distress increases, retractions can be

seen in the substernal and subcostal areas. In cases of severe distress, accessory muscles

(sternocleidomastoid and trapezius muscles) are used, and retractions are seen in the

supraclavicular and suprasternal areas.

Topic : Alterations In Cardiovascular Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Components

 Pulmonary circulation

 Coronary circulation

 Heart

 Closed cardiovascular system

 Other vertebrates

 Open circulatory system

 Circulatory system

Definition/Overview:

The circulatory systemis an organ system that moves nutrients, gases, and wastes to and

from cells to help fight diseases and help stabilize body temperature and pH to maintain

homeostasis. This system may be seen strictly as a blood distribution network, but some

consider the circulatory system as composed of the cardiovascular system, which distributes

blood, and the lymphatic system, which distributes lymph. While humans, as well as other

vertebrates, have a closed cardiovascular system (meaning that the blood never leaves the

network of arteries, veins and capillaries), some invertebrate groups have an open

cardiovascular system. The most primitive animal phyla lack circulatory systems. The

lymphatic system, on the other hand, is an open system.
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Key Points:

1. Components

The main components of the human circulatory system are the heart, the blood, and the

blood vessels. The circulatory system includes: the pulmonary circulation, a "loop"

through the lungs where blood is oxygenated; and the systemic circulation, a "loop"

through the rest of the body to provide oxygenated blood. An average adult contains five

to six quarts (roughly 4.7 to 5.7 liters) of blood, which consists of plasma, red blood cells,

white blood cells, and platelets. Also, the digestive system works with the circulatory

system to provide the nutrients the system needs to keep the heart pumping. Two types of

fluids move through the circulatory system: blood and lymph. The blood, heart, and blood

vessels form the cardiovascular system. The lymph, lymph nodes, and lymph vessels

form the lymphatic system. The cardiovascular system and the lymphatic system

collectively make up the circulatory system.

2. Pulmonary circulation

Pulmonary circulation is the portion of the cardiovascular system which transports

oxygen-depleted blood away from the heart, to the lungs, and returns oxygenated blood

back to the heart.

De-oxygenated blood enters the right atrium of the heart and flows into the right ventricle

where it is pumped through the pulmonary arteries to the lungs. Pulmonary veins return

the now oxygen-rich blood to the heart, where it enters the left atrium before flowing into

the left ventricle. Also, from the left ventricle the oxygen-rich blood is pumped out via

the aorta, and on to the rest of the body.

3. Coronary circulation

The coronary circulatory system provides a blood supply to the heart. As it provides

oxygenated blood to the heart, it is by definition a part of the systemic circulatory system.

4. Heart

The heart pumps oxygenated blood to the body and deoxygenated blood to the lungs. In

the human heart there is one atrium and one ventricle for each circulation, and with both a

systemic and a pulmonary circulation there are four chambers in total: left atrium, left

ventricle, right atrium and right ventricle. The right Atrium, which is the upper chamber
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of the right side of the heart, receives blood from the upper body through the Superior

Vena Cava, and from the lower body through the Inferior Vena Cava. The blood that is

returned to the right atrium is oxygen-poor and passed into the right ventricle to be

pumped through the pulmonary artery to the lungs to be re-oxygenated. The left atrium

receives newly oxygenated blood from the lungs which is passed into the strong left

ventricle to be pumped through the aorta to the tissues of the body.

5. Closed cardiovascular system

The cardiovascular systems of humans are closed, meaning that the blood never leaves

the network of blood vessels. In contrast, oxygen and nutrients diffuse across the blood

vessel layers and enters interstitial fluid, which carries oxygen and nutrients to the target

cells, and carbon dioxide and wastes in the opposite direction. The other component of

the circulatory system, the lymphatic system, is not closed.

6. Other vertebrates

The circulatory systems of all vertebrates, as well as of annelids (for example,

earthworms) and cephalopods (squid and octopus) are closed, just as in humans. Still, the

systems of fish, amphibians, reptiles, and birds show various stages of the evolution of

the circulatory system.

In fish, the system has only one circuit, with the blood being pumped through the

capillaries of the gills and on to the capillaries of the body tissues. This is known as single

cycle circulation. The heart of fish is therefore only a single pump (consisting of two

chambers). In amphibians and most reptiles, a double circulatory system is used, but the

heart is not always completely separated into two pumps. Amphibians have a three-

chambered heart.

In reptiles, the ventricular septum of the heart is incomplete and the pulmonary artery is

equipped with a sphincter muscle. This allows a second possible route of blood flow.

Instead of blood flowing through the pulmonary artery to the lungs, the sphincter may be

contracted to divert this blood flow through the incomplete ventricular septum into the

left ventricle and out through the aorta. This means the blood flows from the capillaries to

the heart and back to the capillaries instead of to the lungs. This process is useful to

ectothermic (cold-blooded) animals in the regulation of their body temperature.
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Birds and mammals show complete separation of the heart into two pumps, for a total of

four heart chambers; it is thought that the four-chambered heart of birds evolved

independently from that of mammals.

7. Open circulatory system

The Open Circulatory System is a system in which fluid (called hemolymph) in a cavity

called the hemocoel bathes the organs directly with oxygen and nutrients and there is no

distinction between blood and interstitial fluid; this combined fluid is called hemolymph

or haemolymph. Muscular movements by the animal during locomotion can facilitate

hemolymph movement, but diverting flow from one area to another is limited. When the

heart relaxes, blood is drawn back toward the heart through open-ended pores (ostia).

Hemolymph fills all of the interior hemocoel of the body and surrounds all cells.

Hemolymph is composed of water, inorganic salts (mostly Na+, Cl-, K+, Mg2+, and Ca2+),

and organic compounds (mostly carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids). The primary oxygen

transporter molecule is hemocyanin.

There are free-floating cells, the hemocytes, within the hemolymph. They play a role in

the arthropod immune system.

8. Circulatory system

Circulatory systems are absent in some animals, including flatworms (phylum

Platyhelminthes). Their body cavity has no lining or enclosed fluid. Instead a muscular

pharynx leads to an extensively branched digestive system that facilitates direct diffusion

of nutrients to all cells. The flatworm's dorso-ventrally flattened body shape also restricts

the distance of any cell from the digestive system or the exterior of the organism. Oxygen

can diffuse from the surrounding water into the cells, and carbon dioxide can diffuse out.

Consequently every cell is able to obtain nutrients, water and oxygen without the need of

a transport system.

Topic : Alterations In Immune Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Disorders in the immune system
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 Immune System

Definition/Overview:

An immune system is a collection of biological processes within an organism that protects

against disease by identifying and killing pathogens and tumour cells. It detects a wide

variety of agents, from viruses to parasitic worms, and needs to distinguish them from the

organism's own healthy cells and tissues in order to function properly. Detection is

complicated as pathogens can evolve rapidly, producing adaptations that avoid the immune

system and allow the pathogens to successfully infect their hosts.

Key Points:

1. Immune System

To survive this challenge, multiple mechanisms evolved that recognize and neutralize

pathogens. Even simple unicellular organisms such as bacteria possess enzyme systems

that protect against viral infections. Other basic immune mechanisms evolved in ancient

eukaryotes and remain in their modern descendants, such as plants, fish, reptiles, and

insects. These mechanisms include antimicrobial peptides called defensins, phagocytosis,

and the complement system. Vertebrates such as humans have even more sophisticated

defense mechanisms. The immune systems of vertebrates consist of many types of

proteins, cells, organs, and tissues, which interact in an elaborate and dynamic network.

As part of this more complex immune response, the human immune system adapts over

time to recognise specific pathogens more efficiently. This adaptation process is referred

to as "adaptive immunity" or "acquired immunity" and creates immunological memory.

Immunological memory created from a primary response to a specific pathogen, provides

an enhanced response to secondary encounters with that same, specific pathogen. This

process of acquired immunity is the basis of vaccination.

2. Disorders in the immune system

Disorders in the immune system can result in disease. Immunodeficiency diseases occur

when the immune system is less active than normal, resulting in recurring and life-

threatening infections. Immunodeficiency can either be the result of a genetic disease,

such as severe combined immunodeficiency, or be produced by pharmaceuticals or an

infection, such as the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) that is caused by the

retrovirus HIV. In contrast, autoimmune diseases result from a hyperactive immune
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system attacking normal tissues as if they were foreign organisms. Common autoimmune

diseases include rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes mellitus type 1 and lupus erythematosus.

Immunology covers the study of all aspects of the immune system which has significant

relevance to human health and diseases. Further investigation in this field is expected to

play a serious role in promotion of health and treatment of diseases.

Topic : Alterations In Hematologic Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Types

 Etymology

 White Blood Cells

 Functions besides oxygen transport

 Nucleus

 Vertebrate erythrocytes

Definition/Overview:

Red blood cells are the most common type of blood cell and the vertebrate body's principal

means of delivering oxygen to the body tissues via the blood. The cells are filled with

hemoglobin, a biomolecule that can bind to oxygen. They take up oxygen in the lungs or gills

and release it while squeezing through the body's capillaries. The blood's red color is due to

the color of hemoglobin. In humans, red blood cells develop in the bone marrow, take the

form of flexible biconcave disks, lack a cell nucleus, subcellular organelles and the ability to

synthesize protein, and live for about 120 days.

Key Points:

1. Vertebrate erythrocytes

Erythrocytes consist mainly of hemoglobin, a complex metalloprotein containing heme

groups whose iron atoms temporarily link to oxygen molecules (O2) in the lungs or gills

and release them throughout the body. Oxygen can easily diffuse through the red blood

cell's cell membrane. Hemoglobin in the erythrocytes also carries some of the waste

product carbon dioxide back from the tissues; most of the carbon dioxide is however
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transported as bicarbonate dissolved in the blood plasma. Myoglobin, a compound related

to hemoglobin, acts to store oxygen in muscle cells.

The color of erythrocytes is due to the heme group of hemoglobin. The blood plasma

alone is straw-colored, but the red blood cells change color depending on the state of

the hemoglobin: when combined with oxygen the resulting oxyhemoglobin is scarlet,

and when oxygen has been released the resulting deoxyhemoglobin is darker,

appearing bluish through the vessel wall and skin. Pulse oximetry takes advantage of

this color change to directly measure the arterial blood oxygen saturation using

colorimetric techniques.

The sequestration of oxygen carrying proteins inside specialized cells (rather than

having them dissolved in body fluid) was an important step in the evolution of

vertebrates; it allows for less viscous blood, higher concentrations of oxygen, and

better diffusion of oxygen from the blood to the tissues. The size of erythrocytes

varies widely among vertebrate species; erythrocyte width is on average about 25%

larger than capillary diameter and it has been hypothesized that this improves the

oxygen transfer from erythrocytes to tissues.

The only known vertebrates without erythrocytes are the crocodile icefishes (family

Channichthyidae); they live in very oxygen rich cold water and transport oxygen

freely dissolved in their blood. While they don't use hemoglobin anymore, remnants

of hemoglobin genes can be found in their genome.

2. Nucleus

Erythrocytes in mammals are anucleate when mature, meaning that they lack a cell

nucleus. In comparison, the erythrocytes of nearly all other vertebrates have nuclei; the

only known exception being salamanders of the Batrachoseps genus.

3. Functions besides oxygen transport

When erythrocytes undergo shear stress in constricted vessels, they release ATP which

causes the vessel walls to relax and dilate. When their hemoglobin molecules are

deoxygenated, erythrocytes release S-nitrosothiols which also acts to dilate vessels, thus

directing more blood to areas of the body depleted of oxygen. Erythrocytes also play a

part in the body's immune response: when lysed by pathogens such as bacteria, their
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hemoglobin releases free radicals that break down the pathogen's cell wall and membrane,

killing it.[

4. White Blood Cells

White blood cells, or leukocytes (also spelled "leucocytes"), are cells of the immune

system defending the body against both infectious disease and foreign materials. Five

different and diverse types of leukocytes exist, but they are all produced and derived from

a multipotent cell in the bone marrow known as a hematopoietic stem cell. Leukocytes

are found throughout the body, including the blood and lymphatic system. The number of

leukocytes in the blood is often an indicator of disease. There are normally between

4109and 11109 white blood cells in a litre of blood, making up approximately 1% of blood

in a healthy adult. In conditions such as leukemia, the number of leukocytes is higher than

normal, and in leukopenia, this number is much lower. The physical properties of

leukocytes, such as volume, conductivity, and granularity, may change due to activation,

the presence of immature cells, or the presence of malignant leukocytes in leukemia.

5. Etymology

The name "white blood cell" derives from the fact that after centrifugation of a blood

sample, the white cells are found in the buffy coat, a thin layer of nucleated cells between

the sedimented red blood cells and the blood plasma, which is typically white. The

scientific term leukocyte directly reflects this description, derived from Greek leukos -

white, and kytos - cell. Blood plasma may sometimes be green if there are large amounts

of neutrophils in the sample, due to the heme-containing enzyme myeloperoxidase that

they produce.

6. Types

There are several different types of white blood cells. They all have many things in

common, but are all different. A major distinguishing feature of some leukocytes is the

presence of granules; white blood cells are often characterized as granulocytes or

agranulocytes:

 Granulocytes (polymorphonuclear leukocytes): leukocytes characterised by the presence of

differently staining granules in their cytoplasm when viewed under light microscopy. These

granules are membrane-bound enzymes which primarily act in the digestion of endocytosed
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particles. There are three types of granulocytes: neutrophils, basophils, and eosinophils,

which are named according to their staining properties.

 Agranulocytes (mononuclear leucocytes): leukocytes characterized by the apparent absence

of granules in their cytoplasm. Although the name implies a lack of granules these cells do

contain non-specific azurophilic granules, which are lysosomes. The cells include

lymphocytes, monocytes, and macrophages.

Topic : Alterations In Cellular Growth

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Cell populations

 Cell size

 Yeast cell size regulation

 Cell size regulation in mammals

 Cell reproduction

 Comparison of the three types of cell reproduction

 Chromosomes

Definition/Overview:

The term cell growth is used in the contexts of cell development and cell division

(reproduction). When used in the context of cell division, it refers to growth of cell

populations, where one cell (the "mother cell") grows and divides to produce two "daughter

cells". Percentage of primary tumors by site of origin for different age groups. Notice that in

the early years of life, in addition to leukemia, cancers that derive from embryonic cells such

as sympathetic nervous system (neuroblastoma) and eye (retinoblastoma) are common. A

protooncogene normally regulates cellular growth and development. When altered by a virus

or other external cause, it can change to an oncogene, which allows unregulated genetic

activity and tumor growth. Tumor-suppressor genes regulate the effects of oncogenes to

decrease wildly proliferating cellular growth.
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Key Points:

1. Cell populations

Cell populations go through a type of exponential growth called doubling. Thus, each

generation of cells should be twice as numerous as the previous generation. However, the

number of generations only gives a maximum figure as not all cells survive in each

generation.

2. Cell size

3. Yeast cell size regulation

The relationship between cell size and cell division has been extensively studied in yeast.

For some cells, there is a mechanism by which cell division is not initiated until a cell has

reached a certain size. If the nutrient supply is restricted (after time t = 2 in the diagram,

below) and the rate of increase in cell size is slowed, the time period between cell

divisions is increased. Yeast cell size mutants were isolated that begin cell division before

reaching the normal size (wee mutants). The Wee1 protein is a tyrosine kinase. It

normally phosphorylates the Cdc2 cell cycle regulatory protein (cyclin-dependent kinase-

1, CDK1) on a tyrosine residue. This covalent modification of the molecular structure of

Cdc2 inhibits the enzymatic activity of Cdc2 and prevents cell division. In Wee1 mutants,

there is less Wee1 activity and Cdc2 becomes active in smaller cells, causing cell division

before the yeast cells reach their normal size. Cell division may be regulated in part by

dilution of Wee1 protein in cells as they grow larger.

4. Cell size regulation in mammals

Many of the signal molecules that convey information to cells during the control of

cellular differentiation or growth are called growth factors. The protein mTOR is a

serine/threonine kinase that regulates translation and cell division. Nutrient availability

influences mTOR so that when cells are not able to grow to normal size they will not

undergo cell division. The details of the molecular mechanisms of mammalian cell size

control are currently being investigated. The size of post-mitotic neurons depends on the

size of the cell body, axon and dendrites. In vertebrates, neuron size is often a reflection

of the number of synaptic contacts onto the neuron or from a neuron onto other cells. For

example, the size of motoneurons usually reflects the size of the motor unit that is

controlled by the motoneuron. Invertebrates often have giant neurons and axons that
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provide special functions such as rapid action potential propagation. Mammals also use

this trick for increasing the speed of signals in the nervous system, but they can also use

myelin to accomplish this, so most human neurons are relatively small cells.

4.1 Other experimental systems for the study of cell size regulation

One common means to produce very large cells is by cell fusion to form

syncytia. For example, very long (several inches) skeletal muscle cells are

formed by fusion of thousands of myocytes. Genetic studies of the fruit fly

Drosophila have revealed several genes that are required for the formation of

multinucleated muscle cells by fusion of [[myoblast]s. Some of the key

proteins are important for cell adhesion between myocytes and some are

involved in adhesion-dependent cell-to-cell signal transduction that allows for

a cascade of cell fusion events.

Oocytes can be unusually large cells in species for which embryonic

development takes place away from the mother's body. Their large size can be

achieved either by pumping in cytosolic components from adjacent cells

through cytoplasmic bridges (Drosophila) or by internalization of nutrient

storage granules (yolk granules) by endocytosis (frogs).

Increases in the size of plant cells is complicated by the fact that almost all

plant cells are inside of a solid cell wall. Under the influence of certain plant

hormones the cell wall can be remodeled, allowing for increases in cell size

that are important for the growth of some plant tissues. Most unicellular

organisms are microscopic in size, but there are some giant bacteria and

protozoa that are visible to the naked eye. See: Table of cell sizes - Dense

populations of a giant sulfur bacterium in Namibian shelf sediments - Large

protists of the genus Chaos, closely related to the genus Amoeba

5. Cell reproduction

Cell reproduction is asexual. For most of the constituents of the cell, growth is a steady,

continuous process, interrupted only briefly at M phase when the nucleus and then the

cell divide in two.

The process of cell reproduction has three major parts. The first part of cell reproduction

involves the replication of the parental cell's DNA. The second major issue is the
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separation of the duplicated DNA into two equally sized groups of chromosomes. The

third major aspect of cell reproduction is the physical division of entire cells, usually

called cytokinesis.

Cell reproduction is more complex in eukaryotes than in other organisms. Prokaryotic

cells such as bacterial cells reproduce by binary fission, a process that includes DNA

replication, chromosome segregation, and cytokinesis. Eukaryotic cell reproduction either

involves mitosis or a more complex process called meiosis. Mitosis and meiosis are

sometimes called the two "nuclear division" processes. Binary fission is similar to

eukaryotic cell reproduction that involves mitosis. Both lead to the production of two

daughter cells with the same number of chromosomes as the parental cell. Meiosis is used

for a special cell reproduction process of diploid organisms. It produces four special

daughter cells (gametes) which have half the normal cellular amount of DNA. A male and

a female gamete can then combine to produce a zygote, a cell which again has the normal

amount of chromosomes. The rest of this article is a comparison of the main features of

the three types of cell

reproduction that either involve binary fission, mitosis, or meiosis. The diagram below

depicts the similarities and differences of these three types of cell reproduction.

6. Comparison of the three types of cell reproduction

The DNA content of a cell is duplicated at the start of the cell reproduction process. Prior

to DNA replication, the DNA content of a cell can be represented as the amount Z(the

cell has Z ribomosomes). After the DNA replication process, the amount of DNA in the

cell is 2Z (multiplication: 2 x Z = 2Z). During Binary fission and mitosis the duplicated

DNA content of the reproducing parental cell is separated into two equal halves that are

destined to end up in the two daughter cells. The final part of the cell reproduction

process is cell division, when daughter cells physically split apart from a parental cell.

During meiosis, there are two cell division steps that together produce the four daughter

cells.

After the completion of binary fission or cell reproduction involving mitosis, each

daughter cell has the same amount of DNA (Z) as what the parental cell had before it

replicated its DNA. These two types of cell reproduction produced two daughter cells that

have the same number of chromosomes as the parental cell. After meiotic cell

reproduction the four daughter cells have half the number of chromosomes that the

parental cell originally had. This is the haploid amount of DNA, often symbolized as N.
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Meiosis is used by diploid organisms to produce haploid gametes. In a diploid organism

such as the human organism, most cells of the body have the diploid amount of DNA, 2N.

Using this notation for counting chromosomes we say that human somatic cells have 46

chromosomes (2N = 46) while human sperm and eggs have 23 chromosomes (N = 23).

Humans have 23 distinct types of chromosomes, the 22 autosomes and the special

category of sex chromosomes. There are two distinct sex chromosomes, the X

chromosome and the Y chromosome. A diploid human cell has 23 chromosomes from

that person's father and 23 from the mother. That is, your body has two copies of human

chromosome number 2, one from each of your parents.

7. Chromosomes

Immediately after DNA replication a human cell will have 46 "double chromosomes". In

each double chromosome there are two copies of that chromosome's DNA molecule.

During mitosis the double chromosomes are split to produce 92 "single chromosomes",

half of which go into each daughter cell. During meiosis, there are two chromosome

separation steps which assure that each of the four daughter cells gets one copy of each of

the 23 types of chromosome.

Topic : Alterations In Gastrointestinal Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Upper gastrointestinal tract

 Lower gastrointestinal tract

 Accessory organs

 Embryology

Definition/Overview:

The digestive tract (also known as the alimentary canal) is the system of organs within

multicellular animals that takes in food, digests it to extract energy and nutrients, and expels

the remaining waste. The major functions of the GI tract are ingestion, digestion, absorption,
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and defecation. The GI tract differs substantially from animal to animal. Some animals have

multi-chambered stomachs, while some animals' stomachs contain a single chamber. In a

normal human adult male, the GI tract is approximately 6.5 meters (20 feet) long and consists

of the upper and lower GI tracts. The tract may also be divided into foregut, midgut, and

hindgut, reflecting the embryological origin of each segment of the tract

Key Points:

1. Upper gastrointestinal tract

The upper GI tract consists of the mouth, pharynx, esophagus, and stomach.

 The mouth contains the buccal mucosa, which contains the openings of the salivary glands;

the tongue; and the teeth.

 Behind the mouth lies the pharynx, which leads to a hollow muscular tube, the esophagus.

 Peristalsis takes place, which is the contraction of muscles to propel the food down the

esophagus which extends through the chest and pierces the diaphragm to reach the stomach..

2. Lower gastrointestinal tract

The lower GI tract comprises the intestines and anus.

 Bowel or intestine

 Small intestine, which has three parts:

 Duodenum

 Jejunum

 Ileum

 Large intestine, which has three parts:

 Cecum (the vermiform appendix is attached to the cecum).

 Colon (ascending colon, transverse colon, descending colon and sigmoid flexure)

 Rectum

 Anus

3. Accessory organs

Accessory organs to the alimentary canal include the liver, gallbladder, and pancreas. The

liver secretes bile into the small intestine via the biliary system, employing the

gallbladder as a reservoir. Apart from storing and concentrating bile, the gallbladder has

no other specific function. The pancreas secretes an isosmotic fluid containing
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bicarbonate and several enzymes, including trypsin, chymotrypsin, lipase, and pancreatic

amylase, as well as nucleolytic enzymes (deoxyribonuclease and ribonuclease), into the

small intestine. Both of these secretory organs aid in digestion.

4. Embryology

The gut is an endoderm-derived structure. At approximately the 16th day of human

development, the embryo begins to fold ventrally (with the embryo's ventral surface

becoming concave) in two directions: the sides of the embryo fold in on each other and

the head and tail fold towards one another. The result is that a piece of the yolk sac, an

endoderm-lined structure in contact with the ventral aspect of the embryo, begins to be

pinched off to become the primitive gut. The yolk sac remains connected to the gut tube

via the vitelline duct. Usually this structure regresses during development; in cases where

it does not, it is known as Meckel's diverticulum.

During fetal life, the primitive gut can be divided into three segments: foregut, midgut,

and hindgut. Although these terms are often used in reference to segments of the

primitive gut, they are nevertheless used regularly to describe components of the

definitive gut as well. Each segment of the primitive gut gives rise to specific gut and gut-

related structures in the adult. Components derived from the gut proper, including the

stomach and colon, develop as swellings or dilatations of the primitive gut. In contrast,

gut-related derivativesthat is, those structures that derive from the primitive gut but are

not part of the gut properin general develop as outpouchings of the primitive gut. The

blood vessels supplying these structures remain constant throughout development.[2

Topic : Alterations In Genitourinary Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Urogenital System

 Development

Definition/Overview:

In anatomy, the genitourinary system or urogenital system is the organ system of the

reproductive organs and the urinary system. These are grouped together because of their
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proximity to each other, their common embryological origin and the use of common

pathways, like the male urethra.

Key Points:

1. Development

The urinary and reproductive organs are developed from the intermediate mesoderm. The

permanent organs of the adult are preceded by a set of structures which are purely

embryonic, and which with the exception of the ducts disappear almost entirely before the

end of fetal life. These embryonic structures are on either side; the pronephros, the

mesonephros and the metanephros of the kidney, and the Wolffian and Mllerian ducts of

the sex organ. The pronephros disappears very early; the structural elements of the

mesonephros mostly degenerate, but the gonad is developed in their place, with which the

Wolffian duct remains as the duct in males, and the Mllerian as that of the female. Some

of the tubules of the mesonephros form part of the permanent kidney.

2. Urogenital System

Urogenital system stands for urinary plus genital systems. They are interrelated because

the male genital ducts arise from the mesonephric kidney and ducts and the exit of both

kinds of ducts occurs at the UG-sinus. The kidneys and ducts arise from the intermediate

mesoderm. The nephrotome is separated into three areas which give rise to different

structures: anterior part giving rise to the pronephric regions which in mammals are very

minimal, but which give rise to the pronephric duct. It is induced by the mesenchyme of

the nephrotome to form branches as it grows back along the rest of the mesenchyme of

the nephrotome and these branches induce the mesonephric kidney nephrons, forming a

separate organ. This functions in fetal pigs because they have very non-intimate placentas

so the fetal pig makes its own urinary products to concentrate and store in the allantois.

When the pronephric duct reaches the cloaca, it opens up in the UG sinus region. The

pronephric kidney deteriorates rapidly early and the duct becomes the mesonephric duct

as the induced mesonephric nephron tubules fuse with it. Look at 10-20 mm pig cross

sections, see the diagrams which follow, and label the numbered structures of UG system

and skeleton. You will also be able to see the mesonephros organ in the littlest whole pigs

which you make a sagital section of and dissect. The metanephric kidney will be induced

as a separate organ which will become the adult kidney by the ureteric buds which grow

out of the base of the mesonephric duct in response to the metanephric mesenchyme

induction at the posterior end of the nephrotome. Nephrons will develop at the cortex of
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the metanephros and will fuse with collecting ducts induced as branches from the ureteric

bud at the pelvis of the kidney. The branching and formations of neprhons may result

from NGF stimulus on receptors of kidney cells. Look at the metanephros and

mesonephros in 10-20 mm pigs and their sections, look for gonads in all the little pigs.

The ureter will move from opening into the UG sinus to opening into the base of the

allantois which becomes the bladder. That allows the mesonephric duct to open esparately

into the UG sinus for males where sprem will not be forced into the bladder, but will go

directly to the urethra.

The UG system is also related to the gut because the allantois base has grown out from

the hindgut. The prostate and bulbourethral glands will develop at the juncture by

outgrowth of branches from the endodermally lined urethra into the splanchnic

mesoderm, to secrete lubricating seminal fluids and to close off the urethra from the

bladder during erection. Find where the hindgut and UG ducts come together and where

the allantois is given off. The base of the allantois will become the bladder.

The testes will descend from their position in the dorsal body wall into the scrotum via a

shortening of the gubernaculum and descend through the inguinal canal.

In the male, the same duct (the urethra will release urinary and genital products. The old

mesonephric duct becomes the Wolffian duct or vas deferens and where the connection is

made to the old kidney nephrons, it becomes elongated and coiled to become the

epididymus. The converted mesonephric tubules become the vasa efferentia connecting

the testis seminiferous tubules and epididymus. Male sex hormones are necessary as well

as hormone receptors on the somatic cells to make the male structures (mesonephric ducts

and tubules) remain. They die in female embryos. Male hormones in males also kill off

the female reproductive ducts which developed earlier, even in males (Mullerian or

oviducts.)

In the female: genital products (eggs and embryos) are delivered out through the oviducts,

uterus, vagina whereas urinary products go out the urethra. There is a complex

development of cloaca and then separation into two parts- hindgut and UG sinus, then

urethra (the connection between the allantois and the UG sinus) and vagina form

separately from an opening-up of the base of the UG sinus so that now both open

independently to the outside. The oviduct bases fuse with the uterus and cervex and that

fuses with the vagina which forms partly by an evagination from the UG sinus and has a

dual endodermal and mesodermal origin.
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The external genitalia are in an indifferent stage at first with genital tubercle and UG

sinus; then if there is no male hormone the default condition is the female pattern of

development.The cloacal folds around the cloaca help separate it into anus and UG sinus

with the genital tubercle at the front of it. The urethral folds separate the UG sinus into

vagina and urethra behind the clittoris which develops from the tubercle. In the male, the

urethral folds extend along the entire length of the growing penis and fuse along it,

carrying the opening of the urethra to the tip of the penis. The UG folds also fuse, and

instead of forming labia as in the female, they form scrotal sacs which close over the rest

of the UG sinus opening

Topic : Alterations In Endocrine And Metabolic Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Metabolism

 Amino acids and proteins

 Lipids

 Carbohydrates

 Nucleotides

 Coenzymes

 Minerals and cofactors

Definition/Overview:

Metabolism is the set of chemical reactions that occur in living organisms in order to

maintain life. These processes allow organisms to grow and reproduce, maintain their

structures, and respond to their environments. Metabolism is usually divided into two

categories. Catabolism breaks down organic matter, for example to harvest energy in cellular

respiration. Anabolism, on the other hand, uses energy to construct components of cells such

as proteins and nucleic acids.

Key Points:

1. Metabolism
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The chemical reactions of metabolism are organized into metabolic pathways, in which

one chemical is transformed into another by a sequence of enzymes. Enzymes are crucial

to metabolism because they allow organisms to drive desirable but thermodynamically

unfavorable reactions by coupling them to favorable ones, and because they act as

catalysts to allow these reactions to proceed quickly and efficiently. Enzymes also allow

the regulation of metabolic pathways in response to changes in the cell's environment or

signals from other cells. The metabolism of an organism determines which substances it

will find nutritious and which it will find poisonous. For example, some prokaryotes use

hydrogen sulfide as a nutrient, yet this gas is poisonous to animals. The speed of

metabolism, the metabolic rate, also influences how much food an organism will require.

A striking feature of metabolism is the similarity of the basic metabolic pathways

between even vastly different species. For example, the set of carboxylic acids that are

best known as the intermediates in the citric acid cycle are present in all organisms, being

found in species as diverse as the unicellular bacteria Escherichia coli and huge

multicellular organisms like elephants. These striking similarities in metabolism are most

likely the result of the high efficiency of these pathways, and of their early appearance in

evolutionary history.

2. Amino acids and proteins

Proteins are made of amino acids arranged in a linear chain and joined together by

peptide bonds. Many proteins are the enzymes that catalyze the chemical reactions in

metabolism. Other proteins have structural or mechanical functions, such as the proteins

that form the cytoskeleton, a system of scaffolding that maintains the cell shape. Proteins

are also important in cell signaling, immune responses, cell adhesion, active transport

across membranes and the cell cycle.

3. Lipids

Lipids are the most diverse group of biochemicals. Their main structural uses are as part

of biological membranes such as the cell membrane, or as a source of energy. Lipids are

usually defined as hydrophobic or amphipathic biological molecules that will dissolve in

organic solvents such as benzene or chloroform. The fats are a large group of compounds

that contain fatty acids and glycerol; a glycerol molecule attached to three fatty acid esters

is a triacylglyceride. Several variations on this basic structure exist, including alternate

backbones such as sphingosine in the sphingolipids, and hydrophilic groups such as
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phosphate in phospholipids. Steroids such as cholesterol are another major class of lipids

that are made in cells.

4. Carbohydrates

Carbohydrates are straight-chain aldehydes or ketones with many hydroxyl groups that

can exist as straight chains or rings. Carbohydrates are the most abundant biological

molecules, and fill numerous roles, such as the storage and transport of energy (starch,

glycogen) and structural components (cellulose in plants, chitin in animals). The basic

carbohydrate units are called monosaccharides and include galactose, fructose, and most

importantly glucose. Monosaccharides can be linked together to form polysaccharides in

almost limitless ways.

5. Nucleotides

The polymers DNA and RNA are long chains of nucleotides. These molecules are critical

for the storage and use of genetic information, through the processes of transcription and

protein biosynthesis. This information is protected by DNA repair mechanisms and

propagated through DNA replication. A few viruses have an RNA genome, for example

HIV, which uses reverse transcription to create a DNA template from its viral RNA

genome. RNA in ribozymes such as spliceosomes and ribosomes is similar to enzymes as

it can catalyze chemical reactions. Individual nucleosides are made by attaching a

nucleobase to a ribose sugar. These bases are heterocyclic rings containing nitrogen,

classified as purines or pyrimidines. Nucleotides also act as coenzymes in metabolic

group transfer reactions.

6. Coenzymes

Structure of the coenzyme acetyl-CoA.The transferable acetyl group is bonded to the

sulfur atom at the extreme left. Metabolism involves a vast array of chemical reactions,

but most fall under a few basic types of reactions that involve the transfer of functional

groups. This common chemistry allows cells to use a small set of metabolic intermediates

to carry chemical groups between different reactions. These group-transfer intermediates

are called coenzymes. Each class of group-transfer reaction is carried out by a particular

coenzyme, which is the substrate for a set of enzymes that produce it, and a set of

enzymes that consume it. These coenzymes are therefore continuously being made,

consumed and then recycled.
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One central coenzyme is adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the universal energy currency of

cells. This nucleotide is used to transfer chemical energy between different chemical

reactions. There is only a small amount of ATP in cells, but as it is continuously

regenerated, the human body can use about its own weight in ATP per day. ATP acts as a

bridge between catabolism and anabolism, with catabolic reactions generating ATP and

anabolic reactions consuming it. It also serves as a carrier of phosphate groups in

phosphorylation reactions.

A vitamin is an organic compound needed in small quantities that cannot be made in the

cells. In human nutrition, most vitamins function as coenzymes after modification; for

example, all water-soluble vitamins are phosphorylated or are coupled to nucleotides

when they are used in cells. Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH), a derivative of

vitamin B3 (niacin), is an important coenzyme that acts as a hydrogen acceptor. Hundreds

of separate types of dehydrogenases remove electrons from their substrates and reduce

NAD+into NADH. This reduced form of the coenzyme is then a substrate for any of the

reductases in the cell that need to reduce their substrates. Nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide exists in two related forms in the cell, NADH and NADPH. The

NAD+/NADH form is more important in catabolic reactions, while NADP+/NADPH is

used in anabolic reactions.

7. Minerals and cofactors

Inorganic elements play critical roles in metabolism; some are abundant (e.g. sodium and

potassium) while others function at minute concentrations. About 99% of mammals' mass

are the elements carbon, nitrogen, calcium, sodium, chlorine, potassium, hydrogen,

phosphorus, oxygen and sulfur. The organic compounds (proteins, lipids and

carbohydrates) contain the majority of the carbon and nitrogen and most of the oxygen

and hydrogen is present as water.

The abundant inorganic elements act as ionic electrolytes. The most important ions are

sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, chloride, phosphate, and the organic ion

bicarbonate. The maintenance of precise gradients across cell membranes maintains

osmotic pressure and pH. Ions are also critical for nerves and muscles, as action potentials

in these tissues are produced by the exchange of electrolytes between the extracellular

fluid and the cytosol. Electrolytes enter and leave cells through proteins in the cell

membrane called ion channels. For example, muscle contraction depends upon the

movement of calcium, sodium and potassium through ion channels in the cell membrane
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and T-tubules. The transition metals are usually present as trace elements in organisms,

with zinc and iron being most abundant. These metals are used in some proteins as

cofactors and are essential for the activity of enzymes such as catalase and oxygen-carrier

proteins such as hemoglobin. These cofactors are bound tightly to a specific protein;

although enzyme cofactors can be modified during catalysis, cofactors always return to

their original state after catalysis has taken place. The metal micronutrients are taken up

into organisms by specific transporters and bound to storage proteins such as ferritin or

metallothionein when not being used.

Topic : Alterations In Neurologic Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Educational requirements

 Testing examinations

 Clinical tasks

 General caseload

 Overlapping areas

 Relationship to clinical neurophysiology

 Overlap with psychiatry

Definition/Overview:

Neurology is a medical specialty dealing with disorders of the nervous system. Specifically, it

deals with the diagnosis and treatment of all categories of disease involving the central,

peripheral, and autonomic nervous systems, including their coverings, blood vessels, and all

effector tissue, such as muscle. Physicians who specialize in neurology are called

neurologists, and are trained to investigate, or diagnose and treat, neurological disorders.

Pediatric neurologists treat neurological disease in children. Neurologists may also be

involved in clinical research, clinical trials, as well as basic research and translational

research. In the United Kingdom, contributions to the field of neurology stem from various

professions; saliently, several biomedical research scientists are choosing to specialize in the

technical/laboratory aspects of one of neurology's subdisciplines.
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Key Points:

1. Educational requirements

A neurologist's educational background and medical training varies with the country of

training. In the United States and Canada, neurologists are physicians who have

completed postgraduate training in neurology after graduation from medical school.

Neurologists complete, on average, at least 12 years of college education and clinical

training. This training includes obtaining a four-year undergraduate degree, a medical

degree, which is an additional four years, and then completing a four-year residency in

neurology. The four-year residency consists of one year of internal medicine training

followed by three years of training in neurology. One and two year fellowships are

available following completion of the neurology residency if desired.

Many neurologists also have additional subspecialty training (fellowships) after

completing their residency in one area of neurology such as stroke or vascular neurology,

interventional neurology, epilepsy, neuromuscular, neurorehabilitation, behavioral

neurology, sleep medicine, pain management, neuroimmunology, clinical

neurophysiology, or movement disorders. In the United Kingdom and Ireland, neurology

is a subspecialty of general (internal) medicine. After five to nine years of medical school

and a year as a pre-registration house officer (or two years on the Foundation Programme)

a neurologist must pass the examination for Membership of the Royal College of

Physicians (or the Irish equivalent) before entering specialist training in neurology. A

generation ago some neurologists would also spend a couple of years working in

psychiatric units and obtain a Diploma in Psychological Medicine, but that became

uncommon and now that a basic psychiatric qualification takes three years to obtain it is

no longer practical. A period of research is essential, and obtaining a higher degree aids

career progression: many found it was eased after an attachment to the Institute of

Neurology at Queen Square in London. Some neurologists enter the field of rehabilitation

medicine (known as physiatry in the US) to specialise in neurological rehabilitation,

which may include stroke medicine as well as brain injuries.

2. Testing examinations

During a neurological examination, the neurologist reviews the patient's health history

with special attention to the current condition. The patient then takes a neurological exam.

Typically, the exam tests mental status, function of the cranial nerves (including vision),
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strength, coordination, reflexes and sensation. This information helps the neurologist

determine if the problem exists in the nervous system and the clinical localization.

Localization of the pathology is the key process by which neurologists develop their

differential diagnosis. Further tests may be needed to confirm a diagnosis and ultimately

guide therapy and appropriate management.

3. Clinical tasks

4. General caseload

Neurologists are responsible for the diagnosis, treatment, and management of all the

above conditions. When surgical intervention is required, the neurologist may refer the

patient to a neurosurgeon. In some countries, additional legal responsibilities of a

neurologist may include making a finding of brain death when it is suspected that a

patient is deceased. Neurologists frequently care for people with hereditary (genetic)

diseases when the major manifestations are neurological, as is frequently the case.

Lumbar punctures are frequently performed by neurologists. Some neurologists may

develop an interest in particular subfields, such as dementia, movement disorders,

headaches, epilepsy, sleep disorders, chronic pain management, multiple sclerosis or

neuromuscular diseases.

5. Overlapping areas

There is some overlap with other specialties, varying from country to country and even

within a local geographic area. Acute head trauma is most often treated by neurosurgeons,

whereas sequelae of head trauma may be treated by neurologists or specialists in

rehabilitation medicine. Although stroke cases have been traditionally managed by

internal medicine or hospitalists, the emergence of vascular neurology and interventional

neurologists has created a demand for stroke specialists. The establishment of JCAHO

certified stroke centers has increased the role of neurologists in stroke care in many

primary as well as tertiary hospitals. Some cases of nervous system infectious diseases are

treated by infectious disease specialists. Most cases of headache are diagnosed and treated

primarily by general practitioners, at least the less severe cases. Similarly, most cases of

sciatica and other mechanical radiculopathies are treated by general practitioners, though

they may be referred to neurologists or a surgeon (neurosurgeons or orthopedic surgeons).

Sleep disorders are also treated by pulmonologists. Cerebral palsy is initially treated by

pediatricians, but care may be transferred to an adult neurologist after the patient reaches

a certain age. In the United Kingdom and other countries, many of the conditions
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encountered by older patients such as movement disorders including Parkinson's Disease,

stroke, dementia or gait disorders are managed predominantly by specialists in geriatric

medicine.

Clinical neuropsychologists are often called upon to evaluate brain-behavior relationships

for the purpose of assisting with differential diagnosis, planning rehabilitation strategies,

documenting cognitive strengths and weaknesses, and measuring change over time (e.g.,

for identifying abnormal aging or tracking the progression of a dementia).

6. Relationship to clinical neurophysiology

In some countries, e.g. USA and Germany, neurologists may specialize in clinical

neurophysiology, the field responsible for EEG, nerve conduction studies, EMG and

evoked potentials. In other countries, this is an autonomous specialty (e.g. United

Kingdom, Sweden).

7. Overlap with psychiatry

There are strong indications that neurochemical mechanisms play an important role in the

development of, for instance, bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. Also, "neurological"

diseases often have "psychiatric" manifestations, such as post-stroke depression,

depression and dementia associated with Parkinson's disease, mood and cognitive

dysfunctions in Alzheimer's disease, to name a few. Hence, there is no sharp distinction

between neurology and psychiatry on a biological basis this distinction has mainly

practical reasoning and strong historical roots (such as the dominance of Freud's

psychoanalytic theory in the first three quarters of the 20th century which has since then

been largely replaced by the focus on neurosciences aided by the tremendous advances in

genetics and neuroimaging.)

In Germany, a compulsory year of psychiatry must be done to complete a residency of

neurology.

Topic : Alterations In Cognition And Mental Health

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 History
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 Mental wellbeing

 Lack of a mental disorder

 Cultural and religious considerations

 Mental health profession

Definition/Overview:

Mental health is a term used to describe either a level of cognitive or emotional well-being or

an absence of a mental disorder. From perspectives of the discipline of positive psychology

or holism mental health may include an individual's ability to enjoy life and procure a balance

between life activities and efforts to achieve psychological resilience.

Key Points:

1. History

The treatment of mental disorders dates back to ancient civilisations, including Ancient

Egypt, India, Greece and Rome. Medieval physicians in the Muslim world from the 8th to

15th centuries were concerned with mental health.

In the mid-19th century, William Sweetzer was the first to clearly define the term "mental

hygiene". Isaac Ray, one of thirteen founders of the American Psychiatric Association,

further defined mental hygiene as an art to preserve the mind against incidents and

influences which would inhibit or destroy its energy, quality or development.

At the beginning of the 20th century, Clifford Whittingham Beers founded the National

Committee for Mental Hygiene and opened the first outpatient mental health clinic in the

United States

2. Mental wellbeing

Mental health can be seen as a continuum, where an individual's mental health may have

many different possible values. Mental wellness is generally viewed as a positive

attribute, such that a person can reach enhanced levels of mental health, even if they do

not have any diagnosable mental health condition. This definition of mental health

highlights emotional well-being, the capacity to live a full and creative life, and the

flexibility to deal with life's inevitable challenges. Many therapeutic systems and self-

help books offer methods and philosophies espousing strategies and techniques vaunted
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as effective for further improving the mental wellness of otherwise healthy people.

Positive psychology is increasingly prominent in mental health.

A holistic model of mental health generally includes concepts based upon

anthropological, educational, psychological, religious and sociological perspectives, as

well as theoretical perspectives from personality, social, clinical, health and

developmental psychology. An example of a wellness model includes one developed by

Myers, Sweeny and Witmer. It includes five life tasks essence or spirituality, work and

leisure, friendship, love and self-directionand twelve sub taskssense of worth, sense of

control, realistic beliefs, emotional awareness and coping, problem solving and creativity,

sense of humor, nutrition, exercise, self care, stress management, gender identity, and

cultural identityare identified as characteristics of healthy functioning and a major

component of wellness. The components provide a means of responding to the

circumstances of life in a manner that promotes healthy functioning. Most of the US

Population is not educated on Mental Health.

3. Lack of a mental disorder

Mental health can also be defined as an absence of a major mental health condition

though recent evidence stemming from positive psychology (see above) suggests mental

health is more than the mere absence of a mental disorder or illness. Therefore the impact

of social, cultural, physical and education can all affect someone's mental health.

4. Cultural and religious considerations

Mental health can be socially constructed and socially defined; that is, different

professions, communities, societies and cultures have very different ways of

conceptualizing its nature and causes, determining what is mentally healthy, and deciding

what interventions are appropriate. Thus, different professionals will have different

cultural and religious backgrounds and experiences, which may impact the methodology

applied during treatment.

Many mental health professionals are beginning to, or already understand, the importance

of competency in religious diversity and spirituality. The American Psychological

Association explicitly states that religion must be respected. Education in spiritual and

religious matters is also required by the American Psychiatric Association.
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5. Mental health profession

A number of professions have developed specializing in mental disorders, including the

medical speciality of psychiatry, divisions of psychology known as clinical psychology,

abnormal psychology, positive psychology, applied behavior analysis, behavior therapy,

clinical or mental health social work, mental health counselors, marriage and family

therapists, psychotherapists, counselors and public Health professionals. Different clinical

and academic professions tend to favor differing models, explanations and goals.

Topic : Alterations In Musculoskeletal Function

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Musculoskeletal Function

 Skeletal

 Function

 Muscular

 Contraction initiation

 Joints

 Tendons

 Bursa

 Nervous

Definition/Overview:

The musculoskeletal system (also known as the locomotor system) is an organ system that

gives animals the ability to move using the muscular and skeletal systems. The

musculoskeletal system provides form, stability, and movement to the human body.

Key Points:

1. Musculoskeletal Function

It is made up of the body's bones (the skeleton), muscles, cartilage, tendons, ligaments,

joints, and other connective tissue (the tissue that supports and binds tissues and organs

together). The musculoskeletal system's primary functions include supporting the body,

allowing motion, and protecting vital organs. The skeletal portion of the system serves as
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the main storage system for calcium and phosphorus and contains critical components of

the hematopoietic system.

There are, however, diseases and disorders that may render the function and overall

effectiveness of the system. These diseases can be difficult to diagnose due to the close

relation of the musculoskeletal system to other internal systems. The musculoskeletal

system refers to the system having its muscles attached to an internal skeletal system and

is necessary for humans to move to a more favorable position.

2. Skeletal

The Skeletal System serves many important functions; it provides the shape and form for

our bodies in addition to supporting, protecting, allowing bodily movement, producing

blood for the body, and storing minerals. The number of bones in the human skeletal

system is a controversial topic. Humans are born with about 300 to 350 bones, however,

many bones fuse together between birth and maturity. As a result an average adult

skeleton consists of 208 bones. The number of bones varies according to the method used

to derive the count. While some consider certain structures to be a single bone with

multiple parts, others may see it as a single part with multiple bones. There are five

general classifications of bones. These are Long bones, Short bones, Flat bones, Irregular

bones, and Sesamoid bones. The human skeleton is composed of both fused and

individual bones supported by ligaments, tendons, muscles and cartilage. It is a complex

structure with two distinct divisions. These are the axial skeleton and the appendicular

skeleton.

3. Function

The Skeletal System serves as a framework for tissues and organs to attach themselves to.

This system acts as a protective structure for vital organs. Major examples of this are the

brain being protected by the skull and the lungs being protected by the rib cage.

Located in long bones are two distinctions of bone marrow (yellow and red). The yellow

marrow has fatty connective tissue and is found in the marrow cavity. During starvation,

the body uses the fat in yellow marrow for energy. The red marrow of some bones is an

important site for blood cell production, approximately 2.6 million red blood cells per

second in order to replace existing cells that have been destroyed by the liver. Here all
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erythrocytes, platelets, and most leukocytes form in adults. From the red marrow,

erythrocytes, platelets, and leukocytes migrate to the blood to do their special tasks.

Another function of bones is the storage of certain minerals. Calcium and phosphorus are

among the main minerals being stored. The importance of this storage "device" helps to

regulate mineral balance in the bloodstream. When the fluctuation of minerals is high,

these minerals are stored in bone; when it is low it will be withdrawn from the bone.

4. Muscular

There are three types of muscles - cardiac, skeletal, and smooth. Smooth muscles are used to

control the flow of substances within the lumens of hollow organs, and are not consciously

controlled. Skeletal and cardiac muscles have striations that are visible under a microscope

due to the components within their cells. Only skeletal and smooth muscles are part of the

musculoskeletal system and only the skeletal muscles can move the body. Cardiac muscles

are found in the heart and are used only to circulate blood; like the smooth muscles, these

muscles are not under conscious control. Skeletal muscles are attached to bones and arranged

in opposing groups around joints. Muscles are innervated, to communicate nervous energy to,

by nerves, which conduct electrical currents from the central nervous system and cause the

muscles to contract.

5. Contraction initiation

In mammals, when a muscle contracts, a series of reactions occur. Muscle contraction is

stimulated by the motor neuron sending a message to the muscles from the somatic

nervous system. Depolarization of the motor neuron results in neurotransmitters being

released from the nerve terminal. The space between the nerve terminal and the muscle

cell is called the neuromuscular junction. These neurotransmitters diffuse across the

synapse and bind to specific receptor sites on the cell membrane of the muscle fiber.

When enough receptors are stimulated, an action potential is generated and the

permeability of the sarcolemma is altered. This process is known as initiation.

6. Nervous

Nervous tissue is made of two general cell types. Neurons, the conducting cell type,

transmit nerve messages and Glial cells, the non-conducting cell type, serve as support

cells and help to protect the neurons. The neuron is the cell that receives and sends the

messages received from chemical reactions. Humans have approximately 100 billion
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neurons in their brain alone. All neurons have three parts. Dendrites receive information

from another cell and trasnport the message to the cell body. The cell body, or soma

contains the organelles typical of eukaryotic cells and the axon conducts messages away

from the cell body, acting as a transport for the message.

7. Joints

Joints are structures that connect individual bones and may allow bones to move against

each other to cause movement. There are two divisions of joints, diarthroses which allow

extensive mobility between two or more articular heads, and false joints or synarthroses,

joints that are immovable, that allow little or no movement and are predominantly

fibrous. Synovial joints, joints that are not directly joined, are lubricated by a solution

called synovia that is produced by the synovial membranes. This fluid lowers the friction

between the articular surfaces and is kept within an articular capsule, binding the joint

with its taut tissue.

8. Tendons

A tendon is a tough, flexible band of fibrous connective tissue that connects muscles to

bones. Muscles gradually become tendon as the cells become closer to the origins and

insertions on bones, eventually becoming solid bands of tendon that merge into the

periosteum of individual bones. As muscles contract, tendons transmit the forces to the

rigid bones, pulling on them and causing movement.

9. Ligaments

A ligament is a small band of dense, white, fibrous elastic tissue. Ligaments connect the

ends of bones together in order to form a joint. Most ligaments limit dislocation, or

prevent certain movements that may cause breaks. Since they are only elastic they

increasingly lengthen when under pressure. When this occurs the ligament may be

susceptible to break resulting in an unstable joint.

10. Bursa

A bursa is a small fluid-filled sac made of white fibrous tissue and lined with synovial

membrane. Bursa may also be formed by a synovial membrane that extends outside of the

join capsule. It provides a cushion between bones and tendons and/or muscles around a
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joint; bursa are filled with synovial fluid and are found around almost every major joint of

the body.

Topic : Alterations In Skin Integrity

Topic Objective:

At the end of the topic student will be able to understand:

 Skin components

 Functions

 Hygiene and skin care

Definition/Overview:

The skin is the outer covering of the body, also known as the epidermis. It is the largest organ

of the integumentary system made up of multiple layers of epithelial tissues, and guards the

underlying muscles, bones, ligaments and internal organs. The adjective cutaneous literally

means "of the skin" (from Latin cutis, skin).

Key Points:

1. Skin components

Skin has pigmentation, or melanin, provided by melanocytes, which absorb some of the

potentially dangerous ultraviolet radiation (UV) in sunlight. It also contains DNA-repair

enzymes that help reverse UV damage, and people who lack the genes for these enzymes

suffer high rates of skin cancer. One form predominantly produced by UV light,

malignant melanoma, is particularly invasive, causing it to spread quickly, and can often

be deadly. Human skin pigmentation varies among populations in a striking manner. This

has led to the classification of people(s) on the basis of skin color.

Mammalian skin often contains hairs, which in sufficient density is called fur. The hair

mainly serves to augment the insulation the skin provides, but can also serve as a

secondary sexual characteristic or as camouflage. On some animals, the skin is very hard

and thick, and can be processed to create leather. Reptiles and fish have hard protective

scales on their skin for protection, and birds have hard feathers, all made of tough β-

keratins. Amphibian skin is not a strong barrier to passage of chemicals and is often

subject to osmosis. A frog sitting in an anesthetic solution could quickly go to sleep.
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The skin is often known as the largest organ of the human body. This applies to exterior

surface, as it covers the body, appearing to have the largest surface area of all the organs.

For the average adult human, the skin has a surface area of between 1.5-2.0 square meters

(16.1-21.5 sq ft.), most of it is between 2-3 mm (0.10 inch) thick. The average square inch

(6.5 cm) of skin holds 650 sweat glands, 20 blood vessels, 60,000 melanocytes, and more

than a thousand nerve endings.

2. Functions

Skin performs the following functions:

 Protection: an anatomical barrier from pathogens and damage between the internal and

external environment in bodily defense; Langerhans cells in the skin are part of the adaptive

immune system.

 Sensation: contains a variety of nerve endings that react to heat and cold, touch, pressure,

vibration, and tissue injury; see somatosensory system and haptics.

 Heat regulation: the skin contains a blood supply far greater than its requirements which

allows precise control of energy loss by radiation, convection and conduction. Dilated blood

vessels increase perfusion and heat loss while constricted vessels greatly reduce cutaneous

blood flow and conserve heat. Erector pili muscles are significant in animals.

 Control of evaporation: the skin provides a relatively dry and impermeable barrier to fluid

loss. Loss of this function contributes to the massive fluid loss in burns.

 Aesthetics and communication: others see our skin and can assess our mood, physical state

and attractiveness.

 Storage and synthesis: acts as a storage center for lipids and water, as well as a means of

synthesis of vitamin D by action of UV on certain parts of the skin.

 Excretion: sweat contains urea, however its concentration is 1/130th that of urine, hence

excretion by sweating is at most a secondary function to temperature regulation.

 Absorption: Oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide can diffuse into the epidermis in small

amounts, some animals using their skin for their sole respiration organ. In addition, medicine

can be administered through the skin, by ointments or by means of adhesive patch, such as

the nicotine patch or iontophoresis. The skin is an important site of transport in many other

organisms.

 Water resistance: The skin acts as a water resistant barrier so essential nutrients aren't washed

out of the body.
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3. Hygiene and skin care

The skin supports its own ecosystems of microorganisms, including yeasts and bacteria,

which cannot be removed by any amount of cleaning. Estimates place the number of

individual bacteria on the surface of one square inch (6.5 square cm) of human skin at 50

million though this figure varies greatly over the average 20 square feet (1.9 m2) of

human skin. Oily surfaces, such as the face, may contain over 500 million bacteria per

square inch (6.5 cm). Despite these vast quantities, all of the bacteria found on the skin's

surface would fit into a volume the size of a pea. In general, the microorganisms keep one

another in check and are part of a healthy skin. When the balance is disturbed, there may

be an overgrowth and infection, such as when antibiotics kill microbes, resulting in an

overgrowth of yeast. The skin is continuous with the inner epithelial lining of the body at

the orifices, each of which supports its own complement of microbes.

Proper skin hygiene is important because unclean skin favors the development of

pathogenic organisms. The dead cells that continually slough off the epidermis mix with

the secretions of the sweat and sebaceous glands and the dust found on the skin form a

filthy layer on its surface. If not washed away, the slurry of sweat and sebaceous

secretions mixed with dirt and dead skin is decomposed by bacterial flora, producing a

foul smell. Functions of the skin are disturbed when it is excessively dirty; it becomes

more easily damaged, the release of antibacterial compounds decreases, and dirty skin is

more prone to develop infections.

Cosmetics should be used carefully on the skin because these may cause allergic

reactions. Each season requires suitable clothing in order to facilitate the evaporation of

the sweat. Sunlight, water and air play an important role in keeping the skin healthy.

Oily skin is caused by over-active sebaceous glands, that produce a substance called

sebum, a naturally healthy skin lubricant. When the skin produces excessive sebum, it

becomes heavy and thick in texture. Oily skin is typified by shininess, blemishes and

pimples. The oily-skin type is not necessarily bad, since such skin is less prone to

wrinkling, or other signs of aging, because the oil helps to keep needed moisture locked

into the epidermis (outermost layer of skin).

The negative aspect of the oily-skin type is that oily complexions are especially

susceptible to clogged pores, blackheads, and buildup of dead skin cells on the surface of

the skin. Oily skin can be sallow and rough in texture and tends to have large, clearly

visible pores everywhere, except around the eyes and neck.
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The goal of treating oily skin is to remove excess surface sebum without complete

removal of skin lipids. Severe degreasing treatment can foster an actual worsening of

sebum secretion, which defeats the aim of the cleansing. A method of cleansing oily skin

is to cleanse with a natural face cleanser formulated especially for oily skin. The cleansers

pH should be 4.5 - 5.5. Gel cleansers work best on oily skin. (see: surfactant) Oily skin

products should contain very little natural oils. They should not contain waxes or other

synthetic lipid agents that could aggravate the oily condition of the skin. A toning lotion

should also be natural and have a pH of 4.5-5.5 and formulated especially to help balance

and hydrate oily skin. Some cleansing products have lower concentrations of hydroxy

acids, which remove dead cells from the upper levels of the stratum corneum. Those

products should be used on a regular basis to work adequately. A light moisturizer may be

included in a hydoxy acid product to counteract any drying effects of the cleanser. People

with oily skin should use a moisturizer with humectants and a clay masques containing

bentonite clay twice a week.
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ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN PATIENT CARE – TWO YEARS

SYLLABUS & STUDY MATERIAL

SECOND YEAR

PAPER – II

COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING – 8 CREDITS – 32 UNITS

UNIT 1: Community Health Nursing As Advocacy

UNIT 2: The Population Context

UNIT 3: The Historical Context

UNIT 4: Theoretical Foundations For Community Health Nursing

UNIT 5: The U.S. Health System Context

UNIT 6: The Global Context

UNIT 7: The Policy Context

UNIT 8: The Economic Context

UNIT 9: The Cultural Context

UNIT 10: The Environmental Context

UNIT 11: Health Promotion

UNIT 12: Case Management

UNIT 13: Community Empowerment

UNIT 14: Care Of Families

UNIT 15: Care Of Populations

UNIT 16: Meeting The Health Needs

UNIT 17: Meeting The Health Needs Of Women

UNIT 18: Meeting The Health Needs Of Men

UNIT 19: Meeting The Health Needs Of Older Clients

UNIT 20: Meeting The Needs Of Poor And Homeless Populations

UNIT 21: Care Of Clients In The Home Setting

UNIT 22: Care Of Clients In Official And Voluntary Health Agencies

UNIT 23: Care Of Clients In The School Setting
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UNIT 24: Care Of Clients In Work Settings

UNIT 25: Care Of Clients In Urban And Rural Settings

UNIT 26: Care Of Clients In Correctional Settings

UNIT 27: Care Of Clients In Disaster Settings

UNIT 28: Communicable Diseases

UNIT 29: Chronic Physical Health Problems

UNIT 30: Community Mental Health Problems

UNIT 31: Substance Abuse

UNIT 32: Societal Violence
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Topic : Community Health Nursing As Advocacy

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, student would be able to:

 Define community health nursing.

 Distinguish among community-based, community-focused, and community-driven nursing

and describe their relationship to community health nursing.

 Differentiate between district and program-focused community health nursing.

 Identify at least five attributes of community health nursing.

 Summarize the standards for community health nursing practice.

 Identify the eight domains of competency for community health nursing.

 Distinguish among client-oriented, delivery-oriented, and population-oriented community

health nursing roles.

 Describe at least five client-oriented roles performed by community health nurses.

 Describe at least three delivery-oriented roles performed by community health nurses.

 Describe at least four population-oriented roles performed by community health nurses.

Definition/Overview:

Community Health Nursing: Definition of community health nursing incorporate the use of

the nursing process and concepts of public health with a primary focus on population health.

Community-based nursing: Community-based nursing provides care to individuals in

community settings. Often these individuals require care for a specific illness.

Nature of work: The nature of community health nursing is comprehensive directed towards

the individual, families and the community at large. The community health nurse fulfils a

unique role in the community, promoting and protecting the health of the community, whilst

using a framework of sustainability.

Key Points:

1. Pubic Health Nursing

 Public health nursing has historical roots imbedded in environmental sanitation and control of

communicable diseases. More recently, community health nursing has been associated with

health education and individual behavior change. Today, community health nursing

incorporates actions to change a broad range of factors that influence health.
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2. Community-based, community-focused, and community-driven nursing

 Community-focused nursing brings nursing knowledge and expertise to the community.

 Community-driven nursing focuses on the needs of the community as a whole and

emphasizes community participation in determining those needs.

 Community health nurses focus on the health of population groups. They may provide

aggregate care for a population with a common characteristic or for an entire population. The

mission of community health nursing is to improve the overall health of a population through

health promotion, illness prevention, and protection from biological, behavioral, social, and

environmental threats. The goal is to promote health by preventing illness and injury.

Community Health Nursings overall expectation is that improving population health benefits

the individuals of that population.

3. Program-focused community health nursing

 Aspects of program-focused community health nursing and district nursing can be

differentiated from the literature. Program-focused community health nursing is a service

delivery system designed to address specific health problems or the needs of specific target

populations. District nursing originated in England and emphasizes community health nurses

responsibility for addressing all the health needs of a specific geographical segment of the

population.

4. Attributes of community health nursing

 The eight unique attributes for community health nursing include population consciousness,

orientation to health, autonomy, creativity, continuity, collaboration, intimacy, and

variability.

5.Process of advocacy

 Advocacy is defined as the act of pleading or arguing in favor of a cause, idea, or policy on

someone elses behalf. Nursing advocacy extends the concept of protecting clients against

harm through such activities as informing clients, protecting client rights, mediating between

clients and health care providers, and supporting client autonomy.

6.Community health nursing advocacy

 Community Health nursing is an action taken on behalf of, or in concert with, individuals,

families, or populations to create or support an environment that promotes health.
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 Advocacy models include guardian of legal rights, preservation of patient values, champion

of social justice and access to care, and client empowerment. Advocacy for social justice is

an essential aspect of the core mission of community health nursing.

 The advocacy process involves three essential categories of participants: a recipient of the

advocacy, an advocate, and an adversary, and a consequence for all the participants in the

process. Within this process are three factors that influence participants in an advocacy

situation: knowledge, conviction, and emotion.

 Approaches to effective advocacy involve the advocate taking action that is situation- and

client specific, using a collaborative and cooperative approach with the adversary, educating

the advocacy recipient or adversary, confronting the adversary, requesting a change,

explaining, and enlisting the aid of others.

 Community health nurses serve in an advocacy role when they engage in several activities:

determining the need for advocacy, determining the point at which advocacy is most

effective, collecting facts surrounding the problem, presenting the clients case to the

appropriate decision makers, and preparing clients to speak for themselves.

7.Standards for community health nursing practice

 The key concept is that standards of practice are essential to a profession.

 The American Nurses Association delineates standards that incorporate a framework for the

community health nursing process and core functions of public health.

 Professional standards address expected levels of professional performance, quality of

practice, education, practice evaluation, collegiality, ethics, collaboration, research, resource

utilization, leadership, and advocacy.

8.Domains of competency for community health nursing

 The eight domains of community health nursing practice include the following: analytic

assessment, policy development and program planning, communication, cultural competence,

community dimensions of practice, basic public health practice, financial planning and

measurement, and leadership and systems thinking.

9.Client-oriented roles performed by community health nurses

 The key objectives for a client-oriented role are to the nursing process to clients at any level.

The functions for these roles are assessing client needs, developing nursing diagnoses,

planning nursing interventions, and evaluating nursing care and its outcomes.
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 Client-oriented roles include, but are not limited to, caregiver, educator, counselor, referral

resource, role model, primary care provider, and case manager.

 The community health nurse as a caregiver provides primary care and delegated care for

individuals, families, groups, and communities with a focus on health promotion and illness

prevention interventions such as routine prenatal assessments, well-child care, and

immunizations. The caregiver role may also encompass care to ill individuals.

 As an educator, the community health nurse facilitates learning with a focus on positive

health behaviors through the development of population-based health education programs.

 Counseling focuses on choosing viable solutions to health problems by assisting clients to

identify and clarify their health problem, identifying alternative solutions, assisting clients in

developing criteria for acceptable solutions to their problem, and assisting in the evaluation of

alternative solutions and problem solving processes.

 The community health nurse acts as a referral resource by directing clients to resources

required to meet their needs. The referral process focuses on determining the need for a

referral, identifying appropriate referral resources, making the referral, and following up on

the referral.

 The community health nurse acts as a role model by demonstrating healthy behaviors to

clients and student or novice nurses. Health-related behaviors are influenced as the nurse

responds to crises, in the treatment of clients and the types of client-focused activities

selected, and in the professional display of competency.

 The community health nurse acts as a case manager. This has been a proven cost-effective

mechanism that enhances health outcomes through the coordination, selection, and use of

health care services that meet the clients needs. Case management maximizes the utilization

of resources, minimizes the expenses of care, identifies high-risk/high-cost service needs

clients, makes appropriate service choices, and ultimately controls costs

10. Delivery-oriented roles performed by community health nurses

 Delivery-oriented roles enhance the operation of the health care delivery system through the

roles of care manager, whose function is to coordinate care by a process of organizing and

integrating services; collaborator, who resolves client health problems using communication

skills and joint decision making with the client and other professionals and liaison; and

liaison, who coordinates, refers, and advocates in order to connect the client to other

providers, and later interprets and reinforces those providers recommendations.
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11. Population-oriented roles performed by community health nurses

 Population-oriented roles promote, maintain, and restore the health of the population through

case finding, leadership, change agent, policy developer, community organizer/mobilizer,

coalition builder, social marketer, and researcher roles.

 Acting as a case finder, the community health nurse develops an index of suspicion, identifies

individual cases or occurrences of specific diseases, and provides for follow-up services.

 In a leadership role, the community health nurse identifies the need for action and leadership,

assesses the leadership needs of followers, and selects and executes an appropriate style of

leadership for followers and for the situation at hand.

 As a change agent, the nurse plans, controls, and enhances health processes by recognizing

the need for change, making others aware of hat need, motivating others to change, and

initiating and directing desired change.

 The community health nurse functions as a community mobilizer by assisting community

members to identify issues and goals and develop action plans, mobilizing assets necessary to

implement strategies, and participating in strategy implementation.

 A coalition builder creates temporary or permanent alliances by identifying members for the

coalition, presenting mutual benefits, delineating coalition goals, assisting in the development

of coalition operating guidelines, and participating in the selection and implementation of

means to accomplish those goals.

 The community health nurse acts as a policy advocate by working for and arguing on behalf

of policy formation and policy changes that affect the health of population groups.

 As a social marketer, the nurse assumes a consumer-focused role in the development of social

marketing approaches to achieve changes designed to improve population health.

 Finally, as a researcher, the community health nurse reviews relevant research, identifies

researchable problems, designs and conducts research, collects data, and disseminates those

research findings to provide an evidence base for interventions to improve population health.

Topic : The Population Context

Topic Objective:

 Distinguish among neighborhoods, communities, and aggregates as populations served by

population-focused nurses.

 Define population health.

 Describe changes in approaches to population health.

 Describe the three levels at which population health care occurs.

 Describe trends in national health objectives for 1990, 2000, and 2010.
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Definition/Overview:

Aggregates: Subpopulations within the larger population that possess some common

characteristics, often related to high risk for specific health problems

Community: A group of people who share common interests, who interact with each other,

and who function collectively within a defined social structure to address common concerns

Community of identity: Community with a common identity and interests

Geopolitical communities: Communities characterized by geographic and jurisdictional

boundaries, such as a city

Neighborhood: Smaller, more homogeneous group than a community; involves an interface

with others living nearby and a level of identification with those others

Population health: The attainment of the greatest possible biologic, psychological, and

social well-being of the population as an entity and of its individual members

Population-based practice: Practice that focuses on entire populations, is grounded in

community assessment, considers all health determinants, emphasizes prevention, and

intervenes at multiple levels

Populations: Groups of people who may or may not interact with each other

Primary prevention: Measures designed to promote general optimum health or...the specific

protection of man against disease agents; action taken prior to the occurrence of health

problems and directed toward avoiding their occurrence

Secondary prevention: The early identification and treatment of existing health problems;

takes place after the health problem has occurred

Tertiary prevention: Activity aimed at returning the client to the highest level of function

and preventing further deterioration in health

Key Points:

1.Neighborhoods, communities, and aggregates

 Differentiate population from neighborhoods, communities, and aggregates as sub-segments

of a population.
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 A unique feature of community health nursing is the type of client served. Community health

nurses provide services not only to individuals and families, but also to neighborhoods,

communities, and targeted groups or aggregates of specific populations.

 Neighborhoods are small, homogeneous groups of people with self-defined natural or human-

made constraint factors. Neighborhoods are often characterized by face-to-face interactions

and identification with others living in the neighborhood.

 Communities are defined as groups of people who share common interests, interact with each

other, and function collectively within a defined social structure to address common

concerns. They can be geopolitical communities or communities of identity.

 Defining aspects of communities include a social system or institutions, identity,

commitment, common norms and values, common history or interests, common symbols,

social interaction, and intentional action to meet common needs.

 Aggregates are defined as subpopulations within a larger population who possess common

characteristics, often related to high risk for specific health problems.

2.Changes in approaches to population health

 Historically, the focus of population health was on the control of epidemics and

communicable diseases through sanitation efforts. During the mid-1900s, the focus moved to

disease prevention, which focused on personal behavior changes. Presently, population health

emphasizes concepts of social justice and the creation of environments that foster health.

3.Three levels at which population health care occurs

 The three levels of population health care are primary prevention, secondary prevention, and

tertiary prevention.

 Primary prevention may be defined as measures designed to promote general optimum health

and/or prevent illness. It includes actions taken prior to the occurrence of health problems

with the general purpose of avoiding the occurrences altogether. The focus is on increasing

resistance to illness, decreasing or eliminating the causes of health problems, or fostering a

healthy environment.

 Secondary prevention is defined as the early identification and treatment of existing health

problems and takes place after the health problem has occurred. Activities include screening,

early diagnosis and treatment, and development of programs to diagnose and treat at the

community level.
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 Tertiary prevention aims to return the client to the highest level of function and to prevent

health problem recurrences and further deterioration in health. Maintenance health programs

and specific legislation that promotes a higher quality of life are examples.

4.Trends in national health objectives for 1990, 2000, and 2010

 The goal of the national health objectives as created in 1980 by the U.S. Department of

Health and Human Services was to reduce mortality. These objectives set the goals and

desired outcomes for population health in the United States and targeted 15 priority

intervention areas in three strategic action categories: preventive health, health protection,

and health promotion.

 Developed in 1990, a second set of objectives focused on increasing the span of healthy life,

reducing health disparities, and achieving uniform access to preventive health services.

 Recent 2010 national objectives were systematically developed with input from many

coalitions, agencies, and organizations, with two primary goals of increasing quality and

length of healthy life and eliminating health disparities. Four elements were identified: goals,

objectives, determinants of health, and health status. Two overarching goals are to increase

quality of life and length of healthy life and to eliminate health disparities. The objectives

specify the amount of progress expected in improving the health status of the population over

the next 10 years. The determinants of health address various environments (individual,

community physical and social) and the policies and interventions used to promote health,

prevent disease, and ensure access to quality health care. Health status is the expected

outcomes and measurements of success for each of the 467 objectives as well as reflected in

the 10 leading health indicators.

 The 2010 objectives cover 28 focus areas and 467 objectives. Each focus area identifies a

lead agency responsible for monitoring progress, a concise goal statement, an overview of the

context and background, data on progress, objectives related to the area, and a standard data

table to monitor the progress.

 Determinants of health are defined as the combined effects of individual and community

physical and social environments and the policies and interventions used to promote health,

prevent disease, and ensure access to quality health care.

 Health status is described as the expected outcome and measure of success of the approach

and includes the extent to which the objective is met.
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Topic : The Historical Context

Topic Objective:

 Describe the contributions of historical figures that influenced the development of

community health nursing.

 Discuss the contributions of community health nurses to social and health care reform.

 List significant historical events in the development of community health nursing in the

United States.

 Describe evidence for a shift in public health policy toward a greater emphasis on health

promotion.

 Describe national and international events that are shaping current and future community

health nursing practice.

Definition/Overview:

Diagnosis-related groups (DRGs): a mechanism for prospective payment for services

provided under Medicare, in which health care institutions are paid a flat fee set in advance

under Medicare, based on the clients diagnosis

Missionary nurses: nurses whose role was to provide nursing care and religious instruction

for the sick poor

Nursing Interventions Classification (NIC): a system designed to categorize nursing

services and facilitate their direct reimbursement

Nursing Outcomes Classification (NOC): a system that will allow nurses to document the

effectiveness of intervention

Variolation:process in which material from smallpox lesions was inoculated into the skin,

nose, or veins of a healthy person

Visiting nurse associations: groups of nurses who provided health care to community

members through visits to clients in their homes or other locations
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Key Points:

1.Contributions of historical figures

 During the colonial period, early nursing care was a function of the women in a family. In

Canada, public health was performed by Christian religious agencies with Jeanne Mance co-

founding the Hotel Dieu in Montreal.

 The Industrial Revolution, with overcrowding, migration from farms to city, and changes in

technology spurred events resulting in poor nutrition, increased disease and hazardous living

and working conditions. These conditions did not go unnoticed by forward thinking

individuals who addressed and introduced concepts of sanitation engineering, early

epidemiologic investigations by John Snow with the Cholera epidemic in London, and

immunization development targeting smallpox and diphtheria.

 District nursing and community health nursing evolved from the concern for the health of

larger urban populations with Florence Nightingale endorsing health promotion and home

care for the sick, and Elizabeth Fry founding the Institute of Nursing in London to provide

care to the sick poor in their homes and in prisons.

 The 1800s saw the creation of missionary nurses to provide nursing care and religious

instruction for the sick poor, and visiting nurses associations to provide health teaching and

illness care. Best known for their efforts to educate and deliver care to the sick, Lillian Wald

and Mary Brewster established the Henry Street Settlement, recognized as the first American

community health agency, with the purpose of delivering care to poor immigrants. Wald and

Brewster utilized germ theory as the foundation for nursing interventions, provided access to

nursing services that was determined by the client and not the physician, cared for the sick in

their homes, offered health education as a secondary focus of service, and sought to focus

care to the whole community, not just individuals.

 Other community health nurses active in the social change movement included Margaret

Sanger, who argued for contraceptive services for women; Clara Barton, who provided

nursing care to wounded soldiers in during the American Civil War, was active in locating

missing Civil War soldiers, and established the American Red Cross and Dorothea Dix,

another community health nurse pioneer who not only provided care for wounded Civil War

soldiers, but fought to improve conditions for inmates in U.S. prisons.

2.Contributions of community health nurses to social and health care reform

 Community health nurses, recognized by Lillian Wald as public health nurses, began to focus

their services to the whole community. Poverty, social injustices, poor nutrition, and lack of
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health care services prompted nurses to become involved in social advocacy to promote

social changes.

 The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company was one of the first companies to offer nursing

services to their policyholders with the intent to reduce mortality and limit death benefits paid

by the company. This experiment proved extremely successful and continued for over 40

years.

 A need to provide services and improve social conditions specific to mothers and children

motivated community health nurses like Lillian Wald to bring awareness to the national

leaders. This attention resulted in the first White House Conference on Children in 1909 with

the establishment of the U.S. Childrens Bureau tasked to address the issue of child labor.

 Rural nursing contributed to health care reform through the efforts of Mary Breckenridge and

the Frontier Nursing Service, which provided midwifery services, assessed outcomes, and

tracked case data. Rural health nursing also advocated care to Native American Indians and

African Americans.

3.Significant historical events in the development of community health nursing

 The formation of early professional organizations such as the American Public Health

Association in 1872 and the National Organization of Public Health Nurses in 1912 provided

a format to advance the public health profession through standards and policies to promote

population health.

 Community health nursing as a distinct practice developed as a result of numerous events

such as employment of public health nurses by government agencies in Alabama in 1907, the

addition of a postgraduate course at Columbia University in 1910, and the establishment of

the National Organization for Public Health Nursing in 1912.

 Congress enacted legislation, such as the Sheppard- Tower Act of 1921, to help state and

local agencies provide general health, maternity, prenatal, and child health services. As a

result, community health nurses were hired. The National Institutes of Health was formed to

address the need for federal support for health care research.

 The Great Depression (1930s) created opportunities for the federal government to employ

health and social welfare programs to hire nurses under Federal Emergency Relief Act

(1933), the Civil Works administration (193334) and the Works Progress Administration

(1935).

 Functions of public health nurses and objectives related to the profession and critical to the

advancement of the profession and education of community health nurses were developed in

1931, with numerous revisions as the profession developed.
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 Recognition of the contributions of community health nurses led the United State Public

Health Service employ their first public health nurse in 1934 with establishment of a Division

of Nursing in 1944.

4.Events that are shaping current and future community health nursing practice

 Population health problems received attention in Canada in the Canadian, La Londe Report,

New Perspectives for the Health of Canadians in 1974. Biological, environmental and

lifestyle risks were recognized as determinants of health and shifting the focus from treatment

to health promotion.

 International focus resulted in the Declaration of Alma Alta in 1978, calling for access to

primary health care for all; the 1984 Toronto Conference, which established two key health

promotion concepts of healthy public policy and healthy cities; the U.S. National Health

Objectives, which established a Behavior Risk Factor Surveillance System to systematically

collect data; the World Health Organization, which addressed global strategies for the

eradication of smallpox; the Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion (1986) that established the

first International Conference on health promotion, which focused on social, economic, and

political reform and empowerment, and the Jakarta declaration on health promotion, which

focused efforts at global health promotion.

 Public health practice changes began in 1988 when the Institute of Medicine report identified

three core functions of public health as assessment, policy formation, and assurance.

 Inadequacies in the U.S. public health infrastructure were recognized as a result of AIDS,

SARS, and terrorist attacks.

 Two recent developments projected to affect community health nursing are the Nursing

Interventions Classification System that categorizes nursing services and facilitates direct

reimbursements, and the Nursing Outcomes Classification, which allows nurses to document

the effectiveness of interventions.

Topic : Theoretical Foundations For Community Health Nursing

Topic Objective:

 Identify the need for a theoretical foundation for community health nursing.

 Describe basic principles of epidemiology.

 Apply selected epidemiological and nursing models to community health nursing practice

with individuals, families, and populations.
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Definition/Overview:

Agent: Primary cause of a health-related condition

Case fatality rate: The percentage of persons with a condition who die as a result of it

Causality: The concept idea that one event is the result of another event

Conceptual model: A schematic or verbal picture of the interrelationships that exist among

concepts

Determinants of health: Broad categories of factors that influence health and illness

Epidemiology: The study of the distribution of health and illness within a population, factors

that determine the populations health status, and use of the knowledge generated to control

the development of health problems

Host: The client system affected by a particular health-related condition

Incidence: The number of new cases of a particular condition identified during a specified

period of time

Metaparadigm: A global overview or explanation of a discipline

Morbidity: The ratio of the number of cases of a disease or condition to the number of

people in the population

Populations at risk: Groups of people who have the greatest potential to develop a particular

health problem because of the presence or absence of certain contributing factors

Prevalence: The total number of people affected by a particular condition at a specified point

in time

Risk: The probability that a given individual will develop a specific condition

Social capital: The extent of ones access to and participation in relationships that can provide

one with the necessities for life

Survival rate: The proportion of people with a given condition remaining alive after a

specific period (usually five years)
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Survival time: The average length of time from diagnosis to death

Target group: Individuals who would benefit from an intervention program and at whom the

program is aimed

Key Points:

1.Theoretical foundation for community health nursing

 Theoretical or conceptual models offer a systematic approach to assessing the health status of

a population, and planning, implementing, and evaluating the effectiveness of nursing care. A

conceptual model can be defined as a set of relatively abstract and general concepts that

address the phenomena of central interest to a discipline and that direct attention to relevant

client situations and interventions.

 There are two types of models used by community health nurses. Epidemiologic models

provide a means of examining factors that influence health and illness in populations, and

nursing models suggest interventions to protect, improve, or restore health.

2.Basic principles of epidemiology

 Epidemiology is the study of the distribution of health and illness within a population, factors

that determine the populations health status, and use of the knowledge generated to control

the development of health problems.

 The four historical eras of epidemiologic thought are the sanitary era, the communicable

disease era, the chronic disease era of multiple layers of personal risk, and the current eco-

social or molecular era.

 The key concepts underlying epidemiologic perspectives on health and illness are causality,

risk, and rates of occurrence.

 The main purpose of epidemiology is to identify causal links between contributing factors

and resulting states of health and illness. Causality refers to one event being the result of

another event with concepts of causation evolving from the will of God, to natural causes, to

specific causes, and recently, to multifactorial causes.

 Epidemiologists must estimate the likelihood that a particular condition will occur. Risk is the

probability that a given individual will develop a specific condition. Populations at risk are

groups of people who have the greatest potential for developing a particular health problem

as a result of the presence or absence of specific factors. Populations at risk become target

groups for interventions designed to prevent the problem of interest.
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 Rates of occurrence are statistical measures that indicate the extent of health problems in a

group and allow comparisons between groups of different sizes. Rates are computed by

dividing the number of instances of an event during a specified period by the population at

risk and multiplying by 1,000 or 100,000.

 Morbidity and mortality, two important epidemiologic rates of interest, are used to assess the

health status of populations, develop interventions, and evaluate long-term outcomes.

Morbidity is the ratio of the number of cases of a disease or condition to the number of

people in the population. Morbidity is often described in terms of incidence, the number of

new cases of a particular condition identified during a specific time period, and prevalence,

the total number of people affected by a particular condition at a specified point in time.

Mortality is the ratio of the number of deaths of a particular category to the number of people

in a given population.

 Case fatality and survival rates are additional epidemiologic statistics of concern. A case

fatality rate for a particular condition reflects the percentage of persons with the condition

who die as a result of it. Survival rates are the proportion of people with a given condition

remaining alive after a specified period (usually 5 years). Related to survival rates is survival

time, which is the average length of time from diagnosis to death.

3.Application of selected epidemiologic and nursing models

 Epidemiologic models direct community health nurses to strategies for interventions and for

collection and interpretation of data and mechanisms for controlling health-related

conditions. Three types of models dominate the field: the epidemiologic triad, the web of

causation, and the determinants of health models.

 The epidemiologic triad of disease collects data as it pertains to the host, agent, and

environment as they contribute to the development of health problems.

 The web of causation model emphasizes the interconnectedness of causal factors and

explores multiple factors in terms of their interplay, both direct (proximal to condition) and

indirect (distal to condition), as causes of an identified health problem.

 Determinants of health models emphasize the various factors such as social, environmental,

biological, psychological, behavioral/lifestyle, health care/health systems, and genetics that

influence health and illness.

 Nursing models, developed as the direct result of professional practice, utilize systematic,

scientific inquiry to expand the professions body of knowledge. Several models have

application to the community health nursing practice, including: Neumanns health systems

model; the dimensions model; the interventions wheel model; the Los Angeles County public

health nursing practice model; and the community-as-partner model.
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 The types of models applied to the community health setting serve as a conceptual model for

nurses to understand the interrelationships that exist among the specific concepts.

Topic : The U.S. Health System Context

Topic Objective:

 Describe the popular health care subsystem.

 Distinguish between the complementary and alternative subsystems of care.

 Identify six fundamental obligations of official public health agencies.

 Describe the organizational structure of the U.S. health care delivery system.

 Compare and contrast official and voluntary health agencies.

 Describe at least five functions performed by voluntary health agencies.

 Identify ten essential public health services.

 Discuss the involvement of local, state, and national governments in health care in the United

States.

 Identify outcomes of care at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of prevention.

 Describe potential approaches to health system reform, including the possibility of a national

health care system.

Definition/Overview:

Assessment: Public health function in which public health agencies are responsible for

assessing and monitoring the occurrence of health-related problems within the population, as

well as identifying factors that contribute to or prevent those problems

Assurance: Public health function that reflects the responsibility of the public health sector

to assure availability of and access to health care services essential to sustaining and

improving the health of the population

Complementary/Alternative Health Care Subsystem: A component of the U.S. health care

system consisting of providers and practices outside the scientific health care subsystem that

are specifically focused on promotion of health and prevention of and care for illness

Core Functions Of Public Health: Primary responsibilities of the public health sector of the

U.S.health care system; include assessment, policy development, and assurance

Health Care System: All the activities whose primary purpose is to promote, restore, or

maintain health (WHO, 2000, p. 5)
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Local Public Health System: All entities that contribute to the delivery of public health

services within a community (NPHPSP, p. i)

Official Health Agencies: Agencies of local, state, and national governments that are

responsible for the health of the people in their jurisdictions

Pass-through Funds: Money granted to the states by the federal government that is allocated

to local government agencies

Personal Health Care Sector: The segment of the scientific health care subsystem that

provides health-related services to individual clients

Policy Development: The core public health function that involves advocacy and political

action to develop local, state, and national policies conducive to population health

Popular Health Care Subsystem: The component of the U.S.health care system in which

care is provided by oneself, family members, or friendsin short, by people who are not

considered health care providers

Population Health Care Sector (Public Health System) : The component of theU.S.health

care system that includes public and private organizations whose focus is the health of the

total population

Privatization: The movement of personal health care services from public health agencies to

private organizations in the personal health care sector

Public Health Infrastructure: The basic services or social capital of a country, or part of it,

which makes economic and social activities possible (Rutherford, as quoted in Powles &

Comim, 2003, p. 160)

Public Health Practice: The art and science of preventing disease, promoting population

health and extending life through organized local and global efforts (McMichael &

Beaglehole, 2003, p. 2)

Scientific Health Care Subsystem: The component of the U.S.health care system based on

scientific research-derived evidence

State Public Health System: The state public health agencies and other partners that

contribute to public health services at the state level (NPHPSP, p. i)
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Surveillance: The ongoing (continuous or periodic) collection and analysis of population-

based data to measure the magnitude of the problem (risk factors or disease) and trends over

time (Bonita, Winkelmann, Douglas, & de Courten, 2003, p. 11)

Voluntary: Health agencies nonprofit organizations that provide adjuncts to services

provided by government agencies

Key Points:

1.Popular health care subsystem

 The popular health care subsystem is defined as the system in which care is provided by

oneself, family members, or friends. Self-care and care by family and friends accounts for an

estimated 70% to 90% of all illness care.

2.Complementary and alternative subsystems of care

 The complementary and alternative health care subsystems are defined as care that is sought

from other sources, providers, or practices that lie outside the scientific health care

subsystem. Complementary health care practices are used in conjunction with scientific care

to complement and enhance its effects. Alternative practices are used in place of scientific

interventions.

3.Fundamental obligations of official public health agencies

 General goals for public health practice include improving population health, reducing health

inequalities, and developing environments that support health.

 These goals are met through noted fundamental obligations for official public health

agencies, listed by the Institute of Medicine, which include adopting a population health

approach with multiple determinants of health, strengthening governmental and public health

infrastructure, building inter-sectoral partnerships, developing systems of accountability for

quality assurance and availability of public health services, ensuring a foundation of

evidence-based research, and enhancing and facilitating communication within the public

health system.

4.Organizational structure of the U.S.health care delivery system

 The three major organizational structure elements or subsystems in the U.S. health care

system include the popular health care subsystem, the complementary or alternative health
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care subsystem, and the scientific health care subsystem, which consists of the personal

health care sector and the public or population health care sector.

5.Official and voluntary health agencies

 Official health agencies include local, state, and national governments, which share some

aspects of the following characteristics: responsibility for the health of people in their

jurisdictions, supported by tax revenues and public finding, accountable to the citizens of

their jurisdiction, and often specific activities are mandated by law.

 The key objectives of official public health agencies are to prevent epidemics and spread of

disease, protect the public from environmental hazards, prevent injury, promote healthy

behavior and good mental health, respond to disasters and assist with recovery from their

effects, and ensure quality and accessibility of needed health care services.

 The three core public health functions identified are assessment, policy development, and

assurance. Assessment and surveillance includes regular and ongoing collection, analysis,

and availability of information and statistics on health status, community health needs, and

epidemiological health problems. Policy development involves advocacy and political action

to develop local, state, and national policies conducive to population health. Assurance is

described as the responsibility of the public health sector to ensure availability of and access

to health care services essential to sustaining and improving the health of the population.

 Voluntary health agencies are nonprofit organizations, funded primarily by donations and

held accountable to their supporters that provide adjuncts to services provided by government

agencies with a focus on a specific disease entity, an organ system, or a population group.

These agencies have a primary emphasis of research, education, and policy development.

6.Functions performed by voluntary health agencies

 Voluntary agencies perform eight basic functions within the scientific health care subsystem:

pioneering, such as exploring poorly addressed areas of health concerns; demonstrating pilot

projects; educating the public and health professionals; providing supplemental services, such

as transportation to clinics, respite care, and special equipment; advocating for the publics

health; promoting legislation related to health; assisting with health planning and

organization; and assisting official agencies in developing community health programs.

7.Essential public health services

 The Centers for Disease Control operationalized the public health core functions into ten

essential services to include the following: monitoring health status to identify health
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problems; diagnosing and investigating health problems and hazards in the community;

informing, educating, and empowering people regarding health issues; mobilizing community

partnerships to identify and solve health problems; developing health policies and plans that

support individual and community health efforts; enforcing laws and regulations that protect

health and ensure safety; linking people to needed personal health care services and ensuring

the provision of health care when unavailable; ensuring a competent health and personal

health workforce; evaluating the effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and

population-based health services; and conducting research to develop new insights and

innovative solutions to health problems.

8.Involvement of local, state, and national governments in health care

 There are three levels of health care delivery with specific responsibilities and official and

voluntary agencies at each local, state, and national level.

 A local government agency is defined as all entities that contribute to the delivery of public

health services within a community. State agencies delegate responsibility to local health

departments. Local health agencies receive authority from local health ordinances and

funding from local taxes, states, federal subsidies, client fees, and private health insurance.

 Responsibilities for local health departments vary from state to state, but generally include

collection of vital statistics, communicable disease control, disease screening and

surveillance, sanitation, school health, maternalchild health programs, and public health

nursing services.

 State government involvement includes state public health agencies and programs that

contribute to public health services at the state level. State departments of health have the

ultimate responsibility for the health of the public and possess essential power to make laws

and regulations regarding health. Funding is derived from state tax revenues and federal

government funds. State core functions include assessment of statewide health status and

health care needs, development of statewide objectives related to health, assurance of

adequate personnel and services to meet identified health care needs, guarantee of a minimum

set of essential services to members of the population, and assistance to local jurisdictions.

 National government agencies have no direct authority to regulate health. Indirect authority is

derived from the power to regulate foreign and interstate commerce and the power to levy

taxes and spend to promote the general welfare. The United States Department of Health and

Human Services is the official federal agency.
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Topic Objective:

 Describe the popular health care subsystem.

 Distinguish between the complementary and alternative subsystems of care.

 Identify six fundamental obligations of official public health agencies.

 Describe the organizational structure of the U.S. health care delivery system.

 Compare and contrast official and voluntary health agencies.

 Describe at least five functions performed by voluntary health agencies.

 Identify ten essential public health services.

 Discuss the involvement of local, state, and national governments in health care in the United

States.

 Identify outcomes of care at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of prevention.

 Describe potential approaches to health system reform, including the possibility of a national

health care system.

Definition/Overview:

Assessment: Public health function in which public health agencies are responsible for

assessing and monitoring the occurrence of health-related problems within the population, as

well as identifying factors that contribute to or prevent those problems

Assurance: Public health function that reflects the responsibility of the public health sector

to assure availability of and access to health care services essential to sustaining and

improving the health of the population

Complementary/Alternative Health Care Subsystem: A component of the U.S. health care

system consisting of providers and practices outside the scientific health care subsystem that

are specifically focused on promotion of health and prevention of and care for illness

Core Functions Of Public Health: Primary responsibilities of the public health sector of the

U.S.health care system; include assessment, policy development, and assurance

Health Care System: All the activities whose primary purpose is to promote, restore, or

maintain health (WHO, 2000, p. 5)

Local Public Health System: All entities that contribute to the delivery of public health

services within a community (NPHPSP, p. i)
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Official Health Agencies: Agencies of local, state, and national governments that are

responsible for the health of the people in their jurisdictions

Pass-through Funds: Money granted to the states by the federal government that is allocated

to local government agencies

Personal Health Care Sector: The segment of the scientific health care subsystem that

provides health-related services to individual clients

Policy Development: The core public health function that involves advocacy and political

action to develop local, state, and national policies conducive to population health

Popular Health Care Subsystem: The component of the U.S.health care system in which

care is provided by oneself, family members, or friendsin short, by people who are not

considered health care providers

Population Health Care Sector (Public Health System) : The component of theU.S.health

care system that includes public and private organizations whose focus is the health of the

total population

Privatization: The movement of personal health care services from public health agencies to

private organizations in the personal health care sector

Public Health Infrastructure: The basic services or social capital of a country, or part of it,

which makes economic and social activities possible (Rutherford, as quoted in Powles &

Comim, 2003, p. 160)

Public Health Practice: The art and science of preventing disease, promoting population

health and extending life through organized local and global efforts (McMichael &

Beaglehole, 2003, p. 2)

Scientific Health Care Subsystem: The component of the U.S.health care system based on

scientific research-derived evidence

State Public Health System: The state public health agencies and other partners that

contribute to public health services at the state level (NPHPSP, p. i)

Surveillance: The ongoing (continuous or periodic) collection and analysis of population-

based data to measure the magnitude of the problem (risk factors or disease) and trends over

time (Bonita, Winkelmann, Douglas, & de Courten, 2003, p. 11)
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Voluntary: Health agencies nonprofit organizations that provide adjuncts to services

provided by government agencies

Key Points:

1.Popular health care subsystem

 The popular health care subsystem is defined as the system in which care is provided by

oneself, family members, or friends. Self-care and care by family and friends accounts for an

estimated 70% to 90% of all illness care.

2.Complementary and alternative subsystems of care

 The complementary and alternative health care subsystems are defined as care that is sought

from other sources, providers, or practices that lie outside the scientific health care

subsystem. Complementary health care practices are used in conjunction with scientific care

to complement and enhance its effects. Alternative practices are used in place of scientific

interventions.

3.Fundamental obligations of official public health agencies

 General goals for public health practice include improving population health, reducing health

inequalities, and developing environments that support health.

 These goals are met through noted fundamental obligations for official public health

agencies, listed by the Institute of Medicine, which include adopting a population health

approach with multiple determinants of health, strengthening governmental and public health

infrastructure, building inter-sectoral partnerships, developing systems of accountability for

quality assurance and availability of public health services, ensuring a foundation of

evidence-based research, and enhancing and facilitating communication within the public

health system.

4.Organizational structure of the U.S.health care delivery system

 The three major organizational structure elements or subsystems in the U.S. health care

system include the popular health care subsystem, the complementary or alternative health

care subsystem, and the scientific health care subsystem, which consists of the personal

health care sector and the public or population health care sector.
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5.Official and voluntary health agencies

 Official health agencies include local, state, and national governments, which share some

aspects of the following characteristics: responsibility for the health of people in their

jurisdictions, supported by tax revenues and public finding, accountable to the citizens of

their jurisdiction, and often specific activities are mandated by law.

 The key objectives of official public health agencies are to prevent epidemics and spread of

disease, protect the public from environmental hazards, prevent injury, promote healthy

behavior and good mental health, respond to disasters and assist with recovery from their

effects, and ensure quality and accessibility of needed health care services.

 The three core public health functions identified are assessment, policy development, and

assurance. Assessment and surveillance includes regular and ongoing collection, analysis,

and availability of information and statistics on health status, community health needs, and

epidemiological health problems. Policy development involves advocacy and political action

to develop local, state, and national policies conducive to population health. Assurance is

described as the responsibility of the public health sector to ensure availability of and access

to health care services essential to sustaining and improving the health of the population.

 Voluntary health agencies are nonprofit organizations, funded primarily by donations and

held accountable to their supporters that provide adjuncts to services provided by government

agencies with a focus on a specific disease entity, an organ system, or a population group.

These agencies have a primary emphasis of research, education, and policy development.

6.Functions performed by voluntary health agencies

 Voluntary agencies perform eight basic functions within the scientific health care subsystem:

pioneering, such as exploring poorly addressed areas of health concerns; demonstrating pilot

projects; educating the public and health professionals; providing supplemental services, such

as transportation to clinics, respite care, and special equipment; advocating for the publics

health; promoting legislation related to health; assisting with health planning and

organization; and assisting official agencies in developing community health programs.

7.Essential public health services

 The Centers for Disease Control operationalized the public health core functions into ten

essential services to include the following: monitoring health status to identify health

problems; diagnosing and investigating health problems and hazards in the community;

informing, educating, and empowering people regarding health issues; mobilizing community

partnerships to identify and solve health problems; developing health policies and plans that
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support individual and community health efforts; enforcing laws and regulations that protect

health and ensure safety; linking people to needed personal health care services and ensuring

the provision of health care when unavailable; ensuring a competent health and personal

health workforce; evaluating the effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and

population-based health services; and conducting research to develop new insights and

innovative solutions to health problems.

8.Involvement of local, state, and national governments in health care

 There are three levels of health care delivery with specific responsibilities and official and

voluntary agencies at each local, state, and national level.

 A local government agency is defined as all entities that contribute to the delivery of public

health services within a community. State agencies delegate responsibility to local health

departments. Local health agencies receive authority from local health ordinances and

funding from local taxes, states, federal subsidies, client fees, and private health insurance.

 Responsibilities for local health departments vary from state to state, but generally include

collection of vital statistics, communicable disease control, disease screening and

surveillance, sanitation, school health, maternalchild health programs, and public health

nursing services.

 State government involvement includes state public health agencies and programs that

contribute to public health services at the state level. State departments of health have the

ultimate responsibility for the health of the public and possess essential power to make laws

and regulations regarding health. Funding is derived from state tax revenues and federal

government funds. State core functions include assessment of statewide health status and

health care needs, development of statewide objectives related to health, assurance of

adequate personnel and services to meet identified health care needs, guarantee of a minimum

set of essential services to members of the population, and assistance to local jurisdictions.

 National government agencies have no direct authority to regulate health. Indirect authority is

derived from the power to regulate foreign and interstate commerce and the power to levy

taxes and spend to promote the general welfare. The United States Department of Health and

Human Services is the official federal agency.

Topic : The Global Context

Topic Objective:

 Discuss the advantages of U.S. involvement in global health initiatives.

 Identify at least five policy dilemmas faced by national health care systems.
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 Compare selected features of national health care systems.

 Describe two types of international health agencies.

 Distinguish between international and global health.

 Discuss positive and negative health effects of globalization.

 Identify elements of a global health policy agenda.

 Describe community health nursing involvement with respect to international terrorism.

Definition/Overview:

Agro-terrorism: The deliberate introduction of a disease agent, either against livestock or

into the food chain, for purposes of undermining stability and/or generating fear. Cupp,

Walker, & Hillison, 2004, p. 98)

Bilateral agencies: Agencies that usually involve only two countries in any given project or

endeavor

Declaration of Alma Alta: A report (also called Primary Health Care) generated by the

International Conference on Primary Health Care in 1978 that operationalizedthe concept of

health for all through a focus on promotion of healthy lifestyles, prevention of preventable

conditions, and therapy for existing conditions.

Disability-adjusted life expectancy: The number of years of disability-free life that one can

expect to attain

Disability-adjusted life years (DALYs): The number of years of disability-free healthy life

lost due to disease

Domestic terrorism: Terrorism perpetrated by individuals or groups within a given country

without foreign direction or involvement

Elimination: Reduction of the incidence of a disease to zero in one area of the world

Eradication: The reduction of the worldwide incidence of a disease to zero through specific

efforts to control its spread

Global health: Issues related to health that cross national borders

Global health policy: The ways in which globalization may be impacting on health policy

and, alternatively, what health policies are needed to respond to the challenges raised by

globalizing processes (Lee, Fustukian,& Buse, 2002, p. 10)
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Globalization: A complex process of increasing economic, political, and social

interdependence which takes place as capital, traded goods, persons, concepts, images, ideas,

and values diffuse across states boundaries (Taylor, Bettcher,& Peck, 2003, p. 213)

Gross domestic product (GDP): The total monetary value of all goods and services

produced by a nation in a given period

Health for all by the year 2000:The outcome of the World Health Assembly of 1977; the

central goal of the health for all movement was the provision of basic health care to all

peoples of the world by the year 2000

Health-adjusted life expectancy (HALE): The number of years of healthy life that one can

expect to attain

International Council of Nurses (ICN): A federation of national nurses associations,

including the American Nurses Association, that represents nurses in more than 128 countries

International health: Health matters that affect two or more countries; distinguished by the

authority of the specific nation-states to address health issues that affect both

International terrorism: Terrorism directed by foreign groups; may transcend national

boundaries, affecting people in several countries or perpetrated by residents of one country

against another

Multilateral agencies: Agencies that involve several countries in joint activities related to

health

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs): Agencies outside of the official government-

sponsored agencies that work toward the public good

Pan American Health Organization (PAHO): The multilateral agency that deals with

health-related concerns in the Americas and provides an avenue for collective efforts to

promote the health status of people in all nations in the Western Hemisphere

Primary health care (PHC): An approach to providing health care resources that focuses on

provision of essential health care using socially acceptable and affordable methods and

technology, accessibility, public participation in policy development, and inter-sectoral

collaboration
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Sector-wide approaches (SWAPs): Approaches to the resolution of health-related problems

through attention to conditions in the broader social services sector that affect health

Sigma Theta TauInternational: An international nursing organization, established in 1922

by six U.S. nursing students, whose goal is to provide leadership and support scholarship

related to nursing practice, education, and research

Terrorism: The unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to intimidate or

coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of

political or social objectives (U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, as quoted by the Federal

Emergency Management Agency, [FEMA], 2004c, p. 1)

World Health Organization (WHO): A specialized agency attached to the United Nations

by formal agreement but not subordinate to the UN; the primary agency dealing with global

health issues.

Key Points:

1.Advantages of U.S.involvement in global health initiatives

 Globalization is defined as a complex process of increasing economic, political, and social

interdependence that takes place as capital, traded goods, persons, concepts, images, ideas,

and values diffuse across states boundaries.

 Advantages of U.S. involvement, cited by the CDC, are identified as protection of U.S. public

from communicable disease threats, humanitarian efforts, economic/ diplomatic benefits, and

enhancement of U.S. security.

 CDC priorities for U.S. involvement in global health initiatives include: response to disease

outbreaks, global disease surveillance, global health research, dissemination of public health

approaches to health problems, global disease control initiatives, and public health training

and capacity building.

2.Policy dilemmas faced by national health care systems

 In general, national health care systems must address the following policy dilemmas:

balancing the need for regional or national coordination with the requirement to meet local

health needs; dealing with the problems of misdistribution of resources; providing services

without impeding the voluntary health sectors work; balancing professional practice

autonomy with accountability for population health outcomes; integrating primary care with

hospital and specialty services; reconciling individual practice patterns with national
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standards; balancing individual and population foci with limited resources; assuring access to

care in the face of cost constraints; balancing curative technology with allocations for

prevention and promotion; maintaining a qualified health care workforce; ensuring

community participation in policy making; and reaching hard-to-serve populations.

3.Features of national health care systems

 In comparing health care systems, it has been noted that nations throughout the world

organize their unique systems to address the following key features that include: locus of

decision making (centralized versus decentralized), expenditures, funding mechanisms,

consumer choice and professional autonomy, coverage and access, health outcomes, and

consumer satisfaction.

4.Types of international health agencies

 International agencies can be grouped as multilateral agencies or bilateral agencies.

Multilateral agencies are those that involve several countries in joint activities related to

health, such as the World Health Organization and the Pan American Health Organization.

Bilateral agencies involve only two countries in any single project, such as specific initiatives

undertaken by the United States Agency for International Development and ACTION.

5.International and global health

 International health involves health matters that affect two or more countries and is

distinguished by the authority of the specific nation-states to address health issues that affect

both.

 Global health involves multinational efforts to address health problems that cross national

borders and is also concerned with factors that affect the capacity of individual nation-states

to deal with the determinants of health and illness.

6.Positive and negative health effects of globalization

 Four key processes have occurred as a result of globalization. The first process is the change

in the distribution of income. With the promotion of economic growth in some population

sectors comes increasing inequalities within and between population groups. The second

process is the change in production processes, which benefits some populations with greater

employment but means loss of work for others. The third process is the liberalization of trade.

Trade liberalization leads to greater financial prosperity and health in some areas, only to

result in global marketing and sale of harmful products to regions not previously affected.
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The fourth process is the reshaping of nation states, which can result in the erosion of

traditional boundaries leading to a cross-border flow that strengthens state identity or

circumvents boundaries.

 Additionally, there are three dimensions of globalization: spatial, temporal, and cognitive.

Negative effects of spatial dimensions include the ease of spread of communicable diseases

and ease of illicit trade in harmful drugs and weapons. A positive effect is the broad

dissemination of health knowledge. Temporal dimension includes the speeding up and

slowing down of time. Negative effects include the rapid spread of disease, but positive

effects include the rapid dissemination of surveillance and treatment information. The

cognitive dimension reflects the changes and exchanges of ideas, beliefs, values, and cultural

practices that affect our perceptions of the world. The cognitive dimension also includes the

development of geo cultures, the adoption of international health-related standards, and the

dissemination of practices detrimental to health.

7.Elements of a global health policy agenda

 Global health policy is defined as the ways in which globalization may be affecting health

policy and, alternatively, what health policies are needed to respond to the challenges raised

by globalization processes. An adjunct to this definition is global governance, which sees the

world as a single place and involves movement toward structures of international governance

that manage a system of nation-states.

 Elements of a global health policy agenda include: improving national health infrastructures;

developing complementary health infrastructures at global and regional levels that address

transborder determinants of health; fostering global cooperation; supporting participation in

health policy development for disadvantaged populations, including health interests in other

policy-making sectors; and using communication technology to support effective health

policy making.

 Indirect challenges to a global health policy agenda are that it is voluntary, with no

mechanism for sanctioning countries that fail to comply, and that there are vested and

conflicting interests from large companies and industries.

 Direct challenges to a global health policy agenda include the following: improving societal

conditions affecting health, improving child and adolescent health, providing better family

planning services, reducing substance abuse incidence, preventing the spread of

communicable diseases, managing physical and mental illness, linking health systems and

social processes, and designing valid and economically feasible measures of health status.
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8.Community health nursing involvement with respect to international terrorism

 Terrorism is defined as the unlawful use of force or violence against persons or property to

intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment in furtherance of

political or social objectives. Domestic terrorism is perpetrated by individuals or groups

within a given country without foreign direction or involvement. International terrorism is

directed by foreign groups and may transcend national boundaries, affecting people in several

countries or perpetrated by residents of one country against another. Agro-terrorism is the

deliberate introduction of a disease agent, either against livestock or into the food chain, for

purposes of undermining stability and/or generating fear.

 The role of community health nurses may be to respond to terrorist attacks, to educate the

public regarding preventive measures or actions to be taken in case of exposure, to prevent

panic, and to identify symptoms of unusual illness in a population.

Topic : The Policy Context

Topic Objective:

 Describe potential community health nursing roles in policy development.

 Discuss three avenues for public policy development.

 Describe at least four aspects of the policy development process.

 Identify criteria for health policy evaluation.

Definition/Overview:

Bill: A ormally worded statement of desired policy to be considered by a legislative body

Campaigning: Aprocess designed to influence the public to vote in a particular way on an

issue or a candidate

Coalitions: Alliances of individuals or groups who unite to address a common interest

Community organizing: The process of mobilizing community resources in support of

planned change within the community

Distributive policies: Policies that allocate goods and services among members of the

population

Electioneering: The active process of endorsing candidates and contributing time and money

to their campaigns
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Executive orders: Additions to legislation that an executive officer (president or governor)

can make as long as they do not contravene the provisions of the legislation or contradict

other existing laws

Governance: All the activities of government that affect society, such as the formulation of

policies and regulations, the development of advice for citizens, and the passage of laws

(Keough, 2002, p. 105)

Judicial decisions: Decisions within the court system regarding how laws are to be

interpreted

Laws (statutes): Public policy decisions generated by the legislative branch of government at

the federal, state, or local level

Legislative proposals: Statements of beliefs or interests that have been brought to the

attention of a legislator

Lobbying: Actions in support or opposition to legislation (and sometimes administrative

action, such as the issuance of regulations) that are governed by one or more federal, state, or

local laws (Partnership for the Publics Health, 2003, p. 4)

Networking: A process of coming to know and becoming known to others with similar

interests

Pocket veto: Holding a bill unsigned until the end of a legislative session

Policy: A set of principles determining the direction for activity and allocation of resources

toward achieving an identified prioritized group or organizational goal

Policy agenda: The list of issues that become the focus for action by policy makers

Political advocacy: All (unregulated) activities designed to influence public policy that do

not fall under the lobbying definition (Partnership for the Publics Health, 2003, p. 5)

Politics: The mechanism by which policy development is influenced by those with a vested

interest in its outcomes

Procedural policies: Policies that determine how an action will occur
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Public policy: Policy made on behalf of the public, developed or initiated by government,

and interpreted and implemented by public and private bodies (Hanley, 2002, p. 55)

Redistributive policies: Policies that take goods and services away from some members of

the population and give them to others

Regulation: A rule or order having the force of law that deals with procedures to be followed

in implementing a piece of legislation

Regulatory policies: Policies that restrict or constrain behavior in some way

Substantive policies: Policies that dictate action to be taken

Key Points:

1.Potential community health nursing roles in policy development

 Policy is defined as a set of principles determining the direction for activity and allocation of

resources toward achieving an identified prioritized group or organizational goal.

 Public policy is defined as policy made on behalf of the public, developed or initiated by

government, and interpreted and implemented by public and private bodies. Public policy

includes laws or statues, regulations, executive orders, and court rulings.

 Policy development is the process by which society makes decisions, selects goals and the

best means for reaching them, handles conflicting views about what should be done, and

allocates resources to address needs. Politics becomes the mechanism by which policy

development is influenced by those with a vested interest in its outcomes.

 Early nursing leaders became involved in policy development with political activism for

social conditions, support for womens suffrage issues, and concern for the health of

population groups. Stages of nursing involvement include the following: marginal

participation in political activity with voting, collective policy development to improve the

profession, coalition participation addressing societal issues, and more recently, leadership in

mobilizing others to deal with health issues.

 The four spheres in which nurses influence policy development include the workplace, the

governmental policy arena, within professional organizations, and the community sphere. 6.

Community health nurses have four roles in their efforts to influence policy development:

citizen, activist, politician, and researcher.
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2.Avenues for public policy development

 Health policies have many different categories, purposes, sources, and focuses. The five main

categories include the following: substantive policies, which dictate action to be taken;

procedural policies, which determine how the action will occur; distributive policies, which

allocate goods and services; regulatory policies, which restrict or constrain behaviors; and

redistributive policies, which take goods and services away from some members and give

them to others.

 Avenues for health policy development include four major forms: legislation and health

programs created by legislation, rules and regulations for implementing legislation,

administrative decisions, and judicial decisions. Legislation is usually created in the form of

laws or statues utilizing the legislative branch of government at all three levels (federal, state,

and local) to create legislative proposals for bills. Regulations, which are rules or orders that

have the force of law to deal with procedures for implementing the legislation, are

implemented by regulatory agencies. Administrative decisions such as executive orders are

made by individuals or agencies and affect the implementation of health care policies or

programs. Judicial decisions arise from the court system in response to the interpretation of

laws.

3.Aspects of the policy development process

 Nurses involvement in the policy development process depends on their ability to assess the

policy situation, plan and implement health care policy, and evaluate the effects of health

policy development.

 Aspects of the policy development process as influenced by community health nurses include

use of a policy development model, setting a policy agenda, planning and implementing

health care policy, and evaluating policy development. The first step in policy development is

to understand available models. The rational or rational-comprehensive model includes

defining a problem, identifying a goal, determining and prioritizing social values, specifying

criteria for problem resolution, examining alternative solutions, and implementing,

monitoring, and evaluating alternative solutions. The garbage can model identifies problems,

solutions, participants, and opportunities for choices. Kingdons policy stream model

addresses the problem stream, the policy stream, and the political stream. Finally, the stage-

sequential model includes agenda setting, formulation of goals and programs, program

implementation, and evaluation.

 The second aspect of policy development is setting the agenda, which is the first stage in

actual policy development. A policy agenda is the list of issues that become the focus for
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action by policy makers. The third aspect is planning health care policy, which provides

opportunities for community health nurse involvement and includes the following activities:

developing and evaluating alternative policy solutions, delineating policy, and planning

strategies for policy adoption, including the use of traditional political strategies such as

voting, campaigning, and holding office. The fourth aspect is evaluating the effectiveness of

policy development.

4.Criteria for health policy evaluation

 Community health nurses have an opportunity to be involved in the health policy evaluation

process by evaluating the extent to which all stakeholders have been involved in the policy

development and in assessing the adequacy of strategic management of the policy

development process.

 Several criteria exist for evaluating health policies. They include: the adequacy of the policy

for meeting the health needs of the public, safeguards for the rights of individuals, equitable

allocation of resources, capacity for implementation, and finally, the effects of the policy on

the target population.

 In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Economic Context
The Cultural Context
The Environmental Context
Health Promotion
Case Management
Community Empowerment
Care Of Families

Topic : The Economic Context

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe interrelationships among economic conditions, health care services, and health

status.

 Discuss factors contributing to escalating health care costs.

 Discuss the effects of economic factors on the provision of public health services.

 Distinguish among selected approaches to financing health care services.

 Describe the effects of selected health care reimbursement mechanisms.
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Definition/Overview:

Assignment: An agreement whereby the Medicare beneficiary agrees to allow the service

provider to bill Medicare directly for services or goods (e.g., a walker or ventilator) provided

Block grant: A lump sum made available to the states by the federal government to be used

as each state sees fit within certain broadly defined parameters

Capitation: A prospective payment system that pays health plans or providers a fixed

amount per enrollee per month to provide a defined set of health services based on enrollee

needs (Chang et al., 2001, p. 303)

Charity Care: Care that is provided free of charge to individuals who meet established

financial criteria and that was never expected to generate revenue

Consumer Price Index (CPI): The estimated cost of all goods and services purchased by a

typical household

Co-payment: A fixed amount or percentage that the client pays for each visit or service

provided

Cost shifting: Passing on the cost of uncompensated care to those who do pay for care, either

those who pay out-of-pocket or those covered by health insurance

Deductible: The amount of money an insured person must pay before an insurance plan

begins to pay for any care

Devolution: The transfer of responsibility for an area from federal to state governments

Economics: The study of the ways in which societies make choices about how they address

problems of scarcity

Health Disparities:Differences in measures of health status or access to health services

associated with gender, race, ethnicity, education, income, disability, place of residence (e.g.,

urban or rural), or sexual orientation

Limiting charge: The most that a beneficiary can be charged for a Medicare-approved

service or product if the provider does not accept assignment, up to 15% above the Medicare-

approved amount for that service or product
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Managed Care Organization (MCO): delivery system or health-care entity that is willing to

be clinically and financially accountable for the health outcomes of a group of individuals for

predetermined capitation payments (Chang et al., 2001, p. 302)

Per Capita Expenditures: The average amount spent on health care per person per year

Premiums: The monthly amount paid by a recipient of care for health insurance benefits

Prospective Reimbursement: Payment at a predetermined, fixed rate for a specific health

care program or set of services

Resource-Based Relative Value Scale (RBRVS): a prospective payment system in which

the typical costs of a given health service have been calculated based on the prevailing cost

for that service in a particular locale; used for provider reimbursement under Medicare

Retrospective Reimbursement:Payment for services rendered based on the cost of those

services; cost is determined after the fact

Uncompensated Care: That proportion of care for which the provider receives no

reimbursement; includes both charity care and bad debt

Key Points:

1.Interrelationships among economic conditions, health care services, and health status

 Economics can be defined as the study of the ways in which societies make choices in how

they address problems of scarcity. Economic principles that affect health and health care

services include the following: resources are always more limited than what is needed,

resources have alternative uses, and different people have different ideas about those uses.

 Economic factors influence availability of and access to health care services, which, in turn,

affects the health status of individuals/families and the overall population.

 Societal productivity and stability are affected by a nations overall health. Populations

affected by chronic illness, poverty, and general ill health cost society in lost productivity and

decreased revenues.

2.Factors contributing to escalating health care costs.

 Factors that affect the escalating costs of health care include an aging population, greater use

of technology, costly specialty care, costs of care for the uninsured, and the labor-intensive

nature of health care delivery.
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 An aging population contributes to greater demand for and use of services, especially those

services related to chronic health conditions. Chronic health conditions are associated with

higher costs. The older population has increased in size from 8.1% in 1950 to a projection of

21.8% by 2030 and 25% of the total population by 2050.

 Partially in response to fears of malpractice, U.S. physician are utilizing more expensive

technology.

 Nearly two thirds of U.S. physicians are specialists who tend to use more expensive

technology to diagnose and treat health conditions. Additionally, greater use of technology is

creating a demand for a better prepared health care workforce, which also comes with

additional expenses.

 The costs for uncompensated care and increasing prescription drug process also contribute to

the rising costs of health care. Uncompensated care has lead to cost shifting, which is the

passing on of the cost of uncompensated care to those who do pay for care, either through

out-of-pocket or health insurance payments. In addition to higher prescription drug costs,

decreased reimbursement from health insurance or employers affects older population groups

as well as the underinsured population groups. There is large segments of the population who

do not have assistance in paying for prescription medications.

 Health care is considered a labor-intensive segment of the economy. Care is required for 24

hours a day and seven days a week in some settings. By 2010, the health care workforce will

account for 13% of all wage and salary jobs.

3.The effects of economic factors on the provision of public health services

 Financing of pubic health services has been reduced to 3.2% of the total U.S. health care

expenditures (2003) of $1.3 trillion. Public health agencies rely on government funding for

personal services, care for uninsured populations, and safety net services.

 Changes that have an affect on public health services include the following: emphasis on

bioterrorism with funding to state and local public health agencies, decreased attention to and

funding for routine public health programs, public health tailoring services based on funding

availability rather than population needs, and private-sector care incorporating traditional

public health functions.

4.Selected approaches to financing health care services

 Four approaches to financing health care services are categorized based on the source of risk

bearing for health care costs and include personal payment, government programs,

commercial insurance, and self-funded insurance.
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 Personal payment, paying a provider directly out of pocket, is used by wealthy, by uninsured,

or for services not covered by insurance; comprises 14% of health care funds; and includes

insurance premiums, deductibles, and co-payments.

 In government-funded programs, the risk for the costs of care is borne by the government and

accounts for approximately 44% of expenditures. The federal government funds

approximately 33% and states fund 10.5%. The two major federal programs include Medicare

and Medicaid. Medicare is designed to provide care for the elderly and disabled, and

Medicaid, jointly financed by state and federal funds, provides health care to the poor.

 Commercial or private insurance provides coverage of the costs of health care by an

insurance company based on payment of premiums designed to cover costs. There are three

general types: individual health insurance, wraparound or supplemental plans, and group

health plans. Wraparound policies cover services not covered under other forms. Individual

insurance is purchased directly by an individual, is expensive, and tends to have limited

coverage. The group health plans are the largest and most popular service, are purchased by

employers, and use employee pretax deductions.

 Self-funded insurance, an approach used by employers to minimize the costs of commercial

insurance benefits, involves a large employer collecting premiums from employees and

paying for the cost of care. This option may use a self-insured program in which the

employer hires a third party to administer the program and process the claims.

5.The effects of selected health care reimbursement mechanisms.

 Approaches to reimbursing providers for health care services include out-of-pocket payments

and third party payments. Out-of-pocket payments, monies that health care recipients pay out

of their own pockets for the services that they received, include direct payment for services

and cost sharing with deductibles and co-payments. Third-party reimbursement mechanisms,

designed to protect a person from financial devastation in the event of serious illness and to

supplement client payment, may be either retrospective reimbursement or prospective

reimbursement.

 Retrospective reimbursement is payment for services rendered based on the cost of those

services determined after the fact. Several types of retrospective reimbursements include fee-

for-service, discounted fee-for-service payment, and per diem payments.

 Prospective reimbursement is payment at a predetermined, fixed rate for a specific health care

program or set of services and include diagnosis-related groups (DRGs), the Resource-Based

Relative Value Scale (RBRVS), and capitation. DRGs are categories of client diagnoses for

which typical costs of care have been calculated. Providers are paid a set fee based on client

diagnosis. With RBRVS, the typical costs of a given health service are calculated based on
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the prevailing cost for that service in a particular locale for Medicare clients. Capitation is a

prospective payment system that pays health plans or providers a fixed amount per enrollee

per month to provide a defined set of health services based on enrollee needs.

Topic : The Cultural Context

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Differentiate among culture, race, nationality, and ethnicity.

 Discuss direct and indirect influences of culture on health and health care.

 Describe cultural competence.

 Identify barriers to cultural competence.

 Conduct a cultural assessment of an individual, family, group, or health system.

 Design, implement, and evaluate culturally competent care and health care delivery systems.

Definition/Overview:

Acculturation (cultural assimilation): The acquisition of at least some of the beliefs,

values, and behaviors of another culture

Alternative health systems: Health care systems that include theories, philosophies, and

practices that differ from those of biomedicine or allopathic medicine

Alternative therapies: Therapies substituted for or used in exclusion of biomedical therapies

Complementary Therapies: Therapies used in conjunction with biomedicine

Cultural Competence: A dynamic, fluid, continuous process whereby an individual, system,

or health care agency finds meaningful and useful care delivery strategies based on

knowledge of the cultural heritage, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors of those to whom they

render care (Giger & Davidhizar, 2002, p. 81)

Culture: The ways of thinking and acting developed by a group of people that permit them to

interact effectively with their environment and to address concerns common to the human

condition
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Culture-Bound Syndromes: Culturally recognized illnesses, also called folk illnesses;

recurrent patterns of behavior or symptoms that lie outside the biomedical system

Discrimination: A behavioral demonstration of racism or prejudice involving differential

treatment of an individual or group based on unfavorable attitudes toward the group

Ethnicity: The aggregate of cultural practices, social influences, religious pursuits, and racial

characteristics shaping the distinctive identity of a community (Paisley et al., 2002, p. 138)

Health Culture: All the phenomena associated with the maintenance of well-being and

problems of sickness with which people cope in traditional ways within their own social

networks... a general term that includes both the cognitive and social aspects of [health

traditions] (Weidman, quoted in Gesler& Kearns, 2002, p. 30)

Immigrant: Usually a permanent resident of a new host country

Nationality: Usually ones country of birth, but may also refer to a country adopted for

permanent residence

Prejudice: The holding of negative attitudes or feelings toward members of a particular

group

Race: An artificial categorization of people based on genetic inheritance and physical

characteristics such as skin color, blood type, hair color and texture, and eye color

Racism: The belief that people can be classified on the basis of biophysical traits into groups

that differ in terms of mental, physical, and ethical capabilities, with some groups being

intrinsically superior or inferior to other groups

Refugee: Any person who is outside his or her country of nationality who is unable or

unwilling to return to that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of

persecution based on race, religion, or other social categorization (e.g., political affiliation)

(Spector, 2004, p. 35)

Sojourner: Someone who is in a country other than the country of origin but who expects to

remain there only a short time

Stereotyping: Processes by which people use social categories (e.g., race or gender), in

acquiring, processing, and recalling information about others (Escarce, 2005, p. 2)
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Worldview: A groups way of looking at the universe and their relationship to that universe

Xenophobia: An irrational fear of strangers

Key Points:

1.Culture, Race, Nationality, and Ethnicity

 Understanding the influence of culture enables nurses to provide effective care, assists

providers in modifying elements that impede effective health care, and helps in modifying

health care systems to better meet client needs.

 Culture is defined as the ways of thinking and acting developed by a group of people that

permit them to interact effectively with their environment and to address concerns common

to the human condition. Culture is generally unique to a group and is relatively stable and

enduring.

 Race is an artificial categorization of people based on genetic inheritance and physical

characteristics such as skin color, blood type, hair color and texture, and eye color. Recent

thoughts are that racial categorization does not adequately address the diversity of the U.S.

population with suggestions that ethnicity replace race as categorizing health-related data.

 Nationality refers to ones country of birth or a country adopted for permanent residence.

 Ethnicity is defined as the aggregate of cultural practices, social influences, religious pursuits,

and racial characteristics shaping the identity of a relatively homogenous community.

2.Direct and Indirect Influences of Culture on Health and Healthcare

 The effect of culture on health and health care can be both positive and negative. Direct

effects pertain to dietary practices, practices intended to promote health and prevent illness,

or practices to restore health when ill. Indirect effects result from definitions of health and

illness, acceptability of health care programs and providers, and cultural influences on

compliance with suggested health or illness regimens.

3.Cultural Competence

 Cultural competence is a dynamic, fluid, and continuous process whereby an individual,

system, or health care agency finds meaningful and useful care delivery strategies based on

knowledge of the cultural heritage, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors of those to whom they

render care.

 Several models exist such as the ASKED, BE SAFE, and the Culturally Competent

Community Care models. The ASKED model includes the following elements: A: cultural
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awareness based on examination of ones own prejudices and biases; S: cultural skill in

collecting relevant cultural data; K: cultural knowledge of differences and similarities among

cultural groups; E: cultural encounters in face-to-face cross-cultural encounters; and D:

cultural desire and personal motivation to practice in a culturally competent manner.

 The BE SAFE model includes: B: Barriers to the use of biomedical care such as prejudice,

SES, stigma; E: Ethics: consideration of differences in ethical conceptualizations in the

culture; S: Sensitivity: lack of provider bias, stigma, cultural imposition; A: Assessment of

physical, emotional, spiritual, social, mental, and occupational factors affecting health; F:

Facts about the cultural beliefs, values, and practices; E: Encounters: knowledge of

behavioral dos and donts, communication.

 The Culturally Competent Community Care model includes the following elements:

interpersonal caring, cultural sensitivity, cultural knowledge, and cultural skill.

 Characteristics of individual cultural competence include awareness of ones own culturally

determined perspectives without letting them influence ones interactions with others,

knowledge and understanding of another culture, acceptance of and respect for other cultures,

and conscious process of adaptation of care to the cultural context.

 Characteristics of cultural competence at the health system level include recognition of the

complexities involved in language interpretation, awareness of the need to consider linguistic

variation within cultural groups, facilitation of learning between providers and communities,

involvement of communities in defining and addressing their health care needs, and

promotion of interagency collaboration.

4. Barriers to Cultural Competence

 A number of barriers in the form of challenges to cultural competence exist, such as clinical

differences among cultural groups, communication among cultural groups, recognition of

when it is appropriate to incorporate elements of culture in the plan of care, developing trust

among members of different cultures, addressing stereotypes held by providers, a view of

cultures as them not me, confusing race, ethnicity, and culture, misdiagnosing ethnic medical

concerns due to poor communication, and cultural mismatches between provider and client.

5. Cultural Assessment of an Individual, family, group, or Health System

 A cultural assessment is guided by four basic principles: viewing the culture in the context in

which it was developed, examining the underlying premise of culturally determined behavior,

examining the meaning of behavior in the cultural context, and recognizing intracultural

variation.
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 Conducting a cultural assessment requires obtaining cultural information in order to

understand the process of cultural competence using the following steps: using personal

insight and research to gain knowledge about a culture, interviewing colleagues who are

members of the culture of interest, or living within the culture.

 General guidelines useful for assessing another culture directly include looking and listening

before asking questions, exploring how the group feels about being studied, discovering any

special protocols, fostering human relations by putting the individual first before the need to

obtain information, looking for similarities rather than differences, locating group leaders or

elders, and being aware of acceptable or offensive questions.

 Cultural assessment considerations include factors in the biophysical, psychological, physical

environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and health system dimensions.

 Biophysical considerations include those related to attitudes about maturation and aging,

genetic inheritance and physical differences, and physiologic function such as prevalent

health problems, attitudes to body parts and functions, perceptions of health and illness and

disease causation, and culture-bound syndromes.

 Psychological considerations include the importance of group versus individual goals,

attitudes toward change, and attitudes toward mental health and mental illness.

 Physical environmental considerations include mastery over environment, beliefs about

harmonious relationships with the external physical environment, and perceptions of space

and time.

 Sociocultural considerations include relationships with the supernatural, interpersonal roles

and relationships, relationships with health care providers, socioeconomic status, sexuality

and reproduction, coming of age, marriage, immigration, and death.

 Biophysical considerations include dietary practices, consumption patterns, and health-related

behaviors.

 Health system considerations include factors related to health systems that affect the health of

population groups such as design of health systems, health care providers, and health care

practices.

6. Culturally competent Care and Health care Delivery Systems

 Providing culturally competent care requires that providers understand the need for culturally

competent care and care systems, which arises from the increasing diversity of populations,

the increasing provision of care in the home where cultural factors are influential, and the

increasing disparities in health status among many ethnic cultural minorities.

 Benefits of culturally competent care include promoting more appropriate and accurate

diagnoses of health problems, improving compliance with treatment recommendations,
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reducing delays in care-seeking and use of services, enhancing client/provider

communication, and enhancing compatibility of biomedical and traditional health care

systems.

 Leiningers transcultural nursing theory identifies three modes of providing culturally

competent care, which include preservation, accommodation, and repatterning. Preservation

is the attempt to maintain cultural resources that promote health or assist in recovery of

health. Accommodation places emphasis on adjusting or adapting the actions of either client

or provider to facilitate interaction designed to positively influence health. Repatterning

involves changing attitudes and behaviors of providers or members of a culture of interest.

Topic : The Environmental Context

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe the interrelationships among environmental factors and human health.

 Discuss elements of the natural, built, and social environments that affect population health.

 Analyze the role of the community health nurse with respect to environmental health issues at

the individual/family and population levels.

 Identify factors in the natural, built, and social environments that influence the health of an

individual/family or a selected population group.

 Identify primary prevention measures for environmental issues that affect population health.

 Identify secondary and tertiary prevention measures for individuals or populations affected

by environmental health problems.

Definition/Overview:

Built Environment: All buildings, spaces, and products that are created or modified by

people.

Ecological Footprint: The area of biologically productive space required per person in order

to maintain the current lifestyle, usually measured in hectares per person

Environmental Health: Those aspects of human health and disease that are determined by

factors in the environment. It includes both the direct pathological effect of chemicals,

radiation, and some biological agents, and the effects on health and well-being of the broad
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physical, psychological, social, and aesthetic environment, which includes housing, urban

development, land use, and transportation.

Land Use Mix: The degree to which the environment has a mix of commercial, residential,

and other noncommercial uses.

Natural Environment: Those features of the environment that exist in a natural state,

unmodified in any significant way by human beings

Social Disorganization: A communitys inability to realize the common values of its

residents and to maintain social control.

Sustainable Development: Development that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own need (The

BrundtlandReport, quoted in Uosukainen, 2001, p. 377)

Urban Sprawl: Low density development that outpaces population growth (Schmidt, 2004,

p. A620), characterized by low population density, loss of open spaces, automobile

dependence, air and water pollution, limited opportunities to walk or bicycle to work or

school, poor land use mix, limited activity centers and downtown areas, leap-frogging

development, and employment dispersion.

Key Points:

1.The interrelationships among environmental factors and human health

 Concern about the effects of the environment on health began as early as 2,500 years ago

with Hippocrates. Nursings and community health nurses concern about the interactions of

the physical and social environment continued with Florence Nightingale and Lillian Wald.

 Environmental health, defined by the World Health Organization, is aspects of human health

and disease determined by factors in the environment. It includes pathologic effects of

chemicals, radiation, and some biological agents, as well as the effects that the physical,

psychological, social, and aesthetic environment have on health and well-being.

 Environmental forces on human health include climate change; microorganisms that cause

communicable diseases; animals that contribute to the spread; plants that contribute to

accidental poisoning and allergic reactions; industry, vehicles, and buildings that contribute

to air, water, and noise pollution; and climate and terrain that contribute to natural disasters.
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2.Elements of the Natural, Built, and Social Environments that Affect Population

Health

 The natural environment consists of features that exist in a natural state, unmodified by

humans. Examples include: weather, climate, terrain, natural flora and fauna, biological

agents, and natural resources. All three elements interact with one another and are

interdependent and interrelated. Elements of the natural environment interact with human

development, human behavioral factors, and elements of the social environment to contribute

to health problems. Elements of the built environment that pertain to food production affect

the natural environment.

 The built environment includes buildings, spaces, and products that are created or modified

by people. Direct effects result from exposure to hazardous conditions arising from the built

environment such as lead poisoning. Indirect effects occur as a result of the effects of the

built environment on the natural environment or on human health-related behaviors.

 Key elements of the built environment include urban sprawl with low density development

outpacing population growth; land use mix, which is defined as the degree to which the

environment has a mix of commercial, residential, and other noncommercial uses; and

ecological footprints, which are areas of biologically productive space required per person in

order to maintain current lifestyle.

 Key elements of the social environment include social capital, which involves resources

embedded in social networks that help individuals achieve goals that would otherwise be less

attainable, and neighborhood quality, which includes socioeconomic status, deterioration,

social organization or disorganization, safety, and noise. Social capital incorporates three

elements: form, norms, and resources.

3.The role of the community health nurse with respect to environmental health issues at

the individual/ family and population levels.

 The community health nurses role is assumed under one of the core public health functions to

protect the environment. Five general nursing competencies related to environmental health

include: knowledge of mechanisms for environmental exposure, prevention and control

strategies and need for evidence-based approaches to dealing with environmental issues, the

ability to make appropriate referrals for health care services, advocacy to support

environmental justice and knowledge, and use of legislative and regulatory processes to

address environmental conditions that jeopardize health.

 Community health nursing activities at the individual/ family level include preventing or

minimizing public exposure to hazardous substances.
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 The National Institute of Nursing Research developed the following initiatives that

emphasized Nursings role in environmental health research to include reducing

environmental hazards for vulnerable populations, targeting specific settings for

environmental research, and identifying infrastructure needs to support environmental health

research.

 Assessing environmental health in population groups involves assessing factors that

contribute to environmental health problems and their effects on human health, assessing

population factors that increase the risk or severity of health effects of environmental

conditions, assessing individual and population groups for evidence of environmentally

caused disease, assessing potential for exposure to hazardous environmental conditions

created by local occupations and industries, and assessing health system factors that

contribute to or exacerbate environmental health problems.

4.Factors in the natural, built, and social environments that influence the health of an

individual/family or a selected population group

 The natural environment offers numerous opportunities to affect human health through

climate effects such as hypothermia, poor weather, and accidents; global climate changes;

greenhouse gases; increased ozone levels; rises in global temperatures; poor water quality;

water contamination; and hazardous air quality.

 Factors in the built environment that affect the health of individuals, families, and population

groups include ingestion or inhalation of toxic chemicals used in buildings, air pollution

created by businesses, and urban sprawl, which impacts resource use.

 Factors in the social environment that influence human health include norms, attitudes,

resources, and relationships.

5.The role of community health nurses in primary prevention measures for

environmental issues that affect population health.

 Primary prevention for the natural environment includes protection and preservation of

natural resources through advocating for energy conservation and development of new

energy sources. Examples include: initiating recycling campaigns and educating the public on

safe vector control measures.

 Primary prevention within the built environment includes developing well-designed

communities that minimize urban sprawl, limit resource use, promote mixed land use,

develop social capital, and foster healthy behaviors.
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 Primary prevention within the social environment includes nurses advocating for prevention

legislation, funding for programs and public education to foster identification of risk groups,

and interventions to reduce exposure risks.

6.Secondary and tertiary prevention measures for individuals or populations affected

by environmental health problems and the role of the community health nurse in their

implementation.

 Secondary prevention with individuals and families includes identifying and resolving

existing health problems caused by environmental conditions. Examples include: screening

clients for potential contamination, referring for testing when contamination is suspected,

referring for assistance with eliminating environmental hazards, referring for assistance in

removing contaminants from homes, and monitoring responses to therapy and potential for

continued exposure.

 The community health nurses role at the secondary prevention level for population groups is

to promote targeted screening programs to identify prevalence of risk factors and encourage

policy makers to adopt targeted screening practices.

 At the tertiary individual or family prevention level, community health nurses work with

individuals or families to prevent recurrence or complications of environmentally caused

health problems by assisting families with housing and providing parents with referrals for

assistance in coping.

 Tertiary prevention at the population level includes political activity to mandate standards

that prevent the recurrence of environmental contamination, to pass bond issues to renovate

water treatment plants and prevent recontamination, or to advocate for passage of funds to

remove contaminants from older homes.

Topic : Health Promotion

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Define health promotion.

 Distinguish health promotion from health education.

 Describe selected models for health promotion practice.

 Identify three strategies for health promotion.

 Describe the four Ps of social marketing.

 Discuss the significance of empowerment for health promotion.
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 Describe the health education process.

 Design and implement a health education program for a selected population.

 Discuss the implications of language and health literacy for health promotion.

 Identify criteria for evaluating health information on the Internet.

 Discuss criteria for evaluating health promotion programs.

Definition/Overview:

Empowerment: Enabling communities to acquire the knowledge and skills to make

informed decisions and allowing communities to make those decisions (MacDonald, 2002, p.

99)

Health Education: An activity that seeks to inform the individual on the nature and causes

of health/illness and that individuals personal level of risk associated with their lifestyle-

related behavior (Whitehead, 2004, p. 313)

Health Literacy: The ability of individuals to obtain, interpret, and understand basic health

information and services and to use such information and services in ways that enhance

health (Public Health Group, 2002, p. 3)

Health Promotion: The process by which the ecologically driven socio-political-economic

determinants of health are addressed as they impact on individuals and the communities

within which they interact (Whitehead, 2004, p. 314)

Learning Domain: A category or type of learning desired as a result of an educational

encounter.

Key Points:

1.Health Promotion

 Health promotion fostering the ability of populations to make informed health decisions is an

aspect of the new public health era. Prior eras included health protection through religious,

political, and cultural sanctions, and miasma control through sanitation, and contagion control

was based on germ theory, preventive medicine, and primary health care.

 Health promotion is defined as a process of enabling people to increase control over, and to

improve, their health. It involves public policy formation, development of environments that

support health, and promotion of community action.
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 Key elements of health promotion include: regulation of health via legislation, sanitation,

immunizations, focus on risk modification, recognition of effects of social conditions on

health, and preparation for informed decision making.

2.Health Promotion and Health Education

 Health education is one of the three health promotion strategies. Health education provides

clients with the information and skills on which to base informed decisions regarding health-

related behaviors. Health education uses education and motivation to affect behavioral

changes by directly influencing values, beliefs, and attitudes.

 Health promotion is a broad process that targets individuals, communities, and specific

populations. Health education is one means by which health promotion is accomplished.

3.Models for health promotion practice

 Several models have been developed to explain why people do or do not engage in health-

promoting activities. When community health nurses understand the motivations and factors

involved in decision making, they can select appropriate strategies for promoting health in a

population. The following models have been used extensively in the literature: the Precaution

Adoption Process model, the Theory of Reasoned Action/Theory of Planned Behavior, the

Health Belief model, Penders Health Promotion model, and the PRECEDE-PROCEED

model.

 The Precaution Adoption Process model is a stage model that describes the stages that occur

in the decision to adopt or not adopt a health-related behavior. The following stages describe

the steps involved for this model: Stage 1, the person is unaware of the health-related issue;

Stage 2, the person is aware, but is unengaged; Stage 3: the person is deciding whether to act

or not act; Stage 4, the person has decided not to act; Stage 5, the person has decided to act,

but has not taken any action; Stage 6, the person acts to engage in the behavior; and finally,

Stage 7, the behavior becomes a routine part of their lifestyle.

 The Theory of Reasoned Action and its related Theory of Planned Behavior, developed by

Ajzen and Fishbein, contains two premises: attitudes to a health-related behavior reflect a

persons attitudes to the expected consequences of the behavior, and attitudes are the product

of subjective norms influenced by others. The intention to act is premised on ones own

attitudes to a behavior, ones perceptions of the attitudes of others, and the value placed on

others judgments.

 The Health Belief model, developed by Becker, Rosenstock, and others, has been the most

widely used model for research and program development in health promotion. Elements of
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the model include individual perceptions of susceptibility and seriousness, modifying factors

(demographic, socio-psychologic, and structural variables), perceptions of benefits and

barriers to action, and cues to action.

 The Health Promotion model was developed as a nursing model by Nola Pender. This model

directs nursing intervention for health promotion. The conceptual components of the model

state that behavior is influenced by individual characteristics and behavior specific cognitions

and affect (emotions) that result in a commitment to action. Commitment to action results in

actual behavior but may be modified by competing demands and preferences.

 The PRECEDE-PROCEED model has been extensively used in health education practice and

consists of two components. The PRECEDE component reflects diagnostic activities that take

place prior to planning health promotion activities and includes the following: predisposing,

reinforcing, and enabling constructs in the education diagnosis and evaluation. The

PROCEED component focuses on the development of health promotion interventions that

will enhance the potential for healthy behavior and includes the following components:

policy, regulatory, organizational constructs, and educational and environmental

development.

4.Strategies for health promotion

 The three strategies for health promotion include empowerment, social marketing, and health

education. Empowerment focuses on the environmental conditions that affect peoples

abilities to act in ways that promote health. Social marketing emphasizes enhancing peoples

motivation to act. Health education is any activity that seeks to inform individuals or groups

about health-related issues.

5.The four Ps of social marketing

 Social marketing uses commercial marketing technologies to analyze, plan, execute, and

evaluate programs with the main objective of influencing voluntary behavior and improving

personal or societal welfare.

 Characteristics of social marketing include the concept of exchange, the use of research to

direct action, the development of a marketing mix, and a positioning strategy. 5.3. Social

marketing has three phases: phase 1, the preproduction or pre-promotion stage of a health

promotion initiative; phase 2, the research development and market testing strategies; and

phase 3, the use of research methods to study the application and effectiveness of the

marketing interventions.
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 The four Ps of social marketing include product (the need, service, or desired behavior such

as not smoking, or starting an exercise program); price (the cost of or barriers to adopting the

desired behavior such as specific physiological responses to nicotine withdrawal, or time and

expense of exercising at a fitness center); place (the location where the product or service

takes place such as where the smoking cessation programs or fitness centers are located); and

promotion (the communication strategies and messages used to motivate such as television

ads depicting smokers breath, discolored hands and teeth, or ads that show the benefits and

results of exercising).

6. The significance of empowerment for health promotion.

 Empowerment is the process of enabling communities to pursue or obtain knowledge and

skills necessary to make informed decisions and permitting communities to make those

decisions.

 Key requisites include motivating community participation through analytic and

communication skills, using peer and organizational norms to support health promotion

practice, having community agency managers who are empowerment-oriented, and having

agencies with internal policies that permit and encourage empowerment of community

members.

 Community empowerment is an active process requiring community health nurses and other

health practitioners to engage community members in their own health education and health

promotion needs. This process may occur along a five-point continuum that begins with

empowering individuals for their own personal action, moving to empowering individuals to

form small mutual assistance groups, progressing to empowering groups to create community

organizations, then empowering community organizations to form partnerships, and finally,

empowering communities to take social and political action to improve environmental

conditions that affect health.

 Empowerment fosters health promotion as individuals and communities become active

participants in the health promotion process when they act on information and create

knowledge and solutions from their own experiences, make informed decisions, and

recognize that structural and behavioral changes are necessary to promote health and well-

being.

7.The health education process

 Health education is defined as an activity that seeks to inform the individual on the nature and

cause of health/illness and that individuals personal level of risk associated with their
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lifestyle-related behavior. The health education process occurs within various learning

domains including the cognitive, affective, psychomotor, and perceptual, and social

interaction skills domains, which address specific types of learning expected to result from a

health education encounter.

 The purpose of health education is to assist clients in making health-related decisions about

self-care, the use of health resources, and societal health issues.

 The goals of health education include client participation in health decision making,

increased potential to comply with health recommendations, development of self-care skills,

improved client and family coping, increased participation in continuing care for specific

conditions, and adoption of healthier lifestyle.

 The health education process includes assessing educational needs, planning and

implementing health education programs, prioritizing learning needs, and developing goals

and objectives.

8.A health education program for a selected population

 Before designing a health education program, the community health nurse needs to perform

an assessment of the audience, their health education needs, and the learning environment.

Identification and selection of a target audience begins with an assessment of their level of

need, resources available, or probability of success. A needs assessment is a planned process

that identifies the reported needs of an individual or group.

 After assessment, the nurse identifies characteristics of the audience that influence the

learning situation such as considerations of biophysical, psychological, physical

environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and health system factors.

 The health education process contains a planning process that includes prioritizing learning

needs, developing goals and objectives, and selecting teaching/ learning strategies.

9.The implications of language and health literacy for health promotion

 Language considerations are essential in any health education program. Many non-English

speakers have a higher need for preventive care and health promotion services. Health

literacy is defined as the ability of individuals to obtain, interpret, and understand basic health

information and services and to use such information and services in ways that enhance

health.

 The five basic principles that drive health literacy in health education include the following:

the content of health-related materials should be based on written objectives for the health

education encounter; reader involvement with the materials is critical; materials should be
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easy to read and understand; health-related materials should look easy to read; and visual

features of health-related materials should clarify content and motivate reader action.

10. Criteria for evaluating health information on the Internet

 The two major issues with Internet health information are accuracy and information bias.

 Evaluative elements for Internet sites include the owner of the site and their reputability,

sources of financial support for the site, purpose of the site, the sources of information

provided, evidence provided to support the information given, the existence of an editorial

group, and the currency of the information provided.

11. Criteria for evaluating health promotion programs

 Evaluation is an essential process in all health care professional and scientific endeavors.

Evaluation of health education programs may occur at three different levels. The diagnostic

level assesses the accuracy of the needs assessment upon which the health promotion

program was based. Formative or process evaluation examines the manner in which the

program was carried out. Summative evaluation focuses on program outcome and/or impact.

 Programs may be evaluated using additional elements or criteria based on the extent to which

they achieve empowerment, participation, holism (focusing on multiple aspects of health),

inter-sectoral collaboration, equity, use of multiple strategies, and sustainability.

Topic : Case Management

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Identify client-centered and system-centered goals of case management.

 Discuss standards and principles of case management practice.

 Describe legal and ethical issues related to case management.

 Identify criteria for selecting clients in need of case management.

 Assess the need for case management and factors influencing the case management situation.

 Discuss aspects of developing a case management plan.

 Identify advantages and disadvantages of clinical pathways.

 Describe at least three considerations in delegation.

 Describe the benchmarking process and its use in case management.

Definition/Overview:
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Abandonment: Termination of services to a client with continuing needs without notifying

the client or arranging for services from another provider

Benchmarking: The process of comparing processes and outcomes among competing

organizations to identify performance levels that a particular agency wants to exceed

Case Management: A patient care delivery system that focuses on meeting outcomes within

identified timeframes using appropriate resources.

Clinical Pathway: A tool for achieving coordinated care and desired health outcomes within

an anticipated time frame, by using the appropriate resources available... a blueprint that

guides the clinician in the provision of care.

Delegation: Transferring to a competent individual the authority to perform selected tasks in

a selected situation.

Discharge Planning: a special application of the case management process that involves

identifying follow-up needs and arranging for care after discharge from a hospital or other

institutional setting

Disease Management: the process of intensively managing a particular disease across

different care settings and levels of care using a population-based complex and sophisticated

program that places a heavy emphasis on health risk identification, prevention, and

maintenance (Cesta & Tahan, 2003, p. 414)

Negligence: The failure to act in a situation as a reasonably prudent nurse would if faced with

the same situation

Negligent Referral: A referral that results in harm or injury to the client because the case

manager has not adequately assessed the competency of the provider, or (b) a failure to make

a referral when one is warranted

Population Case Management: The development of systems of care, across multiple

agencies, for specific groups of people with similar needs

Resource File: A collection of information on community resources, including where the

resources are located, requirements for referral to each resource, types of services a referral

resource provides, criteria for eligibility for services, whether any fee is involved, indicators

of the quality of services provided, and credentials and competencies of providers
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Utilization Review: A process of monitoring the necessity of care and the resources used;

may involve preadmission review, concurrent review, retrospective review, or telephonics

Variances: Deviations from the typical clinical pathway

Key Points:

1.Client-centered and system-centered goals of case management

 Case management is defined as a patient care delivery system that focuses on meeting

outcomes within identified time frames using appropriate resources.

 Early case management efforts focused on eliminating unnecessary cases, ensuring proper

case selection, discharging when services were no longer needed, and making early referrals.

 Case management has evolved along two tracks: individual or family case management and

population case management. Individual or family case management is described as a one-to-

one relationship development endeavor with specific clients or their families. Population case

management is described as the development of systems of care, across multiple agencies, for

specific groups of people with similar needs. 1.4. Case management programs are designed

around their goals. Client-centered goals include promotion of optimal health and

independence and client satisfaction, enhanced quality of life, prevention of deterioration in

health status, decreased need for acute care services, and empowerment and advocacy.

System-centered goals focus on equitable resource allocation, decreased utilization, cost

containment, decreased fragmentation of care, and cost efficiency with the best possible care

provided in the most efficient manner.

2.Standards and principles of case management practice

 Standards for case management are similar to those for community health nurses and include

identifying and assessing the case, identifying the problem, planning, monitoring

implementation of the case management plan, evaluating the effects of intervention, and

modifying the plan to achieve appropriate, cost-effective outcomes.

 General principles of effective case management include, but are not limited to, the

following: people are not case managed, rather the services and resources that they receive

are the object of case management; assertive outreach is needed to identify clients; case

managers should provide services rather than outsourcing the services; natural community

resources are the primary partners for case management; case managers should have primary

responsibility for services provided to clients; caseloads should be small; there should be
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unlimited time for management services, if needed; and case managers should foster choice

and self-determination.

3.Legal and ethical issues related to case management

 Ethical concerns expressed by case managers include the following: equity-related concerns,

beneficence related concerns, non-maleficence-related concerns, and concerns related to

autonomy, consent, and living at risk.

 Equity-related concerns focus on the fair allocation of resources based on demographic

elements such as age, gender, and socioeconomic status.

 Beneficence-related concerns address the issues related to providing care over an appropriate

time frame or rationing care to extend services over a longer period of time.

 Non-maleficence is related to providing clients with choices and the need to prevent harm to

clients or others providing care to clients.

 Autonomy, consent, and living at risk pertains to clients rights to engage in risk-related

behaviors and the right to refuse services.

 Additional concerns include legal and ethical issues related to confidentiality, denial of

services, breach of contract, negligence, failure to follow clinical pathways or to individualize

care, and dealing with reportable events.

 Abandonment occurs when the case manager terminates services to a client with continuing

needs without notifying the client or arranging for services from another provider.

 Negligence is the failure to act in a situation as a reasonably prudent nurse would if faced

with the same situation. Four conditions must exist for negligence to occur: there must be a

duty to provide care; there must be a breach of duty; an injury must result from the breach of

duty; and the injury must result in some form of quantifiable damage to the client.

4.Criteria for selecting clients in need of case management

 Case finding is an integral part of the case management process and may occur through one

of three mechanisms: provider referral, population-based screening, or screening during

health events.

 Case selection involves identifying individual clients, families, and certain population groups

that are in need of and can benefit most from case management services.

 Criteria for population group case selection begin with indicators such as those with high-cost

diagnoses, high-volume resource utilization, and poor coordination of services.

 Criteria or indicators for individuals or families include the following: personal indicators

such as diminished functional status, history of substance abuse or mental illness, poor
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cognitive abilities, prior noncompliance with treatment plans, age over 65 years, experience

of a major life change or significant change in self-image, potential for severe emotional

response to illness, or unrealistic expectations of potential outcomes of care.

 Health-related indicators include the presence of specific medical conditions or diagnoses,

multiple diagnoses, history of prolonged recovery or increased potential for complications,

recent or frequent hospital readmissions or emergency department use, intentional or

unintentional drug overdose, and involvement of multiple health care providers, agencies, or

funding sources.

 Social indicators include living alone or with a person who is disabled, being uninsured,

evidence of family violence, homelessness or an unhealthy home environment, lack of

support systems or financial resources, single parenthood, or living in an area where services

are lacking.

5.The need for case management and factors influencing the case management

situation.

 Assessment of the need for case management should include the clients health status,

biophysical considerations such as age and functional ability in the individual or increased

incidence of chronic health conditions and comorbidity in specific populations.

 Psychological factors include mental health status, coping abilities, and anxiety.

 Physical environmental considerations include living conditions, neighborhood social capital,

and environmental pollution.

 Sociocultural factors address the clients educational level, economic status, occupation,

transportation, and cultural beliefs or behaviors.

 Behavioral factors include substance abuse, lack of physical activity, or poor diet.

 Health system factors focus on assessing the types of services that the client may need, as

well as the influences related to type and level of insurance coverage.

6.Aspects of developing a case management plan

 A case management plan is a timeline of patient care activities that includes expected

outcomes of care and that also incorporates the plan of care of each discipline involved in the

care of a particular patient or population group.

 A case management plan is interdisciplinary, outcomes-based, clinically specific, and

flexible, and incorporates a mechanism for provider documentation of their implementation.
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7.Advantages and disadvantages of clinical pathways

 A clinical pathway is defined as a tool for achieving coordinated care and desired health

outcomes within an anticipated time frame, by using the appropriate resources available. It is

a blueprint that guides the clinician in the provision of care.

 Advantages of clinical pathways include the fact that they are often used as standards of care

in malpractice or negligence suits. Legal challenges may be averted through careful

documentation and periodic updates of the clinical pathway plan.

 Disadvantages include the fact that deviations from clinical pathways may result in findings

of negligence. Legal challenges can be avoided, though, through careful documentation of the

implementation of clinical pathways. Case managers can be held legally liable for negligent

referrals, though this can be avoided with follow-up on the outcomes of referrals that were

made.

8.Considerations in Delegation

 Delegation is defined as transferring to a competent individual the authority to perform

selected tasks in a selected situation. Considerations that guide the delegation process include

the stability of the client, the competence of the person to whom the task is being delegated,

the level of decision making and problem solving required, and the need to supervise

delegated tasks.

9.The benchmarking process and its use in case management

 Benchmarking is a process of comparing processes and outcomes among competing

organizations to identify performance levels that a particular agency wants to exceed.

 The benchmarking process follows nine basic steps: identify the area of practice involved;

identify a patient focused outcome; identify factors and processes that affect the outcome;

identify benchmarks for the best practice for each factor; construct a scoring continuum for

practice; score current practice with comments on why scores were assigned; compare results

with the identified best practice; share results with others involved; and develop a plan of

action for improving practice.

 Examples of the benchmarking process include systems outcomes, such as client care

outcomes, client satisfaction, length of stay, and costs of care.
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Topic : Community Empowerment

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Discuss the relationship of community empowerment to other similar concepts.

 Identify levels of community empowerment.

 Describe selected models for community empowerment.

 Describe the process of community empowerment.

 Identify criteria to evaluate community empowerment.

 Discuss the role of community health nurses in community empowerment.

Definition/Overview:

Community Building: Continuous, self-renewing efforts by residents and professionals to

engage in collective action, aimed at problem solving and enrichment, that creates new or

strengthened social networks, new capacities for group action and support, and new standards

and expectations for the life of the community.

Community Capacity: The abilities, behaviors, relationships, and values that enable

individuals, groups, and organizations at any level of society to carry out tasks or functions

and to achieve their development objectives over time.

Community Competence: The ability of the community to engage in effective problem

solving.

Community Development: A term often used to refer to the rejuvenation of communities

through housing and business development; may also be conceived more generally as

promoting group action and providing a voice in decision making for disadvantaged groups

within the population

Community Empowerment: The process of enhancing capacity of communities to control

their own lives, effect change, mobilize and use resources, and obtain services to address

health problems and collectively counter health risk behaviors and conditions that produce

and support them.

Issue Selection: Identifying winnable and specific targets of change that unify and build

community strength.
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Media Advocacy: Strategic use of mass media to advance a social or public policy agenda.

Participatory Evaluation: A partnership approach to evaluation that engages those who

have a stake in the project, program, or initiative in all aspects of evaluation design and

implementation.

Key Points:

1.The relationship of community empowerment to other similar concepts

 Community empowerment is described as the process of enhancing the capacity of

communities to control their own lives, effect change, mobilize and use resources, and obtain

services to address health problems and collectively counter health risk behaviors and

conditions that produce and support them.

 Community empowerment is closely linked to community development, community

organization, community mobilization, community building, community capacity, and

competence. Community development refers to the rejuvenation of communities through

housing and business development. Empowerment occurs when communities take action and

participate in decision making for disadvantaged groups.

 Community organization is a process involving community groups that are helped to identify

common problems or goals, mobilize resources, and develop and implement strategies for

reaching the goals that they have collectively set. This process is more problem-specific than

community empowerment where communities address more than one problem.

 Community mobilization involves working with individuals and groups to provide

population-based community-driven assessments, interventions, and evaluations. Again, this

is problem-specific.

 Community building is often a continuous, self-renewing effort by residents and

professionals to engage in collective action aimed at problem solving and enrichment that

creates new or strengthened social networks, new capacities for group action and support, and

new standards for the life of the community. Community building efforts may lead to

increases in community social capital, but may not focus specifically on health problems.

This process is specific to collective problem-solving actions and may result in community

empowerment as members begin to take control of their lives, learn to effect change, and

address health problems.

 Community capacity building involves three levels: developing the capacities of the health

infrastructure to deliver needed services, maintaining and sustaining programs after initial
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funding is gone, and addressing a variety of health-related issues. Community empowerment

results in increased community competence and capacity building.

2.Levels of community empowerment

 Empowerment can occur at a variety of levels, including individual or community

empowerment, horizontal or vertical empowerment, and continuum empowerment.

 Individual empowerment involves improving individual skill and self-esteem and community

empowerment results in increased civic participation.

 Horizontal empowerment is a communitys ability to solve the problem by mobilizing its own

resources, and vertical empowerment is described as efforts to change power structures

outside the community.

 Continuum empowerment includes several levels: personal empowerment, support group

development, community organization development, and coalition development. It is a

gradual process of increasing individual and population group support to address community

concerns.

3.Selected models for community empowerment

 Rothmans framework addresses three levels of practice. Locality development involves

development of a sense of community and a group identity. Social planning focuses on the

resolution of specific problems identified in the community. Social action addresses activities

that increase the problem-solving ability of the community.

 The Community Action Model describes five steps for community organization. In Step 1

community health nurses help in identifying key community members for training, and assist

community members to identify the issue and a focus for the issue through data collection

and assessment. Step 2 addresses community diagnosis of root causes and assessment of the

extent of the effect on the community. Community health nurses may assist community

members to develop data categories and collection methods. Step 3 analyzes diagnostic

results. Community health nurses may assist community members to analyze the data and

identify key contributing factors as a target for action. In Step 4, the nurse assists community

members to select, plan, and implement actions directed at the issue or problem, and identify

desired outcomes. Finally, in Step 5, the CHN assists community members to develop

mechanisms to monitor ongoing activities and results.

 The Nursing Model of Community Organization for Change has four main components with

the community health nurse active in each step: assessing and reassessing of felt needs and

assets; planning for and establishing goals and designing interventions; implementing the
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actions designed to achieve the identified goals; and evaluating, identifying successful and

unsuccessful elements with dissemination of that information to the community.

 The Community Organization Model focuses on community analysis and implementation.

During the analysis phase, the community is defined, a community profile is developed,

community capacity is assessed, and barriers to action and readiness for change are assessed.

During the implementation phase, interventions and a timeline are developed, community

participation is solicited, media coverage is planned, financial and other support is sought,

and evaluation plans are developed.

 Another model for community empowerment is the Planned Approach to Community Health

(PATCH) model. The five key elements of this model and the subsequent roles of the

community health nurse include: 1) the community health nurse CHN mobilizes the

community by helping to identify appropriate participants within the community; 2) the CHN

assists the community members to collect and organize data related to the issue; 3) the CHN

aids the community members in choosing health priorities; 4) the CHN assists the community

members to develop a comprehensive intervention plan with multisectorial collaboration; and

5) the CHN assists the community members to evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions

by developing criteria to measure success and data collection methods, as well as in

analyzing evaluative data with the desired outcomes in mind.

 The natural helper model focuses on the use of natural helpers who are individuals that others

turn to, seek out, or rely on for advice, emotional support, and tangible aid. Examples include

family, friends, neighbors, role-related helpers, and volunteers.

4.Process of community empowerment

 The key elements of the community empowerment process include assessment, planning,

strategies for implementation, and evaluation.

 Elements of the empowerment process include organizing for empowerment activity,

planning and implementing empowerment strategies, and evaluating the outcomes of

empowerment activities.

 Organizing for empowerment begins with an assessment of the current situation. Community

assessment may adopt a needs-based or an asset-based approach or a combination of both.

The actual assessment of a community can be seen in terms of the dimensions of health or

other types of community indicators (e.g. quality of life indicators, provocative indicators,

community processes and their effects on health, and formal and informal leadership within

the community).

 Community assessment provides the basis for issue selection, the first step in planning

strategies for community empowerment. Issue selection is the process of carefully identifying
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specific targets of change with the goal of unifying and building community strength. Four

considerations surround the selection of an issue: identifying the constituents or interested

parties, identifying their goals specific to the issue, identifying potential targets for action,

and addressing the question of how leverage can be gained with respect to the issue. Team

building focuses on actions and activities necessary to encourage member participation and

commitment to the issue and the ability to work effectively together. Coalition development

consists of four components: resource acquisition (e.g., recruiting coalition members and

resources); development of a maintenance subsystem (e.g., the organizational control

structure and strategies to maintain member commitment); production (e.g., action strategies

to facilitate community empowerment and maintenance of the coalitions internal structure);

and goal attainment (e.g., developing a track record of successes in community

empowerment).

 Implementation strategies include media advocacy and the use of community workers. Media

advocacy is defined as strategic use of mass media to advance a social or public policy

agenda and serves two functions: drawing public attention to an issue or to possible power

inequities and focusing attention on factors contributing to issues of concern. Natural helpers,

community volunteers, and community health workers can provide an opportunity to

participate in conducting assessments or analysis of the evaluative findings.

 Evaluation should be an integral part of the community empowerment process. Participatory

evaluation is the involvement of community members in all steps of the empowerment

evaluation process. Participatory evaluation is defined as a partnership approach to evaluation

that engages those who have a stake in the project, program, or initiative in all aspects of

evaluation design and implementation. The steps of evaluation include taking stock of

community status, resources, capacities, challenges, and programs; setting goals for

evaluation; developing evaluation strategies; and documenting the evaluation process and

findings.

5.Criteria to evaluate community empowerment

 The basic principles of participatory evaluation include community participation and

ownership, collaboration among all stakeholders, findings that promote change, and

transformation of power relationships with community members in control of the evaluation.

6.The role of community health nurses in community empowerment

The role of the community health nurse in community empowerment is multipurpose and

multilayered and includes the following activities: becoming active proponent of
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and participant in community empowerment, playing an advisory and facilitative

lea

 dership role, using their influence in discovery by making community members aware of the

need for empowerment and decision roles to determine potential alternative strategies and

evaluating them, and selecting strategies most likely to contribute to achievement of

community-identified goals.

Topic : Care Of Families

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe at least five family types and their characteristic features.

 Describe elements of at least one theoretical model applied to families.

 Identify family assessment considerations in the biophysical, psychological, physical

environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and health system dimensions.

 Differentiate between formal and informal family roles.

 Differentiate between situational and maturational crises.

 Discuss family-focused intervention at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of

prevention.

Definition/Overview:

Binuclear Family: A family form in which a child is a member of two nuclear households as

a result of a joint-custody arrangement or visitation rights following the divorce of the childs

parents

Cohabiting Family: A man and a woman living together without being married

Crisis: Situation in which one faces a problem that is seemingly unsolvable

Dual-Earner Family: A family consisting of two working adults with or without children

Ecomap: A visual representation of relationships within and outside the family

Extended Family: A family form that includes family members other than spouses and

children, such as grandparents, aunts, uncles, and cousins
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Family: A social system consisting of two or more people who define themselves as a family

and who share bonds of emotional closeness

Family Development: The unique path taken by any given family in its movement through

the stages of growth

Family Life Cycle: The typical path expected of most families as they progress through the

stages of family development

Family Resilience: The phenomenon of doing well in the face of adversity

Foster Families: Families consisting of at least one adult and one or more foster children

placed by the court system

Gay Or Lesbian Family: A form of cohabitation in which a couple of the same sex

livetogether and share a sexual relationship

Genogram: A diagram of a family tree incorporating information regarding family members

and their relationships over at least three generations

Grandparent-Headed Family: A family form in which the older person or grandparent is

the head of the household

Hardiness: Internal strengths and durability of the family...characterized by a sense of

control over outcomes of life, a view of change as growth producing, and an active rather

than passive orientation in adapting to stressful life situations (Svavarsdottir & Rayens, 2005)

Maturational Crisis: A crisis arising from a normal transition point where old patterns of

communication and old roles must be exchanged for new patterns and roles

Nuclear Conjugal Family (Nuclear Family): A family form consisting of husband, wife,

and children

Nuclear Dyads: Married couples without children under 18 years of age living in the home

Role Conflict: Conflict that occurs when the demands of a single role are contradictory or

when the demands attending several roles contradict or compete with each other

Role Overload: An excess of role expectations at one time, even though these expectations

do not contradict each other
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Roles: Socially expected behavior patterns that are determined by a persons position or status

within a family

Single-Parent Family: A family form consisting of an adult woman or man and children.

Situational Crisis: A type of crisis that occurs when a family experiences an event that is

sudden, unexpected, and unpredictable

Stepfamily: A family form composed of two adults, at least one of whom has remarried

following divorce or the death of a spouse and at least one of whom has children from a prior

relationship

Key Points:

1.Family types and their characteristic features

 Family is defined as a social system consisting of two or more people who define themselves

as a family and who share bonds of emotional closeness.

 The nuclear conjugal family consists of husband, wife, and children. Children may be

biological or adopted. Nuclear dyads are married couples without children under 18 years of

age living in the home. Dual-earner families consist of two working parents with or without

children.

 Extended families include family members other than spouses and children and may include

stepkin. Traditionally, extended families either shared household expenses and tasks or lived

in close proximity and provided mutual support. Many extended families live in

multigenerational households.

 Single-parent families are among the most common family units served by community health

nurses. A single-parent family, consisting of an adult woman or man and children, results

from divorce, non-marital pregnancies, absence or death of a spouse, or adoption by a single

person.

 Stepfamilies are composed of two adults, at least one of whom has remarried following

divorce or death of a spouse and at least one of whom has children from a prior relationship.

Stepfamilies can include children from either adults previous relationship, as well as

offspring from the new marriage.
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2.Family assessment considerations in the biophysical, psychological, physical

environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and health system dimensions

 The epidemiology of family health takes into consideration a number of biophysical factors

such as the familys overall health status and how it affects family functions and relationships

between family members. Family demographics are important in the identifying of problems

and planning family care. Age, gender composition, race, and the presence of elderly family

members may provide insight into family resource needs, family health problems, and family

safety needs. The developmental status of individual family members provides insight into

parental roles and needs.

 Psychological considerations include communication patterns, relationships and dynamics,

coping and emotional strengths, child-rearing practices, family goals, the presence of mental

illness, and the existence of family crises.

 Communication patterns are an important indicator of functioning in the psychological

dimension. Communication patterns may also influence family relationships and dynamics

and parental effectiveness.

 Family relationships are bonds between family members that create identifiable patterns.

They can be categorized as close, cohesive, and supportive, or distant, non-supportive, or

conflictual. Family dynamics includes the power structure within a family, which may be

influenced by cultural beliefs and practices. Cultural beliefs and practices may also influence

childrearing attitudes and discipline practices. Family coping and emotional strengths are

influenced by coping strategies that help a family to adapt to stress and defense mechanisms,

which are tactics used for avoiding recognition of problems. Families may exhibit certain

strengths when faced with crises or stressors. These strengths are referred to as family

resilience, which is described as the phenomenon of doing well in the face of adversity.

Family goals evolve from family values and cultural backgrounds. Problems may arise when

there is disagreement on family goals or when societal goals and expectations conflict with

family goals. Mental illness affects both the individual and the family unit. Mental illness can

trigger different types of crises and add to a familys stress level, financial needs, and inability

to use effective coping mechanisms.

 The physical environmental considerations that affect families come from both the internal

environment of home and space and the external environment, which includes the

neighborhood, existing industries, crime rates, and sanitation concerns.

 A number of sociocultural considerations affect family health. Family roles of each family

member must be understood. Knowledge of cultural and religious beliefs is essential to

designing effective family interventions. A familys socioeconomic status can greatly affect
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the health of individual members as well as the overall familys health, access to health, and

understanding of health practices. Employment or occupational factors can create stress-

related illnesses, which also influence effective parenting and healthy relationships. External

resources can include extended family, churches, or social organizations that can provide

support, both emotional and financial, during crises or adversity. Refugee status affects the

health and functional abilities of many families related to separation from other family

members.

 Behavioral considerations include family consumption patterns, which can be over-

consumption, resulting in obesity and nutritional deficiencies. Consumption patterns also

include use of alcohol and drugs and other substances (e.g., tobacco, caffeine). Cultural

patterns also influence food choices and preparation. Rest and sleep patterns can be affected

by a new infant or differing work schedules and can impact relationships, stress levels, and

parenting practices. Safety practices are another element of the behavioral dimension in

family health.

 Health system considerations include a familys attitude toward health and its response to

illness as well as its use of health care services. Families respond differently to illness, and

certain family members may be the ones to determine who is ill. Families may be limited in

their use of health care resources due to a lack of funds, language barriers, distance to

facilities, and transportation limitations.

3.Formal and informal family roles

 Roles are socially expected behavior patterns that are determined by a persons position or

status within a family, such as the adult woman in a family may be a wife, mother, or cook.

 Roles can be formal and informal. Formal roles are expected sets of behaviors associated

with family positions, such as husband, wife, father, and child. Informal roles are those

expected behaviors not associated with a particular position.

 Family roles can be complementary or conflictual. Role conflict occurs when the demands of

a single role are contradictory or when the demands attending several roles contradict or

compete with each other. Role overload occurs when an individual is confronted with too

many role expectations.

4.Situational and maturational crises

 Family exposure to stress may lead to the development of a crisis situation. A crisis occurs

when a family faces a problem that is seemingly unsolvable.
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 Families may experience two types of crises: situational and maturational. Situational crisis

can occur when the family experiences an event that is sudden, unexpected, and

unpredictable. A maturational crisis can be viewed as a normal process or transition point

where old patterns of communication and old roles must be exchanged for new patterns and

roles. Examples of transition periods where maturational crises may occur are adolescence,

marriage, parenthood, and first-time employment.

5.Family-focused intervention at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of

prevention

 Primary prevention interventions at the family level include health promotion and protection

(such as educating family members about safety issues, safety in the home, nutrition, and the

need for physical activity and rest) and illness prevention interventions (such as teaching

effective hygiene and referring families for immunization services).

 At the aggregate or population level, the community health nurse advocates for

environmental protection, social justice, and availability of health promotion and illness

prevention services, and provides education in coping skills.

 Secondary prevention interventions at the family level include assisting families in obtaining

needed care for existing health problems, helping families to deal with health problems,

linking families with needed services, and initiating crisis intervention. At the population

level, intervention strategies include alerting health policy makers about the need for family

services and initiating plans for programs.

 Tertiary interventions at the family level include assisting families in coping with long-term

health problems, in dealing with the consequences of those health problems, and in dealing

with the loss of a loved one. At the population level, the community health nurse advocates

for the development of respite services for family caretakers and creates support groups for

crisis-prone families.

 In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Care Of Populations
Meeting The Health Needs
Meeting The Health Needs Of Women
Meeting The Health Needs Of Men
Meeting The Health Needs Of Older Clients
Meeting The Needs Of Poor And Homeless Populations

Topic : Care Of Populations
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Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Discuss the rationale for including members of the population in every phase of population

health assessment and health program planning.

 Describe factors in each of the six dimensions of health to be considered in assessing the

health of a population.

 Describe the components of a population nursing diagnosis.

 Identify at least five tasks in planning health programs to meet the needs of populations

 Discuss the elements of a program theory or logic model and its usefulness in health program

planning.

 Describe four levels of acceptance of a health care program.

 Describe three types of considerations in evaluating a health care program.

Definition/Overview:

Asset Maps: Geographic maps of the community indicating the location of specific

community assets

Community Assessment: The process by which data are compiled regarding a communitys

health status and resources and from which nursing diagnoses are derived

Community Engagement: The process of working collaboratively with and through groups

of people affiliated by geographic proximity, special interest, or similar situations to address

issues affecting the well-being of those people

Empowerment Evaluation: An interactive and iterative process by which the community, in

collaboration with the support team, identifies its own health issues, decides how to address

them, monitors progress toward its goals and uses the information to adapt and sustain the

initiative

Geographic Information System:(GIS) computerized databases that collect and store

information and display it in the form of maps and geographic distributions of various factors

Key Informants: People who, because of their position in the community, possess

information and insights about the community
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Outcome Measures: The assessment of one or more variables related to expected program

results

Planning: A collaborative and systematic process used to attain a goal

Population Health Management: Accountability and management of the health of an entire

community regardless of system membership or insurance status

Program Theory (Logic Model): An explanation of how elements of a program interact to

produce the expected outcomes, or a conceptual model of the interventions planned and how

they work to achieve program outcomes

Stakeholders: In the context of health program evaluation, those concerned with the

outcomes of an evaluation (e.g., program beneficiaries, staff, funders)

Key Points:

1.Population Health Assessment and Health Program Planning

 Population health management is defined as accountability and management of the health of

an entire community regardless of system membership or insurance status (Greene & Kelsey,

as quoted in Robertson, 2004, p. 495). It involves health promotion and illness prevention

strategies.

 Historically, identification of a populations health problems, and development and

implementation of programs, was conducted by health professionals. More recently, health

professionals have begun to involve members of the population of interest. It is important to

include and involve members of the community in the population health assessment process

for a number of reasons. Involvement in all phases of assessment, planning, implementation,

and evaluation ensures that their interests are considered. It also facilitates development of an

accurate and comprehensive appraisal of the health status of that population. Inclusion of the

population members aids in offsetting organizational or agency agendas that may arise, and

all participants are assured of a more comprehensive and balanced picture of the populations

health.

 Including population members may occur through the use of a rapid participatory appraisal

process, which addresses information about community structure, composition, interest, and

capacity; collects data regarding community needs and assets; identifies available services to

meet those needs; and considers social policy as it affects capacity to meet population health

needs.
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 A key concept to consider is that while a community is composed of individuals, families,

organizations, and businesses that share a common language, values, history, or purpose, a

target group is considered a subgroup within the community whose members exhibit

particular health needs or who are at particular risk for the development of health problems.

Community engagement is defined as the process of working collaboratively with and

through groups of people affiliated by geographic proximity, special interest, or similar

situations to address issues affecting the well-being of those people. Several community

engagement principles have been developed and, if used, guide the process of population

involvement and population health assessment.

2.Dimensions to be considered in Assessing the Health of a Population

 The six dimensions of health frame the discussion of factors that affect the health of

population groups. The biophysical considerations include age composition, which addresses

annual birth rate and needs for specific services based on population age dynamics, and age-

specific death rates, which provide information about health risks and risk behaviors. Genetic

inheritance addresses the predisposition of the population to develop diseases with a genetic

inheritance component such as diabetes, hypertension, and cancer. Racial or ethnic

composition may alert health professionals to specific prevalent health problems such as

sickle cell disease or diabetes. Disease incidence and prevalence and immunization levels are

other biophysical considerations in community assessment.

 Psychological considerations include those situations that increase or mediate exposure to

stress and a populations ability to function effectively. Factors to consider are stressors

affecting community members, suicide and homicide rates, relationships among groups

within the population, adequacy of law enforcement, and communication patterns within the

community.

 Physical environmental factors that affect a populations health include its geographical

location, its type and size, topographical features, climate, type and adequacy of housing,

water supply, and disaster potentials.

 Sociocultural considerations include a communitys government and leadership, language,

income and education, employment levels and occupations, marital status and family

composition, religion, transportation, and availability of goods and services. Understanding

these elements provides insight into the success or failure of program implementation.

 Behavioral considerations include consumption patterns, nutritional levels, use of harmful

substances, and prevalent leisure activities.
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 Health system considerations that affect a populations health assessment include existing

health services, the level of health system performance, the availability and adequacy of the

health services, health care financing, and a communitys definition of health and illness.

3. Components of a Population Nursing Diagnosis

 A population health assessment is guided by several general principles, which include

seeking multiple sources of information; addressing needs of specific subgroups; involving

all potential stakeholders who are concerned with the outcomes of the evaluation; identifying

population assets, needs, and problems; and using experts to conduct or direct the assessment.

 Components of a population nursing diagnosis include: a potential adverse situation or risk;

identification of a group or population subgroup at risk; group factors or characteristics that

contribute to the risk; and indicators that support the conclusion that an increased risk is

present.

4.The Elements of a Program Theory and Logic Model and its Usefulness in Health

Program Planning

 A program theory or logic model is defined as an explanation of how elements of a program

interact to produce the expected outcomes. It may also be a conceptual model of the

interventions planned and how they work to achieve program outcomes. Generally, program

theories are graphically displayed to demonstrate interrelationships among critical elements

of the program and their relationship to expected outcomes.

5.Types of Considerations in Evaluating a Health Care Program

 Programs are evaluated for a number of reasons including: to justify program continuation or

expansion, to improve the quality of service, to determine future courses of action, to

determine the impact of the program, to call attention to the program, to assess personnel

performance, to assuage political expectation, and to make better programmatic decisions.

 For program planners, there are several evaluation considerations in designing a health

program. Planners must identify the purpose and focus of the evaluation, such as how many

people are served by the program. This, in turn, determines the type of data to be collected.

Thirdly, planners must decide who will conduct the evaluation. Will the evaluators be the

same individuals who designed the program, program beneficiaries, or outside experts?

Fourth, the political context is essential in the timing for the implementation, and the amount

and type of support received for the program. Ethical considerations include recognizing data

that does not favorably support program implementation, and confidentiality considerations
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must be addressed early in the program design and evaluation process. Finally, program

planners must consider the type of evaluation to be conducted. Prospective evaluation criteria

are determined during the planning and development phase of the program, and retrospective

evaluation is designed after the program is completed.

Topic : Meeting The Health Needs

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you will be able to:

 Identify factors affecting the health of children and adolescents.

 Describe at least five primary prevention measures appropriate to the care of children and

adolescents.

 Identify at least three approaches to providing secondary preventive care for children and

adolescents.

 Describe three tertiary preventive considerations in the care of children and adolescents.

Definition/Overview:

Anticipatory Guidance: Providing information to parents and others regarding behavioral

expectations of children and adolescents at a specific age, before they reach that age.

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD): A chronic condition characterized by

poor attention span, impulsive behavior, and hyperactivity.

Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST): A test of age-specific development in four

areas: fine motor, gross motor, personal-social, and language development.

Development:A process of patterned, orderly, and lifelong change in structure, thought, or

behavior that occurs as a result of physical or emotional maturation.

Developmental Milestones: Critical behaviors expected at specific ages.

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS): A condition resulting from maternal alcohol consumption

during pregnancy and characterized by growth retardation, facial malformations, and central

nervous system dysfunctions that may include mental retardation.

Growth: An increase in body size or change in the structure, function, and complexity of

body cells until a point of maturity.

Herd Immunity:The level of protection provided to un-immunized people when

immunization rates are high among the rest of the population.

Menarche:The first appearance of menstrual flow in the adolescent girl, usually between 12

and 13 years of age.
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Key Points:

1.Factors Affecting the Health of Children and Adolescents

 Children and adolescents are an important demographic component of any society. In the

United States, children under 18 years of age comprise 25% of the population. It is important

to understand the health needs that are specific to this population.

 Biophysical considerations for this population include understanding the effects of age and

maturation, especially development and menarche. Development is a process of patterned,

orderly, and lifelong change in structure, thought, or behavior that occurs as a result of

physical or emotional maturation. Menarche is the first appearance of menstrual flow in

adolescent girls. Abnormal conditions may occur as a result of early or delayed menarche.

Children of different racial and ethnic groups are at higher risk of developing certain health

conditions. Increased incidence and prevalence of specific health problems, accidents,

congenital malformations, neoplasms, assault and homicide, and heart disease are all

components of physiologic function as is the immunization level of the child and adolescent

populations.

 Psychological considerations include family dynamics, which can influence a childs self-

image and self-esteem; parental expectations, which may lead to guilt and depression in

children; discipline; parental coping or the presence of mental illness; mental health problems

in children, which affects approximately one in 10 U.S. children and adolescents; and

physical, sexual, and psychological abuse, which can lead to drug and alcohol abuse, future

prostitution, or increased sexual activity.

 Physical environmental considerations include environmental health and safety issues related

to age and physiology. Examples of increased risk include lead exposure, insecticide

exposure, air pollution, safety hazards, accidents, and drownings.

 Sociocultural considerations include factors affecting access to health care such as family

income and employment, family educational level, parental work schedules, legislation, and

the impact that media has in modeling healthy or unhealthy behaviors. Additional

sociocultural considerations include childcare services and culturally defined roles and

expectations of children and adolescents.

 Behavioral considerations include nutrition and dietary practices, rest and exercise, exposure

to hazardous substances resulting in conditions such as fetal alcohol syndrome and maternal

smoking in pregnancy, tobacco and other drug use, sexual activity with outcomes such as

unwanted pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases, and violence by and against children

and adolescents, and safety practices.
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 Health system considerations include attitudes toward health and health care; usual sources of

health care, such as routine use of emergency departments as the primary source of care; and

use patterns for health care services, which may be influenced by lack of insurance.

2. Primary Prevention Measures Appropriate to the Care of Children and Adolescents:

The Role of the Community Health Nurse

 Community health nurses have a number of interventions at the primary level that can

support and promote the health of children and adolescents such as ensuring access to health

care; reducing pre-maturity, low birth weight, and infant mortality; promoting growth and

development; providing adequate nutrition; promoting safety; preventing communicable

diseases; promoting optimal dental hygiene; and offering support for effective parenting

resources. Other interventions may be employed to meet the primary prevention needs of

children with special needs.

 Ensuring access to health care is one of the most effective measures of promoting the health

of children and adolescents. Several strategies are recommended such as ensuring that all

children and adolescents have a regular source of primary health care, eliminating co-

payments and cost sharing for those services, establishing disincentives for seeking health

care directly from specialists, including assessment of the adequacy of primary care services

in quality assurance activities, supporting the education of primary providers, and developing

information systems to monitor health activities among this population.

 The community health nurse plays a vital role in reducing pre-maturity, low birth weight, and

infant mortality by providing education about sexuality and contraception to the public and

adolescents to prevent unintended pregnancies, advocating for effective and accessible

contraceptive services, ensuring that health care services are available to pregnant teens and

supporting teens in their role as parents, and providing prenatal nutritional education and

making referrals for supplemental nutritional programs.

 The community health nurse promotes growth and development by educating the public and

families regarding developmental milestones that children and adolescents need to

accomplish, alerting parents to the challenges posed by these milestones, advocating for

community programs and environmental conditions that promote growth and development,

and advocating for humanistic educational programs that promote emotional, cognitive, and

physical development.

 Community health nurses provide valuable nutritional support services through a number of

activities: education of the public regarding the efficacy of breastfeeding and dietary needs

and requirements for children and adolescents, promotion of policies that diminish access to
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junk food for children and adolescents, and advocating for nutritional supplemental programs

and for adequate nutrition programs in schools and other institutional settings.

 Community health nurses focus on safety when they promote the use of safety devices and

equipment, educate families and children about the need for effective restraints, campaign for

strict enforcement of restraint legislation for all vehicle occupants, educate the public about

general safety behaviors and the use and storage of poisonous materials, advocate for

effective labeling of hazardous substances, and become involved in suicide prevention

activities with youth.

 Community health nurses serve a vital role in preventing communicable diseases through

immunization programs, campaigns, education of the general public regarding practices to

prevent specific communicable diseases such as HIV/AIDS, education about hygiene

practices, and prevention of contamination of food and water supplies.

 Dental hygiene is another focus area for community health nurses who educate parents about

dental care in very young children, advocate for the need for preventive dental care, become

involved in promoting fluoridation of community drinking water, educate parents about

prevention of bottle-mouth syndrome, and provide referrals for financial assistance to

families in need.

 Community health nurses provide structural and functional support for effective parenting.

Structural support is evidenced by establishing formal networks with families in need.

Functional support is evidenced by education of families regarding the needs of children and

adolescents (informational support), emotional support is demonstrated by interactions with

parents who express the common frustrations of parenthood, instrumental support may be

offered in referrals for respite services and childcare services for families in need, and

appraisal support gives parents both positive and negative feedback on their performance as

parents.

3. Approaches to Providing Secondary Preventive Care for Children and Adolescents

 Secondary prevention measures include screening for health problems soon after birth to

improve outcomes and providing routine screening programs for children of all ages.

Community health nurses may be involved in providing routine and specialized screening

services or they may advocate for access to these services for child and adolescent

populations.

 The role of the community health nurse in the care of minor illnesses is evident when they

educate the public about appropriate home treatment for minor illnesses and when

professional care is required, educate parents about minor health problems in children and

adolescents, educate on signs of illness in children, and assess the health status of specific
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children with recommendations for appropriate interventions or referrals for medical

assistance.

 Community health nurses perform secondary prevention services by providing care for

children and adolescents with chronic conditions, which affect approximately 20 million U.S.

children and increases family stressors. Specific interventions include: assisting families with

medication management, behavioral modification, and advocating for environments that

minimize the symptoms for children with ADHD, asthma or other conditions, as well as

providing emotional support and recognizing the needs of those who care for children and

adolescents with ADHD. Nurses may also provide referrals for services and counseling,

provide education about the particular health condition, and promote healthy diets and

physical activity.

 Community health nurses provide secondary prevention services for the care of children and

adolescents with terminal illnesses through their direct involvement in the provision of

palliative care, the referral of clients for palliative care services, their work to assure the

availability of palliative care services in the community and their accessibility to all those in

need of them, and through their assistance with communication, emotional, and grief issues

surrounding the dying child and their families.

4. Tertiary Preventive Considerations in the Care of Children AndAdolescents: The

Role of Community Health Nurse

 Tertiary prevention measures include preventing the recurrence of problems through

education about bottle propping and otitis media, prevention of lead poisoning, and use of

contraceptives; preventing further consequences through diabetic education and encouraging

optimal self-care; and promoting adjustment for those children and adolescents with chronic

illness or disability by preventing further loss of function and assisting families and children

in the adaptation of lifestyles and behaviors in the presence of those chronic conditions.

Topic : Meeting The Health Needs Of Women

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Identify at least two factors in each of the dimensions of health as they relate to the health of

women.

 Identify health problems common to women.
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 Describe at least three unique considerations in assessing the health needs of the lesbian

client.

 Identify concerns in primary prevention for women.

 Describe areas of secondary prevention activity with women.

 Describe two elements of secondary prevention of physical abuse of women.

 Describe at least two actions that the community health nurse can take to provide more

sensitive and effective care to lesbian, bisexual, and transgender clients.

Definition/Overview:

Coming out: Ones realization and admission to oneself and to others of a homosexual or

bisexual orientation or non-biological gender identity.

Homophobia:Irrational fear, hatred, or intolerance of homosexuals.

Menopause:The cessation of menstruation that occurs with advancing age.

Osteoporosis:A common metabolic bone disease characterized by a loss of bone minerals

that weakens bones so that fractures occur more easily.

Perimenopause: Transition period between premenopause and menopause, when the

physical and hormonal changes that herald cessation of menstruation occur.

Postmenopause: Period extending from menopause until death; may cover as much as one

third of womens lives.

Premenopause: Childbearing years, generally lasting from menarche to age 40

Premenstrual Dysphoric Disorder: (PMDD) a condition of depressed mood and irritability

severe enough to interfere with interpersonal relationships and everyday activities.

Sexual Identity: Ones perceptions of self as male or female.

Sexual Orientation: Ones attraction for members of the same sex (homosexual), opposite

sex (heterosexual), or both (bisexual).

Transgender Individuals: Those whose gender identity and expression contrast with their

biological sex or who express discomfort with their biological gender and identify instead

with members of the opposite sex.

Key Points:

1.Factors Influencing the Dimensions of Health of Women

 Womens health is defined as health and illness issues that are unique to or more prevalent or

serious in women. Women ages 20 to 64 comprise nearly 30% of the U.S. population. The

national health objectives for 2010 include multiple objectives targeting the health needs of

women. Even with recent attention to womens health needs, the American Association of
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Colleges of Nursing identified deficits in current knowledge of womens health care needs.

Those areas include an understanding of the health consequences of trauma experienced by

women; knowledge of gender specific differences in development, manifestation, and

treatment of specific conditions; lesbian and gay health issues; and health issues posed by

women with disabilities.

 Crucial to the understanding of womens health is our knowledge of the six dimensions of

health. Biophysical considerations include genetically related or genetically linked conditions

that affect women; maturation and aging issues such as premenopause, menopause, and

postmenopause and conditions such as osteoporosis, heart disease, and cancer; physiologic

functions such as physical illness and disabilities resulting in chronic illness and its impact on

women; reproductive issues such as contraception and infertility, and pregnancy; and

immunization concerns for rubella, tetanus, and influenza.

 Psychological considerations include the impact of stress on womens coping abilities,

sexuality, and mental health and illness in women. Womens responses to life events may lead

to increased stress, and distress related to interpersonal relationships, financial status,

children, family health, and domestic violence. Depression is most common among women

18 to 44 years of age, but has been estimated to occur in 10% to 25% of all women.

 Physical environmental considerations include repeated exposure to household chemicals,

accidents and injuries in the home and workplace, and mineral deficiencies such as Vitamin

D.

 Sociocultural considerations include societal pressures regarding role and relationships,

occupational and economic issues, and violence and abuse. Womens roles and

responsibilities are culturally defined and may have an impact on womens health and well-

being. Often, cultural groups place the needs of the family over the needs of the individuals,

and women bear the consequences of limited access to health care. Women continue to earn

less than three fourths of mens income even though 60% of adult females are employed in the

United States. Women endure greater poverty issues related to delinquent child support,

lower wages, and societys devaluing of traditional female jobs. An estimated 10% to 50% of

women worldwide are assaulted by a male partner. Violence toward women is increased as a

result of womens financial dependence on men, their partners association with other women,

and their partners use of alcohol.

 Behavioral considerations include dietary consumption patterns, such as fad diets, obesity,

eating disorders, and nutrient deficiencies. Womens smoking patterns have failed to decline

as rapidly as mens tobacco use. Smoking increases cancer incidence and cardiovascular

disease, promotes urinary calcium excretion, and increases risks for osteoporosis. Womens

substance abuse has seen increases in recent years. Physical activity and exercise can reduce
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the risk of hip fractures by 50%, yet over half of all U.S. women are sedentary. Sexual

activity increases pregnancy and STD exposure risks.

 Health system factors include a lack of attention to womens health needs except pertaining to

reproductive issues, a lack of illness prevention and health promotion resources, disparities in

health insurance coverage, a lack of support for the informal caregivers such as when women

quit their jobs to care for sick children or elderly family members, and failure of health care

providers to recognize signs of abuse.

2.Health Problems Common to Women

 Health problems common to women include certain genetic predispositions to specific

diseases such as thyroid disease, diabetes, asthma, dermatitis, and allergies.

 Women also experience menarche with premenopausal, premenopausal, menopausal, and

postmenopausal physiologic health responses. For some cultures a women entering menarche

is expected to submit to female genital mutilation. Approximately 3%5% of women

experience premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD) during menstruation. For other women,

perimenopause and menopause are accompanied by physical and psychological symptoms

and discomforts.

 There are physiologic function considerations that influence the health of women such as the

incidence and prevalence of specific illnesses (e.g., heart disease, cancer, diabetes, stroke,

Alzheimers disease, rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoporosis) that place women as a population

group at increased risk for multiple chronic physical illnesses and disability. Women also

experience an increased incidence of disabilities and reported symptoms that affect self-care,

self-image, and coping abilities.

 While pregnancy-related mortality has decreased significantly in the United States,

pregnancy-related deaths still occur each year. Maternal mortality worldwide can be a

significant health issue in some countries. Perinatal transmission of HIV places women and

their newborns at risk. While rates have decreased from 25% to 2% in the United States,

other developing countries consider HIV infection endemic among women of childbearing

age. Advanced maternal age at conception places women at risk for poor pregnancy

outcomes. Pregnant women are also at risk for becoming victims of homicide with a

homicide rate of 1.7 per 100,000 live births noted at one specific metropolitan hospital.

Postpartum depression has been documented to affect not only women and their ability to

care for and nurture their infant after delivery, but is correlated with delayed language

development and behavior problems in their children.

 Reproductive issues include contraception and infertility. Barriers to reproductive health

include access to contraceptive methods and lack of education about contraception and
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pregnancy. Infertility may also have strong cultural implications affecting a womans social

status, self-image, and stress level. For women with infertility concerns, assisted reproductive

technology is associated with increased risk of complications of pregnancy. 2.6. While all

adult immunization levels are cause for concern, immunizations of particular concern include

rubella, tetanus, and influenza.

3.Considerations in Assessing the Health Needs of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender

Clients

 An estimated 1% of the U.S. female population is lesbian, and another 7% are believed to be

bisexual. Women in these subpopulations may have health needs similar to their heterosexual

counterparts, but they also have unique health needs that have been ignored by health

providers and society. Biophysical considerations include varying risks for certain STDs and

growing concern for reproductive health. Psychological considerations include feelings of

isolation, coming out issues, and lack of societal understanding when relationship loss occurs.

Sociocultural considerations include societal fears and misunderstandings such as

homophobia and violence, discrimination, loss of social support, and legal issues. Behavioral

considerations include varying use patterns of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco.

 Health system considerations include structural barriers, financial barriers, and personal and

cultural barriers to health care access. Lesbian families may lack family insurance plans,

which can limit use and access to health care. Health providers may not ask appropriate

questions to identify health risks.

4.Concerns in primary prevention for women

 Primary prevention for women is directed by four general wellness goals, which include

maintaining balance, perspective, and priorities in life; developing and maintaining healthy

relationships; developing and maintaining a healthy sense of self; and developing and

maintaining a physically healthy body and preventing acute and chronic illness. Maintaining

balance, perspective, and priorities in life means that women may need referrals to existing

social service programs. Women, especially single mothers, may also need help in balancing

multiple roles.

 Women caregivers may need assistance in learning to balance personal needs with those of

family members or assistance with respite care. Developing and maintaining healthy

relationships means that some women may need interventions in domestic violence

prevention. Developing and maintaining a sense of self involves understanding specific

developmental or maturational needs to maintain strong self-images, providing assistance for
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women in divorce or abuse situations, and providing anticipatory guidance in dealings with

loss, guilt, or depression. Meeting the requirement of developing and maintaining a

physically healthy body and preventing illness can involve prenatal care to underserved

women, early case finding of pregnant women and referral for services, education about

safety, immunizations, and benefits of abstinence from unhealthy behaviors.

 Secondary Prevention Activity with Women and Community Health Nursing Interventions

 Secondary prevention addresses screening, diagnosis, and treatment for existing health

problems. Screening for existing health problems includes routine screening for breast and

cervical cancer with PAP tests and mammograms, and education about the need for routine

screening procedures in the female population.

 The community health nurse can refer for medical assistance for diagnostic testing for

infertility, fertility control, menopause, and physical abuse. Nurses can counsel, teach, and

refer for all aspects of fertility control or pregnancy plans. Treatment for infertility requires a

referral to a fertility specialist. Community health nurses provide case finding, referral, and

support services.

5.Elements of Secondary Prevention of Physical Abuse of Women

 Physical abuse of women has two dimensions. First, there are the physical and psychological

effects of physical abuse, and second, there is the need to deal with the source of the problem.

The first dimension requires recognition and education in the signs and symptoms of abuse.

 The second dimension requires supportive counseling and reassurance to women of abuse

when dealing with their own ambivalence and beliefs. Nurses can assist women to explore

alternative plans for solutions to the problem and help establish feelings of control and

empowerment. Nurses also must be able to make appropriate referrals for medical care and

counseling.

6.Effective Care to Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Clients

 To provide more sensitive and effective care to lesbian, bisexual, and transgender clients, the

community health nurse must gain an understanding of the similarities and differences

between the subgroups and heterosexual population; identify support systems that are

available; assist with referrals for legal support in the custody of children; gather data on

lesbian, bisexual, and transgender perceptions and their use of health care services; and

advocate for available screening services specific to this population.
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Topic : Meeting The Health Needs Of Men

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe major considerations in assessing the biophysical, psychological, physical

environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and health care system factors affecting mens

health.

 Describe factors that contribute to adverse health effects for gay, bisexual, and transgender

men.

 Identify major considerations in primary prevention for men.

 Describe secondary prevention considerations for men.

 Identify areas of emphasis in tertiary prevention for men.

Definition/Overview:

Disclosure:A term used to describe the explicit revealing of ones sexual orientation to others.

Erectile Dysfunction (ED): Inability to achieve or maintain erection sufficient for

satisfactory sexual activity; formerly called impotence.

GenderDysphoria: A sense of incongruity between ones physical gender and ones self-

perceptions.

Heterosexism:Ideological system that denies, denigrates, and stigmatizes any non-

heterosexual form of behavior, identity, relationship, or community.

Joblessness: The personalized experience of being out of work when one desires

employment.

Reframing:A technique that can be used to promote positive behavioral change; focuses on

helping people to see the same situation in a different light.

Unemployment: The proportion of the workforce that is not employed at a specific point in

time; a statistical measure reflecting the general state of the economy.

Key Points:

1.Assessing the Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural,

Behavioral, and Healthcare System Factors Affecting Mens Health

 Adult males between the ages of 20 and 64 years comprise approximately 30% of the U.S.

population. To understand mens health issues it is important to recognize differences in the

incidence and prevalence of health conditions in men, differences in health-related habits and
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factors that create barriers to the use of health services, and differences in social roles, stress,

and coping that contribute to specific health-related problems. Underscoring these factors is

the lack of emphasis on holistic health for men and lack of recognition in the national health

objectives for this approach to health care for men.

 Biophysical considerations in understanding the health care needs of men include recognition

that men have higher incidences of morbidity with the leading causes of death being heart

disease, malignant neoplasms, unintentional injuries, cerebrovascular disease, chronic lower

respiratory diseases, and diabetes mellitus. Additionally, men tend to have higher rates of

sexually transmitted diseases. Testicular cancer is also the most common cancer in men 15 to

44 years of age and represents 2% of all cancers in men. Recent attention has been called to

erectile dysfunction (ED), which occurs when a man cannot achieve or maintain an erection

sufficient for satisfactory sexual activity. This condition affects approximately 35% of all

men 40 to 70 years of age and rates increase with age.

 Psychological considerations include socialization issues related to societys stereotype of

male roles. This creates situations of social pressure to be strong and self-reliant. As a result,

men may need to perceive themselves as healthy and invulnerable, which affects their

willingness to seek or use health care services. Mental health problems arise from an inability

to express healthy emotions, which can contribute to depression. Increased stress and

diminished coping abilities contribute to higher incidences of suicide in men.

 Health responses to pollution, overcrowding, and safety hazards are the same in men as for

women, but men appear to have increased exposure to environmental hazards as a result of

occupational and leisure activity choices.

 Sociocultural considerations affecting mens health include family interactions such as

parenting, lack of preparation for childcare experiences, and divorce, which may increase

suicide risks resulting from diminished self-image and self-worth or homicidal behaviors if

anger is directed outward. Economic and occupational issues affecting mens health include

unemployment or joblessness and its association with lower educational levels. Violence in

families, also known as intimate partner violence, affects men as victims of abuse, yet men

are less likely to report physical or emotional abuse.

 Behaviors affecting mens health include consumption patterns leading to higher obesity rates,

substance use and abuse contributing to three times more alcohol-related motor vehicle

accidents, physical risks related to competitive contact sports and leisure activities involving

physical risk, socialization expectations resulting in reports of greater numbers of sexual

partners than women, and other behavioral risk factors resulting in less use of seat belts and

safety helmets. More recent behaviors include an increase in genital piercing and

complications arising from this behavior.
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 In the health system dimension, men tend to define health as the ability to be employed and to

be economically independent. This health perception affects mens readiness to utilize health

care services. Other factors affecting mens use of health care systems include gender

socialization, lack of trust in providers, language barriers, lack of health insurance, and

perceived lack of need for health care. False perceptions of good health result in a delay in

seeking assistance, delays in diagnosis and treatment, and potential for higher levels of poor

outcomes.

2.Factors that Contribute to Adverse Health Effects for Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender

Men

 Definitions to clarify the use of the terms gay, bisexual, and transgender generally include

three dimensions: ones sexual identity orientation, sexual behavior, and/or sexual attraction.

Estimates are that 1 million to 3 million gay men are over 65 years of age. Due to their

marginal status in society, this aging population may have more difficulty in obtaining

assistance in old age and are reluctant to seek medical care.

 Gay, bisexual, and transgender men tend to be at greater risk for a number of physical health

problems, especially sexually transmitted diseases such as syphilis,

lymphogranulomavenereum, and other conditions related to anal insertive sexual activity.

This subpopulation of males has the usual immunization requirements with the additional

requirements for hepatitis A and B. Barriers related to underutilization of health care services

arise from discriminatory attitudes among health care providers and prior negative

experiences with health professionals.

 Psychological considerations to the understanding of gay, bisexual, and transgender health

are gender dysphoria, which is defined as a sense of incongruity between ones physical

gender and ones self-perceptions. This gender identity disorder increases mens risk for

suicide, auto-castration, or substance abuse due to increased distress. This subgroup of men

tends to be at risk for partner violence and depression, and they often have a history of child

abuse. Suicide is higher in younger gay, bisexual, and transgender males, but overall suicide

attempts are higher for this subpopulation.

 Sociocultural considerations can have a profound impact on the health status and health-

related behaviors of gay, bisexual, and transgender men. Sociological minority refers to any

segment of the population subjected to negative acts and behaviors inflicted by the rest of

society. Heterosexism is defined as an ideological system that denies, denigrates, and

stigmatizes any non-heterosexual form of behavior. Both of these terms represent cultural

conflicts that can have a negative impact on gay, bisexual, and transgender men.

Compounding negative societal attitudes is the family reactions and responses to disclosure,
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which can result in isolation. Responses to disclosure vary according to the strength of

traditional gender role conceptions, perceptions of the probable attitudes of significant others

in the familys social network, and parental age and educational level. Societal misperceptions

that homosexuality can be transmitted to children has prompted significant research in the

area, which has shown little impact of parental sexual orientation on childrens gender

identity. Occupational risks and concerns center on discrimination and rejection in the

workplace.

 Increased prevalence of drug abuse, increased risk of HIV, increased incidence of

unprotected sexual activities with the potential for nondisclosure of HIV status to partner,

sexual motivation, and sex trading behaviors are important to the community health nurse

working with gay, bisexual, and transgender men. Sexual motivation includes pleasure-

focused motivation, partner-focused motivation, and relationship focused motivation with the

latter more likely to have a steady partner. Sex trading is defined as engaging in sexual

activity in return for money, drugs, shelter, or food and places men at risk for STDs.

 The greatest impact on the use of health care systems by gay, bisexual, or transgender men is

discrimination by health professionals, discrimination in health care settings, providers

lacking knowledge about this subpopulations health care needs, and the limited availability of

transgender surgery.

3.Major Considerations in Primary Prevention for Men

 Primary prevention for mens health-related conditions focuses on common patterns of health

behaviors. Nurses can develop strategies to change mens attitudes toward health and health-

related behaviors by addressing reframing principles, which assist men in seeing the same

situation from a different perspective, and emphasize alternative ways of coping with anxiety

or fear.

 Nurses can promote the use of health-promoting behaviors by targeting injury prevention and

safe sexual practices; promoting effective coping strategies for men with chronic illnesses;

educating about chronic disease issues such as the importance of adequate nutrition, physical

activity, weight control, and elimination of behaviors such as tobacco use; and advocating

environmental modifications at the workplace to reduce work-related injuries and chronic

diseases from exposure to hazardous substances.

 Nurse can participate in immunization clinics and encourage other providers to provide

immunization services for tetanus, hepatitis A and B, influenza, and pneumonia for high-risk

male populations.
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4. Secondary Prevention Considerations for Men and Related Community Health

Nursing Roles

 Nursing goals at the secondary prevention level are to participate in health screening

activities, providing or encouraging the male clients use of such health measures as blood

pressure screening and cardiovascular risk-assessment programs. Other screening programs

include rectal examinations, blood testing for prostate cancer, and chest x-rays for lung

cancer.

 Nurses can encourage other health care professionals to include secondary screening

measures in their routine health services. Additional nursing interventions include teaching

and motivating male clients to perform testicular self-exams, especially targeting young

males. Community health nurses may advocate for routine health services, especially for low-

income and uninsured men. Nurses may refer men with existing health problems for medical

evaluation and treatment.

 Treatment programs that identify high-stress clients during hospitalization, that track and

reduce their stress levels after discharge, and that provide prompt assistance from community

health nurses when episodes of increased stress occur can result in significant reduction of

stress-related mortality.

5.Tertiary Prevention for Men

 Nursing interventions at the tertiary level include assisting men in coping with continuing

manifestations of illness and reducing the likelihood of future episodes of illness by

encouraging men to join cancer, sexual dysfunction, or cardiac support groups.

 Nurses may also advocate for development of and access to services for these health

concerns. They may become instrumental in changing mens attitudes toward these problems

and influence their willingness to seek help.

Topic : Meeting The Health Needs Of Older Clients

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe three categories of theories of aging.

 Describe biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system factors influencing the health of the elderly population.

 Identify major considerations in primary prevention in the care of older adults.
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 Describe secondary preventive measures for at least four health problems common among

older clients.

 Identify at least three foci for tertiary prevention with older clients.

 Identify considerations that may influence the community health nurses approach to health

education for older clients.

 Describe considerations unique to older clients that influence the evaluation of nursing care.

Definition/Overview:

Advanced Activities Of Daily Living (AADLs): Activities that involve complex abilities to

engage in voluntary social, occupational, or recreational activities.

Ageism: Prejudice or discrimination based on chronological age or appearance of age.

Aging:Maturation and senescence of biological systems.

Basic ActivitiesOf Daily Living (BADLs): Personal-care activities that include the ability to

feed, bathe, and dress oneself, and toileting and transfer skills.

Comorbidity: The coexistence of several chronic physical and/or mental illnesses in the

same person at the same time.

Dementia: The loss of intellectual function in multiple domains including memory, problem-

solving ability, judgment, and others.

Elderly Support Ratio: The number of people over 65 years of age per 100 people aged 20

to 64 years.

Functional Status: The ability to perform tasks and fulfill expected social roles.

Instrumental Activities Of Daily Living (IADLs):Tasks of moderate complexity, including

household tasks such as shopping, laundry, cooking, and housekeeping, as well as abilities to

take medications correctly, manage money, and use the telephone or public transportation.

Life-Sustaining Treatment: Any medical intervention that would have little or no effect on

the underlying disease, injury, or condition, but is administered to forestall the time of death

or to reinstate life when death can be regarded as having occurred.

Old-Age Dependency Ratio: The ratio of the number of nonworking elders to the number of

workers.

Palliative Care: Care that addresses pain and symptom relief without attempting to cure the

underlying disease process.

Respite:The provision of temporary relief from care-giving responsibilities.

Senescence:Progressive deterioration of body systems that can increase the risk of mortality

as an individual gets older.

Social Network:The web of social relationships within which one interacts with other people

and from which one receives social support.
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Transnationalism: The process by which immigrants forge and sustain multi-stranded social

relations that link together their societies of origin and resettlement.

Validation Therapy: A therapeutic approach to dealing with dementia by validating and

accepting what the client perceives as reality.

Key Points:

1.Categories of Theories of Aging

 Aging is defined as maturation and senescence of biological systems. Senescence is defined

as the progressive deterioration of body systems that can increase the risk of mortality as an

individual gets older. While both may be associated with a gradual and progressive loss of

function over time, they do not necessarily mean that there is an increase in disease.

 The U.S. older population has been steadily increasing with 12.4% of the population over the

age of 65, and projections to reach nearly 20% by 2030. The proportion of people over 65

years of age has increased as a result of two factors: increasing life expectancy and

decreasing fertility. This phenomenon is mirrored worldwide as well.

 With the worlds older population increasing, societies must meet the demand for health care

services. Of importance to understanding older client care is the fact that people over 65 years

of age account for 45% of all hospital care and 38% of all hospital discharges. Costs for these

services can create financial burdens on the individuals, families, and communities. The

National Health Objectives for 2010 emphasize the need to reduce activity limitations that

impair the quality of life for older persons.

 Theories on aging originate from three distinct perspectives. Biological theories explain

biophysical changes that occur in aging through programmed theories and error theories.

Programmed aging theories suggest that genetic codes regulate cell reproduction and death

and that organ deterioration and eventual death are programmed into ones genetic makeup.

Such theories address longevity, declining endocrine function, and declining immune

function. Error theories hypothesize that cumulative environmental assaults stretch the bodys

ability to respond and cause accumulation of metabolic toxins that impair normal function.

 Psychological theories of aging focus on psychological changes that occur with age. These

theories suggest that effective aging requires development of effective coping strategies over

time. Jungs theory of individualism, which proposes that an individuals mental focus changes

from the external to the internal world, and Eriksons stage theory of development, which

delineates eight stages of life, are two major psychological theories.

 Sociological theories of aging focus on changes in roles and relationships that occur with

advancing age. Disengagement theory proposes that individuals disengage from life as a
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means of making way for a younger generation in preparation for death. In activity and

continuity theories, older persons maintain their interest in life, but their specific interests

change.

2.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Factors Influencing the Health of the Elderly Population.

 Biophysical factors for the older client are those related to maturation and aging and

physiologic function. One goal for community health nursing for older clients is to foster

healthy aging and to promote active aging. Healthy and active aging is defined as the process

of optimizing opportunities for health, participation, and security in order to enhance quality

of life as people age.

 Elderly populations must understand three essential requisites to healthy aging: accepting the

limitations posed by bodily changes, modifying ones lifestyle as needed to accommodate

these changes, and developing new personal standards of achievement and life goals

consistent with the constraints imposed by the effects of aging.

 Community health nurses must be aware of mortality and morbidity rates for specific chronic

health conditions such as heart disease, malignancies, arthritis, diabetes, and cerebrovascular

disease. Chronic disease can lead to functional limitations and disability. Acute health

conditions include accidental injuries such as falls and subsequent hip fractures. Vaccine

preventable diseases such as influenza and pneumonia constitute the fifth leading cause of

death in people over 85 years of age.

 Psychological considerations affecting the health of older clients that are important for the

nurse to know include cognitive impairment such as Alzheimers disease, stress and the

effects of diminished resources for treatment, and depression, which is often undiagnosed due

to co-morbidity with critical illness.

 Physical environmental considerations affect the health of older populations by increasing

safety hazards resulting from older housing, and exposure to heat and cold extremes. Older

populations may experience quality of life issues resulting from living in older neighborhoods

with increased crime rates, garbage, poor lighting, and inadequate transportation. There may

also be direct effects from the physical environment such as the effects of ozone and

pollution on health.

 Sociocultural considerations that have an impact on older clients health include changes in

family roles and responsibilities, decreasing social support, economic and employment

factors, and abuse and violence directed toward this population group. The incidence of elder

abuse, both physical and financial, has coincided with the rise in this population, with rates

increasing by 150%.
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 Nurses need to be aware of changing dynamics in families. With older people raising

grandchildren there are indications of increased incidences of depression, insomnia,

hypertension, diabetes, functional limitations, and poor self-reported health for these

caregivers. Often older caregivers do not receive assistance for raising children, and nurses

play a role in identifying community resources, financial assistance, and support networks.

Economic factors such as income levels have a direct link to health. When older people have

diminished economic resources, access to care and utilization of health services can be

negatively impacted. Employment and retention of older people in the workforce has varying

effects on this population as well as on society.

 Behavioral factors include diet and consumption patterns, physical activity, sexuality, and

medication use. Nutritional factors include proper dentition, diminished gastric secretions and

motility, and diminished sense of taste and smell, all of which can lead to malnutrition,

dehydration, and specific nutritional deficiencies. Dehydration is a leading diagnosis in

emergency departments. Nutritional deficiencies can lead to osteoporosis. Exercise provides

both physical and psychological benefits. Sexuality is important to older clients, with

physical conditions and certain medications impacting healthy sexual functioning. Older

clients are at risk for medication misuse and complications from multiple prescriptions for

acute and chronic conditions and mixing of herbal medications with prescriptions. Other

factors to consider are non-adherence in medications, cost of medications, and inappropriate

medication use.

 Health system factors include the increasing demand on health care services, access to health

care, the cost of health care for uninsured older populations, lack of appropriate medical

services, societal and governmental responses to high cost of medications, and the quality of

provider knowledge about health care needs.

3.Major Considerations in Primary Prevention in the Care of Older Adults

 The Centers for Disease Control has taken the lead in identifying roles for which health

promotion should be directed for the older population. These roles include the following:

provide high-quality information and resources to health care providers, support prevention

activities by local providers and organizations, integrate public health prevention expertise

with networks of services, identify and implement effective prevention efforts, and monitor

changes in the health status of the older population.

 Primary prevention of disability requires the interruption of three pathways: prevention or

delay of fragility; prevention, recognition, and treatment of conditions that contribute to

disability; and alteration of the environment to promote independence and prevent disability.
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4.Secondary Preventive Measures for Health Problems Common among Older Clients

 Secondary prevention strategies focus on screening and treatment of disease and self-

management for conditions of chronic illness. Screening for older clients tends to be

neglected, with reasons ranging from poor prognosis to lack of education of providers about

the long-term benefits for screening and early treatment. Community health nurses can

educate older clients about the need for routine screening and provider referral screening

services. Nurses may also advocate for access to screening services.

 Effective chronic disease control requires supportive care, self-management, maintenance of

function, and prevention of further disability. Requisites for self-management include

physical, environmental, mental, and socioeconomic factors that promote effective disease

management. Older clients must also have the knowledge and skills needed to discontinue

unhealthy behaviors and to learn and execute replacement behaviors and other related

behaviors. Older clients must also have the desire to cope with their illness and take action.

 Client activities for self-management include symptom response and monitoring, compliance

with medical and lifestyle regimens such as managing medications, and development of the

skills needed for self-management. Interventions to assist with effective medication

management may include prompting devices, electronic dispensers, monitoring devices, and

data management systems. Nurses may also provide information to clients about Web sites

that provide comparisons of the effectiveness of specific medications.

 For specific secondary interventions for common health problems, the nurse may recommend

effective approaches, such as decreasing fluid intake after evening meals for urinary

incontinence, noting dietary intake patterns, being prepared with supplies and extra clothing,

and planning frequent stops when traveling. For other health problems such as substance

abuse, depression, COPD, chronic pain, and mobility limitations, community health nurses

can provide education, identify barriers to care and treatment, and advocate for access to care.

5.Tertiary Prevention with Older Clients

 Tertiary prevention strategies focus on the monitoring of health status by providing

opportunities for education or advocating for provider interventions and self-management

programs; providing palliative care that addresses pain and symptom relief in order to

decrease suffering and improve quality of life; and advocating for and providing for effective

end-of-life care to older clients and caring for caregivers.
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6.Considerations Influencing the Nurses Approach to Health Education for Older

Clients

 Two considerations that influence the community health nurses approach to health education

include the need to address specific auditory communication issues such as information that

is too fast paced for comprehension, and sensory loss such as hearing or visual impairments

requiring special devices, glasses, magnifying glasses, or large print for reading. Older clients

may need information repeated, or provided in different mediums for retention; they may

require lessons delivered at a slower pace with shorter times for each session.

7.Influence of Factors Unique to Older Clients on Evaluation of Nursing Care

 Evaluating the effectiveness of nursing care at the individual level focuses on assessing the

clients health status and the effects of primary, secondary, and tertiary interventions in

improving health status. Evaluation at the aggregate level should focus on criteria that

measure the level of accomplishment of national health objectives.

Topic : Meeting The Needs Of Poor And Homeless Populations

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe factors that contribute to poverty and homelessness.

 Identify biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system factors that influence the health of poor and homeless clients.

 Describe approaches to primary prevention of homelessness.

 Identify major areas of emphasis in primary prevention of health problems in poor and

homeless clients.

 Identify areas in which secondary preventive interventions may be required in the care of

poor and homeless individuals.

 Identify strategies for tertiary prevention of poverty and homelessness at the aggregate level.

 Describe considerations in implementing care for poor and homeless individuals.

 Identify the primary focus of evaluation for care of poor and homeless clients.

Definition/Overview:

Criminalization:The process of legislating penalties for the performance of life-sustaining

functions in public.
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Deindustrialization:A shift in the job market from relatively well-paid manufacturing jobs

to lower-paid employment in service industries (e.g., janitorial work); also called structural

unemployment.

Deinstitutionalization:The process of discharging large numbers of mentally ill persons

from mental institutions in an attempt to enable them to live in the least restrictive

environment possible.

Gentrification: The displacement of low-income housing by higher-income space use such

as luxury apartments, condominiums, or office buildings.

Homeless Individual: A person who lacks a fixed, regular, and adequate nighttime

residence; andhas a primary residence that is: (a) a supervised publicly or privately operated

shelter designed to provide temporary accommodations (b) an institution that provides a

temporary residence for individuals intended to be institutionalized, or (c) a public or private

place not designed for, or ordinarily used as, a regular sleeping accommodation for human

beings.

Means-Tested Income Transfers: The distribution of cash or non-cash assistance to

individuals and families on the basis of income.

Non-Institutionalization:A lack of hospitalization of persons with mental problems who are

in need of care.

Poverty: Having insufficient money, goods, or means of support (Wilton, 2004, p. 26); most

common definition in the United States is an income lower than the federally identified

poverty level.

Safe Havens: Secure, stable places of residence for homeless substance abusers that place

few demands on those receiving help.

Structural Unemployment (Deindustrialization): A shift in the job market from relatively

well-paid manufacturing jobs to lower-paid employment in service industries (e.g., janitorial

work).

Worst-Case Housing: Having an income below 50% of the area median income, being

involuntarily displaced from housing, paying more than half of ones income for rent and

utilities, or living in substandard housing.

Key Points:

1.Effects of Factors Contributing to Poverty and Homelessness

 Poverty affects nearly 12.5% of the U.S. population. Poverty is defined as having insufficient

money, goods, or means of support. Often poverty is defined in terms of the percent of ones
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income spent on essential goods and services, or income is compared to some median income

for the local area.

 An estimated 3.5 million people may be experiencing homelessness. These numbers are

considered an underestimation. The Steven B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act of 1987

defines homelessness as a situation in which an individual lacks a fixed, regular, and

adequate nighttime residence and has a primary residence that is a supervised publicly or

privately operated shelter designed to provide temporary accommodations, or is a temporary

residence for individuals intended to be institutionalized, or is a public or private place not

designed to be used as a regular sleeping environment.

 Population factors affecting poverty and homelessness include ethnic minority, elderly, or

veteran status. Ethnic minority groups may experience more poverty and homelessness in

urban areas related to external socioeconomic factors such as unemployment. Elderly

populations are becoming another segment of the U.S. population experiencing homelessness

due to a loss of affordable housing for a population on a fixed income. Additionally, U.S.

veteran populations account for approximately 23% of the total homeless population and 33%

of homeless men with high rates of mental illness and addictive disorders as the root cause.

2.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Factors Influencing the Health of Poor and Homeless Clients.

 Biophysical factors that affect the health of the poor and homeless populations include health

conditions that may contribute directly to economic stability or those health conditions that

result from poverty and homelessness. Examples include hospitalization and fatigue that

interrupts employment and chronic or infectious diseases that result from poverty or

homelessness such as bronchitis, diabetes, STDs, heart disease, and hypertension.

 Psychological factors influencing poverty and homelessness include family dynamics, such

as limited support systems and coping abilities; mental illness, which affects approximately

20% to 25% of the homeless population; and deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill, which

began in the 1950s and 1960s as an effort to move mentally ill persons back into their

community environment.

 Physical environmental considerations that affect the health of poor and homeless individuals

include the effects of heat and cold exposure, overcrowding, poor sanitation, exposure to

infectious diseases such as TB, unsafe physical environments, and rural areas lacking

available shelters or access to assistance services.

 Sociocultural factors that affect the health of poor or homeless populations include the lack of

affordable housing, which can have a very direct effect on homelessness; social support

through welfare programs and assistance have declined or have limitations on length and
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types of services; changes in the job market, often referred to as structural unemployment or

deindustrialization, have shifted emphasis from heavy to light industry requiring different

skills. Both unemployment and underemployment influence health outcomes for poor or

homeless populations; school attendance is affected by poverty and homelessness, resulting

in poor or inadequate attendance; and the effects of poverty and homelessness have resulted

in criminal behaviors to support basic needs, which results in overrepresentation in jails,

higher incidences of criminalization, and susceptibility to violence or abuse.

 Behavioral factors to consider are the effects of poor diet and nutrition and inadequate rest on

the health of this population. Many homeless do not have access to kitchen facilities, and

community food programs or kitchens provide limited services. Homeless children tend to

exhibit anemia and growth failures. Without adequate sleep, poor or homeless children do not

perform well in school, and adults are not prepared for work, if available. Substance abuse

may cause individuals to spend limited monies for drugs and alcohol. Sexual activity can

result in sex trading and injection drug use with additional risks of HIV and hepatitis B and

C.

 Health system factors may contribute to homelessness or limit access to care for poor or

homeless persons. Catastrophic illness can result in depletion of financial resources, resulting

in homelessness. Health systems often create financial barriers to health care such as when

clinics are not targeting services to these populations, and the emergency departments

become the routine provider of medical services for those unable to pay. Personal barriers to

health care utilization include the need for survival over health needs, denial of illness, fear of

loss of personal control, lack of money, and embarrassment over appearance and hygiene.

Many communities lack preventive or comprehensive care services for this population.

3. Approaches to Primary Prevention of Homelessness

 Primary prevention may be directed at either preventing homelessness or preventing its health

consequences at the individual or community level.

 Of importance to nurses is to help prevent individuals and families from becoming homeless

by helping them eliminate factors that contribute to homelessness such as unemployment and

mental health issues and by addressing family communication and parenting skills for teens

that run away.

 At the community level, reducing the incidence of poverty and homelessness requires

changes in societal structures and policies, as well as attitudes, such as creating employment

opportunities, retraining opportunities, and social insurance programs. Advocacy and political

action mean making policy makers aware of the needs of the homeless and participate in

planning programs to prevent homelessness. Nurses can also promote adoption of sound
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housing policies to address unsafe housing, funding to ensure housing access, and local

market conditions for available housing.

4. Primary Prevention of Health Problems in Poor and Homeless Clients

 Approaches to primary prevention include assessing the health of homeless individuals and

groups of homeless persons and identifying factors that influence their health through data

and information obtained from health professionals, church organizations, and social and

governmental agencies that provide services for this population. Surveys can also be

conducted on homeless populations by seeking out places where they congregate. Using the

assessment, nursing diagnoses may be derived for individuals or groups of homeless

individuals. Planning and implementation begins during the assessment phase, but becomes

specific to population needs for both long-term and short-term solutions to problems.

5. Secondary Preventive interventions in the Care of Poor and Homeless Individuals

 Secondary prevention strategies focus on the alleviation of existing homelessness and its

health effects by assisting clients with shelter and basic necessities and assisting with

governmental processes. Nurses may provide curative services such as food supplemental

programs for pregnant women or treatment for skin conditions. They should also involve the

runaway teen with long-term solutions to problems.

6. Strategies for Tertiary Prevention of Poverty and Homelessness at the Aggregate

Level

 Tertiary prevention focuses on preventing recurrence of poverty and homelessness at all

levels. Activities defined at the tertiary level include political activities to ensure the

provision of services to relieve poverty and homelessness on a long-term basis, such as

raising the minimum wage or designing programs to educate the homeless for employment.

Other measures include preventing the criminalization of normal activities of life for

homeless people, monitoring medication use in mentally ill clients, and encouraging clients to

seek counseling or use rehabilitative services.

 Tertiary prevention for individual homeless clients may entail referrals for employment

assistance or for educational programs that allow homeless clients to eliminate the underlying

factors associated with their homelessness. Community health nurses may assist clients to

budget their income more effectively or develop ways to increase their buying power through

cooperative buying. Nurses may assist families in obtaining respite care and other supportive
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services for family members with mental illness. Nurses also monitor medication use and

encourage clients to receive counseling and other rehabilitative services.

7. Considerations in Implementing Care for Poor and Homeless Individuals

 Considerations in implementing care for poor and homeless individuals include focusing on

prioritizing needs and identifying factors that affect the homeless in specific locales, specific

population groups, and vulnerable populations.

8. Primary Focus of Evaluation for Care of Poor and Homeless Clients.

 Evaluation occurs at the individual level by determining the effectiveness of interventions

developed by both the nurse and the client. The nurse addresses the objectives with the client.

Evaluation at the aggregate level determines whether programs in place are effective at

preventing people from returning to poverty. A third level of evaluation can be accomplished

by examining whether the national health objectives have been obtained using community,

state, and national data for comparisons.

 In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Care Of Clients In The Home Setting
Care Of Clients In Official And Voluntary Health Agencies
Care Of Clients In The School Setting
Care Of Clients In Work Settings
Care Of Clients In Urban And Rural Settings
Care Of Clients In Correctional Settings

Topic : Care Of Clients In The Home Setting

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe the advantages of a home visit as a means of providing nursing care.

 Identify challenges encountered by community health nurses making home visits.

 Identify the major purposes of home visiting programs.

 Describe major considerations in planning a home visit.

 Identify tasks involved in implementing a home visit.

 Identify potential distractions during a home visit.

 Discuss the need for both long-term and short-term evaluative criteria for the effectiveness of

a home visit.
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 Describe the relationship between home health nursing and community health nursing.

 Discuss the need for collaboration in home health and hospice nursing.

 Discuss funding sources for home health and hospice care.

 Describe evaluative criteria for home health and hospice care services.

Definition/Overview:

Certificate of Need: A statement providing evidence of the need for certain types of services

in an area that are not being met by existing agencies; may be required prior to initiating

certain types of services (e.g., home health services) in some jurisdictions.

Certification: The process by which an agency is judged to meet specific conditions for

participation in the Medicare or Medicaid programs.

Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set (HEDIS): A data set developed by the

nonprofit National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA) to rate managed care

organizations and to provide prospective purchasers (usually employers) with information

needed to select a health care plan.

Home Health Care: Care provided to individuals and families in their place of residence for

the purpose of promoting, maintaining, or restoring health or for maximizing the level of

independence while minimizing the effects of disability and illness, including terminal

illness.

Home Health Resource Group (HHRG): A category similar to Diagnosis-Related Groups

(DRGs) for Medicare hospitalization reimbursement; used to determine the rate of pay for an

episode of home health care.

Home Visit: As conceptualized in community health nursing, a formal call by a nurse on a

client at the clients residence to provide nursing care.

Hospice Care: A program of palliative and supportive care services providing physical,

psychological, social, and spiritual care for dying persons, their families, and other loved

ones.

Outcome and Assessment Information Set (OASIS): A system of assessment and

documentation developed by the Center for Health Care Policy and Research for use in

Medicare home care agencies.

Outcome-Based Quality Improvement (OBQI) report: Also Risk-Adjusted Patient

Outcome report; a federal reporting system that permits agencies to assess the outcomes of

care across clients using specific health indicators (e.g., functional status, mental and

emotional health, and medical condition) and compare outcomes to those achieved by other

home health agencies.
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Outcome-Based Quality Monitoring (OBQM) report: Also Adverse Event Outcome

report; a federal reporting system that provides information on the types and frequency of

adverse events experienced by clients (e.g., falls, medication errors).

Proprietary Agencies: Independent agencies owned by individuals or corporations that

operate on a for-profit basis.

Key Points:

1.Advantages of a Home Visit as a Means of Providing Nursing Care

 Historically, community health nurses have been providing home visits for decades.

Recently, nurses have been providing services in many places and settings. A home visit is

defined as a formal call by a nurse on a client at the clients residence to provide nursing care.

 Home visiting offers distinct advantages over traditional services and includes six major

aspects: convenience, access, information, relationship, cost, and outcomes.

 Clients often prefer to be seen in their homes. A home visit is convenient in that clients do

not incur transportation costs, nor do they have to wait for services that may occur in

traditional health care settings.

 Access has two parts and refers to clients who are immobile or lack transportation as well as

the community health nurse, who has access to clients who may not necessarily present

themselves for services in other settings. As a result, a home visit permits the nurse to

identify clients in need of services.

 The home visit permits the nurse to obtain information not readily available in other settings.

Valuable information is obtained about family dynamics, physical environment, and

psychological and sociocultural factors present that may have a bearing on the clients health

status.

 In the home setting, the client exerts autonomy and control. This presents a unique situation

for the nurse and the client and may aid the nurse in fostering a sense of empowerment for the

client. The home visit also permits a sense of privacy and clients may offer more information,

especially about sensitive issues. The home visit fosters a sense of continuity in the nurse-

client relationship especially if there are repeated visits or a long-term purpose for the visits.

 Home visits and home care are less expensive than hospital care or long-term facility

placement. 8. Overall, home visitation programs have been documented to achieve a variety

of health-related outcomes for many different populations.

2.Challenges Encountered by Community Health Nurses Making Home Visits
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 Home visiting programs can bring about their own unique set of challenges that evolve from

the diversity of the clients and the multiplicity of their problems.

 Challenges come from the nurses need to maintain a balance between often opposing

agendas, including intimacy and professional distance, dependence and independence, risk

and safety, cost containment and quality, health restoration and health promotion services,

and task orientation and meeting the unique needs of the client.

3.Major Purposes of Home Visiting Programs

 Although various home visiting programs have their own goals, the major purposes of home

visiting programs can be grouped into four categories: case finding and referral; health

promotion and illness prevention; care of the sick; and care of the dying.

 Case finding is designed to identify clients needing additional services and to provide

referrals to appropriate sources of services. Typically, this involves only a single visit such as

a lead abatement program in which nurses go house to house to identify homes with lead

contamination.

 Health promotion and illness prevention focuses on specific populations such as new mothers

or families with children needing child developmental interventions.

 Care of the sick frequently involves providing services to the elderly or populations with

chronic conditions.

 Care of the dying is a specialized service to people with terminal illnesses and includes

palliative care, education and information for family members, caretaker respite services,

physical therapy, counseling and spiritual care, and assistance with specialized equipment

needs.

4.Major Considerations in Planning a Home Visit

 In planning a home visit, the community health nurse incorporates several steps or tasks to

include: reviewing previous interventions, prioritizing client needs, developing goals and

objectives, considering acceptance and timing, delineating nursing activities, obtaining

necessary materials, and planning for evaluation.

 The community health nurse reviews previous interventions and the efficacy of those

interventions specific to the clients health needs in order to identify both successful and

unsuccessful interventions.

 The nurse prioritizes client health care needs based on either the potential threat to their

health, the degree to which they concern the client, or the ability to resolve the health issue.
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 After prioritizing client specific interventions, the nurse develops goals and objectives related

to each area of need. Goals and objectives may address primary, secondary, and tertiary

levels of prevention. Goals are stated general expectations and objectives are specific or

tangible outcomes desired. An example of a goal is for a parent to develop effective parenting

skills. An example of an objective is that a client will display effective communication skills

in relating to their children.

 The nurse considers the clients readiness to accept interventions, the timing of the visit, and

the introduction of the intervention. A component of acceptance is building trust and rapport

with the client. In evaluating timing, the nurse must consider whether the client is open to the

visit.

 The community health nurse plans specific nursing activities for each nursing diagnosis based

on practice guidelines, agency procedures, protocols or elements of clinical pathways.

Nursing activities may focus on health promotion, the resolution of health related problems,

referrals, education, and technical procedures.

 The nurse must obtain supplies and materials for the home visit such as educational materials,

equipment, wound care supplies, or assessment equipment.

 Evaluation criteria are determined from the outcome objectives developed for the visit and

may include long-term and short-term criteria. An example of short-term criteria is the clients

receptiveness or response to nursing interventions. An example of long-term criteria is the

actual accomplishment of the objective.

5.Tasks Involved in Implementing a Home Visit

 Tasks involved in implementing a home visit include the following: validating assessment

and diagnosis, identifying additional needs, modifying the plan of care as needed, performing

nursing interventions, and dealing with distractions.

6.The Effects of Potential Distractions During a Home Visit

 Nurses providing home services must contend with and anticipate potential distractions with

service delivery. Distractions are categorized by three types: environmental, behavioral, and

nurse-initiated.

 Environmental distractions include background noise, crowded surroundings, and

interruptions from other family members.

 Behavioral distractions consist of behavior used by the client to distract the nurse from the

purpose of the visit. Techniques employed by the nurse include exploring the reasons for

distractions and working to establish trust.
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 Nurse-initiated distractions may result from fears, role preoccupation, and personal reaction

to different lifestyles. Nurses may fear bodily harm, rejection by the client, or lack of control.

7.The Need for both Long-term and Short-term Evaluative Criteria for the

Effectiveness of a Home Visit.

 Long-term and short-term evaluative criteria are essential because the outcome of nursing

interventions may not be immediately apparent. Without predetermined evaluative criteria,

the community health nurse may not be able to determine if subsequent visits are required or

if the appropriate level of prevention was implemented.

8.The Relationship between Home Health Nursing and Community Health Nursing

 Home health nursing is considered a subspecialty of community health nursing because home

health nurses work primarily with ill persons, yet continue to employ knowledge of

environmental, social, and personal health factors.

 Home health nursing is a specialized area of nursing practice with roots embedded in

community health nursing. Characteristics of home health nursing include holism, care

management, resource coordination, collaboration, and autonomous and interdependent

practice. Interdependent practice means that nurses collaborate with other health care

professionals, nonprofessionals, the client, and family members.

 Home health care is defined as care provided to individuals and families in their place of

residence for the purpose of promoting, maintaining, or restoring health or for maximizing

the level of independence while minimizing the effects of disability and illness, including

terminal illness. Services are generally provided through a home health agency with varying

services offered from skilled nursing and therapy services to personal care and homemaking

assistance.

9.The Need for Collaboration in Home Health and Hospice Nursing.

 Home care services are provided at the rate of approximately 16.4 per 10,000 people under

the age of 65. For people over 65 years of age, the rate increases to 277 per 10,000 people.

Types and percentages of services delivered include: 75% received skilled nursing; 44%

received personal care services; 27% received physical therapy; 8% received occupational

therapy; 4% received dietary and nutritional services; and 1.2% received respite care.

 Home health care collaborates with other agencies, including hospice care, for durable

medical equipment needs, for care to be holistic, and for referrals for additional services to

meet client needs. Both services must be certified by the primary care provider.
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10. Funding Sources for Home Health and Hospice Care.

 Since both home health care and hospice services must be certified by a primary care

provider for reimbursement purposes, they fall under the domain of the primary care

provider. Clients and families may contract independently for services, which means they can

select which agency they want to deliver their services; but if services are not certified by a

provider, the client or family must pay out of pocket. For some programs, clients may self-

refer or the community health nurse may refer individual or families for services and in these

situations, it is between the nurse and the client, not a third party, to determine if services will

be delivered.

 Medicare provides for about 52% of current home health client services and 80% of hospice

client services. Medicaid pays for about 20% of home health care services and 7% of hospice

services provided to clients. Another 17% of home health care services were reimbursed by

private insurance. Both home health care and hospice services had expenditures that doubled

in recent years and costs are expected to increase.

11. Evaluative Criteria for Home Health and Hospice Care Services.

 Evaluation of home visiting services examines the care outcomes at both the individual and

the aggregate level. One type of report is derived from the OASIS documentation system,

which permits home care agencies to assess their care relative to that provided by other home

care agencies. Two types of reports are generated by this system: the Outcome- Based

Quality Monitoring system, which provides information on the types and frequency of

adverse events experienced by clients, and the Outcome- Based Quality Improvement report,

which assesses the outcomes of care across clients using specific health indicators. The final

type of report generated by the OASIS system is the Case Mix report, which provides

information on the types of clients served by the agency.

 Another type of evaluation system is the Health Plan Employer Data and Information Set,

which rates managed care organizations and provides purchasers with information needed to

select a health care plan. Finally, home health agencies should evaluate the clients level of

satisfaction with the care provided. Features to evaluate include indicators of good-quality

and poor-quality care, ability to maintain independence and preserve dignity, decreasing

emotional stress, provision of social support, facilitation of the learning of new skills, and

assistance with navigating through complex health care systems.
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Topic : Care Of Clients In Official And Voluntary Health Agencies

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Discuss the legal and regulatory parameters of nursing in official health agencies.

 Describe the core functions and essential services of local health departments.

 Discuss educational preparation for nursing in official health agencies.

 Discuss the core competencies of the public health work force as they relate to nursing in

official health agencies.

 Analyze community nursing diagnoses as they relate to nursing in official health agencies.

 Analyze the role of the community health nurse in carrying out the core functions and

essential services in local health departments.

 Define faith community nursing.

 Describe the philosophy of nursing in a faith-based community.

 Describe the scope and standards of nursing in a faith-based community.

 Differentiate among models for nursing in a faith-based community.

 Describe the roles and functions of community health nurses in a faith-based community.

Definition/Overview:

Faith Community: An organization of families and individuals who share common values,

beliefs, religious doctrine, and faith practices that influence their lives

Faith Community Nurses: Registered nurses (RNs) with a significant personal religious

history who join a church staff, either as volunteers or in paid positions, full- or part-time,

and provide services that focus on the intersection of health, faith, and spirituality

Health Ministry: Purposeful activity designed to help people in a faith congregation and

surrounding community to achieve an optimal level of whole person health

Parish Nursing:A health promotion, disease prevention role based on the care of the whole

person a professional model of health ministry using a registered nurse

Public Health Nurse (PHN): In some states, a legal term that designates a registered nurse

who meets specific educational requirements for state certification for aggregate-level

practice (including a minimum of a baccalaureate degree in nursing)

Whole Person Health: A holistic concept that conceives of health as an integration of

physical, psychological, social, and spiritual well-being
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Key Points:

1.The Legal and Regulatory Parameters of Nursing in Official Health Agencies.

 Community health nurses working in official health agencies derive their roles and activities

from federal or state legislative mandates or local ordinances with the ultimate purpose of

protecting the health of the public. Under the auspice of official health agencies, community

health nurses are charged with protecting the public. Examples of protective intervention

include protection from communicable diseases by investigating reports of communicable

diseases, assuring the public that those with infectious diseases are removed from public

contact, and immunizing those at risk for exposure. Community health nurses also ensure that

other health-related regulations are adhered to.

2.The Core Functions and Essential Services of Local Health Departments.

 The core functions of local health departments include assessment, policy development, and

assurance.

 Public health agencies are expected to regularly collect health-related information through

on-going surveillance, and assemble, analyze, and make available information on the health

of the community. This assessment function includes monitoring the communitys health

status, identifying community health needs, and diagnosing and investigating health problems

and health hazards in the community.

 Public health agencies serve as advocates and encourage the development of local, state, and

national policies conducive to population health through political action and planning. This

includes informing, educating, and empowering people regarding health issues, mobilizing

community partnerships to identify and solve health problems, and developing policies and

plans that support individual and community health efforts.

 The public health sector serves its clients by assuring the availability of and access to health

care services essential to sustaining and improving the health of the population.

 The basic obligations of official health agencies are preventing epidemics and the spread of

disease, protecting the public against environmental hazards, preventing injuries, promoting

healthy behaviors and mental health, responding to disasters and aiding communities to

recover from their effects, and ensuring the quality and accessibility of health services.

 Ten essential services have been identified to address the obligations and core functions of

public health: monitor health status to identify community health problems; diagnose and

investigate health problems and health hazards in the community; inform, educate, and

empower people about health issues; mobilize community partnerships to identify and solve
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health problems; develop policies and plans that support individual and community health

efforts; enforce laws and regulations that protect health and ensure safety; link people to

needed personal health services and ensure the provision of health care when otherwise

unavailable; ensure a competent public health and personal health workforce; evaluate

effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and population based health services; and

research for new insights and innovative solutions to health problems.

3.Educational Preparation for Nursing in Official Health Agencies.

 In some jurisdictions, Public health nurse is a legal title that designates a registered nurse who

meets specific educational requirements for state certification for aggregate-level practice.

Educational preparation may differ slightly from one country to another, but the basic

education includes a baccalaureate degree and PHN certification in some states. Certification

is often based on demonstration of specific skills and competencies such as knowledge of

physical, mental, and developmental assessment; surveillance and epidemiology; health

promotion, health education, and disease prevention; multicultural health care; and research

and statistics in a population-based practice with additional supervised clinical experiences

varying in length of time.

 Additional education may be needed in legal and financial issues, family violence, case

management, and emergency preparedness and response.

4. The Core Competencies of the Public Health Workforce

 Core competencies for the public health workforce include: research and analytic skills to

collect, analyze, and interpret community health data; communication skills related to

presentation, advocacy, and leadership; policy development and program planning skills;

skills derived from basic public health sciences; cultural skills; financial planning and

management skills; and teaching skills.

5.Community Nursing Diagnoses

 Community health nurses in official health departments have been found to address 65

nursing diagnoses contained in the NANDA diagnoses. These diagnoses most often address

care of individuals and families. Six population-based community nursing outcomes included

in NOC have been tested for their applicability to nursing in official public health agencies.

These outcomes (which would result from care directed to community level nursing

diagnoses) include: community competence, community health status, community health:
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immunity, community risk control: chronic disease, community risk control: communicable

disease, and community risk control: lead exposure.

6.The Role of the Community Health Nurse in Core Functions and Essential Services in

Local Health Departments

 Community health nursing roles may be examined in relation to the essential services

provided by public health agencies and directed by the three core functions of assessment,

policy development, and assurance.

 With assessment, community health nurses conduct community assessments, collect data to

monitor the status of identified community health problems, identify assets and needs,

identify factors that contribute to community health problems, and identify community health

hazards and alert authorities.

 To fulfill the policy development service of informing, educating, and empowering people

about health issues, the community health nurse plans and implements health education

programs, develops and disseminates health-related messages to the public, and assists with

community organization and empowerment.

 Under the policy development function of mobilizing community partnerships to identify and

solve health problems, the community health nurse identifies key community members,

assists those members to articulate needs and plans to address them, and identifies potential

coalition members to address particular health issues.

 Within the third element of policy development, the community health nurse participates in

community health program planning based on identified needs, advocates for relevant and

culturally sensitive health care programs, and advocates for involvement of community

members in health program planning, implementation, and evaluation.

 Guided by the assurance function of enforcing laws and regulations that protect health and

ensure safety, the community health nurse identifies violations of health-related regulations

and informs appropriate authorities, and educates the public regarding health related

regulations.

 To fulfill the assurance function of linking people to health care services, the nurse makes

referrals for health care services as needed, and often provides direct health care services.

 Assurance entails assuring a competent public health and personal health workforce. The

nurse assists in the education of community health nurses and other health care professionals.

 Assurance also means to evaluate the effectiveness, accessibility, and quality of personal and

population-based health services. The community health nurse carries out this function by

participating in the planning and conduct of program evaluations to determine effectiveness,

accessibility, and quality of services.
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7.Faith Community Nursing

 A faith community is defined as an organization of families and individuals who share

common values, beliefs, religious doctrine, and faith practices that influence their lives.

 Some faith communities engage in health ministries, which is purposeful activity designed to

help people in the congregation and surrounding community to achieve an optimal level of

whole person health.

 Whole person health is a holistic concept that conceives of health as an integration of

physical, psychological, social, and spiritual well-being.

8.The Philosophy of Nursing in a Faith-Based Community.

 Faith community nursing is based on four philosophical premises: emphasis on the spiritual

dimension as well as other dimensions of health; integration of science with theology, and

combination of service with worship and nursing with pastoral care; the need for involvement

of the faith community in health and healing; and the centrality of spiritual health to

wellbeing, the coexistence of spiritual health with illness, and the possibility of healing in the

absence of cure.

9.The Scope and Standards of Nursing in a Faith-based Community.

 The standards of professional nursing practice in a faith-based community address the quality

of care, performance appraisal, education for competent practice, collegiality, ethics,

collaboration, research, and resource utilization.

 The standards of care reflect the nursing process: assessment, diagnosis, outcome

identification, planning, implementation, and evaluation.

10. Models for Nursing in a Faith-based Community

 Faith-based nursing may be provided using a variety of models. Models may be differentiated

on the basis of financial arrangements or focus of services. Financial arrangement models

include those in which faith-based nurses are paid employees or volunteers.

 Three focus-of-service models have been identified that categorize the approaches to faith-

based nursing services: the mission-ministry model, where the focus is on a ministry of

reconciliation, health, healing, wholeness, and discipleship; the marketplace model, where

services are provided to members of a faith community by professional employees of a health

care agency or organization who may or may not be members of a congregation; and the

access models, which are political in nature and focus on advocacy for underserved
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populations where the nurse serves as a catalyst and social change agent to promote access to

needed health care services.

11. The Roles and Functions of Community Health Nurses in a Faith-Based

Community.

 The roles and functions of faith-based community nurses are dictated by the needs of the faith

communities they serve. Five roles have been identified: health educator, personal health

counselor, referral agent, coordinator of volunteers, and developer of support groups. Two

additional roles are integrator of faith and health and health advocate.

 Additional responsibilities have been listed that focus on specific categories of services

delivered by faith community nurses: basic physiologic care, behavioral care, safety, family

care, health system-related care, and community care.

 Roles for faith-based community nurses are similar to those of community health nurses, but

have unique features such as the population served, the collaborative relationship with God

and with individuals in the faith community, the emphasis on working with volunteers, the

important role in end-of-life care, and grant writing emphasis.

Topic : Care Of Clients In The School Setting

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Identify the overall goal of a school health program.

 Describe the components of a coordinated school health program.

 Describe considerations in assessing biophysical, psychological, physical environmental,

sociocultural, behavioral, and health system factors influencing the health of the school

population.

 Identify areas of emphasis in primary prevention in the school setting.

 Describe the facets of secondary prevention in the school setting.

 Describe areas of emphasis in tertiary prevention in the school setting.

Definition/Overview:

Affective Learning: Development of attitudes toward health and health behaviors that foster

a healthy lifestyle.

Cognitive Learning: Acquisition of facts and information.
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Mainstreaming:The practice of placing children with serious illnesses or handicapping

conditions in regular school settings and classrooms.

School Health Program: All the strategies, activities, and services offered by, in, or in

association with schools that are designed to promote students physical, emotional, and social

development

School Nurse Credential Program: A non-degree program offered in an institution of

higher learning that meets state requirements for educating school nurses.

School Nursing:A specialized practice of professional nursing that advances the well-being,

academic success, and life-long achievement of students.

School-Based Health Center(SBHC): A program of health and social services provided in a

school setting and designed to ensure access to necessary services.

School-Linked Health Services: An innovative system of delivering services in which

community agencies and school collaborate to provide a variety of health and social services

to children and their families at or near school sites.

Key Points:

1.The Overall Goal of a School Health Program

 Over 45 million children attend schools in the United States. With students averaging 6 or

more hours in those schools every day, it is significant that health factors can influence ones

ability to learn and that education can affect ones ability to engage in healthful behaviors.

 A school health program is defined as all the strategies, activities, and services offered by, in,

or in association with schools that are designed to promote students physical, emotional, and

social development.

 The overall goal of a school health program is to ensure children reach their full academic

and health potential through health promotion, protection, and surveillance activities.

2. The Components of a Coordinated School Health Program

 Elements of a school health program include health services, health education, a healthy

environment, physical education, nutrition services, counseling, and psychological services,

staff health promotion, and parent and community involvement.

 The activities that support the health services components of a school health program include

assessment and screening, case finding, counseling, health promotion and illness prevention,

case management, remedial or rehabilitative services, specific nursing procedures, and

emergency care.
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 Health education is described as educating students for health awareness and healthful

behaviors using both cognitive and affective learning.

 The environmental component addresses the need for physical education, and nutritional

services such as a school lunch program, counseling and psychological services, and the

social environment of the school as well as the surrounding neighborhood and their effects on

the health of school-age children.

 Employee health provides assistance with health problems, reducing illness and absenteeism,

enhancing interest in health issues, and role-modeling healthy behaviors.

 The partnership component addresses the need to foster strong relationships among the

school members, the family, and the community, and is directed at enhancing the health of

the overall community.

3.Considerations in Assessing Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental,

Sociocultural, Behavioral, and Health System Factors Influencing the Health of the

School Population

 The six assessment considerations that are essential for the school nurse to have knowledge

of are biophysical, psychological, physical environment, sociocultural, behavioral, and health

system considerations.

 Biophysical considerations include age and maturation, genetics, physiologic function such as

obesity, asthma, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorders and immunization levels.

 Psychological considerations include the relationships of students and staff, the relationship

between the school and family, discipline practices of teachers, grading practices, and the

presence of mental illness.

 The physical environment includes the actual school building with its age and chemical and

safety hazards, the distance the school is from the community, the potential for spread of

disease in the facility, and the level of preparedness in the school setting for disaster events.

 Sociocultural considerations include culture and ethnicity, economic resources, legislation,

abuse and violence, and the potential for terrorism.

 Behavioral considerations include school attendance factors, physical and recreational

activities, diet and nutrition (including the adequacy of lunches brought from home and

quality of school lunches), substance use and abuse, safety practices, and gambling habits of

adolescents.

 Health system considerations include assessments at the individual and community levels,

such as the availability of health care services, the relationship between the school and the

health care community, the organizational structure for delivering health services in the
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school setting, and the availability of mental health services in the school setting as well as

the community.

4.Primary Prevention in the School Setting

 Primary interventions include immunization services, safety, exclusion from school, health

education, diet and nutrition, exercise, and illness prevention.

5.Facets of Secondary Prevention in the School Setting

 Secondary interventions include screening for existing health conditions, referral, counseling,

and treatment.

 The goal of screening is to detect disease as well as children with special needs that require

adjustment of the education program. Types of screening programs include dental screening,

vision screening, hematocrit screening, height and weight measurements, and screening for

scoliosis. School nurses recruit parents and volunteers to assist with screening and train them

to participate effectively. School nurses also need to interpret the results of screening tests

and inform parents of results.

 Referral may occur as a result of the screening process when the data are interpreted by the

nurse and discussed with parents. School nurses may also refer students or staff for care of

other health problems identified in the course of a nursing assessment of an individual child

or staff member.

 Counseling involves assisting students, families, and staff to make informed health decisions.

 Treatment can involve emergency care or medical management of minor illnesses, acute or

chronic conditions, physical therapy, or care of special needs children.

6.Tertiary Prevention in the School Setting

 There are five aspects of tertiary prevention: preventing the recurrence of acute problems,

preventing complications, fostering adjustment to chronic illness and handicapping

conditions, dealing with learning disabilities, and sustaining school-based health services.

Topic : Care Of Clients In Work Settings

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe advantages of providing health care in work settings.

 Identify types of health and safety hazards encountered in work settings.
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 Identify biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system factors that influence health in work settings.

 Describe spheres of social influence on the health of employees.

 Describe types of health care programs in work settings.

 Describe areas of emphasis in primary prevention in work settings.

 Describe major considerations in secondary prevention in work settings.

 Describe emphases in tertiary prevention in work settings.

Definition/Overview:

Company Wellness Policies: Statements of administrative commitment to employee health,

and expectations of employees related to health promotion and maintenance, to convey the

importance given to health issues.

Emotional Labor: The management of feeling to create a publicly observable facial and

bodily display (de Castro, Agnew, & Fitzgerald, 2004, p. 109) or the act of displaying the

appropriate emotion

Employee Assistance Program (EAP): A program within the occupational setting designed

to counsel employees with psychological problems and assist them in dealing with those

problems.

Ergonomics: The degree of fit between the employee and the job performed.

Job Strain: The result of high job demands coupled with low ability to control demands and

low levels of social support.

Occupational Health Nursing: The specialty practice that focuses on promotion, protection,

and restoration of health within the context of a safe and healthy work environment. It

includes the prevention of adverse health effects from occupational and environmental

hazards. It provides for and delivers occupational and environmental health and safety

programs and services to clients.

Para-Occupational Exposure: Exposure of employees to hazardous substances, who in turn

expose their families (usually via contaminated clothing).

Post-Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP): Treatment for a communicable disease following

exposure to the infectious agent.

Presenteeism: The practice of working while ill.

Screening: Testing individual employees for indicators of disease or for risk factors that

increase the potential for disease.

Work Movement Index: The extent of bending, stooping, twisting, and extended reach

involved in a job.
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Key Points:

1.Advantages of Providing Health Care in Work Settings

 With nearly two thirds of the U.S. population over 16 years of age working, occupational or

employee health has provided another focus for nurses to influence personal behaviors on and

off the job.

 Employers interest in promoting and maintaining employee health has increased as a result of

the effects of good health habits on productivity. With increasing costs of health insurance,

employer support for health programs has been shown to be cost-effective.

 Advantages of providing health care in work settings include the following: people spend a

significant amount of their time at work; employees are a captive audience; individuals in the

workforce may be at risk for a variety of health problems, and therefore motivated to

maintain their health to ensure their continued ability to work; health promotion in work

settings is efficient and cost-effective; health care services in the work setting may decrease

both the visible costs of poor health (sickness, absenteeism, and employee turnover) and

invisible costs related to low productivity, poor-quality work, poor customer services,

accidents, and legal claims related to illness and injury.

 The goal of occupational health services is to ensure that working adults reach and maintain

their full working potential through health promotion, protection, and surveillance activities.

2.Types of Health and Safety Hazards Encountered in Work Settings

 The types of health and safety hazards encountered in work settings include occupational

injuries such as musculoskeletal injuries, repetitive motion injuries, accidents, and chemical

and noise exposure; agricultural injuries such as exposure to noise, heavy equipment

accidents, and exposure to toxic chemicals; and occupational illnesses such as cancer,

asthma, reproductive hazards, exposure to neurotoxins, noise, and skin ailments from

chemicals.

3.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Factors that Influence Health in Work Settings

 Biophysical considerations include the age of the employee with young adults having higher

risks for injuries and older workers being at risk for occupational deaths due to age and

preexisting conditions.

 Workplaces that employee more females of childbearing age may need to provide prenatal

care or contraceptive services and monitor the workplace for toxic or physical hazards.
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 Elements of physiologic function address the extent of injury and illness suffered by a

population as well as their immunization levels. Occupational illnesses and work-related

asthma may need to be monitored and assessed.

 Psychological considerations relating to workplace health are stress in the workplace and

mental health and illness.

 Two models that explore the relationship between stress and health effects on the job are the

job strain model, which states that job strain is the result of high job demands coupled with

low ability to control demands and low levels of social support, and the effort-reward

imbalance model, which states that job stress results from an imbalance between ones

perceived work effort and the rewards received.

 Another psychological consideration is mental health and illness in the work setting,

especially depression, which can be a major risk factor for heart disease and other physical

health conditions, as well as increasing health care costs to employer and employee.

 Physical environmental factors affecting workers health include physical hazards such as

noise, lifting requirements, and equipment; chemical hazards such as toxins, lead, and heavy

metals; electrical and magnetic field hazards; and exposure to metallic compounds, allergens,

and molds.

 Sociocultural considerations include those aspects of the social work environment that either

positively or negatively affect the health status of workers, such as the quality of social

interactions, attitudes toward work and health, and the presence or absence of racial tensions

or other tensions.

 Four major areas of sociocultural assessment include the effects of policy and legislation, the

interactive effects of work and family life, workplace violence, and other sociocultural

factors.

 Behavioral factors that affect workplace health include the type of work performed,

consumption patterns, patterns of rest and exercise, and use of safety devices.

 Health system factors that the nurse must consider are the types of services used and the

reasons for and appropriateness of their use, the availability of services, and the availability

of health insurance.

4.Spheres of Social Influence and their Effect on the Health of Employees.

 The four spheres of social influence include the health related behaviors of employees; the

influence of coworkers on health; the influence of managements attitudes toward health and

health-related policies and enforcement; and the influence of legal, social, and political

actions on the health of employees.
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5.Types of Health Care Programs in Work Settings.

 The types of health care programs in work settings are described as internal health care

systems, which typically include toxic exposure programs, health promotion programs,

comprehensive programs, and family care programs.

 Toxic exposure programs are OSHA regulated and consist of two types: control programs or

elimination programs.

 Control programs address engineering controls, work practice controls, and use of safety

equipment or devices. The nurse may advocate on behalf of employees to make sure that

employers comply with OSHA regulations.

 The goal of health promotion programs is to limit hospitalizations and acute care expenses

through education about improper body mechanics and other practices and development of

company health policies.

 The nurse has a variety of options and opportunities in employee health promotion programs,

such as programs that are either illness oriented or wellness oriented.

 Comprehensive programs incorporate a wellness approach through awareness of stress and

stress management techniques, lifestyle changes such as exercise programs, and changes in

environmental conditions to promote better health. Comprehensive programs address health

problems encountered by employees beyond those strictly related to work. Nurses have an

opportunity to offer stress or weight reduction classes or advocate for yoga and massage

services to employees.

 Family care responds to the premise that families and children are important to the

productivity of the worker and may offer on-site child or elder care programs on-site, or

counseling services.

 The internal system of care interfaces with the external community health care system to

address health care needs that cannot be met by the internal system.

6.Primary Prevention in Work Settings.

 Primary prevention includes health promotion, illness prevention, injury prevention, and

violence prevention in the work setting.

 Health promotion programs may focus on changing employee behavior or on creating

conditions in the work environment that promote health. Specific initiatives may include

employee education or the development of policies (and possibly facilities) that support

health and a healthful environment. Providing prenatal care for pregnant employees is

another example of health promotion in the work setting.
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 Illness prevention services may include immunization, risk factor modification, post-

exposure prophylaxis and stress reduction/management initiatives.

 Injury prevention is often regulated by NIOSH workplace safety policies. Nurses may be

responsible for monitoring hazardous conditions in the workplace or for planning and

conducting environmental testing for hazardous levels of chemicals. Nurses may provide

safety education for employees, make provisions for adequate safety equipment, develop

policies and procedures that prevent injury, modify or eliminate injury risk factors in the

work setting, and develop adequate management support for injury prevention policies and

procedures.

 Workplace violence prevention addresses the following elements: administrative support for

violence prevention through policies and procedures for reporting violence or potential

violence, assessment of company history and rates of violence, determination of violence

patterns, and identification of workplace hazards that promote violence. The nurse is

responsible for modification of worksite environments that promote violence, installing of

security devices, development of processes and procedures for handling workplace violence

or potential for violence, development of reporting procedures, development of disciplinary

sanctions for violent behaviors in the work setting, and employee education on violence

prevention, anger management, and recognition of potentially violent situations.

7.Major Considerations in Secondary Prevention in Work Settings

 Secondary prevention strategies include screening and surveillance, treatment for existing

conditions, and emergency care.

 Screening and surveillance addresses the need for pre-employment screening, determination

of work capacity, recommendations regarding work conditions or accommodations, periodic

employee screening, periodic environmental screening programs, and reporting and

interpreting screening findings and making referrals for care or environmental modification

as needed.

 Nurses may be involved in treatment for existing conditions by providing direct services for

work-related illness or injury, providing immediate first aid, making referrals for medical

assistance, developing health care delivery programs that address a high prevalence problem

in the occupational setting, advocating for adequate employee health insurance coverage, and

advocating for accessible internal or external health care services to meet employee health

needs.

 Emergency care provides on-site services for psychological and physical emergencies.

Nurses may provide direct services to address coworkers responses to homicide, suicide, and

sexual assault, as well as referrals. Nurses respond to accidents and render aid for medical
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conditions such as worker heart attacks, strokes, seizure disorders, and insulin reactions.

Nurses may also assist in the development of individual and disaster emergency response

plans for the work setting, respond to individual physical or emotional emergencies, make

referrals for continued treatment, respond to care needs in an occupational disaster, and

evaluate the health effects of occupational disasters.

8.Tertiary Prevention in Work Settings

 Tertiary prevention in the work setting is directed toward preventing the spread of

communicable diseases, preventing the recurrence of other acute conditions, preventing

complications of chronic conditions, and assessing fitness to return to work.

 The nurse is involved in the prevention of the spread of communicable diseases by providing

employee immunization programs and providing education on infection control procedures.

 Prevention of the recurrence of other acute conditions requires the nurse to educate

employees to prevent recurrent health problems, and advocate for environmental

modification to prevent recurrent problems.

 Prevention of complications of chronic conditions means that the nurse must monitor

treatment effects and disease status, educate employees for disease self-management, and

ensure that modifications of the work environment are in place to accommodate limitations

due to disability.

 Finally, the nurse assesses an employees fitness to return to work by following up on workers

compensation claims, assessing the recovery status of an employee, and ensuring that

modifications of the work environment are in place to promote return to work for an injured

employee.

Topic : Care Of Clients In Urban And Rural Settings

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe various approaches to defining rural and urban.

 Describe barriers to effective health care in urban and rural areas.

 Identify differences in biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural,

behavioral, and health system factors as they affect health in urban and rural areas.

 Discuss differential effects of government policy on urban and rural community health.

 Discuss assessment of health needs in urban and rural settings.

 Describe goals for intervention in urban and rural settings.
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 Discuss approaches to evaluating the effectiveness of health care in rural and urban settings.

Definition/Overview:

Economies of Proximity: A decrease in the cost of public services in areas of greater

population density.

Frontier Areas:Areas with a population density of fewer than seven people per square mile.

Health Disparity Population: A population where there is a significant disparity in the

overall rate of disease incidence, prevalence, morbidity, mortality, or survival rates in the

population as compared to the health status of the general population

Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA): A geographic area, population group, or

medical facility that has been designated by the Secretary of the Department of Health and

Human Services as having a shortage of health professionals.

Medically Underserved Area (MUA): A county or group of contiguous counties, a group of

county or civil divisions or a group of urban census tracts in which residents have a shortage

of personal health services

Medically Underserved Populations (MUPs): Groups of people who face economic,

cultural, or linguistic barriers to health care

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) a county or group of contiguous counties that contain

at least one urbanized area of 50,000 or more population

Organized Indigenous Caregiving (OIC): Strategies that involve the training of local

laypeople for specific provider extender roles.

Urbanization: The degree of urban (city-like) character of a particular geographic area

Key Points:

1.Approaches to Defining Rural and Urban

 Essential to understanding the importance that rural or urban settings have on population

health is the number of people affected by their geographical and residential locations.

Approximately 83% of the U.S. population lives in urban areas, and 30% live in cities with

populations of 5 million or more.

 Definitions for rural and urban have been used by various organizations or entities to capture

specific features. One approach that has been used is that of the U.S. Census Bureau, which

defines areas as rural, urban clusters, or urbanized.

 Another approach is the U.S. Department of Agricultures which defines urban regions in

terms of three categories of metropolitan counties based on population size; rural regions are

classified as non-metropolitan based on eight population size continuum classifications.
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 The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) system classifies areas based on population as

metropolitan counties (large, medium, and small) and non-metropolitan counties

(micropolitan and non-micropolitan).

 The MontanaState Universityrurality index uses a person-based approach to defining rurality

as an index for an individual resident based on the population density of the county and the

distance to the nearest emergency services for both urban and rural classifications.

2.Barriers to Effective Health Care in Urban and Rural Areas

 Barriers to effective health care in urban and rural areas can be categorized into provider,

scope of practice, types of health care services available, proximity to health care resources,

beliefs and health beliefs, and economic or financial resources.

3.Differences in Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural,

Behavioral, and Health System Factors Affecting Health in Urban and Rural areas

 Factors influencing the health status of rural and urban populations include compositional and

contextual factors. Compositional factors arise from the characteristics of the people who

compose the population in a given area. Contextual factors are derived from the

characteristics unique to the rural or urban setting.

 A key term is health disparity population, which is defined as a population where there is a

significant disparity in the overall rate of disease incidence, prevalence, morbidity, mortality,

or survival rates in the population compared to the health status of the general population.

 Biophysical factors include differences in age and aging distributions and the physical health

status of individuals living in rural and urban settings. Rural populations tend to have more

elderly people because people in rural areas are growing older, younger people are moving

out of rural areas, and older people are returning to rural areas to retire. Age disparities are

associated with different patterns of disease prevalence. Differences in physical health

between rural and urban settings include differences in stress levels, higher rates of premature

mortality in rural areas, higher rates of COPD and cancer in urban areas, higher rates of

accident mortality in rural areas, and higher rates of dental problems, diabetes, and obesity in

rural regions.

 Psychological factors include higher rates of fire-arm related suicide mortality in rural areas

due to a rural cultural value on self-reliance, travel to and availability of mental health

services, and social stigma of mental illness. The community health nurses role for both areas

includes advocating with providers to increase diagnosis and effective treatment of mental

illness.
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 Physical environmental factors include differences between the built and natural

environment. The built environment consists of buildings, spaces, and products created or

modified significantly from their natural state by people. The natural environment involves

natural features of the area, including plants and animal life, and terrain. Examples of urban

built environments impacting health include noise exposure, overcrowding, and

environmental pollutants. Examples of the natural environment that may affect health risks

include specific plants and animals that are vectors of disease, sources of allergens, and

weather conditions that can diminish access to health facilities or the ability to receive home

care services. Community health nurses in urban areas can advocate for planned development

that promotes physical activity, and in rural areas, the nurse can advocate for increased access

to needed transportation services or safety of road systems.

 Sociocultural considerations include differences in social values and conditions, economic

issues, cultural factors, occupational factors, and health knowledge and values that are

different for each area and that affect health. Rural cultures are described as high context

cultures in which they value sustained relationships, whereas urban cultures may be low-

context cultures resulting from social isolation, greater mobility, and high turnover in friends

and coworkers. Yet, rural elderly populations tend to experience more social isolation as a

result of transportation and distance situations. Rural cultures may also have a sense of self-

reliance that rejects or hesitates to utilize or delays treatment from health care services.

Community health nurse roles include advocating for public assistance for low-income

families, addressing legislation affecting migrant workers, and joining advocacy groups to

address the inequities of workers compensation legislation in their states.

 Behavioral considerations include similar risk factors for diabetes and obesity but resulting

from different causal factors. Rural populations consume more fat and calories, have limited

access to nutritionists or weight control programs, use different meal patterns, and tend to use

tobacco and alcohol at higher rates than urban populations. Urban populations may use

tobacco and alcohol, but have higher use rates for drugs. Rural populations tend to have 50%

less leisure time physical activity, less physical education in school curriculums, or less

access to exercise facilities. Rural populations are less likely to engage in the use of

complementary or alternative medicines or to engage in health-promotive behaviors such as

immunizations for influenza and pneumonia or routine pap tests.

 Health system considerations include limited access, narrower scope of practice, limited

resources, and higher costs for health care in rural regions, which can create health

professional shortage areas and medically underserved areas or populations. A key solution to

health care disparities is the use of organized indigenous care-giving strategies, which

involves training local laypeople for specific provider extender roles.
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4.Differential Effects of Government Policy on Urban and Rural Community Health

 The effects of governmental policies on urban and rural health include incentives that direct

health care providers to specialize in care of specific populations, identification and labeling

of medically underserved areas, funding for rural health care through such legislation as the

Rural Health Services Act or the Migrant Health Program, and funding improvements for

road services in rural areas.

5.Assessment of Health Needs in Urban and Rural Settings

 Assessment of rural and urban health needs begins with collection and interpretation of data

from numerous local, state, and national sources. Valuable information can also be obtained

from census data and voluntary organizations that monitor the health of rural populations.

6.Goals for Intervention in Urban and Rural Settings

 Goals designed for interventions may differ between rural and urban settings, but can be

generally summed up as including the following measures: increase access to health care

services and decrease barriers to their use, eliminate or modify environmental risk factors,

modify social conditions that adversely affect health, increase clients abilities to make

informed health decisions, develop systems of care that are population appropriate, and

develop equitable health care policies that address the diverse needs of urban and rural

populations.

 Key to the success of intervention goals is using the appropriate model of care for each

setting that may direct the type of intervention or strategy developed. An example is the use

of school-based clinics in urban areas and the use of parish or locally based nursing services

for rural areas.

7.Approaches to Evaluating the Effectiveness of Health Care in Rural and Urban

Settings

 Evaluating the effectiveness of health care can begin with examining the national health

objectives and the priority areas delineated in the Rural Healthy People 2010 objectives.

Nurses must also be aware of the similarities and differences for rural and urban health

evaluation strategies.
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Topic : Care Of Clients In Correctional Settings

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Discuss the impetus for providing health care in correctional settings.

 Differentiate between basic and advanced nursing practice in correctional settings.

 Describe biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system factors that influence health in correctional settings.

 Identify major aspects of primary prevention in correctional settings.

 Describe approaches to secondary prevention in correctional settings.

 Discuss considerations in tertiary prevention in correctional settings.

Definition/Overview:

Detainees: People who have not yet been convicted of a crime but are detained pending a

trial either because they cannot pay the set bail or because no bail has been set

Diversion: The practice of moving mentally ill or substance-abusing offenders from the

criminal justice system and placing them in treatment facilities

Forensic Nurses: professional nurses who deliver health care to institutionalized populations

in prisons, or to forensic patients in psychiatric facilities

Jail: Municipal or county facility that houses both convicted inmates and detainees

Juvenile Detention Facilities: Facilities for children and adolescents convicted of crimes

and those who are awaiting trial but cannot be released into the custody of a responsible adult

Lockdown: The practice of locking inmates in their cells at times when they would

ordinarily have greater freedom to come and go throughout the facility, usually in response to

a security incident or to permit a search for contraband items (drugs, alcohol, weapons) or a

search and seizure procedure

Lockup: A temporary holding facility in which inmates are placed prior to transportation to a

jail or other facility
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Medical Parole: The release of a seriously ill or disabled inmate back into the community to

receive needed health care services from community agencies and, often, to permit time with

family members

Parolee: An adult released from a correctional system to community supervision after

serving all or part of his or her sentence

Prisons: State and federal facilities that house persons convicted of crimes, usually those

sentenced for longer than one year

Probationer: An adult offender who has been remanded to community-based supervision,

often as an alternative to incarceration

Recidivism: Re-arrest, re-incarceration, or frequent re-hospitalization

Re-Entry: In the correctional context, the process of leaving prison and returning to society

Search and Seizure: A search for contraband items (drugs, alcohol, weapons) in a

correctional setting

Key Points:

1.The Impetus for Providing Health Care in Correctional Settings

 On any given day, between 2 and 10 million people are either housed in or passing through

local, state, and federal correctional systems.

 Inmates are particularly vulnerable to all types of health problems; they are highly vulnerable

to exploitation as research subjects. Unlike any other population group, they have a

constitutional right to health care. Primary prevention in correctional settings is cost effective.

 Because of the environmental settings and behavioral factors, there is significant risk of

transmission of communicable diseases within the correctional setting and to the outside

community.

 In addition, the correctional setting predisposes inmates to social isolation, boredom, stress,

hostility, and depression.
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2.Basic and Advanced Nursing Practice in Correctional Settings.

 Basic nursing practice in a correctional setting focuses on care to individuals and families and

includes disease prevention and health promotion, recognition and treatment of disease and

injury, and counseling.

 Advanced nursing in correctional settings involves basic nursing practice as well as policy

formation and the development, implementation, and evaluation of care for groups of people.

Advanced practice may include supervision of the practice of others, advanced clinical

practice, management, and evaluation of the effects of correctional health care programs.

3.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Factors Influencing Health in Correctional Settings.

 Biophysical factors that affect health and the need for health care services in correctional

facilities include the age composition of the inmate population and age-related health

concerns, gender and ethnic composition, and existing acute and chronic physical health

problems, pregnancy, and immunization levels. Inmates tend to be 35 to 39 years of age, but

there are growing numbers of youth and elderly in U.S. correctional facilities. Each age group

has associated health risks, such as juvenile inmates having higher prevalence of physical and

mental health conditions and a history of substance abuse. Juveniles have different nutritional

needs and treatment requirements. Community health nurses may need to advocate for the

recommendations made by the American Academy of Pediatrics regarding incarcerated

youth. Women constitute 10% of the state and federal incarcerated population and 12% of the

local jail population. These numbers are increasing although the types of crimes may differ

than for men. This presents specific requirements to address their health care needs, such as

gynecological services, nutritional requirements, and mental health services. Nurses need to

recognize that men and women differ in their physical and emotional responses to

incarceration. Ethnic minority groups tend to be disproportionately represented in

correctional settings. Inmates enter correctional settings with existing conditions, or as a

result of the environmental conditions and behavioral patterns, stressors can exacerbate health

problems such as TB, hepatitis, HIV/AIDS, and MRSA, and a variety of chronic health

problems.

 Preexisting mental health conditions such as women and juveniles with PTSD and inmates

with psychiatric conditions, drug or alcohol abuse, or learning disabilities contribute to the

psychological factors that correctional nurses must address. Incarceration can exacerbate

existing mental health illness or create additional stressors increasing risks for suicide

attempts.
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 The physical environment for a correctional facility results in confined spaces, poor

ventilation, lack of temperature control, and unsanitary conditions.

 Sociocultural factors that may cause incarceration are homelessness and socioeconomic

conditions. Being incarcerated in a setting with its own correctional culture may create

opportunities for additional violence and abuse. Nurses need to balance health care needs in a

traditionally nontherapeutic setting with diligence for safety and security. Family

relationships are affected by incarceration especially for women with children. Separation

from family and children may contribute to additional stress. Nurses need to advocate for

parenting classes for incarcerated women.

 Nurses need to assess several behavioral factors that affect health and the need for health care

services in a correctional setting. Inmates tend to use more tobacco, alcohol, and drugs than

the general public. With limited distractions, inmates may increase these behaviors within the

correctional setting. Sexual behaviors prior to incarceration may influence behaviors in the

correctional setting with the added concern for increased consensual and nonconsensual

sexual activity as well as violence and risks for STD.

 Health system considerations include the adequacy of the correctional health care system, the

need for health promotion and illness prevention services, medical and dental services,

mental health services, and emergency response capabilities. Correctional facilities may

provide in-house services with staff employed by the facility or contract with other provider

agencies for needed services. Minimal screening services provided at any correctional facility

include screening for evidence of infectious disease, existing health problems, current

medications, evidence of disability or limitations, and suicide risk.

4.Major Aspects of Primary Prevention in Correctional Settings

 Primary prevention services in a correctional setting include health promotion services such

as assessment of nutritional status, advocacy of exercise and rest, health education for self-

care and risk factor modification, and prenatal care for pregnant inmates or contraception.

 Illness prevention services include preventing communicable diseases, beginning with

screening for TB and administering TB medications; assessing an inmates risk for suicide;

and advocating and providing for violence prevention activities.

 Primary prevention may also include advocacy for the availability of health promotion and

illness/injury prevention services.

5.Approaches to Secondary Prevention in Correctional Settings

 Secondary prevention activities include screening, diagnosis, and treatment.
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 Screening has three purposes: identify and address the health needs of inmates such as

pregnancy or acute or chronic illness, promote early identification of key problems such as

suicide risk factors, and identify and isolate potentially communicable inmates such as

individuals with hepatitis, TB, STDs, or HIV/AIDS. Screening may also include identifying

pre-existing mental illness, and specialized screening for conditions such as diabetes, or

hypertension.

 Diagnostic services include addressing existing health, mental health, and medical or dental

needs. 4. Once screening and diagnostic services identify health needs of inmates, treatment

begins with medications for existing conditions, infectious diseases such as TB or HIV, and

medical treatment for chronic health conditions, mental illness, or substance abuse. Treatment

also includes emergency care services and provisions for disaster care.

6.Considerations in Tertiary Prevention in Correctional Settings.

 Tertiary prevention in correctional settings includes long-term care planning, reentry

planning, and end-of-life care.

 Nurses must plan for the care of elderly inmates and those with chronic conditions or

disabilities, which may require transfer to facilities that can accommodate their health needs

such as specialized hospice units or facilities with assisted living capabilities. Long-term care

planning also includes providing for assistance by a personal care attendant, adult day care

services, making provisions of home care in the general population, and monitoring treatment

compliance.

 Reentry is defined as the process of leaving prison and returning to society. Reentry planning

takes into consideration risks to the community for spread of communicable disease and is

based on individualized needs assessments for health care and social and financial resources.

Reentry as tertiary prevention foci includes: development of systematic discharge protocols,

development of an individual discharge plan and assistance with family reintegration as

needed, provision for continuity of health care, arrangement for a supply of necessary

medications on discharge, arrangement for health insurance coverage, and advocacy for

prerelease planning, community

 infrastructure to support reentry, and civil rights of released inmates.

 End-of-life care issues are similar to, but may be more complicated than, those outside

prison. Nurses may need to assist with advanced directives, advocate adherence to advance

directives, and consider referral for hospice services or compassionate release. Additionally,

end-of-life care can mean addressing psychological issues and stressors associated with death

sentences, and advocacy for medical parole and arrangements for follow-up care.

 In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
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Care Of Clients In Disaster Settings
Communicable Diseases
Chronic Physical Health Problems
Community Mental Health Problems
Substance Abuse
Societal Violence

Topic : Care Of Clients In Disaster Settings

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe ways in which disaster events may vary.

 Describe the elements of a disaster.

 Describe two aspects of disaster-related assessment.

 Identify biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system considerations to be assessed in relation to a disaster.

 Describe two aspects of primary prevention related to disasters.

 Discuss the principles of community disaster preparedness.

 Identify the component elements of an effective disaster response plan.

 Describe the role of community health nurses in primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention

related to disaster situations.

Definition/Overview:

Community Resource Maps: Maps that indicate the locations of community resources

likely to be needed to address community needs, often used in the context of community

disaster planning.

Community Risk Maps: Maps that pinpoint the locations of disaster risks within the

community.

Disaster: An occurrence, either natural or human-caused, that causes human suffering and

creates human needs that victims cannot alleviate without assistance.

Disaster Preparedness: Defined by WHO as the set of measures that ensure the organized

mobilization of personnel, funds, equipment, and supplies within a safe environment for

effective relief in the event of a disaster.

Early Warning Systems: Planned surveillance systems designed to alert health care

personnel of potential large-scale health problems resulting from a disaster.

Emergency: A serious, threatening event that falls within the coping abilities of the

individual, family, or community.
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Human-Caused Or Technological Disasters: Complex emergencies, technological

disasters, material sources, and other disasters not caused by natural hazards.

Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs): Persons who are forced by a disaster to leave their

homes and who relocate in another part of their own country.

Logistical Coordination: The coordination of attempts to procure, maintain, and transport

needed materials.

Mitigation: Action taken to prevent or reduce the harmful effects of a disaster on human

health or property.

Pandemics: Epidemics that affect major segments of the world.

Pre-Impact Mobilization: Action aimed at averting a disaster or minimizing its effects.

Reconstitution: A sub-stage of recovery after a disaster event that occurs when the life of the

community has returned, as far as possible, to normal.

Reconstruction:A sub-stage of recovery after a disaster event that involves the rebuilding

and reordering of the physical and social environments.

Rescue Chains: The logistical component of emergency health services in a disaster event;

reflect plans for moving injured persons to appropriate health care facilities.

Restoration: a sub-stage of recovery after a disaster event that involves the reestablishment

of a basic way of life and occurs within the first six months of a disaster.

Syndromic Surveillance: A special form of early warning system in which data are collected

regarding specific clusters of symptoms or syndromes from a variety of sources.

Triage: The process of sorting casualties on the basis of urgency and their potential for

survival to determine priorities for treatment, evacuation, and transportation.

Vulnerability Assessment: Pre-disaster identification of groups within the population who

would be particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of a disaster.

Key Points:

1.Ways in which Disaster Events may Vary

 A disaster can be a natural or man-made situation that results in human suffering and creates

human needs that victims cannot alleviate without assistance.

 An emergency is a serious threatening event that falls within the coping abilities of the

individual, family, or community.

 Disasters vary based on such characteristics as frequency, predictability, preventability,

imminence, duration, and extent of their effects.

 Certain regions of the United States and the world experience disasters more frequently; as a

result, people in those areas may be more knowledgeable of preparedness activities.
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 Some disasters are more predictable, such as rivers flooding or snow blizzards in northern

regions. Other types of disasters may not be anticipated or predictable, such as chemical spills

or explosions. Certain disasters are more easily preventable, such as rerouting waterways or

building dams to prevent flooding disasters.

 Disasters can also vary according to their imminence; with respect to their speed of

occurrence. Advanced warning, when possible, can minimize the impact of the event.

 Disasters can vary according to their overall impact and their destructive potential with some

having limited geographical scope affecting only small numbers of people and other disasters

affecting large areas and great numbers of people.

2.The Elements of a Disaster

 Disasters have four main elements: the temporal element, the spatial element, the role

element, and the effects element.

 The temporal element describes the stages of disaster response beginning with the non-

disaster/inter-disaster stage. Activities that correspond with this stage include: identification

of potential disaster risks and mapping their locations; conducting a vulnerability analysis of

groups within the population that may be particularly vulnerable; developing a resource

capability inventory and assessing stockpiling capabilities; and developing primary

prevention strategies for preparedness and mitigation as well as public and professional

education.

 The pre-disaster stage is described as when a disaster event is imminent but has not yet

occurred. Crucial to this stage are effective warning systems, pre-impact mobilization

(actions aimed at averting the disaster) and evacuation activities.

 At the impact stage, the disaster event has occurred. At this point, a damage inventory and

injury assessment must be accomplished to determine the immediate needs of the community.

 The emergency stage focuses on saving lives through search and rescue efforts, first aid,

relief assistance, restoring communication and transportation routes for needed supplies and

communication of needs. An overall public health surveillance must be conducted to

determine potential infectious disease exposures and mental health problems that may arise.

 The recovery stage describes activities directed at returning equilibrium to a community

through restoration of the communitys functional capabilities, reconstruction of physical and

social environments, reuniting families that became separated, reconstitution of some sense

of normalcy, and mitigation activities aimed at preventing subsequent disasters.

 The spatial element refers to the extent of the effects of a disaster on specific geographic

regions, which includes the area of total impact (where the most severe effects of the disaster

occurred), the area of partial impact where there is some evidence but less magnitude of
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effects from the disaster, and outside areas that may not be directly affected but may be a

source of assistance in response to the disaster.

 The role element describes the two basic roles for people: the victim and the helper. Disaster

victims have six levels. Primary victims are those who experience maximum exposure to the

disaster event. Secondary victims are affected indirectly as friends and family members of

primary victims. Third-level victims include the first responders and health care professionals

involved in rescue and recovery efforts. Fourth through sixth level victims are affected

vicariously as a result of the disaster or the responses of the primary victims. Refugees and

internally displaced persons are special categories of primary victims. The helper role

includes rescue and recovery personnel as well as other community members who may be

exposed to post-disaster stresses or injury.

 The effects element distinguishes between primary or direct effects and those secondary or

indirect effects resulting from a disaster event. Primary effects may be more obvious such as

death, injury, and destruction of property. Secondary effects may not be as evident and

include malnutrition and psychological distress that may arise.

3.Aspects of Disaster-related Assessment

 Disaster-related assessments begin with a pre-disaster risk and capacity assessment, followed

by a post-disaster rapid assessment.

 For a pre-disaster risk assessment, community health nurses may utilize community risk

maps to identify potential disaster risks in a community from industry activities, civil unrest,

or forecastable situations likely to cause a disaster.

 Assessment of response capability examines the attitudes of community members toward

disaster preparedness, the actual extent to which individuals or families are prepared,

emergency routes, and community resources that can affect preparedness. Capacity

assessment may employ creation of community resource maps of resources that can be

brought to bear in response to a disaster situation.

 Community health nurses may be key responders to assess the extent of health-related

disaster effects such as deaths, injuries, and potential illnesses.

4.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Considerations to be Assessed in Relation to a Disaster.

 Biophysical factors that affect the forecasting of potential disasters include awareness of

groups of individuals more vulnerable in the event of disaster, such as the very young and the

elderly in an influenza epidemic, people closest to a chemical plant in the event of an
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explosion, or people with chronic medical conditions or illnesses. Physiologic responses to

disaster can result in death classified as direct deaths, indirect deaths, and disaster-related

natural deaths.

 Four psychological factors that influence the effects of a disaster on health include the

individuals perceived ability to remove him- or herself from direct impact of the event, a

persons prior experience in evacuation, individual decision making about evacuation, and

how disaster event information is disseminated that directly affects evacuation decisions.

Factors that influence a communitys response to a disaster include the occurrence of extreme

and widespread property damage, realization of serious and ongoing economic impact, extent

of death and traumatic injuries, and perception of human carelessness or intent as the cause of

the disaster.

 The community health nurse identifies the physical features in the environment that could

contribute to the occurrence of a disaster, such as flooding, heavy rain, geographical features

that contribute to isolation, or industries with explosive hazards. The nurse would also

evaluate features that inhibit or impair a communitys response to a disaster such as access to

shelters, sanitation and facilities for adequate hygiene, and environmental conditions that

imperil health during the disaster event.

 The community health nurse identifies social factors that can influence the way people

respond to a disaster or that might contribute to a disaster. Social features could be racial

tension or some type of community violence, such as terrorism. Poverty, power imbalances,

social or environmental injustice, and media coverage can either positively or negatively act

as a precursor to terrorism. Many other features of a community, such as language barriers,

social responses, social effects on specific groups, and cultural and occupational factors, can

affect a communitys susceptibility to a disaster or its ability to prepare or react effectively to

a disaster.

 Behavioral factors that apply to a communitys response or susceptibility to a disaster include

consumption patterns, leisure activities, and the extent of disaster preparedness among

members of the community. Individuals may be malnourished, which can affect their

survivability in the event of a disaster, or post-disaster; individuals may increase consumption

of alcohol, tobacco, or drugs as a result of stressors created by the disaster. Leisure activities

need to be considered as part of a community assessment if people are not prepared for

strenuous activity during a disaster. It is also important to consider groups that may have the

skills needed for search and rescue during and after a disaster.

 The community health nurse is involved in assessing the adequacy and availability of existing

health care services and facilities prior to a disaster, assisting with education of providers

about unusual diseases, and assessing the damage to facilities after a disaster.
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5.Aspects of Primary Prevention Related to Disasters

 Two aspects of primary prevention related to disasters include prevention of disasters and

minimizing the effects of a disaster. Prevention strategies include identifying and eliminating

factors that contribute to the effects of a disaster, such as building fortification or security

against terrorism, reporting employee behaviors that could create occupational hazards,

routing hazardous material transports away from densely populated regions, educating the

public, and immunizing against diseases that could pose bioterrorist threats. Disaster

minimization strategies can occur before, during, and after a disaster with public education

and training at the individual, neighborhood, and advanced level and immunizations being the

primary areas of focus.

6.The Principles of Community Disaster Preparedness

 Disaster preparedness is defined as the set of measures that ensure the organized mobilization

of personnel, funds, equipment, and supplies within a safe environment for effective relief.

There are two purposes for disaster preparedness: to limit morbidity and mortality and to

ensure that resources are available for effective response in the event of a disaster.

 Principles of disaster preparedness provide guidelines for effective planning.

 Disaster plans should be formulated based on flexibility, familiar procedures, and knowledge

of human behavior. Their success is grounded in being locally focused, enlisting support

from the community, and keeping responsibility based on position and not a particular

individual. Other principles for a disaster plan include ensuring provisions for casualties,

recognizing the need to care for the mental and physical health of the population, providing

for resource acquisition and management, disseminating the plans to the public, and using

disaster drills as a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the developed plan.

7.The Component Elements of an Effective Disaster Response Plan

 An effective disaster response plan should have a systematic mechanism for notifying the

person(s) who set the plan in motion. Once notified, the community needs a disaster warning

system, which is usually issued by local radio or television or some type of alarm system.

After a community is warned, there should be a control mechanism in place that includes

procedures, materials, and personnel needed to carry out the control measures specific to the

disaster, logistical coordination is used to procure, maintain, and transport needed materials.

An evacuation plan is necessary that identifies who is needed, what is needed, and how they

are notified. The plan must specify how search and rescue efforts are to be activated and by

whom.
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 A disaster plan should include protocols for immediate care of the injured, usually through

some triage system, and which individuals or what agencies will provide supportive care such

as food, water, and shelter. Recovery and evaluation are considered a component of tertiary

prevention, but must be addressed in any disaster plan.

8.The Role of Community Health Nurses in Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary

Prevention Related to Disaster Situations

 In a primary prevention role, nurses focus on disaster prevention and minimization of disaster

effects. Disaster prevention includes identification of contributing factors, political activism

to eliminate or modify risk factors, advocacy regarding identification of potential terrorist

targets, providing immunization services, and supervising shelter activities. Nurses involved

in minimizing disaster effects focus on communicating community disaster response plans to

the public, educating the public to support community-as-resource strategies, advocating for

the availability and use of PPE by disaster responders, educating responders on the use of

PPE, and initiating post-disaster immunization campaigns.

 Secondary prevention activities include immediate care and supportive care. Immediate care

includes triage and treatment of injuries. Supportive care focuses on shelter supervision,

surveillance and screening activities, and treatment of disease and injury or referral for care.

 Community health nurses role in tertiary prevention include providing follow-up care for

injuries, physical and psychological; assisting with recovery via referrals for services and

financial assistance; and preventing future disasters through advocacy and education.

Topic : Communicable Diseases

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe major trends in the incidence of communicable diseases.

 Identify the modes of transmission for communicable diseases.

 Describe the influence of biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural,

behavioral, and health system factors on communicable diseases.

 Analyze the potential effects of epidemics due to bioterrorist activity.

 Analyze the role of community health nurses in controlling communicable diseases as it

interfaces with those of other health professionals.

 Provide examples of approaches to primary prevention of communicable diseases.

 Describe major considerations in secondary prevention for communicable diseases.
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 Discuss tertiary prevention of communicable diseases.

Definition/Overview:

Anergy: An inability to react to antigens commonly used in tuberculosis skin testing due to

suppression of cellular immunity.

Chain of Infection: A series of events or conditions that lead to the development of a

particular communicable disease.

Co-Infection: A condition in which two diseases exist simultaneously in the same person.

Communicable Diseases: Diseases caused by pathogens that are transmitted directly or

indirectly from one person to another.

Contact Notification: The process of identifying persons who have been exposed to a

communicable disease, informing them of exposure, testing them for the particular disease,

and offering post-exposure prophylaxis to prevent them from becoming symptomatic and

exposing others.

Cross-Immunity:The conferral of immunity to one microorganism through the development

of immunity to a related disease-causing agent.

Directly Observed Therapy (DOT): A procedure in which a client takes his or her

medication in the presence of a nurse or other health care provider; commonly used in

treatment for TB.

Endemic Disease: Disease that demonstrates a consistent chain of transmission from person

to person for 12 months or more in a particular geographic area.

Epidemic: The occurrence of a great number of cases of a disease, far beyond what would

ordinarily be expected in a given population.

Immunity: A state of non-susceptibility to a disease or condition.

Incubation Period: The interval from exposure to an infectious organism to development of

the symptoms of the related communicable disease.

Infectious Diseases: Illnesses that result from the growth of pathogenic microorganisms in

the body.

Isolation: The process of limiting the movement and interactions of people who have a

communicable disease to prevent the spread of the disease to others.

Mass Screening:Screening an entire population regardless of the level of risk among

individuals.

Mode of Transmission: The means by which the infectious agent that causes a particular

disease is transferred from an infected person or animal to an uninfected one.

Nosocomial Infection: Disease spread as a result of exposure in a health care setting.
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Opportunistic Infections (OIs): Diseases caused by organisms that either do not usually

cause illness in humans or that usually cause only mild disease.

Outbreak: An increased number of cases of a disease in the population that does not

approach epidemic proportions.

Pro-dromal Period: The period between the appearance of the first symptoms of a

communicable disease and the appearance of the symptoms that typify the disease.

Quarantine: Restriction of the movements of healthy people who have been exposed to a

particular disease.

Selective Screening: Screening directed toward persons exhibiting risk factors for a

particular disease.

Social Distancing: Voluntarily limiting ones interactions with others in order to prevent

potential exposure to pathogenic microorganisms.

Super-infection:Exists when infection with hepatitis D occurs in a person with existing

chronic hepatitis B virus infection.

Zoonoses: Diseases that can be transmitted from animals to human beings

Key Points:

1.Major Trends in the Incidence of Communicable Diseases.

 Key terms important in understanding communicable diseases include endemic disease,

which is a disease that demonstrates a consistent chain of transmission from person to person

for 12 months or more in a particular geographical area; an epidemic, which involves the

occurrence of a great number of cases of a disease, beyond what is normally expected; and

disease outbreak, which is an increased number of cases in the population that does not

approach epidemic proportions.

 A number of major trends in the incidence of communicable disease have been noted. Of

significance is the eradication of smallpox, the near-eradication of poliomyelitis, and the

targeted eradication of rubella, measles, and dracunculiasis (Guinea worm disease). The

emphasis on vaccine-preventable diseases has shown significant results, greatly reducing

epidemic and endemic incidences of such diseases. Several other communicable diseases

have seen an increase in their incidence and prevalence such as HIV/AIDS, chlamydia, and

Rocky Mountain spotted fever. Other diseases have decreased in incidence and prevalence,

such as syphilis and hepatitis. Diseases that have noted fluctuations are tuberculosis,

influenza, and pneumococcal disease. A few diseases have emerged as a concern including

avian influenza and West Nile virus, and finally, there are diseases that continue to emerge or

reemerge such as methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA).
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2.The Modes of Transmission for Communicable Diseases

 The mode of transmission refers to the means by which the infectious agent or organism that

causes a disease is transferred from an infected person or animal to an uninfected one.

 Common modes of transmission include airborne transmission, fecaloral transmission, direct

contact, sexual transmission, transmission by direct inoculation, transmission by insect or

animal bite, and transmission by other means.

 Airborne transmission occurs when the infectious organism is present in the air and is inhaled

by a susceptible host during respiration. Examples of airborne disease include exanthems,

infections of the mouth and throat, and infections of the upper and lower respiratory system.

 Fecaloral transmission (gastrointestinal) occurs by direct or indirect inoculation of hands with

human feces containing an infectious organism such as salmonella, shigella, and botulism.

 Direct contact involves skin-to-skin contact or direct contact with mucous membrane

discharges between an infected person and another person. Typical diseases include

mononucleosis, impetigo, scabies, and lice.

 Sexual transmission is a subtype of direct contact that is specific to a category of diseases

transmitted by means of sexual intercourse, such as HIV/AIDS, gonorrhea, syphilis, genital

herpes, and hepatitis B, C, and D.

 Transmission by direct inoculation refers to when the infectious agent is introduced directly

into the bloodstream of the new host such as by transplacentally from mother to fetus,

contaminated needles, or transfusion, or splashing of contaminated body fluids to mucous

membranes.

 Infectious disease transmission can also occur from insect or animal bites such as mosquito

transmission of malaria and West Nile virus, rabies from warm-blooded animals, ticks that

transmit Lyme disease and Rocky Mountain spotted fever, and fleas that transmit plague.

 Other modes of transmission include contact with spores present in the soil or with inanimate

objects such as exposure to the bacillus that causes tetanus, which occurs through a dirty

puncture wound. Hookworm is an intestinal parasite that can infect humans through direct

contact with contaminated soil by walking barefoot or by ingesting contaminated soil.

3.The Influence of Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural,

Behavioral, and Health System Factors on Communicable Diseases

 Considerations that influence the development and effects of any communicable disease

include biophysical factors, which include age, gender, race/ethnicity, and physiologic health

status including immunity. Each of these factors can influence ones chances of exposure to

specific diseases.
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 Psychological considerations include the effects of stress, risk-taking behaviors, and

depression.

 The physical environment can impact the development of disease through poor sanitation,

overcrowding, climates with extreme winds and dust, contaminated waters, and regions with

infectious insects or animals.

 Sociocultural considerations that contribute to communicable disease risk factors include

poverty, poor nutrition, unemployment, homelessness, cultural beliefs, and gender

socialization.

 Behavioral considerations, which include diet, sexual activity, drug use, use of mosquito nets

or swimming in contaminated water, can increase ones risk of disease.

 A countrys health care system can impact or influence the course of communicable diseases

as well. Health care providers may fail or be unable to screen for diseases; they may fail to

recognize or diagnose certain diseases; or they may have certain attitudes about diseases that

can influence care.

4.The Potential Effects of Epidemics due to Bioterrorist Activity

 Epidemics related to bioterrorist activities are important because of the potential for

significant morbidity and mortality, the psychological and economic impacts on populations

and communities, the impact on production and transportation of foods and essential goods,

the burden placed on current health care systems, and the problem of inadequate facilities and

supplies needed to address widespread communicable disease incidence.

5.The Role of Community Health Nurses in Controlling Communicable Diseases

 Community health nurses provide a number of roles in controlling communicable diseases in

individual clients and in population groups. Using the nursing process, community health

nurses assess factors contributing to communicable diseases, identify the presence and extent

of communicable disease in individuals or populations, plan and implement control strategies

for communicable diseases, evaluate the effectiveness of communicable disease

interventions, conduct epidemiological research to identify factors contributing to disease,

and may also administer entire communicable disease programs.

 Roles specific to interfacing with other health professionals include receiving post-exposure

client referrals for contact information, identification, and notification; making referrals to

health care providers for post-exposure prophylaxis; and collaborating with environmental

specialists to address issues of food or water contamination.

6. Approaches to Primary Prevention of Communicable Diseases
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 The purpose of primary prevention interventions is to prevent the occurrence of disease,

guided by several prevention measures and specific community health nursing interventions.

 Primary prevention strategies include immunization. Community health nurses educate

clients and the public regarding the need for immunizations, refer clients for immunization

services, provide direct immunization services, and advocate for access to immunization

services for all segments of the population.

 Contact notification is another focus of community health nursing interventions. Nurses

educate providers regarding the legal requirements for reporting communicable diseases,

interview clients with communicable diseases for names and locating information, inform

contacts of their exposure, refer clients for testing and post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP),

educate clients about preventive measures, and advocate for and plan effective contact

notification services.

 Post-exposure prophylaxis involves referring clients for PEP services, providing PEP under

established protocols, monitoring and promoting compliance with PEP, monitoring for

adverse effects and side effects of PEP, and advocating for the availability of PEP for clients

in need.

 Other primary prevention measures include but are not limited to: promoting adequate

nutrition, rest, and other facets of good health, educating clients and the public about

effective wound care, educating clients and the public on safe sexual practices, preventing

drug abuse or referring clients for drug abuse treatment, promoting use of universal

precautions for blood-borne diseases, and advocating for adequate sanitation.

 Primary prevention measures also address pandemic and bioterrorism preparedness.

Community health nurses assist in identifying the potential for a pandemic or bioterrorist

event, assist in identifying vulnerable populations and factors influencing their vulnerability,

participate in planning community response to a pandemic or bioterrorist event, educate the

public and other health providers regarding prevention of illness or self-care during a

pandemic or bioterrorist event, and educate the public regarding the signs and symptoms of

disease during a pandemic or bioterrorist event.

7.Major Considerations in Secondary Prevention for Communicable Diseases

 Secondary prevention strategies include case finding and surveillance. Case finding involves

being familiar with the signs and symptoms of communicable diseases for the region.

Surveillance occurs at the population level and involves gathering and analyzing data that

reflects trends in disease incidence and prevalence.

 Screening, which can occur through either individual or selective screening or population or

mass screening, is the presumptive identification of asymptomatic persons with disease.
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Screening can be based on interest in specific diseases and CDC recommendations. Reporting

requirements are integral to the effective control of communicable diseases and may require

forwarding information to state, federal, and international agencies. Case reports and

outbreak reports are two categories of communicable disease reports. Reportable

communicable diseases are classified into five categories, which dictate which agency is

notified. Class 1 diseases such as cholera, plague, and yellow fever are reportable to the

World Health Organization. Class 2 diseases are reportable to the CDC and to any other state

or local agencies that have jurisdictional requirements. Class 3 diseases are required to be

reported in selected endemic areas. Class 4 diseases are required to be reported in the instance

of outbreaks only. Class 5 diseases are not ordinarily reportable because they are rare or are

not directly transmissible from person to person.

 Diagnosis involves diagnostic testing for the presence of specific antibodies in the blood of

infected persons. Treatment for communicable diseases is accomplished through antibiotic or

antiviral medications or provision of supportive care, and can often require timely

identification of people in need of treatment, supervising or monitoring compliance, and

motivating people who need medications.

8.Tertiary Prevention of Communicable Diseases

 Tertiary prevention strategies occur at the individual or population level. At the individual

level, emphasis is placed on preventing complications and long-term sequelae, monitoring

treatment compliance and its effects, monitoring for side effects, assisting clients in handling

the side effects, providing assistance with coping with long-term consequences, and

educating about ways to prevent complications.

 Tertiary prevention at the population level is directed at preventing the spread of

communicable diseases through isolation or quarantine measures; outbreak response, such as

managing those with disease and interrupting disease transmission; or social distancing

measures, such as closing schools and businesses or restricting access to certain areas.

Topic : Chronic Physical Health Problems

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Describe personal and population effects of chronic physical health problems.

 Identify biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural, behavioral, and

health system factors that influence the development of chronic physical health problems.
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 Describe strategies for primary prevention of chronic physical health problems.

 Identify the major aspects of secondary prevention of chronic physical health problems.

 Describe considerations in tertiary prevention of chronic physical health problems.

Definition/Overview:

Activity Limitations: Difficulties an individual may have in executing activities related to

learning and applying knowledge, general tasks and demands, communication, mobility, self-

care, domestic life, interpersonal interactions and relationships, major life areas (e.g.,

employment, school), and community, social, or civic life.

Cancer Survivors: All living persons who ever received a diagnosis of cancer usually used

to refer to people who are still living at a specific time (usually 5 years) after a diagnosis of

cancer.

Caregiver Burden: The effect of the stress of caring for a family member with a physical or

mental illness on those providing the care.

Chronic Disease: A condition that requires ongoing medical care, limits what one can do,

and is likely to last longer than one year

Decision Support Systems: Systems of decision making in the management of chronic

illness from a public health perspective; characterized by the use of a chronic care organizing

framework, daily input from laboratories and other data sources, automated test

interpretation, communication mechanisms to report findings to providers and clients, and

report formats helpful to both providers and clients.

Disability: A multidimensional phenomenon resulting from the interaction between people

and their physical and social environment.

Impairment: Problems in body function and structure such as significant deviation or loss.

Participation Restrictions: Problems an individual may experience in life situations and that

may occur in the same domains as activity limitations.

Risk Markers: Factors that help to identify persons who may have an elevated risk of

developing a specific condition but that do not themselves contribute to its development.

Self-Management:Strategies for handling the day-to-day treatment of chronic health

problems and their effects.

Stigmatization:A social process of attaching meaning to behavior and individuals on the

basis of certain traits or characteristics.
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Key Points:

1.Personal and Population Effects of Chronic Physical Health Problems

 Chronic disease affects roughly 90 million people in the United States and accounts for three

fourths of the U.S. health care expenditures each year. Chronic disease is defined as a

physical or emotional condition that requires ongoing medical care, limits what one can do,

and is likely to last longer than one year. Chronic health conditions arise from a variety of

sources and have personal and family effects, population effects, societal costs, and morbidity

and mortality consequences.

 Personal effects of chronic illness include pain, suffering, impairment, and disability. Other

effects include required changes in lifestyle and social isolation. Disability, as a culturally

defined concept, is seen as a multidimensional phenomenon resulting from the interaction

between people and their physical and social environment and leading to inability to function

in expected roles.

 Family effects of chronic illness include changes in family roles and relationships, stress, and

financial burden. 4. Population effects include the financial costs to society and the overall

impact of morbidity and mortality on each society.

2.Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and

Health System Factors Influencing the Development of Chronic Physical Health

Problems

 Biophysical considerations include the presence, impact of, or risk of developing a chronic

condition as a result of maturation and aging, gender, race and ethnicity, and physiologic

function such as obesity, hypertension, and predispositions to cancer. The very young and the

elderly are often at higher risk for accidental injuries, accidental death, or epilepsy. Some

chronic diseases are more prevalent in adults, such as arthritis, COPD, and certain cancers.

Strokes tend to double for every decade after age 65.

 Psychological considerations include the impact of stress, depression, anxiety, and the effect

of chronic debilitating conditions on the individual and family.

 The physical environmental contributes to chronic health problems through its effects of

environmental pollutants, global climate, and seasonal variation changes on conditions such

as asthma and allergies, blood pressure, and stroke. When certain populations or communities

must travel considerable distances to reach health care services, the outcomes of chronic

health conditions may be more severe. Environmental hazards may either cause or exacerbate

chronic health conditions as a result of living in a low-income neighborhood.
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 Sociocultural factors contributing to the effects of chronic health conditions include social

norms, role modeling, media messaging, cultural factors, social participation, and socio-

environmental factors. Certain social norms and role modeling may promote the use of

tobacco and alcohol, and media messaging may work to reduce smoking in targeted groups.

Culture plays a role in the extent of support for healthy or unhealthy behaviors and low social

participation may be associated with increased risk of coronary heart disease. The social

environmental factors such as low income, low educational levels, and unemployment may

prevent access to health care services.

 Behavioral factors include dietary consumption patterns that contribute to obesity, high

cholesterol, or insufficient intake of Vitamin D, which may be associated with certain forms

of cancer. Lack of exercise can influence the development and course of some chronic

conditions such as diabetes. Other behaviors such as sunbathing may lead to skin cancer, or

use patterns for safety devices such as seat belts and helmets may affect the severity of

accident outcomes.

 Health system factors contribute to the development or the prognosis of chronic health

conditions. Lack of access to care, failure of health care professionals to educate their clients

on the effects of lifestyle behaviors, the availability of screening services, and the availability

and quality of treatment obtainable for persons with chronic conditions all have varying

effects on morbidity and mortality outcomes.

3.Strategies for Primary Prevention of Chronic Physical Health Problems

 Primary prevention strategies for chronic health conditions most used by nurses include

health promotion and risk factor modification. Health promotion interventions include

promoting healthy lifestyles, such as educating individuals and community members about

basic nutrition and specific nutritional age requirements and about the benefits of exercise.

Nurses may assist individuals to develop ways to incorporate physical activity into their daily

routine. Nurses may also teach coping skills to high-risk individuals or groups. Political

activity by community health nurses might also be required to establish and enforce policies

and legislation that foster healthy behaviors, such as enforcing laws related to the sale of

tobacco to minors or monitoring smoking in public facilities. Nurses also provide

immunization services to children and high-risk groups.

 Risk factor modification is another primary prevention focus and includes modifying factors

such as smoking, obesity, hypertension, and safety and environmental hazards.
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4.Major Aspects of Secondary Prevention of Chronic Physical Health Problems

 Secondary prevention activities focus on three areas: screening for the existence of chronic

health problems, such as breast or cervical cancer, colorectal cancer, or prostate cancer;

developing screening programs that may be lacking for targeted populations; or advocating

for the availability and accessibility of screening programs for underserved groups in the

community. Early diagnosis is another secondary prevention strategy, which involves case

finding, case referral, and surveillance at both the individual and population level.

 Prompt treatment can influence the severity and the overall outcomes of certain chronic

conditions and requires promotion and monitoring treatment standards for chronic disease.

Prompt treatment addresses the need to stabilize the clients condition, establish a treatment

regimen, motivate for compliance, and eventually promote self-management.

5.Community Health Nursing Roles in Tertiary Prevention of Chronic Physical Health

Problems

 Tertiary prevention involves preventing further loss of function in affected and unaffected

systems; restoring function; monitoring health status; assisting the client to adjust

functionally and psychologically to the presence of a chronic condition with appropriate pain

control and other measures; assisting clients with survivorship care; and providing end-of-life

care as needed.

Topic : Community Mental Health Problems

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Discuss the personal, family, and societal impact of mental illness and mental health

problems.

 Describe factors influencing the development of mental health problems.

 Identify symptoms characteristic of common mental health problems.

 Analyze the role of the community health nurse in strategies to prevent mental health

problems.

 Discuss approaches to community treatment of mental health problems and analyze the

community health nurses role in each.

 Describe areas of emphasis in maintenance therapy for mental health problems and analyze

the role of the community health nurse in maintenance.
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Definition/Overview:

Community Mental Health Problems: Problems that occur with sufficient frequency in the

community or population group to be of serious concern in the overall health status of the

population.

Dual Diagnosis:Co-occurrence of a substance abuse disorder with one or more other

psychiatric diagnoses.

Dysthymia: A mild, chronic, ongoing form of depressed mood that prevents one from

functioning well or feeling good.

Ethnopsychopharmacology: The study of ethnic and cultural alterations in response to

medication.

Mental Health: The ability to successfully perform mental functions, to engage in

productive activities and meaningful interpersonal relationships, and to adapt to change and

cope with adversity.

Mental Health Problems: Signs and symptoms of mental distress that are of insufficient

duration or intensity to qualify as mental disorders diagnosed on the basis of accepted

criteria.

Mental Illness (mental disorder): A wide variety of diagnosable mental disorders

characterized by changes in thinking, mood, or behavior associated with stress or impaired

function.

Recovery: In the context of substance abuse, restoration of a meaningful life rather than

symptom relief.

Resilience: The ability to withstand chronic stress or to recover from traumatic and stressful

events.

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD): A form of depression that varies with the seasons,

resulting in depression in the fall and winter when exposure to natural light is diminished and

euthymia (positive mood) in spring and summer when natural light is more abundant.

Serious Mental Illness: A mental disorderof such intensity that it disables people, preventing

them from functioning adequately on the basis of their culture and background

Somatization: The expression of mental or emotional distress in terms of physical

symptoms.
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Key Points:

1.The Personal, Family, and Societal Impact of Mental Illness and Mental Health

Problems

 Key concepts for understanding community mental health problems include the following

definitions: Mental health is the ability to successfully perform mental functions, to engage in

productive activities and meaningful interpersonal relationships, and to adapt to change and

cope with adversity. Mental illness includes a variety of diagnosable mental disorders that are

characterized by changes in thinking, moods, or behavior associated with stress or impaired

function. Serious mental illness is defined as an intensity that disables people, preventing

them from functioning adequately on the basis of their culture and background. Mental health

problems involve signs and symptoms of mental distress that are of insufficient duration or

intensity to qualify as mental disorders diagnoses on the basis of accepted criteria. Finally,

community mental health problems are those that occur with sufficient frequency in the

community or population group to be of serious concern in the overall health status of the

population.

 The effects of mental health problems on the individual include suffering and disability with

physical and social impairments, and premature death.

 The effects of mental health problems on families are both economic and emotional.

Individual family members with mental health problems may experience unemployment or

underemployment, which affects income and access to and payment for mental health

services. Families may also experience emotional stress due to disruption in normal life

patterns, communication patterns, and guilt or fear of social stigma. Caregiver stress is an

additional family effect of mental illness in a member.

 The effects on society are the economic burdens for communities and countries as a result of

costs for mental health care services and treatment and lost worker productivity.

2.Factors Influencing the Development of Mental Health Problems.

 Biophysical factors influencing mental health problems include genetics and gender,

maturation and aging, race and ethnicity, and physiologic function. Family history of mental

health disorders such as schizophrenia present a 10 times greater risk for individuals within

that family, and women are 70% more likely to report serious psychological distress and have

a lifetime prevalence of major depression, nearly twice that of men. Mental health problems

are distributed differently among various age groups with 20% of children diagnosed with

neuropsychiatric disorders and 4.2% of men between 45 and 54 years of age reporting serious
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psychological distress. Depression is reported across the age spectrum, but is more common

in older people. Mental illness and mental health problems vary among racial and ethnic

populations with American Indians and Alaska Natives reporting the highest incidence.

Comorbidity with other chronic medical conditions, infections, malnutrition, and hormonal

imbalances impacts the overall effects of physiologic functioning on mental health problems.

Nurses need to be aware of the effects of pregnancy and postpartum on the incidence of

depression.

 The psychological factors affecting mental health include the effects of personality traits and

temperament, stressful life events, below average intelligence, existing health problems, lack

of effective coping skills, and suicidal ideations.

 Physical environmental factors that increase ones risk of acquiring a mental health problem

include exposure to environmental toxins such as lead and arsenic, and the direct effects of

climate and geography on conditions such as seasonal affective disorder, which as a form of

depression tends to occur in the fall and winter when exposure to natural light diminishes.

 Sociocultural factors that influence risk for and treatment of mental health problems include

societal disorganization brought about by disasters and wars; social and economic factors,

such as poverty and homelessness; family relationships, such as communication difficulties

with parents and the correlation with schizophrenia; social support, which can hinder or help

with recognition, treatment, and compliance with therapeutic interventions; culture where

mental health problems may not be recognized or are defined as normal or abnormal; and

societal attitudes toward mental illness, which can lead to criminalization of behaviors and

incarceration.

 Behavioral factors that can impact the presence or severity of mental health problems include

lack of physical activity, alcohol and drug use, and sexual activity, especially high-risk sexual

activity displayed by individuals with particular types of diagnoses.

 A number of health system issues affect the recognition, diagnosis, treatment, and preventive

actions taken by a society. These issues include the lack of adequate mental health care

services, lack of insurance coverage, lack of a unified mental health care system, and

discrepancies in provider practice as evidenced by non-adherence to established clinical

guidelines for treatment. Currently, the United States has four sectors that provide services

for mental health care and present their own focus of care: the general medical or primary

care sector, the specialty mental health care sector, the social services sector, and the

volunteer support network sector.
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3.Symptoms Characteristic of Common Mental Health Problems

 Depression affects nearly 21 million people in the United States. Bipolar disorder is

characterized by shifts in mood, energy, and functional ability with people cycling through

periods of depression alternating with periods of energy, excitability, and irritability.

Schizophrenia can present with many signs and symptoms with three types of symptoms

prominent: positive symptoms with unusual thoughts or perceptions that are not present in

other people, negative symptoms with an absence of normal behaviors and emotional states,

and cognitive symptoms that reflect deficits in attention, memory, and executive functions

that permit planning and organizing thoughts and behaviors. Anxiety disorders include a

group of illnesses that result in chronic and overwhelming fear and anxiety that tend to grow

progressively worse with time. Up to 5% of the female population suffers from eating

disorders, which include anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and binge eating disorders.

Anorexia nervosa is characterized by a strong resistance to maintaining a minimal weight for

ones height and body type, by intense fear of gaining weight, and by a distorted body image.

Bulimia nervosa is characterized by uncontrollable eating followed by compensatory purging

and other behaviors to prevent weight gain. Binge eating is excessive overeating without

compensatory purging and other behaviors. Borderline personality disorder is characterized

by rapidly changing moods and resulting difficulty with interpersonal relationships and an

inability to function effectively in society. Autism spectrum disorders occur in young

children, with Asperger syndrome being the mildest and Rhett syndrome being the most

severe and rarest form. Clinical symptoms include lack of interactive behaviors, not

responding to their name, failing to maintain eye contact, not playing with toys, not smiling,

and not liking to be cuddled.

4.The Role of the Community Health Nurse in Strategies to Prevent Mental Health

Problems

 Community health nurses have a number of opportunities to affect mental health services and

problems in the community. Nurses begin with assessing individual, family, and population

risk factors, and include an assessment of the incidence and prevalence of specific mental

health problems. Nurses may survey community members or community informants who are

knowledgeable about the attitudes to mental health problems. Nurses can determine the

availability of mental health services, both the actual services and the barriers to services.

They also assess clients for evidence of mental health problems.

 Direct prevention roles include promoting protective factors and risk factor reduction

strategies that foster supportive environments and individual and family resilience. Nurses
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may develop programs that promote coping in school, work, or other settings; advocate for

societal stress minimization by identifying existing sources of stress; and assist with

development of mental health services.

5.Approaches to Community Treatment of Mental Health Problems.

 Community treatment of mental health problems is considered secondary prevention, which

begins with screening or a mental health evaluation of a clients psychiatric history, use of

current psychotropic drugs, presence of suicidal ideation or attempt, drug and alcohol abuse,

and a history of sex offenses, victimization, or violence. A clients motivation for treatment, as

part of the screening assessment, includes perceptions of the seriousness of the mental health

problem, desire for and perceived importance of treatment, and past attempts at treatment and

their effects.

 A mental health evaluation may also include a history of special education placement, history

of traumatic brain injury, incarceration, and evidence of mental retardation.

 The role of community health nurses is to be knowledgeable about and alert to signs and

symptoms of mental illness, make appropriate and effective referrals, and assist clients in

their decision-making process.

 Approaches to treatment include pharmacotherapy, individual or group therapy, family

intervention, and self-help groups.

 Pharmacotherapy uses medications alone or in conjunction with other treatment approaches

to mental illness. Medications include anti-psychotics, antidepressants, stimulants, mood

stabilizers, anxiolytics, and cholinesterase inhibitors.

 The role of the nurse is to monitor and motivate medication compliance, monitor therapeutic

effects, assist with side effects, and identify adverse effects.

 Community health nurses need to be aware of ethnopsychopharmacology, which is the study

of ethnic and cultural alterations in response to medication as a result of genetic differences

in drug metabolism. Cultural practices related to medication adherence and the use of

traditional therapies may affect response to and compliance with medications.

 Psychotherapy involves an individual or group in therapy and is designed to develop an

understanding of ones problems and ways of dealing with them. Family intervention is

directed toward alleviation of inappropriate family dynamics that promote stress and result in

mental distress. The nurses role in both psychotherapy and family intervention is one of

referral for services. Self-help groups are designed to promote mutual support, education, and

personal growth for individuals with similar mental health problems. The community health

nurse can be actively involved in initiating and supporting self-help groups in the community,

and in promoting client and family empowerment in treatments for mental health problems.
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6.Maintenance Therapy for Mental Health Problems.

 Tertiary prevention for mental health conditions is considered maintenance therapy. The goal

of maintenance therapy is to maintain the clients level of function and to prevent recidivism

or frequent re-hospitalization.

 The role of the community health nurse is to follow clients with chronic mental illness to

provide support, encourage compliance, and monitor the effects of treatment. Nurses may

assist clients with planning regular lifestyles, such as sleeping and waking patterns, and to

minimize sources of stress in their lives.

Topic : Substance Abuse

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Identify signs and symptoms of psychoactive substance dependence.

 Distinguish between psychoactive substance dependence and abuse.

 Identify substances that lead to dependence and abuse.

 Analyze personal, family, and societal effects of substance abuse.

 Analyze biophysical, psychological, sociocultural, behavioral, and health systems factors that

influence substance abuse.

 Discuss aspects of community health nursing assessment in relation to substance abuse.

 Identify major approaches to primary prevention of substance abuse and analyze the role of

the community health nurse with respect to each.

 Describe the components of the intervention process in secondary prevention of substance

abuse.

 Identify general principles in the treatment of substance abuse.

 Describe treatment modalities in substance abuse control and analyze the role of the

community health nurse in their implementation.

 Analyze the role of the community health nurse in tertiary prevention of substance abuse.

 Discuss harm reduction and its role in control of substance abuse.

Definition/Overview:

Brief Intervention: A time-limited, direct strategies to reduce substance use in nondependent

users whose consumption rates put them at risk for problems associated with substance use.

Codependent: A person in a continuing relationship with a substance abuser, whose

behavior enables the abuser to continue his or her drug-dependent existence.
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Crack: A stable form of cocaine, without the hydrochloride base, that can be smoked rather

than inhaled for a more rapid and more intense effect.

Designer Drugs:Modifications of legal drugs whose use in their original form is restricted.

Drug Abuse (Drug Misuse): The deliberate use of a drug for other than medicinal purposes

in a manner that can adversely affect ones health or ability to function.

Drug Tolerance:An adaptation of the body to a substance such that previous doses do not

have the desired effect.

Drug Use: The taking of a drug in the correct amount, frequency, and strength for its

medically intended purpose.

Freebasing:The use of heat and ether to free cocaine from its hydrochloride base, thus

creating a purer product that produces a more intense effect.

Harm Reduction:An approach to drug use that focuses on moderation of substance use and

minimization of its harmful effects.

Intervention: In the context of substance abuse, the act of confronting the substance abuser

with the intent of making a referral for assistance in dealing with the abuse.

Intoxication: A state of diminished physical or mental control that occurs as a result of the

current use of psychoactive drugs.

Psychoactive Substance Abuse: Maladaptive patterns of substance use that do not meet the

criteria for dependence.

Psychoactive Substance Dependence Syndrome: A cluster of cognitive, behavioral, and

physiologic symptoms that indicate impaired control over the use of a psychoactive substance

and continued use despite adverse consequences.

Psychoactive Substances: Drugs or chemicals that alter ordinary states of consciousness,

including mood, cognition, and behavior.

RelapsePrevention Maps: Graphic representations of the factors that contribute to relapse

into substance-abusing behaviors drawn by the client with the assistance of a nurse or

counselor.

Substance-Related Disorders: Disturbances of behavior, cognition, and/or mood.caused by

the taking and/or abuse of a drug, alcohol, or tobacco; the side effects of medication; or

exposure to toxins (McLeer, 2004, p. 341).

Teratogenic Substances: Substances that cause physical defects in the developing embryo.

Withdrawal Syndrome: A complex of symptoms, usually including severe discomfort, pain,

nausea, vomiting, and, possibly, convulsions, that result when certain drugs are removed

from the clients system.
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Key Points:

1.Signs and Symptoms of Psychoactive Substance Dependence

 Substance-related disorders are defined as disturbances of behavior, cognition, and/or mood

caused by the taking and/or abuse of a drug, alcohol, or tobacco; the side effects of

medication; or exposure to toxins. Psychoactive substances are drugs or chemicals that alter

ordinary states of consciousness, including mood, cognition, and behavior. Drug use is the

taking of a drug in the correct amount, frequency, and strength for its medicinal purpose.

Drug abuse or misuse is the deliberate use of a drug for other than medicinal purposes in a

manner that can adversely affect ones health or ability to function.

 With more than 1 million people in the United States seeking treatment for substance abuse

problems, the magnitude of the problem has been recognized by the more than 40 national

health objectives for 2010. Unfortunately, the process of moving from abuse to dependence is

not well understood.

 Signs and symptoms of psychoactive substance dependence include: an increase in the

amount of substance used, or extended over a longer period than intended; persistent desire

for the substance or one or more unsuccessful attempts to control its use; an increase in the

amount of time spent in obtaining, using, or recovering from the effects of the substance;

frequent symptoms of intoxication or withdrawal interfacing with obligations; elimination or

reduction of important occupational, social, or recreation activities as a result of substance

use; continued use of the substance despite recurrent problems caused; increased tolerance to

the substance; experience of characteristic withdrawal symptoms; and an increase in

substance use to decrease withdrawal symptoms.

2.Psychoactive Substance Dependence and Abuse

 Psychoactive substance dependence is a cluster of cognitive, behavioral, and physiologic

symptoms that indicate impaired control over the use of a psychoactive substance and

continued use despite adverse consequences.

 Psychoactive substance abuse involves maladaptive patterns of substance use that do not

meet the criteria for dependence, but include the continued use of a substance despite

persistent or recurrent physical, psychological, or social problems related to its use, or

recurrent use of the substance in physically dangerous situations.
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3.Substances that Lead to Dependence and Abuse.

 The top 10 substances associated with abuse or dependence include alcohol; sedatives,

hypnotics, or anxiolytics; opioids; cocaine; amphetamines; hallucinogens; cannabis;

inhalants; steroids; and nicotine. Alcohol is the most used and abused substance with over

50% of the U.S. population age 12 and older reporting use, nearly 23% reporting binge

drinking, and almost 8% of the population meeting the criteria for dependence or abuse.

Sedatives, hypnotics, and anxiolytics are CNS depressants used for a number of different

reasons such as anxiety and inability to sleep. Nearly 7% to 8% of the male and female

population report misuse of these prescription medications. Opioids are also CNS depressants

derived from the opium poppy or created synthetically. Opioids use has been reported by

almost 3.3% of the high school population. Cocaine is a stimulant causing euphoria and a

sense of competence. It is derived from the leaves of the coca plant and its use and abuse puts

it second behind alcohol. Amphetamines are CNS stimulants, chemically manufactured, and

often obtained through prescription for weight loss and fatigue. Its derivative,

methamphetamine, is highly addictive and highly dangerous to manufacture, and its use is

increasing among middle school and high school students. Hallucinogens such as PCP can

create either a stimulant or a depressant effect. Almost 15% of the U.S. population over 12

years of age has reported using hallucinogens. Cannabis may be inhaled or ingested, and its

general use ranges from 6% of the U.S. population to almost 40% of high school students

reporting using marijuana. Inhalants are abused by sniffing products to create a sense of

euphoria, loss of inhibition, or excitement. Its use is common among adolescents, and its

danger is one of suffocation, organ damage, and potential for explosion. Steroids are

generally obtained through prescription for their immunosuppressant qualities for conditions

such as arthritis or joint injury. Its abuse has been reported to be almost 4% of high school

students for non-medical purposes, and its physiologic dangers include enlargement of sexual

organs, liver impairment, G.I. problems, and growth impairment. Nicotine is highly addictive,

and tobacco use occurs in approximately 21% of the U.S. population.

4.Personal, Family, and Societal Effects of Substance Abuse

 Substance abuse affects all aspects of life, from the individual to the family to the

community.

 The effects on the individual include physical effects such as increased morbidity resulting

from exposure to communicable diseases, unintentional injury, unintended pregnancy, and

fetal alcohol syndrome. Individuals may also experience withdrawal syndrome caused by
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drugs. Individuals afflicted with substance abuse problems may undergo personality

disturbances, anxiety, and depression.

 The social impact of substance abuse is the effects on family relationships and employment,

which can lead to impaired support networks and financial difficulties. Families experience

conflict, anger, violence, and many other problems as a result of substance abuse. Family

members may exhibit co-dependence, which is maladaptive behaviors arising out of a need to

cope with the problem of abuse. Children suffer from the direct and indirect effects of

substance abuse, such as physical and psychological abuse, irritability, disruptions in school,

and direct exposure to unhealthy substances.

 Societal effects include increased morbidity and mortality as a result of accidents, exposure to

acute and chronic diseases, higher economic costs from treatment and prevention measures,

increased law enforcement needs in a community, and increased crime arising out of a need

to support the abuse patterns.

5.Biophysical, Psychological, Sociocultural, Behavioral, and Health Systems Factors

that Influence Substance Abuse.

 Biophysical factors that contribute to the overall effects of substance abuse include genetic

inheritance, maturation and aging, and the direct physiologic effects of the substances on the

human body. Some evidence supports a genetic predisposition for substance abuse, especially

with stronger evidence toward the male gender. Certain ethnic groups are more likely to

abstain from using alcohol, and other ethnic groups may have a higher incidence of use and

abuse. Use or misuse of substances varies also by age, peer influence, and risk-taking

behaviors. Perinatal exposure of the fetus to alcohol can have a lifelong negative affect,

resulting in a need for medical and educational or learning interventions. Physiologic

function can affect the use of substances and the use of substances can affect physiologic

function. Individuals with chronic health conditions may misuse or abuse medications,

alcohol, or other substances in order to cope with disabilities or pain. On the other hand,

substance abuse may create chronic health problems such as serious infections, cancer, and

HIV/Aids.

 Psychological factors to consider are the personality traits that place an individual at risk for

substance abuse, the underlying psychiatric disorders that predispose a person to misuse, and

the personality changes or defense mechanisms that result from substance abuse. Substance

abusers tend to display denial, projection, rationalization, conflict minimization, and

avoidance as a result of coping with their abuse behaviors.

 There are three spheres of influence that need to be considered in the sociocultural factors:

Family influences include their perceptions of substance abuse harm, the individuals
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perception of disapproval from the family, and the families who experience multiple stressors

posing increased risk of substance misuse and violence. Peer influences may contribute to

substance abuse, such as smoking or alcohol consumption, especially with adolescents and

preadolescents. Certain social factors may influence an individual or communitys risk of

substance abuse such as poverty, unemployment, and discrimination. Societal attitudes also

influence drug use and abuse, especially attitudes that promote incarceration versus treatment

strategies, or legislation that restricts public behaviors such as smoking restrictions.

 Behavioral factors include recreational activities that contribute to the use of psychoactive

substances, high-risk behaviors, and subsequent comorbidity associated with poly-drug use

such as needle sharing.

 Providers often pay little attention to educating clients and the public about the hazards of

substance abuse. The U.S. health care system has inadequate treatment facilities and

programs that are not specific for targeted groups, thus decreasing the likelihood of

successful treatment.

6.Aspects of Community Health Nursing Assessment in Relation to Substance Abuse

 The World Health Organization (WHO) has developed a community health substance abuse

assessment called rapid assessment and response (RAR) that includes guidelines for

increasing the timely response capabilities with health issues. The RAR is a pubic health

assessment tool that addresses the characteristics of the health problem, population groups

affected, settings and context, health and risk behaviors, and social consequences. The four

steps for the RAR are to gather information about the nature and extent of the problem, its

adverse health and social consequences, a populations protective factors, and community-

based intervention proposals for the problem at hand.

 A community health nurse assessment at the individual level includes identifying the persons

or groups most at risk, assessing the risk factors for substance abuse, and assessing for signs

and symptoms of substance abuse such as intoxication, withdrawal, and long-term effects.

7.Major Approaches to Primary Prevention of Substance Abuse.

 Primary prevention goals for substance abuse include preventing nonusers from initiating use

of psychoactive substances, preventing progression from experimentation to chronic use, and

preventing expansion to the use of other substances.

 Primary prevention methods use education and risk factor modification as the basis for their

focus on substance abuse reduction or minimization. Education begins with the public and is

best if community health nurses target specific groups, such as developing school-based
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education campaigns. Addressing knowledge and attitudes about the use of psychoactive

substances is part of the community health nurses role. Risk factor modification can occur at

all three levels: individual, family, or society. Nurses can evaluate an individuals stress level,

or assist families with stress to eliminate or modify the source of stressors, or assist with

developing effective coping skills.

 Nurses can refer clients and families experiencing financial stress to social services or to

other needed services, such as respite care. By reducing sources of stress or modifying their

reactions to stressors, individuals or families may reduce their risk for self-medication

through psychoactive substances. At the societal level, nurses may become politically

involved to advocate for control or limited access and availability of psychoactive substances.

8.The Components of the Intervention Process in Secondary Prevention of Substance

Abuse

 Secondary prevention incorporates screening, intervention, and treatment for psychoactive

substance use. Intervention is the act of confronting the substance abuser with the intent of

making a referral for assistance in dealing with the abuse. The goal is to elicit an agreement

from the individual to be evaluated for possible substance abuse problems.

 The community health nurse aids in the intervention process by aiding families to view

themselves as clients, reinforcing the idea that substance abuse is a family disorder, and

providing families with basic information about substance abuse and the defense mechanisms

used by both the abuser and significant others, which may result in a co-dependent or

enabling relationship. Nurses educate families about the intervention process, their

responsibilities for the process, and some of the feelings that they may experience during the

intervention.

 Nurses prepare families for the intervention process by assisting them to determine who

should be involved, who may be able to influence the abusers behavior in a positive way, and

those who are able to engage in the intervention. 4. The intervention process continues with

bringing the individual to an agreed upon site, and if the individual agrees to evaluation, the

nurse encourages the family to accompany the individual to the evaluation appointment. The

nurse may meet with family members to discuss feelings about the process and its outcome.

If the intervention is not successful, the nurse reassures the family members and aids them in

planning a subsequent intervention.
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9.General Principles in the Treatment of Substance Abuse

 Treatment for substance abuse must be tailored to the specific drug or substance abuse, but

there are general principles that guide the various treatment modalities. There should be

multi-treatment modalities that are individually tailored, using both professionals and

laypersons. The families should be involved, and there should also be a detoxification or

sobriety component built in to the program.

 Additionally, treatment should address the underlying psychopathology and anticipate the

guilt that arises when an individual relapses. There should also be social and vocational

rehabilitation services to aid the individual in returning to the community and finding

employment. Treatment should be available for other unforeseen consequences, such as

health conditions that arise from the use of the psychoactive substance.

Topic : Societal Violence

Topic Objective:

After reading this topic, you should be able to:

 Compare types of societal violence.

 Analyze the influence of biophysical, psychological, physical environmental, sociocultural,

behavioral, and health system factors on societal violence.

 Identify major foci in primary prevention of societal violence.

 Describe approaches to the secondary prevention of societal violence.

 Discuss considerations in tertiary prevention of societal violence.

 Analyze the role of community health nurses with respect to societal violence.

Definition/Overview:

Battering: Chronic and continuing violence of one domestic partner against another that is

characterized by vulnerability, entrapment, and loss of control of life on the part of the

abused partner.

Child Maltreatment or Abuse: Intentional physical or mental harm to a child by someone

responsible for the childs welfare.

Critical Incident Stress: The stress that accompanies experiencing or witnessing events that

causes unusual emotional upset.

Elder Maltreatment: Purposeful physical or psychological harm or exploitation of elderly

persons.
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Emotional Abuse: Verbal or behavioral actions that may have negative emotional

consequences for a child.

Family Violence (Domestic Violence): All types of violent crime committed by an offender

who is related to the victim either biologically or legally through marriage or adoption.

Intimate Partner Violence (IPV): Any behavior within an intimate relationship that causes

physical, psychological, or sexual harm to those in the relationship.

Neglect: Failure to provide for a childs physical, educational, or emotional needs.

Physical Abuse:Intentional injury of a child by a caretaker that results in harm.

Psychological Battering: A type of abuse in which there is no current physical or sexual

abuse being perpetrated, but fear of potential abuse keeps the victim subservient.

Sexual Abuse: Any involvement of a child in an act designed to provide sexual gratification

to an adult; includes both sexual acts and sexual exploitation.

Shaken Baby Syndrome: A constellation of signs and symptoms that result from violent

shaking in an infant or child .

Key Points:

1.Types of Societal Violence

 Societal violence costs millions of dollars in hospital care and millions of days of lost work

productivity. Even though reports of societal violence are increasing, actual violent crime

rates are decreasing in the United States. Violence is defined as the intentional use of physical

force or power, threatened or actual, against oneself, another person, or a group or

community that either results in or has a high likelihood of resulting in injury, death,

psychological harm, mal-development, or deprivation.

 Types of societal violence include family violence, assault and homicide, and suicide.

 Family violence encompasses child and elder maltreatment and intimate partner violence.

Child maltreatment involves intentional physical or mental harm to a child by someone

responsible for the childs welfare. Types of child abuse include physical abuse, emotional

abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect, which is the failure to provide for a childs physical,

educational, or emotional needs. Intimate partner violence (IPV) refers to any behavior within

an intimate relationship that causes physical, psychological, or sexual harm to those in the

relationship. Battering is considered a form of intimate partner violence and is defined as

chronic and continuing violence of one partner against another that is characterized by

vulnerability, entrapment, and loss of control of ones life on the part of the abused partner.

Psychological battering exists when there is no current physical or sexual abuse perpetrated,

but fear of potential abuse keeps the victim subservient. Elder maltreatment is purposeful
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physical or psychological harm or exploitation of elderly persons occurring within families or

in institutional settings. Nearly 700,000 to 1.2 million older adults are abused each year in the

United States. Different types of abuse may be encountered by community health nurses,

including physical and sexual abuse, neglect, emotional abuse, financial or material

exploitation, violation of personal rights, and abandonment.

 Even with homicide rates declining, 1.6 million people were treated for assault-related

injuries in emergency departments. Nearly 64,000 of these were sexual assaults. Assaults and

homicides affect all societies. Schools are becoming settings for increased violence,

especially involving weapons.

 Suicide affects the United States with approximately 4.5% of Americans attempting suicide

at some point in their lives. Suicide is the third leading cause of death for men ages 15 to 24,

and the eighth leading cause for all U.S. men, resulting in great monetary costs to society.

2.The Influence of Biophysical, Psychological, Physical Environmental, Sociocultural,

Behavioral, and Health System Factors on Societal Violence

 Biophysical considerations are factors that contribute to violence and those that arise as a

consequence of violence. Age and physiologic status affect susceptibility to violence as

evidenced by shaken baby syndrome and pregnancy increasing a womans vulnerability to

IPV. Suicide rates vary according to age and methods used. Children experiencing

maltreatment are more prone to physical and functional disabilities and hospitalizations.

Racial and ethnic disparities occur in particular forms of societal violence as well as in

varying socioeconomic groups.

 Psychological considerations for family violence include poor coping skills, the emotional

climate of the family, personality traits of the abuser or the victim, and presence of

psychopathy, which increases a familys susceptibility to violence.

 Physical environmental considerations note that rural regions are more prone to certain types

of violence, possibly due to the effects of isolation, and urban settings have violence that

involves forearms, suggestive of accessibility and means of committing crimes involving

guns. Workplace violence has been acknowledged as another setting to consider.

 Sociocultural factors that the community health nurse needs to consider in assessing an

individual, family, or communitys predisposition to violence are cultural themes; norms that

grant financial and physical control of women to men or personal beliefs in strict gender

roles; immigrant status for women that because of language barriers, they may not report

abuse; and cultural attitudes. Family risk factors include social isolation; parental lack of

understanding of child development, which can result in poor discipline judgment; family
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disorganization; and lack of family cohesion. Other sociocultural factors such as low income,

limited resource availability, and social isolation may increase stress and result in violence.

 Behavioral factors address the relationship between alcohol or drug abuse and IPV, smoking

and a risk of suicide, sexual orientation and vulnerability to physical or sexual abuse,

workplace homicides and the interrelationship between certain behavioral factors and

violence.

 Health system factors contribute indirectly to violence through providers hesitancy to report

findings or identify clients at risk for suicide, or their lack of understanding between chronic

physical illness and suicide and the need for more effective disease management.

3.Major Foci in Primary Prevention of Societal Violence

 Primary prevention focuses on three major approaches: increasing personal aversion to

violence as a means of resolving conflict, increasing personal abilities to deal with stress, and

eliminating or reducing factors that contribute to stress.

 Eleven primary prevention goals have been identified with respective nursing interventions at

both the individual/ family and the community level. At the very basic, individual level, the

first goals address the development of effective coping skills, the development of self-esteem,

the development of realistic expectation of self and others, and the development of effective

parenting and interpersonal skills. The next level of goals affects individuals, families and

communities through availability of treatment facilities for psychopathology or substance

abuse, promotion of nonviolent conflict resolution, providing emotional and material support,

and encouraging the reduction of risk behaviors. Finally, primary prevention goals address

the broader need for decreased availability of weapons, drugs, and alcohol, changing societal

attitudes toward violence, and developing policies that discourage violence.

4.Approaches to the Secondary Prevention of Societal Violence.

 Secondary prevention approaches address the identification of persons at risk for violence

through case finding and education of the public about contributing factors.

 Secondary prevention includes a provision of counseling for persons at risk and for treatment

for victims of violence through referral services, advocating for the availability of counseling

services and engaging in political activity and advocacy to ensure adequate treatment

facilities.

 Lastly, secondary prevention measures focus on the need to identify episodes of violence,

making provisions for safe environments, and providing treatment for violent persons.
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5.Considerations in Tertiary Prevention of Societal Violence

 Tertiary prevention of societal violence addresses four major foci. The first involves the

prevention of suicide clusters and copycat murders. Nursing interventions at the community

level focus on assisting in the development of community response plans and advocating for

control of media exposure to violence.

 The second addresses a need for providing care to families of homicide and suicide victims.

The community health nurse may assist family members to work through feelings of grief

and guilt, or to help families find positive ways to cope with loss. The nurse may refer for

assistance with legal matters or for counseling. There is also a need to advocate for support

services for families of victims.

 The third focus considers the need to treat the consequences of violence through referral for

physical and psychological treatment services and advocacy for available services for victims

and perpetrators of violence.

 The fourth focuses on reducing sources of stress through referral, respite care services,

expansion of social support networks, and assistance with employment and other social

needs. Community health nurses may refer to sources of assistance, develop or expand social

support networks, arrange for respite care, or assist with employment and other social needs.

At the community level, the nurse may advocate for social changes to minimize sources of

stress that contribute to violence or for the need for additional respite care and support

services.
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